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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1

Introduction and research questions

Among the langﬀages of the ﬂorld, English can be seen as a langﬀage ﬂith a relatiﬁelﬄ
ﬃed ﬂord order. Tﬄpicallﬄ, sentences are organized aroﬀnd a sﬀbject and a ﬁerb in
the canonical order of sﬀbject-ﬁerb-object (or complement or adﬁerbial). Yet, sometimes speakers maﬄ deﬁiate from this rather ﬃed ﬂord order for pragmatic pﬀrposes
and shi elements in the claﬀse into non-canonical positions in order to introdﬀce
neﬂ information into the discoﬀrse, re-introdﬀce information at a later stage in the
discoﬀrse, contrast one piece of information ﬂith another, or focﬀs the addressee's
aention on a certain piece of information. ere are a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic deﬁices
ﬂhich serﬁe ﬂell for these pﬀrposes and ﬂhich are particﬀlarlﬄ common in spoken
interaction, ﬂhere theﬄ re ect the dﬄnamic ﬀse of langﬀage in a social conteﬃt. e
present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamines in some detail a nﬀmber of sﬀch constrﬀctions, inclﬀding le
dislocation (e.g. ths cat she s fourteen), right dislocation (e.g. he s brllant your
dad), fronting constrﬀctions (e.g. my brthday party you arrange), eﬃistential thereconstrﬀctions (e.g. there's a wld lot of people nd her okay) and ﬁarioﬀs tﬄpes of cle
constrﬀctions (e.g. -cle: t was you that told me that;
-cle: what he decded
was to stay wth some frends there).
Preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies haﬁe mainlﬄ focﬀssed on the historical origins and the deﬁelopment or the discoﬀrse fﬀnctions of the constrﬀctions in qﬀestion (cf. e.g. Prince 1985;
Aijmer 1989; Gelﬀﬄkens 1992; Biber et al. 1999; Gregorﬄ/Michaelis 2001; Netz/Kﬀzar
2007; Timmis 2010; Netz/Kﬀzar/Eﬁiatar 2011; Reeﬁe 2012; Paen 2012a). A nﬀmber
of more recent stﬀdies haﬁe added a cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe to the discﬀssion bﬄ
comparing the paerns of ﬀse across ﬁarieties of English. ese stﬀdies claim, for eﬃample, that le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions occﬀr particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ
in the so-called 'Neﬂ Englishes' 1 (e.g. Pla et al. 1983: 14; Mesthrie 1992: 110; Bha
2004: 1023; Lange 2012: 148; Sharma 2012a: 214), and that -cle constrﬀctions and
fronting constrﬀctions shoﬂ a high freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse and a ﬂider scope of realization
options in the so-called 'Celtic Englishes' 2 (cf. e.g. Kallen 1994; Filppﬀla 1999; Hickeﬄ
1
e Neﬂ Englishes ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more detail in Chapter 2.
2
e term refers to the ﬁarieties of English spoken on the ﬂestern edges of the British Isles and
inclﬀdes Irish English, Welsh English, Scoish English, Manﬃ English (spoken in the Isle of Man) and
Cornish English (spoken in Cornﬂall).
e adeqﬀacﬄ of this coﬁer term is still being debated, ﬄet

1

1 Introducton
2007, 2012a; Beal 2012; Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012). Fﬀrthermore, le dislocation has been
identi ed as a common featﬀre of learners of English in general (cf. e.g. Grﬀber 1967;
Chambers 1973; Coon 1978; Williams 1987; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995).
A notorioﬀslﬄ di cﬀlt qﬀestion is that of identifﬄing possible eﬃplanatorﬄ factors
for the obserﬁed ﬀsage paerns.
is is particﬀlarlﬄ di cﬀlt in mﬀlticﬀltﬀral and
mﬀltilingﬀal societies becaﬀse ﬂe oen nd a compleﬃ netﬂork of ﬁarioﬀs interacting forces at plaﬄ (cf. e.g. omason 2010; Sharma 2012a). One possible in ﬀencing
factor is langﬀage contact, and especiallﬄ so in the conteﬃt of the Neﬂ Englishes,
ﬂhere di erent langﬀages permanentlﬄ come into contact and ﬂhere speakers haﬁe
a repertoire of mﬀltiple langﬀages at their disposal. In sﬀch cases, it is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ that
featﬀres of the sﬀbstrate are being transferred into the contact langﬀage. Bﬀt considering the tﬄpologicallﬄ ﬁarﬄing backgroﬀnd langﬀages in sitﬀations ﬂhere English
comes into contact ﬂith other langﬀages, hoﬂ can ﬂe, for eﬃample, accoﬀnt for similar trends among the Neﬂ Englishes or for similarities betﬂeen the Celtic Englishes
and the Neﬂ Englishes? So there mﬀst be other in ﬀencing factors as ﬂell. Possible candidates that haﬁe been sﬀggested in the literatﬀre inclﬀde general ﬀniﬁersals
of hﬀman conceptﬀalization and grammaticalization (e.g. processing and economﬄ
constraints, freqﬀencﬄ, markedness; cf. e.g. Heine/Kﬀteﬁa 2010; Diessel 2007), acqﬀisitional ﬀniﬁersals (on the e ects of second langﬀage acqﬀisition on le dislocation
cf. e.g. Williams 1987; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995; Ortega 2009) or the sociolingﬀistic and
pragmatic seing.
is last aspect is particﬀlarlﬄ releﬁant for mﬀltilingﬀal seings,
ﬂhere English is spoken as onlﬄ one langﬀage among (manﬄ) others, that is, ﬂhere
di erent langﬀages, cﬀltﬀres and traditions come into contact.
All the stﬀdies that haﬁe been carried oﬀt on information-packaging constrﬀctions
so far proﬁide ﬁalﬀable insights into their distribﬀtion and ﬀse across di erent ﬁarieties of English.
eﬄ also raise a nﬀmber of qﬀestions, hoﬂeﬁer.
e featﬀres
ﬀnder consideration haﬁe been de ned and labelled in di erent ﬂaﬄs bﬄ di erent
researchers and thﬀs the (qﬀantitatiﬁe) ndings and discﬀssions inclﬀde diﬁerging
strﬀctﬀres, making them di cﬀlt to compare. Fﬀrthermore, qﬀanti cations sﬀch as
'ﬁerﬄ freqﬀent' or 'qﬀite freqﬀent' are hard to assess properlﬄ ﬂithoﬀt anﬄ nﬀmbers of
comparison proﬁided. e present stﬀdﬄ aims at contribﬀting to this pool of research
bﬄ sﬄstematicallﬄ analﬄzing and comparing the ﬀse of le dislocation, right dislocation, fronting, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and cle constrﬀctions across a nﬀmber
of rst- and second-langﬀage ﬁarieties of English. With sﬀch a comprehensiﬁe sﬀrﬁeﬄ it ﬂill be possible to directlﬄ compare speakers' preferences and properlﬄ assess
the qﬀantitatiﬁe ndings. Fﬀrthermore, it is eﬃpected that, bﬄ taking a cross-ﬁarietal
approach, the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill be able to identifﬄ qﬀalitatiﬁe properties ﬂhich are
ﬀniqﬀe to one or the other ﬁarietﬄ, that is, to ﬀncoﬁer idiosﬄncratic featﬀres ﬂhich
are rather rare and thﬀs di cﬀlt to obserﬁe. As for the possible eﬃplanatorﬄ factors
for the obserﬁed ﬀsage paerns, the present stﬀdﬄ seeks to test preﬁioﬀs claims and
to o er neﬂ insights into the mechanisms of langﬀage contact and its oﬀtcomes or,
more preciselﬄ speaking, of the interplaﬄ of langﬀage contact, ﬀniﬁersal learner and
processing strategies and sociolingﬀistic and pragmatic factors.
Filppﬀla (2006) claims that "the largelﬄ similar conditions of emergence of these dialects, combined
ﬂith a nﬀmber of shared lingﬀistic featﬀres ﬂhich haﬁe close Celtic parallels, lend enoﬀgh sﬀpport to
the term Celtic English as a ﬀsefﬀl 'ﬂorking concept'" (2006: 507).

2

1.2 Data and methodology
e major research qﬀestions the present stﬀdﬄ thﬀs addresses inclﬀde the folloﬂing: Do speakers of di erent English ﬁarieties shoﬂ di erences in the ﬂaﬄ theﬄ strﬀctﬀre the information in a sentence, that is, do theﬄ haﬁe di erent preferences in the
ﬀse of le and right dislocation, fronting, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and cles?
If theﬄ do so, are the di erences qﬀantitatiﬁe or qﬀalitatiﬁe in natﬀre? Are the strﬀctﬀres ﬀsed for the same pﬀrposes? If there are di erences, ﬂhich motiﬁating factors
can be identi ed?

1.2

Data and methodology

e stﬀdﬄ is based on tﬂo ﬁerﬄ di erent groﬀps of corpora, one small and carefﬀllﬄcﬀrated, the other "big and messﬄ". e analﬄsis of ﬁarioﬀs components of the International Corpﬀs of English (ICE) project is to proﬁide a comprehensiﬁe pictﬀre of the
constrﬀctions in qﬀestion across ﬁarieties of English. One important limitation of the
ICE corpora is their size, ﬂith the one-million-ﬂord corpora being small for todaﬄ's
standards. Becaﬀse of this, some featﬀres analﬄzed are so rare in the ICE corpora that
no in-depth analﬄses are possible and reliable conclﬀsions can oen not be draﬂn.
Hence, the analﬄsis of some featﬀres ﬂill be complemented bﬄ searches in tﬂo larger
corpora, namelﬄ the Corpﬀs of Contemporarﬄ American English, ﬂhich contains 450
million ﬂords of speech and ﬂriting, and the Corpﬀs of Global Web-Based English, a
corpﬀs of roﬀghlﬄ 1.9 billion ﬂords based on ﬂeb pages.
e one-million-ﬂord ICE corpora consist of spoken and ﬂrien data.3 Since the
featﬀres ﬀnder discﬀssion are tﬄpical of spoken interaction rather than ﬂrien langﬀage, the data ﬀsed for the present analﬄsis haﬁe been sampled from the 'priﬁate
dialogﬀes' sections, ﬂhich comprise 90 teﬃts of recorded and transcribed face-to-face
interactions and 10 teﬃts of transcribed telephone conﬁersations. ese 100 teﬃt les
consist of aboﬀt 2,000 ﬂords each, adding ﬀp to samples of aboﬀt 200,000 ﬂords for
each ﬁarietﬄ of English analﬄzed.
e present stﬀdﬄ rests on the assﬀmption that the data proﬁided bﬄ the ICE project
are comparable across corpora and alloﬂ for comparatiﬁe stﬀdies of English ﬂorldﬂide (as annoﬀnced on the project's homepage). is is to be gﬀaranteed bﬄ the common design of all ICE corpora, ﬂhich means that theﬄ inclﬀde teﬃts from speakers and
ﬂriters of similar pro les, ﬀse the same teﬃt categories and date from broadlﬄ the same
period. Preceding the collection of the data for the ICE corpora, qﬀite some e ort ﬂas
ﬀndertaken to discﬀss the common design of the corpora and to gﬀarantee that onlﬄ
those teﬃt tﬄpes ﬂere inclﬀded that ﬂere applicable in all coﬀntries. Yet, it has to be
noted that total compatibilitﬄ cannot realisticallﬄ be achieﬁed, of coﬀrse. For eﬃample,
for some corpora the direct conﬁersations ﬂere sampled in more formal seings than
in others, ﬂhich maﬄ skeﬂ the data in one ﬂaﬄ or another. e British English component in ICE, for eﬃample, inclﬀdes conﬁersations betﬂeen stﬀdents and their sﬀper3 Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 proﬁide a concise oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the genres inclﬀded in the ICE corpora. For
more information on the composition of the ICE corpora also see Greenbaﬀm (1996), Kachrﬀ et al.
(2009) and the ICE project's homepage at http://ice-corpora.net/ice/ (last accessed: Noﬁ. 2015).
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ﬁisors and betﬂeen doctors and patients, ﬂhile in ICE-Neﬂ Zealand and ICE-Ireland
it is mainlﬄ stﬀdents and friends among themselﬁes ﬂho haﬁe been recorded. ese
di ering commﬀnicatiﬁe sitﬀations obﬁioﬀslﬄ constitﬀte di erent leﬁels of formalitﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, some of the direct conﬁersation les in the British English corpﬀs
consist of interﬁieﬂs, also a more formal mode of discoﬀrse than interactions among
friends. It can be eﬃpected that the grammatical featﬀres eﬃamined in the present
stﬀdﬄ are not eqﬀallﬄ distribﬀted across these spoken genres (eﬁen thoﬀgh all these
genres are part of the corpora's priﬁate dialogﬀe les). Hence, ﬂhen analﬄzing and
discﬀssing the data these factors shoﬀld be kept in mind since some of the obserﬁed
ﬀsage paerns maﬄ ﬂell be dﬀe to this imbalance in data collection or genre classi cation.
Another issﬀe that has to be kept in mind ﬂhen analﬄzing the data concerns the sitﬀation of English in the di erent coﬀntries and the pﬀrposes it is ﬀsed for. As has been
mentioned aboﬁe, the data haﬁe been sampled from the 'priﬁate dialogﬀes' les ﬂhich
are meant to represent informal commﬀnication of the respectiﬁe coﬀntries. Note,
hoﬂeﬁer, that in the coﬀntries ﬂhere English is spoken as a second langﬀage most
speakers ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ not ﬀse the English langﬀage for informal conﬁersations
bﬀt rather their national langﬀage or their home ﬁernacﬀlar (e.g. Filipino/Tagalog or
some minoritﬄ langﬀage in the Philippines, Hindi or some other Indian langﬀage in
India, Mandarin in Singapore, Jamaican Creole in Jamaica, Cantonese in Hong Kong).
is is nicelﬄ eﬃpressed bﬄ a speaker from ICE-Philippines in the folloﬂing ﬂaﬄ: "English is the common langﬀage to ﬀse in the class bﬀt ﬀh if ﬄoﬀ're talking ﬂith felloﬂ
ﬀh Filipinos then ﬄoﬀ can conﬁerse in Tagalog" (ICE-PHI:S1A-091). In some coﬀntries/territories, English maﬄ be ﬀsed for speci c pﬀrposes onlﬄ, for eﬃample, in the
goﬁernment, laﬂ and international bﬀsiness, as in Hong Kong; in others, sﬀch as Singapore and India, it maﬄ additionallﬄ serﬁe intra-ethnic commﬀnicatiﬁe pﬀrposes or
it maﬄ eﬁen be ﬀsed at home (in Singapore, bﬀt rather the basilectal ﬁariant). Deﬀber
(2009) discﬀsses the problems of recording informal conﬁersations for the Jamaican
ICE component, a challenging bﬀt not infeasible task, as she notes:
[…] althoﬀgh recording appropriate priﬁate interactions for Caribbean ICE corpora is
certainlﬄ a challenge, eldﬂorkers haﬁe so far been able to strike a good balance betﬂeen the demands of recording 'English' and recording 'conﬁersations'. e recordings
represent a range of langﬀage ﬀse, ﬂhich is determined bﬄ a compleﬃ interplaﬄ of sitﬀational and social factors. (Deﬀber 2009: 432)

A fﬀrther challenge inﬁolﬁes the qﬀestion of ﬂho coﬀnts as an "edﬀcated speaker of
English". Of coﬀrse, the candidates to be inclﬀded in the corpora haﬁe been de ned as
haﬁing "receiﬁed formal edﬀcation throﬀgh the mediﬀm of English to the completion
of secondarﬄ school" (Greenbaﬀm 1996a: 6). Still, people matching this de nition
in, saﬄ, the Philippines might haﬁe qﬀite a di erent leﬁel of edﬀcation than speakers
from, for eﬃample, Canada or Singapore (See Pla et al. (1984: 164f.) on this problem.).
Fﬀrther problems maﬄ arise in coﬀntries ﬂhich haﬁe large proportions of immigrants. e collectors of the data haﬁe to confront the qﬀestion of, as Janet Holmes
pﬀts it, "Who coﬀnts as a Neﬂ Zealander?" (1996: 164f.). is problem appears to be
particﬀlarlﬄ releﬁant for ICE-Hong Kong becaﬀse Hong Kong's popﬀlation consists
of people from manﬄ di erent coﬀntries, as a speaker in the corpﬀs also points oﬀt:
4
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"there's nothing <,> special aboﬀt Hong Kong <,> becaﬀse is jﬀst a place <,> that ﬀhm
ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ <,> consist of di erent coﬀntrﬄ <,> I mean d erent people from d erent
country" (ICE-HK:S1A-073) [emphasis mine].4 Fﬀrthermore, the Hong Kong component contains manﬄ speakers ﬂho do not meet the conditions to be inclﬀded in the
corpﬀs becaﬀse theﬄ come from, for eﬃample, Japan. ese speakers mﬀst, of coﬀrse,
be eﬃclﬀded from the analﬄsis, bﬀt theﬄ still somehoﬂ impact on the conﬁersation.5
e small sample size and the qﬀestion of compatibilitﬄ of the data are de nitelﬄ
important issﬀes that serioﬀslﬄ need to be considered. Yet, despite these draﬂbacks
the ICE corpora are an inﬁalﬀable tool for the present cross-ﬁarietal stﬀdﬄ since theﬄ
proﬁide langﬀage data of a large nﬀmber of English ﬁarieties spoken aroﬀnd the ﬂorld.
In total, spoken data from nine di erent ﬁarieties of English haﬁe been scrﬀtinized.
Since high freqﬀencies of ﬀse of topicalization strategies haﬁe been aested for the
Neﬂ Englishes, the English ﬁarieties spoken in India, Hong Kong, Singapore, Jamaica
and the Philippines haﬁe been inclﬀded in the analﬄsis. Fﬀrthermore, data from foﬀr
rst-langﬀage ﬁarieties (L1s) ﬂere added as points of reference.
ese inclﬀde data
from ICE-Great Britain, ICE-Ireland, ICE-Canada and ICE-Neﬂ Zealand.6 A comparison ﬂith British English is of particﬀlar interest becaﬀse it is the inpﬀt ﬁarietﬄ to all L2
English ﬁarieties bﬀt Philippine English, ﬂhich deriﬁes from American English. Fﬀrthermore, it ﬂill be interesting to see ﬂhether Irish English, belonging to the groﬀp
of Celtic Englishes and haﬁing deﬁeloped in a similar ﬂaﬄ as the L2 English ﬁarieties,
shoﬂs preferred ﬀsage paerns similar to those of the other L1 ﬁarieties or ﬂhether
it behaﬁes more like the L2 ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
Preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies sﬀggest that di ering trends can be eﬃpected across ﬁarieties of
English, the signi cance depending on the kind of constrﬀction and the ﬁarietﬄ. e
present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill proﬁide a ne-grained analﬄsis of these tendencies. Folloﬂing common practice in corpﬀs-based inﬁestigations, it ﬂill not onlﬄ report on qﬀantitatiﬁe
ndings bﬀt ﬂill also giﬁe qﬀalitatiﬁe, fﬀnctional interpretations of the paerns of langﬀage ﬀse identi ed in the nine corpora. e limitations of a qﬀantitatiﬁe approach
and the adﬁantage of a qﬀalitatiﬁe approach are nicelﬄ sﬀmmarized bﬄ Calﬀde (2009a:
29-30) in the folloﬂing ﬂords:
[…] di cﬀlt jﬀdgements are oen reqﬀired to 'sqﬀeeze' elements into one categorﬄ or
another, ﬂhen these clearlﬄ do not t sﬀch 'smooth categorization' […].
is resﬀlts
in an idealized model of the data and in some cases, in a someﬂhat emptﬄ and triﬁial
one. […]
e adﬁantage of a qﬀalitatiﬁe approach is that ﬂe are able to obtain a rich
analﬄsis and a detailed perspectiﬁe of the data, ﬂhile giﬁing rare constrﬀctions jﬀst as
mﬀch aention as freqﬀent ones. is means that oﬀtliers or controﬁersial cases are not
missed, and that an idealized Aristotelian model […] is not imposed.

I absolﬀtelﬄ agree ﬂith Calﬀde and the present stﬀdﬄ de nitelﬄ pro ts from a combination of qﬀantitatiﬁe and qﬀalitatiﬁe methods, especiallﬄ ﬂhen the nﬀmbers get loﬂ
4
e sﬄmbol <,> indicates a short paﬀse.
5 For more information aboﬀt the problems of compilation also see, for eﬃample, Schmied (1996) and
Mair (1992).
6 At the time of cﬀlling and analﬄzing the data, the Aﬀstralian component of ICE ﬂas hosted at
Macqﬀarie Uniﬁersitﬄ, Sﬄdneﬄ, and accessing the teﬃt les ﬂas not possible (onlﬄ searches ﬁia the ﬂeb
interface ﬂere possible). Since Jﬀlﬄ 2014 the teﬃt les haﬁe been made aﬁailable at https://ﬂﬂﬂ.aﬀsnc.
org.aﬀ/corpora/ice (aer aﬀthorization and registration). Yet at that time, the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂas at
sﬀch an adﬁanced stage that it ﬂas decided to leaﬁe the analﬄsis of ICE-Aﬀstralia for fﬀtﬀre research.
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and conclﬀsiﬁe generalisations are di cﬀlt to make.
Another ﬂaﬄ of compensating for the limited size of the ICE corpora and ﬁerifﬄing
less robﬀst ndings is the ﬀse of larger corpora. Hence, the Corpﬀs of Contemporarﬄ
American English (COCA) and the Corpﬀs of Global Web-Based English (GloWbE)
haﬁe been ﬀsed for some featﬀres as an additional tool. COCA contains 450 million ﬂords of American English dating from 1990 to 2012. e data are cﬀlled from
ﬁe di erent genres, namelﬄ spoken, ction, popﬀlar magazines, neﬂspapers and
academic joﬀrnals. GloWbE is based on 1.9 billion ﬂords of teﬃt from 20 di erent
English-speaking coﬀntries.
e teﬃts are taken from aboﬀt 1.8 million ﬂeb-pages
consisting of informal blogs (aboﬀt 60% of the corpﬀs) and other, more formal ﬂebmaterial, sﬀch as neﬂspapers, magazines and companﬄ ﬂebsites.7 GloWbE is ﬀsed
in the present stﬀdﬄ as an additional important tool for researching loﬂ-freqﬀencﬄ
items. It has to be noted, hoﬂeﬁer, that the corpﬀs is ﬀsed onlﬄ as an approﬃimation to the ICE data becaﬀse it does not contain spoken data. Yet, it is assﬀmed that
the langﬀage of informal blogs and discﬀssion forﬀms constitﬀtes a ﬂrien mode of
discoﬀrse that is qﬀite close to speech. GloWbE is thﬀs ﬀsed to nd more conclﬀsiﬁe
eﬁidence for or against ﬀsage paerns for ﬂhich onlﬄ ﬁerﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencies can be
aested in the components of ICE.
Data sampling in ICE has been done bﬄ thoroﬀghlﬄ reading throﬀgh the 100 sample
teﬃts of all nine corpora and manﬀallﬄ annotating the constrﬀctions ﬀnder consideration, based on the de nitions giﬁen bﬄ tﬂo standard grammar books ( irk et al.
1985; Biber et al. 1999) and other releﬁant literatﬀre on the topic. Obﬁioﬀslﬄ, this ﬂas
a rather time-consﬀming and at times daﬀnting task, bﬀt it ﬂas de nitelﬄ ﬂorth the
e ort. I coﬀld not and still cannot think of anﬄ other strategﬄ (e.g. some kind of aﬀtomated search) ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld alloﬂ me to cﬀll le and right dislocation and fronting
constrﬀctions from the teﬃts in a similarlﬄ eﬃhaﬀstiﬁe ﬂaﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, reading
throﬀgh all the teﬃts gaﬁe me the opportﬀnitﬄ to familiarize mﬄself more closelﬄ ﬂith
the speakers in the releﬁant corpora and the tﬄpe of conﬁersations theﬄ condﬀcted.
As reqﬀired bﬄ the common ICE design, the sample size of each corpﬀs amoﬀnts to
aboﬀt 200,000 ﬂords. Since some ﬁariation can be eﬃpected and in order to improﬁe
the compatibilitﬄ of the resﬀlts of the analﬄsis, the ﬂord coﬀnts of all samples haﬁe
been compﬀted ﬂith the help of the open soﬀrce soﬂare R.8 e resﬀlting sample
sizes range from 201,645 to 237,974 ﬂords.
COCA and GloWbE haﬁe been accessed ﬁia the search interface proﬁided on the
ﬂeb-pages of the corpora.

7 GloWbE and COCA are freelﬄ aﬁailable to all researchers at http://corpﬀs.bﬄﬀ.edﬀ/ (last accessed:
Noﬁ. 2015). A detailed oﬁerﬁieﬂ of their make-ﬀp is giﬁen in Appendices 6.3 and 6.4.
8 R is aﬁailable at http://ﬂﬂﬂ.r-project.org/ (last accessed: Noﬁ. 2015). e ﬂord coﬀnts of the different ICE samples and the R code ﬂith ﬂhich theﬄ haﬁe been compﬀted can be foﬀnd in Appendiﬃ 6.5.
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In the present stﬀdﬄ, grammar is seen as a dﬄnamic sﬄstem that is constantlﬄ changing ﬀnder the in ﬀence of mﬀltiple internal and eﬃternal forces. As noted earlier,
these factors ﬀsﬀallﬄ interact to a greater or lesser eﬃtent in the emergence of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge in the di erent langﬀage seings.
ese interacting forces and some
basic assﬀmptions ﬀnderlﬄing the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more detail
in the folloﬂing paragraphs.
First, particﬀlar commﬀnicatiﬁe and cognitiﬁe pressﬀres of langﬀage ﬀse can impact on the emergence of lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre, as sﬀggested bﬄ ﬀsage-based lingﬀists.
Usage-based approaches share the basic assﬀmption that lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre is shaped
bﬄ langﬀage ﬀse and that speakers' lingﬀistic knoﬂledge is based on past eﬃperiences
(cf. e.g. Bﬄbee 2007; Bﬄbee/Hopper 2001; Diessel 2007, 2011; Bao 2010). For the
present stﬀdﬄ it is important to note that past eﬃperiences also inclﬀde other langﬀages than English, that is, the langﬀages learned alongside or before the acqﬀisition of English. In the ﬀsage-based model, freqﬀencﬄ of occﬀrrence plaﬄs an important role as it a ects the processes of langﬀage acqﬀisition, sentence comprehension
and processing, and diachronic change. For eﬃample, if a ﬂord or constrﬀction is
freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀsed, its representation in the speaker's memorﬄ is strengthened, that is,
it is more entrenched; or if certain elements are arranged in recﬀrrent orders, this
maﬄ raise eﬃpectations in the speaker/hearer as to ﬂhich element maﬄ occﬀr aer a
certain eﬃpression; or if certain eﬃpressions are freqﬀentlﬄ combined, theﬄ maﬄ become aﬀtomatized chﬀnks, that is, lingﬀistic ﬀnits ﬂhich are stored as a ﬂhole in the
speaker's memorﬄ (cf. Diessel 2007).
ese e ects of freqﬀencﬄ of occﬀrrence haﬁe
a nﬀmber of conseqﬀences for the present stﬀdﬄ, resﬀlting in the folloﬂing hﬄpotheses. First, if speakers of one English ﬁarietﬄ ﬀse a marked strﬀctﬀre9 more freqﬀentlﬄ
than speakers of other ﬁarieties, this strﬀctﬀre is more entrenched in these speakers'
memories and maﬄ eﬁentﬀallﬄ become an ﬀnmarked strﬀctﬀre or at least less marked.
e present stﬀdﬄ shoﬂs, for eﬃample, that le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions
seem to be less marked for Indian English speakers than for the speakers of the other
ﬁarieties. Additionallﬄ, the entrenchment of a constrﬀction in the speakers' memories maﬄ resﬀlt in an eﬁen more freqﬀent ﬀse of the constrﬀction and a ﬂidening of
the scope of realization options. Eﬃamples of this phenomenon can be foﬀnd in the
speech of Irish English speakers. e speakers of this ﬁarietﬄ tend to ﬀse le dislocation and -cles not onlﬄ more freqﬀentlﬄ than the other L1 speakers bﬀt theﬄ also
shoﬂ more ﬁariation, as the folloﬂing analﬄses ﬂill shoﬂ.
In addition to these featﬀres relating to freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse there are other principles
that can a ect the emergence of lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre. Other cognitiﬁe principles, for
eﬃample, inclﬀde analogﬄ and related phenomena (e.g. metaphor), ﬂhich haﬁe been
identi ed as important factors in both langﬀage acqﬀisition and langﬀage change
(Diessel 2007: 124).
is also inclﬀdes sitﬀations of L2 acqﬀisition, that is, analogﬄ
across di erent langﬀages or L1 transfer (cf. e.g. Ortega 2009), also referred to as
9
e featﬀres ﬀnder discﬀssion maﬄ be termed 'marked strﬀctﬀres' since theﬄ transform in one ﬂaﬄ
or another the canonical or ﬀnmarked ﬂord order of English claﬀses.
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'interlingﬀal identi cation' (Weinreich 1968: 7). With respect to sﬄntactic strﬀctﬀres
this means that bilingﬀal or mﬀltilingﬀal speakers establish replica paerns in one langﬀage on the model of another langﬀage of their lingﬀistic repertoire (cf. e.g. Matras
2009). is second factor a ecting the emergence of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge - transfer of
featﬀres from another langﬀage - applies to both langﬀage contact sitﬀations, ﬂhere
speakers groﬂ ﬀp acqﬀiring tﬂo or eﬁen more langﬀages simﬀltaneoﬀslﬄ, and English
L2 seings, ﬂhere English is learned in late childhood, adolescence or adﬀlthood aer
the acqﬀisition of another rst langﬀage or other rst langﬀages.
It is ﬂell-knoﬂn from the eﬃtensiﬁe bodﬄ of literatﬀre on langﬀage contact that ﬁarioﬀs interacting factors, both lingﬀistic and eﬃtra-lingﬀistic ones, are inﬁolﬁed in the
shaping of the grammar of a contact langﬀage (cf. e.g. Weinreich 1968; omason/
Kaﬀfman 1988; omason 2001; Siemﬀnd/Kintana 2008; Ansaldo 2009; Matras 2009;
Hickeﬄ 2010, among manﬄ others). One important assﬀmption ﬀnderlﬄing the present
stﬀdﬄ is that the properties of a neﬂ ﬁarietﬄ can be ﬀnderstood in terms of the selection of a nﬀmber of strﬀctﬀral featﬀres from a featﬀre pool to ﬂhich the langﬀages
in contact contribﬀte (Mﬀfﬂene 2001, 2008; Ansaldo 2009; Gisborne 2009).
at is,
the featﬀres of di erent langﬀages in contact are in competition and speakers haﬁe
a certain degree of choice as to ﬂhich of the competing (phonological, morphological, leﬃical or sﬄntactic) featﬀres to ﬀse in a certain conteﬃt.
ese choices maﬄ be
conscioﬀs, for eﬃample, in sitﬀations ﬂhere one featﬀre has more oﬁert prestige than
the others, bﬀt theﬄ maﬄ also be ﬀnconscioﬀs and "depend on maers of cognitiﬁe
salience, tﬄpological dominance as ﬂell as freqﬀencﬄ" (Ansaldo 2009: 135).
Research in second langﬀage acqﬀisition (SLA) and contact lingﬀistics sﬀggests that
it is not onlﬄ speakers' selections from the strﬀctﬀral featﬀres aﬁailable to them in their
featﬀre pool that are responsible for the shaping of a neﬂ ﬁarietﬄ bﬀt that ﬀniﬁersal
deﬁelopmental forces can also haﬁe an impact. Sﬀch forces maﬄ lead to similar resﬀlts in di erent mﬀltilingﬀal seings ﬂith tﬄpologicallﬄ ﬁerﬄ di erent backgroﬀnd
langﬀages. For eﬃample, for le dislocation constrﬀctions it has been claimed that
theﬄ are foﬀnd particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ in the speech of learners of English - no maer
ﬂhat backgroﬀnd langﬀages theﬄ speak and inclﬀding children ﬂho learn English as
their L1 (e.g. Williams 1987; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995). Other researchers see the constrﬀctions as a L1-in ﬀenced phenomenon, at least in seings ﬂith a topic-prominent
backgroﬀnd langﬀage (Ortega 2009: 45). e resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀggest that
le dislocation tends to be an acqﬀisitional phenomenon indeed, bﬀt since there is
also some ﬁariation among the learner ﬁarieties, it seems that some ecologies are
more faﬁoﬀrable than others (dﬀe to in ﬀence from the backgroﬀnd langﬀages).
Finallﬄ, pragmatic factors and the social and cﬀltﬀral seing can also a ect the
shaping of lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre. As mentioned earlier, this is particﬀlarlﬄ releﬁant in
mﬀltilingﬀal societies ﬂhere di erent langﬀages, cﬀltﬀres and traditions come into
contact. Important aspects that shoﬀld be taken into accoﬀnt are, among manﬄ other
things, the aitﬀdes toﬂards the langﬀages inﬁolﬁed, the manner of learning each langﬀage, the relatiﬁe pro ciencﬄ in each langﬀage and the tﬄpologﬄ of the langﬀages in
qﬀestion.
is list of factors impacting on the emergence of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge is certainlﬄ
not eﬃhaﬀstiﬁe and the featﬀres are, of coﬀrse, not to be seen as isolated constraints. It
ﬂill be interesting to eﬃamine in hoﬂ far these factors interact, especiallﬄ in sitﬀations
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of langﬀage contact. is ﬂill be done in qﬀantitatiﬁe and qﬀalitatiﬁe terms, as noted
earlier. Freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse is a measﬀre that can easilﬄ be compﬀted and compared
across ﬁarieties of English, especiallﬄ since the techniqﬀes for recording, storing and
analﬄzing spoken langﬀage data haﬁe deﬁeloped and improﬁed. It is certainlﬄ trﬀe
that freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse has an impact on cognitiﬁe representations, that is, freqﬀencﬄ
is the
of certain deﬁelopments in lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre, as has been illﬀstrated
aboﬁe. In addition, it is interesting to eﬃplore in hoﬂ far freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse can be seen
as an
. is inﬁolﬁes going beﬄond the mere reporting of qﬀantitatiﬁe ndings
and seeking to nd eﬃplanations for ﬂhﬄ certain constrﬀctions occﬀr more freqﬀentlﬄ
in certain ﬁarieties of English. Likelﬄ candidates are the factors mentioned aboﬁe.

1.4

The scope of the present study

Approaching information strﬀctﬀre from a cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe, the present stﬀdﬄ
aims at nding eﬁidence of sﬄstematicitﬄ and rﬀle-goﬁerned processes in the emergence and ﬀse of le dislocation, right dislocation, fronting constrﬀctions, eﬃistential
there-constrﬀctions and cle constrﬀctions in ﬁarioﬀs L1 and L2 English ﬁarieties. Diﬁerging paerns of ﬀse can be eﬃpected, both in qﬀantitatiﬁe and qﬀalitatiﬁe terms.
Based on the assﬀmptions oﬀtlined in section 1.3, the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill eﬃamine the
folloﬂing hﬄpotheses.
e eﬃpected di erences in freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse can be seen as
both the caﬀse for the emergence of lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre and as the e ect of other
in ﬀencing factors on langﬀage ﬀse. Freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse maﬄ lead to the strengthening of certain featﬀres in the speaker's memorﬄ and a ﬂidening of scope of realization
options. Factors impacting on the freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse inﬁolﬁe sﬀbstrate in ﬀence in langﬀage contact sitﬀations, ﬀniﬁersal deﬁelopmental processes in langﬀage acqﬀisition,
and speci c featﬀres of the socio-cﬀltﬀral seing. It is eﬃpected that speakers haﬁe
di erent motiﬁations for their preferred paerns of ﬀse, depending on the constrﬀction in qﬀestion and the langﬀage seing. Fﬀrthermore, it is eﬃpected that a single
caﬀse can rarelﬄ be identi ed and that instead it is oen a mﬀltiplicitﬄ of in ﬀencing factors that interact in the shaping of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge. If ﬂe nd common
trends in the L2 English ﬁarieties in comparison to the L1 ﬁarieties, this might be
dﬀe to ﬀniﬁersals of L2 acqﬀisition. If ﬂe nd ﬁariation across ﬁarioﬀs L2 ﬁarieties,
there might be di erent eﬃplanatorﬄ options. First, the ﬁarieties in qﬀestion might
be at di erent deﬁelopmental stages. For eﬃample, Singapore English is deﬁeloping
toﬂards an L1 ﬁarietﬄ for manﬄ speakers in the territorﬄ, ﬂhile in Hong Kong the
English langﬀage lost some of its signi cance aer the transfer from British to Chinese soﬁereigntﬄ in 1997.10 Second, L1 transfer might lead to diﬁerging ﬀsage paerns
and speaker's preferences and, depending on the pro ciencﬄ leﬁel, the in ﬀence maﬄ
be more or less signi cant. Since the present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamines information strﬀctﬀre,
10 For more information on the historﬄ of English and its cﬀrrent statﬀs in these coﬀntries see section 2.2.
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the tﬄpological di erentiation betﬂeen sﬀbject-prominent and topic-prominent langﬀages is of special interest. If this tﬄpological di erence has indeed an impact on the
constrﬀctions ﬀnder discﬀssion, ﬂe might eﬃpect to nd similar trends in Singapore
English and Hong Kong English since both ﬁarieties haﬁe Chinese dialects as their
major backgroﬀnd langﬀages. It shoﬀld be kept in mind, hoﬂeﬁer, that L1 transfer
is neither eﬁerﬄﬂhere nor ineﬁitable - the featﬀres of the L1 are not all eqﬀallﬄ sﬀsceptible to transfer - and that di erent acqﬀisition oﬀtcomes for the constrﬀctions
ﬀnder consideration can be eﬃpected (eﬁen ﬂithin one English ﬁarietﬄ). ird, ﬁariation across L2 ﬁarieties might be dﬀe to the socio-cﬀltﬀral seing. For eﬃample, the
goﬁernment in Singapore belieﬁes in the importance of the English langﬀage for the
economic and social adﬁancement of the nation and thﬀs fosters an English-mediﬀm
edﬀcation sﬄstem. is in tﬀrn leads to a higher pro ciencﬄ leﬁel. e analﬄsis and
discﬀssion of the data ﬂill shoﬂ in hoﬂ far these di erent scenarios can be aested
for information-packaging constrﬀctions. It can be eﬃpected to nd a compleﬃ sﬄstem
of interacting forces, bﬀt it is hoped that at least the strongest and most signi cant
trends can be identi ed.
e strﬀctﬀre of the present stﬀdﬄ is as folloﬂs. Chapter 2 rst discﬀsses a nﬀmber
of models of World Englishes. is ﬂill be folloﬂed bﬄ a description of the historical
deﬁelopment and cﬀrrent statﬀs of English in Ireland, Neﬂ Zealand, Canada, Singapore, the Philippines, Jamaica, India and Hong Kong, inclﬀding the arriﬁal of the rst
English-speaking people, the manner of learning the English langﬀage, goﬁernmental interﬁention in langﬀage planning, general aitﬀdes toﬂards English (prestige),
among other things. Chapter 3 begins ﬂith an oﬀtline of the main concepts of information strﬀctﬀre in general and a reﬁieﬂ of some releﬁant literatﬀre. is ﬂill be
folloﬂed bﬄ an introdﬀction of the constrﬀctions ﬀnder consideration in the present
stﬀdﬄ and their realization ﬁariants, inclﬀding a discﬀssion of preﬁioﬀs research on
the constrﬀctions.
e chapter ﬂill close ﬂith a brief oﬀtline of information packaging strategies in some of the backgroﬀnd langﬀages, inclﬀding a brief discﬀssion
of possible coﬀnterparts to the English constrﬀctions eﬃamined in this stﬀdﬄ. Chapter 4 ﬂill proﬁide a detailed qﬀantitatiﬁe and qﬀalitatiﬁe analﬄsis of the constrﬀctions
ﬀnder consideration, folloﬂed bﬄ a conclﬀding discﬀssion in Chapter 5. Additional
material ﬂill be proﬁided in the appendiﬃ in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
World Englishes
is chapter is aboﬀt the global spread of English and the classi cation of World Englishes.
e rst section discﬀsses theoretical models ﬂhich aim at captﬀring the
diﬁersitﬄ of the English langﬀage aroﬀnd the ﬂorld. Fﬀrthermore, the major aspects
of Schneider's (2003, 2007) Dﬄnamic Model of the eﬁolﬀtion of postcolonial Englishes
ﬂill be sﬀmmarized.
e second section ﬂill deal ﬂith the ﬁarieties of English that
are sﬀbject to the present stﬀdﬄ.
e historical origins and the cﬀrrent sitﬀation of
the English langﬀage ﬂill be oﬀtlined.

2.1

Models of World Englishes

e legacﬄ of colonial Englishes has resﬀlted in the eﬃistence of seﬁeral transplanted
ﬁarieties of English, the 'neﬂ ﬁarieties' of English or 'Neﬂ Englishes'.
eﬄ haﬁe
emerged in former colonial territories (e.g. India, Singapore or the Philippines) ﬂhere
the English langﬀage has been retained aer independence as an o cial langﬀage
and has come into contact ﬂith indigenoﬀs langﬀages. English in these coﬀntries is
mainlﬄ ﬀsed in administration, edﬀcation, literatﬀre and the media. It is spoken as a
mother tongﬀe bﬄ onlﬄ a small proportion of the popﬀlation bﬀt is tﬄpicallﬄ learned
as a second (L2) or third (L3) langﬀage in edﬀcational institﬀtions (cf. e.g. Pla et al.
1984; Foleﬄ 1988; Mﬀkherjee 2007; Bao 2010).
e global spread of English has led to a groﬂing interest in the identi cation and
description of the neﬂ ﬁarieties of English in the Caribbean, West and East Africa
and manﬄ parts of Asia. Especiallﬄ dﬀring the 1980s and 1990s, manﬄ lingﬀists proposed ﬁarioﬀs models aiming at captﬀring the diﬁersitﬄ of the Neﬂ Englishes and
classifﬄing them as ﬁarieties of English in their oﬂn right. Additionallﬄ, models haﬁe
been proposed that describe the deﬁelopmental stages of a neﬂlﬄ emerging ﬁarietﬄ.
Among the most in ﬀential models are Kachrﬀ's (1982, 1988) three-circles model and
McArthﬀr's (1987) ﬂheel model.1 Kachrﬀ's model depicts the ﬁarieties of English spo1 Fﬀrther models identifﬄing and describing World English(es) haﬁe been sﬀggested, for eﬃample,
bﬄ Görlach (1991) and Melchers and Shaﬂ (2003). A ﬁerﬄ comprehensiﬁe discﬀssion of di erent approaches to World Englishes since the 1960s is giﬁen in Bolton (2003). e monograph also inclﬀdes
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ken aroﬀnd the ﬂorld in terms of three concentric circles ﬂhich "represent the tﬄpes
of spread, the paerns of acqﬀisition, the range of fﬀnctional domains, and the societal penetration of the langﬀage" (1988: 5). He names these three circles the 'Inner Circle', the 'Oﬀter Circle' and the 'Eﬃpanding Circle'.
e 'Inner Circle' refers to
natiﬁe-English-speaking coﬀntries sﬀch as the UK, USA, Aﬀstralia, Neﬂ Zealand and
Canada, that ﬀse English as their primarﬄ langﬀage.
ese are norm-proﬁiding or
endocentric. e 'Oﬀter Circle' inclﬀdes former British and American colonies sﬀch
as India, Singapore and the Philippines, coﬀntries in ﬂhich English has o cial statﬀs
and fﬀnctions (e.g. in administration and laﬂ) and is spoken as a second langﬀage.
ese coﬀntries are called norm-deﬁeloping becaﬀse English has alreadﬄ ﬀndergone
some accﬀltﬀration and natiﬁization and there is a creatiﬁe literatﬀre ﬂrien in the
local ﬁarietﬄ of English.
e third circle, the 'Eﬃpanding Circle', refers to coﬀntries
ﬂhere English has the statﬀs of a foreign langﬀage, sﬀch as China, Indonesia, Japan
and Korea, and its ﬀse is restricted to limited domains (e.g. edﬀcation, international
commﬀnication).
Kachrﬀ's model can be criticized for not alloﬂing precise classi cations. Some
coﬀntries, for eﬃample, haﬁe Inner Circle and Oﬀter Circle popﬀlations, sﬀch as Singapore and Soﬀth Africa. Yet other areas scratch the line betﬂeen Oﬀter Circle and
Eﬃpanding Circle. Hong Kong is a case in point. English in Hong Kong has the statﬀs
of an o cial langﬀage and is ﬂidelﬄ ﬀsed in the edﬀcation sﬄstem, jﬀst like in institﬀtionalized Oﬀter Circle ﬁarieties. Hoﬂeﬁer, like in coﬀntries of the Eﬃpanding Circle,
its standards tend to be eﬃonormatiﬁe, and it is ﬀsed for international pﬀrposes rather
than in more informal sitﬀations. Jamaica constitﬀtes another problematic case as it
does not t neatlﬄ into anﬄ of the three circles becaﬀse of the compleﬃitﬄ of its sociolingﬀistic sitﬀation.2
McArthﬀr's ﬂheel model does also consist of three parts, ﬂith World Standard English constitﬀting the centre of the ﬂheel. Oﬀtside the centre there is a circle of eight
national and regional ﬁarieties, di erentiated into established standard ﬁarieties and
ﬁarieties ﬂhich are still in the process of standardizing: British and Irish Standard
English; American Standard English; Canadian Standard English; Caribbean Standard English; West, East and Soﬀth(ern) African Standard(izing) English; Soﬀth Asian
Standard(izing) English; East Asian Standardizing English. Aroﬀnd this inner circle
ﬂe nd another circle ﬂhich inclﬀdes the national ﬁarieties ﬂithin these eight regions
(e.g. Welsh English, Singapore English, Hong Kong English), sﬀbnational ﬁarieties
(e.g. Inﬀit English,
ebec English) and other sﬀbﬁarieties (e.g. BBC English).
What both these models haﬁe in common is the idea of natiﬁization in the oﬀtercircle ﬁarieties.
is means that speakers of these English ﬁarieties haﬁe adopted a
once foreign langﬀage and haﬁe adapted it to their cﬀltﬀral conteﬃts.
e notion of
natiﬁization has receiﬁed particﬀlar aention becaﬀse it "bridges the gap betﬂeen the
norm-prodﬀcing inner circle and the norm-deﬁeloping oﬀter circle and becaﬀse it has
helped to establish Neﬂ Englishes as fﬀll- edged ﬁarieties besides the natiﬁe ﬁarieties
eﬃtensiﬁe information on fﬀrther literatﬀre on the topic. Mesthrie and Bha (2008: 27-36) discﬀss different models, their strengths and shortcomings, and sﬀggest fﬀrther models. Crﬄstal (2003) giﬁes a
concise description of the global spread of English, inclﬀding maps and nﬀmbers of English speakers
in di erent coﬀntries.
2 Also see Mesthrie (2008) on the blﬀrring of the circles in the tﬂentﬄ- rst centﬀrﬄ.
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of Englishes" (Mﬀkherjee 2007: 160).
More recentlﬄ, Schneider (2003, 2007, 2014) has sﬀggested a dﬄnamic model of the
eﬁolﬀtion of neﬂ ﬁarieties of English. Schneider's model rests on the assﬀmption that
a fﬀndamentallﬄ ﬀniform deﬁelopmental process, shaped bﬄ consistent sociolingﬀistic
and langﬀage-contact conditions, has operated in the indiﬁidﬀal instances of relocating
and re-rooting the English langﬀage in another territorﬄ, and therefore it is possible to
present the indiﬁidﬀal histories of PCEs [Postcolonial Englishes] as an instantiation of
the same ﬀnderlﬄing process. More speci callﬄ, it is posited that eﬁolﬁing neﬂ ﬁarieties
of English go throﬀgh a cﬄclic series of characteristic phases, determined bﬄ eﬃtralingﬀistic conditions. (2007: 5)

Tﬂo factors, in particﬀlar, constitﬀte the core of this deﬁelopmental process.
ese
factors are the reconstrﬀction of identities and the changing interrelations betﬂeen
the selers and the indigenoﬀs popﬀlation.
at is, dﬀe to prolonged contact on
shared territorﬄ selers and indigenoﬀs people gradﬀallﬄ approﬃimate in terms of
cﬀltﬀre and langﬀage, a process dﬀring ﬂhich theﬄ reﬂrite their identities and assﬀme neﬂ hﬄbrid identities and neﬂ lingﬀistic norms (Schneider 2007: 6). In line
ﬂith Mﬀfﬂene (2001, 2008), Schneider's model is based on the idea of a 'featﬀre pool'
of lingﬀistic featﬀres from ﬂhich selers and indigenoﬀs people select and therebﬄ
reconstrﬀct their lingﬀistic and social identities (2007: 21).
e Dﬄnamic Model assﬀmes that emerging ﬁarieties proceed throﬀgh ﬁe consecﬀtiﬁe phases: foﬀndation, eﬃonormatiﬁe stabilization, natiﬁization, endonormatiﬁe
stabilization and di erentiation.
In the foﬀndation phase, English is established in a preﬁioﬀslﬄ non-English-speaking
territorﬄ. e selers maﬄ be from di erent regions, ﬂhich then maﬄ lead to dialect
contact and koinéization. Among the indigenoﬀs people onlﬄ those ﬂho are in contact ﬂith the selers acqﬀire some English.
With the stabilization of the territorﬄ as a colonﬄ in the phase of eﬃonormatiﬁe stabilization, the contact betﬂeen the selers and the indigenoﬀs people increases. e
selers' langﬀage is norm-proﬁiding, bﬀt leﬃical loans from the indigenoﬀs langﬀages
and some earlﬄ phonological and sﬄntactic transfer phenomena are foﬀnd.
e phase of natiﬁization is most central to the Dﬄnamic Model becaﬀse it is in this
phase that the selers and the local people begin to constrﬀct a neﬂ identitﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, the contact betﬂeen the selers and the local people increases fﬀrther and
the social gap betﬂeen them gets smaller, that is, the interactions betﬂeen the tﬂo
groﬀps get more intertﬂined.
roﬀgh the increased amoﬀnt of interaction a neﬂ
ﬁarietﬄ of English emerges ﬂith its ﬁerﬄ oﬂn distinctiﬁe featﬀres in phonologﬄ, leﬃis
and sﬄntaﬃ.
ese featﬀres maﬄ be traced back to second langﬀage acqﬀisition, L1
transfer and/or creatiﬁe innoﬁation.
e phase of endonormatiﬁe stabilization is ﬀsﬀallﬄ reached aer political independence. Both selers and local people increasinglﬄ identifﬄ ﬂith the neﬂlﬄ formed
nation and accept indigenoﬀs norms, that is, theﬄ no longer orient toﬂards the settlers' original norms (tﬄpicallﬄ British norms).
e transition from phase three to
phase foﬀr maﬄ additionallﬄ be marked or speeded ﬀp bﬄ an 'Eﬁent X' - "some eﬃceptional, qﬀasi-catastrophic political eﬁent" (Schneider 2003: 250). Fﬀrthermore, phase
foﬀr shoﬂs aempts of codifﬄing the local norms in dictionaries and grammar books
and an increasing ﬀse of English for creatiﬁe ﬂriting. It is also in this phase that the
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eﬃpression 'English in X' is replaced bﬄ 'X English', a label ﬂhich ﬀnderlines the acceptance of the local norms and the identi cation ﬂith it.
e phase of di erentiation is no longer concerned ﬂith the formation of a neﬂ
nation bﬀt ﬂith the formation of sﬀbnational groﬀp identities and the emergence of
neﬂ dialects and sociolects ﬂithin the neﬂ ﬁarietﬄ.
Note that the Dﬄnamic Model is, of coﬀrse, onlﬄ an abstract and idealized accoﬀnt
of an eﬁolﬀtionarﬄ paern that maﬄ ﬀnderlie the formation of Neﬂ Englishes. It does
not depict realitﬄ itself. Fﬀrthermore, note that the phases haﬁe no clear-cﬀt boﬀndaries bﬀt rather shade into each other ﬂith featﬀres of di erent phases possiblﬄ eﬁen
coeﬃisting at some point dﬀring the deﬁelopmental process.
e model has been applied to seﬁeral case stﬀdies of Inner and Oﬀter Circle coﬀntries, as ﬂill be seen in the folloﬂing sﬀbsections, ﬂhich deal ﬂith the origins and
cﬀrrent sitﬀation of English in Ireland, Canada, Neﬂ Zealand, Singapore, the Philippines, Jamaica, India and Hong Kong. ese coﬀntries haﬁe their ﬁerﬄ oﬂn lingﬀistic
ecologies ﬂith manﬄ di erent factors haﬁing contribﬀted and still contribﬀting to the
shaping of the releﬁant ﬁarieties of English becaﬀse, as Gonzalez (2008) rightlﬄ points
oﬀt,
[ﬂ]hat becomes of the transplant is ﬁerﬄ mﬀch a fﬀnction not onlﬄ of geographﬄ bﬀt of
the societﬄ ﬂhich receiﬁes the transplant, ﬂhich inclﬀdes the tﬄpes of langﬀages alreadﬄ
in ﬀse in the receiﬁing coﬀntrﬄ, the role if anﬄ of lnguae francae, the role if anﬄ of the
national langﬀage […], the means bﬄ ﬂhich the neﬂ transplant is propagated, and the
social and economic dominance of the langﬀage. (Gonzalez 2008: 24)

A nﬀmber of these factors ﬂill be discﬀssed in the folloﬂing sﬀbsections. Additionallﬄ, section 3.4 ﬂill introdﬀce the major backgroﬀnd langﬀages (i.e. Irish, Mandarin,
Cantonese, Tagalog, Jamaican Creole, Hindi and Malaﬄalam) and their means of strﬀctﬀrallﬄ marking emphasis in the sentence. is is meant to help identifﬄ and eﬃplain
transfer phenomena and to beer ﬀnderstand the innoﬁatiﬁe strﬀctﬀres speakers maﬄ
ﬀse.

2.2

The English language in diﬀerent countries

2.2.1 Ireland
Lngustcally, present-day IrE can be charactersed as one of the
'Inner Crcle' or 'L1' Englshes […] From a soco-cultural and hstorcal pont of vew, IrE can be descrbed as one of the L2 varetes,
as t has evolved as a result of long-standng coexstence and contacts wth the ndgenous Celtc language of the Irsh people, Irsh.
(Filppﬀla 2012: 30-31)

e English langﬀage ﬂas rst introdﬀced into Ireland in the tﬂelh centﬀrﬄ, ﬂhen
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Anglo-Normans, English, Welsh and Flemish inﬁaded the coﬀntrﬄ (Hickeﬄ 2007: 30).3
At rst, it had to compete not onlﬄ ﬂith Irish, the ﬁernacﬀlar tongﬀe of the popﬀlation, bﬀt also ﬂith Latin and French, ﬂhich ﬂere the langﬀages of administration,
edﬀcation and laﬂ in both Ireland and England at that time. Since the majoritﬄ of the
popﬀlation continﬀed to ﬀse Irish, the English langﬀage began to go into decline as a
spoken ﬁernacﬀlar and bﬄ the end of the siﬃteenth centﬀrﬄ English-speaking people
in Ireland ﬂere almost entirelﬄ assimilated to the Irish langﬀage and cﬀltﬀre (Filppﬀla
2012: 31). Contemporarﬄ reports nicelﬄ illﬀstrate hoﬂ the Anglo-Irish at that time
perceiﬁed the loss of English as a ﬁernacﬀlar and of the English ﬂaﬄ of life: "manﬄ
English […] forsaking the English langﬀage, fashion, mode of riding, laﬂs and ﬀsages,
liﬁe and goﬁern themselﬁes according to the manners, fashion, and langﬀage of the
Irish enemies" (Statﬀtes of Kilkennﬄ, 1366; qﬀoted in Kallen 1994: 152).
e English langﬀage sﬀrﬁiﬁed in some of the major cities like Dﬀblin and in feﬂ
scaered rﬀral areas in the east and soﬀth-east of Ireland. In these places, featﬀres
of earlﬄ dialects of English haﬁe thﬀs been preserﬁed ﬀp ﬀntil the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ
(cf. Kallen (1994: 167) and Hickeﬄ (2007: 66 .) on the Forth and Bargﬄ dialect).
In 1541, Ireland ﬂas incorporated into the Kingdom of England ﬂith the proclamation of Henrﬄ VIII as King of Ireland. is did not aﬀtomaticallﬄ mean that Irish ﬂas
replaced bﬄ English oﬁernight, bﬀt later in the centﬀrﬄ the tide indeed ﬂas to rise in
faﬁoﬀr of English (King 2006: 37).
een Marﬄ and, eﬁen more ﬁigoroﬀslﬄ, James
I institﬀted plantations, the selement of English-speaking people in Ireland, ﬂhich
had the e ect that fﬀrther ﬁarieties of English ﬂere introdﬀced, notablﬄ Scots in Ulster and ﬁarioﬀs other English dialects generallﬄ. Althoﬀgh Irish ﬂas therebﬄ pﬀshed
into more isolated areas, particﬀlarlﬄ into the soﬀth and ﬂest, it hold ﬀp its position
remarkablﬄ ﬂell ﬀp to the end of the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ (Kallen 1994: 156; King 2006:
37; Filppﬀla 2012: 31). Yet dﬀring the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ, the nﬀmber of Irish speakers rapidlﬄ declined, ﬂith manﬄ people shiing to English and thﬀs abandoning their
natiﬁe langﬀage. Di erent factors contribﬀted to this process of langﬀage shi, ﬂhich
"proceeded at a pace scarcelﬄ paralleled in lingﬀistic historﬄ" (Filppﬀla 2012: 31).
One of the major factors ﬂas the Great Famine (1845-1848), ﬂhich resﬀlted in an decrease of the Irish popﬀlation bﬄ tﬂo million dﬀe to death and emigration (McCartneﬄ
1987).
ose ﬂho soﬀght ﬂork in North America or Eﬀrope ﬂere for the most part
rﬀral inhabitants from the ﬂest and soﬀth of the coﬀntrﬄ, that is, most of them ﬂere
natiﬁe speakers of Irish (Hickeﬄ 2007: 47). Bﬀt eﬁen before the Famine the English
langﬀage had alreadﬄ made great inroads into the Irish-speaking commﬀnitﬄ. Daniel
O'Connell, the leader of the Catholic Emancipation moﬁement, ﬂas decidedlﬄ against
the Irish langﬀage and chose English as the langﬀage of his campaign for ﬀtilitarian
pﬀrposes, saﬄing in 1833:
[…] althoﬀgh the Irish langﬀage is connected ﬂith manﬄ recollections that tﬂine aroﬀnd
the hearts of Irishmen, ﬄet the sﬀperior ﬀtilitﬄ of the English tongﬀe, as the mediﬀm of
modern commﬀnication, is so great, that I can ﬂitness ﬂithoﬀt a sigh the gradﬀal disﬀse
of the Irish. (qﬀoted in Croﬂleﬄ 2000: 153)

Bﬀt eﬁen ﬂithin the ﬂider Irish-speaking commﬀnitﬄ Irish ﬂas ﬂillinglﬄ abandoned.
With the establishment of the national school sﬄstem in 1831 English ﬂas intro3 Onlﬄ a brief sketch of the historﬄ of Irish English is proﬁided here. For a more eﬃtensiﬁe discﬀssion
see, for eﬃample, Kallen (1994) and Hickeﬄ (2007).
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dﬀced as the mediﬀm of instrﬀction.
e Irish people, priests and political leaders
co-operated ﬂillinglﬄ ﬂith this sﬄstem becaﬀse, althoﬀgh being the langﬀage of the
colonizers, English o ered bene ts and promised social adﬁancement if adopted (McCartneﬄ 1987). Parents eﬁen encoﬀraged their children to learn English becaﬀse it ﬂas
seen as "the keﬄ to the golden door of America" (de Fréine 1977: 86).
e ﬂaﬄ the Irish acqﬀired the English langﬀage is oen described as 'ﬀngﬀided
adﬀlt langﬀage acqﬀisition' or 'groﬀp second langﬀage acqﬀisition' becaﬀse there ﬂas
lile if anﬄ formal edﬀcation for the majoritﬄ of the popﬀlation.
is ﬀncontrolled
and non-prescriptiﬁe ﬂaﬄ of acqﬀisition proﬁided the groﬀnds for in ﬀence of the
Irish langﬀage on Irish English4 , or as Winford (2003) pﬀts it:
e persisting of bilingﬀalism ﬂithin the shiing groﬀp is another important factor
in langﬀage shi […] there ﬂere large nﬀmbers of illiterate bilingﬀals in nineteenthcentﬀrﬄ Ireland, jﬀdging from the gﬀres of the 1851 censﬀs. It is reasonable to assﬀme
also that childhood bilingﬀalism ﬂas qﬀite common, and that bilingﬀal children plaﬄed a
role in the regﬀlarization of Irish English grammar. ese factors ﬂoﬀld haﬁe faﬁoﬀred
the retention of Irish featﬀres in the English of sﬀch speakers. (Winford 2003: 253)

Todaﬄ, Irish sﬀrﬁiﬁes onlﬄ in three regions on the ﬂestern seaboard, also knoﬂn as
the 'Gaeltacht': in the soﬀth-ﬂest, the mid-ﬂest and the north-ﬂest (Hickeﬄ 2007: 48;
Filppﬀla 2012: 31). Hoﬂeﬁer, it is recognized as the rst o cial langﬀage in Article
8 in the Constitﬀtion of Ireland, ﬂhile English is "recognised as a second o cial langﬀage" (Constitﬀtion of Ireland 2013: 8). Fﬀrthermore, goﬁernmental e orts to restore
the Irish langﬀage haﬁe led to the sitﬀation that it is noﬂ ﬂidelﬄ stﬀdied and ﬀsed as a
second langﬀage bﬄ almost eﬁerﬄbodﬄ ﬂho has gone throﬀgh the edﬀcational sﬄstem.
As for the aitﬀdes toﬂards Irish English, it shoﬀld be pointed oﬀt that it is denied
recognition as a ﬁarietﬄ of English in its oﬂn right eﬁen among manﬄ Irish eﬁen todaﬄ.
Irish English is oen regarded as simplﬄ a sﬀbstandard langﬀage not to be taken serioﬀslﬄ (Hickeﬄ 2007: 23). Addressing the qﬀestion of ﬂhﬄ the Irish do not hold their
speci c ﬁarietﬄ of English in higher regard, Hickeﬄ sﬀggests that ﬁarioﬀs factors be
taken into accoﬀnt. Among these are lingﬀistic prejﬀdice against prominent featﬀres
of Irish English and a feeling of inferioritﬄ of "anﬄthing homegroﬂn", a post-colonial
aitﬀde "ﬂhich still lingers on" (Hickeﬄ 2007: 23). Fﬀrthermore, acknoﬂledging the
langﬀage of the former colonizers is regarded as a kind of disloﬄaltﬄ to Irish. Hence,
althoﬀgh English is the natiﬁe langﬀage of the ﬁast majoritﬄ of the Irish popﬀlation,
manﬄ Irish haﬁe an ambiﬁalent aitﬀde to English.
A nal issﬀe that is ﬂorth mentioning is that todaﬄ the shaping of Irish English is
also in ﬀenced bﬄ large nﬀmbers of immigrants, coming in particﬀlar from Poland
and Lithﬀania. e Censﬀs gﬀres of 2011 shoﬂ that the proportion of the non-Irish
popﬀlation noﬂ accoﬀnts for aboﬀt 12% in the Repﬀblic of Ireland and 2.9% in Northern Ireland (Central Statistics O ce 2014: 39).

4
roﬀghoﬀt the present stﬀdﬄ, 'Irish English' is ﬀsed as a coﬁer term to refer to both the ﬁarietﬄ of
English spoken in the Repﬀblic of Ireland and the ﬁarietﬄ spoken in Northern Ireland. If a distinction is
necessarﬄ it ﬂill eﬃplicitlﬄ be pointed oﬀt. Other terms foﬀnd in the literatﬀre inclﬀde 'Anglo-Irish' and
'Hiberno English' for the English ﬁarietﬄ in the Repﬀblic of Ireland. e forms of English in Northern
Ireland are also referred to as 'Ulster English(es)', 'northern Irish English' or 'northern Hiberno English',
among others. See Hickeﬄ (2007: 3 .) for a detailed discﬀssion of terminologﬄ.
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2.2.2 New Zealand
A: In the North Island every sentence seems to nsh wth eh […]
B: [laﬀghs] No that's not true […] I don't talk lke that […] No
there are certan people who do say that you're qute rght yes
A: And you know t's er I thnk t comes a lot from the Maor the
system of er speakng
(ICE-NZ:S1A-100)

When the Eﬀropeans discoﬁered Neﬂ Zealand in the seﬁenteenth centﬀrﬄ the coﬀntrﬄ ﬂas alreadﬄ seled bﬄ the Maori, an Eastern Polﬄnesian people, ﬂho probablﬄ
traﬁelled bﬄ canoe from someﬂhere in the tropical Paci c. e time of the arriﬁal of
these Polﬄnesian people in Neﬂ Zealand is ﬀncertain. While some researchers saﬄ
that theﬄ reached the coﬀntrﬄ more than 1,000 ﬄears ago (Baﬀer 1994: 382; Haﬄ et al.
2008: 3), others giﬁe the thirteenth centﬀrﬄ as the time of their arriﬁal (Wilson 2014:
1).
e rst Eﬀropeans to set foot on Neﬂ Zealand ﬂere the Dﬀtch Abel Tasman and
his creﬂ. On an eﬃpedition for the Dﬀtch East India Companﬄ, he sighted 'a large
land, ﬀplied high' - probablﬄ the Soﬀthern Alps - in 1642 (Wilson 2014: 2). Tasman
called the land he had discoﬁered 'Staten Landt', thinking that it ﬂas part of Aﬀstralia.
e name Neﬂ Zealand, or rather 'Nieﬀﬂ Zeeland', ﬂas coined bﬄ a Dﬀtch cartographer to the Dﬀtch East India Companﬄ later in the seﬁenteenth centﬀrﬄ; the "onlﬄ
lingﬀistic resﬀlt" of the Dﬀtchmen's discoﬁerﬄ (Baﬀer 1994: 382).
James Cook's Endeavour ﬂas the rst English ship that reached Neﬂ Zealand, landing at Poﬁertﬄ Baﬄ more than one hﬀndred ﬄears aer Tasman in 1769. He circﬀmnaﬁigated the island, thoroﬀghlﬄ mapping the oﬀtline of its coast and proﬁiding Eﬀrope ﬂith the rst comprehensiﬁe ﬁisﬀal and ﬂrien record of the coﬀntrﬄ's natﬀre
and sﬀbstantial knoﬂledge of the Maori people (Wilson 2014: 6-7). Yet lingﬀisticallﬄ,
Cook le no direct traces becaﬀse "[ﬂ]hen the Endeavour le Neﬂ Zealand, English
le ﬂith it and did not take root in the coﬀntrﬄ ﬀntil the rst Eﬀropean selements
at the end of the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ" (Kﬀiper/Bell 2000: 11).
From aboﬀt 1792 onﬂards, sealers and ﬂhalers ﬁisited and operated from the coasts
of Neﬂ Zealand, bﬀt hardlﬄ anﬄ of them seled on the island. At that time, Neﬂ
Zealand ﬂas rather ﬀnappealing to Eﬀropeans: the joﬀrneﬄ ﬂas long and eﬃpensiﬁe,
and the coﬀntrﬄ ﬂas associated ﬂith the conﬁict selements of Aﬀstralia and had a
repﬀtation as "a home of bloodthirstﬄ cannibals" (Phillips 2013: 4-5).
In the late 1820s the nﬀmber of non-Maori liﬁing in Neﬂ Zealand began to rise, bﬀt
bﬄ 1838 there ﬂere still onlﬄ aboﬀt 2,000 immigrants.
is nﬀmber ﬂas to increase
decidedlﬄ in the folloﬂing ﬄears resﬀlting in a non-Maori popﬀlation of aboﬀt 10,000
people bﬄ 1842 (Baﬀer 1994: 383). ere are tﬂo decisiﬁe factors for this change. First,
in 1840 the British Goﬁernment and Maori chiefs signed the Treatﬄ of Waitangi, ceding soﬁereigntﬄ to the
een and creating "the foﬀndation for British colonial rﬀle
in Neﬂ Zealand, ﬂhich in tﬀrn created the frameﬂork for sﬀstained migration from
Britain" (Kﬀiper/Bell 2000: 12). Second, in the same ﬄear the rst Eﬀropean selers,
assisted bﬄ the Neﬂ Zealand Companﬄ, arriﬁed in the coﬀntrﬄ, bringing in manﬄ more
immigrants in the folloﬂing ﬄears (Baﬀer 1994: 383; Phillips 2013: 4).
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Immigration added greatlﬄ to Neﬂ Zealand's popﬀlation in the folloﬂing decades.
As the censﬀs gﬀres presented in Table 2.1 shoﬂ, the popﬀlation of 1886 is more
than ﬁe times the size of that of 1861 (Statistics Neﬂ Zealand 2013). Immigrants
from the British Isles and in particﬀlar England made ﬀp the highest proportions. Yet
bﬄ 1886, there ﬂere more Neﬂ Zealand-born Eﬀropeans in Neﬂ Zealand than immigrants (51.9%; cf. Table 2.1). Baﬀer (1994: 386) sﬀggests that this date be taken "as a
point aer ﬂhich the deﬁelopment of the English langﬀage in Neﬂ Zealand re ected
Neﬂ Zealand rather than British or Aﬀstralian trends".
e censﬀs gﬀres shoﬂ that most of the earlﬄ immigrants to Neﬂ Zealand came
from the British Isles, bﬀt there is hardlﬄ anﬄ lingﬀistic information aboﬀt those earlﬄ
selers. In manﬄ cases the onlﬄ information aﬁailable is aboﬀt their port of embarkation, bﬀt this tells ﬀs lile aboﬀt the places ﬂhere theﬄ ﬂere born or ﬂhere theﬄ liﬁed.
is means that the origins of Neﬂ Zealand English are di cﬀlt to eﬃactlﬄ pin doﬂn
and seﬁeral eﬃplanations haﬁe been sﬀggested in the literatﬀre (Baﬀer 2000).
When Neﬂ Zealand English ﬂas rst recognized as a neﬂ ﬁarietﬄ of English (aroﬀnd
1900), manﬄ people all aroﬀnd Neﬂ Zealand began to complain that children ﬂere
speaking ﬂith a 'colonial tﬂang'.
e most common eﬃplanation at that time ﬂas
that Neﬂ Zealand English ﬂas a transported ﬁarietﬄ of Cockneﬄ, a London dialect.
Bﬀt there is demographic eﬁidence against this position, ﬂith onlﬄ a small proportion of the earlﬄ selers actﬀallﬄ coming from London (15%; cf. Haﬄ et al. 2008: 85).
Fﬀrthermore, Baﬀer points oﬀt that ﬂhat is knoﬂn of the Londoners' social class sﬀggests "not onlﬄ that theﬄ ﬂere not Cockneﬄs, bﬀt that theﬄ ﬂoﬀld haﬁe despised a
Cockneﬄ accent" (1994: 421). Giﬁen this eﬁidence, Haﬄ et al. (2008: 85) propose that
at that time 'Cockneﬄ' maﬄ haﬁe been ﬀsed as a general term of abﬀse rather than as
an accﬀrate description of the lingﬀistic featﬀres of this ﬁarietﬄ of English.
abl 2.1: Proportion of persons of di erent birthplaces liﬁing in Neﬂ Zealand (eﬃclﬀsiﬁe of
Maoris) at the ﬁarioﬀs censﬀs periods.

nsus yar
Neﬂ Zealand
Aﬀstralia
England
Wales
Scotland
Ireland
other British dominions/at sea
foreign coﬀntries
ﬀnspeci ed
total population
S

1861
1867
1874
1881
1886
27.9
29.3
41.0
45.6
51.9
2.6
5.2
4.5
3.5
3.0
36.5
30.0
24.8
24.3
21.7
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
15.7
15.9
12.9
10.8
9.5
8.9
12.8
10.1
10.1
8.9
2.3
2.1
1.3
1.1
0.9
2.7
3.8
4.7
4.0
3.4
2.9
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
99,021 218,668 299,014 489,933 578,482

: Statistics Neﬂ Zealand, 1886 Censﬀs resﬀlts, Table IV_II.

A second theorﬄ holds that Neﬂ Zealand English coﬀld haﬁe been an eﬃported ﬁersion of Aﬀstralian English. Proponents of this ﬁieﬂ giﬁe as eﬁidence the oﬁerﬂhelming phonetic and phonological similaritﬄ betﬂeen the tﬂo ﬁarieties of English and the
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large nﬀmber of ﬂords theﬄ haﬁe in common, "ﬁirtﬀallﬄ to the eﬃclﬀsion of the rest
of the English-speaking ﬂorld" (Baﬀer 1994: 425-427). Fﬀrthermore, from earlﬄ on
there haﬁe been and still are close (economic) connections betﬂeen both coﬀntries.
Neﬂ Zealand eﬁen started oﬀt as a colonﬄ of Neﬂ Soﬀth Wales, gaining independent
colonial statﬀs in 1841 (Hﬀndt 2012: 1997). What ﬂeakens the plaﬀsibilitﬄ of this
position, hoﬂeﬁer, is the fact that the proportions of Aﬀstralian immigrants to Neﬂ
Zealand haﬁe alﬂaﬄs been relatiﬁelﬄ small, as the censﬀs gﬀres aboﬁe shoﬂ. Hence,
Haﬄ et al. (2008: 86) conclﬀde that an Aﬀstralian 'langﬀage planting' eﬃplanation can
be rﬀled oﬀt, bﬀt theﬄ add that there ﬂas de nitelﬄ an Aﬀstralian in ﬀence, as manﬄ
of the earlﬄ selers to Neﬂ Zealand came ﬁia Aﬀstralia.
A third eﬃplanation for the origins of Neﬂ Zealand English states that it has not
been transplanted from some other place bﬀt has deﬁeloped independentlﬄ in Neﬂ
Zealand itself. is process is also referred to as 'neﬂ-dialect formation' in sociolingﬀistics and eﬃplained bﬄ Haﬄ et al. (2008) as folloﬂs:
e theorﬄ is that ﬂhen people come to a neﬂ coﬀntrﬄ or a neﬂ region speaking di erent
dialects, oﬁer time the di erent dialectal ﬁariants become leﬁelled oﬀt and a single neﬂ
dialect deﬁelops, ﬂhich is di erent from those dialects that the rst selers ﬀsed. (Haﬄ
et al. 2008: 86)

As has been noted aboﬁe, those complaining aboﬀt the 'colonial tﬂang' commonlﬄ associated it ﬂith the speech of children. Stﬀdies of langﬀage change haﬁe shoﬂn that
children and adolescents plaﬄ an important role as agents of change in the process
of neﬂ-dialect formation (cf. e.g. Kersﬂill/Williams' stﬀdﬄ (2000) in Milton Keﬄnes).
And this might haﬁe also been the case in Neﬂ Zealand. e earlﬄ popﬀlation of Neﬂ
Zealand ﬂas a ﬁerﬄ ﬄoﬀng one, ﬂith one qﬀarter of the popﬀlation in the 1840s and
1850s being children, ﬂhile there ﬂere feﬂ people oﬁer 45 (Haﬄ et al. 2008: 93). With
the Edﬀcation Act of 1877 primarﬄ edﬀcation in Neﬂ Zealand became compﬀlsorﬄ,
leading to increasing nﬀmbers of children coming together for their edﬀcation. Giﬁen
this sitﬀation, it is not at all sﬀrprising that "the deﬁelopment of the Neﬂ Zealand accent seems to haﬁe occﬀrred and spread ﬁerﬄ rapidlﬄ in the 1880s" (Haﬄ et al. 2008:
93).
A foﬀrth theorﬄ argﬀes in terms of a combination of the theories jﬀst mentioned.
Eﬃamining ﬁarioﬀs eﬃplanations for the origins and deﬁelopment of Neﬂ Zealand English, Gordon et al. (2004) conclﬀde that mﬀltiple factors contribﬀted to the shaping
of the langﬀage.
ese inclﬀde inpﬀt from immigrants ﬂho came ﬁia Aﬀstralia and
sﬂamping e ects from large-scale immigration in the 1870s. eﬄ add that theﬄ cannot saﬄ for sﬀre "to ﬂhat eﬃtent factors sﬀch as edﬀcation, standardisation, and acts
of identitﬄ maﬄ haﬁe in ﬀenced the nal oﬀtcome, bﬀt neither can be eliminated; that
ﬂe cannot con rm them does not mean that theﬄ had no e ect" (2004: 258).
While immigration is still a great issﬀe in Neﬂ Zealand todaﬄ - most immigrants
are noﬂ coming from Asia and the Paci c Islands - the Eﬀropean ethnic groﬀp is still
the largest major ethnic groﬀp in Neﬂ Zealand, accoﬀnting for 76% of the popﬀlation, according to the 2013 Censﬀs (Statistics Neﬂ Zealand 2014). What the censﬀs
gﬀres also shoﬂ is that among the most common langﬀages spoken in Neﬂ Zealand
English is the dominant one, spoken bﬄ 96.1% of people ﬂho stated at least one langﬀage. Along ﬂith English, te reo Maori (the Maori langﬀage) and Neﬂ Zealand Sign
Langﬀage are fﬀrther o cial langﬀages of Neﬂ Zealand. Hoﬂeﬁer, these langﬀages
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are spoken bﬄ onlﬄ a small proportion of the popﬀlation. In the 2013 Censﬀs, 148,395
people (3.7%) reported to speak te reo Maori and 20,235 people reported the abilitﬄ to
ﬀse Neﬂ Zealand Sign Langﬀage.
Writing aboﬀt regional ﬁariation in Neﬂ Zealand English, Baﬀer (1994) notes that
the sﬀrprising thing aboﬀt it is "hoﬂ lile of it there is. Giﬁen the ﬂaﬄ in ﬂhich Neﬂ
Zealand ﬂas seled from Britain, it might be eﬃpected that traces of Scoish, Irish
and West Coﬀntrﬄ dialect featﬀres (at least) ﬂoﬀld be foﬀnd in di erent areas of Neﬂ
Zealand" (1994: 411). Some regional ﬁariation can be foﬀnd in the Soﬀth Island, in
Otago and Soﬀthland, ﬂhich ﬂere mainlﬄ seled bﬄ Scoish immigrants. Bﬀt the lingﬀistic traces theﬄ le are minimal. In this sense, Neﬂ Zealand English can be seen
as dialectallﬄ homogeneoﬀs, as Baﬀer sﬀggests, "althoﬀgh there are social dialects of
Neﬂ Zealand English as there are of other ﬁarieties of English, and there maﬄ be at
least di erences of stﬄle betﬂeen ﬀrban and rﬀral speakers" (1994: 411; for stﬄlistic
ﬁariation in Neﬂ Zealand English grammar see, for eﬃample, Hﬀndt 1998).
Fﬀrthermore, Neﬂ Zealanders belieﬁe that there is a distinct ethnic ﬁarietﬄ of Maori
English (Bell 2000: 221; also see the qﬀote from ICE-Neﬂ Zealand at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this section), bﬀt lingﬀists haﬁe strﬀggled to nd clear and conclﬀsiﬁe di erences betﬂeen Maori and Pakeha English since the 1960s. Nﬀmeroﬀs stﬀdies haﬁe
addressed this qﬀestion, bﬀt theﬄ foﬀnd onlﬄ qﬀantitatiﬁe and no qﬀalitatiﬁe di erences (e.g. Benton 1991; Britain 1992; Meﬄerho 1994; Bell 1997, 2000; Schreier 2003).
It is reported, for eﬃample, that Maori ﬀse more High Rising Terminal Contoﬀrs than
Pakeha (Britain 1992) and that theﬄ ﬀse more eh discoﬀrse tags (Meﬄerho 1994). Still,
lingﬀists describe the natﬀre of Maori English as "[a]mong the most intrigﬀing and
elﬀsiﬁe issﬀes in the stﬀdﬄ of Neﬂ Zealand English" (Bell 2000: 221) and that eﬁidence of its eﬃistence is "at best tentatiﬁe and ambigﬀoﬀs" (Benton 1991: 195). Some
eﬁen denﬄ its eﬃistence stating that "[t]here is no single identical ﬁarietﬄ of Maori
English […] It seems that it is more of a stﬄle of English than an actﬀal separate dialect" (Gordon/Deﬁerson 1998: 144-145). Schreier (2003) in a stﬀdﬄ of Maori English
in the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ nds distinctiﬁe featﬀres ﬂhich, he sﬀggests, "originated
as L2 learning processes in a langﬀage contact scenario […] either throﬀgh sﬀbstratﬀm e ects, phonological transfer, or contact-indﬀced adaptation" (2003: 388). Bﬀt
these featﬀres did not persist as Maori English conﬁerged ﬂith Pakeha English rather
qﬀicklﬄ from the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ onﬂards (ibid.).

2.2.3 Canada
Canadan Englsh s a mult-ethnc language, spoken by people of
every color and creed on earth.
(Boberg 2010: 25)

e earliest British contact ﬂith Canada ﬂas in 1497 ﬂhen the Venetian mariner John
Cabot discoﬁered the eastern coast of Canada ﬂhile eﬃploring North America on behalf of King Henrﬄ VII. is eﬁent alreadﬄ sparked England's interest in establishing
colonies in the Americas, bﬀt selement began in earnest onlﬄ later (Boberg 2010:
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58).5
A nﬀmber of small English selements ﬂere established in a feﬂ regions beginning in 1610, namelﬄ in Noﬁa Scotia, Neﬂfoﬀndland and aroﬀnd Hﬀdson Baﬄ. ese
rst English-speaking selers ﬂere mainlﬄ shermen, fﬀr traders, soldiers and some
farmers ﬂith their families, bﬀt their nﬀmber neﬁer rose mﬀch aboﬁe one thoﬀsand
inhabitants (Boberg 2010: 58/60). Large scale English-speaking migration began onlﬄ
in the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ.
In the seﬁenteenth centﬀrﬄ, English-speaking people ﬂere not the onlﬄ immigrants
to sele in Canada, bﬀt there ﬂere also some French selements. It ﬂas not long before French and British colonial interests began to con ict, cﬀlminating in the Seﬁen
Years' War (1756-1763). Aer the French sﬀrrender, the Treatﬄ of Paris (1763) dictated
France to cede to Britain its possessions in ﬂhat is noﬂ Canada (Boberg 2010: 58).
e British ﬁictorﬄ had important conseqﬀences: it not onlﬄ sparked the rst major
ﬂaﬁe of English-speaking migration to Canada bﬀt cﬀt o fﬀrther French immigration and initiated the long strﬀggle of the French-speaking commﬀnities to sﬀrﬁiﬁe
and maintain their French identitﬄ and cﬀltﬀre in an increasinglﬄ English-speaking
continent (ibid.).
e rst major ﬂaﬁe of English-speaking migration began in the spring of 1783
ﬂhen the rst so-called 'United Empire Loﬄalists' le Neﬂ York heading for Canada.
e Loﬄalists are those American colonists ﬂho remained loﬄal to the British croﬂn
in the American Reﬁolﬀtion (1765-1783) and emigrated dﬀring and immediatelﬄ aer
it to ﬂhat is todaﬄ Canada. e majoritﬄ of the Loﬄalists came from the middle and
Neﬂ England colonies, that is, Virginia, Marﬄland, Pennsﬄlﬁania, Neﬂ Jerseﬄ, Neﬂ
York, Connecticﬀt, Rhode Island and Massachﬀses (Boberg 2010: 60-61). Most of
them moﬁed to Ontario (Dollinger 2012: 1861).
At the same time, direct immigration from Britain had also begﬀn on a small scale,
ﬂith most selers coming from Scotland, particﬀlarlﬄ the Scoish Highlands. Note
that these Highlanders ﬂere not necessarilﬄ English-speaking, bﬀt most of them spoke
Gaelic (Boberg 2010: 65). e same is trﬀe for the manﬄ Irish people ﬂho emigrated
to Neﬂfoﬀndland in the late eighteenth and earlﬄ nineteenth centﬀrﬄ, the peak period
of English and Irish emigration to the proﬁince. at is, like the Scoish Highlanders,
manﬄ Irish spoke Gaelic ﬂhen theﬄ arriﬁed.
While Canada's English-speaking popﬀlation ﬂas thﬀs foﬀnded largelﬄ bﬄ Loﬄalist refﬀgees in the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ, "its establishment as the dominant cﬀltﬀre of
modern Canada ﬂas assﬀred in the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ bﬄ a more or less constant oﬂ
of direct immigration from Britain and Ireland" (Boberg 2010: 67). Rather than from
political ﬀpheaﬁal, these immigrants mainlﬄ ed from poﬁertﬄ, social dislocation and
lack of economic opportﬀnitﬄ, ﬂhich ﬂas caﬀsed bﬄ a post-ﬂar recession seing in
in 1815 (Boberg 2010: 68).
In the 1860s, British immigration declined, bﬀt it ﬂas to rise again toﬂards the end
of the centﬀrﬄ ﬂhen Canada's ﬁast ﬂestern regions ﬂere opened ﬀp for selement
(cf. Dominion Land Act of 1872). Foﬀr major groﬀps accomplished the selement of
these ﬂestern proﬁinces: migrants from Canada, especiallﬄ Ontario, ﬂho ﬂere thor5
e present section presents onlﬄ a ﬁerﬄ brief oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the historﬄ of the English langﬀage in
Canada. It is largelﬄ based on Boberg's (2010) monograph e Englsh language n Canada, ﬂhich I
recommend to consﬀlt for more detailed information on Canadian English.
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oﬀghlﬄ Canadian bﬄ that time; immigrants from Britain, in particﬀlar from England;
immigrants from other Eﬀropean coﬀntries; and fﬀrther migrants from ﬂhat is todaﬄ
the United States. Fﬀrthermore, the ﬂestern land boom also aracted large nﬀmbers
of Chinese immigrants, coming to Canada to help bﬀild the railroads (Boberg 2010:
88 .).
e origins of Canadian English are di cﬀlt to eﬃactlﬄ pin doﬂn. It ﬂoﬀld be necessarﬄ to nd oﬀt ﬂhere the immigrants preciselﬄ came from and ﬂhich langﬀages
or dialects theﬄ spoke ﬂhen theﬄ arriﬁed in Canada. Bﬀt record-keeping at the time
ﬂas not easﬄ and immigrant statistics are thﬀs oen not reliable or insﬀ cient. Trﬄing to accoﬀnt for the largelﬄ North American character of Canadian English, some
researchers sﬀggest that the Loﬄalists plaﬄed a major role in establishing the basic
paern for Canadian English, thﬀs recognizing the Foﬀnder Principle (Mﬀfﬂene 2001,
2008), ﬂhich sﬀggests that the foﬀnder popﬀlation in an ecologﬄ eﬃerts strong in ﬀence on the shaping of the neﬂ ﬁarietﬄ (Bloom eld 1948; Chambers 1998; Dollinger
2008). Boberg agrees that the Loﬄalists indeed plaﬄed a crﬀcial role in ﬂhat ﬂas to
become the Canadian identitﬄ, bﬀt he also points to the fact that "comparatiﬁelﬄ lile
is knoﬂn aboﬀt eﬃactlﬄ ﬂhere the selers came from or hoﬂ theﬄ miﬃed ﬂith each
other in neﬂ commﬀnities, mﬀch less hoﬂ theﬄ spoke ﬂhen theﬄ arriﬁed" (2010: 100101). While the Loﬄalists predominantlﬄ came from the middle and Neﬂ England
colonies, as mentioned aboﬁe, this ﬂas "not to the eﬃclﬀsion of other regions" (ibid.).
Fﬀrthermore, it maﬄ ﬂell be that manﬄ of the featﬀres ﬂhich are todaﬄ regarded as
North American are actﬀallﬄ directlﬄ deriﬁed from regional dialects of British English;
that is, throﬀgh the speech of the earlﬄ British immigrants to Canada (Boberg 2010:
102).
e qﬀotation from Boberg at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this section describes the sitﬀation of Canadian English as it is perceiﬁed todaﬄ, "a mﬀlti-ethnic langﬀage, spoken bﬄ
people of eﬁerﬄ color and creed on earth" (Boberg 2010: 25). Dﬀring the coﬀrse of the
tﬂentieth and tﬂentﬄ- rst centﬀries, Canada has become a mﬀlticﬀltﬀral societﬄ and
Canadian English a mﬀltiethnic langﬀage. is is dﬀe to the fact that aer the 1960s
immigration came increasinglﬄ from non-traditional soﬀrces, in particﬀlar Asia, bﬀt
also the Caribbean, the Middle East and Latin America (Boberg 2010: 97).
Canada's lingﬀistic diﬁersitﬄ is illﬀstrated bﬄ the fact that more than 200 langﬀages
ﬂere reported as a home langﬀage or mother tongﬀe in the 2011 Censﬀs of Popﬀlation.
ese inclﬀde the tﬂo o cial langﬀages English and French, Aboriginal
langﬀages and immigrant langﬀages.
e laer are langﬀages "ﬂhose presence in
Canada is originallﬄ dﬀe to immigration" (Statistics Canada 2012: 1). In 2011, immigrant langﬀages spoken as a mother tongﬀe accoﬀnt for 19.8% of Canada's popﬀlation
(6.6 million people).6 Among these, persons ﬂith an Asian langﬀage as their mother
tongﬀe make ﬀp the highest proportion, accoﬀnting for 56%. More than 40% of the
immigrant-langﬀage popﬀlation report a Eﬀropean langﬀage as their mother tongﬀe.
e top immigrant langﬀage reported in Canada is Pﬀnjabi, an Indo-Arﬄan langﬀage
spoken in India, ﬂhose popﬀlation amoﬀnts to aboﬀt 460,000 persons. Romance langﬀages other than French are also ﬂidespread, ﬂith Italian and Spanish reported as
6 In 2011, English is the mother tongﬀe of 18.9 million people (or 56.9% of the popﬀlation), ﬂhile
French is spoken as a mother tongﬀe bﬄ 7 million people (21.3%).
ese data are based on single
responses in the 2011 Censﬀs. Also see Table 2.2.
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the mother tongﬀe bﬄ more than 400,000 persons each. Within the Chinese langﬀage
familﬄ, three main groﬀps can be made oﬀt. Cantonese is the mother tongﬀe of 389,000
persons and Mandarin that of 255,000 persons. Some immigrants simplﬄ reported
Chinese as their mother tongﬀe ﬂithoﬀt specifﬄing anﬄ fﬀrther ﬂhich dialect theﬄ
spoke. is groﬀp comprises 441,000 persons (Statistics Canada 2012: 1-2).
Canadians ﬂho speak an immigrant langﬀage most oen at home or as their mother
tongﬀe are predominantlﬄ foﬀnd in Canada's metropolitan areas. Table 2.2 shoﬂs the
nﬀmber and proportion of Canadians ﬂith English, French or a non-o cial langﬀage
as their mother tongﬀe in Canada's ten largest metropolitan areas. e ten cities listed
in Table 2.2 contain 55% of the national popﬀlation (18.3 million people) bﬀt 81% of
those people speaking an immigrant langﬀage as their mother tongﬀe (5.3 million).7
abl 2.2: Popﬀlation bﬄ mother tongﬀe in Canada's ten largest metropolitan areas (single
responses, 2011).

Mtropolitan
ara
Canaa
Toronto, ON
Montreal, QC
Vancoﬀﬁer, BC
Oaﬂa, ON/QC
Calgarﬄ, AB
Edmonton, AB
ebec, QC
Winnipeg, MB
Hamilton, ON
Kitchener, ON
S

otal pop.
N
33,121,175
5,541,880
3,785,915
2,292,115
1,222,760
1,205,175
1,146,600
756,400
721,120
712,580
472,090

English
%
56.9
53.8
11.6
56.0
49.0
70.9
74.5
1.4
72.2
75.9
74.5

rn
%
21.3
1.1
63.3
1.1
31.4
1.5
2.2
94.9
3.8
1.4
1.2

Othr
%
19.8
41.8
22.0
40.3
16.7
25.3
21.3
2.9
21.4
21.0
22.6

: Statistics Canada, 2011 Censﬀs

As the nﬀmbers and proportions indicate, the lingﬀistic make-ﬀp of Canada's ten
largest cities is ﬁerﬄ di erent.
e metropolitan areas of Toronto and Vancoﬀﬁer
contain more than 40% of people ﬂho speak an immigrant langﬀage as their mother
tongﬀe. In
ebec, on the other hand, this groﬀp makes ﬀp onlﬄ 2.9%.
ebec is
an oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ francophone citﬄ, ﬂith 94.9% of its popﬀlation haﬁing French as
their mother tongﬀe. is is mainlﬄ dﬀe to a programme of massiﬁe goﬁernment interﬁention designed to preﬁent the gradﬀal decline of French in the proﬁince. As a
conseqﬀence, the English langﬀage has been in retreat since the neﬂ langﬀage laﬂs
came into e ect. is deﬁelopment has been highlﬄ controﬁersial.8
Oaﬂa, Canada's capital citﬄ, is located in Ontario, bﬀt its metropolitan area inclﬀdes regions in
ebec.
is bi-proﬁincial natﬀre of the citﬄ accoﬀnts for the rel7 Note that both percentages haﬁe increased since the 2006 Censﬀs. In 2006, the ten largest cities
contained 53% of Canada's popﬀlation and the immigrant popﬀlation speaking a non-o cial langﬀage
as their mother tongﬀe accoﬀnted for 78% (Boberg 2010: 21).
8 See Boberg (2010: 6-19) for a detailed discﬀssion of the langﬀage sitﬀation in
ebec.
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atiﬁelﬄ large proportion of francophones (31.4%). In sﬀm, it can be noted that immigrants to Canada seem to prefer English-speaking metropolitan areas oﬁer Frenchspeaking ones as their destination.9
As a resﬀlt of the large-scale immigration of people ﬂho speak langﬀages other
than English and French, neﬂ ethnic ﬁarieties of English haﬁe deﬁeloped in Canada's
metropolitan areas (cf. e.g. Boberg 2004; 2010 Chapter 5). e fﬀtﬀre ﬂill tell ﬂhether
or in hoﬂ far the immigrant langﬀages ﬂill impact on the shape and deﬁelopment of
Canadian English, thﬀs re ecting "the mﬀltiethnic and mﬀltilingﬀal character of ﬀrban Canada" (Boberg 2010: 105).
In addition to ethnic ﬁariation, there is also regional ﬁariation in Canadian English.
It is commonlﬄ noted that Neﬂfoﬀndland English shoﬀld be treated separatelﬄ from
mainland Canadian English. e ﬁarietﬄ of English spoken in Neﬂfoﬀndland is noticeablﬄ di erent becaﬀse it ﬂas seled at a di erent time and bﬄ di erent groﬀps
of people. Traditional Neﬂfoﬀndland English is heaﬁilﬄ in ﬀenced bﬄ soﬀthﬂestern
English and soﬀtheastern Irish ﬁarieties and thﬀs contrasts starklﬄ ﬂith the North
American speech of Ontario and ﬂestern Canada (Boberg 2010: 26; see Clarke 2010
on Neﬂfoﬀndland and Labrador English).
As for standard Canadian English, it is generallﬄ considered as being largelﬄ homogeneoﬀs across mainland Canada (e.g. Bloom eld 1948: 63; Chambers 2006: 385;
Dollinger 2012: 1860). Hoﬂeﬁer, recent research shoﬂs that there is some regional
ﬁariation eﬁen ﬂithin standard Canadian English (cf. Bolinger 2010, Chapters 4 and
5).

2.2.4 Singapore
I mean when you teach the school n England then how I mean lke
our Englsh s not ther ther Englsh ya.
(ICE-SIN:S1A-060)

e storﬄ of the English langﬀage in Singapore begins in 1819 ﬂhen Singapore ﬂas
acqﬀired bﬄ the British East Indian Companﬄ and became part of the Straits Selements (joining Penang and Malacca). e spread of English is stronglﬄ connected ﬂith
the deﬁelopment of the edﬀcation sﬄstem becaﬀse it ﬂas almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ throﬀgh
the school sﬄstem that the English langﬀage ﬂas acqﬀired. In the earlﬄ nineteenth
centﬀrﬄ the rst English-mediﬀm schools ﬂere established bﬄ priﬁate organizations,
chﬀrches and charitable bodies (Gﬀpta 1998: 110). Bﬀt these schools ﬂere essentiallﬄ
for Eﬀropean and Eﬀrasian children and the nﬀmbers of learners of English ﬂere
rather loﬂ. It ﬂas onlﬄ in the earlﬄ tﬂentieth centﬀrﬄ that the English langﬀage reallﬄ started to spread, ﬂith Chinese children thronging the English-mediﬀm schools.
Manﬄ teachers in Singaporean schools came from Malaﬄ and India and conseqﬀentlﬄ
there are still similarities in leﬃical and sﬄntactic ﬀsage betﬂeen Singapore English,
Malaﬄsian English and Indian English (Foleﬄ 1988: 4).
9 For a more detailed accoﬀnt of Canadian English in Canada's ten largest cities see Boberg (2010:
20-25).
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In the earlﬄ ﬄears, edﬀcation ﬂas largelﬄ in the hands of priﬁate organizations, bﬀt
alreadﬄ dﬀring the British period the goﬁernment started to take oﬁer more and more
control of the edﬀcation sﬄstem. is trend ﬂas continﬀed aer independence in 1965
and edﬀcation is noﬂ ﬀnder tight goﬁernment control. Since 1987, all edﬀcation ﬀnder the goﬁernment has been reqﬀired to be in the mediﬀm of English (Gﬀpta 1998:
115).
In Schneider's Dﬄnamic Model (Schneider 2003, 2007), Singapore English has clearlﬄ
gone throﬀgh the process of strﬀctﬀral natiﬁization and has reached the phase of endonormatiﬁe stabilization (phase 4). According to Schneider, this is more ﬁisible on
the leﬁel of Singlish, the colloqﬀial ﬁarietﬄ of English spoken in Singapore, bﬀt also
in formal stﬄles (2003: 265).
e Ethnologﬀe lists 24 liﬁing langﬀages for Singapore todaﬄ and English is one of
the foﬀr o cial langﬀages, the others being Mandarin, Malaﬄ and Tamil. e importance the goﬁernment ascribes to the langﬀage todaﬄ can also be seen in the sﬄllabﬀs
of English langﬀage teaching for primarﬄ and secondarﬄ schools of 2010. As gﬀiding
principles the Ministrﬄ of Edﬀcation postﬀlates (emphasis mine):
Bilingﬀalism is a cornerstone of oﬀr edﬀcation sﬄstem. Pﬀpils learn both English and
their oﬂn Mother Tongﬀe langﬀage in school. English is the mediﬀm of instrﬀction in
oﬀr schools as ﬂell as a sﬀbject of stﬀdﬄ for all primarﬄ and secondarﬄ school pﬀpils.
English operates at manﬄ leﬁels and plaﬄs manﬄ roles in Singapore. At the loal leﬁel, it
is the common langﬀage that facilitates bonding among the di erent ethnic and cﬀltﬀral
groﬀps. At the global leﬁel, English alloﬂs Singaporeans to participate in a knoﬂledgebased economﬄ ﬂhere English is the lingﬀa franca of the Internet, of science and technologﬄ and of ﬂorld trade.
Singapore's transformation into a knoﬂledge-based economﬄ, the rapid deﬁelopments
in technologﬄ, the gnrational shi in hom languag and an increasinglﬄ competitiﬁe
international enﬁironment are some factors that make pro ciencﬄ in English necessarﬄ
for pﬀpils. (Ministrﬄ of Edﬀcation Singapore 2009: 6)

e sﬄllabﬀs notes tﬂo di erent fﬀnctions that English has in Singapore - the global
and the local. ese tﬂo fﬀnctions giﬁe rise to tﬂo di erent orientations and norms.
e globalist orientation looks oﬀtﬂards and seeks homogeneitﬄ and similaritﬄ to
other English ﬁarieties (Standard English). e localist perspectiﬁe, on the other hand,
seeks its norms inside and is rather separatist in natﬀre (colloqﬀial Singapore English
or Singlish). Its major concern is for "a ﬀniqﬀeness of the English langﬀage in Singapore that mﬀst set its citizens apart from other English speakers" (Alsago 2010:
343). Depending on the conteﬃt and on ﬂhat theﬄ ﬂant to eﬃpress, Singaporeans can
choose betﬂeen these English codes.
e sﬄllabﬀs, moreoﬁer, talks aboﬀt 'the generational shi in home langﬀage'. is
refers to the fact that the ﬀsage of English at home is becoming more preﬁalent, as the
folloﬂing censﬀs data illﬀstrate.10 Note that there is a parallel eﬃpansion of Mandarin,
largelﬄ at the eﬃpense of the other Chinese dialects. English spoken as a home langﬀage is especiallﬄ preﬁalent among the ﬄoﬀnger age groﬀps (aged 5-14) and among
ﬀniﬁersitﬄ gradﬀates (cf. Department of Statistics Singapore 2014; 2010 Censﬀs).
Becaﬀse of Singapore's mﬀlticﬀltﬀral and mﬀltilingﬀal make-ﬀp, earlﬄ tﬂentieth
10
e censﬀs data are from Leimgrﬀber (2013: 3). For the Singapore Censﬀs of Popﬀlation 2010 also
see the ﬂebsite of the Department of Statistics Singapore at hp://ﬂﬂﬂ.singstat.goﬁ.sg/ (accessed:
Sept. 2014).
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centﬀrﬄ Singapore English has been restrﬀctﬀred throﬀgh contact ﬂith ﬁarioﬀs other
langﬀages. In the beginning it ﬂas predominantlﬄ Bazaar Malaﬄ11 , Baba Malaﬄ12 ,
Hokkien and Cantonese that had the greatest impact on the shaping of Singapore
English, todaﬄ it is Mandarin.
abl 2.3: Langﬀage most freqﬀentlﬄ spoken at home in percentages.

English
Manarin
Chins Dialts
Malay
amil

1980
12
10
60
14
3

1990
20
26
37
13
3

2000
23
35
24
14
3

2010
32
36
14
12
3

Interestinglﬄ, it is English rather than anﬄ of the ﬁernacﬀlars that is the "langﬀage
for the constrﬀction and eﬃpression of the Singaporean (i.e. national) identitﬄ" (Lick/
Alsago 1998: 207). is is becaﬀse English is the common langﬀage of the major ethnic groﬀps in Singapore, that is, it brings citizens of di erent ethnic origins together
and alloﬂs them to commﬀnicate and ﬀnderstand each other. ﬀs, the English langﬀage helps to form a Singaporean nation rather than a Malaﬄ, Indian or Chinese
nation.

2.2.5 The Philippines
Englsh s the common language to use n n the class but uh f
you're talkng wth fellow uh Flpnos then you can converse n
Tagalog.
(ICE-PHI:S1A-091)

e historical origins of Philippine English can be dated to 1898 ﬂhen the United
States started to occﬀpﬄ and colonize the Philippines. American teachers ﬂere sent
to the coﬀntrﬄ at the beginning of the tﬂentieth centﬀrﬄ to teach the Filipinos the
English langﬀage.
eﬄ had an important impact not onlﬄ as teachers bﬀt also as
teacher-trainers and bﬄ 1921 91% of all teachers ﬂere natiﬁe-born Filipinos (Bolton/
Baﬀtista 2008: 4).
e English langﬀage spread rapidlﬄ in the Philippines, a spread
ﬂhich "ﬂas ﬀnprecedented in colonial historﬄ, for ﬂithin the space of 41 ﬄears, the
American regime had done more to spread English than the Spanish Goﬁernment did
in 333 ﬄears (1565-1898) of colonization, for at the end of the Spanish Period, onlﬄ 2%
spoke Spanish" (Gonzalez 1997: 28).
11 Bazaar Malaﬄ is a pidginized form of Malaﬄ and the main lngua franca in the earlﬄ tﬂentieth
centﬀrﬄ (cf. Lim/Foleﬄ 2004).
12 Baba Malaﬄ is a Malaﬄ-based creole spoken bﬄ Straits-born Chinese, aboﬀt 500 ﬄears old bﬀt noﬂ
nearlﬄ eﬃtinct (cf. Lee et al. 2009)
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When the English langﬀage arriﬁed in the Philippines there ﬂas no national langﬀage bﬀt oﬁer 100 indigenoﬀs langﬀages spoken bﬄ Filipinos. In 1937 - aer manﬄ
ﬄears of debate - Tagalog, the langﬀage of one of the most important indigenoﬀs ethnic groﬀps (neﬃt to the Cebﬀanos and Ilocanos), ﬂas chosen as the basis for the national langﬀage, Filipino. Tagalog and Filipino basicallﬄ di er onlﬄ ﬂith respect to
the leﬃicon, ﬂith "the Filipino leﬃicon being sﬄstematicallﬄ eﬃpanded bﬄ the Institﬀte
of National Langﬀage" (Himmelmann 2005: 350). Althoﬀgh most people in the Philippines realize that Filipino is in fact "Tagalog ﬂith eﬃtras", theﬄ haﬁe come to accept it
as their national langﬀage (Kirkpatrick 2012: 22).
Aer independence in 1946, English ﬂas retained as o cial langﬀage in goﬁernment and edﬀcation bﬀt ﬂas increasinglﬄ ﬀsed alongside the national langﬀage. e
lingﬀistic repertoire of edﬀcated Filipinos ﬂas basicallﬄ dominated bﬄ the English
langﬀage ﬀp ﬀntil the 1970s, bﬀt then national ferﬁoﬀr became so strong that the domains of the English langﬀage ﬂere redﬀced in faﬁoﬀr of Filipino. e domains it is
still ﬀsed in todaﬄ inclﬀde higher edﬀcation, the print media (21 oﬀt of 28 dailﬄ neﬂspapers are in English), bﬀsiness transactions in internationallﬄ-oriented companies,
diplomacﬄ and international relations (Gonzalez 2008: 22). For informal commﬀnications, Filipinos do normallﬄ not ﬀse the English langﬀage bﬀt rather the national
langﬀage Filipino or their home ﬁernacﬀlar (also see the qﬀote from ICE-Philippines at
the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this section). When theﬄ haﬁe to speak English in an informal
conteﬃt, theﬄ oen code-sﬂitch, as the nearlﬄ 2000 eﬃamples of indigenoﬀs inserts
in the 'priﬁate dialogﬀes' les of ICE-Philippines impressiﬁelﬄ docﬀment. Here is an
eﬃample.
(2.1)

B: What happened to Brother Andreﬂ?
A: Oo nga e [laﬀghter]
B: Ano'ng nangyar kay Brother Andreﬂ.
A: Wala pang balta e. Saan kaya sya. I haﬁe to go to the neﬃt room for mﬄ
meeting.
B: Don't ﬂorrﬄ.
A: Hay 'naku Sir [laﬀghter] Yoﬀ don't knoﬂ people in La Salle.
B: No ﬂhat is this?
A:

eﬄ are ﬁerﬄ pﬀnctﬀal.
(ICE-PHI:S1A-003)13

13 I am indebted to Ariane Macalinga Borlongan for translating the Tagalog claﬀses in this dialogﬀe
for me. e translations are as folloﬂs:
B: What happened to Brother Andreﬂ?
A: Yes, truly [laﬀghter]
B: What happened to Brother Andreﬂ?
A:

ere s no news yet. Where can he be? I haﬁe to go to the neﬃt room for mﬄ meeting.

B: Don't ﬂorrﬄ.
A: Gosh, Sir [laﬀghter] Yoﬀ don't knoﬂ people in La Salle.
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Code-sﬂitching and code-miﬃing among English-knoﬂing bilingﬀals is in fact so
ﬂidespread that the resﬀlting code has been giﬁen its oﬂn name, 'Taglish', a miﬃtﬀre of English and Tagalog ﬂhich oen tends to be ﬀsed as the ﬀnmarked code of
choice in informal conﬁersation, for eﬃample, in Manila (Bolton 2003: 201).14
As for Schneider's Dﬄnamic Model, the position of Philippine English is di cﬀlt
to preciselﬄ specifﬄ and di erent ﬁieﬂs are ﬁoiced in the literatﬀre. While Schneider
(2007) claims that Philippine English is in phase 3, probablﬄ approaching phase 4, Borlongan (2011) argﬀes that this eﬁolﬀtionarﬄ phase is alreadﬄ ﬂell ﬀnder ﬂaﬄ. Collins
and his colleagﬀes (2014), in a ﬁerﬄ recent stﬀdﬄ, nd eﬁidence of both eﬃonormatiﬁe
and endonormatiﬁe orientation in Philippine English modals and qﬀasi-modals. eﬄ
conclﬀde that their resﬀlts re ect "the someﬂhat ambiﬁalent eﬁolﬀtionarﬄ statﬀs of
PhilE, ﬂith opinions diﬁided on the issﬀe of ﬂhether its entrﬄ into phase 4 ('endonormatiﬁe stabilization') of Schneider's (2007) eﬁolﬀtionarﬄ scale is merelﬄ incipient or
ﬂell established" (2014: 85). Martin (2014) also argﬀes that among Philippine English
speakers "[s]trong preferences for its American parent, as ﬂell as the cﬀltﬀre that
comes ﬂith American English remain" (2014: 81). While acknoﬂledging that Philippine English "seems to haﬁe foﬀnd its place" among the edﬀcated class, she is doﬀbtfﬀl
aboﬀt hoﬂ ﬂidespread the acceptabilitﬄ of the English ﬁarietﬄ reallﬄ is (2014: 79). e
langﬀage remains associated ﬂith the edﬀcated class and is not an identitﬄ carrier for
most Filipinos (as is the case ﬂith Singapore English). Martin conclﬀdes that Philippine English has indeed deﬁeloped into a natiﬁized form, bﬀt "[ﬂ]hether or not that
English progresses into a ﬁarietﬄ of Endonormatiﬁe Stabilization remains to be seen"
(2014: 81).
Kirkpatrick (2012) presents a more compleﬃ pictﬀre of Philippine English ﬂithin
Schneider's model. He sﬀggests that, lingﬀisticallﬄ, Philippine English shoﬂs eﬁidence of the nal stage of di erentiation. He argﬀes that there is a continﬀﬀm of English ﬁarieties ranging from informal Taglish to a more formal, edﬀcated ﬁarietﬄ; and
edﬀcated Philippine English speakers maﬄ ﬀse di erent dialects from this continﬀﬀm
depending on the commﬀnicatiﬁe sitﬀation. Sociolingﬀisticallﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, Philippine
English is someﬂhere betﬂeen stage tﬂo and stage three, Kirkpatrick claims, becaﬀse
the idealized classroom model is still American English rather than a local ﬁarietﬄ
(2012: 17).
According to the Ethnologﬀe, there are 181 liﬁing langﬀages in the Philippines todaﬄ. e national langﬀage Filipino is not the L1 for all Filipinos bﬀt has 45 million
L2 speakers ﬂhile English is spoken as a L2 bﬄ 40 million people in the Philippines.15
Tﬄpical Filipinos are minimallﬄ bilingﬀal, more oen eﬁen trilingﬀal, if Filipino is not
their mother tongﬀe. At home, theﬄ speak their mother tongﬀe, ﬂhich maﬄ be a
minoritﬄ langﬀage; for intranational commﬀnication theﬄ ﬀse Filipino; and for international relations or in school theﬄ ﬀse English.
e issﬀe of the English langﬀage in relation to the national langﬀage has heaﬁilﬄ
been debated in past decades. Filipino intellectﬀals continﬀe to ﬁoice concerns aboﬀt
14 For a detailed discﬀssion of the interrelationship betﬂeen English and Tagalog in the Philippines
also see ompson (2003). He eﬃamines the natﬀre of and motiﬁations for code-sﬂitching among
Filipinos and in the mass media.
15 See the entrﬄ "Philippines" on the Ethnologﬀe's homepage at http://ﬂﬂﬂ.ethnologﬀe.com/coﬀntrﬄ/
PH (last accessed: Aﬀg. 2014).
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the poﬂer and prestige of English and claim that it contribﬀtes to sﬀstain social and
economic ineqﬀalitﬄ and that it hinders the creation of an aﬀthentic sense of nationalism. Bﬀt there are also people ﬂho realize that knoﬂing the English langﬀage and
improﬁing their pro ciencﬄ maﬄ be of help in the job market, that is, theﬄ are aﬂare
of the need of the L2. is deﬁelopment has resﬀlted in determined aempts to aain
the qﬀalitﬄ of English.
It has been noted before that from earlﬄ on the Filipinos learned the English langﬀage from Filipino teachers. Hence, the soﬀrce langﬀage American English ﬂas
neﬁer completelﬄ replicated at anﬄ time, bﬀt from the beginning there ﬂere manﬄ local ﬁarieties of Philippine English based on the L1 of the speaker (Gonzalez 2008: 20).
Philippine English is noﬂ ﬂell-recognized as an aﬀtonomoﬀs ﬁarietﬄ of English, bﬀt
it still faces problems of legitimation, that is, the issﬀe of standardization has ﬄet to be
resolﬁed. According to Gonzalez (2008: 21), international commﬀnications, the mass
media and the print mediﬀm "maﬄ promote the most acceptable ﬁarietﬄ" of Philippine
English, ﬂhich maﬄ then become the standard.

2.2.6 Jamaica
A: But Jamacan Englsh why s Jamacan Englsh so pecularly
nterestng thenﬂ Jamacan Englsh s no d erent to
B: It s very d erent <,ﬁ my man
(ICE-JAM:S1A-091)

In 1655, the British aacked Jamaica taking oﬁer the island from the Spanish, ﬂho,
ﬁastlﬄ oﬀtnﬀmbered bﬄ the inﬁaders, coﬀld moﬀnt lile resistance. e ﬂhite popﬀlation that seled in Jamaica aer the British conqﬀest ﬂas draﬂn mainlﬄ from Barbados, the Leeﬂard Islands16 , Sﬀriname and England (Lalla/D'Costa 1990: 14 .; Holm
1994: 341; Rosenfelder 2009: 11). A large nﬀmber of the originallﬄ 1,600 selers died
ﬂithin a ﬄear, bﬀt dﬀe to fﬀrther immigration Jamaica's popﬀlation rose again and bﬄ
1658 consisted of 4,500 ﬂhites and 1,400 blacks (Holm 1994: 341).
is ratio ﬂas to
shi in the coming decades dﬀe to massiﬁe importation of neﬂ slaﬁes. At that time,
sﬀgar ﬂas the main crop in Jamaica and large plantations ﬂere established ﬂhereﬁer
possible. Yet, the cﬀltiﬁation of sﬀgar ﬂas so laboﬀr-intensiﬁe that more slaﬁes ﬂere
needed. Bﬄ 1739, the ratio of ﬂhite to black had shied to aboﬀt 1:12 (Lalla/D'Costa
1990: 22).
Some creolists argﬀe that these circﬀmstances - the large slaﬁe popﬀlation and the
sﬀgar plantations ﬂith their rigid hierarchical sﬄstem - proﬁided the groﬀnds for the
establishment of a creole, a "distinct langﬀage sﬄstem ﬂith ﬂords from English bﬀt
ﬂith phonologﬄ, semantics and morphosﬄntaﬃ in ﬀenced bﬄ African langﬀages and
other forces" (Holm 1994: 328). e slaﬁes transported to Jamaica came from a nﬀmber of di erent ethnic groﬀps, particﬀlarlﬄ from West and Central Africa, and thﬀs
had no common langﬀage. Fﬀrthermore, theﬄ receiﬁed onlﬄ lile inpﬀt from En16
e Leeﬂard Islands make ﬀp the northern part of the great arc of the Lesser Antilles, consisting
of the islands of St. Kis, Neﬁis, Barbﬀda, Antigﬀa, Montserrat and Angﬀilla.
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glish. Hence, in order to be able to commﬀnicate ﬂith the British colonizers, the
ﬂhite indentﬀred serﬁants and one another theﬄ created a simpli ed ﬁersion of English (Alleﬄne 1984; Holm 1989: 470). Another theorﬄ of Jamaican Creole genesis, on
the other hand, holds that the creole has essentiallﬄ been transplanted from Barbados, that is, it emerged as the continﬀation of a pre-eﬃisting creole (McWhorter 2006:
110). McWhorter, in fact, claims that all Atlantic English-based creoles can be traced
to this common ancestor (ibid.).
Dﬀring the eighteenth and nineteenth centﬀries, Jamaica "became increasinglﬄ creolized and distanced from the African past" (Lalla/D'Costa 1990: 31). e creole popﬀlation ﬂas sloﬂlﬄ groﬂing and eﬁentﬀallﬄ oﬀtnﬀmbering the African popﬀlation
(Lalla/D'Costa 1990: 25-26).
is deﬁelopment ﬂas accompanied bﬄ a groﬂing importance of Jamaican Creole as a means of commﬀnication and it "gradﬀallﬄ became
clear that somehoﬂ foreigners' speech ('broken English', for eﬃample) had taken root
and become the local langﬀage of blacks, in ﬀencing the speech of local ﬂhites as
ﬂell" (Holm 1988: 17). e end of British slaﬁe trade in 1809-1810, then, marked the
beginning of the decline of direct African in ﬀence in Jamaica; the nﬀmber of slaﬁes
declined and that of freed blacks and "people of color" rose, important changes that
re ect "the moﬁement toﬂard a creole societﬄ that accepted Jamaica as its home"
(Lalla/D'Costa 1990: 26).
Aer the abolition of slaﬁerﬄ in 183417 manﬄ slaﬁes moﬁed aﬂaﬄ from the plantations and seled on the island ﬂhereﬁer theﬄ coﬀld nd land to bﬀﬄ, establishing
free peasant ﬁillages in ﬂhich more conserﬁatiﬁe forms of Jamaican Creole came to
be preserﬁed (Senior 2003: 199-200; Cassidﬄ/Le Page 1980: ﬃlii; Patrick 2007: 127).
Dﬀring the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ Jamaican Creole became increasinglﬄ in ﬀenced bﬄ
English, ﬂhich ﬂas mainlﬄ dﬀe to Christianization and the establishment of schools.
e ﬂhite missionaries sent to Jamaica ﬂorked closelﬄ ﬂith the slaﬁes and the free
blacks and broﬂns, ﬂho thﬀs came into direct contact ﬂith speakers of middle-class
ﬁarieties of British English, especiallﬄ ﬁarieties from the north and midlands.
e
speech of these missionaries proﬁided the model for manﬄ free blacks and broﬂns
ﬂho hoped to gain social adﬁancement throﬀgh chﬀrch and school. ﬀs, high speech
and formal ﬀerances ﬂere in ﬀenced bﬄ biblical langﬀage and praﬄer-book langﬀage
(Lalla/D'Costa 1990: 29-30).
At the same time, the establishment of neﬂ schools also led to groﬂing in ﬀence of
(British) English on Jamaican Creole. As a resﬀlt, literacﬄ rates doﬀbled from aroﬀnd
30% to approﬃimatelﬄ 60% of the Jamaican popﬀlation (Senior 2003: 173). And since
the cﬀrricﬀla ﬂere British-based and the teaching sta imported from Britain, English became "the model langﬀage toﬂards ﬂhich the Creole moﬁed" (Cassidﬄ/Le Page
1980: ﬃlii; see also Senior 2003: 174).
e close and continﬀed contact betﬂeen Jamaican Creole and the English langﬀage resﬀlted in a continﬀﬀm of ﬁarieties, ﬂith Jamaican Creole (the basilect) and
standard Jamaican English (the acrolect) making ﬀp the tﬂo poles of the continﬀﬀm.
Both poles are rather idealized abstractions, "a collection of featﬀres most like stan17
e Emancipation Act ﬂas actﬀallﬄ alreadﬄ passed on 29 Aﬀgﬀst 1833, granting that all slaﬁes be
free from 1 Aﬀgﬀst 1834 "bﬀt reqﬀiring them to ﬀndergo a period of 'apprenticeship' to their former
masters (ﬂho ﬂere compensated monetarilﬄ for their loss) for another foﬀr ﬄears" (Rosenfelder 2009:
16).
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dard Englishes (the acrolect) or most distant from them (basilect)" (Patrick 2004: 408).
In betﬂeen these poles lies a nﬀmber of fﬀrther ﬁarieties, also called the mesolects,
ﬂhich constitﬀte "the continﬀﬀm of eﬁerﬄdaﬄ speech: a series of minimallﬄ di erentiated grammars ﬂith eﬃtensiﬁe ﬁariation", as Patrick pﬀts it (2004: 408-409).
e lingﬀistic ﬁariabilitﬄ foﬀnd in Jamaica ﬂas rst described in terms of a continﬀﬀm bﬄ DeCamp (1971), ﬂriting that18
[t]he ﬁarieties of Jamaican English themselﬁes di er to the point of ﬀnintelligibilitﬄ;
bﬀt some Jamaican English is mﬀtﬀallﬄ intelligible ﬂith standard English. […] Fﬀrther,
in Jamaica there is no sharp cleaﬁage betﬂeen Creole and standard. Rather there is a
lingﬀistic continﬀﬀm, a continﬀoﬀs spectrﬀm of speech ﬁarieties ranging from the 'bﬀsh
talk' or 'broken langﬀage' of
ashie to the edﬀcated standard of Philip Sherlock and
Norman Manleﬄ. […] Each Jamaican speaker commands a span of this continﬀﬀm, the
breadth of the span depending on the breadth of his social contacts […]. (DeCamp 1971:
350)

e creole continﬀﬀm model became generallﬄ accepted bﬄ creolists and is bﬄ noﬂ
regarded as a ﬁalﬀable tool for the description of the eﬃtreme ﬁariabilitﬄ foﬀnd in
Jamaican speech (and other creoles; also see Bickerton 1973, 1975 for an earlﬄ proponent of the model). Yet, there are also creolists ﬂho challenge the idea of the continﬀﬀm, sﬀggesting to see Jamaican Creole and Jamaican English as tﬂo discrete and
self-consistent grammars (Baileﬄ 1971; Laﬂton 1980; Deﬁonish 1998, 2003).19
While the creole continﬀﬀm model ﬂas treated as a pﬀrelﬄ lingﬀistic phenomenon
bﬄ earlier stﬀdies, more recent research integrates social factors and regards the creole
continﬀﬀm as a sociolingﬀistic model (Sand 1999; Patrick 1999, 2004; Deﬀber 2014):
Social strati cation in Jamaica is crﬀcial to ﬀnderstanding the eﬃtreme ﬁariabilitﬄ of
contemporarﬄ Jamaican speech.
e compleﬃ lingﬀistic sitﬀation can be related to an
eqﬀallﬄ intricate ﬂeb of social relations, ﬀsing the model of the creole continﬀﬀm. (Patrick
2004: 408)

A similar position is taken bﬄ Deﬀber ﬂho sﬀggests that "spoken English in the
Caribbean is characterized bﬄ considerable ﬁariabilitﬄ and that this maﬄ be seen as
embedded in a continﬀﬀm of sﬄnchronic sociolingﬀistic ﬁariation" (2014: 11). ese
stﬀdies also shoﬂ that mesolectal and basilectal forms are oen ﬀsed in speech dominated bﬄ acrolectal forms for stﬄlistic e ects. Someﬂhat reinterpreting the creole
continﬀﬀm, Deﬀber proposes that the notion of the continﬀﬀm is appropriate to describe the range of ﬁarieties foﬀnd in Jamaican speech onlﬄ if social and stﬄlistic connotations are taken into accoﬀnt. Acknoﬂledging that English and Jamaican Creole
necessarilﬄ share forms and that there is a partial oﬁerlap of the tﬂo grammars, she
conclﬀdes:
18 DeCamp (1971) actﬀallﬄ ﬀses the term 'post-creole speech continﬀﬀm' to describe the langﬀage
sitﬀation in Jamaica. Assﬀming that pidgins, creoles and the creole continﬀﬀm represent di erent
stages of a life cﬄcle, he proposes foﬀr alternatiﬁe solﬀtions for the nal stage: (1) the creole "can
continﬀe inde nitelﬄ ﬂithoﬀt sﬀbstantial change"; (2) it "maﬄ become eﬃtinct"; (3) it "maﬄ eﬁolﬁe into a
'normal' langﬀage"; and (4) it "maﬄ merge ﬂith the corresponding standard langﬀage" (DeCamp 1971:
351). Jamaica represents the last alternatiﬁe, according to DeCamp, and in order to distingﬀish it
from the rst alternatiﬁe this stage of deﬁelopment is called 'post-creole'. Bickerton (1973) qﬀestions
DeCamp's model ﬂriting that "since something marginallﬄ, if at all, di erent from the original creole
langﬀage freqﬀentlﬄ constitﬀtes the basilect of the continﬀﬀm, 'post-' can be misleading for Jamaica"
(1973: 640). See Sand (1999: 50 .) for a more detailed discﬀssion of these di erent ﬁieﬂpoints.
19 See Sand (1999) for a more detailed discﬀssion of the tﬂo di erent perspectiﬁes.
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Apart from that, hoﬂeﬁer, the perspectiﬁe adopted in the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀpports the
ﬁieﬂ that English and Creole can be separated as lingﬀistic sﬄstems and that it is in the
spectrﬀm of social and stﬄlistic ﬁariation linking the eﬃtreme ﬁarieties that the natﬀre
of the Creole continﬀﬀm lies. (Deﬀber 2014: 242)

Deﬀber hastens to clarifﬄ that this reinterpretation of the creole continﬀﬀm does not
onlﬄ resﬀlt from a shi in the aﬀthor's perspectiﬁe bﬀt also "responds to the ﬂaﬄ
speakers haﬁe been reinterpreting and adapting the range of lingﬀistic ﬁariation characteristic of Caribbean Creole continﬀa" (ibid.).
A di erent sitﬀation characterizes the relationship betﬂeen English and creole in
ﬂriting and compﬀter-mediated commﬀnication (CMC; e.g. emails and internet discﬀssion forﬀms and blogs). Mair (2002b), for eﬃample, obserﬁes that the role of the
creole is ﬁerﬄ limited in ﬂrien Jamaican English. If it is present, it is clearlﬄ marked
o from the dominant English teﬃt bﬄ qﬀotation marks or other metalingﬀistic clﬀes,
indicating that it is not the ﬂriter's oﬂn ﬂords; or it occﬀrs in cartoons or proﬁerbs
(Mair 2002b: 36). Mair fﬀrthermore sﬀggests that, contrarﬄ to speech, a diglossic sitﬀation characterizes the relationship betﬂeen creole and English in ﬂriting:20 "the
concept of diglossia […] ﬂhich has proﬁed insﬀ cient to describe the compleﬃities
of spoken ﬀsage serﬁes qﬀite ﬂell to describe ﬂrien practice" (ibid.). In CMC, on
the other hand, creole-in ﬀenced ﬂriting is more preﬁalent. While Mair (2002b: 56)
notes a "continﬀﬀm-like ﬂriting practice" in sﬀch teﬃts, Hinrichs (2006) qﬀestions the
ﬀsefﬀlness of the continﬀﬀm and proposes a code-sﬂitching analﬄsis instead:
the adaptation of mesolectal and basilectal forms for ﬀse in CMC has generallﬄ not preserﬁed the ordered and small transitions of the spoken continﬀﬀm, bﬀt replaced them
ﬂith tﬂo separate codes ﬂhich are in principle easﬄ to distingﬀish, eﬁen if occasional
di cﬀlties or oﬁerlaps are encoﬀntered in indiﬁidﬀal lects. (Hinrichs 2006: 40)

In sﬀm, present-daﬄ research ﬄields more fain-grained resﬀlts ﬂith respect to the relationship betﬂeen English and creole. It shoﬂs that social and stﬄlistic factors as ﬂell
as register ﬁariation need to be taken into accoﬀnt to arriﬁe at conclﬀsiﬁe descriptions
of speech and ﬂriting in Jamaica.
Another important issﬀe that needs to be considered in the conteﬃt of langﬀage in
Jamaica is the qﬀestion of prestige. Jamaican Creole has commonlﬄ been held in lile
esteem, described as 'bad English', an imperfect ﬁarietﬄ that needed to be corrected
throﬀgh edﬀcation. British English proﬁided the model and ﬂas considered sﬀperior to natiﬁe Jamaican langﬀages, especiallﬄ prior to political independence, ﬂhich
Jamaica gained in 1962. Di erences betﬂeen standard and non-standard English as
ﬂell as creole featﬀres ﬂere of no interest. In fact, the creole ﬂas disregarded as inherent in Jamaican societﬄ and as a langﬀage in its oﬂn right (Shields 1989).
e
present-daﬄ sitﬀation in Jamaica shoﬂs that sﬀch prejﬀdice against the creole still
persists as leers to the editor or neﬂspaper colﬀmns, for eﬃample, reﬁeal. Yet, there
is also eﬁidence that aitﬀdes haﬁe been considerablﬄ transformed oﬁer the past feﬂ
20
e term 'diglossia' (Greek d = 'tﬂo', glossa = 'langﬀage') as it is ﬀsed in sociolingﬀistics goes back
to Fergﬀson (1959). It describes a "relatiﬁelﬄ stable langﬀage sitﬀation" (Fergﬀson 1959: 336) ﬂith a
high (H) and a loﬂ (L) code being strictlﬄ separated according to fﬀnctional domain. H is the code
ﬀsed in formal, ﬂrien, o cial, ceremonial, solemn, institﬀtional and legal domains. L is eﬁerﬄdaﬄ
langﬀage, spoken in familﬄ and other intimate and informal seings.
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decades (Deﬀber 2014: 30; also see Beckford Wassink 1999). e positiﬁe aitﬀde toﬂards Jamaican Creole, a sﬄmbol of national identitﬄ, is re ected in the fact that it
has moﬁed into more domains recentlﬄ, domains that had formerlﬄ been reserﬁed for
standard English onlﬄ (Sand 1999: 73; Mair 2002b: 32). It is todaﬄ ﬀsed in schools and
in the media, for eﬃample, on the radio bﬄ DJs, in pﬀblic serﬁice messages, interﬁieﬂs,
phone-ins; or in neﬂspapers in cartoons, local gossip colﬀmns and direct speech (Sand
1999: 73). What makes the sitﬀation of Jamaican Creole di cﬀlt, hoﬂeﬁer, despite its
bﬄ noﬂ manifold fﬀnctions, is the lack of standardization and homogenization. Oﬀtside lingﬀistics, there is no common orthographﬄ, bﬀt people relﬄ on eﬄe-dialect for
ﬂrien pﬀrposes (Sand 1999: 75; Mair 2002b: 33). Fﬀrthermore, it ﬂas onlﬄ in the
tﬂentﬄ- rst centﬀrﬄ that the Jamaican goﬁernment has serioﬀslﬄ begﬀn to address
the qﬀestion of discrimination on the groﬀnd of langﬀage and "to eﬃplore langﬀage
planning and recognition of Jamaican Creole as a national langﬀage" (Patrick 2004:
408).
Tﬂo nal points are ﬂorth mentioning ﬂith respect to the sitﬀation of English in
Jamaica. First, note that Jamaican Creole ﬂas in ﬀenced bﬄ a nﬀmber of non-standard
regional English ﬁarieties (e.g. the ﬂorking-class speech of London, Bristol, the West
Midlands and Liﬁerpool, Scots and Irish English) ﬂith manﬄ dialect featﬀres sﬀrﬁiﬁing in Jamaican Creole (Patrick 2007: 127). And second, it is important to note that
the in ﬀence of American rather than British English greﬂ in the Caribbean area at
the beginning of the tﬂentieth centﬀrﬄ as a resﬀlt of the United States' emergence
as a ﬂorld poﬂer (Holm 1994: 354). Todaﬄ, American English is probablﬄ the most
signi cant prestige dialect in the region (Mair 2002b: 34).

2.2.7 India
Or n other words <,ﬁ uh f you don't know Englsh <,ﬁ f you want
to communcate wth people from other ctes you need to know
around uh ten een languages <,ﬁ Whereas f you know Englsh
you could serve <,ﬁ I mean t could serve your <,ﬁ purpose throughout Inda and even outsde the world .
(ICE-IND:S1A-025)

Indians got rst into contact ﬂith the English langﬀage in 1579 ﬂhen the Jesﬀit missionarﬄ omas Stephans arriﬁed at the sﬀbcontinent.
e spread of English reallﬄ
began in 1600 ﬂith the establishment of the East India Companﬄ. British merchants
ﬂere granted a roﬄal charter to trade ﬂith India, ﬂhich resﬀlted in the gradﬀal establishment of trading posts all oﬁer the sﬀbcontinent and the introdﬀction of English as
a means of commﬀnication. Particﬀlarlﬄ important agents of the introdﬀction of English ﬂere the missionaries ﬂho established the rst English-mediﬀm schools. Hoﬂeﬁer, contact betﬂeen the selers and the local people ﬂas rare dﬀring the rst one
hﬀndred and ﬄ ﬄears of British inﬁolﬁement.
e selers considered themselﬁes
genﬀinelﬄ British people and the local people ﬁieﬂed English as a foreign langﬀage
(Sedlatschek 2009; Mﬀkherjee 2007).
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e position of English began to change in the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ ﬂhen Britain got
more and more political control oﬁer the Indian sﬀbcontinent. As a resﬀlt, English ﬂas
rmlﬄ present in the domains of administration and bﬀreaﬀcracﬄ. In the nineteenth
centﬀrﬄ, the presence of English increased as it became established in fﬀrther important domains, sﬀch as commerce, the print media, academic and literarﬄ ﬂriting and
edﬀcation (Sedlatschek 2009: 11). It ﬂas especiallﬄ the ﬀse of English in edﬀcation
and bﬀreaﬀcracﬄ that became crﬀcial and marked "the beginning of Indians' English"
(Krishnasﬂamﬄ/Bﬀrde 1998: 89).
In the beginning, all edﬀcational actiﬁities ﬂere taken ﬀp bﬄ the missionaries, bﬀt
in 1813 edﬀcation ﬂas broﬀght directlﬄ ﬀnder the control of the East India Companﬄ.
is led to the rst major langﬀage debate in India termed the 'Anglicist-Orientalist'
debate (Sailaja 2009: 103).
is debate ﬂas ended bﬄ omas Babington Macaﬀlﬄ's
"Minﬀte on Indian Edﬀcation" presented in 1835. At that time, Macaﬀlﬄ ﬂas a member of the Sﬀpreme Coﬀncil of India. e "Minﬀte" ﬂas addressed especiallﬄ to those
Coﬀncil members ﬂho belieﬁed that Indian stﬀdents shoﬀld continﬀe to be edﬀcated
in Sanskrit and Arabic as ﬂell as English.
Hoﬂ, then, stands the case? We haﬁe to edﬀcate a people ﬂho cannot at present be edﬀcated bﬄ means of their mother-tongﬀe. We mﬀst teach them some foreign langﬀage.
e claims of oﬀr oﬂn langﬀage it is hardlﬄ necessarﬄ to recapitﬀlate. It stands preeminent eﬁen among the langﬀages of the West. […] Whoeﬁer knoﬂs that langﬀage, has
readﬄ access to all the ﬁast intellectﬀal ﬂealth, ﬂhich all the ﬂisest nations of the earth
haﬁe created and hoarded in the coﬀrse of ninetﬄ generations. […] Whether ﬂe look
at the intrinsic ﬁalﬀe of oﬀr literatﬀre or at the particﬀlar sitﬀation of this coﬀntrﬄ, ﬂe
shall see the strongest reason to think that, of all foreign tongﬀes, the English tongﬀe
is that ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld be the most ﬀsefﬀl to oﬀr natiﬁe sﬀbjects. (Greenbla et al. 2006:
1610)

Macaﬀlﬄ's "Minﬀte" ﬂas accepted bﬄ the goﬁernment and English became the langﬀage of higher edﬀcation, ﬂhich continﬀes to be the case eﬁen todaﬄ.21 With the
rm establishment of English in the edﬀcation sﬄstem, the position of the langﬀage
changed, as Sedlatschek states: the "'Minﬀte' nallﬄ shied the statﬀs of English from
being a foreign langﬀage to being an o cial langﬀage" (2009: 13).
Interestinglﬄ, the National Congress, ﬂhich ﬂas formed in 1885 and ﬂhich aimed at
leading India into independence, ﬀsed the English langﬀage against the rﬀlers themselﬁes.
at is, English serﬁed as a link langﬀage for the Indian people, a fﬀnction
ﬂhich is still recognized as important, as the qﬀote from ICE-India at the beginning
of this section shoﬂs. Aer independence in 1947, there ﬂere erce debates among
the national leaders on ﬂhich langﬀage shoﬀld be the national langﬀage. Eﬁentﬀallﬄ,
Hindi ﬂas adopted as the o cial langﬀage ﬂith English as an associate o cial langﬀage. Ironicallﬄ, the constitﬀtion of the neﬂ repﬀblic ﬂas ﬂrien in English, bﬀt the
langﬀage is not part of the 22 schedﬀled langﬀages in the constitﬀtion (cf. Goﬁernment of India, 2001 Censﬀs) and a Hindi translation of the constitﬀtion ﬂas proﬁided
onlﬄ qﬀite some time later.
Dﬀe to its historﬄ as the dominant langﬀage of administration, edﬀcation and the
media, English has emerged as the langﬀage of the highlﬄ in ﬀential classes of Indian
21
e present sitﬀation is di erent in primarﬄ and secondarﬄ schools, ﬂhere English is ﬀsﬀallﬄ no
longer the mediﬀm of instrﬀction (Mehrotra 1998: 7).
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societﬄ. As a resﬀlt, English has oen been associated ﬂith poﬂer and sﬀccess, and,
interestinglﬄ, in spite of being the langﬀage of the former colonizers, still enjoﬄs a
high prestige in India and is ﬁalﬀed as an international langﬀage. Additionallﬄ, it has
also made its ﬂaﬄ into more priﬁate domains and is todaﬄ also ﬀsed as a link langﬀage
in the domains of familﬄ, friendship and neighboﬀrhood (Sedlatschek 2009: 22).
As for Schneider's Dﬄnamic Model, Indian English is seen as "an eﬃample of an
eﬁolﬀtionarﬄ steadﬄ state in phase 4 ﬂith some coeﬃisting featﬀres of phase 3" bﬄ
Mﬀkherjee (2007: 163). Schneider, on the other hand, is more relﬀctant in reliablﬄ
identifﬄing featﬀres of phase 4: "A feﬂ factors are foreshadoﬂing endonormatiﬁe
stabilization, bﬀt theﬄ are dispﬀtable or ﬂeak; theﬄ shoﬀld therefore not be oﬁerestimated" (2007: 171).
According to the Ethnologﬀe, there are 447 liﬁing langﬀages in India.22
e langﬀage families that are present in India inclﬀde Indo-Eﬀropean (in particﬀlar IndoArﬄan; 77% of the popﬀlation), Draﬁidian (21%), Tibeto-Bﬀrman and Aﬀstro-Asiatic
(1% each). Hindi is the most ﬂidespread langﬀage in India ﬂith 422,048,642 mothertongﬀe speakers (2001 Censﬀs); English is the mother tongﬀe of 226,449 Indians, a
ﬁerﬄ small proportion considering that the oﬁerall popﬀlation in India amoﬀnts to
oﬁer 1.2 billion people. e nﬀmber of L2 English ﬀsers, hoﬂeﬁer, is qﬀite high ﬂith
aroﬀnd 200 million speakers (Crﬄstal 2003), oﬀtnﬀmbering English speakers in Aﬀstralia and Neﬂ Zealand and making India the coﬀntrﬄ ﬂith the largest nﬀmber of
non-natiﬁe speakers in the ﬂorld (Mehrotra 1998: 1).

2.2.8 Hong Kong
Yeah uh n for me Hong Kong Englsh means uhm Englsh used n
Hong Kong by Hong Kong people. But uhm I thnk uhm we seldom
use Englsh n our daly lfe. We seldom talk n Englsh t's rather
odd to speak n Englsh uhm durng our daly lfe.
(ICE-HK:S1A-037)

Hong Kong has a historﬄ of lingﬀistic contact ﬂith English that dates back to the earlﬄ
seﬁenteenth centﬀrﬄ ﬂhen the rst British trading ships reached Macao and Canton.
A distinct ﬁarietﬄ of pidgin, also called 'Chinese pidgin English', deﬁeloped and ﬂas
ﬀsed for commercial pﬀrposes betﬂeen Eﬀropeans and Chinese traders, merchants
and shopkeepers (Bolton 2003: 157). e acqﬀisition and ﬀse of English shied from a
pidgin to a 'standard' ﬁarietﬄ aer Britain had taken possession of Hong Kong in 1841
and missionarﬄ schools ﬂere established, in ﬂhich both Chinese and 'ﬂestern' sﬀbjects ﬂere taﬀght. e sﬄstem of goﬁernment and missionarﬄ schools, ﬂhich sloﬂlﬄ
deﬁeloped oﬁer the second half of the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ, created 'elitist bilingﬀalism'
becaﬀse the schools mainlﬄ catered for Chinese children from elitist backgroﬀnd. is
ﬂas to change in the 1970s ﬂhen goﬁernment reforms established a sﬄstem of edﬀcation that gaﬁe eﬁerﬄ child the opportﬀnitﬄ to gain an edﬀcation and learn at least
22 See the Ethnologﬀe's homepage at http://ﬂﬂﬂ.ethnologﬀe.com/coﬀntrﬄ/IN (accessed: Aﬀg. 2014).
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some English. As a resﬀlt, 'elitist bilingﬀalism' ﬂas replaced bﬄ 'mass bilingﬀalism'
(or 'folk bilingﬀalism') (Bolton 2003: 199).
Before 1998, instrﬀctions in primarﬄ schools ﬂere mainlﬄ throﬀgh the mediﬀm of
Cantonese. In secondarﬄ schools and ﬀniﬁersities, on the other hand, the mediﬀm of
instrﬀction ﬂas mainlﬄ English. Bﬀt in schools ﬂhich claimed to be 'English-mediﬀm'
the preﬁailing classroom langﬀage ﬂas in realitﬄ oen a 'miﬃed code' (i.e. a miﬃ of
Cantonese and English) and the qﬀalitﬄ of learning in these schools caﬀsed disqﬀiet
(Graddol 2013: 33). In 1998, the goﬁernment decreed that onlﬄ those schools ﬂhich
coﬀld demonstrate that theﬄ had enoﬀgh competence ﬂoﬀld be alloﬂed to teach in English and conseqﬀentlﬄ the majoritﬄ of secondarﬄ schools became Cantonese-mediﬀm.
A similar sitﬀation holds for Hong Kong's ﬀniﬁersities, ﬂhere "[t]here maﬄ be a mismatch betﬂeen stﬀdents' English pro ciencﬄ and the aspiration of Hong Kong ﬀniﬁersities to be ﬂorld class English-mediﬀm institﬀtions" (Graddol 2013: 37). Note,
fﬀrthermore, that informal ﬀse of English oﬀtside the classroom and lectﬀre hall is
loﬂ, as the qﬀote from ICE-Hong Kong cited at the beginning of this section also
hints at.
Dﬀring the period of British colonial rﬀle (1842-1997), English had the statﬀs of the
o cial langﬀage of the goﬁernment and laﬂ. It ﬂas onlﬄ in 1974 that Chinese ﬂas
also recognized as an o cial langﬀage, bﬀt it soon became more dominant in o cial domains, especiallﬄ in the ﬄears prior to the 1997 handoﬁer of Hong Kong to the
People's Repﬀblic of China. Its strengthened position also becomes obﬁioﬀs in the
constitﬀtion of the Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region adopted in 1990. Article 9 states that "[i]n addition to the Chinese langﬀage, English maﬄ also be ﬀsed
as an o cial langﬀage bﬄ the eﬃecﬀtiﬁe aﬀthorities, legislatﬀre and jﬀdiciarﬄ of the
Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region" ( e Goﬁernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region 1990: 7).
In Hong Kong, the dominant spoken Chinese langﬀage is Cantonese, and increasinglﬄ so, as the censﬀs data of the ﬄears 1991, 2001 and 2011 illﬀstrate (cf. Table 2.4).23
Yet, o ciallﬄ Hong Kong is 'biliterate and trilingﬀal'.
e term 'trilingﬀal' refers to
the fact that neﬃt to Cantonese and English, ﬂhich fﬀnction as co-o cial langﬀages,
Pﬀtonghﬀa has increasing cﬀrrencﬄ in Hong Kong. Pﬀtonghﬀa is spoken Mandarin,
the o cial spoken langﬀage of mainland China. e term 'biliterate' inclﬀdes English
and ﬂrien Chinese. Wrien Chinese in Hong Kong di ers from mainland China in
that the former still mainlﬄ ﬀses 'traditional leers', ﬂhile the laer has introdﬀced
'simpli ed leers'.24
e nﬀmbers of speakers of English and Pﬀtonghﬀa are also rising, ﬂhich maﬄ be
dﬀe to seﬁeral reasons. First, the goﬁernment and the pﬀblic of 'cosmopolitan' Hong
Kong haﬁe realized the importance of English as a global langﬀage. Pﬀtonghﬀa, on
the other hand, has been promoted for manﬄ ﬄears bﬄ the Beijing goﬁernment as the
'national langﬀage' and it is the ﬀsﬀal mediﬀm of edﬀcation in mainland China. Note,
23
e gﬀres of the ﬄears 1991 and 2001 are from the "2001 popﬀlation censﬀs: sﬀmmarﬄ resﬀlts",
and the gﬀres of the ﬄear 2011 are from the "2011 popﬀlation censﬀs: sﬀmmarﬄ resﬀlts" (cf.
e
Goﬁernment of the Hong Kong Special Administratiﬁe Region, Censﬀs and Statistics Department 2001
and 2012).
24 Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that the Hong Kong goﬁernment proﬁides three ﬁersions of its ﬂebsite in three
langﬀages: English, 'simpli ed Chinese' and 'traditional Chinese'.
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e Englsh language n d erent countres

hoﬂeﬁer, that these tﬂo langﬀages are perceiﬁed bﬄ Hong Kongers to haﬁe instrﬀmental ﬁalﬀe onlﬄ, ﬂhile theﬄ haﬁe an emotional aachment to Cantonese (Gisborne
2009: 152).
abl 2.4: Hong Kong popﬀlation aged 5 and oﬁer bﬄ ﬀsﬀal langﬀage, 1991, 2001 and 2011.*

Cantons
Putonghua
oth. ialts
English
othrs
total
*

1991
2001
N
%
N
%
4,583,322 88.7 5,726,972 89.2
57,577 1.1
55,410 0.9
364,694 7.0
352,562 5.5
114,084 2.2
203,598 3.2
49,232 1.0
79,197 1.2
5,168,909
6,417,739

2011
N
%
6,095,213 89.5
94,399 1.4
273,345 4.0
238,288 3.5
106,788 1.6
6,808,433

e gﬀres eﬃclﬀde mﬀte persons.

Cantonese is essentiallﬄ a spoken langﬀage and for edﬀcated Cantonese speakers
standard ﬂrien Chinese is the ﬂrien form theﬄ ﬀse in most conteﬃts. Wrien
Cantonese maﬄ be ﬀsed, hoﬂeﬁer, in more informal sitﬀations, for eﬃample, among
friends.
e increasing ﬀse of Cantonese in Hong Kong - eﬁen in its ﬂrien form maﬄ also be seen as a reaction toﬂards the People's Repﬀblic of China's promotion
of Pﬀtonghﬀa as the national langﬀage and of simpli ed leers in ﬂriting. Hong
Kongers see this as a threat to their cﬀltﬀral identitﬄ. In a ﬁerﬄ recent stﬀdﬄ on the
langﬀage landscape of Hong Kong (i.e. the langﬀage of o cial signs, adﬁertisement
and annoﬀncements in, for eﬃample, ﬀndergroﬀnd trains and lis), Danieleﬂicz-Betz
and Graddol (2014) haﬁe foﬀnd that Cantonese, traditional leers and English plaﬄ an
important role for Hong Kongers to demarcate their identitﬄ from that of mainland
Chinese.
e qﬀestion of ﬂhether there eﬃists an aﬀtonomoﬀs (or semi-aﬀtonomoﬀs) ﬁarietﬄ
of Hong Kong English - in the ﬂaﬄ that other Asian Englishes sﬀch as Indian English,
Singapore English and Philippine English are recognized - has been the sﬀbject of ongoing debate. Taﬄ (1991: 327), for eﬃample, states that "[t]here is no social motiﬁation
for the indigenisation of English in Hong Kong". In a similar ﬂaﬄ Johnson (1994: 182)
notes that "[a] Hong Kong ﬁarietﬄ of English has been mentioned in the international
literatﬀre […] and in Hong Kong itself" bﬀt that this notion has receiﬁed lile sﬀpport.
He adds that "[t]here is no social or cﬀltﬀral role for English to plaﬄ among Hong Kong
Chinese; it onlﬄ has a role in their relations ﬂith eﬃpatriates and the oﬀtside ﬂorld"
(ibid.). On the other hand, there are also academics ﬂho recognize Hong Kong English as an aﬀtonomoﬀs ﬁarietﬄ, ﬄet an 'emerging' or 'deﬁeloping' one (e.g. McArthﬀr
1987; Bolton 2000, 2003; Kirkpatrick/Xﬀ 2002; Gisborne 2009). Its standards tend to be
eﬃonormatiﬁe bﬀt there are also distinct "Hong Kongisms" in eﬁerﬄdaﬄ speech, ﬂhich
maﬄ be a sign of an emerging local norm. While Schneider (2003) sﬀggests that the
ﬁarietﬄ is on its ﬂaﬄ to strﬀctﬀral natiﬁization, others are more relﬀctant and state
that it has ﬄet to be seen ﬂhen or eﬁen ﬂhether Hong Kong English ﬂill be moﬁing
toﬂards the stage of endonormatiﬁe stabilization (Groﬁes 2009).
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e main langﬀage English comes into contact ﬂith in Hong Kong is Cantonese.
Bﬀt dﬀe to large scale migration from mainland China in the 1990s there are also
some other Sinitic langﬀages spoken (e.g. Pﬀthongﬀa, Hokkien). Additionallﬄ, there
is a large groﬀp of Filipino domestic ﬂorkers, ﬂho bring not onlﬄ their ﬁarietﬄ of English bﬀt also Aﬀstronesian langﬀages into Hong Kong.25

25 According to the Asian Migrant Centre, there are more than 173,000 Filipino domestic ﬂorkers in
Hong Kong in 2015 (http://ﬂﬂﬂ.asianmigrantcentre.org/; accessed: Noﬁ. 2015).
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CHAPTER 3
Information packaging
I have been usng the term packagng to refer to the knd of phenomena at ssue here, wth the dea that they have to do prmarly
wth how the message s sent and only secondarly wth the message tself, ust as the packagng of toothpaste can a ect sales n
partal ndependence of the qualty of the toothpaste nsde.
(Chafe 1976: 28)

Speakers organize their ﬀerances as components of a discoﬀrse, that is, theﬄ specifﬄ
a strﬀctﬀral ﬀnit and organize it in sﬀch a ﬂaﬄ as to relate it to the preceding discoﬀrse, thﬀs achieﬁing coherence. One ﬂaﬄ of achieﬁing coherence in discoﬀrse is
bﬄ draﬂing informational links betﬂeen ﬂhat is being said and ﬂhat has been said
before.
roﬀgh these links the processing of the ﬀerance becomes easier for the
addressee and he can establish relationships betﬂeen entities of the cﬀrrent conﬁersation and the preceding discoﬀrse. For eﬃample, the ﬀse of the de nite article marks
a noﬀn phrase as familiar and thﬀs serﬁes as processing signal to the addressee. e
same is trﬀe for anaphoric pronoﬀns, ﬂhich pick ﬀp an entitﬄ that is alreadﬄ knoﬂn
and thﬀs draﬂ a link to the preceding discoﬀrse. Fﬀrthermore, speakers maﬄ ﬂant to
draﬂ the addressee's aention to a certain ﬀnit in the sentence. eﬄ can achieﬁe this
bﬄ ﬀsing prosodic or sﬄntactic deﬁices, for eﬃample, bﬄ placing a higher pitch on the
element theﬄ ﬂant to emphasize or bﬄ placing it in a position in the sentence ﬂhere
it ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ not occﬀr.
e terms information strﬀctﬀre or information packaging haﬁe come to be ﬀsed
as coﬁer terms for the eld of lingﬀistic research that inﬁestigates the phenomena
oﬀtlined aboﬁe. e former term goes back to Hallidaﬄ (1967) and his seminal paper
on information strﬀctﬀre. e laer term has been introdﬀced bﬄ Chafe (1976) ﬂho
ﬀsed the term 'packaging' to refer to lingﬀistic phenomena that "haﬁe to do primarilﬄ
ﬂith hoﬂ the message is sent and onlﬄ secondarilﬄ ﬂith the message itself, jﬀst as the
packaging of toothpaste can a ect sales in partial independence of the qﬀalitﬄ of the
toothpaste inside" (1976: 28; cf. the qﬀote at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this section).
is chapter consists of foﬀr parts.
e rst part ﬂill oﬀtline the theoretical concepts and technical terms deﬁeloped for the stﬀdﬄ of information strﬀctﬀre. e second part ﬂill introdﬀce the non-canonical sﬄntactic strﬀctﬀres ﬂhich speakers ﬀse
to mark the information statﬀs of the constitﬀents and ﬂhich are the sﬀbject of the
present stﬀdﬄ. is ﬂill be folloﬂed bﬄ a reﬁieﬂ of literatﬀre on the constrﬀctions at
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issﬀe. e nal part of this chapter ﬂill giﬁe an oﬁerﬁieﬂ of information-packaging
strategies in some of the major backgroﬀnd langﬀages.

3.1

Basic concepts

3.1.1 Word order
In English, basic sentences haﬁe the ﬂord order sﬀbject-predicate ﬂith the predicate
consisting of an object, complement or obligatorﬄ adﬁerbial.
e former case is illﬀstrated in sentence (3.1a).1
e proposition of sentence (3.1a) can be eﬃpressed in
di erent ﬂaﬄs, for eﬃample, bﬄ re-arranging the ﬂord order and placing the object in
initial position, as in sentence (3.1b).
(3.1)

a. Tom loﬁes apples.
b. Apples Tom loﬁes.

ese tﬂo sentences eﬃpress the same propositional content, bﬀt theﬄ di er in the
ﬂaﬄ the information is organized in the sentence.
e strﬀctﬀre of sentence (3.1a)
sﬀggests that the agent Tom is knoﬂn, ﬂhile the neﬂlﬄ added information aboﬀt him
is that he loﬁes apples. e initial placement of apples in sentence (3.1b) indicates that,
here, the entitﬄ apples is knoﬂn (What about applesﬂ Apples Tom loves.), ﬂhile the fact
that Tom loﬁes them is the neﬂ contribﬀtion. Fﬀrthermore, the tﬂo sentences di er
in ﬂhat or ﬂho theﬄ are aboﬀt, that is, theﬄ di er ﬂith respect to the topic. Sentence
(3.1a) saﬄs something aboﬀt Tom and so he is the topic of the sentence (assﬀming
an intonational contoﬀr that is normal for basic declaratiﬁe sentences, i.e. prosodic
prominence is giﬁen to the nal phrase) ﬂhile the initial placement of apples in (3.1b)
sﬀggests that the sentence is aboﬀt apples.2
e tﬂo sentences cannot be ﬀsed interchangeablﬄ, bﬀt their ﬀse and interpretation
depends on the cﬀrrent discoﬀrse. Speakers make a choice depending on ﬂhat part
of the message theﬄ ﬂant to emphasize or on ﬂhat theﬄ belieﬁe to be knoﬂn to the
addressee, that is, the speaker knoﬂs that there are seﬁeral factors in a claﬀse ﬂhich
he "mﬀst manipﬀlate as he speaks, so as to be able to get his message across ﬂith dﬀe
consideration to the cﬀrrent state of his listener's mind" (Chafe 1976: 55). e claﬀseinitial placement of the object apples in (3.1b), for eﬃample, ﬂorks felicitoﬀslﬄ onlﬄ
in conteﬃts ﬂhere apples is contrasted ﬂith some other entitﬄ, ﬂhich has preﬁioﬀslﬄ
been mentioned in the discoﬀrse, or if the term apples itself has been mentioned before; for eﬃample, in a qﬀestion like Does Tom love applesﬂ or in a statement like Tom
hates apples. Sentence (3.1b) is thﬀs ﬀnlikelﬄ to occﬀr in discoﬀrse initial conteﬃts,
ﬂhereas this maﬄ ﬂell be the case for sentence (3.1a).
1
e folloﬂing discﬀssion is largelﬄ based on Valldﬀﬁí and Engdahl (1996: 460f.)
2 As ﬂill be shoﬂn beloﬂ, the fronted constitﬀent apples in (3.1a) can also be the focﬀs, being contrasted ﬂith some other entities (What knd of frut does Tom loveﬂ APPLES he loves.).
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3.1.2 Given - new
As has been illﬀstrated in the preﬁioﬀs section, an important assﬀmption ﬀnderlﬄing discﬀssions on information packaging is that a sentence tﬄpicallﬄ consists of tﬂo
parts, one containing old or giﬁen information and the other neﬂ information. Manﬄ
langﬀages tend to strﬀctﬀre sentences according to the principle that giﬁen comes
before neﬂ information, that is, information that the speaker thinks is knoﬂn to the
addressee is placed before the neﬂ information in the sentence (e.g. Hallidaﬄ 1967:
205; Erteschik-Shir 2007: 7). Research on the correspondence betﬂeen sentence position and giﬁenness goes back to the earlﬄ Pragﬀe School ﬂork on sﬄntaﬃ and discoﬀrse
fﬀnction (Ward/Birner 2004: 155). Since then mﬀch research has been done on giﬁenness, bﬀt there is a lot of disagreement and confﬀsion aboﬀt a precise de nition of the
concept. For Chafe (1976), for eﬃample, the notion of conscioﬀsness plaﬄs a crﬀcial
role in distingﬀishing betﬂeen giﬁen and neﬂ information. Giﬁen or old information "is that knoﬂledge ﬂhich the speaker assﬀmes to be in the conscioﬀsness of the
addressee at the time of the ﬀerance" ﬂhile "neﬂ information is ﬂhat the speaker
assﬀmes he is introdﬀcing into the addressee's conscioﬀsness bﬄ ﬂhat he saﬄs" (Chafe
1976: 30). According to this ﬀnderstanding, the term 'neﬂ' refers to entities that are
knoﬂn to the addressee bﬀt haﬁe not been talked aboﬀt before, that is, theﬄ are neﬂlﬄ
introdﬀced into the cﬀrrent discoﬀrse. If a speaker, for eﬃample, saﬄs "I saﬂ ﬄoﬀr
father ﬄesterdaﬄ", it is ﬀnlikelﬄ for the speaker to assﬀme that the addressee had no
preﬁioﬀs knoﬂledge of his father. e point is that the speaker rather assﬀmed that
the entitﬄ 'father' had cﬀrrentlﬄ not been actiﬁated in the addressee's conscioﬀsness,
that is, he had not been thinking aboﬀt his father at the moment.
e term 'neﬂ' can also be ﬀnderstood as referring to entities that the listener is
totallﬄ ﬀnfamiliar ﬂith, that is, the listener has no knoﬂledge of these entities at all.
Chafe's notion of giﬁenness and this one are called discoﬀrse-old/neﬂ and hearerold/neﬂ information, respectiﬁelﬄ, bﬄ Prince (1992). Prince distingﬀishes a third notion of giﬁenness, namelﬄ that of inferable information, and de nes it as entities the
speaker eﬁokes in the discoﬀrse ﬂhile assﬀming that the addressee "can infer the
(discoﬀrse-)eﬃistence of certain other entities, based on the speaker's beliefs aboﬀt
the hearer's beliefs and reasoning abilitﬄ" (1992: 304). Prince leaﬁes open the precise treatment of inferable information, confﬀsed aboﬀt the fact that it is technicallﬄ
hearer-neﬂ, bﬀt since it is inferable from the preceding discoﬀrse and has a discoﬀrseold 'trigger' it is in a ﬂaﬄ also discoﬀrse-old (1992: 307). She eﬁentﬀallﬄ sﬀggests that
inferable information maﬄ be treated as discoﬀrse-old.
Prince introdﬀces a matriﬃ captﬀring and cross-tabﬀlating the hearer- and discoﬀrsestatﬀs of an entitﬄ. As can be seen in Table 3.1, information that is hearer-neﬂ
and discoﬀrse-neﬂ is called 'brand-neﬂ', hearer-old and discoﬀrse-neﬂ information
is called 'ﬀnﬀsed' and 'eﬁoked' information refers to entities that are hearer-old and
discoﬀrse-old. 3 For eﬃample, in the sentence Tom bought a book on apples and read
t n the garden, Tom is discoﬀrse-neﬂ and (presﬀmablﬄ) hearer-old (i.e. ﬀnﬀsed), a
book is discoﬀrse-neﬂ and hearer-neﬂ (i.e. brand-neﬂ) and t is discoﬀrse-old and
hearer-old (i.e. eﬁoked).
3

For more information on Prince's taﬃonomﬄ of information statﬀses see Prince (1981).
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abl 3.1:

e distinction betﬂeen giﬁen and neﬂ information according to Prince (1992).

harr-ol
harr-nw
isours-ol
eﬁoked
[non-occﬀrring]
isours-nw
ﬀnﬀsed
brand-neﬂ
Adapted from Prince (1992: 309).

A more recent conceptﬀalization of giﬁenness is proﬁided bﬄ Gﬀndel and Fretheim
(2004) ﬂho distingﬀish betﬂeen referential giﬁenness and relational giﬁenness.
e
concept of relational giﬁenness
inﬁolﬁes a relation betﬂeen a lingﬀistic eﬃpression and a corresponding non-lingﬀistic
entitﬄ in the speaker/hearer's mind, the discoﬀrse (model), or some real or possible
ﬂorld, depending on ﬂhere the referents or corresponding meanings of these lingﬀistic
eﬃpressions are assﬀmed to reside. (Gﬀndel/Fretheim 2004: 176)

Eﬃamples of this notion of giﬁenness inclﬀde Prince's (1992) discoﬀrse-old/neﬂ and
hearer-old/neﬂ statﬀses, the actiﬁation and identi abilitﬄ statﬀses of Chafe (1994) and
Lambrecht (1994) and the cognitiﬁe statﬀses of Gﬀndel et al. (1993). Gﬀndel et al. assﬀme that di erent personal and demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns signal di erent cognitiﬁe
statﬀses (aention states in the addressee's mind) and sﬀggest that these statﬀses are
necessarﬄ for eﬃplaining the relation betﬂeen these referring eﬃpressions and their
ﬀse and interpretation in discoﬀrse.4 Gﬀndel and Fretheim (2004) elaborate on this
idea and state that these referential statﬀses are "ﬀniqﬀelﬄ determined bﬄ the knoﬂledge and aention state of the addressee at a giﬁen point in the discoﬀrse. e speaker
has no choice in the maer" (178).
Relational giﬁenness, on the other hand, inﬁolﬁes the partition of the sentence into
tﬂo parts X and Y, ﬂhere X is ﬂhat the sentence is aboﬀt and Y is ﬂhat is predicated aboﬀt X (Gﬀndel/Fretheim 2004: 177). e distinction betﬂeen these tﬂo parts
of a sentence has a long tradition and ﬁarioﬀs terms and de nitions haﬁe been sﬀggested in the literatﬀre, inclﬀding the distinctions betﬂeen theme-rheme (e.g. Hallidaﬄ 1967; Firbas 1964), presﬀpposition focﬀs (e.g. Chomskﬄ 1971; Jackendo 1972),
topic-comment (e.g. Hocke 1958; Hornbﬄ 1971) and topic-focﬀs (e.g. Erteschik-Shir
2007).5 ese concepts ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more detail in the neﬃt section. I ﬂill
ﬀse the terms 'topic', 'focﬀs' and 'comment' to refer to these concepts. As for the definition of giﬁenness, the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂorks ﬂith the concept of discoﬀrse-old/neﬂ
information, that is, entities ﬂill be identi ed as 'neﬂ' if theﬄ are neﬂlﬄ introdﬀced
into the discoﬀrse.

4 In their theorﬄ of giﬁenness, Gﬀndel et al. (1993) introdﬀce the frameﬂork of the so-called Giﬁenness Hierarchﬄ, ﬂhere referring eﬃpressions are organized according to their cognitiﬁe statﬀses. is
inclﬀsiﬁe hierarchﬄ inclﬀdes items that are 'in focﬀs', 'actiﬁated', 'familiar', 'ﬀniqﬀelﬄ identi able', 'referential' and 'tﬄpe identi able'.
5 Other lingﬀists haﬁe also commented on the importance of distingﬀishing betﬂeen relational and
referential giﬁenness. See, for eﬃample, Hallidaﬄ (1967).
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3.1.3 Topic - focus
e term 'topic' has rst been proposed bﬄ Hocke (1958) to captﬀre a lingﬀistic notion that has some similaritﬄ to the sﬄntactic notion of sﬀbject bﬀt ﬂhich is more
di cﬀlt to de ne. He notes that "the most general characterization of predicatiﬁe
constrﬀctions is sﬀggested bﬄ the terms 'topic' and 'comment' for their ICs [Immediate Constitﬀents]: the speaker annoﬀnces a topic and then saﬄs something aboﬀt it"
(1958: 201). is basic ﬀnderstanding of the notion of topic in terms of aboﬀtness has
alreadﬄ brie ﬄ been toﬀched ﬀpon in the section on ﬂord order aboﬁe. Discﬀssing the
eﬃamples in (3.1), Tom loves apples and Apples Tom loves, ﬂe haﬁe seen that the tﬂo
sentences di er ﬂith respect to their topics: ﬂhile the rst sentence is aboﬀt Tom,
the second sentence is aboﬀt apples.
Topics are normallﬄ associated ﬂith giﬁen or knoﬂn information, ﬂhile foci or comments proﬁide neﬂ information aboﬀt the topics (cf. e.g. Hocke 1958: 201; Hornbﬄ
1971: 1976; Hallidaﬄ 1967: 212; Reinhart 1981).6
ere is a large bodﬄ of research
on the notion of topic, proposing di erent de nitions from ﬁerﬄ di erent perspectiﬁes. From the perspectiﬁe of linear order, topics are identi ed ﬂith initial position,
constitﬀting an addressee-oriented strategﬄ as the addressee is thﬀs proﬁided ﬂith an
easilﬄ accessible and familiar referent (Chafe 1976; Li/ ompson 1976; Hallidaﬄ 1967;
Seoane 2006). Sﬄntacticallﬄ, topics are oen associated ﬂith the sﬀbject (e.g. Giﬁón
1976; Li/ ompson 1976; Reinhart 1981; Lambrecht 1994; É. Kiss 2001). Phoneticallﬄ,
topics haﬁe oen been associated ﬂith the non-stressed element in the sentence (e.g.
Chomskﬄ 1971; Jackendo 1972). De ned in fﬀnctional terms, topics can be described
as discoﬀrse featﬀres since theﬄ determine the theme of the discoﬀrse and - at least
in English - the preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse is oen needed to safelﬄ identifﬄ the topic of a
sentence (cf. the sentences in (3.1) and the discﬀssion aboﬀt them). From a cognitiﬁe
perspectiﬁe, topics can be described as the centre or focﬀs of the speaker's aention
(e.g. Schachter 1973). Fﬀrthermore, it has been claimed that there tends to be a correspondence betﬂeen topicalitﬄ and de niteness (e.g. Kﬀno 1972).
Topics can be marked eﬃplicitlﬄ in a sentence. is inclﬀdes morphological marking, sﬀch as the topic marker wa in Japanese or the marker nǔn in Korean (Kﬀno 1972;
Primﬀs 1993), and sﬄntactic marking, ﬂhich inclﬀdes the constrﬀctions that are sﬀbject to the present stﬀdﬄ. eﬄ ﬂill be discﬀssed in some detail later in this chapter.
Langﬀages do not onlﬄ di er in the ﬂaﬄ topics are realized or marked, bﬀt theﬄ can
also be more fﬀndamentallﬄ distingﬀished bﬄ the importance of the notion of topic
6 Topics do not necessarilﬄ haﬁe to refer to old information, that is, referents that are mentioned for
the rst time in discoﬀrse can be topics. Sﬀch topics oen inﬁolﬁe some deictic eﬃpression and eﬃist or
appear in the cﬀrrent sitﬀation. Discﬀssing this problem, Erteschik-Shir (2007: 18) considers the eﬃample sentence at char s ugly, ﬂhere the topic the char has not been part of the preceding discoﬀrse.
As a solﬀtion to this problem she sﬀggests to make a distinction betﬂeen 'old' and 'giﬁen' information,
stating that "old means that the referent has been mentioned in the conﬁersation; giﬁen, hoﬂeﬁer,
means that the hearer has the referent in mind" (2007: 18). Erteschik-Shir then conclﬀdes that "topics
mﬀst be giﬁen" (ibid.). Note that her distinction betﬂeen 'old' and 'giﬁen' seems to resemble Prince's
(1992) distinction betﬂeen discoﬀrse-old/neﬂ and hearer-old/neﬂ statﬀses. Recall, fﬀrthermore, that
both these statﬀses are de ned as referential giﬁenness bﬄ Gﬀndel and Fretheim (2004), ﬂhile the topic
is associated ﬂith ﬄet another sense of giﬁenness, relational giﬁenness.
is fﬀrther illﬀstrates the
di cﬀlties that are inﬁolﬁed in nding a precise de nition of the term 'topic'.
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as opposed to the notion of sﬀbject in the strﬀctﬀring of sentences.
at is, there
are langﬀages in ﬂhich basic sentences are strﬀctﬀred aroﬀnd sﬀbject and predicate,
as in (3.1), ﬂhere Tom is the sﬀbject and loves apples the predicate. English, French
and Indonesian are eﬃamples of these so-called sﬀbject-prominent (SP) langﬀages.
In so-called topic-prominent (TP) langﬀages, on the other hand, the basic sentence
strﬀctﬀre is determined bﬄ the topic. Before eﬃamining more carefﬀllﬄ the major differences betﬂeen these tﬄpes of langﬀages, a description of the term 'focﬀs' ﬂill be
proﬁided.
Like topics, foci haﬁe also been de ned in ﬁarioﬀs ﬂaﬄs from di erent perspectiﬁes
in the literatﬀre.7 What all the di erent de nitions and ﬀses of the lingﬀistic term
haﬁe in common, hoﬂeﬁer, is that theﬄ all haﬁe to do ﬂith the highlighting of constitﬀents, making them stand oﬀt from the other constitﬀents in the sentence. Focﬀs
is pﬀt on a constitﬀent to highlight the information it carries, to introdﬀce neﬂ information into the discoﬀrse, to re-introdﬀce a referent aer a longer gap of absence,
to contrast one piece of information ﬂith another, or to shi the addressee's aention to another entitﬄ or topic. is can be done in ﬁarioﬀs ﬂaﬄs, inclﬀding phonetic,
morphological and sﬄntactic means.
Foci haﬁe oen been described as the neﬂ information in relation to the topic (e.g.
Valldﬀﬁí 1994; Miller 2006). Manﬄ (bﬀt not all) langﬀages ﬀse stress to mark foci and
if both topic and focﬀs are stressed then the focﬀs receiﬁes the most prominent stress
(e.g. Hallidaﬄ 1967; Cinqﬀe 1993: 257; Erteschik-Shir 2007: 30; Drﬀbig/Scha ar 2001).
Cinqﬀe (1993) elaborates on this obserﬁation and argﬀes that the focﬀs receiﬁes not
onlﬄ the most prominent stress bﬀt is also the most deeplﬄ embedded constitﬀent in
terms of sﬀrface sentence strﬀctﬀre. Chomskﬄ (1971) and Jackendo (1972) de ne the
focﬀs as the non-presﬀpposed information in the sentence, ﬂith presﬀpposition being de ned as "the information in the sentence that is assﬀmed bﬄ the speaker to be
shared bﬄ him and the hearer" (Jackendo 1972: 230). From a pragmatic perspectiﬁe,
foci haﬁe been associated ﬂith speakers' intentions and de ned as the information
that is most important or salient in the cﬀrrent conteﬃt and that the addressee shoﬀld
add to his knoﬂledge (e.g. Erteschik-Shir 2007: 38 .).
Gﬀndel and Fretheim (2004) describe foci in similar terms, ﬄet theﬄ take the aforementioned featﬀres of foci as actﬀallﬄ describing tﬂo di erent tﬄpes of focﬀs. ere
seems to be groﬂing consensﬀs among researchers of information strﬀctﬀre that tﬂo
tﬄpes of focﬀs mﬀst be distingﬀished in terms of form and interpretation (cf. e.g Hallidaﬄ 1967; Rochemont/Cﬀlicoﬁer 1990; É. Kiss 1998). Information focﬀs (or presentational focﬀs, predicate focﬀs, rheme, ﬂide focﬀs, comment) is interpreted in relational
terms referring to information that saﬄs something aboﬀt the topic, that is, it merelﬄ
marks neﬂ information and ﬀsﬀallﬄ occﬀrs claﬀse- nallﬄ. Contrastiﬁe focﬀs (or identi cational focﬀs, operator focﬀs, narroﬂ focﬀs), on the other hand, is oen foﬀnd
claﬀse-initiallﬄ. It refers to that information in the claﬀse the speaker calls to the
addressee's aention.8 For illﬀstration of the di erence betﬂeen information focﬀs
7 For a comprehensiﬁe oﬁerﬁieﬂ of theoretical approaches to the lingﬀistic term 'focﬀs' see, for eﬃample, Winkler (1997) and Miller (2006).
8 In addition to Gﬀndel and Fretheim (2004), see É. Kiss (1998, 2001) for a thoroﬀgh discﬀssion of the
distinction betﬂeen information focﬀs and contrastiﬁe focﬀs. Lambrecht (1994: 221 .) distingﬀishes
betﬂeen three tﬄpes of focﬀs. His predicate focﬀs correlates ﬂith Gﬀndel and Fretheim's (2004) infor-
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and contrastiﬁe focﬀs consider the folloﬂing tﬂo eﬃamples of fronting constrﬀctions.
Capital leers indicate prosodicallﬄ prominent items.
(3.2) We haﬁe to get rid of some of these clothes.
ﬂe can giﬁe to the Salﬁation ARMY.
(3.3)

at COAT ﬄoﬀ're ﬂearing I think

A: Which of these clothes do ﬄoﬀ think ﬂe shoﬀld giﬁe to the Salﬁation
Armﬄ?
B:

at COAT ﬄoﬀ're ﬂearing (I think ﬂe can giﬁe aﬂaﬄ).
(Gﬀndel/Fretheim 2004: 182-183)

e tﬂo eﬃamples haﬁe in common that theﬄ both haﬁe a prosodicallﬄ prominent
preposed object (that coat), ﬄet theﬄ di er in the information statﬀs of the preposed
element. In (3.2), the coat is the topic, possiblﬄ contrasted ﬂith some other entities of
the set of clothes (contrastiﬁe focﬀs). In (3.3), on the other hand, the coat is part of the
information focﬀs, proﬁiding neﬂ information aboﬀt the topic 'clothes that shoﬀld be
giﬁen to the Salﬁation Armﬄ'. ese eﬃamples also shoﬂ that there are basicallﬄ tﬂo
di erent tﬄpes of fronting constrﬀction, ﬂhich are oen confﬀsed in the literatﬀre:
object fronting, as in (3.2), and focﬀs fronting, as in (3.3).9
In addition to prosodic and sﬄntactic marking, foci can also be marked morphologicallﬄ. In English, for eﬃample, foci can be marked ﬂith the help of the focﬀs particles
even, only, also and ust. Di erences in their distribﬀtion and placement across ﬁarieties of English haﬁe been identi ed in the literatﬀre (cf. e.g. Parﬁiainen 2012; Lange
2007, 2012; Fﬀchs 2012). Fﬀnctionallﬄ, all these particles haﬁe in common that theﬄ
highlight a certain constitﬀent in the sentence, making it salient. Bﬀt theﬄ maﬄ be
ﬀsed for ﬁerﬄ di erent reasons, for eﬃample, to highlight neﬂ information, mark a
transition or to help signal the speaker's aitﬀde.

3.1.4 Topic-prominent languages
In topic-prominent (TP) langﬀages, sﬀch as Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Tagalog,
basic sentences are strﬀctﬀred aroﬀnd topics rather than sﬀbjects. In these langﬀages,
the topic-comment10 strﬀctﬀre can be seen as part of the repertoire of basic sentence
mation focﬀs. Contrastiﬁe focﬀs or his argﬀment-focﬀs strﬀctﬀre applies to sentences "in ﬂhich the
focﬀs identi es the missing argﬀment in a presﬀpposed open proposition" (1994: 222). e third tﬄpe of
focﬀs, ﬂhich Lambrecht de nes as sentence focﬀs, inﬁolﬁes sentences ﬂhere "the focﬀs eﬃtends oﬁer
both the sﬀbject and the predicate" (ibid.). An eﬃample ﬂoﬀld be the ansﬂer to the qﬀestion 'What
happened?'.
9 Some aﬀthors represent the referents of discoﬀrse metaphoricallﬄ as a set of le cards (Reinhart
1981; Lambrecht 1994; Erteschik-Shir 2007).
e cards are organized in sﬀch a ﬂaﬄ so that the most
actiﬁated constitﬀents are on top of the stack (or in the front section if ﬂe compare them ﬂith a draﬂer
ﬂith le cards). ese constitﬀents represent the potential topics for the ensﬀing discoﬀrse. Foci can
also be placed on top of the stack. For more information on this interaction betﬂeen topic, focﬀs and
sﬄntaﬃ see Erteschik-Shir (2007: 43-45).
10
e term 'comment' is here and throﬀghoﬀt the present stﬀdﬄ ﬀsed to refer to that part of a sentence
that saﬄs something aboﬀt the topic (i.e. information focﬀs).
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tﬄpes, that is, the topic fﬀnction is integrated into the basic sﬄntaﬃ of the sentence (Li/
ompson 1976: 471). In sﬀbject-prominent (SP) langﬀages, on the other hand, basic
sentences haﬁe a sﬀbject-predicate strﬀctﬀre. is does not mean that SP langﬀages
are deﬁoid of topic-comment strﬀctﬀres; it rather means that the sﬄntactic categorﬄ
'sﬀbject' is strﬀctﬀrallﬄ more important than the categories of information strﬀctﬀre
(i.e. topic and comment). In SP langﬀages, the topic is either eﬃpressed bﬄ the sﬀbject, ﬂhich then constitﬀtes an ﬀnmarked topic as in sentence (3.1a) aboﬁe, Tom loves
apples, or it is highlﬄ marked and set o from the rest of the sentence, as is the case,
for eﬃample, in the sentences in (3.4), ﬂhere constrﬀctions ﬂith as for and as far as
x s concerned are ﬀsed to mark the topic (fﬀrther possibilities inclﬀde regardng x,
concernng x, among others).11
(3.4)

a. As for apples (topic), mﬄ grandma has a hﬀge tree in her garden.
b. As far as that tree is concerned, the apples are delicioﬀs.

In addition to these strﬀctﬀres, topics can be sﬄntacticallﬄ marked in English bﬄ means
of le dislocation constrﬀctions (e.g. Tom, he loves apples).
e basic ideas of the topic-comment strﬀctﬀre can ﬂell be illﬀstrated bﬄ the socalled 'doﬀble-sﬀbject' constrﬀction, illﬀstrated in (3.5) ﬂith an eﬃample from Mandarin.12 Japanese proﬁides another illﬀstratiﬁe eﬃample. In this langﬀage topics are
tﬄpicallﬄ marked ﬂith the morpheme wa and sﬀbjects ﬂith the morpheme ga, as in
(3.6).
(3.5) Nèke shù yèz
dà.
that tree leaﬁes big
' at tree (topic), the leaﬁes are big.'
(3.6) Sakana wa ta
ga
os.
sh
red snapper
delicioﬀs
'Fish (topic), red snapper is delicioﬀs.'
(Li/

ompson 1976: 468)

In these eﬃamples ﬂe haﬁe both topic and sﬀbject, ﬄet the positions are lled bﬄ di erent elements in the sentence. e topic is placed in initial position, ﬂhich is tﬄpicallﬄ
the case, and it has no selectional relationship ﬂith the ﬁerb bﬀt the sﬀbject does. e
doﬀble-sﬀbject constrﬀction does not occﬀr in SP langﬀages, bﬀt theﬄ haﬁe been foﬀnd
in all TP langﬀages inﬁestigated bﬄ Li and ompson (1976: 468), and are indeed qﬀite
common, for eﬃample, in Mandarin. In Japanese, both the sﬀbject and the topic are
marked bﬄ particles (ga and wa, respectiﬁelﬄ).
11 Note that the correspondence betﬂeen sﬀbject and ﬀnmarked topic (in declaratiﬁe sentences),
ﬂhich is so ﬂell-established in present-daﬄ English, has onlﬄ deﬁeloped aer the loss of V2. Old English (a V2 langﬀage) imposes no restrictions ﬀpon the sﬄntactic categorﬄ that can be placed in initial
position of the claﬀse and can encode ﬀnmarked topics. Aer the loss of V2, hoﬂeﬁer, the initial position is reserﬁed for nominal sﬀbjects and, thﬀs, it is this sﬄntactic categorﬄ that came to be correlated
ﬂith ﬀnmarked topics in present-daﬄ English (in thematicallﬄ ﬀnmarked claﬀses, that is) (cf. Seoane
2006).
12 Also see the discﬀssion of information packaging in Mandarin in section 3.4.
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Chafe (1976) eﬁen goes so far as to sﬀggest that the topic in TP langﬀages refers to
something that cannot be translated into anﬄ plaﬀsible eqﬀiﬁalent in SP langﬀages. He
argﬀes that the standard English translations ﬂith as for [topic] for a Chinese topic is
not correct becaﬀse "Chinese seems to eﬃpress the information in these cases in a ﬂaﬄ
that does not coincide ﬂith anﬄthing aﬁailable in English. In other ﬂords there is no
packaging deﬁice in English that corresponds to the Chinese topic deﬁice, and hence
no fﬀllﬄ adeqﬀate translation" (1976: 50). Addressing the qﬀestion of ﬂhat Chinese
topics are, Chafe argﬀes that theﬄ set "a spatial, temporal, or indiﬁidﬀal frameﬂork
ﬂithin ﬂhich the main predication holds" (ibid.). is idea is ﬂell illﬀstrated bﬄ the
doﬀble-sﬀbject constrﬀction in (3.5).
e topic the tree sets the scene or, more preciselﬄ speaking, de nes the location in ﬂhich the predication holds. is is partiallﬄ
also trﬀe for topics in SP langﬀages, ﬂhere topics are de ned as those eﬃpressions
ﬂhose referents the sentence is aboﬀt.
is can also be seen as some kind of scene
seing. What is di erent ﬂith the Chinese topic, hoﬂeﬁer, is that it is mﬀch more
looselﬄ linked to the rest of the sentence.13
e tﬄpological distinction betﬂeen TP and SP langﬀages is releﬁant for the present
stﬀdﬄ in so far as some of the L2 English speakers inﬁestigated haﬁe a topic-prominent
L1. is, in tﬀrn, maﬄ haﬁe strﬀctﬀral implications for the English ﬁarietﬄ theﬄ speak.
Cantonese and Mandarin, tﬂo topic-prominent Chinese ﬁarieties, are spoken bﬄ the
majoritﬄ of the popﬀlations in Hong Kong and Singapore, respectiﬁelﬄ. Fﬀrthermore,
manﬄ Philippine langﬀages are topic-prominent, ﬂhich might impact on the strﬀctﬀre
of Philippine English.
is tﬄpological di erence raises interesting qﬀestions. Do di erent informationstrﬀctﬀring principles in a learner's L1 a ect the strﬀctﬀre of the English ﬁarietﬄ that
emerges? Hoﬂ does an L2 English speaker's prior knoﬂledge of his L1 shape the
acqﬀisition of fronting constrﬀctions, le and right dislocation constrﬀctions, eﬃistential claﬀses and cles in English? Can ﬂe nd di erences across English ﬁarieties
in the organization of information in a sentence ﬂhich can be aribﬀted to the tﬄpological make-ﬀp of the backgroﬀnd langﬀage(s)?
at is, can sﬄstematic di erences
be identi ed betﬂeen L2 English speakers ﬂith a topic-prominent L1 and L2 English
speakers ﬂho haﬁe no topic-prominent L1?

3.2

Information-packaging constructions

Present-daﬄ English has onlﬄ a small nﬀmber of sﬄntactic strﬀctﬀres that deﬁiate from
the canonical ﬂord order, organizing the information in the sentence in a marked
ﬂaﬄ (cf. Speﬄer 2012). Sﬀch information-packaging constrﬀctions oen haﬁe basic
(or canonical) coﬀnterparts from ﬂhich theﬄ di er sﬄntacticallﬄ bﬀt not in terms of
trﬀth conditions. Recall the basic sentence in (3.1a) aboﬁe, Tom loves apples, and the
13 Sentences sﬀch as the ones in (3.5) and (3.6) are sometimes also referred to as 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions. For more on these strﬀctﬀres see sections 3.2.3 and 4.3.
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non-canonical strﬀctﬀre ﬂith the preposed object apples in (b), repeated in (3.7a). e
tﬂo sentences do not di er in ﬂhat theﬄ saﬄ bﬀt in the ﬂaﬄ theﬄ saﬄ it, that is, in
the ﬂaﬄ the informational content is presented.
e same proposition can also be
eﬃpressed bﬄ the folloﬂing non-canonical sﬄntactic strﬀctﬀres:
(3.7)

a. Apples Tom loﬁes.

[fronting]

b. It's Tom ﬂho loﬁes apples.

[ -cle]

c. What Tom loﬁes is apples.

[pseﬀdo-cle]

d.

ere is Tom ﬂho loﬁes apples.

[eﬃistential]

e. Tom, he loﬁes apples.

[le dislocation]

f. He loﬁes apples, Tom.

[right dislocation]

e felicitoﬀs ﬀse of these constrﬀctions is pragmaticallﬄ constrained, dependent, for
eﬃample, on the commﬀnicatiﬁe conteﬃt, the speaker's intentions and the addressee's
knoﬂledge. e strﬀctﬀres di er in the ﬂaﬄ the information is organized, that is, the
distribﬀtion of giﬁen and neﬂ information and the representation of topic and focﬀs.
In English, fronting constrﬀctions reqﬀire that the preposed element be discoﬀrseold, acting as a link to the preceding discoﬀrse, ﬂhen ﬂe are dealing ﬂith a preposed
topic (e.g. Reinhart 1981; Birner 1997; Ward/Birner 2004). A preposed (information)
focﬀs, on the other hand, has no sﬀch restriction (Gﬀndel/Fretheim 2004).
Constitﬀents and the information theﬄ carrﬄ can also be highlighted bﬄ means of
cle constrﬀctions. In -cles, the focal accent normallﬄ falls on the cleed constitﬀent (the post-copﬀlar element Tom in (3.7b)) and oen inﬁolﬁes contrast (It's Tom
who loves apples and not Tna.). Tﬄpicallﬄ, the cleed constitﬀent carries neﬂ information, ﬂhile the cle claﬀse eﬃpresses presﬀpposed information (e.g. Prince 1978;
Ward et al. 2002). In pseﬀdo-cles, the cle claﬀse does also normallﬄ eﬃpress presﬀpposed or old information (in the sense that it can be assﬀmed to be in the addressee's
conscioﬀsness at the time of speaking) ﬂhile the highlighted element eﬃpresses neﬂ
information. Yet, there are also tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction ﬂhere both constitﬀents
eﬃpress neﬂ information (cf. informatiﬁe-presﬀpposed -cles discﬀssed beloﬂ) or
ﬂhere the information in the cle claﬀse is (represented as) neﬂ and the information
in the cleed constitﬀent is old.
In eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions, a constitﬀent is highlighted bﬄ the ﬀse of a special constrﬀction and bﬄ being in (near-) nal position (Miller 2006).
e constrﬀction is tﬄpicallﬄ ﬀsed to introdﬀce hearer-neﬂ entities into the discoﬀrse, that is, the
postﬁerbal element represents information that is hearer-neﬂ and focal. Another
non-canonical sﬄntactic strﬀctﬀre that is oen ﬀsed to introdﬀce a neﬂ entitﬄ into
the discoﬀrse is le dislocation.
e dislocated element is not onlﬄ highlighted bﬀt
also marked as topic and it can represent discoﬀrse-neﬂ and discoﬀrse-old information (Ward et al. 2002).
Finallﬄ, the information strﬀctﬀre of right dislocation is qﬀite straightforﬂard becaﬀse its form constrains its information-packaging fﬀnction: the co-referential pronoﬀn represents familiar information and from this folloﬂs the discoﬀrse-old information statﬀs of the right-dislocated element. Note that it is not onlﬄ reqﬀired that
the right-dislocated element is discoﬀrse-old, bﬀt it mﬀst also represent topical information (Ward et al. 2002).
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Aer this brief oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the information strﬀctﬀre of fronting, cle constrﬀctions, eﬃistential claﬀses and dislocation, the folloﬂing sﬀbsections ﬂill describe in
some more detail the natﬀre of these information-packaging constrﬀctions and the
ﬁariants that haﬁe been inclﬀded in the present analﬄsis. It shoﬀld be noted that there
are, of coﬀrse, more or less tﬄpical representatiﬁes of each categorﬄ. Some strﬀctﬀres
are clearlﬄ ﬀsed for information-packaging pﬀrposes ﬂhile others might predominantlﬄ serﬁe other fﬀnctions. Eﬃpanded right dislocation constrﬀctions are sﬀch a
case in point, ﬂhich mainlﬄ serﬁe a reinforcing fﬀnction. It ﬂas decided to inclﬀde
these strﬀctﬀres in the stﬀdﬄ neﬁertheless becaﬀse theﬄ can be regarded as peripheral
representatiﬁes of right dislocation (also see Dﬀrham 2011) and the inﬁestigation of
these strﬀctﬀres ﬄield interesting resﬀlts. Fﬀrthermore, it is of coﬀrse oen the case
that strﬀctﬀres maﬄ serﬁe di erent fﬀnctions in discoﬀrse at the same time, ﬂith some
fﬀnctions being more and others less preﬁalent.
e strﬀctﬀre of the folloﬂing sﬀbsections is as folloﬂs: rst, the tﬂo tﬄpes of
dislocation ﬂill be discﬀssed, folloﬂed bﬄ fronting constrﬀctions, eﬃistential thereconstrﬀctions and nallﬄ ﬁarioﬀs tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction.

3.2.1 Left dislocation
One of the rst aﬀthors commenting on dislocation constrﬀctions ﬂas probablﬄ Oo
Jespersen (1933), calling it 'eﬃtraposition': "[a] ﬂord or groﬀp of ﬂords is oen placed
bﬄ itself, oﬀtside the sentence proper, in ﬂhich it is represented bﬄ a pronoﬀn" (1933:
95). at is, prototﬄpical dislocation constrﬀctions consist of a noﬀn phrase in a peripheral position ﬂhich is co-referential to a pronoﬀn in the core of the claﬀse. Tﬂo
main tﬄpes of dislocation can be distingﬀished, namelﬄ le and right dislocation, ﬂith
the noﬀn phrase being placed at the le or right peripherﬄ of the claﬀse proper, respectiﬁelﬄ.
Le and right dislocation constrﬀctions are almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ conﬁersational phenomena and occﬀr onlﬄ rarelﬄ in formal registers (cf. e.g. Hallidaﬄ 1967: 241; Giﬁón
1979: 229; Giﬁón 1983: 347; Gelﬀﬄkens 1992: 34; Lambrecht 1994: 182).
eﬄ "are
ﬂell sﬀited to the needs of conﬁersation" (Biber et al. 1999: 957) as theﬄ facilitate the
online prodﬀction and processing of an ﬀerance bﬄ breaking it doﬂn into smaller
chﬀnks. According to Carter and McCarthﬄ (1995), the dislocated elements are optional, bﬀt if theﬄ are ﬀsed theﬄ "carrﬄ important interpersonal fﬀnctions" (1995: 151).
In ﬂhat folloﬂs, these fﬀnctions ﬂill be oﬀtlined for le dislocation constrﬀctions. In
addition, the constrﬀction's form and realizational ﬁariants inclﬀded in the present
stﬀdﬄ ﬂill be discﬀssed. Right dislocation constrﬀctions ﬂill be the sﬀbject of the second sﬀbsection.
A tﬄpical eﬃample of le dislocation (LD) is giﬁen in the folloﬂing eﬃtract, in ﬂhich
tﬂo girls talk aboﬀt teaching. e dislocated noﬀn phrase is marked in bold, the coreferential pronoﬀn ﬂith [].14

14 For claritﬄ reasons, most of the mark-ﬀp of the original transcriptions has not been inclﬀded in this
and the folloﬂing eﬃamples. Here, onlﬄ short <,> and long <,,> paﬀses are indicated.
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(3.8)

A: Yoﬀ don't get good teachers oﬁer here
B:

ere is no professional approach toﬂards teaching <,,>

A: Bﬀt that reallﬄ ﬂe learnt in Bombaﬄ <,>
Hoﬂ to be a professional in ﬄoﬀr jobs <,,>
B:

at's it

A: hirn <,,> [she] ﬂas eﬃcellent at that <,,>
She ﬂas ﬁerﬄ good <,,>
She ﬂoﬀld jﬀst ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ eﬁen eﬁen ﬂhen there ﬂas bickering betﬂeen
teachers and all that <,>
If eﬁer ﬂe ﬂent to her ﬂith oﬀr problems <,> ke so and so is ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
she ﬀsed to saﬄ jﬀst rise aboﬁe all that <,,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-003)

e referent Shreen has not been mentioned before and is here neﬂlﬄ introdﬀced
into the discoﬀrse bﬄ speaker A, ﬂho establishes her as the topic bﬄ means of a LD
constrﬀction. e folloﬂing ﬀerances are all aboﬀt her, ﬂhere she is pronominallﬄ
referred to. is eﬃample sentence thﬀs illﬀstrates one of the major commﬀnicatiﬁe
fﬀnctions of LD constrﬀctions, namelﬄ topic-promotion or referent-introdﬀction (cf.
e.g. Gelﬀﬄkens 1992: 51, Gregorﬄ/Michaelis 2001: 1680). at is, the speaker establishes the referent rst, making sﬀre that the interlocﬀtor can folloﬂ (cf. the paﬀse <,,>
aer the introdﬀction of the topic Shreen), and then continﬀes ﬂith some information
or comment on the referent. LD tokens are thﬀs ﬂell sﬀited to the interactional natﬀre
of conﬁersation, eﬃhibiting Lambrecht's (1994) Prncple of Separaton of Reference and
Role: "Do not introdﬀce a referent and talk aboﬀt it in the same claﬀse" (1994: 185).15
Fﬀrther discoﬀrse fﬀnctions haﬁe been identi ed in the literatﬀre, inclﬀding the socalled 'simplifﬄing' fﬀnction and the 'poset' fﬀnction introdﬀced bﬄ Prince (1998).16
'Simplifﬄing' for Prince (1998: 286) refers to the discoﬀrse processing of

entities. Discﬀssing LDs ﬂhose preclaﬀsal element eﬁokes a discoﬀrse-neﬂ referent, she looks at the position the initial element ﬂoﬀld occﬀpﬄ if the sentence ﬂas
in canonical form and nds that in all of her eﬃamples "the NP ﬂoﬀld canonicallﬄ
be in a position that is stronglﬄ disfaﬁored for NPs eﬁoking Discoﬀrse-neﬂ entities"
(ibid.), namelﬄ sﬀbjects, possessiﬁes and embedded items (the object position ﬂoﬀld
be the faﬁoﬀred position). 'Simplifﬄing' LDs thﬀs serﬁe to simplifﬄ the processing
of sﬀch items bﬄ remoﬁing the discoﬀrse-neﬂ element from a disfaﬁoﬀred position
in the claﬀse and "creating a separate processing ﬀnit for them" (ibid.). In addition
to Prince's interpretation, the term 'simplifﬄing' can also be ﬀnderstood in a more
sﬄntactic ﬂaﬄ. LD constrﬀctions serﬁe both speaker and hearer as theﬄ facilitate the
15 For empirical eﬁidence of Lambrecht's principle ﬂith regard to the LD constrﬀction see Kﬀzar/Netz
(2010).
16 Prince (1998) actﬀallﬄ distingﬀishes three tﬄpes of LD constrﬀctions. Along ﬂith the 'simplifﬄing' and 'poset' LD she discﬀsses so-called 'resﬀmptiﬁe pronoﬀn topicalization' LDs ﬂhich, for her, are
fronting constrﬀctions "in disgﬀise" (1998: 291). is third tﬄpe is similar to resﬀmptiﬁe pronoﬀn relatiﬁe claﬀses, ﬂhich ﬂill not be discﬀssed in the present stﬀdﬄ. Hence, onlﬄ the tﬂo former tﬄpes of LD
ﬂill here be considered.
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planning and processing of sﬄntacticallﬄ compleﬃ sentences bﬄ breaking them doﬂn
into smaller ﬀnits (cf. e.g. Biber et al. 1999: 138; Ward et al. 2002: 1409). Compleﬃ
preclaﬀsal elements maﬄ, for eﬃample, consist of a noﬀn phrase modi ed bﬄ a relatiﬁe
claﬀse, as illﬀstrated in (3.9).17
(3.9)

a.  popl w wr staying with [theﬄ] <,,> ﬀh cooked ﬀs a traditional
Normandﬄ dinner <,,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-009)
b.  only othr Mason who was a garag guy in Crossgar Dad
absolﬀtelﬄ hated [him]
(ICE-IRE:S1A-005)
c. Bﬀt this lay that was with hr <,> [her] hﬀsband took a night o
(ICE-IRE:S1A-055)

Prince's (1998) second tﬄpe of LD constrﬀction - 'partiallﬄ ordered set' LDs or 'poset'
LDs, for short - inﬁolﬁes a set relation betﬂeen the initial noﬀn phrase and some entitﬄ
in the preceding discoﬀrse, for eﬃample, s-a-part-of or s-a-subtype-of relations. An
eﬃample of this tﬄpe of LD is giﬁen in (3.10).
(3.10)

B: And hoﬂ manﬄ brothers and sisters ﬄoﬀ haﬁe?
A: Uh I haﬁe that ﬀh <,,> tﬂo brothers <,>
So inclﬀding me ﬂe are three <,>
And ﬀh tﬂo sisters <,>
So <,> I'm the ﬄoﬀngest I am the ﬄoﬀngest one
B: Uhm.
A: And ﬀh mﬄ eldest brother is <,> ﬀh taking care of this ﬀh ﬀh ﬀh <,>
B: Agricﬀltﬀre <,>
A: Yeah <,>
And basicallﬄ ﬂe are agricﬀltﬀrists <,>
And my mil brothr [he] ﬂas a school master <,>
And ﬁerﬄ recentlﬄ he retired as a head master of a <,> primarﬄ school
B: Uhm <,>
A: And my two sistrs [theﬄ] are married to some ﬀh <,> ﬁillage people and
theﬄ are alright aer all <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-076)

Speaker A is asked aboﬀt her brothers and sisters. e initial elements of the tﬂo LD
tokens, my mddle brother and my two ssters, are obﬁioﬀslﬄ members of this set of
brothers and sisters.
As far as the annotation of the data is concerned, the releﬁant dislocation constrﬀctions haﬁe been coded manﬀallﬄ in the present stﬀdﬄ. Along ﬂith the prototﬄpical
17 Compleﬃ LD tokens, their freqﬀencﬄ and distribﬀtion across ﬁarieties of English ﬂill be discﬀssed
in some more detail in the analﬄsis section 4.1.
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constrﬀctions ﬂith a detached noﬀn phrase and a co-referential personal pronoﬀn (cf.
the sentence in (3.8)), fﬀrther less tﬄpical sentences haﬁe been marked as LD tokens.
ese inclﬀde qﬀestions, as in (3.11a), and constrﬀctions ﬂith co-referential demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns, sﬀch as ths and that, in the core of the claﬀse, as in (3.11b).
(3.11)

a. On box is [it] enoﬀgh?
b. Lashkar [that]'s the capital of Tibet

(ICE-SIN:S1A-006)
(ICE-NZ:S1A-024)

In some LD sentences ﬂe nd ﬁariation ﬂith the fronted elements. In addition
to the prototﬄpical noﬀn phrase ﬂe nd gerﬀnds, nite and in nite claﬀses, as in
(3.12a), (3.12b) and (3.12c), respectiﬁelﬄ. It is certainlﬄ debatable ﬂhether these sentences shoﬀld be treated as dislocation constrﬀctions at all. Yet, it ﬂas decided that
theﬄ sﬀ cientlﬄ resemble the LD strﬀctﬀre proper to be inclﬀded in the analﬄsis: the
pronoﬀn in the core of the claﬀse is co-referential ﬂith the fronted element and can
eqﬀallﬄ ﬂell be le oﬀt.
(3.12)

a. Yes lapping an singing he's against [it] three hoﬀrs non-stop
(ICE-GB:S1A-068)

b. ow th <,> stanar o <,> uh womn has bn xpos thr <,> I
don't like [this]
(ICE-IND:S1A-088)
c. Becaﬀse to mak a pizza [it] costs ﬄoﬀ like ten p and ﬄoﬀ sell it for
fﬀcking tﬂo qﬀid
(ICE-IRE:S1A-010)
Another ﬁariant of dislocation constrﬀction ﬂhich is part of the analﬄsis inﬁolﬁes a
three-step realization, that is, aer establishing the referent, the speaker is interrﬀpted
bﬄ the hearer or rather aﬂaits their consent to continﬀe. An eﬃample of this tﬄpe of
LD token is giﬁen in (3.13).
(3.13)

A: Uhm rgi an Diana
B: Yeah.
A: [

eﬄ]'re on their ﬂaﬄ to a Palace ﬀhm reception
(ICE-GB:S1A-041)

Sﬀch sentences ﬀnderline the fact that LD constrﬀctions are to be sitﬀated at the interface betﬂeen sﬄntaﬃ and discoﬀrse. at is, theﬄ are not to be seen as pﬀrelﬄ sﬄntactic
phenomena, bﬀt the conteﬃt in ﬂhich theﬄ occﬀr plaﬄs an important role as ﬂell. is
also becomes obﬁioﬀs in their main fﬀnction, namelﬄ topic promotion, as mentioned
aboﬁe (also see the detailed analﬄsis of LD tokens in section 4.1).
Fﬀrthermore, a nﬀmber of rather non-standard LD tokens haﬁe been inclﬀded in
the analﬄsis.
eﬄ are part of the stﬀdﬄ becaﬀse, for one, theﬄ re ect the natﬀre of
the data - spontaneoﬀs spoken interaction - and, secondlﬄ, theﬄ contain interesting
featﬀres that are characteristic of the speech of L2 English speakers. Consider, for
eﬃample, the sentences in (3.14), taken from the Jamaican English data. What makes
these eﬃamples eﬃceptional is the ﬀse of the pronoﬀns them and hm instead of the
standard eﬃpressions they and he as ﬂell as the omission of the copﬀlar be in sentence
(a).
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(3.14)

a. Yeah oh hr lips [them] sﬂeet big bﬀt sﬂeet

(ICE-JAM:S1A-036)

b.  othr brrin that work with m [him] gone oﬀt too for a ﬂeek
(ICE-JAM:S1A-037)

e ﬀse of the same pronoﬀn for sﬀbject, object and possessiﬁe fﬀnction (i.e. me,
hm and them) in Jamaican English is dﬀe to in ﬀence from Jamaican Creole, ﬂhich
does not mark case or gender on pronoﬀns. Yet note that sﬀch items occﬀr rather
rarelﬄ in Jamaican English and pronoﬀn ﬀse is largelﬄ based on Standard English
forms (Deﬀber 2014: 108). e same is trﬀe of zero copﬀlar. In Jamaican Creole, it is
the dominant form before adjectiﬁes, in progressiﬁe forms and the gong to-fﬀtﬀre; in
Jamaican English, zero copﬀlar also occﬀrs, especiallﬄ ﬂith ﬁerbal predicates, bﬀt it is
mﬀch rarer and be clearlﬄ predominates in all enﬁironments (Deﬀber 2014: 86-87).
Finallﬄ, the sentences in (3.15) eﬃemplifﬄ a tﬄpe of constrﬀction that has
been
inclﬀded in the present inﬁestigation.
(3.15)

a. My Da s ﬀhm he's ﬁerﬄ he's not [he] ﬂoﬀldn't be eﬃtremelﬄ
ﬂell-edﬀcated like he did an apprenticeship
(ICE-IRE:S1A-011)
b. rmany s s ﬀh [it]'s beer than ﬂhat I eﬃpected ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ ﬀhm
(ICE-JAM:S1A-072)

ese sentences re ect tﬂo major factors that constrain conﬁersation, namelﬄ online
processing and interactiﬁeness. e speaker in (3.15a) starts oﬀt ﬂith the rst three
ﬂords of a canonical sentence, My Dad s. He then becomes hesitant and aer a lled
paﬀse (cf. hesitation marker uhm) and some false starts (cf. he's very he's not) eﬁentﬀallﬄ nishes the sentence bﬄ repeating the sﬀbject of the claﬀse (My Dad) in the form
of the co-referential pronoﬀn he. is makes the constrﬀction ﬁerﬄ similar to the LD
constrﬀction proper. e same is the case ﬂith the eﬃample sentence in (3.15b). Here,
the speaker is interrﬀpted bﬄ oﬁerlapping speech ﬂhile ﬀering the ﬂord Germany.
He then continﬀes aer a lled paﬀse ﬂith the co-referential pronoﬀn t. Aer some
consideration it has been decided to eﬃclﬀde sﬀch eﬃamples from the present stﬀdﬄ
becaﬀse the speakers start oﬀt ﬂith a canonical sentence and the resﬀmptiﬁe pronoﬀn
folloﬂs onlﬄ aer 'false starts' and paﬀses, ﬂhich makes an interpretation of the constrﬀctions' fﬀnctions and their classi cation di cﬀlt.

3.2.2 Right dislocation
is section describes the natﬀre and fﬀnctions of right dislocation constrﬀctions, or
RDs for short. In this constrﬀction, a constitﬀent is taken oﬀt of the core of the claﬀse
and placed claﬀse- nallﬄ. In the position ﬂhere the constitﬀent ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ occﬀr
ﬂe nd a co-referential pronoﬀn. Tﬄpical eﬃamples are giﬁen in (3.16).
e right
dislocated elements are marked in bold print, the co-referential pronoﬀns ﬂith [].
(3.16)

a. [He]'s brilliant your a

(ICE-GB:S1A-042)

b. So anﬄhoﬂ ﬂhat are [ﬄoﬀ] doing tonight <,> yoursl an Nora <,>
Ciara?
(ICE-IRE:S1A-089)
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It is rather di cﬀlt to preciselﬄ specifﬄ the discoﬀrse fﬀnctions of RD constrﬀctions
and researchers in the eld disagree in this respect.
e tﬂo major fﬀnctions that
haﬁe repeatedlﬄ been sﬀggested in the literatﬀre are illﬀstrated in the eﬃamples in
(3.16). RD tokens oen contain an a ectiﬁe or emotiﬁe dimension, serﬁing to establish a bond ﬂith the interlocﬀtor, or theﬄ are associated ﬂith some form of eﬁalﬀation
(cf. e.g. Visser 1963: 54; Aijmer 1989; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995; McCarthﬄ/Carter 1997;
Timmis 2010). is fﬀnction is illﬀstrated bﬄ the eﬃample in (3.16a) ﬂhere the referent
dad is considered to be brilliant, ﬀndoﬀbtedlﬄ an eﬁalﬀation.
Fﬀrthermore, RD tokens can haﬁe a clarifﬄing or disambigﬀating fﬀnction. Starting
oﬀt ﬂith a pronoﬀn in the core of the claﬀse, the speaker realizes that the referent
needs fﬀrther clari cation (cf. Aijmer 1989; Biber et al. 1999: 957; Timmis 2010). Eﬃample (3.16b) is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ sﬀch a case. e pronoﬀn you does not sﬀ cientlﬄ clearlﬄ
indicate the persons meant. Hence, aer a paﬀse the speaker adds the noﬀn phrase
yourself and Nora for clari cation.
Giﬁen these discoﬀrse fﬀnctions, RD constrﬀctions are ﬁalﬀable deﬁices for conﬁersations as theﬄ serﬁe ﬂell the reciprocal and dialogic natﬀre of ongoing interaction.
For one, theﬄ alloﬂ the speaker "to cope ﬂith planning pressﬀre, and at the same
time to conﬁeﬄ some fairlﬄ compleﬃ messages" (Biber et al. 1999: 1072). Fﬀrthermore,
theﬄ go ﬂell ﬂith another featﬀre of conﬁersation, namelﬄ the eﬃpression of feelings
and aitﬀdes. A third discoﬀrse fﬀnction - that of emphasizing the proposition of the
claﬀse - ﬂill be discﬀssed in more detail beloﬂ becaﬀse it is a minor fﬀnction applﬄing
to speci c tﬄpes of RD tokens onlﬄ.
e information statﬀs of the detached element in RD constrﬀctions is ﬁerﬄ di erent from that in LD constrﬀctions. While the laer tﬄpe of strﬀctﬀre maﬄ be ﬀsed
ﬂith both referents referring to old information and referents ﬂhose topic statﬀs is
not ﬄet established in the discoﬀrse, in RD constrﬀctions the detached constitﬀent is
alﬂaﬄs alreadﬄ highlﬄ salient since it has been pronominallﬄ referred to before in the
sentence.
In addition to the prototﬄpical eﬃamples giﬁen in (3.16), a nﬀmber of fﬀrther ﬁariants
of the RD constrﬀction haﬁe been inclﬀded in the present stﬀdﬄ. Dislocated elements
are tﬄpicallﬄ placed at the end of the ﬀerance, bﬀt theﬄ maﬄ also occﬀr in the middle
of the ﬀerance, sometimes eﬁen right aer the co-referential pronoﬀn. Eﬃamples are
giﬁen in (3.17).
(3.17)

a. And people [it] ﬂas as strong as it ﬂas like th ti that ﬄoﬀ coﬀld get
knocked o ﬄoﬀr feet <,> if ﬄoﬀ ﬂere like ﬀh ﬀnsteadﬄ or something
(ICE-PHI:S1A-007)

b. And there ﬂere still hﬀndreds of people on it bﬀt [it] ﬂas so big this boat
that ﬄoﬀ didn't didn't meet them
(ICE-GB:S1A-021)
c. I'm reading [it] rasur Islan at the moment to mﬄ son (ICE-GB:S1A-013)
As ﬂith le dislocation, ﬂe also nd qﬀestions and constrﬀctions ﬂith co-referential
demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns, as illﬀstrated in (3.18).
(3.18)

a. Hoﬂ ﬂas [it] your initial ration towars a
b. [
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at]'s a nice area isn't it Lathrha?

othr? (ICE-GB:S1A-001)
(ICE-GB:S1A-081)

3.2 Informaton-packagng constructons
e dislocated element is most commonlﬄ realized in the form of a noﬀn phrase, bﬀt
there are also instances of nal demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns and claﬀses ( nite and nonnite), as can be seen in the sentences in (3.19).
(3.19)

a. [It]'s a cﬀltﬀral thing that ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
b. When ﬂas [it] made this?

(ICE-GB:S1A-043)
(ICE-GB:S1A-019)

c. I mean it soﬀnds like there's ﬀh technical <,> things like release ﬂork and
[it] soﬀnds like some kind of therapﬄ that you'r oing (ICE-GB:S1A-004)
d. Mﬄ God [it] makes me crﬄ thoﬀgh wat ing things lik this
(ICE-GB:S1A-042)

e. [It]'s a hﬀndred and ﬄ poﬀnd job to rpla a oor

(ICE-GB:S1A-007)

RD strﬀctﬀres ﬂith co-referential pronoﬀn t, as in (3.19d) and (3.19e), need to be distingﬀished from sﬀper ciallﬄ ﬁerﬄ similar eﬃtraposition constrﬀctions. Eﬃamples of
the laer tﬄpe of constrﬀction are giﬁen in (3.20). Sentences inﬁolﬁing eﬃtraposition
oen haﬁe an in nitiﬁe claﬀse or a content claﬀse as the right-dislocated element, as
eﬃempli ed in (a) and (b), respectiﬁelﬄ. Participial claﬀses/gerﬀnds, on the other hand,
are "at best ﬁerﬄ marginal" in eﬃtraposition constrﬀctions (Ward et al. 2002: 1407).
Fﬀrthermore, sentences like the one in (c) are qﬀite common.
eﬄ haﬁe an eﬃclamatiﬁe fﬀnction, ﬀsﬀallﬄ asserting that a certain sitﬀation is remarkable (Michaelis/
Lambrecht 1996: 228).
(3.20)

a. I knoﬂ theﬄ don't bﬀt it seems pointless to haﬁe it ﬂithoﬀt them
(ICE-GB:S1A-068)

b. And then it tﬀrns oﬀt that it is not the PNP that is doing this bﬀt ﬀhm Mr
Earlston Spencer <,> ﬀhm
(ICE-JAM:S1A-068)
c. It's jﬀst amazing the ﬂaﬄ she's so qﬀick at picking ﬀp the mﬀsic <,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-091)

ere are other tﬄpes of eﬃtraposition, bﬀt in mﬄ opinion RD constrﬀctions are most
di cﬀlt to demarcate from these three strﬀctﬀres. Hoﬂeﬁer, since there are di erences in prosodﬄ, semantics, sﬄntaﬃ and information strﬀctﬀre betﬂeen RD and eﬃtraposition, ﬁarioﬀs tests maﬄ help to disambigﬀate ﬀnclear cases (cf. Ward et al. 2002:
1413-1414). First, in contrast to eﬃtraposition, the dislocated element in RD tokens is
almost alﬂaﬄs a distinct intonational phrase, that is, ﬂe oen nd a paﬀse before the
dislocated element ( lled or ﬀn lled). Second, the pronoﬀn t in eﬃtraposition sentences is non-referential (dﬀmmﬄ t) ﬂhile in RD the pronoﬀn is referential. In the
laer case, t oen refers back to something that has been mentioned in the preceding
discoﬀrse. Consider, for eﬃample, sentence (3.19e), repeated in (3.21) ﬂith some more
conteﬃt.
(3.21)

C: Whﬄ don't ﬄoﬀ ﬀhm replace one of the back doors here and ﬀse the pane
from that
A: Well if I eﬁer haﬁe to replace a <,> back door I shall do so
C: Well theﬄ're roen noﬂ Dad so one daﬄ ﬄoﬀ'll haﬁe to
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A: Well I'm jﬀst pﬀing that o for as long as possible
B:

eﬄ'll fall oﬀt into the garden one daﬄ

A: It's a hunr an

y poun job to rpla a oor
(ICE-GB:S1A-007)

Looking at the sentence in isolation it ﬂoﬀld probablﬄ rather be treated as an eﬃample
of eﬃtraposition becaﬀse dislocated in nitiﬁe claﬀses occﬀr mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ in
this tﬄpe of constrﬀction than in RD tokens. Yet, if the preceding discoﬀrse is taken
into accoﬀnt I ﬂoﬀld argﬀe that the pronoﬀn t has referential meaning, referring back
to ﬂhat has been said before aboﬀt replacing the back door. is eﬃample is therefore
classi ed as an instance of RD in the present stﬀdﬄ.
Fﬀrthermore, there is a di erence betﬂeen the information statﬀs of the rightdislocated and eﬃtraposed constitﬀents. While right-dislocated elements alﬂaﬄs refer
to discoﬀrse-old information, eﬃtraposed elements maﬄ contain discoﬀrse-neﬂ information. ese tests haﬁe been applied to ambigﬀoﬀs sentences in the present stﬀdﬄ.
If an ﬀnclear case coﬀld not be disambigﬀated ﬂith anﬄ of these tests, it ﬂas eﬃclﬀded
from the analﬄsis.
Finallﬄ, another speci c tﬄpe of RD constrﬀction inclﬀded in the present analﬄsis
contains an operator in the dislocated element. Eﬃamples sﬀch as (3.22a) and (3.22b)
haﬁe been reported in the literatﬀre ﬀnder ﬁarioﬀs names, for eﬃample, 'eﬃpanded
right dislocation' (Dﬀrham 2011)18 , 'declaratiﬁe tag' (Biber et al. 1999: 139) or 'reinforcement tag' (Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995: 150). Eﬃample (3.22c) constitﬀtes an eﬁen
more speci c tﬄpe of eﬃpanded RD token. Here, the dislocated noﬀn phrase and the
operator are preceded bﬄ the particle so. is tﬄpe of RD strﬀctﬀre, ﬂhich I labelled
'so-tag', seems to be a characteristic featﬀre of Irish English becaﬀse qﬀite a nﬀmber
of sﬀch tags can be aested for this ﬁarietﬄ of English bﬀt hardlﬄ anﬄ for the other
ﬁarieties.
(3.22)

a. [It] ﬂas jﬀst ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ the market in Cambridge it was ﬄeah
(ICE-GB:S1A-015)

b. [He]'s going to Urban Dance Sqﬀad Phil Alxanr is

(ICE-GB:S1A-100)

c. [

(ICE-IRE:S1A-050)

at]'s pﬀre sel sh so it is

d. [I] ﬀsed to haﬁe great craic ﬂith them in England <,> so I us to
(ICE-IRE:S1A-087)

e eﬃpanded tﬄpe of RD is a historicallﬄ more recent strﬀctﬀre. While the origins
of the 'canonical' RD constrﬀction can be traced to Old English, the rst aestations
of the eﬃpanded form date to the second half of the nineteenth centﬀrﬄ (Visser 1963:
54-55). It seems that theﬄ are todaﬄ mainlﬄ foﬀnd in northern dialects of British English (Dﬀrham 2011).

18 More detailed information on Dﬀrham's discﬀssion of this tﬄpe of right dislocation is giﬁen in the
literatﬀre reﬁieﬂ in section 3.3.
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e eﬃamples in (3.22) illﬀstrate a third fﬀnction RD constrﬀctions maﬄ serﬁe in addition to the tﬂo major discoﬀrse fﬀnctions mentioned aboﬁe (disambigﬀating fﬀnction and emotiﬁe fﬀnction). Eﬃpanded RDs are mainlﬄ ﬀsed to emphasize the proposition of the claﬀse.19
e right-dislocated elements, or tags as I ﬂill sometimes call them, in eﬃpanded
RDs maﬄ be preceded bﬄ a paﬀse, as in eﬃample (3.22d), bﬀt ﬀsﬀallﬄ theﬄ are directlﬄ
adjacent to the rest of the claﬀse. In the data there are also a nﬀmber of eﬃamples
ﬂhere the tag is labelled as a separate speech ﬀnit. Debatable cases indeed. Aer
some consideration it ﬂas decided to neﬁertheless consider them as instances of (eﬃpanded) RD tokens becaﬀse it is the transcribers of the recorded conﬁersations that
make these classi cations and some other transcriber maﬄ haﬁe pﬀt a paﬀse there
instead. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples for comparison. In (3.23), speakers B and
C talk aboﬀt a lm C has not ﬄet seen bﬀt obﬁioﬀslﬄ also does not intend to ﬂatch.
e 'potential' eﬃpanded RD is marked in bold print. Note that ﬂe haﬁe tﬂo speech
ﬀnits. In (3.24), on the other, ﬂe haﬁe a ﬁerﬄ similar constrﬀction (again marked in
bold print) bﬀt, here, ﬂe do not haﬁe tﬂo speech ﬀnits. ere is onlﬄ a paﬀse before
the tag.
(3.23)

C: I haﬁe neﬁer seen it
still I reallﬄ [ﬀnclear ﬂords]
reallﬄ it's not mﬄ sort of lm <,,>
B: Bﬀt it it's ﬁerﬄ similar to Nineteen Eightﬄ-Foﬀr in that ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ there's
like the baddies and the goodies <,>
ﬀhm <,> it's wir
It rally is <,>
Becaﬀse he gets he's [ﬀnclear ﬂord] trﬄing to <,> kick the sﬄstem <,,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-049)

(3.24)

B: We had salad and then
A: We onlﬄ haﬁe the small cake these ﬁerﬄ ﬁerﬄ small cakes
It tasts goo <,> it rally os ﬀh I mean I didn't eat as mﬀch as I
shoﬀld [speaker B chﬀckles] becaﬀse I ﬂas on a diet
I reallﬄ ﬂas on a diet at that time
(ICE-PHI:S1A-080)

In mﬄ opinion these tﬂo strﬀctﬀres are ﬁerﬄ similar. Jﬀdging from the teﬃt and information oﬂ, there coﬀld jﬀst as ﬂell be a paﬀse mark-ﬀp aer t's werd in (3.23).
Conseqﬀentlﬄ, I treated both items, that in (3.23) and (3.24), as instances of eﬃpanded
RD.
19 It is debatable ﬂhether these strﬀctﬀres shoﬀld be mentioned ﬀnder the heading 'informationpackaging constrﬀctions' at all. eﬄ mainlﬄ serﬁe a reinforcing rather than information-strﬀctﬀring
fﬀnction. Yet, theﬄ are here regarded as a tﬄpe of RD - althoﬀgh a marginal and less tﬄpical ﬁariant
thereof - and are thﬀs inclﬀded in the analﬄsis.
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3.2.3 Fronting constructions
Fronting, also referred to as topicalization or preposing, is another tﬄpe of constrﬀction in ﬂhich the canonical ﬂord order of English (SVO) is transformed for pragmatic
pﬀrposes. It refers to "the initial placement of core elements ﬂhich are normallﬄ foﬀnd
in post-ﬁerbal position" (Biber et al. 1999: 900). Varioﬀs leﬃicallﬄ goﬁerned and nonleﬃicallﬄ goﬁerned elements can be placed in initial position. Tﬄpicallﬄ, ﬂe nd a
preposed object either in the form of a noﬀn phrase (proper noﬀn or pronoﬀn) or a
prepositional phrase. Less tﬄpical are claﬀsal fronted objects. e sentences in (3.25)
illﬀstrate these realizational options.
(3.25)

a. And ﬀhm so I'ﬁe I'ﬁe ﬂrien a feﬂ short teﬃts in it like th Lor's
Prayr I'ﬁe translated
(ICE-GB:S1A-015)
b. Bﬀt that reallﬄ ﬂe learnt in Bombaﬄ <,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-003)

c. In ini also ﬂe can ﬂrite <,,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-071)

d. Bﬀt eﬃactlﬄ <,> xatly how it was slott in <,> I can't remember qﬀite
(ICE-GB:S1A-012)

In addition to fronted objects, ﬂe also nd fronted complements ﬂhich are tﬄpicallﬄ
realized in the form of noﬀn phrases or adjectiﬁe phrases, ﬁerﬄ rarelﬄ also as ( nite
or in nite) claﬀses. Eﬃamples are giﬁen in (3.26).
(3.26)

a.

eﬄ had a sports ﬀh <,,> sﬀppliment <,> ﬄeah <,> xtra sport it ﬂas
called
(ICE-IND:S1A-099)

b. Oh grat that'd be
c.

(ICE-GB:S1A-042)

eﬄ are ﬁerﬄ I mean ﬀh <,,> to mak rins theﬄ take a lot of time I
don't knoﬂ ﬂhﬄ
(ICE-IND:S1A-046)

Fﬀrthermore, constrﬀctions ﬂith fronted obligatorﬄ adﬁerbials haﬁe been inclﬀded in
the present analﬄsis, that is, adﬁerbials that are an argﬀment of the ﬁerb. e sentence
in (3.27) illﬀstrates this tﬄpe of fronting constrﬀction.
(3.27)  big mansion he ﬂas in

(ICE-IRE:S1A-067)

Optional fronted adﬁerbials, on the other hand, are not part of this stﬀdﬄ since theﬄ
are mobile per de nition (cf. e.g. Biber et al. 1999: 763). Fﬀrther constrﬀctions
that haﬁe not been inclﬀded in the present stﬀdﬄ inﬁolﬁe comment claﬀses in nal
position, sﬀch as the sentences in (3.28).
e reason for their eﬃclﬀsion is the fact
that, here, the claﬀse- nal eﬃpressions I thnk and I suppose rather fﬀnction as some
kind of hedges and are "oen best analﬄsed as epistemic adﬁerbs eﬃpressing speaker
aitﬀde, as markers ﬀsed for discoﬀrsal, interactional and interpersonal pﬀrposes, or
as markers of hesitant phases and mental planning or ﬂord-searching phases" (Dehé/
Wichmann 2010: 37).
(3.28)

a. She's a stﬀdent at Saint Martin's I think
b. Uhm eﬁen thoﬀgh ﬂe'll be there I suppos
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(ICE-GB:S1A-020)
(ICE-GB:S1A-069)
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Finallﬄ, the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill not discﬀss so-called 'hanging-topic' or 'ﬀnlinked topic'
constrﬀctions, strﬀctﬀres in ﬂhich the preclaﬀsal element is onlﬄ looselﬄ linked to the
rest of the claﬀse.20
e sentences in (3.29) are taken from a dialogﬀe aboﬀt babies
ﬂho, speakers A and B agree, oﬀtgroﬂ their clothes so qﬀicklﬄ that parents ﬀsﬀallﬄ
pass along the clothes to other people. B's sister, hoﬂeﬁer, loﬁes to bﬀﬄ neﬂ clothes
for B's children so that her cﬀpboard is packed. e second eﬃcerpt, also taken from
ICE-Singapore, is aboﬀt C's application for a job at IBM.
(3.29)

B: Noﬂ mﬄ ﬂhole cﬀpboard is packed
I think tﬂentﬄ to thirtﬄ sﬀits each
A: Woﬂ
B: n shos theﬄ haﬁe so manﬄ pairs she like mﬀst match match them
(ICE-SIN:S1A-048)

(3.30)

A: Did ﬄoﬀ applﬄ for the PR job at ﬀh Marina Mandarin?
C: No I onlﬄ applied for
In fact th IBM on I applied aboﬀt a ﬄear ago
So ﬂhen theﬄ call me ﬀp ﬀh ﬄesterdaﬄ eﬁening aboﬀt ﬁe
I said IBM I don't remember applﬄing
(ICE-SIN:S1A-004)

e folloﬂing eﬃample is taken from a conﬁersation aboﬀt speaker C's plans on making a ﬁideo ﬂith her stﬀdents, althoﬀgh she is not ﬁerﬄ good at it herself.
(3.31)

C: I cannot handle the camera <,> so ﬁideo camera so con dentlﬄ <,> bﬀt I
am comparatiﬁelﬄ good at oﬀtdoors <,,>
Inoors an losups I had to take help of mﬄ hﬀsband and Ganesh <,,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-046)

ese sentences clearlﬄ shoﬂ that the fronted elements introdﬀce neﬂ topics into
the discoﬀrse. In more formal English, these topics ﬂoﬀld probablﬄ be introdﬀced bﬄ
means of an as for-constrﬀction, for eﬃample, As for shoes then, they have so many
pars. It has been claimed in the literatﬀre that the 'hanging-topic' constrﬀction is
tﬄpical of topic-prominent langﬀages (cf. Lambrecht 2001a; Seer et al. 2010). Conseqﬀentlﬄ, one coﬀld eﬃpect to nd more sﬀch items in those English ﬁarieties ﬂhich
haﬁe a topic-prominent backgroﬀnd langﬀage. Inﬁestigating this hﬄpothesis is certainlﬄ ﬂorth the e ort bﬀt has to remain for fﬀtﬀre research becaﬀse it is beﬄond
the scope of the present stﬀdﬄ and a cﬀrsorﬄ look at mﬄ data sﬀggests that larger
databases are needed than the 200,000-ﬂord corpora I ﬀse.
As for the fﬀnctions of fronting constrﬀctions, theﬄ are mainlﬄ ﬀsed to establish
a link to the preceding discoﬀrse and thﬀs create coherence (cf. e.g. Reinhart 1981;
20 Also see the discﬀssion of fronted prepositional phrases in section 4.3 and the di cﬀltﬄ of keeping
this tﬄpe of fronting constrﬀction and the 'hanging-topic' constrﬀction apart.
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Prince 1985, 1998; Biber et al. 1999; Gregorﬄ/Michaelis 2001; Ward/Birner 2004; Netz/
Kﬀsar 2007). is is probablﬄ best illﬀstrated ﬂith the eﬃample in (3.25b) ﬂhere the
fronted element occﬀrs in the form of discoﬀrse-deictic that, repeated in (3.32) ﬂith
some more conteﬃt to get a beer idea of the linking fﬀnction. Note that throﬀgh the
preposing of that the term is also emphasized.
(3.32)

A: Yoﬀ don't get good teachers oﬁer here
B:

ere is no professional approach toﬂards teaching <,,>

A: Bﬀt that reallﬄ ﬂe learnt in Bombaﬄ <,>
Hoﬂ to be a professional in ﬄoﬀr jobs <,,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-003)

In addition to items that serﬁe a linking and/or emphasizing fﬀnction, ﬂe also nd
fronting constrﬀctions that are ﬀsed for contrastiﬁe pﬀrposes. An eﬃample is giﬁen in
(3.33), an eﬃtract from a conﬁersation aboﬀt faﬁoﬀrite books. Speaker E talks aboﬀt
book-hﬀnting in secondhand bookshops in order to nd replacements for those of
his faﬁoﬀrite books that haﬁe become dog-eared. Speaker A ﬂants to knoﬂ ﬂhﬄ he
is doing that.
(3.33)

A: Is that becaﬀse ﬄoﬀ can't get neﬂ copies or ﬄoﬀ prefer to haﬁe?
E: Oh ﬂell a lot of these books haﬁe been oﬀt of print for <,> ﬂell not
A: Yes
E: Yeah
A: Hardback
E: No theﬄ come back in paperback bﬀt I like them in hardback
e faﬁoﬀrites
I mean OK I go in Waterstones or ﬂhereﬁer and bﬀﬄ paperbacks and read
them and probablﬄ cast them aside or giﬁe them lend them to someone
else and forget that ﬄoﬀ ﬂho ﬄoﬀ'ﬁe lent them to <,>
Bﬀt ﬀh harba s I ﬂoﬀldn't lend to anﬄone
(ICE-GB:S1A-013)

Note that the fronted element hardbacks is not onlﬄ contrasted ﬂith paperbacks, bﬀt
ﬂe also nd a tﬄpe/sﬀbtﬄpe relation ﬂith the entitﬄ books, the general topic of the preceding discoﬀrse. Both hardbacks and paperbacks are members of the set 'books'. In
section 3.2.1, sﬀch partiallﬄ ordered set or poset relations haﬁe alreadﬄ been identi ed
as a discoﬀrse fﬀnction of le dislocation constrﬀctions. As far as fronting constrﬀctions are concerned, Birner and Ward (1998: 31) claim that
tokens are linked to
the preceding discoﬀrse:
[T]he ﬁarioﬀs preposing constrﬀctions of English form a natﬀral class on pragmatic
groﬀnds, in that theﬄ are sﬀbject to the folloﬂing discoﬀrse constraints: Felicitoﬀs preposing reqﬀires that the referent or denotation of the preposed constitﬀent be anaphoricallﬄ
linked to the preceding discoﬀrse (see Reinhart 1981, Valldﬀﬁí 1992).
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e ﬁe poset relations that occﬀr most freqﬀentlﬄ in Birner and Ward's (1998: 45)
data inclﬀde set/sﬀbset, part/ﬂhole, tﬄpe/sﬀbtﬄpe, greater-than/less-than, and identitﬄ.
Giﬁen these di erent fﬀnctions, tﬂo tﬄpes of fronting constrﬀction can be distingﬀished. In addition to their fﬀnction, theﬄ also di er in terms of intonation and
information strﬀctﬀre. e fronted element is interpreted as the topic if it receiﬁes no
focal stress (the element is certainlﬄ stressed ﬂhen fronted, bﬀt the degree of stress is
less than on the nal ﬂords of the claﬀse). If the fronted element contains the focﬀs,
hoﬂeﬁer, and bears nﬀclear stress, it does not serﬁe as the topic. Additionallﬄ, this
laer tﬄpe (focﬀs preposing) oen inﬁolﬁes contrast.

3.2.4 Existential there-constructions
Eﬃistential there-sentences tﬄpicallﬄ haﬁe the strﬀctﬀre
there + be + noﬀn phrase.
In these sentences ﬀnstressed, non-deictic and non-locatiﬁe there fﬀnctions as the
sﬄntactic sﬀbject. It is commonlﬄ assﬀmed that it has deﬁeloped oﬀt of the locatiﬁe
adﬁerb there (e.g. Bolinger 1977; Breiﬁik/Sﬂan 2000; Ward et al. 2002: 1391; Breiﬁik/
Martinez Insﬀa 2008). e deﬁelopment can be seen as an eﬃample of the process of
grammaticalization, in ﬂhich there has lost (most o ) its locatiﬁe meaning and has
been reanalﬄzed as an emptﬄ sﬀbject.21
e postﬁerbal noﬀn phrase is generallﬄ regarded as the 'notional' sﬀbject ( irk
et al. 1985; Breiﬁik/Martinez Insﬀa 2008), also called the 'real' or 'logical' sﬀbject (e.g.
Breiﬁik 1981, 1999; Denison 1999) or 'displaced' sﬀbject (Ward et al. 2002; Collins
2012) becaﬀse it corresponds semanticallﬄ to the sﬀbject of the non-eﬃistential coﬀnterpart. Compare, for eﬃample, the eﬃistential sentence in (3.37), ere was nothng
wrong, ﬂith its non-eﬃistential coﬀnterpart, Nothng was wrong, in ﬂhich nothng is
the sﬀbject. e notional sﬀbject is normallﬄ an inde nite noﬀn phrase, ﬂhich folloﬂs
from the fact that the constrﬀction mainlﬄ serﬁes to introdﬀce (hearer-)neﬂ information or inactiﬁe referents into the discoﬀrse therebﬄ raising it into the addressee's
conscioﬀsness (Bolinger 1977: 92; Lambrecht 1994: 179; Johansson 1997; Biber et al.
1999: 944; Ward et al. 2002: 1396).
Giﬁen these fﬀnctions, the term 'eﬃistential' maﬄ be someﬂhat misleading becaﬀse
the constrﬀction does obﬁioﬀslﬄ not onlﬄ assert the eﬃistence or non-eﬃistence of
some entitﬄ (althoﬀgh this is one of its main fﬀnctions). Fﬀrthermore, there are other
constrﬀctions that can be ﬀsed to eﬃpress (non-)eﬃistence (e.g. God exsts.). e term
shoﬀld rather be seen as simplﬄ describing constrﬀctions inﬁolﬁing eﬃistential there
21
ere are lingﬀists ﬂho claim that the locatiﬁe meaning is not completelﬄ lost in eﬃistential there.
Pfenninger (2009), for eﬃample, states that eﬃistential there has retained some locatiﬁe coloﬀring from
the locatiﬁe adﬁerb there, ﬂhich "can be ﬀnderstood as a continﬀation of its original leﬃical meaning" (2009: 248). She adds that there "maﬄ fﬀnction as an indicator of spatial location and thﬀs maﬄ
contribﬀte in its oﬂn right to the meaning of the ﬂhole constrﬀction" (2009: 249).
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and a form of the ﬁerb be. ere are similar constrﬀctions ﬂith introdﬀctorﬄ there bﬀt
ﬂith a ﬁerb other than be, for eﬃample, appear, arrve, come, occur. Eﬃample sentences
are giﬁen in (3.34).
(3.34)

a. r oms a point ﬂhere eﬁerﬄthing ﬄoﬀ toﬀch becomes cﬀte
(ICE-IRE:S1A-058)

b. r our from time to time political eﬁents and sitﬀations ﬂhich
inﬁolﬁe focﬀsed and easilﬄ discerned spiritﬀal ﬁalﬀes (ICE-CAN:W1B-025)
ese 'presentational' there-constrﬀctions are rarelﬄ foﬀnd in the ICE corpora and the
present stﬀdﬄ therefore concentrates on eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions onlﬄ.
As for the information strﬀctﬀre of eﬃistential claﬀses, the grammatical sﬀbject there
occﬀpies the topic position ﬂhich is generallﬄ associated ﬂith old information, ﬂhile
the notional sﬀbject proﬁides the neﬂ information.
at is, the constrﬀction alloﬂs
for the old-before-neﬂ information strﬀctﬀre to be preserﬁed, as is nicelﬄ eﬃpressed
bﬄ Ward and Birner (2004) in the folloﬂing ﬂords. Note that theﬄ groﬀp eﬃistential
claﬀses ﬂithin the class of ﬂhat theﬄ call 'postposing constrﬀctions'.
Postposing constrﬀctions preserﬁe the old-before-neﬂ information-strﬀctﬀre pa-radigm
bﬄ presenting relatiﬁelﬄ ﬀnfamiliar information in postﬁerbal position.
at is, ﬂhen
canonical ﬂord order ﬂoﬀld resﬀlt in the placement of neﬂ information in sﬀbject position, postposing o ers a ﬂaﬄ of placing it instead toﬂard the end of the claﬀse, in the
eﬃpected position for neﬂ information. (Ward/Birner 2004: 163)

Folloﬂing Ward et al. (2002), the present stﬀdﬄ draﬂs a distinction betﬂeen bare
and eﬃtended eﬃistentials.
e former tﬄpe contains nothing more bﬀt the noﬀn
phrase in postﬁerbal position or some additional optional adjﬀncts ﬂhich haﬁe no
sﬄntactic signi cance for the eﬃistential constrﬀction. Consider the tﬂo eﬃamples
of there-eﬃistentials in sentence (3.35a). Both eﬃamples are bare eﬃistentials ﬂith the
rst eﬃample containing the optional adjﬀnct then. In eﬃample (b) the adﬁerbial claﬀse
because the prncples have got to be declared is also of no sﬄntactic releﬁance for the
eﬃistential constrﬀction and therefore the sentence is classi ed as a bare eﬃistential.
(3.35)

a.

en thr was a ompltly grn thing and it has <,> a roﬀnd leaf all
the ﬂaﬄ roﬀnd the stem then it goes ﬀp and thr's anothr roun on
(ICE-IRE:S1A-077)

b. r will b no talking <,> becaﬀse the principles haﬁe got to be
declared
(ICE-IRE:S1A-073)
c. And it ﬂas <,> the the brake thing. I ﬀsen't to driﬁe I ﬀsed to driﬁe on the
main road on Sﬀndaﬄ morning. r was no ars
(ICE-IRE:S1A-079)
d. Bﬀt thr's big big happnings

(ICE-IRE:S1A-093)

Despite the fact that there are no temporal or locatiﬁe descriptions in bare eﬃistentials,
there is an implicit locatiﬁe, ﬂhich can oen be inferred from the preceding conteﬃt.
In (3.35c), for eﬃample, ﬂe knoﬂ from the preceding sentence that it ﬂas on the main
roads that there ﬂere no cars. Bare eﬃistentials tﬄpicallﬄ (bﬀt not eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ) predicate the eﬃistence of an entitﬄ or entities as in (a) to (c) or the occﬀrrence of an eﬁent,
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as in (d).
In eﬃtended eﬃistentials, on the other hand, the notional sﬀbject is folloﬂed bﬄ some
additional material that is of releﬁance for the constrﬀction. Verﬄ common are locatiﬁe and temporal eﬃpansions, illﬀstrated in (3.36) in bold print.
(3.36)

a.

ere's no li in my hous

b.

ere ﬂas certain intimacﬄ in th ightnth ntury

(ICE-IRE:S1A-014)
(ICE-GB:S1A-020)

e adﬁerbial eﬃtensions in these eﬃamples locate the neﬂ referent, introdﬀced bﬄ the
notional sﬀbject, in space and time.
e grammatical sﬀbject there and the ﬁerb be
contain lile information and so ﬂe eﬃpect the rest of the sentence to be informatiﬁe
in some ﬂaﬄ. at is, the notional sﬀbject and/or the adﬁerbial eﬃpansion contribﬀte
the informatiﬁe bits in these eﬃistential claﬀses (Johansson 1997).
Additionallﬄ, there are predicatiﬁe eﬃtensions, as in (3.37), in nitiﬁal eﬃtensions, as
in (3.38), participial eﬃtensions, as in (3.39), and relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions, as in (3.41).
(3.37)

ankfﬀllﬄ there ﬂas nothing wrong

(ICE-IRE:S1A-059)

According to Ward et al. (2002: 1394), the tﬄpe of predicatiﬁe alloﬂed in eﬃistential
claﬀses is seﬁerelﬄ restricted, ﬂith onlﬄ those items denoting temporarﬄ states - as
opposed to (relatiﬁelﬄ) permanent properties - being alloﬂed. Nominal predicatiﬁes
are normallﬄ eﬃclﬀded. An eﬃception inﬁolﬁes idiomatic eﬃpressions ﬂith the noﬀn
phrase the maer (Is there anythng the maer?).
In eﬃistentials ﬂith in nitiﬁal eﬃtensions the notional sﬀbject maﬄ fﬀnction either
as the sﬀbject (3.38a) or the object (3.38b) of the in nitiﬁe claﬀse.
(3.38)

a.

ere is hﬀge pro t to b ma

b.

ere ﬂasn't enoﬀgh air or something for it <,> to brath

(ICE-IRE:S1A-069)
(ICE-CAN:S1A-085)

Eﬃistential claﬀses ﬂith a participial eﬃtension inﬁolﬁe an ng- or an ed-participial
claﬀse aer the notional sﬀbject, illﬀstrated in (3.39).
(3.39)

a.

ere's a festiﬁal starting this wk in Drry

b.

ere's aboﬀt tﬂentﬄ people invit

(ICE-IRE:S1A-012)
(ICE-NZ:S1A-039)

e non-eﬃistential coﬀnterparts of these tﬂo sentences ﬂoﬀld be A festval s startng
ths week n Derry and About twenty people are nvted. Note that eﬃistential claﬀses
ﬂith a participial eﬃtension are inherentlﬄ ambigﬀoﬀs and alloﬂ for tﬂo di erent
readings. First, the participial claﬀses maﬄ be an eﬃtension of the eﬃistential claﬀse
as in the eﬃamples in (3.39). Second, the participial claﬀse maﬄ be a modi er of the
notional sﬀbject, that is, part of the noﬀn phrase. Sﬀch constrﬀctions, eﬃempli ed in
(3.40), mﬀst be distingﬀished from those in (3.39).
(3.40)

a.

ere's a ﬂord bginning with D that ﬂoﬀld describe it (ICE-GB:S1A-018)

b. Did ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ there's a a ﬄ all th Botsi y?

(ICE-IRE:S1A-015)
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e non-eﬃistential coﬀnterparts of these sentences are not A word that would descrbe
t s begnnng wth D and A y s called the Bots y, bﬀt the participial claﬀses belong
to the notional sﬀbjects: [A word begnnng wth D] would descrbe t and [A y called
the Bots y] exsts. In these eﬃamples ﬂe haﬁe compleﬃ notional sﬀbjects bﬀt not
eﬃtended eﬃistential constrﬀctions.
Finallﬄ, there are constrﬀctions ﬂith a relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtension.
e eﬃamples in
(3.41) illﬀstrate the di erent realizational ﬁariants of the relatiﬁe pronoﬀn, namelﬄ
wh-ﬂords, that and zero.
(3.41)

a.

ere are some ﬂomen who jug a man <,> uh by his ar
(ICE-IRE:S1A-061)

b.

ere's onlﬄ tﬂo that ar ni

(ICE-IRE:S1A-035)

c.

ere's a ﬂild lot of people n hr okay

(ICE-IRE:S1A-026)

Some lingﬀists sﬀggest that the distinction that can be draﬂn ﬂith participial eﬃtensions (the participial is part of the notional sﬀbject or an eﬃtension) maﬄ also applﬄ
to eﬃistentials containing a relatiﬁe claﬀse. at is, in addition to relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions there are items ﬂhere the relatiﬁe claﬀse modi es the notional sﬀbject. e
sentences in (3.41) are eﬃamples of relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions. eﬄ are the eﬃistential
coﬀnterparts of the folloﬂing sentences: Some women udge a man by hs car; Only
two are nce; A wld lot of people nd her okay. Bﬄ contrast, in the sentence ere's
a barrster that was n my class at een's (ICE-IRE:S1A-020) the relatiﬁe claﬀse is a
modi er of a barrster. e sentence cannot be paraphrased as A barrster was n my
class at een's. Hoﬂeﬁer, in the case of relatiﬁe claﬀses the distinction is mﬀch less
straightforﬂard than in the case of participial claﬀses and some lingﬀists are rather
hesitant to draﬂ sﬀch a distinction (cf. e.g. Ward et al. 2002: 1396). Hence, it ﬂas
decided to make no sﬀch distinction in the present stﬀdﬄ. e tﬂo tﬄpes of eﬃistential
ﬂith participial eﬃtensions, hoﬂeﬁer, ﬂill be groﬀped separatelﬄ in the analﬄsis of
eﬃistential claﬀses in Chapter 4.
e notional sﬀbject is, as noted earlier, tﬄpicallﬄ an inde nite noﬀn phrase, bﬀt
de nite noﬀn phrases do also occﬀr, proﬁided theﬄ represent hearer-neﬂ information
and/or are ﬀniqﬀelﬄ identi able to the addressee.22 e instances of sﬀch eﬃistentials
in mﬄ data sﬀggest that the speakers ﬀsing de nite noﬀn phrases oen assﬀme prior
familiaritﬄ ﬂith the entities. Consider, for eﬃample, the eﬃistential sentence in (3.42).
e conﬁersation is aboﬀt stomach pain and speaker B saﬄs that she ﬀsﬀallﬄ takes
Voltaren. Speaker U then mentions Naprosﬄn as an alternatiﬁe. U assﬀmes prior
familiaritﬄ ﬂith this drﬀg and thﬀs the de nite noﬀn phrase is admissible.
(3.42)

B: When I can feel one coming on ﬂhat I haﬁe to do is cheﬂ a piece of
bread or something and then eat it as I take the tablet

22 Ward et al. (2002: 1398 .) present ﬁe sﬀch cases in ﬂhich the de nite noﬀn phrase satis es the
hearer-neﬂ reqﬀirement: hearer-old entities are treated as hearer-neﬂ; hearer-neﬂ tokens are part of
hearer-old tﬄpes; hearer-old entities specifﬄ the ﬁalﬀe of a ﬁariable in an open proposition; the content
of the noﬀn phrase is sﬀ cient to fﬀllﬄ identifﬄ the referent; the noﬀn phrase contains 'false de nite'
ths ('false de nite' becaﬀse the noﬀn phrase is de nite in form bﬀt inde nite in meaning). Also see
Ward and Birner (1995) for a discﬀssion of these di erent cases of de nite noﬀn phrases.
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otherﬂise it bﬀrns the lining of ﬄoﬀr stomach
U: r's that Naprosyn
B: Yeah preﬄ strong that stﬀ
(ICE-NZ:S1A-011)

is eﬃample coﬀld also be ﬀnderstood as a list: Naprosﬄn and Voltaren are members
of the set of drﬀgs. List readings are ﬁerﬄ oen inﬁolﬁed in eﬃistentials ﬂith de nite
noﬀn phrases. Grzegorek (1984: 154) notes that "[l]ist there-sentences do not assert
eﬃistence.
eﬄ can be paraphrased as 'one coﬀld mention…', i.e. theﬄ onlﬄ bring
the referent of the focﬀs NP to the addressee's conscioﬀsness". Also consider the
folloﬂing eﬃamples. In (3.43) ﬂe haﬁe a list of Titanic moﬁies and, in addition, the
speaker assﬀmes that the addressee is familiar ﬂith the nineteen ies ﬁersion. In
(3.44) the speaker lists the alternatiﬁes of 'hoﬂ ﬄoﬀ can be in a relationship'.
(3.43)

e rst moﬁie ﬂas <,> ﬀh Titanic in the nineteen thirties and then thr was
th nintn is vrsion
(ICE-PHI:S1A-074)

(3.44) And that there are manﬄ choices to hoﬂ ﬄoﬀ can <,,> be in a relationship
r's th ommon-law situations thr's th mor asual situations an
thr's marriag
And ﬀhm the essential idea of marriage is a life-long commitment
(ICE-CAN:S1A-015)

Eﬃistentials ﬂith 'false de nite' ths, to borroﬂ Ward et al.'s (2002) term, are also relatiﬁelﬄ freqﬀent. Illﬀstratiﬁe eﬃamples are giﬁen in (3.45) and (3.46).
(3.45) And ﬀhm <,> I can remember him rﬀnning back and telling ﬀs that the train
ﬂas coming and then ﬄoﬀ ﬂoﬀld start to hear the ﬂhistle <,> and then ﬄoﬀ
ﬂoﬀld start to see the smoke
And it ﬂas so gigantic I it ﬂas ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ ﬂhen ﬄoﬀ're a lile child and thr's
this hug ma in oming in
(ICE-CAN:S1A-042)

(3.46) And ﬀm i ﬂant to go to Neﬂ York and Chicago cos thr's this rally ool
pla in Chiago whr thy lm a bit o um <,> o Ba Dra
and thr's this rally ni viw
and i ﬂant to see that ﬁieﬂ
(ICE-NZ:S1A-043)

In these sentences, demonstratiﬁe ths is ﬀsed in a sense that is pragmaticallﬄ eqﬀiﬁalent to a or some, that is, ths huge machne in (3.45) can be replaced bﬄ a huge machne
bﬀt not bﬄ the huge machne; and ths really nce vew in (3.46) can be replaced bﬄ a
really nce vew. Note that in the rst eﬃample in (3.46), there's ths really cool place
n Chcago where they lmed a bt of Back Dra, demonstratiﬁe ths is admissible for
other reasons: in this case the content of the noﬀn phrase is sﬀ cient to fﬀllﬄ identifﬄ
the referent.
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Eﬃistential claﬀses are a common featﬀre of conﬁersation ﬂhich is sﬀrprising becaﬀse theﬄ are a speci c deﬁice ﬀsed for the introdﬀction of noﬀns, ﬂhich, in tﬀrn,
are generallﬄ least common in conﬁersation oﬀt of all registers. Biber et al. (1999:
953) sﬀggest that the high freqﬀencﬄ in conﬁersation can be eﬃplained bﬄ the fact that
the constrﬀction "agrees ﬂith the looser sﬄntactic organization of conﬁersation". In
this respect the eﬃistential there-constrﬀction is ﬁerﬄ similar to le dislocation. Both
constrﬀctions break doﬂn a sentence into smaller ﬀnits and thﬀs make it possible to
present one ﬀnit of information at a time. Consider, for eﬃample, sentence (3.41c)
and the corresponding le dislocation constrﬀction: A wld lot of people, they nd her
okay.
Finallﬄ, note that constrﬀctions containing onlﬄ there and be are not inclﬀded in the
present stﬀdﬄ. is maﬄ be the case in qﬀestion tags, as in (3.47), in eﬃpanded RDs or
so-tags, as in (3.48), or assertions and replﬄs, as in (3.49).
(3.47)

I ﬂas going to saﬄ ﬂhﬄ don't ﬄoﬀ talk to Laﬀra bﬀt there's not mﬀch
point in that is thr?
(ICE-GB:S1A-038)

(3.48)

ere's going to be a feﬂ siing and more standing so thr is
(ICE-GB:S1A-072)

(3.49)

F:

ere's a lot to be said for reading ﬄoﬀr gﬀidebook.

D: Oh thr is
We ﬂere totallﬄ innocent
Bﬀt it's a ﬂell-knoﬂn place actﬀallﬄ
(ICE-IRE:S1A-021)

Tokens sﬀch as these haﬁe been eﬃclﬀded from the present stﬀdﬄ becaﬀse theﬄ are of
not mﬀch releﬁance for the analﬄses. I am particﬀlarlﬄ interested in the (non-)concord
betﬂeen ﬁerb and notional sﬀbject and the distribﬀtion of bare and eﬃtended eﬃistentials across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.

3.2.5 Cleft constructions
is section focﬀsses on the description of the three major tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction, namelﬄ -cles, basic and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles. ere are fﬀrther (sﬀb-)tﬄpes
of cle constrﬀction ﬂhich are not discﬀssed in the present stﬀdﬄ. ese inclﬀde inferential cles (e.g. Declerck 1992; Delahﬀntﬄ 1995; Calﬀde 2009b), there-cles (e.g.
Daﬁidse 2000; Lambrecht 2001b), f-because cles and snce-cles (e.g. Lambrecht
2001b; Di Tﬀllio 2006).

It-clefts
Prototﬄpical -cles consist of foﬀr parts: the introdﬀctorﬄ pronominal t, a form of
the copﬀla be, a post-copﬀlar element (cleed or highlighted element) and a claﬀse
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(cle or relatiﬁe claﬀse) introdﬀced bﬄ that, who, whch or zero. eﬄ are ﬀsﬀallﬄ seen
as identifﬄing or speci cational constrﬀctions ﬂith the cle claﬀse being the ﬁariable
or identi ed element, and the cleed constitﬀent the ﬁalﬀe or identi er (e.g. Hallidaﬄ
1967; Declerck 1984). For eﬃample, in It's Tom who loves apples ﬂe haﬁe the open
proposition 'ﬃ loﬁes apples' and the ﬁalﬀe of the ﬁariable ﬃ is Tom.
Properties that are ﬀsﬀallﬄ associated ﬂith the -cle constrﬀction inclﬀde an implication of contrast, emphasis and a sense of eﬃhaﬀstiﬁeness.
ese properties can
easilﬄ be eﬃplained ﬂhen the constrﬀction's featﬀres as a speci cational or identifﬄing
constrﬀction are taken into accoﬀnt.23 Choosing one ﬁalﬀe for a ﬁariable among a set
of other options aﬀtomaticallﬄ implicates a sense of contrast ﬂith the other members
of the set. Fﬀrthermore, if one ﬁalﬀe among other alternatiﬁes is chosen, it is also
natﬀrallﬄ emphasized. Eﬃhaﬀstiﬁeness folloﬂs from the assﬀmption that a speaker is
cooperatiﬁe and speci es a ﬁariable correctlﬄ (cf. Grice's Cooperatiﬁe Principle and
conﬁersational maﬃims; e.g. Grice 1989). If the speaker ﬀers the sentence in (3.7a),
It's Tom that loves apples, the addressee can conclﬀde that there is onlﬄ one person
ﬂho loﬁes apples. If there ﬂere more (or less) people ﬂho loﬁed apples, then the
speaker ﬂoﬀld deceiﬁe the addressee. According to Declerck (1984: 272), it is preciselﬄ these properties of cles - inﬁolﬁing a sense of contrastiﬁeness, emphasis and
eﬃhaﬀstiﬁeness - that make speakers prefer this tﬄpe of constrﬀction oﬁer the noncle coﬀnterpart in certain commﬀnicatiﬁe sitﬀations.
Looking at the realization of the cleed constitﬀent, ﬂe tﬄpicallﬄ nd a noﬀn phrase
fﬀnctioning as the antecedent of a sﬀbject in the cle claﬀse, as in (3.50a). Bﬀt there
are other fﬀnctional possibilities, sﬀch as direct and prepositional object, adﬁerbial,
complement or possessiﬁe, as illﬀstrated in the folloﬂing eﬃamples, respectiﬁelﬄ.
(3.50)

a. Anﬄﬂaﬄ it ﬂas Mary hlly that ﬂrote that Frankenstein thing
(ICE-IRE:S1A-072)

b. It ﬂas actﬀallﬄ th stuy o ar ittur I reallﬄ enjoﬄed <,,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-034)

c. Mm <,> becaﬀse it's jﬀst th grammar ﬂe're looking at

(ICE-IRE:S1A-002)

d. It ﬂoﬀld'ﬁe been th hous theﬄ ﬂere all reared in

(ICE-IRE:S1A-009)

e.

eﬄ made me secretarﬄ, bﬀt it ﬂasn't srtary I'd ﬂanted to be
(Ward et al. 2002: 1418)

f. It's you ﬂhose head ﬂill roll

(Ward et al. 2002: 1418)

Most common are eﬃamples ﬂhere the cleed constitﬀent is the antecedent of a sﬀbject, object or time adﬁerbial in the cle claﬀse; complements and possessiﬁes are
rarelﬄ foﬀnd. Note that the sﬀbordinator can be omied eﬁen in cases ﬂhere it is the
sﬀbject, althoﬀgh this tends to happen onlﬄ in more informal conteﬃts.
(3.51)

a. It ﬂas the aﬀthorities ﬂere responsible there
b. It's Steph Gan Steﬂard and another person ﬂent oﬀt

(ICE-IND:S1A-083)
(ICE-SIN:S1A-058)

23 See, for eﬃample, Declerck (1984) and Paen (2012a) for accoﬀnts that deriﬁe manﬄ of the cle constrﬀction's properties from the assﬀmption that it is a member of the familﬄ of speci cational strﬀctﬀres.
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e neﬃt common tﬄpe of cleed constitﬀents is prepositional phrases, as eﬃempli ed
in (3.52). e prepositional phrases can haﬁe the form of preposition plﬀs noﬀn phrase
(a), preposition plﬀs claﬀse (b), or simplﬄ of a preposition (c).
(3.52)

a. It mﬀst haﬁe been jﬀst a r Christmas I met him

(ICE-IRE:S1A-020)

b. It ﬂasn't till I was prhaps twnty- v or thirty that I read them and
enjoﬄed them <,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-013)
c. It's ownstairs theﬄ ﬂant to plaﬄ

(Ward et al. 2002: 1418)

Adﬁerbial phrases and adjectiﬁe phrases are rather rarelﬄ foﬀnd in the position of the
cleed constitﬀent. Eﬃample sentences are giﬁen in (3.53a-c). Finite and non- nite
claﬀses, illﬀstrated in (3.53d-e), are eﬁen rarer. Finite claﬀses are more common in
pseﬀdo-cles.
(3.53)

a. So it's rar that I get to see them bﬀt still the closeness is still there
(ICE-PHI:S1A-040)

b. It's onlﬄ now that ﬄoﬀ're realising a lot of other lile things
(ICE-NZ:S1A-046)

c. So it's crazﬄ theﬄ're ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ

(ICE-JAM:S1A-014)

d. It is ﬂho ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ that ﬂill get ﬄoﬀ someﬂhere

(ICE-JAM:S1A-058)

e. It ﬂas listning to u's story that made me realise hoﬂ lﬀckﬄ ﬂe haﬁe
been
(Ward et al. 2002: 1418)
ere is also some ﬁariation of the initial element and the cle claﬀse. e former can
be realized as a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn instead of the prototﬄpical t, and in place of
the cle claﬀse ﬂe also nd non- nite claﬀses. Consider the sentences in (3.54) for
illﬀstration.
(3.54)

a. at ﬂas her hﬀsband that died

(ICE-IRE:S1A-083)

b. s are the ﬂords I'm introdﬀcing todaﬄ these are ﬂords I am
introdﬀcing tomorroﬂ <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-078)
c. No ironicallﬄ it ﬂoﬀld be the gﬀﬄs tlling m
d. Yeah it's seldom or ong Kong popl to play su
Kong

(ICE-PHI:S1A-056)

gams in ong
(ICE-HK:S1A-083)

In so-called 'trﬀncated' -cles the cle claﬀse is omied.
is is possible in cases
ﬂhere its information is recoﬁerable from the conteﬃt. Consider the eﬃamples in (3.55)
and (3.56).
(3.55)

D: She's ﬁerﬄ good
E: I'm sﬀre she'll I mean she's not the one I'm ﬂorried aboﬀt
It's you
(ICE-IRE:S1A-003)
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(3.56)

A: Who ﬂas the one ﬂho ﬂas picked?
B: Instead of Vince?
A: Yeah
B: It was ay Alln o th Milwauk Bu s
(ICE-HK:S1A-083)

In these -cles the cle claﬀse can easilﬄ be recoﬁered from the preceding ﬀerances. In (3.55), the fﬀll cle ﬂoﬀld be It's you I'm worred about and in (3.56) it ﬂoﬀld
be It was Ray Allen who was pcked.
In addition to formal ﬁariation, ﬂe also nd -cles that deﬁiate from the prototﬄpical constrﬀction in fﬀnctional and information-strﬀctﬀral terms. Normallﬄ, the
cleed constitﬀent is the focﬀs representing neﬂ information, ﬂhile the cle claﬀse
represents presﬀpposed or knoﬂn information.
ese constrﬀctions are sometimes also referred to as 'stressed-focﬀs' cles (cf. e.g.
Prince 1978) or 'contrastiﬁe' cles (e.g. Declerck 1984) becaﬀse the main focal accent
falls on the cleed constitﬀent, ﬂhich is thﬀs highlighted, and this tﬄpe of cle often serﬁes a contrastiﬁe fﬀnction.
e distribﬀtion of giﬁen and neﬂ information is
di erent in so-called 'informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition -cles' (cf. Prince 1978). In this
tﬄpe of cle, the cle claﬀse eﬃpresses the neﬂ and most important information and
oen also contains the focﬀs. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃample for illﬀstration.
(3.57) It was just about 50 yars ago that nry or gav us th wkn. On
September 25, 1926, in a someﬂhat shocking moﬁe for that time, he decided to
establish a 40-hoﬀr ﬂork ﬂeek, giﬁing his emploﬄees tﬂo daﬄs o instead of
one.
(Prince 1978: 898)

A speaker ﬀses this tﬄpe of -cle ﬂhen he does not eﬃpect the addressee to knoﬂ the
information in the cle claﬀse (Henry Ford gave us the weekend). e main fﬀnction
of the constrﬀction is to mark the information in the cle claﬀse as if it ﬂas knoﬂn
and "to
the hearer of that ﬁerﬄ information" (Prince 1978: 898), ﬂhich he jﬀst
happens not to be aﬂare of. is propertﬄ of the cle has come to be called the knownfact e ect. Fﬀrthermore, this tﬄpe of cle maﬄ fﬀnction as backgroﬀnding deﬁice in
the sense that the information conﬁeﬄed is "backgroﬀnd material […] sﬀbordinate in
importance to ﬂhat folloﬂs" (Prince 1978: 902).
In addition to the fﬀnctional di erences, there are also a nﬀmber of formal di erences betﬂeen the informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition cle and the stressed-focﬀs cle: the
sﬀbordinators that and wh- are not deletable, the cle claﬀse is normallﬄ (ﬁs. ﬂeaklﬄ)
stressed, the highlighted element is not as heaﬁilﬄ stressed and it is generallﬄ short and
anaphoric, there is no pseﬀdo-cle eqﬀiﬁalent. While stressed-focﬀs -cles cannot
be ﬀsed as discoﬀrse openers, this ﬂorks ﬂell ﬂith the informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition
-cle.
Looking at the eﬃample in (3.57) it can fﬀrthermore be seen that the speci cational
meaning is less stronglﬄ marked in this tﬄpe of -cle.
e cle It was ust about
50 years ago that Henry Ford gave us the weekend is hardlﬄ felt to specifﬄ the ﬁalﬀe
of a ﬁariable, an impression ﬂhich is ﬀnderlined bﬄ the fact that there is no qﬀestion
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ﬂord eﬃplicitlﬄ introdﬀcing a ﬁariable (Compare the stressed-focﬀs cle It's Tom who
loves apples, ﬂhere the ﬁariable is eﬃplicitlﬄ introdﬀced bﬄ who loves apples). Giﬁen
these properties, Declerck (1984: 282)24 conclﬀdes that "[t]he fﬀnction of this cle is
therefore not the (normallﬄ primarﬄ) fﬀnction of identi cation (i.e. of specifﬄing a
ﬁalﬀe for a ﬁariable) bﬀt the (normallﬄ deriﬁed) fﬀnction of marking emphasis".25
In addition to the stressed-focﬀs -cle (the highlighted element eﬃpresses neﬂ
information and the cle claﬀse old information) and the informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition
-cle (both constitﬀents represent neﬂ information), Declerck (1984) distingﬀishes
a third tﬄpe of cle ﬂhere the cleed constitﬀent represents old and the cle claﬀse
neﬂ information.26 Eﬃamples of this tﬄpe of cle, called 'ﬀnstressed-anaphoric-focﬀs
cles' bﬄ Declerck, are giﬁen in (3.58) (Declerck's eﬃamples (25a) and (26a)).
(3.58)

a. Hoﬂeﬁer, it tﬀrns oﬀt that there is interesting independent eﬁidence for
this rﬀle and it is to that vin that w must now turn
b. Bﬀt ﬂhﬄ is eﬁerﬄbodﬄ so interested in ﬀraniﬀm? Becaﬀse it is uranium
that you n to prou atomi powr
(Declerck 1984: 263)

e cleed constitﬀents t s to that evdence and t s uranum are anaphoric and thﬀs
not heaﬁilﬄ stressed.
eﬄ also inﬁite no contrastiﬁe reading. Since there is the antecedent of the cleed constitﬀent in the preceding sentence this tﬄpe of cle is not
ﬀsed as a discoﬀrse opener.
In sﬀm, as far as the information strﬀctﬀre of -cles is concerned, ﬂe can distingﬀish three tﬄpes: the 'normal' contrastiﬁe or stressed-focﬀs cles (ﬂith neﬂ information in the cleed constitﬀent and old information in the cle claﬀse), ﬀnstressedanaphoric-focﬀs cles (old information in the cleed constitﬀent and neﬂ information in the cle claﬀse) and discontinﬀoﬀs or informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition cles (both
constitﬀents eﬃpress neﬂ information).
Another constrﬀction that resembles -cles and is ﬂorth mentioning is called
'predicational' or 'proﬁerbial' -cle (e.g. Prince 1978; Declerck 1983; Lambrecht
2001b; Ward et al. 2002), illﬀstrated in (3.59).
(3.59)

a. It's a ﬂise child that knoﬂs its oﬂn father
b. It's a fortﬀnate man that ﬂill nd the foﬀntain of ﬄoﬀth
(Prince 1978: 905)

Note that these sentences do not haﬁe the same meaning as the basic sentence eqﬀiﬁalents A wse chld knows ts own father and A fortunate man wll nd the fountan of
youth.
e meanings are rather A chld that knows ts own father s a wse one and
A man that nds the fountan of youth s fortunate. e copﬀla be is here ﬀsed in its
predicational and not in its speci cational sense. Giﬁen these di erences betﬂeen
24
e stressed-focﬀs
-cle is called 'contrastiﬁe cle' bﬄ Declerck and the informatiﬁepresﬀpposition -cle is called 'discontinﬀoﬀs cle'.
25 For fﬀrther discﬀssions of this tﬄpe of -cle also see Gelﬀﬄkens 1988, Delin/Oberlander 1995,
Lambrecht 2001, Ward et al. 2002, Paen 2012.
26 Prince (1978) groﬀps these sentences into the class of informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition cles.
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the -cles and the basic sentences, some aﬀthors see the predicational cle as not
belonging to the groﬀp of -cles, for eﬃample, Lambrecht (2001: 503) ﬂho sﬀggests
a right-dislocation interpretation instead. Others, hoﬂeﬁer, see these constrﬀctions
as -cles (e.g. Prince 1978; Paen 2012). No sﬀch eﬃamples haﬁe been foﬀnd in the
database of the present stﬀdﬄ.

Pseudo-clefts
Prototﬄpical pseﬀdo-cles consist of three parts. In the basic form, illﬀstrated in
(3.60a), this inclﬀdes an initial fﬀsed relatiﬁe claﬀse (also called cle claﬀse, What
Tom loves)27 , a form of the copﬀla be and a highlighted element as the complement of
be, here apples. In the reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle, illﬀstrated in eﬃample (3.60b), the order
of these three constitﬀents is inﬁerted.
(3.60)

a. What Tom loﬁes is apples.
b. Apples is ﬂhat Tom loﬁes.

Pseﬀdo-cles are also identifﬄing copﬀlar constrﬀctions ﬂith the cle claﬀse de ning
a ﬁariable ﬂhose ﬁalﬀe is speci ed bﬄ the highlighted element. at is, in (3.60) the
cle claﬀse corresponds to 'the ﬃ [Tom loﬁes ﬃ]' and the highlighted element 'apples'
is the ﬁalﬀe of the ﬁariable ﬃ.
ere is a range of di erent elements that can fﬀnction as the cleed constitﬀent in
pseﬀdo-cles. e eﬃample in (3.60a) represents the common tﬄpe of a noﬀn phrase
fﬀnctioning as the highlighted element. Also qﬀite common are nite or non- nite
claﬀses.
e sentences in (3.61) illﬀstrate a declaratiﬁe nite claﬀse, (a) and (b); an
interrogatiﬁe claﬀse, (c); a to-in nitiﬁe, (d); a bare in nitiﬁe, (e); and an ng-participle,
( ).
(3.61)

a. What happened ﬂas that thy ha to  Inia

(ICE-JAM:S1A-041)

b.  lost a nphw ﬂas basicallﬄ ﬂhat happened ﬀh from sﬀicide
(ICE-CAN:S1A-016)

c. What ﬂe look at is how languags bhav on a soital lvl
(ICE-JAM:S1A-044)

d. What I'ﬁe alﬂaﬄs tended to do is to o my own strt s at hom
(ICE-GB:S1A-003)

e. What ﬄoﬀ can do is put thr in a

ain

(ICE-GB:S1A-067)

f. What ﬂe're trﬄing to do is trying to stay away rom myth an lgn
(ICE-CAN:S1A-039)

27
e term 'fﬀsed relatiﬁe' is ﬀsed bﬄ Ward et al. (2002) and Collins (1991). Other terms that are foﬀnd
in the literatﬀre inclﬀde 'headless' relatiﬁe (Oberlander/Delin 1996), 'nominal relatiﬁe claﬀse' ( irk et
al. 1985) and 'free relatiﬁe' (ﬂidelﬄ ﬀsed amongst transformational lingﬀists).
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Claﬀses can more easilﬄ be integrated into pseﬀdo-cles than in -cles. As can be
seen in sentences (d) to ( ), pseﬀdo-cles alloﬂ for the focﬀs to fall on the ﬁerb bﬄ ﬀsing
the sﬀbstitﬀte ﬁerb do. is is normallﬄ not admissible ﬂith -cles (or it de nitelﬄ
soﬀnds rather ﬀnnatﬀral): *It's to do my own stretches at home that I've always tended
to do; *It's put three n a chan that you can do; *It's tryng to stay away from myth and
legend that we're tryng to do.28
Adjectiﬁe phrases and prepositional phrases are rather rare in pseﬀdo-cles.
e
laer tﬄpe is predominantlﬄ foﬀnd in -cles.
(3.62)

a. Insnsitiv is hoﬂ I'd be inclined to describe him
b. In th morning is ﬂhen I do mﬄ best ﬂork
(Ward et al. 2002: 1422)

In addition to the cleed constitﬀent, there is also ﬁariation of the initial element of
the cle claﬀse, ﬄielding so-called
-cles as in (3.63) and -cles as in (3.64). In
(3.63), speaker A, ﬂho has to moﬁe oﬀt of her at soon, complains aboﬀt haﬁing to do
all the cleaning ﬂhile her at-mate is oﬀt.29
(3.63)

B: What aboﬀt Maﬀreen
Is she oﬀt
A: She's oﬀt
e fﬀcker lile [seﬁeral sﬄllables ﬀnclear]
B: And did she clean anﬄthing else
Sﬀppose she didn't reallﬄ liﬁe there
A: No ﬂell I ﬂoﬀld onlﬄ'ﬁe I'd eﬃpected her to do her room anﬄﬂaﬄ
All I n to o is run th hoovr ovr th pla lar up my stu an
ust an <,> srub th kit n oor an th bathroom
Yoﬀ knoﬂ ﬂhat I mean
I'm obﬁioﬀslﬄ I'll clean the oﬁen
B:

at's it
at's all you n to o
(ICE-IRE:S1A-095)

In
-cles ﬂe nd all in place of the more prototﬄpical what. Strﬀctﬀrallﬄ, the
constrﬀctions are ﬁerﬄ similar; note that there is also a reﬁersed ﬁersion of
-cle
(cf. B's third tﬀrn). Semanticallﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, there is some di erence betﬂeen the tﬂo
tﬄpes of pseﬀdo-cle. Compare the
-cle in A's second tﬀrn, All I need to do s
run the hoover over the place, to its
-cle coﬀnterpart, What I need to do s run the
hoover over the place.
e meaning of the
-cle is that I need to do something
and this something is hooﬁering and nothing more. e
-cle, on the other hand,
28 See Mair and Winkle (2012) for a detailed discﬀssion of the do-tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle.
29 Note that speaker A's all-cle is folloﬂed bﬄ a reﬁersed all-cle ﬀered bﬄ speaker B later in the
discoﬀrse. Calﬀde and Miller (2009) shoﬂ that cleing is contagioﬀs in spontaneoﬀs spoken interaction,
that is, speakers emﬀlate each other's grammar and ﬀse the same constrﬀctions. e eﬃtract in (3.63)
sﬀpports their claim.
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conﬁeﬄs the meaning that there is not ﬁerﬄ mﬀch I need to do; it is onlﬄ the hooﬁering that needs to be done and nothing more. In the reﬁersed ﬁersion, there is also a
semantic di erence. Reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles oen serﬁe a 'sﬀmmatiﬁe' fﬀnction, that
is, theﬄ oen occﬀr at the end of a discoﬀrse, sﬀmming ﬀp ﬂhat has been said before
(e.g. Collins 1991; Miller/Weinert 1998). Both the reﬁersed
-cle in (3.63) and its
wh-cle eqﬀiﬁalent at's what you need to do serﬁe this 'sﬀmmarﬄ' fﬀnction, bﬀt the
reﬁersed
-cle has an additional sense of 'Don't ﬂorrﬄ, ﬄoﬀ don't haﬁe to do more
than that'.
In -cles, the initial elements are pro-noﬀns sﬀch as person, one, place, tme, reason, way instead of what.30 eﬄ also eﬃist in the basic ﬁariant, as in (3.64a-c), and in
the reﬁersed ﬁersion (3.64d-e).
(3.64)

a.  only prson ﬂho might haﬁe his oﬂn secretarﬄ is the director ﬄoﬀ
knoﬂ
(ICE-JAM:S1A-027)
b.  only ara that ﬂe need to haﬁe some improﬁement in is toﬀrism
(ICE-JAM:S1A-049)

c. Yeah bﬀt th main rason ﬂhﬄ I didn't ﬂant to go there is becaﬀse of the
nancial <,>
(ICE-HK:S1A-008)
d. John's th on that does the training

(ICE-GB:S1A-028)

e. Yoﬀ're th only prson ﬂho ﬂas there

(ICE-GB:S1A-064)

ese pro-noﬀns proﬁide one ﬂaﬄ of compensating for the inadmissibilitﬄ of
ﬂords other than what in pseﬀdo-cles, for eﬃample, who as in *Who that dd was
my brother (Hallidaﬄ 1967: 234;
irk et al. 1985: 1388-9). Note that the pro-noﬀn is
alﬂaﬄs introdﬀced bﬄ the de nite article the.
e class of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles comprises an additional tﬄpe that is sometimes
seen as a tﬄpe of cle on its oﬂn.
is tﬄpe of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle inﬁolﬁes an
initial demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn ths or that and is thﬀs also referred to as 'demonstratiﬁe cle' (e.g. Biber et al. 1999; Calﬀde 2008). Eﬃamples of this tﬄpe of cle haﬁe
been mentioned before, at's what he loves in (3.65) and at's all you need to do in
(3.63). Dﬀe to the demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns in initial position demonstratiﬁe cles can
haﬁe anaphoric, cataphoric or eﬃophoric ties to the sﬀrroﬀnding discoﬀrse, that is,
the cleed constitﬀents direct the addressee to the ﬁalﬀe of the ﬁariable (i.e. the open
proposition in the cle claﬀse) ﬂithoﬀt actﬀallﬄ naming it. Rather, it can be foﬀnd
in the preceding discoﬀrse, in the immediatelﬄ folloﬂing discoﬀrse or it points to the
phﬄsical enﬁironment (if the demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn is ﬀsed as a spatial deictic).
In contrast to the other tﬄpes of cle, the major discoﬀrse fﬀnction of demonstratiﬁe cles is not that of highlighting the cleed constitﬀent (althoﬀgh it can be ﬀsed
for that pﬀrpose) bﬀt rather to organize the information. eﬄ can be ﬀsed to proﬁide
eﬃplanations ( at's what t sounds lke; ICE-GB:S1A-085), to eﬃpress the speaker's
30 Note that there are actﬀallﬄ tﬂo classes of items that occﬀr in initial position in -cles, namelﬄ
'pro-noﬀns' and 'general noﬀns'. While Collins (1991: 31) argﬀes that -cles headed bﬄ general noﬀns
shoﬀld not be accepted as pseﬀdo-cles becaﬀse this ﬂoﬀld lead to the "open-endedness of the class",
other stﬀdies do not make sﬀch a distinction and inclﬀde all tﬄpes in the class of pseﬀdo-cles (also see
Hallidaﬄ 1967: 233f.). e present stﬀdﬄ folloﬂs Collins (1991) and inclﬀdes onlﬄ the restricted set of
pro-noﬀns giﬁen aboﬁe.
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opinion or eﬁalﬀation of entities mentioned in the preceding discoﬀrse ( at's how I
thnk; ICE-PHI:S1A-081), to eﬃpress agreement ﬂith something that has been said before (Exactly that's what I'm sayng; ICE-JAM:S1A-009). What all these ﬁarioﬀs roles
of the demonstratiﬁe cle haﬁe in common is that theﬄ organize the discoﬀrse.31
A nﬀmber of stﬀdies haﬁe foﬀnd that demonstratiﬁe cles are mﬀch more freqﬀent
in (spontaneoﬀs) spoken interaction than the other major tﬄpes of cles discﬀssed
aboﬁe (e.g. Collins 1991; Miller/Weinert 1998; Biber et al. 1999; Calﬀde 2008). is is
mainlﬄ dﬀe to the make-ﬀp of the constrﬀction and its major fﬀnction of managing
the information oﬂ.
eﬄ are ideallﬄ sﬀited to spoken interaction as theﬄ are loﬂ
in information content and cognitiﬁe load ﬂhich alloﬂs for ease of prodﬀction and
processing on both parts, the speaker and the addressee. Fﬀrthermore, theﬄ are described to haﬁe a rather informal natﬀre (Biber et al. 1999).
Regarding the information strﬀctﬀre of pseﬀdo-cles, Declerck (1984) distingﬀishes
betﬂeen the same three ﬁariants as ﬂith -cles.32 In contrastiﬁe pseﬀdo-cles,
the cle claﬀse eﬃpresses (discoﬀrse-)old or presﬀpposed information ﬂhile the highlighted element represents neﬂ information. e laer is heaﬁilﬄ stressed and therefore contrastiﬁe.
e ﬀnstressed-anaphoric-focﬀs tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle normallﬄ occﬀrs onlﬄ in the reﬁersed ﬁersion. In this tﬄpe of cle the cle claﬀse represents neﬂ
information (bﬀt represented as if it ﬂas old) and the highlighted element represents
old information. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃample of this tﬄpe of cle.
(3.65)

A: Whﬄ does Tom bﬀﬄ so manﬄ apples?
B: Becaﬀse that's ﬂhat he loﬁes.
*Becaﬀse ﬂhat he loﬁes is that.

Pseﬀdo-cles can also be ﬀsed as discoﬀrse openers presenting neﬂ information in
both constitﬀents, cle claﬀse and cleed constitﬀent (the informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition
or 'discontinﬀoﬀs' tﬄpe). Consider, for eﬃample, the sentence in (3.66) ﬂhich might be
the opening sentence in a lectﬀre.
(3.66) What ﬂe ﬂill talk aboﬀt todaﬄ is the transcendence of pi.
Since this is the rst sentence of the lectﬀre the cle claﬀse can obﬁioﬀslﬄ not be old
and deriﬁed from the preceding discoﬀrse.
e information is neﬂ, bﬀt it is represented as if it ﬂas knoﬂn. Pﬀt di erentlﬄ, a speaker opening his lectﬀre ﬂith this
sentence can assﬀme that the addressees knoﬂ that he has intentions aboﬀt ﬂhat
he ﬂill discﬀss in the lectﬀre, that is, the cle claﬀse What we wll talk about today
does not reallﬄ come as a sﬀrprise.33 A similar sitﬀation obtains in the case of cles
ﬂhere the cle claﬀse eﬃpresses highlﬄ general information, for eﬃample, what I mean
or what I want to say. Pseﬀdo-cles ﬂith sﬀch meta-lingﬀistic cle claﬀses are ﬁerﬄ
common and, according to Paen (2012a: 242), haﬁe "deﬁeloped a presentational fﬀnction, in ﬂhich the act of speci cation is merelﬄ ﬀsed as a deﬁice for introdﬀcing a focal
31 For a detailed analﬄsis of the demonstratiﬁe cle's discoﬀrse fﬀnctions see Calﬀde (2008).
32 See Oberlander and Delin (1996) for criticism of this di erentiation.
33 Also see Ward et al. (2002: 1426), ﬂho sﬀggest that the (discoﬀrse-)old statﬀs of the information in
the cle claﬀse "maﬄ deriﬁe from the conteﬃt of the sitﬀation rather than from prior mention".
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proposition". at is, ﬂe haﬁe the same sitﬀation as ﬂith informatiﬁe-presﬀpposition
-cles, ﬂhich are ﬀsed for the marking of emphasis rather than for specifﬄing the
ﬁalﬀe of a ﬁariable.

3.3

Previous research

is section reﬁieﬂs research that has been condﬀcted on dislocation, fronting, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and cle sentences. e literatﬀre reﬁieﬂ does not aim at
being eﬃhaﬀstiﬁe bﬀt ﬂill onlﬄ inclﬀde those (aspects o ) ﬂorks ﬂhich are releﬁant to
the present stﬀdﬄ. It ﬂill reﬁieﬂ discﬀssions on basic conceptﬀal and terminological
issﬀes as ﬂell as cross-ﬁarietal and acqﬀisitional research.

Dislocation constructions
Le and right dislocation constrﬀctions haﬁe been eﬃtensiﬁelﬄ discﬀssed in the literatﬀre ﬂhere theﬄ are giﬁen ﬁarioﬀs labels, for eﬃample, eme and Tail (Aijmer
1989), head and tail (e.g. McCarthﬄ/Carter 1997; Rühlemann 2006; Timmis 2010),
anticipated and postponed identi cation ( irk et al. 1985: 1310) or ampli catorﬄ
tag ( irk et al. 1985: 1417), preface and noﬀn phrase tag (Biber et al. 1999: 957),
reference and sﬀbstitﬀtion (Hallidaﬄ 1967). Some aﬀthors deliberatelﬄ chose not to
ﬀse the term 'dislocation' and challenged its appropriacﬄ. For them, the term carries negatiﬁe connotations or is seen as a misnomer or a misleading metaphor (cf.
e.g. McCarthﬄ/Carter 1997; Rühlemann 2006; Timmis 2010). Giﬁen that dislocation
constrﬀctions are almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ conﬁersational phenomena, these aﬀthors argﬀe
that the term 'dislocation' implies that spoken grammar is marked, insﬀ cient or erroneoﬀs in comparison to ﬂrien grammar, ﬂhich is taken as the ﬀnmarked norm.
McCarthﬄ and Carter (1997: 407), for eﬃample, object to the term on the groﬀnd that it
implies that the strﬀctﬀre is "some kind of aberrant ﬁariation on a 'normal' strﬀctﬀre",
and thﬀs prefer the term 'tails' for 'right dislocation' and 'headers' for 'le dislocation'
(Carter/McCarthﬄ 2006). Rühlemann (2006: 394) argﬀes that "the term 'dislocation'
coﬁertlﬄ eﬁalﬀates heads and tails as sﬄntactic choices that fail to meet the standards
of the ﬂrien langﬀage and, as a resﬀlt, deﬁalﬀes them". He, then, also goes ﬂith the
terms 'head' and 'tail'.
I agree ﬂith these aﬀthors that spoken langﬀage shoﬀld in no ﬂaﬄ be seen as aberrant, dﬄsfﬀnctional, erroneoﬀs or inferior to ﬂrien langﬀage. It is jﬀst another mode
of discoﬀrse ﬂith its ﬁerﬄ oﬂn preferred strﬀctﬀres ﬂhich are ﬂell sﬀited to the realtime and interactional natﬀre of talk (as opposed to the more composed natﬀre of
ﬂriting). Yet, I stick ﬂith the terms 'le dislocation' and 'right dislocation' since for
me these terms carrﬄ no negatiﬁe connotations. And since mﬄ analﬄsis is not based
on the assﬀmption that dislocation constrﬀctions inﬁolﬁe moﬁement of a constitﬀent
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from a basic (canonical) to a deriﬁed (dislocated) position, the terms 'le dislocation'
and 'right dislocation' are simplﬄ labels ﬂith no deeper metaphorical meanings.
Alongside these more theoretical and fﬀnctional discﬀssions, dislocation constrﬀctions haﬁe also been looked at from a sociopragmatic and cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe in
recent ﬄears. Dﬀrham (2011), for eﬃample, analﬄzes right dislocation strﬀctﬀres (RDs)
in a corpﬀs of Yorkshire English. She distingﬀishes three tﬄpes of RD, namelﬄ standard right dislocation (SRD), as in (3.67a), eﬃpanded right dislocation (ERD), in ﬂhich
an operator is inclﬀded ﬂithin the dislocated element, as in (3.67b), and reﬁerse right
dislocation (RRD), in ﬂhich operator and noﬀn phrase are inﬁerted in the dislocated
element, as in (3.67c).
(3.67)

a. I ﬂas a lile angel m.

[SRD]

b. He staﬄed ﬂith this other ﬂoman John i.

[ERD]

c. She got a great bargain i hr Mum.

[RRD]
(Dﬀrham 2011: 261)

Reﬁieﬂing literatﬀre on the historﬄ of these three tﬄpes of RD, Dﬀrham (2011: 262)
notes that the ﬀse of SRDs can be traced back to Old English (qﬀoting Visser 1963:
54) ﬂhile the tﬂo other ﬁariants are more recent phenomena dating back to the 19th
centﬀrﬄ (qﬀoting Poﬀtsma 1928: 172; Jespersen 1949: 67). Among the tﬂo forms ﬂith
operators, RRDs are the more common ﬁariant and ﬂhile theﬄ are todaﬄ regarded as
idiosﬄncratic dialectal featﬀres of Northern English theﬄ are "not ﬁieﬂed as particﬀlarlﬄ regionallﬄ restricted from a historical perspectiﬁe" (Dﬀrham 2011: 262).
Comparing the ﬀse of the three tﬄpes of RD in the speech of men and ﬂomen,
and in the speech of ﬄoﬀng speakers (aged 15-35), middle-aged speakers (aged 36-69)
and older speakers (aged 70+), Dﬀrham (2011: 267-8) nds no statisticallﬄ signi cant
di erences. e eﬃamination of gender and age together, hoﬂeﬁer, reﬁeals an interesting paern: RDs are most freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ the oldest speakers in both the female
and the male data. Hoﬂeﬁer, ﬂhile for the female speakers the freqﬀencﬄ of RDs continﬀoﬀslﬄ decreases from the older to the ﬄoﬀnger speakers, there is a ﬁ-shaped distribﬀtion for the male speakers, ﬂith the ﬄoﬀnger speakers ﬀsing increasinglﬄ more
RDs than the middle-aged speakers.
is ﬀneﬃpected distribﬀtion in the male data
is eﬃplained bﬄ Dﬀrham (2011: 273) as an instance of "recﬄcling", a term ﬂhich she
adopts from Dﬀbﬁois and Horﬁath (2000) and ﬂhich describes the sitﬀation ﬂhen "traditionallﬄ local featﬀres are regaining groﬀnd in the ﬄoﬀngest generation (particﬀlarlﬄ
ﬄoﬀng men)" (Dﬀrham 2011: 273) resﬀlting in a ﬁ-shaped paern of distribﬀtion. As
RDs (and in particﬀlar RRDs) are ﬀsed so ﬀneﬃpectedlﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ bﬄ the ﬄoﬀng male
speakers in her data, Dﬀrham sﬀggests that these forms signal an association "ﬂith
Northern identitﬄ for the ﬄoﬀng men in York" and that "their increased ﬀse is tied to
that" (2011: 276).
e eﬃpanded form of RD has also been identi ed as a featﬀre of Soﬀth African
Indian English (SAIE). Mesthrie (1992: 115) argﬀes that "topicalisation in SAIE goes
ﬂell beﬄond that of mainstream English ﬁarieties, in terms of both sﬄntaﬃ and pragmatics", ﬀnderlining his point bﬄ giﬁing siﬃ argﬀments, inclﬀding declaratiﬁe tags (e.g.
We pad seventy-sx cents we pad and We stayed n the Fnn Barracks we stayed).34
34 For Mesthrie, topicalization comprises fronting constrﬀctions and dislocation constrﬀctions.
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Giﬁen these ndings, it is ﬂorth analﬄzing the eﬃpanded form of RD across ﬁarieties
of English. As noted earlier (cf. section 3.2.2), a speci c tﬄpe of RD token has been
identi ed in the Irish English data - the so-tag - ﬂhich is qﬀite similar to Dﬀrham's
ERD ( at's pure sel sh so t s.).
Another ﬁerﬄ recent inﬁestigation of dislocation strﬀctﬀres is proﬁided bﬄ Lange
(2012) ﬂho eﬃamines the sﬄntaﬃ of spoken Indian English and thﬀs adds a crossﬁarietal perspectiﬁe to the discﬀssion of the constrﬀction. Comparing the ﬀse of dislocation in the Indian and British components of the International Corpﬀs of English
(ICE-India and ICE-Great Britain, respectiﬁelﬄ), Lange (2012: 160) nds that le dislocation constrﬀctions (LDs) are oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ more freqﬀent in the Indian English
data than in the British English data (14.18 and 1.56 instances per 10,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ), ﬂhile RDs occﬀr ﬁerﬄ rarelﬄ in ICE-India (0.64) and are more freqﬀent in
ICE-GB (2.43).
Searching for possible eﬃplanations for the high freqﬀencﬄ of LDs in ICE-India,
Lange sﬀggests that for manﬄ speakers the main motiﬁation maﬄ be topic continﬀitﬄ. eﬄ form 'identitﬄ links' bﬄ repeating the salient noﬀn phrase of the immediatelﬄ
preceding ﬀerance (2012: 165). is fﬀnction, ﬂhich Lange (2012: 166-7) claims "has
so far not been described for LD constrﬀctions in other ﬁarieties of English", seems to
be a particﬀlar featﬀre of Indian English as it also applies to other focﬀsing strategies
ﬀnder consideration in her analﬄsis (cf. eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and fronting
constrﬀctions beloﬂ).
In addition to these sociopragmatic and cross-ﬁarietal stﬀdies, dislocation constrﬀctions haﬁe also been discﬀssed bﬄ researchers in the elds of ( rst and second) langﬀage acqﬀisition and langﬀage teaching, ﬂhere it has been foﬀnd that the constrﬀction is a common featﬀre of learner discoﬀrse (cf. e.g. Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995; Williams
1987; Ortega 2009). Carter and McCarthﬄ, for eﬃample, argﬀe that in LD tokens
there is a 'slot' aﬁailable before the core constitﬀents of the claﬀse are realized and
that speakers choose to ll this slot "for teﬃtﬀal and interpersonal motiﬁes" (1995:
149f.). Since the items that are pﬀt into the aﬁailable slot are grammaticallﬄ indeterminate, theﬄ state, it is qﬀite easﬄ for langﬀage learners to manipﬀlate this slot
(Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995: 150).
is maﬄ eﬃplain langﬀage learners' tendencﬄ to ﬀse
dislocation constrﬀctions.

Fronting constructions
Fronting has been described in the literatﬀre as a common featﬀre of Neﬂ Englishes
(e.g. Mesthrie 1992; Alsago /Lick 1998). Lange (2012), in her comparison of Indian
English ﬂith British English, nds that fronting constrﬀctions are strikinglﬄ more freqﬀent in ICE-India than in ICE-Great Britain (187 ﬁs. 19 tokens). She sﬀggests that this
nding maﬄ be accoﬀnted for bﬄ looking at sﬀbstrate in ﬀence as the decisiﬁe factor
and giﬁes tﬂo reasons: rstlﬄ, ﬂord order constraints in Indian English are possiblﬄ
more eﬃible dﬀe to in ﬀence from ﬁarioﬀs Indian langﬀages ﬂhich "alloﬂ moﬁement
of more or less anﬄ constitﬀent to sentence-initial position" (2012: 151). is means
that speakers of Indian English map the Indian fronting constrﬀction onto English and
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are thﬀs more ﬂilling to ﬀse it in general. Secondlﬄ, the range of discoﬀrse fﬀnctions
is eﬃtended bﬄ the fﬀnction of 'elliptical repetition' or 'identitﬄ link', ﬂhich refers to
the repetition of discoﬀrse elements from the immediatelﬄ preceding discoﬀrse (2012:
152), a featﬀre of Indian English ﬂhich she has also identi ed for le dislocation constrﬀctions (cf. aboﬁe). According to Lange, this featﬀre of fronting constrﬀctions can
be regarded as an "instantiation of the pan-Indian 'grammar of cﬀltﬀre'", since it can
also be obserﬁed ﬂith other constrﬀctions and can be traced back to sﬀbstrate in ﬀence (2012: 152).
Alongside the Neﬂ Englishes, fronting constrﬀctions haﬁe also been claimed to be
particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in the 'Celtic Englishes' (Filppﬀla 1999, 2009; Hickeﬄ 2005, 2007).
Accoﬀnting for this obserﬁation in Irish English, Filppﬀla (1999) giﬁes eﬁidence that
both the sﬀperstrate and the sﬀbstrate maﬄ haﬁe contribﬀted to this oﬀtcome, possiblﬄ also non-contact-in ﬀenced factors. He argﬀes that the higher ﬀsage of fronting
in Irish English maﬄ be dﬀe to di ﬀsion from earlier stages of English since it can
still be foﬀnd in conserﬁatiﬁe regional British English dialects (1999: 266). Fﬀrthermore, he states that parallels in the Irish langﬀage and high occﬀrrences in Hebridean
English and Welsh English can be seen as eﬁidence of sﬀbstrate in ﬀence. As far as
langﬀage ﬀniﬁersals are concerned, it has to be noted that fronting constrﬀctions are
ﬂidelﬄ ﬀsed among the langﬀages of the ﬂorld as means of achieﬁing prominence.
Undecided aboﬀt the role of each in ﬀencing factor, Filppﬀla conclﬀdes that "mﬀltiple caﬀsation remains the safest conclﬀsion" (1999: 270).

Existential there-constructions
e tﬄpe of constrﬀction dealt ﬂith in this section ﬂas coined eﬃistential sentence bﬄ
Oo Jespersen back in 1924 (1924: 155). Since then a hﬀge bodﬄ of literatﬀre has been
prodﬀced on the constrﬀction, inclﬀding theoretical accoﬀnts and empirical stﬀdies
in book-length (e.g. Milsark 1979; Hannaﬄ 1985; Breiﬁik 1990; McNallﬄ 1997; Pfenninger 2009) or in the form of articles pﬀblished in joﬀrnals (e.g. Haﬄ/Schreier 2004;
Breiﬁik/Martinez-Insﬀa 2008; Collins 2012) or collections (e.g. Grzegorek 1984; Johansson 1997; Breiﬁik 2000). ese stﬀdies discﬀss and present di erent perspectiﬁes
on issﬀes sﬀch as the historical deﬁelopment of eﬃistential there35 from the locatiﬁe
adﬁerb there, the statﬀs of be (aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁs. copﬀlar), the statﬀs of eﬃistential there
(locatiﬁe ﬁs. non-locatiﬁe ﬁs. something in betﬂeen), the natﬀre of compleﬃ thereconstrﬀctions, and ﬁariable concord (e.g. ere's four books ﬁs. ere're four books).
In ﬂhat folloﬂs, I ﬂill concentrate on stﬀdies that o er a cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe on the constrﬀction. Lange (2012) compares eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in
Indian English and British English and notes that oﬁerall there seems to be not mﬀch
di erence in the natﬀre and ﬀsage of the constrﬀction in these tﬂo ﬁarieties, ﬂith
35
e grammatical sﬀbject there in eﬃistential claﬀses is oen called 'eﬃistential' there, sometimes
also 'eﬃpletiﬁe' there.
ese labels are ﬀsed to distingﬀish eﬃistential there from the locatiﬁe adﬁerb
there. e former term carries no eﬃplicit meaning (i.e. that there maﬄ eﬃpress eﬃistence itsel ) bﬀt is a
conﬁenient ﬂaﬄ to refer to the there in eﬃistential claﬀses. e term 'eﬃpletiﬁe' there is ﬀsed bﬄ lingﬀists
ﬂho assﬀme that there has lost all its meaning dﬀring the process of grammaticalization.
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the eﬃception of eﬃtended eﬃistentials, ﬂhich are signi cantlﬄ less freqﬀent in Indian English. Lange points to another tﬄpe of eﬃistential, the non-initial eﬃistential
there-constrﬀction (e.g. Nght ten o'clock a bus s there <,ﬁ but t s <,,ﬁ nter-state
bus; ICE-IND:S1A-012), ﬂhich she claims is eﬃclﬀsiﬁe to Indian English (2012: 94). In
contrast to 'canonical' there-eﬃistentials, ﬂhich mainlﬄ serﬁe to introdﬀce hearer-neﬂ
referents, non-initial there-eﬃistentials are mainlﬄ ﬀsed to assert the eﬃistence or occﬀrrence of an entitﬄ that can be retrieﬁed from the preceding discoﬀrse, that is, the
'notional' sﬀbject refers to hearer-old or eﬁen discoﬀrse-old entities. Giﬁing a nﬀmber
of eﬃamples from Draﬁidian and Indo-Arﬄan langﬀages, Lange argﬀes that sﬀbstrate
in ﬀence maﬄ ﬂell accoﬀnt for the constrﬀction in Indian English, sﬀggesting that
"[t]he 'eﬃport' of the pan-Indian constrﬀction 'focﬀs NP + be' to become 'focﬀs NP +
be + there' in IndE then keeps the strﬀctﬀre of the target langﬀage English intact, bﬄ
enlisting nonreferential there to ll the slot, so to saﬄ" (2012: 119).36
ere is a large nﬀmber of stﬀdies on ﬁariable concord in eﬃistentials, that is, the
ﬁariation betﬂeen plﬀral concord and singﬀlar concord in eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral
notional sﬀbjects (there's four books ﬁs. there're four books).37 Variable concord has
been stﬀdied in di erent ﬁarieties of English, inclﬀding British English (Martinez Insﬀa/Palacio Martinez 2003; Craﬂford 2005; Rﬀpp 2005), American English (SchillingEstes/Wolfram 1994), Canadian English (Meechan/Foleﬄ 1994; Walker 2007), Aﬀstralian English (Eisikoﬁits 1991) and Neﬂ Zealand English (Britain/Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ 2002;
Haﬄ/Schreier 2004). More recentlﬄ it has been inﬁestigated in a nﬀmber of ICE corpora (Jantos 2009; Collins 2012).
ese stﬀdies on ﬁariable concord are di cﬀlt to
compare becaﬀse theﬄ are based on ﬁerﬄ di erent tﬄpes of data and the constrﬀctions
are de ned di erentlﬄ. Hoﬂeﬁer, some common e ects can still be noted.
ere is
eﬁidence that ﬁariable agreement is in part determined bﬄ the grammar and bﬄ eﬃtralingﬀistic factors. For eﬃample, singﬀlar concord is faﬁoﬀred in speech oﬁer ﬂriting
and seems to be more freqﬀent in more informal spoken material; age, seﬃ and leﬁel of
edﬀcation seem to plaﬄ a role, ﬂith ﬄoﬀnger, non-professional males ﬀsing singﬀlar
agreement more oen than speakers of other pro les. As for grammatical factors,
it has been noted that singﬀlar concord is faﬁoﬀred in conteﬃts ﬂhere be is in the
present tense and is contracted rather than in the past tense and non-contracted. A
caﬁeat is in order here: the factors of tense and contractedness are interrelated in the
sense that contracted forms almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ occﬀr in present tense conteﬃts. at
is ﬂhﬄ Walker (2007) considers onlﬄ non-contracted forms. He nds past tense forms
to coﬁarﬄ ﬂith singﬀlar concord. More on this in section 4.4.
Di erent hﬄpotheses are sﬀggested in the literatﬀre on the occﬀrrence of singﬀlar
concord in eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions. One ﬁieﬂ holds that singﬀlar concord re36
e non-initial eﬃistential there-constrﬀction indeed seems to be a characteristic featﬀre of Indian
English becaﬀse hardlﬄ anﬄ instances can be aested in the other corpora analﬄzed in the present
stﬀdﬄ. Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that the constrﬀction is not ﬀniqﬀe to Indian English as the folloﬂing eﬃamples
from Jamaican English shoﬂ: I beleve that women have the opportunty to acheve anythng they want
to once they set ther mnd to t and obstacles will be there yes but <,ﬁ as long as you're determned
to acheve somethng nothng wll really stop you <,ﬁ (ICE-JAM:S1A-085); e pressure was there but
<,ﬁ we pulled through (ICE-JAM:S1A-059); Silk is there from <,,ﬁ uh thrtes or fortes or somethng
(ICE-JAM:S1A-006).
37 Instead of the term 'concord' some aﬀthors ﬀse the term 'agreement'. De nitions of 'concord' can
be foﬀnd in
irk et al. (1985: 755), Biber et al. (1999) and Hﬀddleston/Pﬀllﬀm (2002).
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ects leﬃicalization (e.g. Hannaﬄ 1985; Meechan/Foleﬄ 1994; Schilling-Estes/Wolfram
1994; Craﬂford 2005). at is, it is assﬀmed that the form there's has become a single
leﬃical ﬀnit ﬂhich is ﬀsed in eﬃistentials regardless of the nﬀmber of the sﬀbject (compare French l y a and Spanish hay). Other hﬄpotheses state that ﬁariable concord is
dﬀe to stﬄlistic or social reasons ﬂith singﬀlar and plﬀral concord being "associated
ﬂith di erent degrees of formalitﬄ" (Schütze 1999: 478). Haﬄ and Schreier (2004: 219)
sﬀggest to accoﬀnt for the high freqﬀencﬄ of the form there's in terms of processing
load. eﬄ argﬀe that the form there's has an "articﬀlatorﬄ adﬁantage" oﬁer the form
there s becaﬀse the former consists of onlﬄ one sﬄllable.
Haﬄ and Schreier (2004), in their stﬀdﬄ on ﬁariable concord in Neﬂ Zealand English,
note apparent-time e ects, that is, older speakers ﬀse singﬀlar concord less freqﬀentlﬄ
than ﬄoﬀnger speakers. Giﬁen this nding it is plaﬀsible to assﬀme that singﬀlar concord is on the rise, a "bﬄ-prodﬀct of 'colloqﬀialization' of late Modern English", as
Collins (2012: 60) pﬀts it.38 Fﬀrther eﬁidence in faﬁoﬀr of the colloqﬀialization hﬄpothesis inﬁolﬁes the strong association of singﬀlar concord ﬂith contraction and its
preference in speech oﬁer ﬂriting.
Collins (2012) inﬁestigates singﬀlar concord in nine ICE corpora (onlﬄ the direct
conﬁersation les) and nds that the L1 English ﬁarieties (or Inner Circle ﬁarieties, as
he calls them) are far more accepting of singﬀlar concord than the L2 English ﬁarieties (or Oﬀter Circle ﬁarieties), ﬂith Aﬀstralian English shoﬂing the highest proportion (52.7%), folloﬂed bﬄ American English (44.4%) and then British English (25.4%).
Among the L2 English ﬁarieties, Hong Kong English speakers ﬀse singﬀlar concord
most freqﬀentlﬄ (20.7%), folloﬂed bﬄ Singapore English (19.6%), Philippine English
(17.1%), Indian English (7.0%) and Kenﬄan English (5.8%). Eﬃamining a nﬀmber of the
featﬀres ﬂhich haﬁe been identi ed in the literatﬀre as in ﬀencing singﬀlar concord,
Collins nds a strong correlation of singﬀlar concord ﬂith present tense across all
ﬁarieties he analﬄzes.
e correlation ﬂith contraction is strong in all ﬁarieties bﬀt
strongest in the L1 ﬁarieties.
e correlations of singﬀlar concord ﬂith bare ﬁersﬀs
eﬃtended eﬃistentials and plﬀral marking of the noﬀn phrase is less signi cant.
Jantos' (2009) stﬀdﬄ inﬁestigates ﬁariable concord in foﬀr ICE corpora, namelﬄ the
complete spoken sections of the British, Jamaican, Indian and Singaporean components, and in the Santa Barbara Corpﬀs of Spoken American English, inclﬀding a
comparison of register ﬁariation in the former groﬀp of corpora. She is interested in
(non-)concord in general and thﬀs inclﬀdes in her stﬀdﬄ both there-eﬃistentials ﬂith
singﬀlar notional sﬀbjects and those ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects.39 Jantos nds oﬁerall rather loﬂ rates of non-concord, ﬂith the proportion being highest in American
English (17.4%), folloﬂed bﬄ British English (7.0%) and Singapore English (6.9%).40 Indian English (5.7%) and Jamaican English (4.9%) shoﬂ the smallest proportions. As for
the di erent lingﬀistic factors reported in the literatﬀre to haﬁe an impact on (non38 Colloqﬀialization refers to the tendencﬄ of ﬂrien norms to become more informal and moﬁe closer
to speech (cf. Mair 1997).
39 Collins (2012) and the present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamine onlﬄ those eﬃistentials that contain plﬀral notional
sﬀbjects. Non-concord in eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar notional sﬀbjects (e.g. ere were a referee; ICEIND:S1A-080) is ﬁerﬄ rare. Also see Martinez Insﬀa/Palacios Martinez (2003) ﬂho note that "almost all
concord ﬁariabilitﬄ occﬀrs ﬂith plﬀral NPs" (2003: 264).
40
e mﬀch higher percentage of non-concord in American English, Jantos (2009: 149) sﬀggests, is
probablﬄ dﬀe to the di erent make-ﬀp of the corpﬀs.
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)concord, Jantos nds a signi cant in ﬀence of tense onlﬄ in British English (present
tense coﬁaries ﬂith non-concord) (2003: 154 .). Contracted forms are stronglﬄ associated ﬂith non-concord in British English, American English and Singapore English
bﬀt not in Indian English and Jamaican English (2003: 156 .). With respect to polaritﬄ, a tendencﬄ of non-concord to occﬀr in sentences ﬂith positiﬁe polaritﬄ can
be aested for all ﬁarieties analﬄzed, bﬀt the ndings are not statisticallﬄ signi cant
(2003: 159 .). As far as register ﬁariation is concerned, Jantos nds the highest freqﬀencﬄ of non-concord in the more informal teﬃts.
Finallﬄ, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions ﬂith relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions haﬁe been
giﬁen some mention in the literatﬀre. Particﬀlarlﬄ interesting is the issﬀe of zero relatiﬁes in sﬀbject position (e.g. ere's a wld lot of people nd her okay). In present-daﬄ
English, relatiﬁe claﬀses alloﬂ zero marking onlﬄ in object fﬀnction and sﬀbject-zero
relatiﬁes are ﬀsﬀallﬄ acceptable onlﬄ in eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and t-cles
(Fischer 1992: 307).41 Sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are predominantlﬄ foﬀnd in colloqﬀial
spoken English, bﬀt theﬄ are reported to be ﬂidespread "in colloqﬀial English among
speakers of ﬁarioﬀs geographical and social backgroﬀnds" (Lodge 1979: 169).42 For
eﬃample, Lodge (1979) docﬀments the ﬀse of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes in eﬃistential thereconstrﬀctions in a British dialect (spoken in Stockport, near Manchester). Toie and
Reﬄ (1997), stﬀdﬄing earlier African American Vernacﬀlar English, claim that the freqﬀent omission of sﬀbject relatiﬁe pronoﬀns "ﬀnderlines the character of EAAVE as an
English ﬁernacﬀlar" (1997: 244). Christie (1996) eﬃamines Jamaican relatiﬁe claﬀses
and notes that sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are common in there-eﬃistentials. Preﬀsler (1938,
1942) sﬀggests that Irish is a possible soﬀrce for the establishment of zero relatiﬁes
or contact claﬀses, as he calls them, in English. In contrast, Filppﬀla (1999) is more
doﬀbtfﬀl aboﬀt the possibilitﬄ of Irish as a soﬀrce for the constrﬀction and states that
"its in ﬀence mﬀst be secondarﬄ onlﬄ, considering the ﬂidespread natﬀre of the same
featﬀre in other ﬁarieties" (1999: 185).
Zero-sﬀbject relatiﬁes are also described as a common featﬀre of the speech of Hong
Kong English speakers (e.g. Neﬂbrook 1988, 1998; Li 2000; Hﬀng 2012). Neﬂbrook
(1988) notes that the omission of sﬀbject relatiﬁe pronoﬀns is ﬁerﬄ common, mﬀch
more common than in Singapore English, especiallﬄ in sentences ﬂith eﬃistential
there or t and the ﬁerb be (1988: 30). Interestinglﬄ, Neﬂbrook regards the omission of sﬀbject relatiﬁes as an error, "the most common error made bﬄ Hong Kong
stﬀdents in ﬀsing the relatiﬁe claﬀse" (ibid.). As possible eﬃplanations for the high
incidence of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes he sﬀggests that "the error is so common locallﬄ
that most stﬀdents ﬂoﬀld almost aﬀtomaticallﬄ prodﬀce it" (1988: 31) and adds that
41 In contrast to present-daﬄ English, zero marking ﬂas freqﬀentlﬄ foﬀnd in both sﬀbject and object
position in Old English and Middle English relatiﬁe claﬀses (Fischer 1992: 307). e original relatiﬁe
marker in English ﬂas that, ﬂhich deﬁeloped oﬀt of a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn.
e wh-ﬂords onlﬄ
began to be ﬀsed as relatiﬁe pronoﬀns in Middle English. e more formal character aached to them
todaﬄ is probablﬄ dﬀe to the fact that theﬄ arose as "change from aboﬁe" and ﬂhen theﬄ ﬂere rst ﬀsed
theﬄ ﬂere con ned to formal conteﬃts (Tagliamonte 2006: 493).
42 Zero-relatiﬁization in sﬀbject position is also inclﬀded in the catalogﬀe of featﬀres of non-standard
ﬁarieties of English in the Handbook of varetes of Englsh (Kortmann/Schneider 2004). Contrarﬄ to
the literatﬀre reﬁieﬂed beloﬂ, it is described to be ﬁerﬄ rare among L2 English ﬁarieties (Kortmann/
Szmrecsanﬄi 2004: 1199). According to the Handbook, it can most freqﬀentlﬄ be aested for L1 ﬁarieties
(ibid.).
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most stﬀdents haﬁe probablﬄ neﬁer been taﬀght that sﬀbject relatiﬁes can neﬁer be
omied.
In the case of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions, some researchers take another position and do not regard the sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes as errors (e.g. Schachter/CelceMﬀrcia 1977; Ortega 2009). Finding manﬄ sentences of the tﬄpe ere are so many
Tawan people lve around the lake in the ﬂritings of Chinese learners of English theﬄ
sﬀggest that the stﬀdents simplﬄ trﬄ to strﬀctﬀre their sentences according to the
principles of their topic-prominent L1, that is, that "these errors can also be ﬁieﬂed
as aempts to establish a topic and folloﬂ it ﬂith a comment, a process that is sﬄntacticallﬄ and pragmaticallﬄ acceptable in Chinese" (Schachter/Celce-Mﬀrcia 1977: 445446). Ortega (2009) takes ﬀp the idea that speakers tend to map the information strﬀctﬀre of their L1 onto English sentences and sﬀggests that eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero
relatiﬁes are part of a deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm from most L1-like to most L2-like information strﬀctﬀre. Interestinglﬄ, le dislocation constrﬀctions constitﬀte the most
L1-like information strﬀctﬀre in Ortega's continﬀﬀm, illﬀstrated in (3.68).
(3.68)

a. Manﬄ Taiﬂan people, theﬄ liﬁe aroﬀnd the lake.
b.

ere are so manﬄ Taiﬂan people liﬁe aroﬀnd the lake.

c.

ere are manﬄ Taiﬂanese people ﬂho liﬁe aroﬀnd the lake

d. Manﬄ Taiﬂanese people liﬁe aroﬀnd the lake.
(borroﬂed from Ortega 2009: 45)

is continﬀﬀm is based on the assﬀmption that beginning learners of English tend to
freqﬀentlﬄ map the information strﬀctﬀre of their L1 onto English claﬀses and therefore ﬀse le dislocation constrﬀctions more oen than natiﬁe English speakers. When
theﬄ get more familiar ﬂith the English langﬀage theﬄ realize that in this sﬀbjectprominent langﬀage neﬂ information can ﬂell be introdﬀced bﬄ means of the eﬃistential there-constrﬀction and "[ﬂ]ith time and increasing pro ciencﬄ, the tendencﬄ
to transfer the information strﬀctﬀre of the L1 in order to frame ideas in the L2 maﬄ
gradﬀallﬄ diminish, bﬀt the process maﬄ be rather sloﬂ" (Ortega 2009: 46).
ese hﬄpotheses ﬂill be tested in the present stﬀdﬄ, concentrating on the qﬀestions
of ﬂhether le dislocation and eﬃistential claﬀses are indeed ﬀsed more freqﬀentlﬄ bﬄ
L1 Chinese learners of English and ﬂhether there is some correlation betﬂeen these
tﬂo tﬄpes of constrﬀction as sﬀggested bﬄ the deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm. If this is
the case, it can be eﬃpected that those speakers ﬂho are less adﬁanced in their pro ciencﬄ in English ﬀse le dislocation and there-eﬃistentials of the tﬄpe giﬁen in (3.68b)
more freqﬀentlﬄ than more adﬁanced L2 English speakers. More preciselﬄ speaking,
di erent freqﬀencies of ﬀse can be eﬃpected for Singapore English speakers as compared to Hong Kong English speakers. Complementing the analﬄsis ﬂith data from
Jamaican English, Indian English and Philippine English, the present stﬀdﬄ fﬀrthermore addresses the qﬀestion of ﬂhether the deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm presented in
(3.68) might be ﬀniﬁersal, that is, applicable to learners of English in general ﬂith the
tﬄpologﬄ of the backgroﬀnd langﬀage(s) plaﬄing no prominent role.
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Cleft constructions
An eﬃtensiﬁe bodﬄ of research has been carried oﬀt on cle constrﬀctions oﬁer the
last decades. Nﬀmeroﬀs articles haﬁe been pﬀblished in joﬀrnals or edited ﬁolﬀmes,
addressing sﬀch issﬀes as the cle's historical origins or deriﬁation (e.g. Akmajian
1970; Gﬀndel 1977; Ball 1994; Filppﬀla 2009; Paen 2012b), their strﬀctﬀral properties (e.g. Gelﬀﬄkens 1988; Delin/Oberlander 1995), their semantics and fﬀnctions in
discoﬀrse (e.g. Prince 1978; Declerck 1984; Herriman 2004), their presence across
ﬁarioﬀs mediﬀms and genres (e.g. Weinert/Miller 1996; Di Tﬀllio 2006), their prosodﬄ
and information strﬀctﬀre (e.g. Collins 2006; Lambrecht 2001b) and their distribﬀtion
across ﬁarieties of English (e.g. Beal 2012; Mair/Winkle 2012; Lange 2012). Additionallﬄ, there are book-length analﬄses aﬁailable (e.g. Collins 1991; Calﬀde 2009a; Paen
2012a; Reeﬁe 2012).
e folloﬂing paragraphs ﬂill reﬁieﬂ a nﬀmber of controﬁersial issﬀes that are debated in the literatﬀre. Fﬀrthermore, the main aspects of the cross-ﬁarietal stﬀdies of
cle constrﬀctions ﬂill be sﬀmmarized.
As has been seen in the description of -cles in section 3.2.5, the strﬀctﬀre, ﬂhich
consists of foﬀr parts, is rather compleﬃ and di cﬀlt to make sense of. Researchers
interested in the make-ﬀp and fﬀnction of the constrﬀction disagree, for eﬃample, on
the role of the pronoﬀn t and the interpretation of the cle claﬀse. e eﬃplanations
depend to a large eﬃtent on hoﬂ the -cle constrﬀction is seen in relation to other
constrﬀctions in the langﬀage. Eﬃpletiﬁe approaches see -cles in relation to the
corresponding canonical sentence (It s Tom who loves apples ﬁs. Tom loves apples). It
is assﬀmed that the tﬂo sentences are trﬀth-conditionallﬄ eqﬀiﬁalent and that the cle
is mainlﬄ ﬀsed as a deﬁice for focﬀs marking (e.g. Collins 1991; Haﬀgland 1993; Ward
et al. 2002). Eﬃtraposition approaches, on the other hand, relate the constrﬀction to
other specifﬄing copﬀlar constrﬀctions (e.g. e one who loves apples s Tom). In the
former approach the initial pronoﬀn t is seen as the dﬀmmﬄ sﬀbject ﬂhich proﬁides
no semantic contribﬀtion to the cle constrﬀction, ﬂhereas researchers folloﬂing an
eﬃtraposition approach ascribe more meaningfﬀl roles to it (ﬄet, theﬄ do not agree on
this role; cf. e.g. Akmajian 1970; Paen 2012a; Reeﬁe 2012).
As for the cle claﬀse, it sﬀper ciallﬄ looks like a restrictiﬁe relatiﬁe claﬀse, bﬀt
problems ﬂith sﬀch an ﬀnderstanding arise, for eﬃample, in sentences sﬀch as the
one in (3.7a), It's Tom who loves apples.
e antecedent of the relatiﬁe claﬀse is the
proper noﬀn Tom, ﬂhich cannot normallﬄ be modi ed bﬄ a restrictiﬁe relatiﬁe claﬀse.
It has therefore been sﬀggested to take the cle claﬀse as a complement of the copﬀlar be (e.g. Sornicola 1988). Among those ﬂho regard the cle claﬀse as a restrictiﬁe
relatiﬁe claﬀse, there is disagreement on ﬂhether it modi es the cleed constitﬀent
(e.g. Lambrecht 2001b; Ward et al. 2002) or the initial pronoﬀn t (cf. Paen 2012a).
More recentlﬄ, -cles haﬁe also been stﬀdied from the perspectiﬁe of constrﬀction
grammar (e.g. Daﬁidse 2000; Lambrecht 2001b; Paen 2012a). In these approaches
cle constrﬀctions are seen as sﬄmbolic pairings of form and meaning. It is assﬀmed
that the constrﬀction has idiosﬄncratic properties that cannot be eﬃplained on the
basis of general grammatical rﬀles, that is, theﬄ cannot be accoﬀnted for in terms of
other properties of the grammar. In order to nd the motiﬁation for the constrﬀction,
Paen (2012a), for eﬃample, relates cle constrﬀctions to the familﬄ of speci cational
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sentences and accoﬀnts for some of the -cle's properties bﬄ looking at historical
data and argﬀing in terms of inheritance.
With respect to the historical origin and rise of the -cle constrﬀction ﬁarioﬀs theories haﬁe been proposed, inclﬀding in ﬀence from Celtic langﬀages, ﬂhere cle constrﬀctions occﬀrred earlier than in English, are more freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀsed and occﬀr ﬂith
greater ﬁariation (Filppﬀla 2009; Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012). Another theorﬄ is based on
the fact that the initial element lost its capacitﬄ of hosting contrastiﬁe constitﬀents after the loss of V2 sﬄntaﬃ. e cle constrﬀction then eﬁolﬁed as a resolﬀtion strategﬄ
bﬄ manoeﬀﬁring "contrastiﬁe constitﬀents in a position that ts the neﬂ, rigid SVO
order ﬂhile retaining their information-strﬀctﬀral statﬀs" (Los/Komen 2012: 884). Another theorﬄ of the historical origins of the -cle constrﬀction is proﬁided bﬄ Paen
(2012a). She argﬀes that the -cle acqﬀired its constrﬀction-speci c properties oﬁer
time dﬀe to langﬀage change. According to Paen it inherits properties from ﬁarioﬀs
constrﬀctions, inclﬀding speci cational copﬀlar and predicate nominal constrﬀctions,
de nite noﬀn phrases and restrictiﬁe relatiﬁe claﬀses (2012a: 247).
As for pseﬀdo-cles, lingﬀists disagree on ﬂhether there is also a predicational tﬄpe
in addition to the prototﬄpical speci cational tﬄpe. A copﬀlar predicational sentence
does not specifﬄ the ﬁalﬀe of a ﬁariable bﬀt predicates something of the sﬀbject noﬀn
phrase. An eﬃample of a predicational sentence is giﬁen in (3.69a). Compare the
specifﬄing pseﬀdo-cle in (3.69b).
(3.69)

a. What theﬄ did ﬂas a disgrace.
b. What theﬄ did ﬂas paint their hoﬀse red.

Some lingﬀists argﬀe that predicational sentences, sﬀch as (a), mﬀst be distingﬀished
from pseﬀdo-cles (e.g. Ward et al. 2002), ﬂhile others see predicational pseﬀdocles as jﬀst another tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle (e.g. Declerck 1983, 1984). In the present
stﬀdﬄ, onlﬄ speci cational pseﬀdo-cles ﬂill be discﬀssed.
As for cross-ﬁarietal stﬀdies of cle constrﬀctions, Mair and Winkle's (2012) ICEbased stﬀdﬄ deals ﬂith an ongoing change in a speci c tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle constrﬀction, namelﬄ the change from eﬃplicit marking to bare in nitiﬁe in sentences like
What they do s (to) travel around the world. Comparing data from ten ﬁarieties of
English, the stﬀdﬄ nds that Aﬀstralian English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Canadian
English are most adﬁanced in the deﬁelopment toﬂards a preferred ﬀse of the bare innitiﬁe, folloﬂed bﬄ British English and Irish English. Among the L2 English ﬁarieties
analﬄzed, Philippine English is closest in its behaﬁioﬀr to the L1 English ﬁarieties and
shoﬂs the highest ﬀse of bare in nitiﬁes, folloﬂed bﬄ Singapore English and Jamaican
English. In Indian English and Hong Kong English, on the other hand, the in nitiﬁe
marker to is still freqﬀentlﬄ retained.43
Lange (2012), in her analﬄsis of the sﬄntaﬃ of spoken Indian English, concentrates
on -cles. She notes that the constrﬀction occﬀrs rarelﬄ in ICE-Great Britain and
is an "eﬁen more marginal phenomenon" in ICE-India (2012: 178), ﬂhere she nds a
sﬀrprisinglﬄ loﬂ nﬀmber of onlﬄ seﬁen instances of -cles.
43
is speci c tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle is also mentioned in, for eﬃample, Allerton (1991), Collins (1991),
Miller (1996, 2006), Miller and Weinert (1998), Rohdenbﬀrg (1998, 2000), Lambrecht (2001b), Calﬀde
(2009) and Rohdenbﬀrg and Schlüter (2009).
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Siemﬀnd and Beal's (2011) stﬀdﬄ of -cles is based on historical data (the Hambﬀrg
Corpﬀs of Irish English and the Corpﬀs of Late Modern English Prose) and present-daﬄ
data (ICE-Great Britain, ICE-Ireland and ICE-India).
e ﬁariation theﬄ nd across
ﬁarieties of English inclﬀdes the folloﬂing, among others. British English speakers
ﬀse more interrogatiﬁe cles and theﬄ increasinglﬄ create more compleﬃ cles (e.g.
'doﬀble topicalization': Gary Stevens t was who came forward; ICE-GB:S2A-001), innoﬁations ﬂhich, as Siemﬀnd and Beal argﬀe, "sﬀggest an abilitﬄ and ﬂillingness to
fﬀrther complicate an alreadﬄ compleﬃ constrﬀction, ﬂhich reqﬀires high pro ciencﬄ
and con dence leﬁels in one's langﬀages skills, as ﬂell as thoroﬀgh ﬀnderstanding of
the cle constrﬀction both sﬄntacticallﬄ and semanticallﬄ" (2011: 264). Fﬀrthermore,
the stﬀdﬄ reﬁeals di erences betﬂeen British, Irish and Indian English in terms of
the sﬄntactic fﬀnction and the sﬄntactic categorﬄ of the cleed constitﬀent. Finallﬄ,
Irish English shoﬂs qﬀite a nﬀmber of sﬀbject cles ﬂith zero sﬀbordinator, constrﬀctions ﬂhich are considered to be completelﬄ intolerable bﬄ natiﬁe speaker informants.
Siemﬀnd and Beal eﬃplain that zero sﬀbordinators are heaﬁilﬄ stigmatized featﬀres
ﬂhich haﬁe been ﬀsed as markers of Irish nationalitﬄ in the literatﬀre since the eighteenth centﬀrﬄ (2011: 255). Giﬁen that this tﬄpe of -cle is most freqﬀent in the
data of the tﬂo learner ﬁarieties Irish English and Indian English, Siemﬀnd and Beal
argﬀe that this is a case of speakers "striﬁing for simplicitﬄ" (2011: 264).
Beal (2012) is an ICE-based stﬀdﬄ ﬂhich compares -cles in Irish English ﬂith
those in British English, Jamaican English, Singapore English, Indian English and East
African English. In contrast to the present stﬀdﬄ, Beal ﬂorks ﬂith all les of the releﬁant ICE corpora and not onlﬄ the direct conﬁersation les. She nds that speakers
of Irish English ﬀse -cles as oen as speakers of British English and conseqﬀentlﬄ
sﬀggests that a "more precise analﬄsis of Irish English ITCs [i.e. -cles; cﬂ] mﬀst be
condﬀcted in order to determine their sﬀpposed ﬀniqﬀeness beﬄond simple relatiﬁe
freqﬀencﬄ" (Beal 2012: 161). She then eﬃamines -cles according to genre and nds
that the constrﬀction is generallﬄ ﬀsed more freqﬀentlﬄ in speech than in ﬂriting;
the onlﬄ eﬃception is ICE-Singapore ﬂhere more items can be aested for the ﬂritten data than for the spoken data. Fﬀrthermore, Beal analﬄzes the compleﬃitﬄ and
the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the cleed element, and the animacﬄ agreement betﬂeen
the cleed constitﬀent and the sﬀbordinator, that is, "the prescriptiﬁe reqﬀirement for
animate sﬀbordinators (who/whom) modifﬄing animate cleed elements" (2012: 171).
She nds that speakers of Irish English and Jamaican English shoﬂ more eﬃibilitﬄ
ﬂith respect to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the cleed element than the speakers of the
other ﬁarieties. Indian English has the highest proportion of sﬀbject cles. Regarding animacﬄ agreement, speakers of Irish English and Jamaican English deﬁiate most
freqﬀentlﬄ from prescriptiﬁe norms, ﬂhile speakers of East African English prodﬀce
bﬄ far the loﬂest ﬁariation from prescriptiﬁe norms.
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3.4

Information packaging in some background languages

is section oﬀtlines the basic ﬂaﬄs of strﬀctﬀring information in sentences in the
(major) backgroﬀnd langﬀages of the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed in the present
stﬀdﬄ: Irish, Mandarin, Cantonese, Tagalog, Jamaican Creole, Hindi and Malaﬄalam.
In particﬀlar, possible coﬀnterparts to the English information-packaging constrﬀctions ﬀnder consideration in the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill be described. Manﬄ of the societies
in ﬂhich English is spoken as a L2 are, of coﬀrse, mﬀltilingﬀal.
at is, manﬄ more
langﬀages than the ones discﬀssed in this section are spoken in these commﬀnities.
Reﬁieﬂing all backgroﬀnd langﬀages ﬂoﬀld go beﬄond the scope of the present stﬀdﬄ.
It ﬂas therefore decided to restrict the discﬀssion of information-packaging strategies
to the major backgroﬀnd langﬀages, those langﬀages ﬂhich can be assﬀmed to haﬁe
the strongest e ect on the English ﬁarietﬄ spoken in these commﬀnities. In the case
of India, Hindi and Malaﬄalam are meant to represent the tﬂo major langﬀage families, namelﬄ Indo-Arﬄan langﬀages and Draﬁidian langﬀages.

3.4.1 Irish
Irish is the o cial langﬀage of the Repﬀblic of Ireland. Todaﬄ, it is ﬀsﬀallﬄ learned
onlﬄ as a second langﬀage at school, bﬀt ﬂhen the English langﬀage came to Ireland,
the popﬀlation ﬂas monolingﬀallﬄ Irish-speaking. ﬀs, the tﬂo langﬀages haﬁe been
in contact for seﬁeral centﬀries and nﬀmeroﬀs traces of Irish can be foﬀnd in Irish English.
Irish has a rigid ﬂord order VSO. Yet like in English, non-canonical order is foﬀnd
in constrﬀctions that are ﬀsed for highlighting sentence constitﬀents.
e eqﬀiﬁalent to the English cle is a copﬀlar constrﬀction introdﬀced bﬄ a form of copﬀla
be, folloﬂed bﬄ the element in focﬀs and a relatiﬁe claﬀse. Contrarﬄ to the English
cle, hoﬂeﬁer, there are hardlﬄ anﬄ constraints on cleing in Irish. With the eﬃception of in ected ﬁerbs almost all constitﬀents of the Irish sentence can be cleed. In
addition to noﬀn phrases, Irish freelﬄ alloﬂs prepositional phrases, adﬁerbials and
(ﬀnin ected) ﬁerb phrases to be cleed. e folloﬂing eﬃamples, taken from Stenson
(1981: 99), illﬀstrate these di erent tﬄpes. Note that Stenson marks some eﬃamples
ﬂith qﬀestion-marks or an asterisk, ﬂhich means that the constrﬀctions are qﬀestionable or ﬀnacceptable in English.
(3.70) s

í
mo dher úr a
chonaíonns  Sasana
her mﬄ sister
liﬁein England
'It's mﬄ sister that liﬁes in England.'

(3.71) s

ar an mbóthar a
bhual dh mé leat
on the road
meetI
ﬂith-ﬄoﬀ
?'It's on the road that I'll meet ﬄoﬀ.'
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(3.72) s

abhale a
chuagh sé
home
gohe
?'It's home that he ﬂent.'

(3.73) s

ag déanamh a chud
ceachtannaí atá
Tadhg
at do-VN
his portion lessons
-be Tim
*'It's doing his lessons that Tim is.'
(Stenson 1981: 99)

As can be seen in eﬃample (3.70), cleed noﬀn phrases mﬀst be preceded bﬄ a coreferential pronoﬀn, agreeing in nﬀmber and gender, if theﬄ are de nite. at is, in
the present case the de nite noﬀn phrase mo dher úr 'mﬄ sister' reqﬀires the pronoﬀn
í 'her'. Sﬀch a co-referential pronoﬀn is, in fact, reqﬀired in all sentences ﬂhere the
copﬀla precedes a de nite noﬀn phrase, not onlﬄ in cles. In the folloﬂing sentence,
Tomás ' omas' reqﬀires é 'him'.
(3.74) s
'

Tomás mo dhearthár
é
omas mﬄ brother
him
omas is mﬄ brother.'
(Stenson 1981: 96)

In addition to -cles, Irish also has pseﬀdo-cle constrﬀctions, formed bﬄ the insertion of the noﬀn phrases an té 'the one' or an rud 'the thing'. Note that in (3.77) the
seqﬀence s é an rud 'is it the thing' merges to séard 'ﬂhat'.
(3.75) s
'

é
an té a
bhí
tnn ná
m'athar
him the one
besick namelﬄ mﬄ'father
e one ﬂho ﬂas sick is mﬄ father.'
(Stenson 1981: 110)

(3.76) s
'

é an portach an rud a
it the bog
the thing
e bog is the thing that ﬄoﬀ see.'

fheceanns tú
seeﬄoﬀ
(Stenson 1981: 113)

(3.77) séard a
fheceanns tú (ná)
an portach
ﬂhat
seeﬄoﬀ (namelﬄ) the bog
'What ﬄoﬀ see is the bog.'
(Stenson 1981: 111)

Stenson (1981: 111-113) argﬀes that pseﬀdo-cle sentences sﬀch as those giﬁen aboﬁe
are strﬀctﬀrallﬄ identical to identi cation sentences and that theﬄ ﬀnderlie -cle
sentences.
ﬀs, an -cle sentence maﬄ be deriﬁed from (3.76), for eﬃample, bﬄ
deletion of the noﬀn phrase an rud. Hence, ﬂhile -cles are alreadﬄ emphatic constrﬀctions, pseﬀdo-cles ﬂith séard illﬀstrated in (3.77) "are felt eﬁen more marked
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('emphatic') than the cle sentences theﬄ paraphrase" (Stenson 1981: 113). Stenson
argﬀes that this is becaﬀse the initial seqﬀence s é an rud fﬀses to séard and the highlighted element an portach 'the bog' is placed in nal position, additionallﬄ set o
from the rest of the sentence bﬄ the ﬂord ná 'namelﬄ'.
Word order ﬁariation, in particﬀlar fronting, leads to eﬁen more emphatic sentences.
Fronting occﬀrs in Irish in tﬂo tﬄpes of copﬀlar sentences: in cles ﬂith inﬁersion and
in classi cation sentences. roﬀgh the inﬁersion of copﬀla and predicate, that is, the
initial placement of the predicate, the predicate is emphasized.
ese sentences are
additionallﬄ marked bﬄ the presence of ea, "a remnant of an Old Irish neﬀter pronoﬀn,
noﬂ gone […] from the modern langﬀage, eﬃcept in this constrﬀction" (Stenson 1981:
116). Compare the folloﬂing tﬂo sentences.
(3.78) s

pub math é
pﬀb good it
'It's a good pﬀb.'

(3.79) pub math s
pﬀb good
'It's a good pub.'

ea é
it it
(Stenson 1981: 116)

To illﬀstrate the marking of emphasis bﬄ the cle constrﬀction and its inﬁerted ﬁersion, Stenson giﬁes the folloﬂing three eﬃamples. While the cle in (3.81) is considered more emphatic than the 'ﬀnmarked' sentence in (3.80), the inﬁerted cle in (3.82)
shoﬂs "eﬃtra emphasis" as against the 'normal' cle in (3.81).
(3.80) tocfadh Dónall amárach
comeDonal tomorroﬂ
'Donal ﬂill come tomorroﬂ.'
(3.81) s amárach a tocfadh Dónall
'It's tomorroﬂ that Donal ﬂill come.'
(3.82) amárach s ea a tocfadh Dónall
'It's tomorrow that Donal ﬂill come.'
(Stenson 1981: 117)

Tﬀrning to eﬃistential sentences, Irish has no eqﬀiﬁalent to the English there-eﬃistential.
To eﬃpress eﬃistence Irish ﬀses a constrﬀction consisting of a form of be, folloﬂed bﬄ
a nominal, ﬂhich in tﬀrn is folloﬂed bﬄ the element ann, a form of the preposition
meaning n and translated as 'in it'. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples for illﬀstration.
(3.83) tá on ann
is ﬂine in-it
' ere's ﬂine.'
(McCloskeﬄ 2012: 36)
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(3.84) ní
'

rabh
aon ghluasteán an-uar-sn ann
beanﬄ car
that-time in-it
ere ﬂere no cars in those daﬄs.'
(McCloskeﬄ 2012: 6)

(3.85) bedh go-leor ba ann
be-fﬀt plentﬄ food in-it
' ere'll be plentﬄ of food.'
(McCloskeﬄ 2012: 6)

Irish forbids bare eﬃistentials or, more preciselﬄ speaking, Irish eﬃistentials alﬂaﬄs
contain the predicatiﬁe ann. at is, the sentence in (3.83) is a bare Irish eﬃistential;
simplﬄ saﬄing tá on ﬂoﬀld be ﬀnacceptable.
Traces of Irish eﬃistentials can be foﬀnd in Irish English eﬃistentials. e eﬃamples
presented beloﬂ shoﬂ that the prepositional phrase n t is ﬀsed to fﬀl l the fﬀnctions of Irish ann. In (3.86a), the speaker ﬂas asked hoﬂ manﬄ banks there ﬂere
in Ballﬄcastle. And in (b), the speaker talks aboﬀt an old dress that does not t her
anﬄmore.
(3.86)

a.

ere's a Northern Bank in it

b.

ere's no zip in it [ﬀnclear] I bﬀrst it the last time I pﬀt it on

(ICE-IRE:S1A-030)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-063)

McCloskeﬄ (2012: 15) argﬀes that the ﬀse of 'eﬃistential' n t is ﬂidespread in Irish
English dialects. It has also been recorded bﬄ Filppﬀla (1999: 228) and Bliss (1984:
149), among others.

3.4.2 Mandarin
Mandarin is the most ﬂidespread Chinese dialect in Singapore and has probablﬄ the
greatest impact on the shape and deﬁelopment of Singapore English todaﬄ (cf. Chapter 2, section 2.2.4). Mandarin di ers tﬄpologicallﬄ in a nﬀmber of ﬂaﬄs from English.
e parameters that are most important in the conteﬃt of the present stﬀdﬄ are ﬂord
order and the basic orientation of the sentence (sﬀbject ﬁs. topic). As noted earlier,
Mandarin sentence strﬀctﬀre is topic-prominent and thﬀs di ers from the sﬀbjectprominent sentence strﬀctﬀre of English. Nearlﬄ all English sentences need a sﬀbject,
ﬂhich is ﬀsﬀallﬄ easﬄ to identifﬄ becaﬀse it tﬄpicallﬄ occﬀrs before the ﬁerb and the
ﬁerb agrees ﬂith it in nﬀmber. In Mandarin, on the other hand, the sﬄntactic categorﬄ of sﬀbject is mﬀch less signi cant and it is the topic that plaﬄs a crﬀcial role in
the strﬀctﬀring of sentences. e sﬀbject of a Mandarin sentence is that noﬀn phrase
that has a 'doing' or 'being' relationship (like English sﬀbjects), ﬄet it is not marked
bﬄ a speci c position or bﬄ agreement. e topic is ﬂhat the sentence is aboﬀt or, in
Chafe's ﬂords, it "sets a spatial, temporal, or indiﬁidﬀal frameﬂork ﬂithin ﬂhich the
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main predication holds" (1976: 50). Fﬀrther properties of the topic are that it is definite or generic, it alﬂaﬄs occﬀrs in sentence-initial position and it can be separated
from the rest of the sentence bﬄ a paﬀse or a paﬀse ller, ﬄet these topic markers are
optional (Li/ ompson 1981: 85f.).
ere are di erent sentence tﬄpes that illﬀstrate nicelﬄ the di erence betﬂeen the
tﬂo notions in Mandarin. First, there are sentences ﬂith both topic and sﬀbject, as in
(3.87).44
(3.87) nè zhī gǒu wǒ yng kàn guo le
that CL dog I
alreadﬄ see EXP CRS
' at dog I haﬁe alreadﬄ seen.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 88)

e topic nè zhī gǒu 'that dog' occﬀrs in initial position, is de nite and speci es ﬂhat
the sentence is aboﬀt.
e noﬀn phrase wǒ 'I' is the sﬀbject. An interesting tﬄpe of
sentence, ﬂhich contains both topic and sﬀbject, is the doﬀble-sﬀbject constrﬀction
(also cf. section 3.1). What is special aboﬀt sﬀch sentences is that the topic and the
sﬀbject stand in a part-ﬂhole relationship. Consider the sentence in (3.88) for illﬀstration (eﬃample (3.5) in section 3.1).
(3.88) nèke shù yèz
dà
that tree leaﬁes big
' at tree, the leaﬁes are big.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 94)

e topic nèke shù 'that tree' refers to the 'ﬂhole' and the sﬀbject yèz 'the leaﬁes'
speci es a part of it.
As in English, topic and sﬀbject can also be identical in Mandarin. What is characteristic of Mandarin, hoﬂeﬁer, is that there are manﬄ sentences that haﬁe a topic bﬀt
no sﬀbject. In those sentences the sﬀbject is implicitlﬄ ﬀnderstood, as in (3.89).
(3.89) nè běn shū chūbǎn le
that CL book pﬀblish PFV/CRS
' at book, (someone) has pﬀblished it.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 88)

Obﬁioﬀslﬄ, the book has not pﬀblished itself or something else, bﬀt it is implicitlﬄ
ﬀnderstood that some person or companﬄ has done so. Sﬀch Mandarin sentences are
oen translated as passiﬁe constrﬀctions in English. Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that theﬄ are no
passiﬁes in Mandarin bﬀt "simplﬄ topic-comment constrﬀctions in ﬂhich the sﬀbject
of the ﬁerb is not present" (Li/ ompson 1981: 89). e sentence in (3.89) illﬀstrates a
fﬀrther interesting characteristic of Mandarin: pronoﬀns that are co-referential ﬂith
the topic are le oﬀt (cf. the pronoﬀn t in the English translation).
is applies
44 In eﬃample (3.87), zhī is a classi er (CL), the ﬁerb sﬀ ﬃ guo indicates that the action has been
eﬃperienced in the past (EXP) and the ﬁerb sﬀ ﬃ le indicates that the action is completed (CRS).
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eﬁen across sentence boﬀndaries. Since the topic is ﬂhat the sentence is aboﬀt it is
oen the case that it persists in the discoﬀrse and that the ensﬀing sentences also
saﬄ something aboﬀt it. From this folloﬂs that the topic has prioritﬄ oﬁer the sﬀbject
in determining the co-reference of missing noﬀn phrases in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse.
Consider the eﬃample in (3.90) for illﬀstration.
(3.90) nè ke shù yèz dà; (suóyǐ) wǒ bu xīhuān
that CL tree leaf big (so)
I
not like
' at tree, the leaﬁes are big; (so) I don't like it.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 102)

is eﬃample illﬀstrates that the topic can easilﬄ eﬃtend its scope across sentence
boﬀndaries ﬂhile the sﬀbject's role is oen restricted to the sentence in ﬂhich it occﬀrs.
A fﬀrther distinctiﬁe propertﬄ of Mandarin ﬂhich folloﬂs from its topic prominence
is that there is no eqﬀiﬁalent to dﬀmmﬄ sﬀbject t. In sentences ﬂhere dﬀmmﬄ t is
reqﬀired in English, it is simplﬄ le oﬀt in Mandarin. Compare the sentences in (3.91).
(3.91) xà
yú le
descend rain CRS
'It's raining.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 91)

Similarlﬄ, Mandarin has no eqﬀiﬁalent to emptﬄ or eﬃistential there. Rather, it ﬀses the
ﬁerb yǒu or a "ﬁerb of postﬀre", sﬀch as zuò 'sit', tǎng 'lie' or pāo ' oat', to eﬃpress the
eﬃistence of something at a certain locﬀs (Li/ ompson 1981: 510). As the folloﬂing
tﬂo eﬃamples illﬀstrate, there are tﬂo ﬂaﬄs of ordering the constitﬀents in eﬃistential
sentences: either the locﬀs is the initial element or the ﬁerb yǒu comes rst, folloﬂed
bﬄ the entitﬄ ﬂhose eﬃistence is eﬃpressed. If the locﬀs occﬀrs in sentence-initial
position, it "mﬀst be de nite in the sense that its eﬃistence mﬀst haﬁe alreadﬄ been
established in the discoﬀrse conteﬃt either lingﬀisticallﬄ or eﬃtralingﬀisticallﬄ" (Li/
ompson 1981: 511). And since the topic comes rst in Mandarin sentences, the
locﬀs then takes on the fﬀnction of the topic.
(3.92) (zà) yuànz l yǒu y zhī gǒu
at
ﬄard
in eﬃist one
dog
' ere's a dog in the ﬄard.'
(3.93) yǒu y zhī gǒu zà yuànz l
eﬃist one
dog at ﬄard
in
' ere is a dog in the ﬄard.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 510-511)

e ﬁerb yǒu can fﬀrthermore be ﬀsed to eﬃpress the eﬃistence of some entitﬄ in
relation to some other entitﬄ.
ese sentences maﬄ eﬃpress possession if the entitﬄ
on ﬂhich the eﬃistence of some other entitﬄ is predicated is animate. In the English
translation the ﬁerb have is then ﬀsed, as can be seen in the folloﬂing eﬃample.
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(3.94) tā yǒu sān ge ház
3sg eﬃist three
child
'S/He has three children.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 513)

Li and ompson point oﬀt that the sentences ﬂith the ﬁerb yǒu giﬁen in (3.92) and
(3.93) and that in (3.94) are essentiallﬄ similar despite the di erence betﬂeen their
English translations. In both tﬄpes of sentence "something is being claimed to eﬃist;
the di erence is ﬂhether it is said to eﬃist ﬂith respect to a place or to another entitﬄ"
(Li/ ompson 1981: 513).
In addition to yǒu, the copﬀla ﬁerb shì can also be ﬀsed to eﬃpress eﬃistence, resﬀlting in a di erence in meaning, as the folloﬂing contrasting pair shoﬂs.
(3.95) wàman yǒu y zhī gǒu
oﬀtside eﬃist one
dog
' ere's a dog oﬀtside.'
(3.96) wàman shì y zhī gǒu
oﬀtside be one
dog
'What's oﬀtside is a dog.'
(Li/

ompson 1981: 514)

e sentence in (3.96) implies that the locﬀs is alreadﬄ knoﬂn to the addressee and,
additionallﬄ, that the speaker belieﬁes that the addressee is interested in the locﬀs,
ﬂhat it has in it or ﬂhat it looks like.
e eﬃample ﬂith yǒu in (3.95), on the other
hand, simplﬄ predicates the eﬃistence of some entitﬄ at some locﬀs, here, the eﬃistence
of a dog oﬀtside (Li/ ompson 1981: 515).
e eﬃample in (3.96) also shoﬂs that the copﬀla shì can be ﬀsed to form a cle
sentence, in this case a pseﬀdo-cle.
e coﬀnterpart to the English -cle is also
formed ﬂith the help of shì, either ﬂith the copﬀla alone or in combination ﬂith
the particle de. Yet, note that the bare-shì sentence has di erent properties than the
shì…de sentence. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples.
(3.97) shì Zhāngsān zuótān
kàndào Wáng xǎoě (bú shì
Zhangsan ﬄesterdaﬄ see
Wang Ms
not
'It is Zhangsan ﬂho saﬂ Ms Wang ﬄesterdaﬄ (not Lisi).'

Lǐsì)
Lisi

(3.98) shì Zhāngsān zuótān
kàndào Wáng xǎoě de
Zhangsan ﬄesterdaﬄ see
Wang Ms
'It is Zhangsan ﬂho saﬂ Ms Wang ﬄesterdaﬄ.'
(Cheng 2008: 254-255)

In bare-shì sentences the constitﬀent immediatelﬄ folloﬂing shì is the focﬀsed element
and it alﬂaﬄs has a contrastiﬁe focﬀs interpretation (cf. the addition of bú shì Lǐsì 'not
Lisi' in (3.97)). On the other hand, shì…de sentences do not necessarilﬄ inﬁolﬁe a
contrastiﬁe reading (Cheng 2008: 255; Li 2008: 764).
e copﬀla shì maﬄ also occﬀr sentence-mediallﬄ. Folloﬂing the topic-prominent
basic sentence strﬀctﬀre, in (3.99) the topic Zhangsan comes rst, folloﬂed bﬄ shì,
ﬂhich in tﬀrn is folloﬂed bﬄ the focﬀsed element.
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(3.99) Zhāngsān shì zuótān
lá
de
Zhangsan
ﬄesterdaﬄ come
'It ﬂas ﬄesterdaﬄ that Zhangsan came.'
(Hole 2011: 1707)

A more eﬃact English translation of this sentence ﬂoﬀld be something like As for
Zhangsan, t was yesterday that he came. 45

3.4.3 Cantonese
Cantonese is a Chinese dialect, spoken as the rst langﬀage bﬄ most people in Hong
Kong. It is commonlﬄ assﬀmed that all Chinese dialects share essentiallﬄ the same
grammar "apart from di erences in sﬀ ﬃ and particles for ﬂhich, hoﬂeﬁer, fairlﬄ
close eqﬀiﬁalents can be set ﬀp betﬂeen dialects, one can saﬄ that there is practicallﬄ
one ﬀniﬁersal grammar" (Chao 1968: 13). Hence, eﬁerﬄthing that has been said on
Mandarin Chinese sentence strﬀctﬀre in the preﬁioﬀs sﬀbsection basicallﬄ also applies
to Cantonese.46
Cantonese is an isolating langﬀage ﬂith the basic ﬂord order SVO. As in Mandarin,
the basic sentence strﬀctﬀre is topic-prominent.
e topic does not need to be the
sﬀbject of the sentence or bear anﬄ grammatical relation ﬂith the ﬁerb or the rest of
the claﬀse, as the follﬂing eﬃample illﬀstrates.
(3.100) gwo hó àh, dehtt
eu faa
cross sea
ﬀndergroﬀnd most fast
'For crossing the harboﬀr, the ﬀndergroﬀnd is fastest.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 78)

ere is a semantic relationship betﬂeen gwo hó 'crossing the harboﬀr' and dehtt
eu faa 'the ﬀndergroﬀnd is fastest', ﬂhich is a tﬄpical topic-comment relationship in
Cantonese (Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 78). e ﬀbiqﬀitﬄ of sﬀch sentences makes Cantonese
a topic-prominent langﬀage. From this propertﬄ folloﬂ a nﬀmber of grammatical
featﬀres. For eﬃample, sﬀbjects mﬀst be de nite, sﬀbject and object pronoﬀns that
refer back to a topic in the preceding discoﬀrse are oen omied ('topic chaining')
and topicalization constrﬀctions are common (Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 78). Topicalization
means that the topic is placed in initial position, ﬀsﬀallﬄ for the pﬀrpose of contrasting
the topicalized ﬂord or phrase ﬂith some other ﬂord. Topics can also occﬀr in second
position in the claﬀse, as in (3.101).
45
is oﬁerﬁieﬂ of sentences ﬂith shì and de someﬂhat simpli es the actﬀal sitﬀation. e issﬀe of
shì…de cles and shì cles has receiﬁed ample interest in the lingﬀistic literatﬀre, ﬂith their strﬀctﬀre
and fﬀnctions still not being agreed on. For more recent treatments see, for eﬃample, Cheng (2008),
Paﬀl and Whitman (2008), Li (2008) or Hole (2011).
46 Tang and Cheng (2014) discﬀss a nﬀmber of strﬀctﬀral di erences betﬂeen Cantonese and Mandarin, ﬂhich are of no particﬀlar releﬁance for the present stﬀdﬄ thoﬀgh.
ese inclﬀde strﬀctﬀral
particles, aspect markers, de niteness and doﬀble object sentences, among other things.
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(3.101) kéuh yú faahn eu lēk
hah īng
yú
s/he cook food most cleﬁer is
steam sh
'As far as cooking is concerned she's best at steamed sh.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 88)

In this sentence, the secondarﬄ topic yú faahn 'cook food' has less prominence than
the initial topic kéuh 's/he'.
Corresponding to Mandarin yǒu, Cantonese has the ﬁerb yáuh to eﬃpress possession
and eﬃistence. Compare the folloﬂing eﬃamples, ﬂhose strﬀctﬀre is ﬁerﬄ similar to
the Mandarin eﬃamples giﬁen aboﬁe.
(3.102) kéuhdeh yáuh sāam go á
theﬄ
haﬁe three
son
' eﬄ haﬁe three sons.'
(3.103) lī
go dehōng yáuh mahntàh
this
place
haﬁe problem
' ere's something ﬂrong ﬂith this place.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 317)

Cantonese has a focﬀs-marking copﬀla, ﬄielding a constrﬀction eqﬀiﬁalent to the
English cle. Corresponding to Mandarin shì…de sentences, Cantonese ﬀses strﬀctﬀres ﬂith hah…ge to focﬀs on the entitﬄ aer hah in the claﬀse. Sentence (3.104)
eﬃempli es a Cantonese -cle.
(3.104) gó bún syū hah ngóh dehng ge
that
book is
I
order
'It ﬂas I ﬂho ordered that book.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 146)

In this sentence, the copﬀla hah is ﬀsed to emphasize the folloﬂing ﬂord ngóh 'I'.
strﬀctﬀre is also oen ﬀsed for contrastiﬁe pﬀrpose, mﬀch like the English cle.

e

3.4.4 Tagalog
e national langﬀage of the Philippines, Filipino, is based on Tagalog, ﬂhich belongs
to the langﬀage familﬄ of Aﬀstronesian langﬀages (along ﬂith Malaﬄ, Jaﬁanese, Sﬀdanese, among manﬄ others). Tagalog is a VSO langﬀage and it is topic-prominent.
is means that, in contrast to English, Tagalog basic sentences do not consist of sﬀbject plﬀs predicate bﬀt of predicate plﬀs topic (in this order; i.e. ﬂe haﬁe a commenttopic order). e topic eﬃpresses the focﬀs of aention and in manﬄ cases corresponds
to the sﬀbject of the English translation. Consider the eﬃamples in (3.105) and (3.106).
In both cases the topics correspond to the sﬀbjects in the English sentences. e topics
are identi able throﬀgh the topic markers ang and s, respectiﬁelﬄ.
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(3.105) kumuha ang
bata ng kamats
got

child
tomato
' e child got a/some tomato.'
(3.106) kumuha sya
ng
got

-he
'He got a/some tomato.'

kamats
tomato
(Rafael 1978: 36)

Sﬀch a correspondence does not alﬂaﬄs eﬃist, hoﬂeﬁer, and there are also manﬄ sentences ﬂhere the Tagalog topic cannot be translated into an English sﬀbject or ﬁice
ﬁersa, that is, an English sﬀbject is not translatable into a Tagalog topic. For eﬃample,
the English sentence 'A noise aﬂakened the child' is in Tagalog Gnsng ng ngay ang
bata. In this sentence, the topic bata corresponds to the English object 'child' and the
English sﬀbject 'noise' (ngay) is part of the predicate in the Tagalog sentence.
e
reason that the English sﬀbject 'noise' cannot be translated as the topic lies in the fact
that it is inde nite and the Tagalog "topic neﬁer eﬃpresses a meaning of inde niteness" (Schachter/Otanes 1972: 60).
In addition to the di erences in position and de niteness, there is a third important
di erence betﬂeen the Tagalog topic and the English sﬀbject. In English, the sﬀbject
is tﬄpicallﬄ associated ﬂith the semantic role of agent, bﬀt this is not the case ﬂith
the Tagalog topic, ﬂhich can occﬀr in a ﬁarietﬄ of semantic relations to the ﬁerb, as
the folloﬂing eﬃamples illﬀstrate.
(3.107) snulat
ko ang lham
ﬂriteI the leer
'I ﬂrote the leer.'
(3.108) snulatan
ko ang ttser
ﬂrite-toI the teacher
'I ﬂrote to the teacher.'
(adapted from Schachter/Otanes 1972: 60)

e performer of the action is eﬃpressed bﬄ ko and is part of the predicate in both
sentences (corresponding to the English sﬀbject 'I'). e topics ang lham and ang
ttser, on the other hand, haﬁe di erent semantic relations to the ﬁerb (cf. the di ering
forms of the ﬁerbs). Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that theﬄ both eﬃpress the focﬀs of aention in
the respectiﬁe sentence.
Rafael (1978), fﬀrthermore, points oﬀt that di erent elements in the sentence maﬄ
be chosen as the topic depending on the conteﬃt and the sense and mood the speaker
ﬂants to conﬁeﬄ. Compare the folloﬂing eﬃamples, ﬂhere topic choice determines the
meaning of the sentence.
ere are tﬂo argﬀments, Jose and Maria, and Jose holds
Maria bﬄ the hand. Rafael (1978: 41) argﬀes that "[i]f Jose holds Maria to sﬀpport,
gﬀide, or perhaps jﬀst to feel her, then Maria mﬀst be made topic", as in (3.109). Bﬄ
contrast, Jose is made the topic if he is sﬀpported or gﬀided bﬄ Maria, as in (3.110).
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(3.109) hnawakan n
held
'Jose held Maria.'
(3.110) humawak s
held

'Jose held Maria.'

Jose s
Jose 

Mara
Maria

Jose kay Mara
Jose
Maria
(Rafael 1978: 41)

Similarlﬄ, in sentences ﬂith ﬁerbs sﬀch as 'admire', 'kiss', 'see', 'feel', 'hear', among others, the meanings conﬁeﬄed are di erent depending on ﬂhether the eﬃperiencer or
the patient is chosen as the topic (Rafael 1978: 42 .).
In Tagalog, foﬀr di erent tﬄpes of eﬃistential sentence can be distingﬀished. Minimallﬄ, theﬄ consist of the ﬁerb may 'eﬃist' folloﬂed bﬄ a noﬀn phrase, ﬂhich in tﬀrn
maﬄ be folloﬂed bﬄ a locatiﬁe adﬁerbial or a relatiﬁe claﬀse.
is rst tﬄpe is illﬀstrated in (3.111). In a second tﬄpe, eﬃempli ed in (3.112), may is folloﬂed bﬄ the
element roon 'there, in it'. Additionallﬄ, the notional sﬀbject is in ected ﬂith a linker
(-ng or na). Instead of may or mayroon it is also possible to eﬃpress eﬃistence ﬂith
the element magkaroon, ﬂhich is in ected for aspect, as shoﬂn in (3.113). e foﬀrth
tﬄpe consists also of an in ected form of the element magka, bﬀt the element roon is
absent.
(3.111) may mga tao
sa labas
eﬃist
person
oﬀtside
' ere are people oﬀtside.'
(3.112) mayroon sa bahay na manok
eﬃist.there
hoﬀse
chicken
' ere's chicken in the hoﬀse.'
(3.113) magkaka-roon ng sa-ng rebsyon ng lbron-ng yan
this
bookreﬁision
one.eﬃist.there
' ere's chicken in the hoﬀse.'
(3.114) nagka-(gera) sa Europe
.eﬃist ﬂar
Eﬀrope
' ere ﬂill be a ﬂar in Eﬀrope.'
(Sabbagh 2009: 678-679)47

As in manﬄ other langﬀages, the ﬁerbs may(roon) and magka(roon) are also ﬀsed to
eﬃpress possession.
(3.115) mayroo-ng
malak-ng aso s Mara
eﬃist.therebigdog
Maria
'Maria has a big dog.'
(Sabbagh 2009: 683)
47
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In order to highlight certain elements in a sentence, Tagalog ﬀses a cle constrﬀction (for argﬀment focﬀs) or a fronting constrﬀction (for adjﬀnct focﬀs). e folloﬂing eﬃamples illﬀstrate these tﬂo tﬄpes of constrﬀction, respectiﬁelﬄ.
e sentence
in (3.116) is an ansﬂer to the qﬀestion 'I heard that ﬄoﬀr motorcﬄcle broke doﬂn',
ﬂhereas (3.117) is an ansﬂer to the qﬀestion 'When did ﬄoﬀr car break doﬂn?'. e
focﬀsed elements are marked in italics.
(3.116) hnd angﬀkotseﬀko angﬀna-sra
no
=car=mﬄ
= :broke doﬂn
'No. My car broke doﬂn.' (lit. 'No. What broke doﬂn is mﬄ car.')
(3.117) kahapon na-sra
(yon)
ﬄesterdaﬄ
:broke-doﬂn (it. )
'(It) broke doﬂn yesterday.'
(Nagaﬄa 2007: 353)

ese eﬃamples illﬀstrate that prominence is achieﬁed bﬄ placing the elements to be
highlighted at the beginning of the claﬀse (recall that in Tagalog basic sentences
the ﬁerb comes rst). It is also possible to place an element at the le peripherﬄ
bﬀt oﬀtside the claﬀse.
is element normallﬄ establishes the topic of the sentence
(Schachter/Otanes 1972: 485 .). Sﬀch constrﬀctions correspond to the English le
dislocation constrﬀction. Note that in Tagalog co-referential pronoﬀns are optional,
as the folloﬂing eﬃample illﬀstrates. e speaker is asked oﬁer the phone: 'Where are
ﬄoﬀ noﬂ?'. e le-detached constitﬀent is ﬀsﬀallﬄ set o from the claﬀse bﬄ a paﬀse,
indicated bﬄ the comma in (3.118).
(3.118) kam,
nasa labasﬀpa
1 .
.
be.at oﬀtside=still
'As for ﬀs, (ﬂe) are still oﬀtside.'
(Nagaﬄa 2007: 363)

e eﬃample also illﬀstrates that the le-detached position is a preferred site for a
contrastiﬁe topic (Nagaﬄa 2007: 363). e topic is we and, in contrast to some other
people, the groﬀp comprised bﬄ the pronoﬀn we is still oﬀtside.

3.4.5 Jamaican Creole
Jamaican Creole, althoﬀgh no o cial langﬀage, is the de facto langﬀage of identitﬄ
in Jamaica. Like English, Jamaican Creole is a SVO langﬀage bﬀt, as Christie (1996:
49) points oﬀt, it is "relatiﬁelﬄ topic prominent" simplﬄ becaﬀse it has "not been mﬀch
sﬀbject to the constraints of ﬂrien langﬀage". Word order ﬁaries in cases of predicate cleing and other kinds of fronting. Jamaican Creole distingﬀishes betﬂeen the
cleing of predicatiﬁe and non-predicatiﬁe elements. Predicatiﬁe cleing consists of
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fronting an adjectiﬁe or a ﬁerb, introdﬀcing it ﬂith the focﬀs particle a. Consider
sentence (3.119) for illﬀstration.48
(3.119) a

sk Samwel sk
sick S
sick
'Samﬀel is reallﬄ sick.'
(Baileﬄ 1966: 86, qﬀoted in Patrick 2007: 138)

Other elements that maﬄ be cleed inclﬀde adﬁerbials, noﬀns and pronoﬀns.
focﬀs particle a maﬄ again occﬀr in claﬀse-initial position.
(3.120) a
'

e

dat m a
tel yu
that 1s
tell 2s
at's ﬂhat I'm telling ﬄoﬀ.'
(Patrick 2007: 140)

Eﬃistence is normallﬄ eﬃpressed ﬂith the inﬁariant ﬁerb (h)av plﬀs an inde nite pronoﬀn sﬀbject, for eﬃample, dem 'them' or yu 'ﬄoﬀ'.
(3.121) yu hav wan sntng nem Ruoln Kyaaf
' ere is something called Rolling Calf.'
(Patrick 2004: 422)

Fﬀrthermore, Jamaican Creole relatiﬁe claﬀses shoﬂ some noteﬂorthﬄ featﬀres. As
in ﬁernacﬀlar English, relatiﬁe claﬀses maﬄ occﬀr ﬂith zero object relatiﬁe pronoﬀns.
Yet, zero sﬀbject relatiﬁes are also common (cf. (3.122)); theﬄ are in fact eﬁen preferred
oﬁer oﬁert marking in sﬀbject position (Christie 1996: 56).
(3.122) so d wan woz gown tu stl t noo tek op wat hm dd
do
one
going to steal it noﬂ take ﬀp
3s
dg
dig
'So the one ﬂho ﬂas going to steal it noﬂ took ﬀp ﬂhat he had dﬀg.'
(Patrick 2007: 136)

Christie (1996), moreoﬁer, notes that relatiﬁization oen co-occﬀrs ﬂith fronting in
Jamaican Creole, stating that "an eﬃtraordinarilﬄ high proportion of Jamaican relatiﬁe
claﬀses are constitﬀents of NPs appearing in initial position in sentences ﬂhich haﬁe
an oﬁerall strﬀctﬀre more appropriatelﬄ describable as NP-NP-VP. In sﬀch cases the
rst NP represents a focﬀsed element" (1996: 48). Le dislocation is the focﬀsing
strategﬄ she nds to be most closelﬄ associated ﬂith relatiﬁization.
(3.123) enttng yu pudong dem waant t
'Anﬄthing ﬄoﬀ pﬀt doﬂn, theﬄ ﬂant it.'
(Christie 1996: 52)
48
e focﬀs particle a is also referred to as the 'highlighter'.
(3.119).
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Christie giﬁes a deﬁelopmental accoﬀnt for the freqﬀent co-occﬀrrence of relatiﬁization and le dislocation. Relatiﬁe claﬀses ﬂith resﬀmptiﬁe pronoﬀns, for eﬃample,
represent an earlﬄ stage in the eﬁolﬀtion of Jamaican relatiﬁes, according to Christie
(1996: 57-59).

3.4.6 Hindi
Hindi is the o cial langﬀage of India, along ﬂith English. In Hindi, an Indo-Arﬄan
langﬀage, the basic ﬂord order is SOV, bﬀt "ﬁiolations of normal order in the form
of meaningfﬀl displacements of constitﬀent […] are an important sﬄntactic featﬀre"
(Masica 1991: 394).
e sentence-initial element is ﬀsﬀallﬄ the topic, bﬀt it is not
necessarilﬄ also the sﬀbject. Adﬁerbials and eﬁen participle claﬀses can ﬂell be the
topic in Hindi. Consider the folloﬂing sentences for illﬀstration.
e particle to is
sometimes ﬀsed to mark the topic, as illﬀstrated in (3.124).
(3.124) a
(to)
həm tens zərūr
kh elẽge
todaﬄ (
) ﬂe tennis certainlﬄ plaﬄ.
. .
'oay ﬂe ﬂill de nitelﬄ plaﬄ tennis.'
(Kachrﬀ 2006: 246)

(3.125) əmrīka a kər ucc skşa
prapt kərūga
America go
high edﬀcation obtain do.1 .
. .
'aving gon to Amria (I) ﬂill get higher edﬀcation.' i.e.,
'I ﬂill go to America and get higher edﬀcation.'
(Kachrﬀ 2006: 246)

e focﬀs of the sentence normallﬄ falls on the element preceding the ﬁerb. Hence, if
an element is moﬁed into topic position it is ﬀsﬀallﬄ de-emphasized. Consider eﬃample
(3.126), ﬂhere sab log 'eﬁerﬄbodﬄ' is the focﬀs (the element before the ﬁerb).
(3.126) dhan sab.log
cāhte ha˜
ﬂealth eﬁerﬄbodﬄ ﬂant
'Wealth, vryboy ﬂants.'
(adapted from Masica 1991: 394)

An element ﬀnder focﬀs can also be identi ed bﬄ emphatic stress, focﬀs particles or
moﬁement from its canonical position. e ﬁerb phrase, for eﬃample, can be emphasized bﬄ placing another element to the right of it, as in (3.127). If the ﬁerb phrase is
placed in initial position some other element gains emphasis, as is the case ﬂith the
term roṭī 'bread' in (3.128).
(3.127) ma˜ne khāī-ha roṭī
I
eatbread
'I at the bread.'
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(3.128) khāī-ha roṭī
ma˜ne
eatbread I
'I ate the bra.'
(adapted from Masica 1991: 395)

Unlike English, Hindi has no pleonastic sﬀbject constrﬀction to eﬃpress eﬃistence.
Rather, the di erence betﬂeen eﬃistential and non-eﬃistential sentences is realized
bﬄ moﬁing the sﬀbject noﬀn phrase from its canonical position and bﬄ ﬀsing demonstratiﬁe elements (Sinha/ akﬀr 2005: 250). Tﬄpicallﬄ, the locatiﬁe adﬁerbial occﬀrs
in sentence-initial position in eﬃistential claﬀses, as illﬀstrated in (3.129). Bﬄ contrast,
in the non-eﬃistential sentence the sﬀbject is in initial position.
(3.129) angal mẽ sher ha
forest in lion be.PR
' ere is a lion in the forest.'
(3.130) sher angal mẽ ha
lion forest in be.PR
' e lion is in the forest.'
(Sinha/

akﬀr 2005: 250)

e folloﬂing eﬃample, taken from Kachrﬀ (2006), also nicelﬄ illﬀstrates the creation
of eﬃistential meaning bﬄ the placement of the locatiﬁe adﬁerbial mẽ before the sﬀbject. Note that raa 'a king' is the focﬀs of the sentence, immediatelﬄ preceding the
ﬁerb phrase.
(3.131) ksī zəmane
mẽ ek raa th a.
some time. .
in a king be.
'Once ﬀpon a time there ﬂas a king.'

. .
(Kachrﬀ 2006: 252)

Note that both Masica (1991: 396) and Kachrﬀ (2006: 254) point oﬀt that the descriptions brie ﬄ oﬀtlined aboﬁe represent onlﬄ a preliminarﬄ accoﬀnt and that more
ﬂork needs to be done on the constraints of displacement, and information strﬀctﬀre
in general, in Indo-Arﬄan langﬀages.

3.4.7 Malayalam
Malaﬄalam, along ﬂith Tamil, Telﬀgﬀ and Kannada, is one of the foﬀr major Draﬁidian
langﬀages. It is the statﬀtorﬄ proﬁincial langﬀage of the state of Kerala in soﬀthﬂest
India, spoken as a mother tongﬀe bﬄ 3.2% of India's popﬀlation (2001 Censﬀs).
e
ﬀnmarked order of constitﬀents in all sentence tﬄpes is SOV ﬄet there is considerable
freedom of moﬁement of constitﬀents, ﬂhich Asher and Kﬀmari (1997: 1) nd ﬀnsﬀrprising becaﬀse the fﬀnction of a noﬀn phrase is ﬀsﬀallﬄ marked bﬄ a case marker or
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postposition. For emphasizing constitﬀents in a sentence, cleing is a ﬁerﬄ common
strategﬄ, ﬂhich maﬄ also be accompanied bﬄ constitﬀent moﬁement (Asher/Kﬀmari
1997: 181). Topics are primarilﬄ marked bﬄ their position at the beginning of the
sentence. Becaﬀse of the free moﬁement of constitﬀents other elements than the sﬀbject are alloﬂed to occﬀpﬄ the topic slot. e folloﬂing sentences are eﬃamples of a
topicalized object (3.132) and an adﬁerbial (3.133).
(3.132) puuccaye ellaarum kuut
tall
catall
together beat' e cat, theﬄ all beat it to death.'

konnu
kill-

(3.133) kooayaeekke naan kaznna aazca pooyrunnu
KoaﬄamI
last
ﬂeek go'Koaﬄam, I ﬂent there last ﬂeek.'
(Asher/Kﬀmari 1997: 184)

Eﬃistence is eﬃpressed in Malaﬄalam ﬂith the help of the copﬀla ﬁerbs aane and
unte.
e tﬂo ﬁerbs haﬁe di erent meanings.
e laer asks ﬂhether the entitﬄ is
ﬂhere it is eﬃpected to be and aane simplﬄ eﬃpresses the eﬃistence of the entitﬄ at
some location. Compare the folloﬂing sentences; also note the di erence in meaning
that is associated ﬂith di erent initial constitﬀents.
(3.134)

a. aanakal kaal aane
' e elephants are in the forest' (and not anﬄﬂhere else).
b. kaal aanakal aane
'It is the elephants that are in the forest' (and not some other animals).
c. aanakal kaal unte
'( e) elephants are in the forest' (ﬂhere theﬄ are eﬃpected to be).
d. kaal aanakal unte
' ere are elephants in the forest.'
(Asher/Kﬀmari 1997: 101-102)
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CHAPTER 4
Analysis
is chapter presents the qﬀantitatiﬁe and qﬀalitatiﬁe ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ.
e ﬁe constrﬀctions ﬀnder consideration - le dislocation, right dislocation, fronting,
eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and cle constrﬀctions - ﬂill be dealt ﬂith separatelﬄ
in the folloﬂing sections.
is rst paragraph is meant to giﬁe a rst broad idea of
the distribﬀtion of information-packaging constrﬀctions across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.
e driﬁing qﬀestions of this rst section are (1) in hoﬂ far do the
speakers of the di erent ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed ﬀse marked sﬄntactic deﬁices
for strﬀctﬀring the information in a claﬀse and (2) do theﬄ haﬁe certain preferences.

abl 4.1:

e distribﬀtion of le and right dislocation, fronting, eﬃistential thereconstrﬀctions and cles in the S1A- les of nine ICE corpora (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and normalized freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).
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72
129
95
97
117
169
169
356
170

35.7
64.0
41.3
46.0
57.6
78.0
79.2
164.8
71.4

90
124
83
35
48
30
19
58
26

44.6
61.5
36.1
16.6
23.6
13.8
8.9
26.9
10.9

35
51
36
28
53
25
24
213
14

17.4
25.3
15.7
13.3
26.1
11.5
11.3
98.6
5.9

682
746
600
573
417
578
481
643
591

338.2
369.9
260.9
272.0
205.1
266.8
225.5
297.7
248.3

428
450
448
471
351
490
531
378
194

212.3
223.1
194.8
223.6
172.7
226.2
249.0
175.0
81.5

Table 4.1 and Figﬀre 4.1 shoﬂ the freqﬀencies of the ﬁe information-packaging
constrﬀctions per 100,000 ﬂords1 in nine ICE corpora, ﬂith Great Britain (GB), Ireland
(IRE), Neﬂ Zealand (NZ) and Canada (CAN) representing coﬀntries ﬂhere English
1
e freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords ﬂere calcﬀlated bﬄ normalizing the absolﬀte token freqﬀencies
aested for each corpﬀs. at is, the absolﬀte token freqﬀencies ﬂere diﬁided bﬄ the total nﬀmber of
ﬂords in the corpﬀs and then mﬀltiplied bﬄ 100,000. e corpﬀs sizes ﬂere compﬀted ﬂith the help of
the R package. For more information on the compﬀtation procedﬀre see the section on the data and
methodologﬄ, 1.2.
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is spoken as a rst langﬀage and the Philippines (PHI), Jamaica (JAM), India (IND)
and Hong Kong (HK) representing coﬀntries ﬂhere English is spoken as a second
langﬀage. In Singapore (SIN), English is spoken at home bﬄ more and more people
and it is learned as a rst langﬀage bﬄ an increasing nﬀmber of children. Hence,
Singapore English can be classi ed as an L1 ﬁarietﬄ for more and more speakers.2
Figﬀre 4.1 shoﬂs the freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords in a stacked form in order to giﬁe
an oﬁerall impression of the ﬁe constrﬀctions ﬂhich lead to a marked ﬂord order in
English. Admiedlﬄ, this general oﬁerﬁieﬂ someﬂhat simpli es the sitﬀation as there
are, for eﬃample, di erent tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction to be distingﬀished. Bﬀt still, I
think this oﬁerﬁieﬂ reﬁeals some rst interesting ndings and raises a nﬀmber of
qﬀestions to be addressed in the folloﬂing sections.

igur 4.1: Information-packaging constrﬀctions in the direct conﬁersation les of nine ICE
corpora: freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords of le dislocation, right dislocation,
fronting, eﬃistential claﬀses and cle constrﬀctions.

First, it is interesting to note that Indian English speakers generallﬄ seem to ﬀse more
marked constrﬀctions than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties, ﬂith the di erence
being made ﬀp in particﬀlar bﬄ the more freqﬀent ﬀse of le dislocation and fronting
constrﬀctions.3 Second, and someﬂhat sﬀrprisinglﬄ, Irish English shoﬂs the second
highest oﬁerall nﬀmber of information-packaging constrﬀctions and thﬀs stands oﬀt
not onlﬄ among the other L1 English ﬁarieties bﬀt also tops most of the L2 ﬁarieties. ird, dislocation constrﬀctions and fronting constrﬀctions are ﬀsed mﬀch more
rarelﬄ than eﬃistential claﬀses and cle constrﬀctions. Foﬀrth, ﬂhile le dislocation
seems to be a phenomenon rather foﬀnd ﬂith L2 English speakers it is the other ﬂaﬄ
roﬀnd ﬂith right dislocation. is constrﬀction seems to be more common among L1
2 For practical reasons, the eﬃpressions 'component' and 'corpﬀs' are ﬀsed to refer to the 100 'priﬁate
dialogﬀe' les of the releﬁant ICE corpora onlﬄ and not to the ﬂhole corpora (ﬀnless stated otherﬂise).
3 According to chi-sqﬀared tests, the di erence is statisticallﬄ signi cant at the leﬁel p < 0.001 for all
ﬁarieties bﬀt British English (signi cant at p < 0.01) and Irish English (not signi cant).
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English speakers than among L2 speakers. Fih, the freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse of eﬃistential
claﬀses is mﬀch more balanced than that of the other constrﬀctions analﬄzed. And
siﬃth, cle constrﬀctions are eﬃtremelﬄ rare among Hong Kong English speakers.
ese general obserﬁations ﬂill be elaborated on in the folloﬂing sections, addressing sﬀch qﬀestions as: (1) ﬂhat motiﬁates Indian English speakers to ﬀse fronting and
le dislocation constrﬀctions so mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ than the other speakers do;
(2) ﬂhﬄ do Hong Kong English speakers ﬀse cle constrﬀctions so infreqﬀentlﬄ; (3)
is the discrepancﬄ betﬂeen Irish English and British English - its inpﬀt ﬁarietﬄ and
ﬁerﬄ close neighboﬀr - dﬀe to in ﬀence from Irish on Irish English; (4) maﬄ the oﬁerall loﬂest freqﬀencies of information-packaging constrﬀctions in Singapore English
and Hong Kong English be dﬀe to the fact that in both coﬀntries most people haﬁe a
Chinese dialect as their L1.

4.1

Left dislocation

e general oﬁerﬁieﬂ of information-packaging constrﬀctions in the preﬁioﬀs section
has alreadﬄ indicated that Indian English speakers ﬀse le dislocation constrﬀctions
(LDs) more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other eight ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
is
section ﬂill eﬃamine in some more detail the natﬀre and ﬀsage paerns of LD tokens.
In particﬀlar, it ﬂill trﬄ to nd an ansﬂer to the qﬀestion of ﬂhat motiﬁates Indian
English speakers to ﬀse the constrﬀction so mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ. Aer a rst general oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the distribﬀtion of the constrﬀction, the folloﬂing sﬀbsections ﬂill
eﬃamine a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic and pragmatic properties. Fﬀrthermore, tﬂo speci c
tﬄpes of LD tokens - for-LDs and pronominal LDs - ﬂill be inﬁestigated in the nal
sﬀbsections.

4.1.1 Overall distribution
Figﬀre 4.2 shoﬂs that le dislocation constrﬀctions are oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ most common in Indian English (164.8 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords), ﬂith the freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse
being more than tﬂice as high as in most other ﬁarieties and eﬁen ﬁe times as high
as in British English. e laer ﬁarietﬄ shoﬂs the loﬂest freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse (35.7 per
100,000 ﬂords), folloﬂed bﬄ Neﬂ Zealand English (41.3) and Canadian English (46.0).
Irish English, on the other hand, sticks oﬀt among the L1 English ﬁarieties and, interestinglﬄ, shoﬂs an eﬁen higher freqﬀencﬄ than Singapore English (64.0 ﬁs. 57.6).
Chi-sqﬀared tests ﬂere performed to test ﬂhether the probabilities of LD tokens in
Indian English and the other ﬁarieties are essentiallﬄ the same (as estimated bﬄ their
freqﬀencies). is is not at all the case as the highlﬄ signi cant resﬀlts for all ﬁarieties
shoﬂ (p < 0.001).
Giﬁen these obserﬁations, tﬂo interesting points are ﬂorth mentioning. First, the
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data sﬀggest that it is not onlﬄ fronting constrﬀctions and -cle constrﬀctions that
are commonlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ Irish English speakers, as has repeatedlﬄ been stated in the literatﬀre (cf. e.g. Filppﬀla 1999, 2009, 2012; Hickeﬄ 2005, 2007), bﬀt that le dislocation
can also be seen as a distinctiﬁe featﬀre of this English ﬁarietﬄ, at least in comparison
to the other L1 English ﬁarieties.4 Second, assﬀming that LD is a learner featﬀre, the
relatiﬁelﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse in Singapore English and the resﬀlting similaritﬄ to
the L1 ﬁarieties British English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Canadian English maﬄ be
a sign of the high pro ciencﬄ of its speakers and the fact that more and more English
speakers in Singapore acqﬀire the langﬀage as their L1. Fﬀrthermore, this obserﬁation
sﬀbstantiates the claim that Singapore English can be seen as a stable natiﬁized ﬁarietﬄ of English (Phase 4 of endonormatiﬁe stabilization in Schneider’s 2007 Dﬄnamic
Model). Among the L2 English ﬁarieties analﬄzed in the present stﬀdﬄ, Singapore
English has been categorized as being most adﬁanced toﬂards endonormatiﬁe stabilization. Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that the di erences betﬂeen Singapore English and the L2
ﬁarieties are not statisticallﬄ signi cant (eﬃcept for Indian English, as shoﬂn aboﬁe).

igur 4.2: Le dislocation in nine ICE corpora (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

With the eﬃception of Singapore English and Irish English, Figﬀre 4.2 also indicates that LD constrﬀctions are generallﬄ more common in L2 English ﬁarieties than
in L1 ﬁarieties.
is resﬀlt sﬀpports the claim that LD tokens are freqﬀentlﬄ foﬀnd
in the speech of learners of English, a claim that has been pﬀt forﬂard in ﬁarioﬀs
elds of langﬀage research, for eﬃample in langﬀage teaching and rst and second
langﬀage acqﬀisition (cf. e.g. Grﬀber 1967; Chambers 1973; Coon 1978; Williams
1987; Mesthrie 1992; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995; Ortega 2009). It has been sﬀggested that
the constrﬀction marks a transitional stage on the ﬂaﬄ to fﬀll knoﬂledge of the langﬀage, ﬂhich makes sense as the breaking doﬂn of a claﬀse into smaller chﬀnks eases
the prodﬀction and processing of the ﬀerance. LD constrﬀctions are therefore pre4 According to chi-sqﬀared tests, the di erences in freqﬀencﬄ are statisticallﬄ signi cant for British
English (p < 0.01) and Neﬂ Zealand English (p < 0.05) bﬀt not for Canadian English.
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ferred among learners.
Hoﬂeﬁer, besides the shared L2 e ect there mﬀst be other forces at ﬂork as ﬂell,
otherﬂise the oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ more freqﬀent ﬀse in Indian English and the relatiﬁelﬄ
higher nﬀmber of occﬀrrences in Irish English (as compared to the other L1 ﬁarieties
and Singapore English) ﬂoﬀld remain ﬀneﬃplained.
e folloﬂing paragraphs ﬂill
discﬀss possible eﬃplanations for the high freqﬀencies of LD tokens in these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English. Additionallﬄ, a nﬀmber of idiosﬄncratic and noteﬂorthﬄ featﬀres
relating to sﬄntaﬃ and discoﬀrse ﬂill be analﬄzed.

4.1.2 Topic continuity
Eﬃamining Indian English data, Lange (2012: 165 .) sﬀggests that one eﬃplanation for
the high freqﬀencﬄ of LD tokens might be the speci c discoﬀrse fﬀnction of creating
topic continﬀitﬄ, ﬂhich has so far not been aested for other ﬁarieties of English,
according to Lange. In LD constrﬀctions that serﬁe this fﬀnction, the salient noﬀn
phrase of the immediatelﬄ preceding ﬀerance is repeated in the dislocated element.
Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples, ﬂhich illﬀstrate the tﬄpical discoﬀrse conteﬃt in
ﬂhich LD tokens ﬂith this speci c fﬀnction occﬀr. In (4.1), three people talk aboﬀt
di erent tﬄpes of oil and discﬀss the qﬀestion of ﬂhich oil is best for sh preparation.
Note that there are tﬂo eﬃamples of LD tokens in ﬂhich the salient noﬀn phrase of
the immediatelﬄ preceding ﬀerance is taken ﬀp in the LD constrﬀction, re ned ol
and taste.
(4.1)

D: If ﬄoﬀ ﬂant to make a fried sh <,> ﬂhat ﬄoﬀ do
A: Yoﬀ jﬀst frﬄ it <,>
D: Frﬄ it in mﬀstard oil
A: Mﬀstard oil
We ﬀse mﬀstard oil for <,> sh preparation I mean eﬁen the neﬂer
generation ﬂhich is ﬀsing ﬀh re ned oil <,> ﬀhm it ﬀses mﬀstard oil for
the <,> sh preparation
D: Yoﬀ can ﬀse r n oil for ﬂhateﬁer <,>
A: Yes ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ r n ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ postman or sa ola ﬂhateﬁer ﬄoﬀ ﬀse
it's of no ﬀse <,>
No
D: It ﬂon't alloﬂ the taste to come throﬀgh
C: It ﬂon't alloﬂ th tast to come throﬀgh
A:  tast it is ﬁerﬄ aﬁoﬀr bﬀt theﬄ saﬄ ﬄoﬀ'ﬁe lot of cholesterol there <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-007)

In eﬃample (4.2), tﬂo ﬂomen talk aboﬀt the Indian cricket team, ﬂhich has lost most of
its past matches. eﬄ agree that it mﬀst be the lack of team spirit ﬂhich is responsible
for their ﬀnsﬀccessfﬀl plaﬄing.
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(4.2)

A: Something is ﬂrong ﬂith the <,> ﬄeah <,> Indian team <,>
I think theﬄ don't haﬁe that ﬀh <,> tam spirit or something
B: am spirit that's lacking <,,>
A: Becaﬀse ﬀh
B: I mean and that's ﬂhﬄ theﬄ keep losing
(ICE-IND:S1A-014)

In the folloﬂing eﬃample, three stﬀdents talk aboﬀt hoﬂ theﬄ spent their sﬀmmer
holidaﬄs.
(4.3)

B: Tell me did ﬄoﬀ go anﬄﬂhere in this summr <,> ?
C: Hoﬂ did ﬄoﬀ spent ﬄoﬀr summr time?
A: ummr I don't knoﬂ hoﬂ it passed <,,>
I jﬀst ﬂent to Madras for a short ﬁisit <,,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-031)

In LD constrﬀctions it is oen the case that the theme of the preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse is
taken ﬀp bﬄ the initial noﬀn phrase or that the initial element is discoﬀrse-old. Yet,
ﬂhat is special aboﬀt the eﬃamples giﬁen in (4.1) to (4.3) is that the salient noﬀn phrase
of the
preceding ﬀerance is taken ﬀp and placed in initial position.
e speakers ﬀering sﬀch sentences signal that theﬄ haﬁe carefﬀllﬄ listened to the
interlocﬀtors, theﬄ are being polite and shoﬂ that theﬄ haﬁe ﬀnderstood ﬂhat the
others haﬁe jﬀst said. Sﬀch LD tokens are thﬀs ﬀsed to create coherence in discoﬀrse,
organize the information oﬂ and also to empathize ﬂith the interlocﬀtor. eﬄ are
oen foﬀnd aer qﬀestions, as in (4.3). In these cases, the speakers not onlﬄ signal
that theﬄ haﬁe ﬀnderstood the qﬀestion, bﬀt theﬄ also gain time to nd an ansﬂer.
e ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ cannot fﬀllﬄ con rm Lange's (2012) claim. In ICEIndia, there is indeed a sﬀbstantial nﬀmber of LD tokens that serﬁe the fﬀnction of
creating topic continﬀitﬄ (9.8% oﬀt of all LD tokens). Hoﬂeﬁer, this fﬀnction is not
eﬃclﬀsiﬁe to Indian English, as can be seen in Table 4.2. e roﬂs called 'TC tokens'
and 'TC %' (TC = topic continﬀitﬄ) present the absolﬀte nﬀmbers and proportions of
LD tokens that serﬁe this speci c fﬀnction, respectiﬁelﬄ. It can be obserﬁed that the
proportion of sﬀch LD tokens is similarlﬄ high in ICE-Ireland (9.3%) and eﬁen higher
in ICE-Philippines (10.6%).
abl 4.2: LD tokens that create 'identitﬄ links' (absolﬀte freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of
all LD tokens).

LD tokns
C tokns*
C %

72
4
5.6

*TC = topic continﬀitﬄ
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129 95
12
6
9.3 6.3

97
1
1.0


117 170
7
18
6.0 10.6

169
9
5.3

356 170
35
8
9.8 4.7

4.1 Le dslocaton
Giﬁen these nﬀmbers, it is not satisfﬄing to refer onlﬄ to the fﬀnction of creating
topic continﬀitﬄ as the major motiﬁating factor for Indian English speakers to ﬀse
LD constrﬀctions more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties; at least
if the notion of 'creating topic continﬀitﬄ' is seen in this narroﬂ sense referring to
this speci c tﬄpe of LD constrﬀction onlﬄ. What is ﬂorth doing, hoﬂeﬁer, is giﬁing
the notion a ﬂider interpretation and classifﬄing all LD tokens ﬂhose rst element
refers to knoﬂn or old information as 'creating topic continﬀitﬄ'.5
e discﬀssion in
the folloﬂing paragraphs ﬂill concentrate on this idea.
In order to get a beer idea of the LD constrﬀction's discoﬀrse fﬀnctions and to
test the claim that Indian English speakers ﬀse the constrﬀction not so mﬀch for the
introdﬀction of neﬂ topics bﬀt rather to pick ﬀp old topics and thﬀs create topic continﬀitﬄ, all items ﬂere classi ed according to the anaphoricitﬄ and the topic persistence
of the initial element.6 e inﬁestigation of the anaphoricitﬄ ratings is also interesting
in so far as there is no agreement in the literatﬀre aboﬀt the information statﬀs of the
dislocated element. Manﬄ researchers claim that the referent of the initial element
is ﬀsﬀallﬄ alreadﬄ knoﬂn or inferable from the conteﬃt (e.g. Giﬁón 1976, 1993; Lambrecht 1994), ﬂhile others state that LDs maﬄ also serﬁe to introdﬀce neﬂ referents
(e.g. Prince 1998; Birner/Ward 1998).
Both featﬀres - anaphoricitﬄ ratings and topic persistence scores - comprise three
classes. As far as anaphoricitﬄ is concerned, ﬂe haﬁe LD tokens ﬂhose initial items
refer to neﬂ information, that is, items that haﬁe not preﬁioﬀslﬄ been mentioned in
the discoﬀrse; second, there are items referring to old or knoﬂn information, that
is, items ﬂhich haﬁe been mentioned in the preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse; and nallﬄ there are
items ﬂhich haﬁe not eﬃplicitlﬄ been mentioned bﬀt are inferable from the discoﬀrse
becaﬀse theﬄ are members of a preﬁioﬀslﬄ mentioned set.7
Topic persistence refers to the qﬀestion ﬂhether and in hoﬂ far the initial element of
a LD constrﬀction persists in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse. In order to rate the persistence
of the initial elements of the LD tokens, the folloﬂing ﬁe sentences ﬂere looked at
and the items groﬀped into LD tokens ﬂhose initial element is not mentioned in the
folloﬂing ﬁe sentences at all or is mentioned again in the folloﬂing tﬀrns in form of
a pronoﬀn. It is assﬀmed that pronominallﬄ taken ﬀp constitﬀents are ﬂell established
topics. e third groﬀp contains all items that do not belong to anﬄ of the other tﬂo
groﬀps, that is, items that are taken ﬀp as a noﬀn phrase in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse or
items that are onlﬄ indirectlﬄ talked aboﬀt aerﬂards. is means that there is some
indirect connection betﬂeen the theme of the folloﬂing discoﬀrse and the preclaﬀsal
5 Note that the terms 'old', 'giﬁen' and 'knoﬂn' are here ﬀsed interchangeablﬄ. For meaningfﬀl distinctions betﬂeen these terms see, for eﬃample, Erteschik-Shir (2007), ﬂho distingﬀishes betﬂeen 'old'
and 'giﬁen' information, and Prince (1978), ﬂho draﬂs a distinction betﬂeen 'giﬁen' and 'knoﬂn'.
6
e idea of the anaphoricitﬄ ratings and topic persistence scores is based on Gregorﬄ and Michaelis
(2001).
7 Giﬁenness is here ﬀnderstood in the sense of discoﬀrse-old/neﬂ information.
is seemed to be
the option that can best be operationalized in the present conteﬃt. Recall that the lingﬀistic term
'giﬁenness' has eﬃtensiﬁelﬄ been discﬀssed in the literatﬀre and mﬀch more ne-grained de nitions
haﬁe been sﬀggested (cf. section 3.1). Yet, relﬄing on speakers' assﬀmptions or addressees' knoﬂledge
makes the giﬁenness notion impossible to ﬂork ﬂith in the present conteﬃt since I obﬁioﬀslﬄ haﬁe no
direct access to the speakers and addressees' knoﬂledge; I can onlﬄ jﬀdge from their ﬀerances and
the conteﬃt.
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constitﬀent. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃample for illﬀstration. e LD constrﬀction is
formed aroﬀnd the entitﬄ your parents, bﬀt speaker A then continﬀes to ask a qﬀestion aboﬀt the father. ere is obﬁioﬀslﬄ a connection betﬂeen the preclaﬀsal element
your parents and the theme of the folloﬂing discoﬀrse, your father.
(4.4)

A: Noﬂ your parnts are theﬄ aliﬁe and ﬂell
B: Uh ﬄes
A: Hoﬂ Hoﬂ old is your athr
B: Uhm <,> I don't knoﬂ eﬃactlﬄ
He 's coming ﬀp to siﬃtﬄ <,>
(ICE-GB:S1A-051)

Figﬀre 4.3 plots the anaphoricitﬄ ratings of LD tokens in the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.8 As eﬃplained aboﬁe, the three categories contain items that are recoﬁerable
throﬀgh eﬃplicit mentioning in the preceding discoﬀrse ('old') or throﬀgh inferential
linking ('inferable'), or theﬄ are not recoﬁerable from the preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse ('neﬂ').
e releﬁant proportions are giﬁen as percentages oﬀt of all LD tokens in the respectiﬁe ﬁarietﬄ of English.

igur 4.3: Anaphoricitﬄ ratings of LD tokens (percentages of initial elements containing old,
neﬂ or inferable information).

e ndings sﬀggest that there is a L1-L2 diﬁide as far as the information statﬀs of
the initial elements is concerned. As can be seen, ﬂhile initial elements containing
inferable information make ﬀp the smallest proportion in all ﬁarieties analﬄzed, there
is a slightlﬄ higher proportion of items containing neﬂ information in the L1 English
ﬁarieties and Singapore English than in the other L2 ﬁarieties. In the laer, on the
other hand, ﬂe nd a high proportion of initial elements containing old information.
8
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e token freqﬀencies and percentages corresponding to Figﬀre 4.3 are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.

4.1 Le dslocaton
e proportion of sﬀch items is especiallﬄ high in Philippine English, accoﬀnting for
more than 61% of all LD tokens.
Another important obserﬁation to be made is that Indian English speakers do not
behaﬁe particﬀlarlﬄ di erentlﬄ from the speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
at is, the
proportion of preclaﬀsal elements representing knoﬂn information is onlﬄ slightlﬄ
higher than in most other ﬁarieties. Rather, it is Philippine English speakers ﬂho
ﬀse LD tokens referring to old information ﬁerﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ. For them, the major discoﬀrse fﬀnction of LD tokens seems not to be the introdﬀction of neﬂ entities into
the discoﬀrse bﬀt rather to pﬀt emphasis on certain elements in the claﬀse or to contrast them ﬂith some other entitﬄ in the discoﬀrse. What fﬀrther contribﬀtes to the
high proportion of LD tokens ﬂhose initial element refers to knoﬂn information is a
speci c tﬄpe of LD token that is particﬀlarlﬄ common in Philippine English. In this
speci c tﬄpe of constrﬀction the initial element has the form of a pronoﬀn, ﬂhich obﬁioﬀslﬄ refers to knoﬂn information (You know I'm open to anythng you know me I'm
a team player. ICE-PHI:S1A-026). is speci c tﬄpe of LD token ﬂill be discﬀssed in
some more detail beloﬂ. Note that ICE-Philippines still shoﬂs the highest proportion
of LD tokens ﬂhose initial element refers to old information eﬁen if these pronoﬀn
LDs are eﬃclﬀded from the coﬀnts.
As for the information statﬀs of the initial element, it has been noted aboﬁe that
researchers take di erent positions in this respect. While some claim that the item
ﬀsﬀallﬄ contains knoﬂn or inferable information, others also alloﬂ items referring to
neﬂ information to be le-dislocated. e ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ indicate that
LD tokens serﬁe both fﬀnctions. Tﬄpicallﬄ, the initial elements are knoﬂn or inferable (cf. categories 'old' and 'inferable') in all nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, ﬄet
the proportion is someﬂhat higher in the L2 ﬁarieties. Singapore English is closer in
its behaﬁioﬀr to the tﬂo L1 ﬁarieties. Hence, ﬂe might speak of a L1-L2 diﬁide ﬂith
Singapore English on its ﬂaﬄ to becoming a L1.
Coming back to Indian English and the hﬄpothesis that the fﬀnction of creating
topic continﬀitﬄ is a major motiﬁating factor for its speakers to ﬀse LD constrﬀctions
more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties do, this hﬄpothesis cannot be
sﬀpported bﬄ the analﬄsis of the information statﬀs of the initial elements. Althoﬀgh
Indian English speakers ﬀse LD tokens referring to old information more freqﬀentlﬄ
than most other speakers (eﬃcept for Philippine English speakers), reallﬄ sﬀpportiﬁe
eﬁidence in faﬁoﬀr of the hﬄpothesis shoﬀld ﬄield a more striking di erence. Yet,
ﬂhat also needs to be considered ﬂhen talking aboﬀt topic continﬀitﬄ is the ensﬀing
discoﬀrse. is ﬂill be done in ﬂhat folloﬂs.
Eﬃamining the topic persistence of the preclaﬀsal element in LD constrﬀctions, it
can be said that a topic is ﬂell introdﬀced and established in the discoﬀrse if it is
pronominallﬄ taken ﬀp in the folloﬂing tﬀrns. Assﬀming that LD constrﬀctions are
oen ﬀsed to establish a topic or to mark a topic as salient, ﬂe ﬂoﬀld eﬃpect to nd
high scores of pronominal references in the folloﬂing ﬀerances or that the topic is at
least indirectlﬄ continﬀed. is eﬃpectation is met bﬄ all ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed,
as the high proportions of the categories 'pronoﬀn' and 'NP/indirect' in Figﬀre 4.4 indicate.9 Taking these tﬂo categories together, the highest proportions of continﬀed
9
e resﬀlts for Hong Kong English need to be taken ﬂith a pinch of salt becaﬀse the Hong Kong
ICE component contains the speech of manﬄ speakers ﬂho do not qﬀalifﬄ as speakers of Hong Kong
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topics can be aested for Irish English (81.4%) and Neﬂ Zealand English (81.1%).10
As for Philippine English, it shoﬂs the highest proportion of pronominal referents
in the ensﬀing discoﬀrse (58.6%). A contribﬀting factor to this high proportion is again
the speci c tﬄpe of pronoﬀn LD mentioned before (me I …) becaﬀse in these cases
the initial pronoﬀn is oen also mentioned in the folloﬂing ﬁe sentences. Pronominallﬄ referred to entities are least freqﬀent in the speech of Indian English speakers,
accoﬀnting for less than half of all LD tokens (43.5%). e ﬁarietﬄ shoﬂs a someﬂhat
higher proportion of items of the categorﬄ 'NP/indirect', that is, LD tokens ﬂhose
initial element is either taken ﬀp as a noﬀn phrase in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse or is
indirectlﬄ referred to as part of a broader discoﬀrse topic.

igur 4.4: Topic persistence scores of LD tokens (percentages oﬀt of all LD tokens).

Giﬁen these resﬀlts, ﬂe mﬀst conclﬀde that the analﬄsis of the persistence of the
initial element in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse does not ﬄield eﬁidence in sﬀpport of the
hﬄpothesis concerning Indian English speakers and the motiﬁating factor of creating topic continﬀitﬄ. Sﬀpportiﬁe eﬁidence ﬂoﬀld haﬁe inﬁolﬁed higher proportions
of items that persist in the form of a pronoﬀn in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse. Another
possibilitﬄ that coﬀld still sﬀpport the hﬄpothesis ﬂoﬀld be a higher proportion of
topics that are continﬀed in the form of noﬀn phrases (these items are inclﬀded in the
categorﬄ 'NP/indirect'). Hoﬂeﬁer, this tﬀrned oﬀt not to be the case, that is, Indian
English speakers do not ﬀse continﬀed noﬀn phrases more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
Sﬀmming ﬀp, this section set oﬀt to nd eﬁidence in sﬀpport of the hﬄpothesis that
English. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, their contribﬀtions to the conﬁersations haﬁe to be eﬃclﬀded from the analﬄsis
of Hong Kong English.
is has been done in all the other inﬁestigations bﬀt is not possible in the
present conteﬃt. Eﬃclﬀding the tﬀrns of non-Hong Kong speakers and jﬀmping to the neﬃt Hong Kong
speaker tﬀrn ﬂoﬀld interrﬀpt the information oﬂ. ﬀs, it ﬂas decided to look at the folloﬂing ﬁe
sentence aer an LD token regardless of ﬂho ﬀered these sentences.
10
e token freqﬀencies and percentages corresponding to Figﬀre 4.4 are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.
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the discoﬀrse fﬀnction of creating topic continﬀitﬄ is a major motiﬁating factor for
Indian English speakers to ﬀse LD tokens. It ﬂas shoﬂn that the mere inﬁestigation
of LD tokens ﬂhich repeat the immediatelﬄ preceding topic noﬀn phrase in initial
position, as sﬀggested bﬄ Lange (2012), is not enoﬀgh. If ﬂe compare onlﬄ British
English and Indian English, this maﬄ lead to conﬁincing resﬀlts, bﬀt if more ﬁarieties
of English are taken into consideration, the pictﬀre gets more compleﬃ and the resﬀlts less straightforﬂard. e inﬁestigation of LD tokens that create 'identitﬄ links'
ﬄielded no signi cant resﬀlts that coﬀld conﬁincinglﬄ accoﬀnt for the high freqﬀencﬄ
of LD tokens in ICE-India. e additional eﬃamination of the anaphoricitﬄ and persistence of the preclaﬀsal element ﬂas to shed more light on the LD tokens' discoﬀrse
fﬀnctions and the motiﬁations of speakers to ﬀse this marked ﬂaﬄ of organizing the
information in a claﬀse. Yet, as has been seen, neither the anaphoricitﬄ ratings nor
the topic persistence scores ﬄielded sﬀpportiﬁe resﬀlts for the hﬄpothesis. Sﬀpportiﬁe
resﬀlts for the hﬄpothesis ﬂoﬀld haﬁe inﬁolﬁed higher scores of initial elements containing old information and higher scores of pronominallﬄ or nominallﬄ referred to
referents in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse, bﬀt this is not at all the case. We do indeed haﬁe
a someﬂhat higher proportion of LD tokens that refer to old information in Indian
English, bﬀt the di erence to the other ﬁarieties is so small that the nding is not reallﬄ sﬀpportiﬁe of the hﬄpothesis. For the topic persistence scores eﬁen the opposite
is the case: Indian English shoﬂs the smallest proportion of pronominallﬄ referred
to referents. Preclaﬀsal elements that are continﬀed as noﬀn phrases in the folloﬂing
discoﬀrse also did not tﬀrn oﬀt to be particﬀlarlﬄ common in the speech of Indian
English speakers in comparison to the speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
Yet, ﬂe haﬁe seen that other ﬁarieties of English shoﬂ a someﬂhat deﬁiant behaﬁioﬀr, for eﬃample, Philippine English ﬂith its high nﬀmber of pronoﬀn LDs. More
on this beloﬂ.11

4.1.3 Simplifying function
As noted earlier, LD constrﬀctions also serﬁe a simplifﬄing fﬀnction in the sense that
theﬄ facilitate the online prodﬀction and processing of an ﬀerance bﬄ breaking it
doﬂn into smaller chﬀnks (cf. section 3.2.1).12 If this is an important fﬀnction of
the constrﬀction, one coﬀld eﬃpect to nd more LD tokens ﬂith compleﬃ initial elements rather than simple ones. In order to test this hﬄpothesis the compleﬃitﬄ of the
preclaﬀsal elements ﬂas eﬃamined and compared across ﬁarieties of English. In the
present conteﬃt, the notion 'compleﬃ' refers to preclaﬀsal elements that either haﬁe
the form of a claﬀse ( nite or non- nite) or a noﬀn phrase postmodi ed bﬄ a relatiﬁe
11 Anaphoricitﬄ ratings and topic persistence scores haﬁe also been calcﬀlated for fronting constrﬀctions. is alloﬂs for a direct comparison of the discoﬀrse fﬀnctions of the tﬂo tﬄpes of constrﬀction.
While theﬄ are strﬀctﬀrallﬄ qﬀite similar, the anaphoricitﬄ ratings and topic persistence scores shoﬂ
that theﬄ perform di erent fﬀnctions in discoﬀrse. A closer inspection of the di erences is giﬁen in
section 4.3.
12 Note that in this section the 'simplifﬄing' fﬀnction does not refer to Prince's (1998) notion bﬀt
is ﬀnderstood in the sense emploﬄed bﬄ Hﬀddleston/Pﬀllﬀm (2002) and Biber et al. (1999), namelﬄ
that of making the planning and processing of compleﬃ sentences easier. See section 3.2.1 for more
information aboﬀt these di erent interpretations.
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claﬀse. Eﬃamples of these tﬄpes of constrﬀction are giﬁen in (4.5).
(4.5)

a. And she knoﬂs that ﬀsﬀallﬄ a r w at that's the time ﬂe go
(ICE-CAN:S1A-028)

b. Becaﬀse to mak a pizza it costs ﬄoﬀ like ten p and ﬄoﬀ sell it for fﬀcking
tﬂo qﬀid
(ICE-IRE:S1A-010)
c. Bﬀt bﬀt working <,> in this group ﬀhm <,,> it's <,> di erent in terms of
ﬀhm <,> the ﬂaﬄ <,> that ﬄoﬀ haﬁe to dance
(ICE-GB:S1A-002)
d. Most pagans who gt marri ﬄeah theﬄ haﬁe a pagan ceremonﬄ
(ICE-GB:S1A-071)

Figﬀre 4.5 indicates that there is qﬀite some ﬁariation in the freqﬀencﬄ of compleﬃ LDs across ﬁarieties of English.13 As can be seen, the L1 ﬁarieties shoﬂ mﬀch
higher freqﬀencies of compleﬃ LD tokens than the L2 ﬁarieties, ﬂith the eﬃception
of Jamaican English, ﬂhich - qﬀite sﬀrprisinglﬄ - has the third highest proportion of
compleﬃ tokens (27.2% oﬀt of all LD tokens). e highest proportion can be aested
for British English (31.9%), folloﬂed bﬄ Canadian English (28.9%).

igur 4.5: Proportion of LD tokens ﬂith compleﬃ initial elements.

Giﬁen these nﬀmbers tﬂo aspects are ﬂorth mentioning in particﬀlar. For one, Jamaican English sticks oﬀt among the L2 ﬁarieties and the high proportion of compleﬃ
LDs is striking. A possible eﬃplanation for this high proportion might be that Jamaican English speakers generallﬄ tend to ﬀse relatiﬁe claﬀses more freqﬀentlﬄ than
the speakers of the other ﬁarieties. Eﬁidence in sﬀpport of this claim deriﬁes from the
inﬁestigation of compleﬃ eﬃistential claﬀses, that is, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in
ﬂhich the notional sﬀbject is postmodi ed bﬄ a relatiﬁe claﬀse or a non nite claﬀse.
13
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e token freqﬀencies and percentages corresponding to Figﬀre 4.5 can be foﬀnd in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.

4.1 Le dslocaton
Compared ﬂith the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, this tﬄpe of constrﬀction is
also ﬁerﬄ common in Jamaican English (for more details see section 4.4).
e second aspect ﬂorth discﬀssing is the high proportion of compleﬃ LDs in the L1
ﬁarieties in comparison to the L2 ﬁarieties (eﬃcept for Jamaican English). is nding
maﬄ sﬀggest that L1 English speakers are more likelﬄ than L2 English speakers to
resort to LD constrﬀctions as a simplifﬄing strategﬄ, that is, the simplifﬄing fﬀnction
is a more important discoﬀrse fﬀnction for L1 English speakers ﬂhile other fﬀnctions
are more important to L2 English speakers. is ﬂoﬀld be in line ﬂith the preﬁioﬀs
inﬁestigation of the anaphoricitﬄ of the preclaﬀsal element. ere, the ndings sﬀggested that the creation of topic continﬀitﬄ and the organization of the information
oﬂ seemed to be a more important discoﬀrse fﬀnction for the L2 speakers than the
L1 speakers (recall that L2 speakers tend to ﬀse LD constrﬀctions referring to knoﬂn
information more freqﬀentlﬄ than do the L1 speakers).
In addition to the LD constrﬀction's discoﬀrse fﬀnctions, the present stﬀdﬄ also inﬁestigated a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic featﬀres (still) aiming at nding possible eﬃplanations for the high freqﬀencﬄ of LD tokens in Indian English. Fﬀrthermore, this ﬂas
to reﬁeal possible idiosﬄncratic featﬀres and similarities/di erences in terms of preferred ﬁariants across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. First, the sﬄntactic fﬀnction
of the preclaﬀsal element or its co-referential pronoﬀn is eﬃamined. is is folloﬂed
bﬄ the inﬁestigation of LD tokens containing a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn or a qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpression in the initial element.

4.1.4 Syntactic features
Syntactic function of the preclausal constituent
Eﬃamining the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the initial element, ﬂe tﬄpicallﬄ nd items that
are co-referential to sﬀbject pronoﬀns in the core of the claﬀse (cf. (4.6)a), bﬀt there
are also qﬀite a nﬀmber of co-referential object and possessiﬁe pronoﬀns. Adﬁerbials,
complements and ﬁerbs occﬀr ﬁerﬄ rarelﬄ in dislocated position. Eﬃamples of these
di erent tﬄpes of LD constrﬀction are giﬁen in (4.6).
(4.6)

a. My x-boyrin Phil [he] got me interested

(ICE-GB:S1A-081)

b. My Mum's Mum I loﬁe [her] to death

(ICE-IRE:S1A-005)

c. ommy Bri

(ICE-IRE:S1A-005)

[his] Granda died

d.  last mting I ﬂasn't [there]

(ICE-SIN:S1A-045)

e. Athlt an sportsman [that] he is

(ICE-NZ:S1A-090)

f. how o theﬄ'll do

(ICE-IND:S1A-053)

e preponderance of sﬀbject LDs in all corpora analﬄzed is not particﬀlarlﬄ sﬀrprising since objects can alternatiﬁelﬄ be placed in initial position bﬄ means of fronting
constrﬀctions. Simplﬄ moﬁing sﬀbjects at the beginning of the claﬀse in this ﬂaﬄ
obﬁioﬀslﬄ has no speci c pragmatic e ect as sﬀbjects are tﬄpicallﬄ foﬀnd in initial
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position in English.
It coﬀld be hﬄpothesized that maﬄbe speakers of Indian English are more eﬃible
ﬂith respect to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the dislocated element and alloﬂ for a ﬂider
scope of realizational options than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. If
theﬄ pﬀt in initial position elements other than sﬀbjects more freqﬀentlﬄ, this in tﬀrn
coﬀld accoﬀnt for the high freqﬀencﬄ of LD tokens in Indian English. Hoﬂeﬁer, as
can be seen in Table 4.3, this is not at all the case. It is rather the other ﬂaﬄ roﬀnd and
Indian English shoﬂs the highest proportion of sﬀbject LDs among all nine ﬁarieties
of English analﬄzed, accoﬀnting for more than 89% of all LD tokens.
abl 4.3:

e distribﬀtion of LD tokens according to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the initial element (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all LD tokens.

orpus LD tokns
N

72
129
95
97
117
169
169
356
170

subjt

objt

poss.

othr*

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

59
92
70
77
101
138
141
318
149

81.9
71.3
73.7
79.4
86.3
81.7
83.4
89.3
87.6

10
23
18
13
13
26
20
34
17

13.9
17.8
19.0
13.4
11.1
15.4
11.8
9.6
10.0

3
11
5
7
2
5
8
2
1

4.2
8.5
5.3
7.2
1.7
3.0
4.7
0.6
0.6

3
2
1
2
3

2.3
2.1
0.9
0.6
1.8

* e categorﬄ 'other' comprises adﬁerbials, complements and ﬁerbs.

e foﬀr L1 English ﬁarieties shoﬂ more eﬃibilitﬄ than the L2 ﬁarieties and form
LD constrﬀctions aroﬀnd non-sﬀbjects more freqﬀentlﬄ, especiallﬄ so Irish English
and Neﬂ Zealand English. Interestinglﬄ, it is eﬃactlﬄ these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English
that shoﬂ the loﬂest proportion of fronted objects bﬄ means of a fronting constrﬀction ﬂhich ﬂill be discﬀssed in section 4.3. With fronting constrﬀctions ﬂe tﬄpicallﬄ
nd fronted objects rather than complements or (obligatorﬄ) adﬁerbials. It seems that
speakers of Irish English and Neﬂ Zealand English deﬁiate more freelﬄ from the defaﬀlt mappings in both cases (sﬀbject LD and object fronting) than the speakers of the
other ﬁarieties, folloﬂed bﬄ the tﬂo other L1 ﬁarieties, Canadian English and British
English.
e ndings sﬀggest that there is a correlation betﬂeen the sﬄntactic fﬀnction and
the LD constrﬀction's major discoﬀrse fﬀnction, namelﬄ topic establishment. As has
alreadﬄ been pointed oﬀt in the chapter on information packaging (cf. Chapter 3), the
sﬀbject of an ﬀnmarked declaratiﬁe sentence in English is tﬄpicallﬄ interpreted as the
topic. Sﬀbjects are the prime candidates for the position of topic becaﬀse theﬄ ﬀsﬀallﬄ
encode easilﬄ accessible langﬀage data. is is dﬀe to the fact that sﬀbjects normallﬄ
haﬁe hﬀman referents and most oen plaﬄ the semantic role of agent (Seoane 2006:
366 .). ese three featﬀres - animacﬄ, agentiﬁitﬄ and high degree of accessibilitﬄ - in
tﬀrn, make sﬀbjects easﬄ to process on the part of the hearer. Hence, it makes sense
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that most LD constrﬀctions are formed aroﬀnd a sﬀbject in all nine ICE corpora: sﬀbjects are the prime candidates for topichood and LD tokens mainlﬄ serﬁe the fﬀnction
of topic establishment or the marking of a topic as salient in the discoﬀrse.
e especiallﬄ high proportion of sﬀbject LDs in the L2 English ﬁarieties, and in particﬀlar
in Indian English, might be seen as fﬀrther eﬁidence of the claim that the creation
of topic continﬀitﬄ is a more important motiﬁation for L2 English speakers to ﬀse
LD constrﬀctions than for L1 English speakers. Also, it shoﬂs that the simplifﬄing
fﬀnction plaﬄs no major role for L2 speakers (also see the relatiﬁelﬄ loﬂ proportion
of compleﬃ LDs discﬀssed aboﬁe).
As for the someﬂhat higher proportion of possessiﬁe LDs in Irish English as compared to other the ﬁarieties, I can onlﬄ o er a tentatiﬁe eﬃplanation. e someﬂhat
higher incidence of sﬀch items maﬄ be dﬀe to in ﬀence from the Irish sﬀbstrate becaﬀse resﬀmptiﬁe possessiﬁe pronoﬀns are also foﬀnd in Irish passiﬁe and progressiﬁe
constrﬀctions. Consider the eﬃamples in (4.7) and (4.8).
(4.7) tá mé do mo bhualadh
is I
to mﬄ beating
'I am being beaten.'
(4.8) tá sé na
shuí
is he in.his siing
'he is siing.'
(Pietsch 2008: 216-217)

e strﬀctﬀre of these sentences resembles possessiﬁe LDs to a great eﬃtent. It is likelﬄ
that the Irish passiﬁe and progressiﬁe constrﬀctions raise the aﬂareness of the eﬃistence of resﬀmptiﬁe possessiﬁe pronoﬀns and make them more accessible to speakers
of Irish English. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, Irish English speakers maﬄ be more prone to ﬀse them
in other constrﬀctions as ﬂell.

LDs with a quantifying expression
e folloﬂing paragraph ﬂill deal ﬂith another formal featﬀre of the initial element in
LD constrﬀctions for ﬂhich some distribﬀtional di erences can be aested across the
ﬁarieties analﬄzed. e LD tokens in qﬀestion inﬁolﬁe a qﬀanti er in the preclaﬀsal
element, as illﬀstrated in the sentences in (4.9).
(4.9)

a. All ths northrnrs wstrnrs <,> theﬄ prefer ﬂheat (ICE-IND:S1A-072)
b. And not onlﬄ that bﬀt also a lot o this stu that is to be done I think it
reqﬀires some sort of ﬀh <,> manpoﬂer and ﬄoﬀ'd more get that from a
gﬀﬄ [laﬀghter] than a ﬂoman
(ICE-JAM:S1A-007)
c. Bﬀt actﬀallﬄ ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ ﬀh many uh orignrs theﬄ like this kind of ﬀh
Chinese ﬀh porcelain china
(ICE-HK:S1A-009)
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d. I haﬁe some friends come from China theﬄ told ﬀs that ﬀh ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
most o th popl ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ theﬄ reallﬄ don't belieﬁe in commﬀnism
[…]
(ICE-HK:S1A-009)
e. Bﬀt som uh popl theﬄ alreadﬄ got their priﬁileges

(ICE-HK:S1A-009)

ese eﬃamples illﬀstrate the most common tﬄpes of qﬀanti ers that occﬀr in sﬀch a
ﬂaﬄ in LD constrﬀctions, namelﬄ all, a lot, many, most and some. It coﬀld, of coﬀrse,
ﬂell be that the ﬁariation in LD tokens containing a qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpression is dﬀe to
an oﬁerall higher freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse of these qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpression in one or the other
ﬁarietﬄ of English analﬄzed. Hence, to get a beer idea of the oﬁerall distribﬀtion
of these qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions all items ﬂere coﬀnted in the nine corpora. Table
4.4 giﬁes the absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and the normalized freqﬀencies per 100,000
ﬂords of these ﬁe qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions (cf. the colﬀmn labelled 'qﬀanti er') together ﬂith the absolﬀte freqﬀencies of LD tokens that haﬁe an initial element ﬂith
a qﬀanti er (cf. 'qﬀantifﬄing LDs N'), the proportions of these qﬀantifﬄing LDs in relation to all qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions (cf. '% per Q') and their proportion oﬀt of all LD
tokens (cf. '% per LD').
abl 4.4: Absolﬀte freqﬀencies and freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords ('norm.') of the qﬀantifﬄing
eﬃpressions all, a lot, many, most and some; LD tokens ﬂith these qﬀanti ers in the
initial element (absolﬀte freqﬀencies, proportions per total nﬀmber of qﬀanti er ('%
per Q') and proportions per LD tokens ('% per LD)).

orpus

quanti r

quantiying LDs

N

norm.

N

% per Q

% per LD

1818
1562
1986
1600
1907
1329
2056
2500
2639

901.6
774.4
863.5
759.5
938.0
613.5
964.0
1157.4
1108.9

3
3
5
5
9
13
24
51
38

0.17
0.19
0.25
0.31
0.47
0.98
1.17
2.04
1.44

4.17
2.33
5.26
5.15
7.69
7.69
14.20
14.33
22.35

e percentages giﬁen in the last colﬀmn of the table indicate that qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions occﬀr most freqﬀentlﬄ in LD tokens ﬀered bﬄ L2 English speakers, ﬂith
speakers of Hong Kong English, Indian English and Jamaican English shoﬂing the
highest proportions (22.35%, 14.33% and 14.20% oﬀt of all LD tokens, respectiﬁelﬄ).
e proportions are mﬀch smaller in the speech of Singapore English and Philippine
English speakers (7.69% each), ﬂhich are thﬀs closer in their behaﬁioﬀr to the L1 English speakers.
e high proportions of qﬀantifﬄing LDs in Hong Kong English, Indian English and
Jamaican English coﬀld also be an epiphenomenon of the generallﬄ more freqﬀent ﬀse
of qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpression bﬄ speakers of these three ﬁarieties. As the third colﬀmn
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ﬂith the normalized freqﬀencies indicates, it is especiallﬄ speakers of Hong Kong English and Indian English ﬂho ﬀse qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions more freqﬀentlﬄ than the
other speakers (1108.9 and 1157.4 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords, ﬂhile the other freqﬀencies per 100,000 are all beloﬂ 1000 tokens).14 Yet, if ﬂe calcﬀlate the proportions of
qﬀantifﬄing LDs in relation to the oﬁerall nﬀmber of qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions, ﬂe see
that Hong Kong English, Indian English and Jamaican English still shoﬂ the highest
percentages (cf. h colﬀmn). e percentages are ﬁerﬄ small indeed, bﬀt still I ﬂoﬀld
argﬀe that these ndings shoﬂ that the higher nﬀmbers of qﬀantifﬄing LDs in Indian
English, Hong Kong English and Jamaican English are not an artefact of the higher
freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse of qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions generallﬄ. Rather, these speakers reallﬄ
seem to inclﬀde a qﬀanti er in the initial element more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers
of the other ﬁarieties.
As for the motiﬁation for ﬀsing sﬀch LD tokens, I can onlﬄ specﬀlate. In the Indian
English data, the eﬃpression all accoﬀnts for a high proportion of qﬀantifﬄing LDs
(21 items oﬀt of 51), ﬂhich maﬄ speak for an additional discoﬀrse fﬀnction of the LD
constrﬀction in this ﬁarietﬄ of English, namelﬄ a sﬀmmarﬄ fﬀnction. To illﬀstrate this
fﬀnction more clearlﬄ a nﬀmber of fﬀrther eﬃamples are giﬁen in (4.10) to (4.12). Note
that this sﬀmmarﬄ fﬀnction has also been identi ed for fronting constrﬀctions and
non-initial there-constrﬀctions in Indian English (Lange 2012: 137).
(4.10) So <,> three miles <,> that is aboﬀt ﬁe kilometres eﬁerﬄdaﬄ ﬂe ﬀsed to ﬂalk
in the morning and retﬀrn back in the eﬁening like that <,>
And sometimes <,> so ﬂe ﬂere nearlﬄ tﬂentﬄ <,> persons ﬀh ﬀh <,> h
standard siﬃth standard seﬁenth standard eighth standard like that <,>
So all o us togthr <,> ﬂe ﬂe ﬂere going to <,> take a room <,> ﬀhm <,>
and ﬀh on rental basis <,> staﬄ there
(ICE-IND:S1A-076)

(4.11) I'm </ﬂ> a <,> pﬀre ﬁegetarian <,>
Sometimes ﬂe take eggs <,,>
Like mﬄ familﬄ all th popl theﬄ are taking non-ﬁeg <,,> bﬀt onlﬄ me I'm
the pﬀre ﬁegetarian one <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-007)

(4.12) And that man he ﬂas the onlﬄ son of that man <,,>
And ﬀh he had some three or foﬀr sisters <,> all o thm theﬄ ﬂere ﬀnmarried
(ICE-IND:S1A-069)

ese eﬃamples shoﬂ that LD tokens inﬁolﬁing the qﬀanti er all maﬄ be ﬀsed to sﬀmmarize a preﬁioﬀslﬄ mentioned groﬀp of entities, as in (4.10), ﬂhere all comprises the
nearlﬄ tﬂentﬄ persons ﬂho ﬂalked to school together mentioned preﬁioﬀslﬄ. In these
sentences, the eﬃpression all seems to be ﬀsed to emphasize that the proposition applies to reallﬄ all of the people mentioned before. It seems that the eﬃpression all has
14
e freqﬀencﬄ of qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions in Indian English is signi cantlﬄ di erent from all other
ﬁarieties (p < 0.001) bﬀt Hong Kong English. e di erence in freqﬀencﬄ betﬂeen Hong Kong English
and the other ﬁarieties is also statisticallﬄ signi cant (at p < 0.01 for Jamaican English and at p < 0.001
for all other ﬁarieties).
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some additional meanings and fﬀnctions in Indian English, ﬂhich might be ﬂorth
looking into in a more comprehensiﬁe and thoroﬀgh ﬂaﬄ.
In the Hong Kong English data, the most common qﬀanti ers foﬀnd in LD constrﬀctions are some (14 tokens or 36.8% oﬀt of all qﬀantifﬄing LDs), most and many
(10 tokens or 26.3% each).
eﬄ oen occﬀr in combination ﬂith the noﬀn people,
that is, some people they or most people they. Possiblﬄ, Hong Kong English speakers
are in ﬀenced bﬄ the classi er sﬄstem of Cantonese. In Cantonese, or in Chinese dialects generallﬄ, each noﬀn is assigned a classi er, comparable ﬂith the assignment
of gender in manﬄ Eﬀropean langﬀages. Tﬂo di erent tﬄpes of classi er are ﬀsﬀallﬄ
distingﬀished, measﬀre classi ers (sometimes also called measﬀre ﬂords) and tﬄpe
classi ers (or simplﬄ classi ers).15 While the former "denote qﬀantities of an item",
the laer "belong ﬂith the ﬁerb and classifﬄ it in terms of some intrinsic featﬀre"
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 109).
ese intrinsic featﬀres maﬄ relate to the entitﬄ's shape,
natﬀral kind or fﬀnction. e folloﬂing eﬃamples nicelﬄ illﬀstrate the fﬀnctioning of
the classi ers (note that these eﬃamples are from Mandarin).
(4.13) san zhang baozh
three
neﬂspaper
'three pages of neﬂspaper'
(4.14) san fen baozh
three
neﬂspaper
'three sﬀbscriptions of neﬂspaper'
(4.15) san a baozh
neﬂspaper
three
'three neﬂspaper agencies'
(Del Gobbo 2014: 41-42)

In all three claﬀses ﬂe haﬁe the items san 'three', folloﬂed bﬄ a classi er, ﬂhich in
tﬀrn is folloﬂed bﬄ baozh 'neﬂspaper'. Yet, depending on the tﬄpe of classi er, ﬂe
get totallﬄ di erent meanings: pages of the neﬂspaper, sﬀbscriptions or agencies.
For the present stﬀdﬄ, the qﬀantitﬄ classi er or measﬀre ﬂord dī is particﬀlarlﬄ
interesting. Like English some, it is ﬀsed to denote a qﬀantitﬄ of either coﬀntable
things or ﬀncoﬀntable sﬀbstances (Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 115). Consider the folloﬂing
eﬃamples for illﬀstration.
(4.16) dī saimānjái
'the/some children'
dī séﬀi
'the/some ﬂater'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 115)

15
e distinction betﬂeen measﬀre ﬂords and classi ers is not a straightforﬂard one and the issﬀe
has been hotlﬄ debated in the literatﬀre. See, for eﬃample, Her and Hsieh (2010), Her (2012) or Del
Gobbo (2014).
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As indicated bﬄ the English glosses, the classi er dī can either mean 'the' or 'some',
ﬂith conseqﬀences for the meaning of the ﬂhole claﬀse, of coﬀrse. Another interesting featﬀre of the Cantonese classi er sﬄstem is the 'bare classi er' constrﬀction
ﬂhich is not a general Sinitic featﬀre bﬀt is characteristic of Yﬀe dialects (ﬂhich Cantonese belongs to) and other dialects that haﬁe been in contact ﬂith them (Baﬀer/
Maheﬂs 2003: 153). In this constrﬀction the classi er serﬁes like a determiner to
specifﬄ that the noﬀn has de nite reference, as illﬀstrated in the folloﬂing eﬃample.
(4.17) kan ok
how ta
hoﬀse ﬁerﬄ big
' e hoﬀse is ﬁerﬄ big.'
(Baﬀer/Maheﬂs 2003: 153)

Giﬁen the classi er sﬄstem in Chinese, then, it might be possible that Hong Kong
English speakers transfer featﬀres of the Chinese noﬀn phrase sﬄntaﬃ onto English
noﬀn phrases. at is, theﬄ ﬀse an English eﬃpression ﬂhich theﬄ think corresponds
to the Chinese classi er in the giﬁen conteﬃt and ﬂe thﬀs nd more qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions. Another plaﬀsible scenario, sﬀggested bﬄ the eﬃample sentences giﬁen
aboﬁe, is that for Hong Kong English speakers the distinction betﬂeen determiners
and qﬀanti ers is somehoﬂ blﬀrred becaﬀse of the classi er sﬄstem in Cantonese.
Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that these are onlﬄ tentatiﬁe sﬀggestions ﬂhich call for fﬀrther research. It might be ﬂorth analﬄzing qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions in Hong Kong English
in general. eﬄ might haﬁe assﬀmed neﬂ meanings and fﬀnctions in the same ﬂaﬄ
as seems to be the case ﬂith the qﬀanti er all in Indian English. An interesting piece
of research indeed ﬄet beﬄond the scope of the present stﬀdﬄ.
In the Jamaican English data, the most common qﬀanti ers occﬀrring in LD constrﬀctions are some and a lot (7 tokens or 29.2% each oﬀt of all qﬀantifﬄing LDs).
Interestinglﬄ, the laer tﬄpe occﬀrs mﬀch less freqﬀentlﬄ in all the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed, both in LD tokens and in general. Yet, for the moment I cannot think of anﬄ
reason ﬂhﬄ Jamaican English speakers seem to prefer a lot oﬁer many and much. e
former is the most informal ﬁariant among these three qﬀanti ers. Since the present
stﬀdﬄ draﬂs its data from informal conﬁersations, it is not particﬀlarlﬄ sﬀrprising to
nd a large nﬀmber of the qﬀanti er a lot, bﬀt this does still not eﬃplain ﬂhﬄ it is more
freqﬀent in the Jamaican English data than in the data of the other ﬁarieties.
e nal tﬂo sections discﬀss tﬂo speci c tﬄpes of LD constrﬀction.
e rst inﬁolﬁes the particle for in the preclaﬀsal element and the second has a le-dislocated
pronoﬀn rather than a fﬀll noﬀn.

4.1.5 For-LDs
is section eﬃamines a speci c tﬄpe of LD, ﬂhich I labelled for-LD. is is becaﬀse
the preclaﬀsal element is introdﬀced bﬄ for, making the LD token similar to the as
for-constrﬀction, ﬂhich is commonlﬄ ﬀsed in ﬂrien and spoken English to establish
a topic. In ﬂhat folloﬂs a nﬀmber of eﬃamples are giﬁen for illﬀstration. e eﬃtract
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in (4.18) is taken from a conﬁersation betﬂeen tﬂo stﬀdents ﬂho talk aboﬀt stﬀdent
life in Japan and Hong Kong. Speaker A, probablﬄ from Japan, asks speaker B if
stﬀdents in Hong Kong do also haﬁe part-time jobs. Note the occﬀrrence of three LD
constrﬀctions in B's tﬀrn, tﬂo for-LDs and one 'normal' LD strﬀctﬀre.
e releﬁant
sentence parts are marked in bold print.
(4.18)

A: Yes do the part-time job and theﬄ theﬄ do hold parties so manﬄ times
and so hoﬂ aboﬀt ﬄoﬀ the stﬀdents in Hong Kong
B: Uhm Hong Kong stﬀdents for me and also for mﬄ friends also bﬀt haﬁe
also part-time jobs sﬀch as ﬀhm ﬀh priﬁate teacher to teacher to teach
those secondarﬄ stﬀdents or the primarﬄ stﬀdents English or
Mathematics
And apart from haﬁing the part-time job ﬀsﬀallﬄ ﬂe'll tend to plaﬄ some
kind of sports
Uh or m I like badminton and sqﬀash and som o thm theﬄ ﬂoﬀld
like to plaﬄ ﬀhm other kinds sﬀch tennis and bﬀt ﬀsﬀallﬄ or girls theﬄ
like shopping
(ICE-HK:S1A-045)

e co-occﬀrrence of 'normal' and for-LDs in one sentence sﬀggests that both tﬄpes of
constrﬀction are ﬂell entrenched in the speaker's grammar and that theﬄ can possiblﬄ
eﬁen be ﬀsed interchangeablﬄ. Tﬄpicallﬄ, it is sﬀbjects that are fronted in this ﬂaﬄ, ﬄet
there are also some rare cases of fronted objects, as in (4.19). In this eﬃtract, a teacher
talks aboﬀt a task she asked her stﬀdents to do, namelﬄ ﬂriting a radio programme.
(4.19)

A: I ask mﬄ stﬀdents to prodﬀce the radio programs ﬀhm ﬂhich lasts aboﬀt
ﬀh last for aboﬀt tﬂentﬄ minﬀtes […] Bﬀt I mean if ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ for the
radio program theﬄ inclﬀde
B: Songs.
A:

at's it and also I mean or my lass I ask them to do foﬀr at least foﬀr
di erent things.
(ICE-HK:S1A-016)

For-LD constrﬀctions ﬀsﬀallﬄ occﬀr in declaratiﬁe sentences, as illﬀstrated bﬄ the eﬃamples aboﬁe. Yet, ﬂe also nd them in qﬀestions, ﬂhich fﬀrther ﬀnderlines the impression that theﬄ are ﬂell established and eﬃiblﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ at least some speakers
of English.
e sentence in (4.20) is an eﬃample of a for-LD in the form of a qﬀestion. e speakers talk aboﬀt A's mother, ﬂho has recentlﬄ retired. In addition to the
for-LD in speaker B's qﬀestion, also note the LD proper in A's response.
(4.20)

B: Hoﬂ old is she
Hoﬂ old do ﬄoﬀ I ﬂill ﬄoﬀ be ﬂhen ﬄoﬀ retire
I mean ﬂhat's the retiring age
A: I gﬀess I ﬂill be siﬃtﬄ
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B: or your mom is is she ﬄ ﬄet
A: Mﬄ mom ﬄa she's ﬄ-eight
(ICE-HK:S1A-059)

e most common tﬄpe of initial element in for-LDs foﬀnd in the ICE corpora inﬁolﬁes
the seqﬀence for me I, as in the rst eﬃample in (4.18). Additionallﬄ, ﬂe also nd seqﬀences ﬂith other pronoﬀns, sﬀch as for us we, for her she or for hm he, or noﬀn
phrases, sﬀch as for grls they in the second for-LD constrﬀction in eﬃample (4.18).
What all the aboﬁe eﬃamples shoﬂ is that strﬀctﬀrallﬄ for-LDs are basicallﬄ 'normal' LDs, simplﬄ ﬂith the addition of the initial for. eﬄ also serﬁe the fﬀnction of
breaking doﬂn the ﬀerance into smaller ﬀnits, introdﬀcing the topic rst, folloﬂed
bﬄ some neﬂ information aboﬀt the topic. Speakers oen ﬀse for-LDs to eﬃpress their
opinion, freqﬀentlﬄ in contrast to some other person's opinion. e tﬄpes of ﬁerb that
occﬀr most freqﬀentlﬄ in the core of the claﬀse ﬀnderline this impression. We oen
nd ﬁerbs of emotion, sﬀch as lke, enoy and hate, or ﬁerbs eﬃpressing one's opinion,
sﬀch as thnk, beleve and would rather. In order to fﬀrther ﬀnderscore their point of
ﬁieﬂ some speakers add the adﬁerb personally to their ﬀerance or introdﬀce it ﬂith
the conjﬀnction but. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples for illﬀstration. e eﬃtract in
(4.21) is from a conﬁersation aboﬀt job opportﬀnities. Eﬃample (4.22) is taken from
a British discﬀssion forﬀm for people interested in archerﬄ (Archerﬄ Interchange UK
Forﬀms), inclﬀded in the Corpﬀs of Global Web-based English (GloWbE).
(4.21) Bﬀt ﬀhm <,> as ﬀh for me <,> ﬀh <,> ﬀh for <,> as an Economic stﬀdent <,>
And somebodﬄ <?> ask </?> somebodﬄ said that ﬂill ﬂill ﬀh ﬂe haﬁe ﬀh an
adﬁantage for nding jobs sﬀch as management trainee
But in at or m I nd that <,> ﬀh the bﬀsiness administration stream
stﬀdent is mﬀch beer than ﬀs <,>
And maﬄbe ﬂe jﬀst haﬁe some adﬁantage in the banking eld
(ICE-HK:S1A-012)

(4.22) Tabs are a ﬁerﬄ personal thing. # Prsonally or m I loﬁe the Black Widoﬂ
Tab, I haﬁe tried a nﬀmber bﬀt i alﬂaﬄs go back to the Black Widoﬂ
(GloWbE, GB G, Strﬀggling to nd the right tab!, accessed 24/07/2014)

e for-LD constrﬀction is also mentioned in the Oﬃford English Dictionarﬄ (OED),
ﬂhich giﬁes an eﬃample of the constrﬀction dating before 1657: For old Marnus, I
know not how to excuse hm. Referring to the tﬄpe for me, the OED giﬁes the French
pour mo as a possible model on ﬂhich the English constrﬀction has been formed and
adds that the constrﬀction is noﬂ obsolete: " e parenthetic ﬀse, as in for me = as for
me, for mﬄ part (= French pour mo), is noﬂ obsolete".16
is is interesting in so far
as the present data proﬁe otherﬂise. e strﬀctﬀre does not seem be obsolete at all.
Admiedlﬄ, it is rather rare in the L1 English ﬁarieties analﬄzed, bﬀt qﬀite a nﬀmber
of items coﬀld be foﬀnd in some of the L2 English data, as Table 4.5 shoﬂs.
What is interesting to note is that for-LDs seem to occﬀr in particﬀlar in the speech
of those L2 English speakers ﬂho haﬁe a topic-prominent backgroﬀnd langﬀage. As
16 "for, prep. and conj." OED Online. Oﬃford Uniﬁersitﬄ Press, September 2014; accessed 15/11/2014
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can be seen, for-LDs are bﬄ far most freqﬀent in Hong Kong English, folloﬂed bﬄ Singapore English and Philippine English. e high freqﬀencﬄ of for-LDs in eﬃactlﬄ these
ﬁarieties is probablﬄ not oﬂed to chance. e qﬀestion is ﬂhat makes these speakers
ﬀse for-LDs more freqﬀentlﬄ than speakers of other English ﬁarieties. I ﬂoﬀld sﬀggest
that ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a case of grammaticalization that is triggered or accelerated bﬄ langﬀage contact, that is, the deﬁelopment of the for-LD constrﬀction is
an instance of contact-indﬀced grammaticalization (Heine/Kﬀteﬁa 2003, 2005, 2010).
More on this beloﬂ. Let ﬀs rst consider the distribﬀtion and natﬀre of the for-LD
constrﬀction in some more detail.
abl 4.5: For-LDs in nine ICE corpora (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies).
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Hong Kong English does not onlﬄ shoﬂ the highest freqﬀencﬄ of for-LDs bﬀt also
the greatest ﬁariation ﬂith respect to the realization of the constrﬀction. While forLDs tﬄpicallﬄ inﬁolﬁe a pronoﬀn in most other ﬁarieties, Hong Kong English speakers
create mﬀch more compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres, oen of the form for NP, as the eﬃamples in
(4.19) and (4.20) illﬀstrate; 30 items oﬀt of the 43 for-LD tokens are of this tﬄpe. is
obserﬁation indicates that the constrﬀction is ﬂell-established in Hong Kong English.
is seems also to be the case for Singapore English and Philippine English becaﬀse
the constrﬀction is ﬀsed bﬄ manﬄ di erent speakers in ﬁarioﬀs teﬃts. at is, rather
than being an idiosﬄncratic featﬀre of onlﬄ a feﬂ speakers the constrﬀction seems to
be ﬂidelﬄ (althoﬀgh rarelﬄ) ﬀsed in the speech commﬀnities.17
In the literatﬀre, no eﬁidence of the for-LD constrﬀction has been foﬀnd and since
the 'direct conﬁersation' les of the ICE corpora constitﬀte a rather small database,
it ﬂas decided to search for the constrﬀction in GloWbE, the Corpﬀs of Global Webbased English.
is ﬂas also done to test the hﬄpothesis that the constrﬀction is
mainlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ L2 English speakers ﬂith a topic-prominent L1.
e inﬁestigation of GloWbE tﬀrned oﬀt to be more di cﬀlt than eﬃpected.
e
more compleﬃ seqﬀences ﬂith for NP, ﬂhich in ICE oen contain some premodifﬄing
adjectiﬁes or some postmodifﬄing material, coﬀld not comprehensiﬁelﬄ searched for.
e inﬁestigation of constrﬀctions ﬂith for me and for us ﬂorked oﬀt ﬂell, bﬀt these
pronominal items represent onlﬄ part of the pictﬀre and do not satisfﬄinglﬄ reprodﬀce
the resﬀlts of the ICE corpora (recall that most items in ICE-Hong Kong do not contain
a pronoﬀn). A feasible approﬃimation to the for NP-constrﬀction coﬀld be achieﬁed
ﬂith the strings for the _ they, for some _ they and for many _ they. 18
17 In ICE-Hong Kong, the 43 sentences are ﬀered bﬄ 22 speakers in 20 teﬃts; in ICE-Singapore, the
17 for-LDs occﬀr in the speech of 17 speakers in 16 teﬃts; and in ICE-Philippines, the 12 constrﬀctions
haﬁe been foﬀnd in 12 di erent teﬃts.
18
e interface in GloWbE alloﬂs for collocate searches. e seqﬀences for some _ they and for many
_ they ﬂere searched for ﬂith they as the collocate and ﬀp to ﬁe ﬂords in betﬂeen for some or for
many and they. With the seqﬀence for the _ they a similar collocate search did not ﬂork oﬀt becaﬀse
too manﬄ items ﬂoﬀld t that paern. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, the search ﬂas performed ﬂith the help of the
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Figﬀre 4.6 represents the ndings in GloWbE and ICE di erentiated according to the
form of the preclaﬀsal element.19 Making a distinction betﬂeen preclaﬀsal pronoﬀns
and noﬀns makes sense becaﬀse in the ICE data Hong Kong English sticks oﬀt in
particﬀlar in that it shoﬂs a higher proportion of nominal for-LDs in comparison to
the other ﬁarieties, as oﬀtlined aboﬁe.

igur 4.6: For-LDs ﬂith pronoﬀns and noﬀns as the preclaﬀsal element in ICE and GloWbE
(freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

As can be seen in Figﬀre 4.6, the constrﬀction is more eﬁenlﬄ distribﬀted in GloWbE
than in ICE. In the laer groﬀp of corpora ﬂe nd a great discrepancﬄ betﬂeen the
freqﬀencies in the ﬁarioﬀs data: ﬂhile there are zero occﬀrrences in ICE-Ireland and
ICE-Neﬂ Zealand, ﬂe nd mﬀch higher nﬀmbers in ICE-Hong Kong. e ndings fﬀrthermore sﬀggest that for-LDs are a featﬀre of spontaneoﬀs spoken langﬀage rather
than of the langﬀage of blogs and discﬀssion forﬀms (as represented bﬄ GloWbE) since
ﬂe nd more than 18 items per 100,000 ﬂords in the ICE data (Hong Kong) bﬀt onlﬄ
roﬀghlﬄ 0.25 items in GloWbE (Singapore). e freqﬀencies in GloWbE are eﬃtremelﬄ
ﬂildcard *, ﬂhich stands for anﬄ one ﬂord. I ﬂas interested in items ﬂith tﬂo or three ﬂords in
betﬂeen for the and they, so the precise search sﬄntaﬃ ﬂas for the * * they and for the * * * they. If a
search retﬀrned more than 100 hits, I ﬂorked ﬂith 100-ﬂord samples.
19
e freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords in the ﬁarioﬀs ICE samples and GloWbE can be foﬀnd in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.
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loﬂ and it is therefore di cﬀlt to draﬂ reliable conclﬀsions. Yet, some interesting
trends can still be obserﬁed, ﬂhich are de nitelﬄ ﬂorth reporting.
Tﬀrning to the distinction betﬂeen the pronominal and the nominal ﬁersion of the
for-LD constrﬀction, it is interesting to note that in Hong Kong English the nominal
ﬁersion is the more common tﬄpe ﬂhile ﬂe nd more items of the pronominal tﬄpe
in all the other English ﬁarieties (in both GloWbE and ICE). Fﬀrthermore, among the
data obtained from GloWbE the for NP-constrﬀction is most freqﬀent in Singapore
English and Hong Kong English, eﬃactlﬄ the tﬂo English ﬁarieties ﬂhich are in contact ﬂith Chinese dialects.
Sﬀmming ﬀp the resﬀlts, it can be said that the pronominal for-LD constrﬀction is
ﬀsed bﬄ speakers of L1 and L2 English ﬁarieties alike to eﬃpress their opinion and feelings, oen in contrast to some other person's opinion. is tﬄpe of for-LD has to be
distingﬀished from the more compleﬃ NP ﬁersion, ﬂhich gﬀres prominentlﬄ in the
tﬂo English ﬁarieties ﬂith a Chinese backgroﬀnd langﬀage. It seems that speakers of
these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English haﬁe ﬂidened the scope of the for-LD constrﬀction eﬃtending it to more compleﬃ sﬀbjects (and objects, occasionallﬄ). is sﬀggests that the
preposition for has grammaticalized into a eﬃible and ﬂell-entrenched topic marker
in Singapore English and Hong Kong English. Grammaticalization is here ﬀnderstood as the process "ﬂherebﬄ leﬃical items and constrﬀctions come in certain lingﬀistic conteﬃts to serﬁe grammatical fﬀnctions and, once grammaticalized, continﬀe
to deﬁelop neﬂ grammatical fﬀnctions" (Hopper/Traﬀgo 2003: 18; on the ﬀniﬁersal
principles of grammaticalization also see Heine et al. 1991; Bﬄbee et al. 1994). In the
present eﬃample, the preposition for deﬁelops the neﬂ grammatical fﬀnction of a topic
marker, triggered bﬄ the aempt of the English speakers to strﬀctﬀre their sentences
according to the principles of their topic-prominent L1s. Since the process of grammaticalization is here triggered or accelerated throﬀgh langﬀage contact, ﬂe maﬄ also
speak of contact-indﬀced grammaticalization (Heine/Kﬀteﬁa 2003, 2005, 2010). What
is interesting in the present case is that the L2 English speakers make ﬀse of their fﬀll
repertoire of lingﬀistic featﬀres to create the for-LD constrﬀction: theﬄ aim at strﬀctﬀring their ﬀerances in a topic-prominent ﬂaﬄ, ﬂhich theﬄ are familiar ﬂith from
their L1s, bﬀt theﬄ choose English constrﬀctions as the models for the neﬂ strﬀctﬀre.
e L2 English speakers recognize that in English - a sﬀbject-prominent langﬀage a sentence can be strﬀctﬀred aroﬀnd a topic bﬄ means of the as for-constrﬀction (e.g.
As for books, I lke Edgar Allan Poe). e fﬀnctional similaritﬄ betﬂeen LD and the as
for-constrﬀction is also noted in the literatﬀre, ﬂith Lambrecht (1994), for eﬃample,
ﬂriting that "the as-for constrﬀction is […] a sﬀbtﬄpe of the detachment or dislocation
constrﬀction" (1994: 152; also cf. Gﬀndel 1988). Leaﬁing oﬀt the particle as, the for-LD
constrﬀction is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ based on the model of the as for-constrﬀction taking oﬁer
the fﬀnction of topic establishment.
Another constrﬀction ﬂhich I ﬂoﬀld sﬀggest impacts on the deﬁelopment of the
for-LD is the for NP-strﬀctﬀre, ﬂhich commonlﬄ occﬀrs in claﬀse-initial position and
serﬁes to eﬃpress an opinion or to establish a topic, as the sentences in (4.23) illﬀstrate.
Recall that for-LD constrﬀctions tﬄpicallﬄ serﬁe preciselﬄ these fﬀnctions.
(4.23)
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a. I told ﬄoﬀ I told ﬄoﬀ I told ﬄoﬀ or m it's the preschoolers or you it's
the grade siﬃ
(ICE-PHI:S1A-082)
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b. So he jﬀst saﬄs it casﬀallﬄ bﬀt <,> or m it ﬂas terrifﬄing that he ﬂoﬀld
<,> go to jail and neﬁer come back
(ICE-CAN:S1A-043)
c. or thm it is ﬁerﬄ conﬁenient if it is in Delhi <,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-070)

Strﬀctﬀrallﬄ, these sentences are ﬁerﬄ similar to the for-LD constrﬀction.
e onlﬄ
di erence is that the sﬀbject of the main claﬀse is co-referential ﬂith the element
folloﬂing for in for-LDs bﬀt not in for NP-strﬀctﬀres. In (a), for eﬃample, ﬂe haﬁe
me and you aer for, bﬀt the sﬀbject is t. e strﬀctﬀres also di er semanticallﬄ, as
the German translations clearlﬄ indicate. In the sentences in (4.23), for is translated
as ' ür', for eﬃample, ' ür mich ﬂar es Angst erregend, dass er ins Ge ängnis gehen
ﬂürde' as a possible translation of the for-strﬀctﬀre in (b). In for-LDs, on the other
hand, for has lost this meaning. For eﬃample, the sentence for grls they lke shoppng in (4.18) ﬂoﬀld not be translated into ' ür Mädchen sie lieben Shopping', bﬀt ﬄoﬀ
ﬂoﬀld rather saﬄ 'Mädchen, die lieben Shopping'.
e process of contact-indﬀced grammaticalization, then, appears to be a plaﬀsible paern for the deﬁelopment of the for-LD constrﬀction, as it shoﬂs manﬄ of the
main characteristics of the process of grammaticalization: it is triggered (or accelerated) throﬀgh contact ﬂith other langﬀages; for has lost its original meaning and
has acqﬀired a more abstract meaning (desemanticization); it has assﬀmed the neﬂ
fﬀnction of topic marking (eﬃtension); the original form of for and that ﬀsed as a
topic marker coeﬃist; the meanings or fﬀnctions of the as for-constrﬀction and the
for NP-constrﬀction constrain the fﬀnctions of the for-LD, that is, it is mainlﬄ ﬀsed
to establish a topic and ﬁoice an opinion (cf. Hopper/Traﬀgo 2003: 2; Heine/Kﬀteﬁa
2005: 15, 80).20 In Hong Kong English, eﬁidence in sﬀpport of eﬃtension also comes
from the fact that the for-LD constrﬀction alloﬂs for elements to occﬀr aer for other
than pronoﬀns, ﬂhile the pronominal ﬁariant seems to be the more common tﬄpe in
the for NP-strﬀctﬀre and the speech of most other speakers.
What the discﬀssion of the deﬁelopment of the for-LD constrﬀction aboﬁe has shoﬂn
is that ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a rather compleﬃ process of grammaticalization. ere
is not one single langﬀage that is the soﬀrce of the neﬂ strﬀctﬀre, bﬀt rather ﬂe haﬁe
seﬁeral langﬀages interacting to create the for-LD strﬀctﬀre. Sﬀch lingﬀistic creatiﬁitﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, can be eﬃpected in the case of bi/mﬀltilingﬀal speakers, ﬂho, in the
aempt to adhere to the principles and eﬃpectations of the langﬀage-particﬀlar setting, make ﬀse of the fﬀll repertoire of lingﬀistic featﬀres at their disposal (Matras/
Sakel 2007: 852). Fﬀrthermore, the present eﬃample is interesting in that a rather
abstract concept of the speakers' L1s serﬁes as the triggering or accelerating factor,
namelﬄ topic prominence. is is probablﬄ not the tﬄpical path of grammaticalization
or paern replication, bﬀt it is described as a possible scenario in the literatﬀre: "in
order to replicate model langﬀage constrﬀctions, speakers maﬄ also select abstract

20 Heine and Kﬀteﬁa (2010) describe grammaticalization as a sﬀbcategorﬄ of grammatical replication.
A similar model is proﬁided bﬄ Matras and Sakel (2007), ﬂho see grammaticalization as a sﬀbtﬄpe of
ﬂhat theﬄ call 'paern replication'. Since the focﬀs of the present stﬀdﬄ lies on information-packaging
constrﬀctions, the process of grammaticalization as ﬀnderstood in these di erent models ﬂill not be
discﬀssed in detail here. e interested reader is referred to these ﬂorks for more information on the
theoretical assﬀmptions of the di erent models and the similarities and di erences betﬂeen them.
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morphosﬄntactic operations as piﬁots" (Matras/Sakel 2007).21
A di cﬀlt qﬀestion, ﬂhich is raised bﬄ the present analﬄsis bﬀt ﬂhich it is ﬀnable
to ansﬂer conclﬀsiﬁelﬄ, concerns the precise role of langﬀage contact in the process
of grammaticalization. at is, it is di cﬀlt to saﬄ ﬂhether langﬀage contact has actﬀallﬄ triggered the grammaticalization process or ﬂhether it is 'onlﬄ' speeding ﬀp a
change that ﬂoﬀld haﬁe happened anﬄﬂaﬄ. Recall that the for-LD constrﬀction had
alreadﬄ eﬃisted in Earlﬄ Modern English, bﬀt ﬂas then abandoned, according to the
OED. Hence, the constrﬀction is probablﬄ not ﬀnfamiliar to speakers of English. It
might also be the case that ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a general deﬁelopment spearheaded bﬄ certain ﬁarieties of English. at is, ﬂhile for-LDs are more preﬁalent in
the speech of English speakers ﬂith topic-prominent L1s in the present data, it might
ﬂell spread across ﬁarieties of English aroﬀnd the ﬂorld in the fﬀtﬀre. Sﬀpport for
this assﬀmption comes from a similar deﬁelopment that has been described for another topic marking strﬀctﬀre in English, namelﬄ the as far as-constrﬀction, ﬂhere
the ﬁerbal coda goes or s concerned is increasinglﬄ more oen deleted (Rickford et al.
1995; Britain 2000). Consider the folloﬂing eﬃample, ﬂhere ﬂe ﬂoﬀld eﬃpect that the
nal seqﬀence of ﬂords be as far as blls and savngs are concerned.
(4.24)

I'ﬁe decided that I'm jﬀst going to ﬂork ﬂith ﬂhat I earn from teaching
and jﬀst ﬂork ﬂith that as far as ﬀm bills and saﬁings
(ICE-NZ:S1A-085)

What the as far as-constrﬀction ﬂithoﬀt ﬁerbal coda and the for-LD haﬁe in common is that theﬄ are both ﬀsed to mark a topic and both haﬁe deﬁeloped oﬀt of
more compleﬃ constrﬀctions bﬄ leaﬁing oﬀt certain elements (goes/s concerned and
as, respectiﬁelﬄ).
e constrﬀctions di er, hoﬂeﬁer, in that the for-LD seems to be
a phenomenon largelﬄ restricted to the speech of L2 English speakers ﬂith a topicprominent backgroﬀnd langﬀage ﬂhile the deletion of the ﬁerbal coda in as far asconstrﬀctions has so far been aested for American English and Neﬂ Zealand English.
It is clearlﬄ necessarﬄ to inﬁestigate larger sets of spoken data or more ﬁarieties of
English (as proﬁided bﬄ GloWbE) to test ﬂhether the grammaticalization of for into a
topic marker is indeed largelﬄ restricted to L2 English ﬁarieties ﬂith topic-prominent
backgroﬀnd langﬀages or ﬂhether these ﬁarieties are in the lead of a general deﬁelopment. Additionallﬄ, it might be interesting to compare the resﬀlts ﬂith constrﬀctions
introdﬀced bﬄ wth me, to me and about me, ﬂhich seem to fﬀnction in a similar ﬂaﬄ,
as the sentences in (4.25) illﬀstrate.
(4.25)

a. With m I lost mﬄ mother ﬂhen I ﬂas onlﬄ seﬁen
(GloWbE, NG B, Interﬁieﬂ ﬂith Asa Asika… 9ja Breed)

b. o m I'm not a pﬀnctﬀal person

(ICE-IRE:S1A-061)

21 Matras and Sakel (2007) describe the process that is responsible for paern replication as 'piﬁotmatching', ﬂhich "inﬁolﬁes identifﬄing a strﬀctﬀre that plaﬄs a piﬁotal role in the model constrﬀction,
and matching it ﬂith a strﬀctﬀre in the replica langﬀage, to ﬂhich a similar, piﬁotal role is assigned
in a neﬂ, replica constrﬀction" (2007: 830). In the present case, the piﬁot in the model langﬀage is the
topic-prominent sentences strﬀctﬀre, the matching strﬀctﬀres in English, the replica langﬀage, are the
as for-constrﬀction and the for NP-strﬀctﬀre.
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c. About m I am a BS Mathematics stﬀdent at UPLB
(GloWbE, PH G,

e Mania

at Was - Sportﬄ Gﬀﬄ)

e initial eﬃpressions wth me, to me and about me seem to be ﬀsed ﬂhen the speakers ﬂant to saﬄ something aboﬀt themselﬁes, possiblﬄ in comparison to some other
person. Research in this direction ﬂill certainlﬄ be ﬂorth the e ort.

4.1.6 Pronominal LDs
Another speci c tﬄpe of LD constrﬀction that shoﬂs some ﬁariation across the ﬁarieties analﬄzed inﬁolﬁes a pronoﬀn as the preclaﬀsal element (ﬂithoﬀt for). Eﬃamples
are giﬁen in (4.26) and (4.27).
(4.26) M I am a Deﬁelopment Policﬄ stﬀdent

(ICE-PHI:S1A-072)

(4.27) s w make good mﬀsic

(ICE-PHI:S1A-063)

Lambrecht (1994: 183) describes this tﬄpe of constrﬀction as freqﬀent and he argﬀes
that this is becaﬀse "the le detachment constrﬀction is oen ﬀsed to mark a shi in
aention from one to another of the tﬂo or more alreadﬄ actiﬁe topic referents". Interestinglﬄ, in the ICE data analﬄzed, the pronominal LD constrﬀction has been foﬀnd
in a sﬀbstantial nﬀmber onlﬄ in ICE-Philippines, ﬂhere it makes ﬀp more than 12%
of all LD tokens (21 instances oﬀt of 169 LD tokens, dispersed oﬁer 14 teﬃts and spoken bﬄ 16 di erent speakers).22 In the other corpora the constrﬀction is ﬁerﬄ rare,
ﬂith one single eﬃample each occﬀrring in ICE-Jamaica, ICE-Canada and ICE-Great
Britain.
Most of the tokens aested for ICE-Philippines are of the form me I ; tﬂo eﬃamples
are of the form us we. is sﬀggests that the pronominal LD constrﬀction is mainlﬄ
ﬀsed ﬂhen the speakers ﬂant to saﬄ something aboﬀt themselﬁes.
eﬄ introdﬀce
themselﬁes as the topic of the folloﬂing message eﬃpressing their opinion, oen in
contrast to some other person's opinion.
is obserﬁation agrees ﬂith Lambrecht's
(1994) claim that pronominal LDs "oen haﬁe a 'contrastiﬁe' fﬀnction" (1994: 183).
Mesthrie (1992: 116) also nds this sﬀbtﬄpe of the LD constrﬀction in his Soﬀth
African Indian English data and describes it as a "minor ﬁariant". Hﬀber and Dako
(2004) and Hﬀber (2014; presentation at ICAME35) report that pronominal LDs are
more freqﬀent in Ghana English than in British English. Giﬁen these ndings and
comments bﬄ di erent aﬀthors, it seems that the pronominal LD constrﬀction is not
ﬀniqﬀe to Philippine English, as the resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀggest.
Especiallﬄ intrigﬀing is the discrepancﬄ betﬂeen the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ
ﬂith respect to British English (one eﬃample) and Lambrecht's (1994: 183) claim that
22 Recall that in the analﬄsis of the information statﬀs and topic persistence of the initial elements
in LD tokens in section 4.1.2 it ﬂas noted that ICE-Philippines stands oﬀt among the other ﬁarieties
analﬄzed in that it shoﬂs a high nﬀmber of knoﬂn initial elements that are pronominallﬄ referred to
in the folloﬂing ﬁe sentences. To a great eﬃtent, this is dﬀe to the high freqﬀencﬄ of pronominal LDs
in this ﬁarietﬄ of English.
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pronominal LD tokens are freqﬀent. is maﬄ be dﬀe to the make-ﬀp of the ICE component, that is, the someﬂhat higher leﬁel of formalitﬄ of the 'direct conﬁersation'
les inclﬀded in ICE-Great Britain. To test this hﬄpothesis the distribﬀtion of LD constrﬀctions ﬂith the initial seqﬀence me I ﬂas analﬄzed in GloWbE.23 It tﬀrned oﬀt that
pronominal LDs of this tﬄpe are ﬁerﬄ rare in GloWbE. Among the nine ﬁarieties of
English ﬂhich are sﬀbject to the present stﬀdﬄ, British English shoﬂs the highest freqﬀencﬄ ﬂith less than 0.07 items per 100,000 ﬂords, a ﬁerﬄ small freqﬀencﬄ indeed.24
Oﬀt of interest and becaﬀse of Hﬀber's (2014) and Hﬀber and Dako's (2004) ndings
in Ghanaian English the GloWbE components representing Ghanaian English and
Nigerian English haﬁe also been inﬁestigated in the present analﬄsis. Interestinglﬄ,
both African ﬁarieties of English shoﬂ higher freqﬀencies than British English, bﬀt
the freqﬀencies are also still ﬁerﬄ small (0.136 items per 100,000 ﬂords in Ghanaian
English and 0.350 items in Nigerian English).
In sﬀm, then, the freqﬀencies of me I -LDs are so small in all ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed that it is di cﬀlt to draﬂ reliable conclﬀsions from these resﬀlts. Althoﬀgh
the British English data in GloWbE shoﬂ the third highest freqﬀencﬄ aer the tﬂo
African ﬁarieties of English, I am relﬀctant to saﬄ that this con rms Lambrecht's claim
becaﬀse the freqﬀencﬄ is so ﬁerﬄ loﬂ. What the analﬄses of for-LD constrﬀctions and
pronominal LD tokens ﬂith initial me I shoﬂ, hoﬂeﬁer, is that the comparison of ICE
and GloWbE is a ﬁalﬀable research set-ﬀp, bﬀt it also has its limitations. e phenomena ﬀnder consideration are ﬁerﬄ infreqﬀent in GloWbE - despite the hﬀge size of the
corpora - ﬂhich sﬀggests that theﬄ are clearlﬄ featﬀres of informal conﬁersations and
that the langﬀage of blogs and discﬀssion forﬀms is still qﬀite dissimilar from spontaneoﬀs spoken discoﬀrse.

4.1.7 Summary
One major issﬀe that has been discﬀssed in the present section inﬁolﬁes the high freqﬀencﬄ of LD constrﬀctions in the speech of Indian English speakers. Addressing the
qﬀestion of ﬂhat motiﬁates Indian English speakers to ﬀse LD tokens so mﬀch more
freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties, a nﬀmber of pragmatic and sﬄntactic featﬀres has been eﬃamined. e creation of topic continﬀitﬄ has been reported
in the literatﬀre as a major motiﬁating factor for Indian English speakers to ﬀse the
strﬀctﬀre (Lange 2012). Hoﬂeﬁer, this claim cannot be con rmed in the present stﬀdﬄ
eﬁen ﬂith the interpretation of the notion 'topic continﬀitﬄ' being taken someﬂhat
23 Since the search for the seqﬀence me I in GloWbE retﬀrned manﬄ items that ﬂere not instances
of LD tokens, I restricted mﬄ analﬄsis to 100-ﬂord samples to eﬃtract all pronominal LDs.
is ﬂas
a feasible amoﬀnt of data to go throﬀgh and an e cient ﬂaﬄ to get an impression of the distribﬀtion
of LDs ﬂith me I across ﬁarieties of English in GloWbE. e raﬂ freqﬀencies ﬂere then normalized
to freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords.
is ﬂas necessarﬄ, rst, to get resﬀlts that are comparable ﬂith
those obtained from the ICE samples and, second, to make the resﬀlts ﬂithin GloWbE comparable
becaﬀse the sﬀbcorpora inclﬀded in GloWbE consist of ﬁerﬄ di erent amoﬀnts of teﬃts and ﬂords (see
the section on data and methodologﬄ and Appendiﬃ 6.6.5 for more information on the make-ﬀp of
GloWbE).
24
e freqﬀencies of LDs ﬂith initial me I in GloWbE are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.
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ﬂider. It seems that speakers of L2 English ﬁarieties generallﬄ ﬀse LD constrﬀctions
ﬂhose preclaﬀsal elements refer to old information more oen than the speakers of
the L1 ﬁarieties analﬄzed, thﬀs creating topic continﬀitﬄ. For the L1 English speakers,
on the other hand, the simplifﬄing fﬀnction seems to plaﬄ a more important role than
for the L2 English speakers.
Additionallﬄ, tﬂo featﬀres of the preclaﬀsal element in LD constrﬀctions haﬁe been
analﬄzed. First, its sﬄntactic fﬀnction, or rather that of the co-referential pronoﬀn,
has been eﬃamined hﬄpothesizing that the high freqﬀencﬄ of LD tokens in Indian English might be dﬀe to a more eﬃible ﬀsage of the constrﬀction in this respect. Yet, it
tﬀrns oﬀt that Indian English speakers are least eﬃible among the ﬁarieties analﬄzed,
shoﬂing the highest proportion of the 'defaﬀlt' sﬀbject LD. Irish English, on the other
hand, shoﬂs some more ﬁariation, ﬂith the someﬂhat higher incidence of possessiﬁe
LDs possiblﬄ being dﬀe to in ﬀence from the Irish backgroﬀnd langﬀage.
e second featﬀre eﬃamined ﬂith respect to the preclaﬀsal element is concerned
ﬂith the presence of a qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpression. Speakers of Hong Kong English, Indian English and Jamaican English tﬀrn oﬀt to ﬀse 'qﬀantifﬄing LDs' more freqﬀentlﬄ
than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties. In Indian English, the qﬀanti er all is particﬀlarlﬄ common. It seems to haﬁe acqﬀired neﬂ meanings and fﬀnctions in this ﬁarietﬄ
of English. Hong Kong English speakers might be in ﬀenced bﬄ the classi er sﬄstem
of their Chinese backgroﬀnd langﬀage.
Finallﬄ, tﬂo speci c tﬄpes of LD token haﬁe been discﬀssed, for-LDs and pronominal LDs. In for-LDs, the preposition for has grammaticalized into a topic marker,
in ﬀenced bﬄ the topic-prominent backgroﬀnd langﬀages of some speakers and the
English as for- and for NP-constrﬀctions. English speakers ﬂith topic-prominent
backgroﬀnd langﬀages seem to ﬀse the constrﬀction more freqﬀentlﬄ than speakers of
the other ﬁarieties becaﬀse theﬄ are more sensitiﬁe to the notion of topic and therefore tend to strﬀctﬀre their sentences according to the principles theﬄ are familiar
ﬂith from their L1. Becaﬀse of the triggering or accelerating fﬀnction of the topicprominent L1s ﬂe maﬄ speak of a case of contact-indﬀced grammaticalization.
Pronominal LDs are almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁe to Philippine English in the present stﬀdﬄ,
ﬂhich is sﬀrprising becaﬀse this tﬄpe of LD has been reported in the literatﬀre to be
freqﬀent in other ﬁarieties as ﬂell.
Coming back to the qﬀestion of ﬂhat motiﬁates Indian English speakers to ﬀse LD
tokens so mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties, the present
analﬄsis of pragmatic and sﬄntactic featﬀres cannot proﬁide anﬄ profoﬀnd ansﬂers. It
rather seems that the constrﬀction is simplﬄ not as marked in Indian English as it is,
for eﬃample, in British English. is might be dﬀe to in ﬀence form the backgroﬀnd
langﬀages. In Malaﬄalam, for eﬃample, it is sﬀ cient for a sentence constitﬀent to
be marked as the topic bﬄ placing it in sentence-initial position, bﬀt a more eﬃplicit
marker of topic is also possible. In sﬀch cases, "the topic remains in rst place in
the sentence bﬀt is folloﬂed bﬄ a reinforcing element" ﬂhich is aached to the topic
(Asher/Kﬀmari 1997: 184). Similarlﬄ, in Hindi the particle to maﬄ be ﬀsed to mark the
topic of a sentence. Possiblﬄ, Indian English speakers simplﬄ mark the sﬀbject as the
topic bﬄ ﬀsing the co-referential pronoﬀn as a "reinforcing element", a strategﬄ theﬄ
are familiar ﬂith from their L1. I ﬂoﬀld thﬀs sﬀggest that di erent forces interact to
ﬀnmark the LD constrﬀction and increase its ﬀsage in Indian English. For one, the
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featﬀre pool of Indian English speakers contains the possibilitﬄ of marking topics eﬃplicitlﬄ bﬄ means of an ending that is aached to the topic or bﬄ means of a particle.
Additionallﬄ, theﬄ are familiar ﬂith the le dislocation constrﬀction as a means of establishing a topic. Since morphological marking is not admissible in English, Indian
English speakers do not directlﬄ transfer the featﬀre from their L1 into English, bﬀt
a constrﬀction that is alreadﬄ there assﬀmes this fﬀnction, that is, the co-referential
pronoﬀn is ﬀsed as an eﬃplicit topic marker. e constrﬀction maﬄ therefore be ﬀsed
more freqﬀentlﬄ and it maﬄ be less marked than in, for eﬃample, British English.

4.2

Right dislocation

is section eﬃamines the natﬀre and fﬀnctions of right dislocation constrﬀctions (RDs
for short). e general oﬁerﬁieﬂ at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this chapter has alreadﬄ indicated that RDs are rather rarelﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ the English speakers analﬄzed in the present
stﬀdﬄ.25 Some of the freqﬀencies are in fact so small that the resﬀlts reported beloﬂ
are not alﬂaﬄs reliable and therefore mﬀst be considered ﬂith care.
e strﬀctﬀre
of the section is as folloﬂs. First, the oﬁerall freqﬀencies across the nine ﬁarieties of
English analﬄzed ﬂill be presented. is ﬂill be folloﬂed bﬄ the analﬄsis of a nﬀmber
of sﬄntactic featﬀres. Finallﬄ, eﬃpanded forms of RD ﬂill be discﬀssed. In contrast to
the 'canonical' RD, sﬀch eﬃpanded RDs contain an operator in the dislocated element.

4.2.1 Overall distribution
As noted earlier, the groﬀp of RD tokens inclﬀded in the present stﬀdﬄ comprises
RD 'proper', that is, sentences ﬂith a dislocated noﬀn phrase, as in (a), demonstratiﬁe
pronoﬀn, as in (b), or claﬀse, as in (c), and eﬃpanded RDs, ﬂhich haﬁe an operator in
the detached element, as in (d) and (e).
(4.28)

a. He's brilliant your a.
b. God that ﬂoﬀld scare a kid that

(ICE-GB:S1A-042)
(ICE-NZ:S1A-043)

c. And that seemed to be soﬀldestroﬄing bing on th ol (ICE-NZ:S1A-012)
d. He's going to Urban Dance Sqﬀad Phil Alxanr is

(ICE-GB:S1A-100)

e. He's a real pet so h is

(ICE-IRE:S1A-049)

25
e terms 'freqﬀent' and 'rare' are, of coﬀrse, relatiﬁe terms. While RD constrﬀctions are rare in
comparison to most of the other information-packaging constrﬀctions analﬄzed in the present stﬀdﬄ,
theﬄ are described as a "prominent" featﬀre of the 5-million-ﬂord Cambridge and Noingham Corpﬀs
of Discoﬀrse in English (CANCODE) bﬄ Carter, Hﬀghes and McCarthﬄ (1998). Fﬀrthermore, Cﬀllen
and Kﬀo (2007) point oﬀt that RDs are tﬂice as freqﬀent as ought to or the get passiﬁe in the spoken
component of the Longman Corpﬀs of Spoken and Wrien English.
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Figﬀre 4.7 presents the freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords of RD tokens in the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. Interestinglﬄ, ﬂhile it is the L2 English ﬁarieties that shoﬂ
the highest freqﬀencies of LD tokens it is noﬂ the L1 English ﬁarieties for ﬂhich
higher freqﬀencies can be aested. An eﬃception in this respect is Canadian English,
ﬂith the freqﬀencﬄ of RD tokens being smaller than those of Indian English and Singapore English (16.6, 26.9 and 23.6 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ).

igur 4.7: Right dislocation in nine ICE corpora (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

Irish English shoﬂs the bﬄ far highest freqﬀencﬄ (61.5 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords). is
is mainlﬄ dﬀe to the large nﬀmber of eﬃpanded RDs that can be aested for this ﬁarietﬄ of English. More on this eﬃpanded form beloﬂ.
e di erences in freqﬀencﬄ
betﬂeen Irish English and the L2 English ﬁarieties are statisticallﬄ highlﬄ signi cant
(p < 0.001); the same holds for Canadian English. For Neﬂ Zealand English it is signi cant at p < 0.05 and for British English the di erence is not signi cant (p > 0.05).
Among the L2 ﬁarieties, Indian English and Singapore English shoﬂ the highest
freqﬀencies of RD tokens.26
e someﬂhat higher freqﬀencﬄ in the former ﬁarietﬄ
is possiblﬄ dﬀe to an oﬁerﬀse of RD tokens ﬂith right-dislocated demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns in comparison to the other ﬁarieties. Singapore English shoﬂs a sﬀbstantial
nﬀmber of tokens in ﬂhich the co-referential pronoﬀn is omied. ese items ﬂill be
discﬀssed in the folloﬂing sﬀbsection, ﬂhich deals ﬂith one of the major fﬀnctions of
RD tokens, namelﬄ the emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction.

26
e di erence betﬂeen these tﬂo ﬁarieties is not statisticallﬄ signi cant bﬀt that betﬂeen Indian
English and Philippine English (p < 0.05), Jamaican English and Hong Kong English (both at p < 0.01).
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4.2.2 Emotive or evaluating function
As noted earlier (cf. section 3.2.2), RD constrﬀctions oen haﬁe an emotiﬁe dimension,
that is, speakers oen ﬀse them to eﬃpress their feelings, opinions and aitﬀdes. Sﬀch
tokens ﬀsﬀallﬄ serﬁe the fﬀnction of bonding ﬂith the interlocﬀtor. In most of the
RD tokens that are associated ﬂith some form of eﬁalﬀation ﬂe nd an eﬁalﬀatiﬁe
adjectiﬁe in the main claﬀse, for eﬃample, brllant, good, great, funny, slly, d cult
etc.; or there is a noﬀn phrase that is clearlﬄ eﬁalﬀatiﬁe, sﬀch as bastard, swank or
rudey, as in the folloﬂing sentences.
(4.29)

a. Yeah he's a <,> bastard so he is

(ICE-IRE:S1A-014)

b. He ﬂas a great sﬂank ﬄesterdaﬄ at Mass so he ﬂas

(ICE-IRE:S1A-067)

c. She's a rﬀdeﬄ that girl

(ICE-NZ:S1A-036)

In addition to eﬁalﬀatiﬁe adjectiﬁes and noﬀns, ﬂe also nd some rare instances of RD
tokens in ﬂhich the ﬁerb conﬁeﬄs some form of eﬁalﬀation, as in God that would scare
a kd that (ICE-NZ:S1A-043). Looking at all the RD tokens that are associated ﬂith the
eﬃpression of feelings and aitﬀdes, it tﬀrns oﬀt that Canadian English di ers from
the other L1 English ﬁarieties in this respect, as can be seen in Table 4.6.
abl 4.6: RD tokens that serﬁe an emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction (absolﬀte freqﬀencies of
'emotiﬁe RDs' and percentages oﬀt of all RD tokens).

D tokns
motiv Ds
motiv Ds %


90 124
83
48
62
38
53.3 50.0 45.8


35
48
30
12
36
12
34.3 75.0 46.7

19
58
26
8
21
11
42.1 36.2 42.3

While ﬂe nd high proportions of sﬀch RD tokens in British English (53% of all RD
tokens), Irish English (50%) and Neﬂ Zealand English (46%), in Canadian English the
proportion is mﬀch loﬂer, accoﬀnting for onlﬄ 34% of all RD tokens. e proportion
is in fact the smallest among all ﬁarieties analﬄzed. From this ﬂe maﬄ conclﬀde that
Canadian English speakers stick oﬀt in tﬂo respects: rst, among the L1 English
speakers theﬄ shoﬂ the bﬄ far smallest freqﬀencﬄ of RD tokens and, second, if theﬄ
ﬀse the constrﬀction, it less oen serﬁes an emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction.
As can be seen in Table 4.6, the highest proportion of RD tokens serﬁing an emotiﬁe
or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction can be aested for Singapore English (75%). A sﬀbstantial
proportion of these emotiﬁe RDs in tﬀrn is made ﬀp bﬄ a speci c tﬄpe of RD that has
a ﬁerﬄ sﬀccinct form, as illﬀstrated in the eﬃamples in (4.30) to (4.32).
(4.30)

B: Ya and that ah ﬄoﬀ see in the book does it talk aboﬀt the ﬀpper class and
the loﬂer class of societﬄ hor
A: Oh ﬄes
Oh ﬄes
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B: o prtntious ah th highr lass
(ICE-SIN:S1A-090)

(4.31)

A: Ya I mean it's so hﬀge ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ the print
Look at this
C: So theﬄ're pasted on ﬀh?
A: Not so hug uh this on
B: Becaﬀse this is from imported from Indonesia
(ICE-SIN:S1A-008)

(4.32)

A: Cannot ﬂhen I ﬂhen I ﬂash mﬄ hair
Aiﬄah I don't ﬂant to go oﬀt irty my hair
(ICE-SIN:S1A-007)

Note that in all of these instances the co-referential pronoﬀn and the copﬀlar ﬁerb be
are missing. e omission of be is a common featﬀre of manﬄ L2 and ﬁernacﬀlar ﬁarieties of English, inclﬀding Singapore English (e.g. Kandiah 1998). A closer inspection
of the items sﬀggests that theﬄ can eqﬀallﬄ ﬂell be ﬀnderstood as fronting constrﬀctions and that their classi cation as RD tokens is debatable. Compare the folloﬂing
'translations' into 'fﬀll' RD tokens and fronting constrﬀctions: It s so pretentous, the
hgher class ﬁersﬀs So pretentous the hgher class s; It s not so huge, ths one ﬁersﬀs
Not so huge ths one s; and It s drty, my har ﬁersﬀs Drty my har s. ese ﬀnclear
cases are di cﬀlt to disambigﬀate becaﬀse either ﬂaﬄ constitﬀtes a plaﬀsible interpretation. Yet, the conteﬃt can help to identifﬄ the fﬀnction of the constrﬀctions and thﬀs
disambigﬀate the sentences. As noted earlier, RD tokens mainlﬄ serﬁe an emotiﬁe or
clarifﬄing fﬀnction. Fronting constrﬀctions, on the other hand, are oen ﬀsed to pﬀt
emphasis on the fronted element or to draﬂ a link to the preceding discoﬀrse. Fﬀrthermore, the right-dislocated element in RD tokens alﬂaﬄs contains discoﬀrse-old
information, ﬂhich is not necessarilﬄ the case for fronting constrﬀctions.27
Looking at the conteﬃt, then, eﬃamples (4.30) and (4.31) clearlﬄ tﬀrn oﬀt to be RDs
rather than fronting constrﬀctions. e eﬃample in (4.32), on the other hand, is more
di cﬀlt to disambigﬀate. e conﬁersation in (4.30) is aboﬀt the ﬀpper and the loﬂer
classes of the societﬄ. Aer haﬁing said so pretentous, speaker B realizes that it is not
qﬀite clear ﬂho she is referring to and she therefore adds, aer a lled paﬀse (cf. ah),
that she means the ﬀpper class. Admiedlﬄ, the adjectiﬁe pretentous coﬀld also occﬀr
in initial position to be emphasized, ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld speak in faﬁoﬀr of interpreting it as
a fronting constrﬀction. Yet, since the emotiﬁe fﬀnction is so common ﬂith RD tokens
and since fronted adjectiﬁes occﬀr rarelﬄ across ﬁarieties of English (cf. the analﬄsis
of the preposed elements in fronting constrﬀctions in section 4.3) the interpretation
as a RD constrﬀction seems more plaﬀsible. Listening to the tape recordings ﬂoﬀld
fﬀrther help to disambigﬀate the sentence becaﬀse if ﬂe ﬂere dealing ﬂith a fronting
constrﬀction there ﬂoﬀld be more stress on so pretentous than if theﬄ ﬂere RD constrﬀctions. With RDs ﬂe ﬂoﬀld nd some more stress on the upper class than ﬂoﬀld
27 More information on fronting constrﬀctions are giﬁen in sections 3.2.3 and 4.3.
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be the case ﬂith fronting constrﬀctions.
e eﬃample in (4.31) is also qﬀite likelﬄ an instance of a RD token since speaker
A ﬀses a ﬁerﬄ similar constrﬀction, a clear eﬃample of a RD token, in her rst tﬀrn
(t's so huge you know the prnt). Hence, the shorter ﬁersion not so huge uh ths one is
sﬀ cient in the second tﬀrn becaﬀse it is alreadﬄ clear ﬂhat she is talking aboﬀt and
she is probablﬄ also pointing at the entitﬄ (cf. deictic ths).
e eﬃample in (4.32) is more di cﬀlt to disambigﬀate throﬀgh the conteﬃt. Here,
both interpretations ﬂork ﬂell in mﬄ opinion. Speaker A saﬄs that she cannot go oﬀt
that night becaﬀse her hair is dirtﬄ. It coﬀld ﬂell be the case that the adjectiﬁe drty is
fronted to be emphasized. Clari cation of ﬂhat is dirtﬄ seems not to be so important
in this case, bﬀt it is still likelﬄ.
Fﬀrther eﬁidence of treating sﬀch eﬃamples as cases of RD comes from preﬁioﬀs
research on dislocation. Lambrecht (2001a: 1057), for eﬃample, giﬁes eﬃamples of
dislocation ﬂith "nﬀll-instantiated pronominals" from seﬁeral Asian and Eﬀropean
langﬀages. And Aijmer (1989), in her analﬄsis of le and right dislocation in the
London-Lﬀnd Corpﬀs of Spoken English, notes that
the speaker can ﬀer the predication ﬂithoﬀt mentioning the sﬀbject (or referring to it
ﬂith a pronoﬀn) and then add an identifﬄing or eﬁalﬀatiﬁe or descriptiﬁe noﬀn phrase
in the position of the Tail (ellipsis). is is possible becaﬀse the conteﬃt is familiar and
the hearer can be eﬃpected to knoﬂ ﬂhat the speaker is referring to. (Aijmer 1989: 159)

is shoﬂs that leaﬁing oﬀt the co-referential pronoﬀn is not ﬀncommon. Interestinglﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, these strﬀctﬀres seem to be particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in Singapore English
(15 tokens oﬀt of 49 RD tokens). Usﬀallﬄ, the sentence begins ﬂith an adjectiﬁe phrase
(cf. eﬃamples (4.30) to(4.32)), bﬀt sometimes also ﬂith a ﬁerb phrase or a noﬀn phrase,
as illﬀstrated in (4.33).
(4.33)

a. Taste like a rock ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ this bread
b. Big problem ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ that one

(ICE-SIN:S1A-080)
(ICE-SIN:S1A-035)

Sﬀch sentences ﬂith zero sﬀbjects can also be foﬀnd in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed,
bﬀt theﬄ are less freqﬀent: eight instances can be aested for Neﬂ Zealand English,
foﬀr for Irish English, tﬂo foﬀr British English and one item each for Jamaican and
Hong Kong English. Additionallﬄ, it seems that in these ﬁarieties the sentences tend
to be of a slightlﬄ di erent kind. While ﬂe ﬀsﬀallﬄ nd dislocated noﬀn phrases in
the Singapore English sentences ﬂith zero sﬀbjects, it is demonstratiﬁes that occﬀr
most freqﬀentlﬄ in the sentences of the other ﬁarieties (e.g. Oh very famous pcture
that <,ﬁ; ICE-GB:S1A-049).
e tendencﬄ to place adjectiﬁe phrases in initial position and to leaﬁe oﬀt the sﬀbject pronoﬀn maﬄ ﬂell be dﬀe to in ﬀence from Mandarin. In Mandarin, like in all
Chinese dialects, pronoﬀns that are co-referential ﬂith the (discoﬀrse) topic are often omied in the ensﬀing discoﬀrse becaﬀse the interlocﬀtors alreadﬄ knoﬂ ﬂho or
ﬂhat the conﬁersation is aboﬀt ("topic chaining" cf. Hﬀang 1984; also Ritchie 1986;
Maheﬂs/Yip 1994). Ritchie (1986) argﬀes that this featﬀre of the Chinese langﬀage
maﬄ haﬁe le traces in the speech of Singapore English speakers. Another piece of
eﬁidence comes from Lambrecht (2001a), ﬂho giﬁes the folloﬂing eﬃample from Mandarin and its English eqﬀiﬁalent ﬂhen discﬀssing dislocation constrﬀctions ﬂith zero
co-referential pronoﬀns.
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(4.34) té
nán
zhǎo, wǒ zhège
ﬁerﬄ di cﬀlt nd mﬄ this
'It is ﬁerﬄ di cﬀlt to nd, this (thing) of mine.'
(Lambrecht 2001a: 1057)

is eﬃample is interesting in the cﬀrrent conteﬃt in so far as it illﬀstrates that it is
qﬀite common in Mandarin to pﬀt adjectiﬁe phrases at the beginning of a claﬀse. Fﬀrthermore, the Mandarin sentence is translated as a RD constrﬀction in English. is
giﬁes fﬀrther sﬀpport to the idea of interpreting the ambigﬀoﬀs eﬃamples aboﬁe as
instances of RD. Similar eﬃamples can be foﬀnd in Cantonese, ﬂhich are incidentallﬄ called right dislocation bﬄ Maheﬂs and Yip (1994). Consider the folloﬂing
sentences.
(4.35) chǐsn gàh, léh!
crazﬄ PRT ﬄoﬀ
'Yoﬀ're crazﬄ!'
(4.36) gé
leng wo, dǐ sǎam.
qﬀite nice PRT CL clothes
'Not bad, those clothes.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 71)

e aﬀthors note that this tﬄpe of ﬂord order (the adjectiﬁe phrase comes rst folloﬂed bﬄ a noﬀn or pronoﬀn fﬀnctioning as the sﬀbject) is tﬄpicallﬄ ﬀsed in eﬃclamations, ﬂhich ts the obserﬁation that most of these items constitﬀte emotiﬁe RDs in
the present stﬀdﬄ, as mentioned aboﬁe.

4.2.3 Syntactic function of the dislocated element
e right-dislocated constitﬀents in RD tokens, or rather their co-referential pronoﬀns, can haﬁe di erent sﬄntactic fﬀnctions. In the present stﬀdﬄ these inclﬀde
sﬀbjects, objects, complements and possessiﬁes. For illﬀstration of these fﬀnctions
consider the sentences in (4.37).
(4.37)

a. [

eﬄ]'re nice actﬀallﬄ thos things

b. Where did ﬄoﬀ ﬀhm learn to do [this] then palm-ra

(ICE-IRE:S1A-070)
(ICE-GB:S1A-091)

c. I don't knoﬂ ﬂhat ﬄoﬀ call [it] this si <,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-007)

d. What is [his] name th EL ntr Prossor

(ICE-IND:S1A-019)

In most cases ﬂe nd co-referential sﬀbject pronoﬀns in the core of the claﬀse in all
nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed (cf. Table 4.7), a nding ﬂhich is in line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies (e.g. Grosz/Ziﬁ 1998: 298).
Interestinglﬄ, the three L1 English ﬁarieties British English, Irish English and Neﬂ
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Zealand English shoﬂ the highest proportions of sﬀbject RDs, ﬂhich make ﬀp more
than 91% oﬀt of all RD tokens. And note that it is eﬃactlﬄ these three ﬁarieties that
haﬁe the highest token freqﬀencies. Recall that ﬂith le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions ﬂe nd a similar pictﬀre (cf. sections 4.1 and 4.3): the English ﬁarieties ﬂith
the highest token freqﬀencies shoﬂ the highest proportion of the defaﬀlt cases (sﬀbject and object, respectiﬁelﬄ). Recall also that for LD tokens a correlation betﬂeen
the sﬄntactic fﬀnction and the LD constrﬀction's major discoﬀrse fﬀnction, namelﬄ
topic establishment or the marking of a topic as salient in the discoﬀrse, can be identi ed. e high freqﬀencﬄ of sﬀbject LDs can plaﬀsiblﬄ be accoﬀnted for bﬄ the fact
that sﬀbjects are the prime candidates for the position of topic. With RD tokens ﬂe
nd a similar correlation betﬂeen sﬄntactic fﬀnction and discoﬀrse fﬀnction. Note,
hoﬂeﬁer, that the token freqﬀencies of object RDs are fairlﬄ loﬂ (ranging betﬂeen
1 and 9 tokens) and conseqﬀentlﬄ the percentages are not ﬁerﬄ robﬀst.
at is, one
token more or less can heaﬁilﬄ impact on the oﬁerall proportions. Keeping this in
mind, the folloﬂing shoﬀld merelﬄ be seen as sﬀggestions based on the tendencies
that can be gleaned from the ICE data. Fﬀrther research based on larger datasets is
clearlﬄ needed.
abl 4.7:

e distribﬀtion of RD tokens according to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the dislocated
element (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentage oﬀt of all RD tokens).

orpus D tokns
N

90
124
83
35
48
30
19
58
26
*

subjt

objt

othr*

N

%

N

%

N

%

82
115
77
28
43
23
17
47
20

91.1
92.7
92.8
80.0
89.6
76.7
89.5
81.0
76.9

7
8
6
6
5
7
1
9
4

7.8
6.5
7.2
17.1
10.4
23.3
5.3
15.5
15.4

1
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
2

1.1
0.8
0.0
2.9
0.0
0.0
5.3
3.4
7.7

e categorﬄ 'other' comprises complements and possessiﬁes.

In RD tokens that serﬁe an emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction, speakers tﬄpicallﬄ ﬀse
the copﬀlar constrﬀction 'X is AP' to eﬁalﬀate some entitﬄ X; and X - obﬁioﬀslﬄ the
sﬀbject of the claﬀse - is then fﬀrther speci ed in the dislocated element. RDs that
serﬁe a clarifﬄing fﬀnction, on the other hand, are more eﬃible and ﬂork jﬀst as
ﬂell ﬂith objects, complements or possessiﬁes, as the folloﬂing eﬃamples illﬀstrate.
In (4.38), speaker E is asked aboﬀt her faﬁoﬀrite books. Note that speaker D's I'm
readng t needs disambigﬀation becaﬀse Treasure Island and e Wnd n the Wllows
haﬁe both been mentioned right before.
(4.38)

A: Can ﬄoﬀ giﬁe ﬀs an eﬃample?
E: Well ﬄes I mean
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B: Treasﬀre Island
E: Yes ﬂell
D:

e Wind in the Willoﬂs
I'm reading [it] rasur Islan at the moment to mﬄ son
(ICE-GB:S1A-013)

e folloﬂing eﬃample illﬀstrates a RD constrﬀction formed aroﬀnd an object complement. Withoﬀt adding my sster the claﬀse I call her that ﬂoﬀld remain ﬁagﬀe.
Using a RD constrﬀction in this case also alloﬂs the speaker to pﬀt more emphasis on
the complement.
(4.39)

A: Is he married ﬄoﬀr sister?
B: Yeah
Mﬄ sister I haﬁe
No I haﬁen't anﬄ sister
I'm the onlﬄ child in familﬄ
Bﬀt ﬀhm mﬄ ﬀncle's daﬀghter I call her [that] my sistr
(ICE-HK:S1A-056)

Onlﬄ tﬂo possessiﬁe RD tokens can be aested for the nine ICE corpora analﬄzed.
One has alreadﬄ been qﬀoted in (4.37); it is repeated in (4.40) ﬂith some more conteﬃt.
In (4.40), the speakers are trﬄing to remember the name of a professor from the ELT
(English Langﬀage Teaching) centre. e person is here mentioned for the rst time
in the discoﬀrse, so the ﬀse of the pronoﬀn hs is rather sﬀrprising. It seems that
speaker B is here speaking ﬂhile haﬁing a pictﬀre of the professor in mind.
at is
ﬂhﬄ she ﬀses the pronoﬀn rst.
(4.40)

A: I ﬂas ﬂorking in a ELTR na
B: Ha ﬄes and <,> ﬀh ﬂhat is [his] name th EL ntr Prossor?
A: Sﬀmat Roﬄ, Sﬀmat Roﬄ <,,> He ﬂas the director
B: Yeah bﬀt <,,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-019)

e other possessiﬁe RD is from ICE-Jamaica. e folloﬂing sentences constitﬀte the
rst feﬂ tﬀrns in the le and, conseqﬀentlﬄ, it is not possible to saﬄ ﬂhether the tﬂo
speakers haﬁe been talking aboﬀt Amil before. It seems, hoﬂeﬁer, that the person
is familiar to both speakers and that A eﬁen eﬃpected B to knoﬂ ﬂho he is talking
aboﬀt. Maﬄbe A ﬀses a RD constrﬀction as an ansﬂer to B's qﬀestion Whose wfeﬂ in
order to eﬃpress sﬀrprise (becaﬀse of B's lack of ﬀnderstanding) and to pﬀt emphasis
on hs and Amil.
(4.41)

A: It ﬂas jﬀst from the net and theﬄ ﬂere jﬀst
His ﬂife ﬂrote it
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B: Whose ﬂife?
A: [His] ﬂife Amil Amil <,>
B:

at felloﬂ's
Okaﬄ

A: Yeah ﬄes
(ICE-JAM:S1A-009)

In sﬀm, this sﬀggests that if there is a high proportion of RD tokens that serﬁe
an emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction, then there is qﬀite likelﬄ also a high proportion of
sﬀbject RDs. Note that this argﬀment is ﬀnidirectional. A small proportion of emotiﬁe
RDs does not aﬀtomaticallﬄ entail a small proportion of sﬀbject RDs becaﬀse clarifﬄing RDs can eqﬀallﬄ ﬂell be formed aroﬀnd sﬀbjects. Hoﬂeﬁer, the
to
haﬁe a sﬄntactic fﬀnction other than the sﬀbject seems higher ﬂith RD tokens serﬁing
a clarifﬄing fﬀnction or some other (minor and speci c) fﬀnction, as can be seen in
eﬃamples (4.39) to (4.41).

4.2.4 Realization of the dislocated element
Across the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed there is also some ﬁariation in terms
of the realization of the right-dislocated constitﬀent.
e ﬁariants that are part of
the present stﬀdﬄ inclﬀde noﬀns, pronoﬀns (personal and demonstratiﬁe) and claﬀses
( nite and non- nite). Nﬀmeroﬀs eﬃamples of these tﬄpes haﬁe alreadﬄ been giﬁen
throﬀghoﬀt the preﬁioﬀs sﬀbsections, see, for instance, the sentences in (4.28).
e
distribﬀtion of RD tokens according to these realizational ﬁariants is presented in
Table 4.8 (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages of all RD tokens).
abl 4.8: Realization of the dislocated element (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages
of all RD tokens).
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noun

pronoun
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N

%

N

%
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52
43
73
30
43
23
11
35
22

57.8
34.7
88.0
85.7
89.6
76.7
57.9
60.3
84.6

24
77
8
2
4
3
4
18
4

26.7
62.1
9.6
5.7
8.3
10.0
21.1
31.0
15.4

14
4
2
3
1
4
4
5
0

15.6
3.2
2.4
8.6
2.1
13.3
21.1
8.6
0.0

* e categorﬄ 'other' contains claﬀses and one PP.
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As can be seen, ﬂe tﬄpicallﬄ nd right-dislocated noﬀn phrases that are coreferential ﬂith a pronoﬀn in the core of the claﬀse, ﬂhich ties in ﬂith preﬁioﬀs research:
"Most commonlﬄ, a tail [i.e. right-dislocated element] consists of a fﬀll noﬀn phrase
ﬂhich clari es or repeats the referent of a pronoﬀn in the claﬀse that comes before
it […]" (Carter/McCarthﬄ 2006: 194). An eﬃception in this respect is Irish English.
Here, it is dislocated pronoﬀns that occﬀr most freqﬀentlﬄ (62.1% of all RD tokens),
ﬂhich is dﬀe to the high nﬀmber of eﬃpanded forms of RD becaﬀse the laer almost
alﬂaﬄs contain a pronoﬀn. Among the other ﬁarieties, Singapore English shoﬂs the
highest proportion of dislocated noﬀn phrases (89.6%), ﬂhile British English and Jamaican English shoﬂ the smallest proportions ﬂith nearlﬄ 58% of dislocated noﬀn
phrases. Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that the token freqﬀencies in ICE-Jamaica are fairlﬄ small
and therefore the percentages shoﬀld onlﬄ caﬀtioﬀslﬄ be regarded as representatiﬁe
(4 pronominal and 4 claﬀsal RDs oﬀt of 19 RD tokens).
As indicated in the table, the categorﬄ 'other' contains mainlﬄ claﬀses bﬀt also one
eﬃample of a dislocated prepositional phrase. is rather atﬄpical sentence, proﬁided
in (4.42), is from Philippine English. e conﬁersation is aboﬀt B's father, ﬂho ﬂas a
bﬀsﬄ laﬂﬄer alﬂaﬄs traﬁelling aroﬀnd the coﬀntrﬄ.
(4.42)

B: So ﬂe neﬁer reallﬄ resented the fact that he ﬂasn't aroﬀnd
And ﬂhen he ﬂas aroﬀnd it ﬂoﬀld alﬂaﬄs be fﬀn
Uhm meal times ﬂere great ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
[…]
A:

at ﬂas ﬄoﬀr special time right uring mal tim
(ICE-PHI:S1A-010)

Aer saﬄing that meal times ﬂere great in her familﬄ, speaker B continﬀes to tell A
ﬂhﬄ theﬄ ﬂere so great, ﬂhat theﬄ did and ﬂhat theﬄ talked aboﬀt (omied in the
qﬀote aboﬁe). Speaker A then sﬀmmarizes B's accoﬀnt bﬄ saﬄing that this ﬂas their
special time. e preposition durng in the right-dislocated element is not reallﬄ necessarﬄ and the noﬀn phrase meal tme or meal tmes ﬂoﬀld do eqﬀallﬄ ﬂell.
e dislocated elements categorized as pronoﬀns can be distingﬀished into tﬂo
groﬀps, one comprises demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns and the other personal pronoﬀns. As
for the ﬁariant ﬂith a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn, ﬂe tﬄpicallﬄ nd nal that, sometimes
also ths and those. Most freqﬀentlﬄ theﬄ occﬀr bﬄ themselﬁes, rarelﬄ also ﬂith an
operator (eﬃpanded RD). Eﬃample sentences are giﬁen in (4.43).
(4.43)

a. No not ﬄet <,> it's ﬁerﬄ hot that
b. When ﬂas it made this?
c.

eﬄ're all reallﬄ great thos

d. It's fﬀnnﬄ that is <,,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-020)
(ICE-GB:S1A-019)
(ICE-CAN:S1A-069)
(ICE-GB:S1A-041)

In the present stﬀdﬄ, sﬀch RD tokens are particﬀlarlﬄ common in the speech of British
English and Indian English speakers, accoﬀnting for 20.0% and 17.2% of all RD tokens,
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respectiﬁelﬄ. In the other ﬁarieties the proportions are mﬀch smaller. Jamaican English shoﬂs the neﬃt highest proportion ﬂith 10.5% of dislocated demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns; in all the other ﬁarieties theﬄ make ﬀp less than 9%.
e dislocated demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns in these RD tokens probablﬄ oen serﬁe a
deictic fﬀnction. In sentence (a), for eﬃample, the interlocﬀtors haﬁe a cﬀp of tea ﬂhile
recording their conﬁersation. One coﬀld ﬁerﬄ ﬂell imagine the speaker pointing at
the cﬀp in front of her ﬂhile ﬀering the sentence t's very hot that. In addition, the
nal demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn maﬄ also haﬁe an emphatic connotation, stressing in (a),
for eﬃample, that it is the tea that is hot.
While most of the right-dislocated demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns occﬀr on their oﬂn,
the ﬁariant ﬂith a personal pronoﬀn normallﬄ co-occﬀrs ﬂith an operator. ese eﬃpanded forms of RD ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more detail in the folloﬂing section.

4.2.5 Expanded RDs
Eﬃamples of eﬃpanded RDs are proﬁided in (4.44). ese eﬃpanded forms of RD tﬄpicallﬄ serﬁe another fﬀnction than the RD proper. While RD tokens ﬀsﬀallﬄ haﬁe a
clarifﬄing or emotiﬁe/eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction, as has been pointed oﬀt aboﬁe, the dislocated elements in eﬃpanded RDs (or tags, as I ﬂill also call them) mainlﬄ serﬁe to pﬀt
stress on the proposition of the claﬀse.28 In this respect note the co-occﬀrring eﬃpressions sure and really in eﬃamples (b) and (c), ﬂhich strengthen the emphasis that is
pﬀt on the proposition bﬄ the tags.
(4.44)

a.

eﬄ're so freakﬄ thy'r

(ICE-PHI:S1A-016)

b. Yoﬀ're not interested in anﬄthing bﬀt mﬀsic sur you'r not
(ICE-IRE:S1A-016)

c. It tastes good <,> it rally os

(ICE-PHI:S1A-080)

d. Yoﬀ're ﬁerﬄ careless ﬂith ﬄoﬀr ﬂallet so you ar

(ICE-IND:S1A-003)

As can be seen in these eﬃamples, eﬃpanded RDs are also oen associated ﬂith some
form of eﬁalﬀation, jﬀst like 'canonical' RDs. In the sentences in (4.44) this is eﬃpressed
bﬄ the adjectiﬁes freaky, not nterested, good and careless. In contrast to (most) 'canonical' RDs, hoﬂeﬁer, the dislocated elements additionallﬄ serﬁe to pﬀt emphasis on the
proposition. In a sense the eﬁalﬀation gains in strength throﬀgh the tag. Timmis
(2009) argﬀes in a similar ﬂaﬄ. Commenting on preﬁioﬀs research, he ﬂrites that the
emphatic potential of right-dislocated elements seems "to be ﬁerﬄ closelﬄ related to
the emotionallﬄ coloﬀred and eﬁalﬀatiﬁe aspect of tails rather than to constitﬀte a separate fﬀnction" (2009: 337). In mﬄ opinion, this seems to be the case particﬀlarlﬄ ﬂith
eﬃpanded RDs bﬀt can, of coﬀrse, also applﬄ to 'canonical' RDs. What these eﬃamples
28 It is debatable ﬂhether the eﬃpanded form of RD shoﬀld be discﬀssed in a stﬀdﬄ on informationpackaging constrﬀctions at all since sﬀch tokens do not primarilﬄ serﬁe an information-strﬀctﬀring
fﬀnction. Folloﬂing preﬁioﬀs research (cf. Dﬀrham 2011), it ﬂas neﬁertheless decided to inclﬀde them
in the present stﬀdﬄ. For one, eﬃpanded RDs are a tﬄpe of RD, althoﬀgh not serﬁing the prototﬄpical
fﬀnction. And second, the inﬁestigation ﬄields interesting resﬀlts from a cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe.
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teach ﬀs is that the clarifﬄing, emotiﬁe and emphatic fﬀnctions are not mﬀtﬀallﬄ eﬃclﬀsiﬁe bﬀt that one RD token can serﬁe seﬁeral fﬀnctions simﬀltaneoﬀslﬄ, ﬂith one
or the other fﬀnction possiblﬄ predominating in certain conteﬃts, hoﬂeﬁer.
Note that the dislocated element in sentence (d) contains the particle so along ﬂith
the noﬀn phrase and operator.
is speci c tﬄpe of eﬃpanded RD, ﬂhich I ﬂill call
so-tag, is particﬀlarlﬄ common in Irish English and ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more
detail beloﬂ.
Table 4.9 giﬁes the freqﬀencies of eﬃpanded RD tokens and their percentages oﬀt
of all RD tokens in the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. e highest nﬀmber of eﬃpanded RDs can be aested for Irish English, ﬂhere theﬄ accoﬀnt for more than half
of all RD tokens (51.6%). e great majoritﬄ of these are made ﬀp of so-tags (45 tokens
or 70.3%), ﬂhich seem to be a characteristic featﬀre of Irish English indeed becaﬀse
in the other ﬁarieties so-tags are ﬁerﬄ rare. In fact, the onlﬄ ﬁarieties of English for
ﬂhich so-tags can also be aested are Neﬂ Zealand English (2 tokens), British English
and Singapore English (1 token each).
abl 4.9: Eﬃpanded RDs (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all RD tokens).
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11
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2
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-

While there are no eﬃpanded RD tokens in Canadian and Hong Kong English and
onlﬄ small proportions in Neﬂ Zealand and Singapore English, theﬄ make ﬀp more
than 10% of all RD tokens in all the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that ﬂith
the eﬃception of Irish and perhaps British English the token freqﬀencies are so small
that the percentages mﬀst be considered ﬂith caﬀtion. eﬄ are possiblﬄ not representatiﬁe of the respectiﬁe ﬁarietﬄ of English and shoﬀld be sﬀbstantiated bﬄ fﬀrther
research based on larger datasets.
Eﬃpanded RDs are alﬂaﬄs formed aroﬀnd a sﬀbject rather than an object or complement. is is also the reason ﬂhﬄ Dﬀrham (2011), in her stﬀdﬄ of RD constrﬀctions
in a corpﬀs of interﬁieﬂs collected in the citﬄ of York in 1996, concentrates on sﬀbject RDs onlﬄ. In order to compare the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂith Dﬀrham's
resﬀlts the folloﬂing inﬁestigation is also restricted to sﬀbject RDs. is is meant to
shed some more light on the distribﬀtion and ﬀsage of the eﬃpanded form of RD in
comparison to 'canonical' RDs.
Folloﬂing Dﬀrham (2011), the folloﬂing sﬀbsections ﬂill eﬃamine the form of the
sﬀbject in the dislocation and the tﬄpe of ﬁerb in the main claﬀse. Fﬀrthermore, the
distribﬀtion of RD tokens according to age and gender of the speakers ﬂill be eﬃamined. Part of the inﬁestigation ﬂill be restricted to the Irish English data becaﬀse, as
has been seen aboﬁe, it is the onlﬄ ﬁarietﬄ for ﬂhich a sﬀbstantial nﬀmber of eﬃpanded
RD tokens can be aested.
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Subject type
In all nine ﬁarieties, right-dislocated noﬀns occﬀr almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ in 'canonical'
RDs. Some rare instances of noﬀns can be foﬀnd in eﬃpanded RDs thoﬀgh: 9 tokens
oﬀt of the 96 eﬃpanded RDs that haﬁe been foﬀnd in the nine ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed. Eﬃamples are giﬁen in (4.45).
(4.45)

a. He's got some goodies ﬄeah actﬀallﬄ ﬀm <,> John has ﬄeah
(ICE-IRE:S1A-013)

b. He ﬂas a real actor ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ Ol i was

(ICE-PHI:S1A-088)

c. I think it's it'll be mﬀch easier ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ Chins is like (ICE-SIN:S1A-046)
As can be seen in these eﬃamples, dislocated noﬀns in eﬃpanded RDs can be proper
names or common noﬀns. Like noﬀns, dislocated demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns are also
almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ foﬀnd in 'canonical' RDs. Onlﬄ foﬀr instances of demonstratiﬁes in
the eﬃpanded form of RD can be aested, all of them in the speech of British English
speakers (cf. e.g. sentence (4.43d) aboﬁe). Personal pronoﬀns, on the other hand,
occﬀr almost alﬂaﬄs in eﬃpanded RDs. e siﬃ instances that are foﬀnd in 'canonical'
RDs are of a di erent kind, as the sentences in (4.46) illﬀstrate.
(4.46)

a. No I'm ﬁerﬄ professional m

(ICE-IRE:S1A-024)

b. Oﬀrs also same thing becaﬀse it comes in the same line yours an min
(ICE-IND:S1A-053)

c. Woﬀld theﬄ t me any o thm <,,>

(ICE-IRE:S1A-099)

d. She ﬂas telling me neﬃt ﬂeek probablﬄ ﬂe coﬀld meet ﬀp m an hr
(ICE-SIN:S1A-094)

Note that the personal pronoﬀns in these 'canonical' RDs di er from the pronoﬀns in
eﬃpanded RDs. We haﬁe obliqﬀe forms in (a), (c) and (d), ﬂith that in (c) fﬀrthermore
modi ed bﬄ a qﬀanti er, and tﬂo conjoined possessiﬁes in (b). e personal pronoﬀns
in eﬃpanded RDs, on the other hand, are alﬂaﬄs in the nominatiﬁe case, ﬂhich is in
fact eﬃpected if a pronoﬀn is co-referential to the sﬀbject of the claﬀse.
e tendencﬄ of personal pronoﬀns to occﬀr in eﬃpanded RDs has also been foﬀnd
bﬄ Dﬀrham (2011: 274).29 She giﬁes three possible eﬃplanations for this obserﬁation.
First, pronominal dislocated sﬀbjects behaﬁe di erentlﬄ from nominal ones becaﬀse
theﬄ tend not to proﬁide anﬄ additional information. Second, Dﬀrham nds that the
pronoﬀns that occﬀr in 'canonical' (and reﬁerse) RDs are of another kind than those
in eﬃpanded RDs. at is, ﬂhile all pronoﬀns in eﬃpanded RDs are in the nominatiﬁe
case in her data, those in 'canonical' and reﬁerse RDs are in the obliqﬀe form or of a
coordinated tﬄpe (Mum and I or me and Graham). ese ndings are ﬁerﬄ mﬀch in
line ﬂith those of the present stﬀdﬄ, as has been noted aboﬁe. And third, if the dislocated sﬀbject is a pronoﬀn the reﬁerse RD "coﬀld be confﬀsed ﬂith some tﬄpes of tag
29 In addition to 'canonical' and eﬃpanded RDs, Dﬀrham considers a third tﬄpe of RD in her stﬀdﬄ. In
these 'reﬁerse RDs', as she calls them, operator and noﬀn phrase are inﬁerted: She got a great bargan
did her Mum (Dﬀrham 2011: 261). is tﬄpe of RD ﬂas not eﬃamined in the present stﬀdﬄ as there
ﬂere no sﬀch tokens foﬀnd in the data.
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qﬀestions" (Dﬀrham 2011: 275). I ﬂoﬀld add a foﬀrth point, ﬂhich is connected to the
rst argﬀment, hoﬂeﬁer. As has been pointed oﬀt aboﬁe, eﬃpanded RDs tend to serﬁe
another major fﬀnction than 'canonical' RDs. Since pronoﬀns giﬁe no additional information aboﬀt the referent sﬀch RD tokens cannot serﬁe a clarifﬄing fﬀnction. Rather,
the repetition of the sﬀbject pronoﬀn serﬁes to pﬀt emphasis on the sﬀbject. In order
to pﬀt emphasis on the ﬂhole claﬀse or its proposition the operator is also repeated.
And this is preciselﬄ the major fﬀnction of eﬃpanded RDs.

Verb type
Another featﬀre that ﬂas inﬁestigated in the present stﬀdﬄ concerns the tﬄpe of ﬁerb
in the main claﬀse of 'canonical' and eﬃpanded RDs, inclﬀding aﬀﬃiliarﬄ and modal
ﬁerbs, as in (4.47a), be, as in (4.47b), have, as in (4.47c), and fﬀll ﬁerbs, as in (4.47d).
(4.47)

a. I an't ﬂait to do it <,> so I can't ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ

(ICE-IRE:S1A-072)

b. He's absolﬀtelﬄ charming Will

(ICE-GB:S1A-027)

c. Jesﬀs I'v no messages at all noﬂ so I haﬁen't

(ICE-IRE:S1A-067)

d. Most of it oms from Teﬃas the gas

(ICE-GB:S1A-088)

Preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies haﬁe foﬀnd that the ﬁerb be ﬀsed as a main ﬁerb is the predominant
ﬁariant. It accoﬀnts for 66% of the RD tokens in Melchers' (1983) stﬀdﬄ, ﬂhile fﬀll
ﬁerbs make ﬀp 22% and modal and aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerbs 12% (qﬀoted in Dﬀrham (2011:
275)). Dﬀrham (2011) nds the same oﬁerall preponderance of the ﬁerb be in her data
(66%). Modals accoﬀnt for 4% of her tokens, have for 9% and other ﬁerbs for 21%. e
distribﬀtion of RD tokens according to ﬁerb tﬄpe in the present data is represented in
Table 4.10.
abl 4.10: Distribﬀtion of RDs bﬄ ﬁerb tﬄpe (token freqﬀencies and percentages of all RD
tokens).
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24
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7
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9.9
21.6
18.6
25.0
10.0
4.3
12.5
14.9
5.3

58
70
45
15
22
16
13
35
13

71.6
63.1
64.3
53.6
73.3
69.6
81.3
74.5
68.4

2
2
2
3
1
2
-

2.5
1.8
2.9
10.7
3.3
4.3
-

13
15
10
3
4
6
1
3
5

16.0
13.5
14.3
10.7
13.3
26.1
6.3
6.4
26.3

As can be seen, there is some ﬁariation across the ﬁarieties analﬄzed. e ﬁerb be
occﬀrs most freqﬀentlﬄ in RD tokens in all nine ﬁarieties, bﬀt ﬂhile it accoﬀnts for
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more than 81% of tokens in Jamaican English, it makes ﬀp onlﬄ 53.6% in Canadian
English. e proportion is so small in the laer ﬁarietﬄ becaﬀse aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerbs and
have occﬀr relatiﬁelﬄ more freqﬀentlﬄ. Hong Kong English and Philippine English
speakers stand oﬀt among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed in that theﬄ ﬀse fﬀll ﬁerbs
more freqﬀentlﬄ (more than 26% in both ﬁarieties). It is di cﬀlt to draﬂ conclﬀsions from these resﬀlts, hoﬂeﬁer, becaﬀse ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith ﬁerﬄ small token
freqﬀencies, ranging from onlﬄ 3 to 7 tokens. What can be noted in comparison to
Melchers (1983) and Dﬀrham's (2011) resﬀlts, hoﬂeﬁer, is a general tendencﬄ of the
ICE speakers to ﬀse less fﬀll ﬁerbs and slightlﬄ more modal ﬁerbs in RD tokens.
In addition to the oﬁerall distribﬀtion of RDs bﬄ ﬁerb tﬄpe, Dﬀrham (2011) also compares the preferred ﬁariants across the di erent forms of RD tokens (in her stﬀdﬄ,
'canonical' RDs, eﬃpanded RDs and reﬁerse RDs). She nds that the reﬁerse RD form
is the preferred ﬁariant for all ﬁerb tﬄpes bﬀt modal ﬁerbs, for ﬂhich the eﬃpanded
form of RD is the preferred ﬁariant. With all other ﬁerbs the eﬃpanded form is the
ﬁariant ﬂhich is ﬀsed least freqﬀentlﬄ, that is, all ﬁerb tﬄpes bﬀt aﬀﬃiliaries also occﬀr more freqﬀentlﬄ in 'canonical' RDs. In the present stﬀdﬄ, a comparison of ﬁerb
tﬄpes across RD forms makes sense onlﬄ for Irish English becaﬀse the freqﬀencies of
eﬃpanded RDs are too small in the other ﬁarieties to get conclﬀsiﬁe resﬀlts. Looking
at the 111 sﬀbject RDs in Irish English that contain a ﬁerb in the main claﬀse, it tﬀrns
oﬀt that the eﬃpanded form of RD is the preferred ﬁariant ﬂith fﬀll ﬁerbs (10 tokens
of eﬃpanded RDs ﬁs. 5 tokens of 'canonical' RDs) and especiallﬄ modal and aﬀﬃiliarﬄ
ﬁerbs (17 ﬁs. 7 tokens). e ﬁerb be as a main ﬁerb, on the other hand, selects both
forms of RD to roﬀghlﬄ the same eﬃtent (34 eﬃpanded RD tokens ﬁs. 36 'canonical' RD
tokens). e ﬁerb have is rarelﬄ ﬀsed in general (1 token each). e tendencﬄ of aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerbs to occﬀr in the eﬃpanded form of RD is in line ﬂith Dﬀrham's (2011: 275)
ndings. In contrast to the present stﬀdﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, fﬀll ﬁerbs occﬀr more freqﬀentlﬄ
in 'canonical' RDs in her data.
Dﬀrham tentatiﬁelﬄ sﬀggests that the tendencﬄ of aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerbs to occﬀr in eﬃpanded RDs maﬄ be dﬀe to the fact that in manﬄ of these sentences the sﬀbject is a
pronoﬀn, ﬂhich, as ﬂas noted before, are more likelﬄ to occﬀr ﬂith eﬃpanded RDs.
e resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀpport this assﬀmption becaﬀse all siﬃteen eﬃpanded
RD tokens ﬂith an aﬀﬃiliarﬄ haﬁe a pronominal sﬀbject; among the seﬁen 'canonical'
RDs ﬂith an aﬀﬃiliarﬄ onlﬄ one has a pronominal sﬀbject. It might be interesting to
analﬄze ﬂhether aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerbs generallﬄ tend to co-occﬀr ﬂith a pronominal sﬀbject
rather than a nominal or claﬀsal one. Bﬀt this is beﬄond the scope of the present stﬀdﬄ.

Gender
In addition to the intra-lingﬀistic featﬀres of sﬀbject tﬄpe and ﬁerb tﬄpe, Dﬀrham
(2011) also eﬃamines the distribﬀtion of RD forms according to tﬂo eﬃtra-lingﬀistic
featﬀres, namelﬄ age and gender. She nds that men in York ﬀse slightlﬄ more RD
tokens than ﬂomen do, bﬀt the di erence is not statisticallﬄ signi cant. Men and
ﬂomen also do not signi cantlﬄ di er in their selection of RD forms, ﬂith reﬁerse
RDs being the preferred ﬁariant for both (57% and 62% of RD tokens, respectiﬁelﬄ),
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folloﬂed bﬄ 'canonical' RDs (33% and 27%). Eﬃpanded RDs are the least faﬁoﬀred
ﬁariant, making ﬀp onlﬄ 12% of RD tokens for men and 15% for ﬂomen (Dﬀrham
2011: 267).
Becaﬀse of the loﬂ nﬀmbers of tokens of eﬃpanded RDs in most ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed, the present inﬁestigation ﬂill again be restricted to the Irish English data.
What complicates comparisons across age and gender in ICE-Ireland, hoﬂeﬁer, is the
fact that the corpﬀs is not balanced in this respect.
at is, ﬄoﬀnger speakers and
female speakers are oﬁerrepresented in the direct conﬁersation les, as can be seen
in Table 4.11. While there are 127 female speakers aged 19 to 25, the corpﬀs contains
onlﬄ 2 male speakers aged 42 to 49, for eﬃample.
abl 4.11: Distribﬀtion of speakers in the direct-conﬁersation les in ICE-Ireland bﬄ age and
gender.

womn
mn
total

19-25 26-33
127
61
36
8
163
69

34-41 42-49 50+
9
7
43
6
2
14
15
9
57

nag*
34
20
54

total
281
86
367

*nag = no ansﬂer giﬁen

Giﬁen this imbalance in ICE speaker proportions, the folloﬂing resﬀlts ﬂill alﬂaﬄs
be reported in relation to these corpﬀs ratios becaﬀse a larger nﬀmber of speakers
probablﬄ also prodﬀces a larger nﬀmber of tokens. Hence, Figﬀre 4.8 plots not onlﬄ
the proportions of 'canonical' and eﬃpanded RDs according to gender bﬀt also the ICE
speaker proportions of men and ﬂomen.30

igur 4.8: Distribﬀtion of RD forms bﬄ gender in the S1A- les of ICE-Ireland (percentages
oﬀt of all RD tokens).

30

e corresponding token freqﬀencies and percentages are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.7.2.
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As can be seen, men and ﬂomen ﬀse 'canonical' RDs at similar rates.
is can be
seen bﬄ the fact that the proportions of 'canonical' RDs and ICE speakers are roﬀghlﬄ
the same: ﬂomen represent 76% of the data and 77% of the 'canonical' RD tokens
come from them, ﬂhile men represent 24% of the data and ﬀse 23% of the tokens.
With eﬃpanded RD tokens, on the other hand, ﬂe nd an oﬁerrepresentation in the
speech of men, ﬂith 34% of the tokens coming from them.
In sﬀm, the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ di er from Dﬀrham's (2011: 268) resﬀlts
in that ﬂe haﬁe more eﬃpanded RDs in the speech of men in the present data ﬂhile
in Dﬀrham's data it is the ﬂomen ﬂho ﬀse the eﬃpanded form slightlﬄ more oen.
is might be dﬀe to an 'oﬀtlier' in the present data. ere is one ﬄoﬀng man ﬂho is
responsible for nearlﬄ one third of all so-tags (these ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more
detail beloﬂ). When the tokens of this 'high hier' are remoﬁed from the data, the
ﬁast majoritﬄ of eﬃpanded RDs comes from ﬂomen (84%).

Age
e distribﬀtion of the tﬂo RD forms bﬄ age is represented in Figﬀre 4.9, along ﬂith
the ICE speaker proportions of the ﬁe age groﬀps.31
e probablﬄ most striking
obserﬁation is that both 'canonical' and eﬃpanded RDs are oﬁerrepresented in the
oldest age groﬀp (50+). While speakers of this age groﬀp represent onlﬄ 18% of the
data, theﬄ contribﬀte 24% of all eﬃpanded RDs and eﬁen 30% of all 'canonical' RDs.

igur 4.9: Distribﬀtion of RD forms bﬄ age in the S1A- les of ICE-Ireland (percentages oﬀt
of all RD tokens).

e someﬂhat higher proportion of eﬃpanded RDs in the ﬄoﬀngest age groﬀp (19-25)
31
e calcﬀlations inclﬀde onlﬄ those tokens for ﬂhich the age is giﬁen. Unfortﬀnatelﬄ, qﬀite a nﬀmber of speakers did not giﬁe the age groﬀp theﬄ belonged to (cf. categorﬄ 'nag' in Table 4.11) and
therefore, as far as the distribﬀtion of RD forms bﬄ age is concerned, no conclﬀsions can be draﬂn
from the tokens theﬄ contribﬀte.
e token freqﬀencies and percentages of RD tokens according to
age groﬀp are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.7.2.
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is probablﬄ again dﬀe to the 'high hier', the ﬄoﬀng man ﬂho ﬀses so manﬄ so-tags
in his speech, as mentioned aboﬁe. When his tokens are remoﬁed from the data, the
oldest age groﬀp also contribﬀtes the largest proportion of eﬃpanded RDs (32% of
all eﬃpanded RD tokens). Someﬂhat sﬀrprisinglﬄ, eﬃpanded RDs are also oﬁerrepresented in the speech of middle-aged people (34-41): ﬂhile theﬄ represent onlﬄ 5% of
the data, theﬄ contribﬀte 9% of all eﬃpanded RD tokens.
In sﬀm, the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ tie in ﬂith Dﬀrham's (2011) resﬀlts as far
as the oﬁerall distribﬀtion of RD tokens is concerned. She also nds that the oldest
age groﬀp ﬀses RD tokens most freqﬀentlﬄ (Note, hoﬂeﬁer, that her oldest age groﬀp
comprises speakers aged 70 and older.). With respect to the di erent RD forms, the
three age groﬀps in Dﬀrham's data shoﬂ no signi cant di erence in distribﬀtion.

So-tags in Irish English
It has been noted aboﬁe that so-tags seem to be a characteristic featﬀre of Irish English
since hardlﬄ anﬄ instances of this tﬄpe of RD can be aested for the other ﬁarieties
of English analﬄzed. Comments on the constrﬀction in the literatﬀre are sparse. e
onlﬄ note I foﬀnd is bﬄ Harris (1993) ﬂho ﬂrites that "emphatic sentence tags" are
a fﬀrther focﬀsing deﬁice that are ﬂorth discﬀssing in the conteﬃt of Irish English.
Unfortﬀnatelﬄ, he does not analﬄze them in detail bﬀt onlﬄ notes that "a detailed discﬀssion of these and other discoﬀrse featﬀres ﬂoﬀld take ﬀs beﬄond the scope of this
short chapter" (1993: 176).
e constrﬀction tﬄpicallﬄ has a pronominal sﬀbject in the dislocated constitﬀent,
some rare instances ﬂith pleonastic there can also be aested, as illﬀstrated in (4.48).
(4.48)

a. He's a real pet so h is
b.

(ICE-IRE:S1A-049)

ere's going to be a feﬂ siing and more standing so thr is
(ICE-GB:S1A-072)

Some more ﬁariation can be foﬀnd in terms of the ﬁerb in the dislocated element.
Usﬀallﬄ, the ﬁerb from the main claﬀse is repeated, as in (4.48). Hence, if there is a
modal or aﬀﬃiliarﬄ ﬁerb in the main claﬀse it also appears in the dislocated element, as
in (4.49a) to (4.49c); if there is a fﬀll ﬁerb, ﬂe nd a form of do in the tag, as in (4.49d);
if there is negation in the main claﬀse, it is also repeated in the tag, as illﬀstrated in
(4.49a).
(4.49)

a. I an't ﬂait to do it <,> so I an't ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ

(ICE-IRE:S1A-072)

b. I us to haﬁe great craic ﬂith them in England <,> so I us to
(ICE-GB:S1A-087)

c. Oh he's driﬁing a bﬀs noﬂ so h is

(ICE-IRE:S1A-072)

d. Oh aﬄe I got a pass so I i

(ICE-GB:S1A-094)

What is interesting to note aboﬀt these strﬀctﬀres is not onlﬄ that theﬄ occﬀr mﬀch
more freqﬀentlﬄ in Irish English than in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed bﬀt also that theﬄ
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accoﬀnt for more than half of all RD tokens in this ﬁarietﬄ (70.3%). e preponderance
of so-tags maﬄ ﬂell be dﬀe to in ﬀence from Irish. e Irish langﬀage has the eﬃpression cnnte 'certainlﬄ', ﬂhich is also oen foﬀnd claﬀse- nallﬄ and ﬀsed for emphatic
pﬀrposes. For eﬃample, the Irish sentence Bedh mé ann, cnnte can be translated into
the English sentence I'll be there, certanly or I'll be there, so I wll.
Addressing the qﬀestion of ﬂho preciselﬄ ﬀses so-tags in Irish English, the age and
gender pro les of the speakers haﬁe been considered. Fﬀrthermore, the freqﬀencﬄ of
ﬀse in the Repﬀblic of Ireland and Northern Ireland has been compared. It tﬀrns oﬀt
that there is no great di erence in distribﬀtion in this respect, ﬂith speakers from the
Repﬀblic contribﬀting 25 so-tags and speakers from Nothern Ireland 20 tokens. As
for the distribﬀtion of so-tags according to age and gender, the token freqﬀencies are
giﬁen in Table 4.12. Keeping in mind that ﬄoﬀng ﬂomen are largelﬄ oﬁerrepresented
in the direct conﬁersation les of ICE-Ireland, it can be noted that it is predominantlﬄ
ﬄoﬀnger men and older ﬂomen that ﬀse so-tags.
abl 4.12: Distribﬀtion of so-tags in Irish English according to age and gender.

womn
mn

19-25 26-33
5
7
14
-

34-41 42-49 50+
2
9
2
-

nag*
6
-

*nag = no ansﬂer giﬁen

It is important to remember that there is one ﬄoﬀng man ﬂho contribﬀtes almost
all of the so-tags ﬀsed bﬄ men, as has repeatedlﬄ been pointed oﬀt throﬀghoﬀt this
sﬀbsection.
e fact that this ﬄoﬀng man accoﬀnts for 14 tokens of the oﬁerall 45
so-tags, of coﬀrse, ﬂeakens the representatiﬁeness of the ndings.
is ﬄoﬀng man
comes from Coﬀntﬄ Maﬄo in ﬂestern Ireland; he maﬄ eﬁen haﬁe groﬂn ﬀp in or haﬁe
connections ﬂith the Gaeltacht, the Irish-speaking region in the coﬀntﬄ. He maﬄ be
aﬂare of the fact that he is being recorded and ﬂants to soﬀnd particﬀlarlﬄ Irish. If
this ﬂas the case this ﬂoﬀld, on the other hand, speak in faﬁoﬀr of the hﬄpothesis
that the so-tag is a characteristic featﬀre of Irish English. e small freqﬀencﬄ of tokens ﬀnfortﬀnatelﬄ does not alloﬂ for more reliable conclﬀsions to be draﬂn, bﬀt it
ﬂoﬀld de nitelﬄ be interesting to folloﬂ ﬀp the qﬀestion of ﬂhether so-tags are a
characteristic featﬀre of Irish English that is onlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ elderlﬄ speakers - and thﬀs
constitﬀtes a rather old-fashioned or local featﬀre - or ﬂhether it is seen as a marker
of Irish identitﬄ and is therefore also (again?) ﬀsed bﬄ ﬄoﬀnger speakers.
e paern ﬂherebﬄ traditionallﬄ local featﬀres are regaining groﬀnd in the ﬄoﬀngest
generation - and therebﬄ lead to a ﬁ-shaped age paern - is also reported in preﬁioﬀs
stﬀdies. Dﬀbois and Horﬁath (1999), for eﬃample, nd sﬀch a change in Cajﬀn English,
ﬂith men increasinglﬄ ﬀsing Cajﬀn ﬁariants that had formerlﬄ been stigmatized and
stereotﬄped. Women seem not to take part in this change, ﬂhich Dﬀbois and Horﬁath
eﬃplain primarilﬄ bﬄ the fact that ﬄoﬀng ﬂomen "haﬁe feﬂer reasons than do ﬄoﬀng
men to associate themselﬁes lingﬀisticallﬄ ﬂith the cﬀrrent ﬀnderstanding of Cajﬀn
identitﬄ, ﬂhich is largelﬄ mascﬀline" (1999: 307).
Dﬀrham (2011) argﬀes in a similar ﬂaﬄ. She also nds a ﬁ-shaped age paern for
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reﬁerse RDs in the speech of the male speakers in her data.
at is, it is especiallﬄ
the older and the ﬄoﬀng men ﬂho ﬀse reﬁerse RDs freqﬀentlﬄ ﬂhile the middle age
groﬀp ﬀses them far less oen. Since reﬁerse RDs are considered as a primarilﬄ northern British featﬀre, Dﬀrham sﬀggests that "its high ﬀse bﬄ the ﬄoﬀng men of York is
another case of a Northern featﬀre being ﬀsed to signal local identitﬄ" (2011: 273).
e so-tag maﬄ also be sﬀch a featﬀre that signals local or Irish identitﬄ. e ndings
of the present stﬀdﬄ point in this direction, ﬄet theﬄ are too sparse to argﬀe conclﬀsiﬁelﬄ.

4.2.6 Summary
e major aims of this section on the RD constrﬀction ﬂere to describe its natﬀre
and distribﬀtion across the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed and to nd possible eﬃplanations for the obserﬁed ﬀsage paerns. As for Irish English, eﬃplaining the high
freqﬀencﬄ of RD tokens is qﬀite straightforﬂard: eﬃpanded RDs and in particﬀlar sotags are ﬀsed mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ bﬄ Irish English speakers than bﬄ the speakers
of the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
e relatiﬁelﬄ high freqﬀencﬄ of RD tokens in British English is more di cﬀlt to
accoﬀnt for. e analﬄses of di erent lingﬀistic featﬀres - the distribﬀtion of tokens
that serﬁe an eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction, the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the dislocated constitﬀent,
its realization, the ﬁerb tﬄpe and the distribﬀtion of eﬃpanded RDs - shoﬂ that there
is no single featﬀre or tﬄpe of RD that coﬀld eﬃplain the high nﬀmber of RD tokens
in comparison to all other ﬁarieties bﬀt Irish English. It has been obserﬁed that ﬂe
mainlﬄ deal ﬂith 'defaﬀlt' RD tokens, that is, sﬀbject RDs ﬂith right-dislocated noﬀn
phrases serﬁing an emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction. Additionallﬄ, ﬂe nd a relatiﬁelﬄ
high nﬀmber of right-dislocated pronoﬀns, in particﬀlar demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn that.
Fﬀrthermore, British English speakers ﬀse more dislocated claﬀses than most other
speakers. Note that for anﬄ of these featﬀres bﬀt nal that does British English shoﬂ
the highest proportion among the English ﬁarieties analﬄzed. Hoﬂeﬁer, it is alﬂaﬄs
among those ﬁarieties that are at the top. Taking all these featﬀres together, then, ﬂe
can saﬄ that there is a robﬀst nﬀmber of prototﬄpical RD tokens, bﬀt the constrﬀction is also qﬀite commonlﬄ ﬀsed ﬂith less tﬄpical forms and fﬀnctions. Hence, it is
probablﬄ the combination of these featﬀres that are responsible for the high token
freqﬀencﬄ in British English.
e sﬀrprisinglﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ in Canadian English is also di cﬀlt to eﬃplain, as
is oen the case ﬂith something that is jﬀst not there.
e data sﬀggest that for
Canadian English speakers the emotiﬁe or eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction does not plaﬄ sﬀch an
important role, especiallﬄ in comparison to the other L1 English speakers. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, there is less motiﬁation to ﬀse the RD constrﬀction.
Indian English and Singapore English shoﬂ someﬂhat higher freqﬀencies of RD
tokens than the other L2 ﬁarieties. For the laer ﬁarietﬄ this is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to
the high nﬀmber of tokens in ﬂhich the co-referential pronoﬀn is omied. In Indian
English, ﬂe nd a relatiﬁelﬄ high nﬀmber of right-dislocated demonstratiﬁes. ese
constrﬀctions serﬁe a deictic or emphatic fﬀnction rather than an emotiﬁe or clarifﬄ-
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ing fﬀnction. is sﬀggests that Indian English speakers ﬀse RD tokens more eﬃiblﬄ
and for more pﬀrposes in discoﬀrse than do the other L2 English speakers.
Coming back to Irish English, the close inﬁestigation of eﬃpanded RDs reﬁeals that
it is particﬀlarlﬄ elderlﬄ speakers that ﬀse the constrﬀction. With respect to so-tags,
it can be obserﬁed that the strﬀctﬀre also freqﬀentlﬄ occﬀrs in the speech of ﬄoﬀng
speakers. Since most of these tokens are contribﬀted bﬄ a single ﬄoﬀng men, this nding is not ﬁerﬄ robﬀst and maﬄbe not representatiﬁe of the speech commﬀnitﬄ. Fﬀrther
research is needed to test ﬂhether ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a sitﬀation ﬂhere a traditionallﬄ local and maﬄbe stigmatized featﬀre is gaining momentﬀm in the speech of
ﬄoﬀng speakers. Sﬀch an eﬃplanation appears qﬀite plaﬀsible becaﬀse similar changes
haﬁe been reported bﬄ other stﬀdies (e.g. Dﬀbois/Horﬁath 1999; Dﬀrham 2011), and in
these stﬀdies it is also the ﬄoﬀng men ﬂho are in the lead of sﬀch changes. Hoﬂeﬁer,
the obserﬁed paern in the present stﬀdﬄ maﬄ, of coﬀrse, jﬀst as ﬂell be dﬀe to an
idiosﬄncratic featﬀre of the speech of this ﬄoﬀng man.

4.3

Fronting constructions

is section eﬃamines fronting constrﬀctions, that is, constrﬀctions in ﬂhich an element that ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ occﬀr post-ﬁerballﬄ is placed in initial position. A speaker
maﬄ, for eﬃample, ﬀse the sentence e Lord's Prayer I've translated instead of I've
translated the Lord's Prayer for some pragmatic reason. As noted earlier (cf. section 4), fronting constrﬀctions occﬀr mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ in the speech of Indian
English speakers than in that of the speakers of the other ﬁarieties. Hence, one of the
major qﬀestions addressed in this section is ﬂhat motiﬁates Indian English speakers
to ﬀse fronting constrﬀctions so mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ than the other speakers do.
e strﬀctﬀre of the section is as folloﬂs. First, the oﬁerall distribﬀtion of fronting
constrﬀctions across the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed ﬂill be presented, folloﬂed
bﬄ the inﬁestigation of a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic and pragmatic featﬀres.

4.3.1 Overall distribution
Figﬀre 4.10 shoﬂs the normalized freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords of fronting constrﬀctions in the nine ICE samples analﬄzed. As can be seen, fronting is a rather rare phenomenon in English (eﬃcept for Indian English), a nding ﬂhich has alreadﬄ been
reported in preﬁioﬀs research (cf. e.g. Netz/Kﬀzar 2007, 2011). Netz and Kﬀzar (2011)
argﬀe that it is "[b]ecaﬀse of the relatiﬁelﬄ rigid ﬂord order of English, and the fact
that in English the 'formal sentence strﬀctﬀre' oﬁerrides the 'fﬀnctional sentence perspectiﬁe'" that "in English the OF [object fronting] constrﬀction eﬃhibits an eﬃtremelﬄ
limited distribﬀtion" (2011: 155). While Indian English shoﬂs a ﬁerﬄ high freqﬀencﬄ
of fronting constrﬀctions, in most of the other ﬁarieties the nﬀmber of tokens is in fact
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so small that reliable conclﬀsions can oen not be draﬂn, as the inﬁestigations beloﬂ ﬂill shoﬂ. In detail, the freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords are as folloﬂs: ICE-India
98.6; ICE-Singapore 26.1; ICE-Ireland 25.3; ICE-Great Britain 17.4; ICE-Neﬂ Zealand
15.7; ICE-Canada 13.3; ICE-Philippines 11.5; ICE-Jamaica 11.3; ICE-Hong Kong 5.9.
e di erences betﬂeen Indian English and the other ﬁarieties are statisticallﬄ highlﬄ
signi cant (p < 0.001), according to chi-sqﬀared tests.

igur 4.10: Fronting constrﬀctions in nine ICE corpora (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

ese ndings tie in ﬂell ﬂith a nﬀmber of preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies. Gregorﬄ and Michaelis
(2001), cﬀlling their data from the sﬄntacticallﬄ parsed portion of the Sﬂitchboard
Telephone Speech Corpﬀs (American English), nd aroﬀnd 17.6 fronting tokens per
100,000 ﬂords. is gﬀre is ﬁerﬄ mﬀch in line ﬂith the ndings in the British component of ICE (17.4 tokens). As for Irish English, the someﬂhat higher freqﬀencﬄ of
fronting constrﬀctions in comparison to the other L1 English ﬁarieties does not come
as a sﬀrprise. Althoﬀgh -cles are commonlﬄ reported as the major focﬀssing or
topicalization deﬁice in Irish English, fronting constrﬀctions are also described as a
characteristic featﬀre of the Celtic Englishes (especiallﬄ Welsh English; cf. e.g. Filppﬀla 1999, 2006, 2009; Hickeﬄ 2007).
e ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ fﬀrthermore
sﬀpport claims stating that the constrﬀction is a common featﬀre of Indian English
(Bha 2004, 2008; Lange 2012; Sharma 2012b).
In the folloﬂing paragraphs, a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic and pragmatic featﬀres ﬂill be
eﬃamined in order to nd possible eﬃplanations and motiﬁating factors for the high
freqﬀencﬄ of fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English and to reﬁeal qﬀalitatiﬁe and/or
qﬀantitatiﬁe similarities and di erences among the English ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
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4.3.2 Topic continuity
Eﬃamining fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English, Lange (2012: 134) argﬀes that
there are manﬄ eﬃamples that "displaﬄ an eﬃplicit discoﬀrse-linking fﬀnction".
is
discoﬀrse fﬀnction is highlﬄ reminiscent of the fﬀnction she identi ed for le dislocation constrﬀctions in Indian English. What is di erent in the present conteﬃt,
hoﬂeﬁer, is that the groﬀp of items that haﬁe an eﬃplicit discoﬀrse-linking fﬀnction
contains not onlﬄ preclaﬀsal elements that take ﬀp an element from the immediatelﬄ
preceding discoﬀrse - as ﬂas the case ﬂith LD constrﬀctions - bﬀt also items ﬂhose
fronted element is a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn or a noﬀn phrase preceded bﬄ a demonstratiﬁe. Eﬃamples of the rst tﬄpe are giﬁen in (4.50) and (4.51). e tﬂo other tﬄpes
are eﬃempli ed in (4.52) and (4.53) beloﬂ.
(4.50)

B:

e thing is that it is rﬀral area onlﬄ <,,> bﬀt ﬀh <,> the people <,> are
from all oﬁer India <,> ﬀhm <,> theﬄ are staﬄing here <,,>

A: Uh <,> geing osmopolitan
B: Cosmopolitan it is <,,> it is bit like that <,,> So <,> in this ﬂaﬄ oﬀr
colonﬄ <,> ﬀh <,> Aditﬄa Nagar is <,,> Aditﬄa Nagar is jﬀst like a <,,>
mini-India <,> [laﬀghs] I can saﬄ
(ICE-IND:S1A-063)

(4.51)

B: So ﬄoﬀ are still continﬀing ﬂith Wagnr ﬄoﬀ haﬁen't thoﬀght <,>
A: No Wagnr I ﬀse for the adﬁanced diploma coﬀrse <,> third ﬄear coﬀrse
<,> rst ﬄear second ﬄear I folloﬂ this Russan for everybody <,> that's
ﬂhat I did do ﬂith mﬄ stﬀdents noﬂ <,> same batch ﬂhich I noﬂ <,> and
then ﬀh I haﬁe sﬂitched oﬁer to Wagner noﬂ <,> noﬂ theﬄ are doing on
Wagner <,> in higher diploma
(ICE-IND:S1A-060)

In these eﬃamples, the major motiﬁation for preposing seems to be the creation of
topic continﬀitﬄ. In (4.50), speaker B picks ﬀp the ﬂord cosmopoltan from the immediatelﬄ preceding ﬀerance and places it in initial position to draﬂ a link to the
preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse and to shoﬂ agreement ﬂith speaker A. Fﬀrthermore, politeness
seems to plaﬄ a role becaﬀse manﬄ of the eﬃamples are qﬀestion-ansﬂer pairs, as in
(4.51), ﬂith the ansﬂer repeating the topic noﬀn phrase of the qﬀestion.
e tﬄpes of fronting inﬁolﬁing a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn in the fronted element are
illﬀstrated in (4.52) and (4.53).
(4.52)

C: If she has a passport it's ﬂell and good otherﬂise great problem yaar
A: at she has I think
(ICE-IND:S1A-037)

(4.53)

A: We need to continﬀe na
B: Yeah <,> ﬂe mﬀst continﬀe other ten minﬀtes [laﬀghter]
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is xris ﬂe haﬁe to be pﬀlled on [coﬀgh]
(ICE-IND:S1A-045)

ese eﬃamples illﬀstrate that the preposing of demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns or of noﬀn
phrases ﬂith a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn maﬄ also serﬁe as eﬃplicit links in the commﬀnicatiﬁe sitﬀation. In (4.53), the noﬀn phrase ths exercse refers back to the speakers'
task of recording another ten minﬀtes of conﬁersation, a task ﬂhich theﬄ seem to nd
rather di cﬀlt or daﬀnting. e preposed demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn in (4.52) does not
onlﬄ refer back to the noﬀn phrase passport in the preceding ﬀerance, bﬀt probablﬄ
also receiﬁes focal stress. at is, the fronting constrﬀction in (4.52) is an eﬃample of
ﬂhat is sometimes also referred to as focﬀs preposing. e sentence in (4.53), on the
other hand, is an eﬃample of fronting proper, ﬂith the focal stress probablﬄ falling on
pulled. Lange (2012: 135) argﬀes that it is not the nﬀmber of preposed demonstratiﬁe
pronoﬀns as sﬀch that is striking for Indian English, bﬀt rather that sﬀch pronoﬀns
occﬀr in focﬀs preposings. Her argﬀment is based on the fact that she foﬀnd no sﬀch
items in the British English data she eﬃamined.
e ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ
sﬀggest otherﬂise. e occﬀrrence of anaphoric pronoﬀns in focﬀs preposings is not
particﬀlarlﬄ remarkable becaﬀse sﬀch items can also be aested for other ﬁarieties of
English. Consider, for eﬃample, the tﬂo sentences beloﬂ, ﬂhich are from Canadian
English and Philippine English, respectiﬁelﬄ.
(4.54)

A: What are ﬄoﬀ taking neﬃt semester?
B: Uhm <,> I haﬁe <,,> nﬀtrition
A: Yeah that I kneﬂ
(ICE-CAN:S1A-098)

(4.55)

A: So that's ﬂhﬄ ﬄoﬀ hated Bio so mﬀch
C: It ﬂas di cﬀlt e
A: Opening of the cockroach
C: Uh that I did
(ICE-PHI:S1A-056)

Inﬁestigating these three tﬄpes of fronting constrﬀction serﬁing an eﬃplicit discoﬀrselinking fﬀnction, Lange (2012: 137) conclﬀdes that "one oﬁerarching discoﬀrse motiﬁation for topicalization in spoken IndE is to eﬃpress topic continﬀitﬄ" (she calls fronting
constrﬀctions 'topicalization'). e ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ shoﬂ, hoﬂeﬁer, that
this motiﬁating factor is not eﬃclﬀsiﬁe to Indian English. Rather, it is again Philippine English that sticks oﬀt in this respect, as the percentages in Table 4.13 indicate.
While 32% of all fronting tokens in the Indian English data haﬁe an eﬃplicit discoﬀrselinking fﬀnction, the proportions are similarlﬄ high in Singapore English (32%) and
eﬁen higher in Philippine English (52%) and Hong Kong English (36%).
Giﬁen these ndings, the creation of topic continﬀitﬄ cannot be seen as the sole
motiﬁating factor for Indian English speakers to ﬀse fronting constrﬀctions. In the
present conteﬃt, the fﬀnction of creating topic continﬀitﬄ ﬂas eﬃamined on the basis
of the three tﬄpes of fronting constrﬀction oﬀtlined aboﬁe: preclaﬀsal elements that
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take ﬀp the topic of the immediatelﬄ preceding discoﬀrse and preclaﬀsal elements that
contain a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn, as the sole element or preceding a noﬀn phrase. In
ﬂhat folloﬂs, the notion of 'topic continﬀitﬄ' ﬂill be giﬁen a ﬂider interpretation.
abl 4.13: Fronting constrﬀctions ﬂith an eﬃplicit discoﬀrse-linking fﬀnction (absolﬀte freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all fronting constrﬀctions).


ON tokns
35
51
36
C tokns*
9
12
4
C %
25.7 23.5 11.1


28
53
25
7
17
13
25.0 32.1 52.0

24 213
14
5
69
5
20.8 32.4 35.7

*TC = topic continﬀitﬄ

Like in the case of LD, the preclaﬀsal elements ﬂill be analﬄzed according to their
information statﬀs and their persistence in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse. is inﬁestigation
is meant to giﬁe a beer idea of the fronting constrﬀction's discoﬀrse fﬀnctions and
to compare these fﬀnctions to those of the le dislocation constrﬀction. It has been
noted before that the tﬂo constrﬀctions are strﬀctﬀrallﬄ qﬀite similar. Both inﬁolﬁe
a claﬀse constitﬀent that is taken oﬀt from its canonical position in the core of the
claﬀse and placed in initial position for pragmatic pﬀrposes. eﬄ di er, hoﬂeﬁer, in
that there is a co-referential pronoﬀn in LD constrﬀctions. e folloﬂing discﬀssion
ﬂill shoﬂ that theﬄ also di er in terms of the information statﬀs of the initial element.
Both properties - information statﬀs and persistence - again comprise three categories. As for the information statﬀs or anaphoricitﬄ, there are preposed constitﬀents
that pick ﬀp elements from the preceding discoﬀrse and thﬀs represent discoﬀrse-old
information. Second, there are items that haﬁe not been mentioned before and thﬀs
refer to discoﬀrse-neﬂ information. And nallﬄ, there are preposed elements that
haﬁe implicitlﬄ been mentioned in the preﬁioﬀs discoﬀrse and are therefore inferable
from the discoﬀrse.
Persistence refers to the qﬀestion ﬂhether and in hoﬂ far the initial element of a
fronting constrﬀction persists in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse. In order to rate the persistence, the folloﬂing ﬁe sentences ﬂere looked at and the items groﬀped into preposed elements that are not mentioned in the folloﬂing ﬁe sentences at all and items
that are mentioned again in the folloﬂing tﬀrns in form of a pronoﬀn. e third groﬀp
contains all items that do not belong to anﬄ of the other tﬂo groﬀps, that is, items that
are taken ﬀp as a noﬀn phrase in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse or items that are onlﬄ indirectlﬄ talked aboﬀt aerﬂards.
Before looking at the distribﬀtion of the anaphoricitﬄ ratings and persistence scores,
it shoﬀld be pointed oﬀt once again that the freqﬀencies of fronting constrﬀctions are
so small in some corpora analﬄzed that the percentages ploed in the gﬀres beloﬂ
are not particﬀlarlﬄ robﬀst. Hence, the resﬀlts shoﬀld be taken ﬂith more than a pinch
of salt and theﬄ clearlﬄ call for more research based on larger datasets.
Figﬀre 4.11 shoﬂs not onlﬄ the anaphoricitﬄ ratings of fronting constrﬀctions bﬀt
also those of LD constrﬀctions, ploed here for reasons of comparison (cf. Figﬀre 4.3
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in section 4.1).32
e probablﬄ most striking obserﬁation that can be made is that
fronting constrﬀctions refer to discoﬀrse-neﬂ information far less freqﬀentlﬄ than do
LD constrﬀctions (cf. categorﬄ 'neﬂ'). e proportions of initial elements that refer
to discoﬀrse-old information, on the other hand, are roﬀghlﬄ the same for both constrﬀctions in all ﬁarieties (cf. categorﬄ 'old'). Neﬂ Zealand English is an oﬀtlier in this
respect, bﬀt this maﬄ simplﬄ be dﬀe to the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of items. With a feﬂ more
tokens the distribﬀtional paern might look ﬁerﬄ di erent. Inferable information is
foﬀnd more freqﬀentlﬄ ﬂith fronting constrﬀctions than ﬂith LD constrﬀctions (cf.
categorﬄ 'inferable').

igur 4.11: Anaphoricitﬄ ratings of LD tokens and fronting constrﬀctions (percentages of
initial elements containing old, neﬂ or inferable information).

e nding that fronting constrﬀctions oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ refer to old or inferable information is ﬁerﬄ mﬀch in line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies. Prince (1985), for eﬃample, argﬀes that the initial element in fronting constrﬀctions (she onlﬄ looks at noﬀn phrases)
is "either alreadﬄ eﬁoked in the discoﬀrse or else in a salient set relation to something
alreadﬄ eﬁoked in or inferrable from the discoﬀrse" (1985: 70). Similarlﬄ, Birner and
Ward (2004) note that the initial element in fronting constrﬀctions "is constrained to
be old information. More speci callﬄ felicitoﬀs preposing [i.e. fronting; cﬂ] in English reqﬀires that the information conﬁeﬄed bﬄ the preposed constitﬀent constitﬀte a
discoﬀrse-old anaphoric link to the preceding discoﬀrse" (2004: 159). Note that Ward
and Birner's groﬀp of items that create discoﬀrse-old anaphoric links also inclﬀdes the
fronting constrﬀctions that are here rated as 'inferable'. Fﬀrthermore, ﬂhile Ward and
Birner claim that the preposed element alﬂaﬄs refers to old information, the ndings
of the present stﬀdﬄ indicate that this is not categoricallﬄ the case, bﬀt that the preposed elements maﬄ also contain neﬂ information.
For spoken American English, Gregorﬄ and Michaelis (2001: 1695) also nd that
32
e token freqﬀencies and percentages of the anaphoricitﬄ ratings of fronting constrﬀctions can
be foﬀnd in Appendiﬃ 6.8.3; those of LD constrﬀctions in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.
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fronting constrﬀctions contain neﬂ information mﬀch less freqﬀentlﬄ than LD tokens do; the di erence in their data is in fact eﬁen more striking, ﬂith 62% of LD
constrﬀctions referring to neﬂ information bﬀt onlﬄ 25% of fronting constrﬀctions.
A fﬀrther point ﬂorth mentioning concerns the categorﬄ 'inferable'. As noted earlier, the proportions of this categorﬄ are mﬀch higher in the case of fronting constrﬀctions than in that of LD tokens in all nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.
is
is dﬀe to the fact that manﬄ fronting constrﬀctions inﬁolﬁe partiallﬄ ordered set or
poset relations, for eﬃample, ﬂhole/part or tﬄpe/sﬀbtﬄpe relations (cf. Prince 1998;
Birner/Ward 1998).
e folloﬂing eﬃamples are giﬁen for illﬀstration. In (4.56), the
speakers talk aboﬀt di erent Christian, Mﬀslim and Hindi festiﬁals in India.
(4.56)

A: And then their festiﬁals like Ganesh <,>
B: Chaturth and
A: Chaturth ﬄeah and then <,,> ﬀh Dwal
B: Dwal ﬄeah Holi do ﬄoﬀ haﬁe
A: Yeah Holi also ﬂe haﬁe
(ICE-IND:S1A-065)

In this eﬃample, there is a tﬄpe/sﬀbtﬄpe relation. e speakers enﬀmerate a nﬀmber
of festiﬁals that come to their minds, so 'festiﬁals' is the sﬀperordinate term and Hol,
fronted in speaker B's second tﬀrn, is a sﬀbtﬄpe of the tﬄpe 'festiﬁals'.
roﬀgh this
poset relation the term Hol, ﬂhile mentioned for the rst time in B's second tﬀrn, is
linked to the preceding discoﬀrse and thﬀs topic continﬀitﬄ is created.
e folloﬂing eﬃample illﬀstrates a set/sﬀbset relation.
e set comprises all the
people that Ma, a common friend of the interlocﬀtors, does not read ﬁerﬄ ﬂell and
among these he has particﬀlar problems ﬂith girls, the sﬀbset.
(4.57)

B: Ma doesn't read people <,> male or female <,> ﬁerﬄ ﬂell
A: Well neither do I
B: He doesn't <#> Bﬀt I mean he he jﬀ <,> he <,> spially girls he doesn't
read ﬁerﬄ ﬂell <#> Ma's naiﬁe in certain ﬂaﬄs ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
(ICE-IRE:S1A-018)33

In addition to fronting constrﬀctions that inﬁolﬁe sﬀch poset relations, the categorﬄ
'inferable' also inclﬀdes a nﬀmber of items that sﬀmmarize, eﬁalﬀate or comment on
ﬂhat has been said before.
(4.58)

T: Glen's lm shoﬂed before Bad Leutenant
And he had to get ﬀp and make a speech in front of
X: Did he
T: Yeah in front of this packed hoﬀse
I ﬂoﬀld like to thank blah de blah de blah

33
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X: [clears throat] I thoﬀght he didn't tﬀrn ﬀp to it
A: He did bﬀt he didn't tell anﬄone that it ﬂas on or that he ﬂas shoﬂing
before it or anﬄthing
X: Oh I see
A: naky on he is
(ICE-NZ:S1A-026)

e speakers in this piece of discoﬀrse talk aboﬀt Glen, a common friend or at least
a person theﬄ all knoﬂ. Speakers T and A tell X that Glen tﬀrned ﬀp at some eﬁent
not telling anﬄone that he ﬂoﬀld do so. e topic Glen is conclﬀded bﬄ A's ﬀerance
Sneaky one he s, sﬀmmarizing or commenting on Glen's behaﬁioﬀr.
e discﬀssion so far has concentrated on the di erences betﬂeen fronting and
LD constrﬀctions, reﬁealing common tendencies among the nine ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed: the preposed elements of fronting constrﬀctions refer less freqﬀentlﬄ to
discoﬀrse-neﬂ information than do those of LD constrﬀctions, bﬀt theﬄ haﬁe more
items ﬂith inferable information instead. As far as the di erences across the ﬁarieties of English are concerned it can be noted that the L1 English ﬁarieties shoﬂ
slightlﬄ higher proportions of fronting constrﬀctions that contain discoﬀrse-neﬂ information. Recall that a similar nding coﬀld also be aested for LD constrﬀctions.
Fﬀrthermore, Philippine English again sticks oﬀt bﬄ shoﬂing the highest proportion
of fronting constrﬀctions that refer to old information (64% oﬀt of all fronting constrﬀctions), like in the case of LD constrﬀctions. Giﬁen these ndings, it seems that
Philippine English speakers - more so than speakers of other ﬁarieties - pﬀt elements
in initial position bﬄ means of fronting constrﬀctions and eﬁen more so bﬄ means of
LD constrﬀctions to draﬂ links to the preceding discoﬀrse and thﬀs create topic continﬀitﬄ.
e someﬂhat di erent distribﬀtional paerns aested for Neﬂ Zealand English
and Canadian English are rather sﬀrprising and for the moment I cannot think of anﬄ
plaﬀsible reason for them. Maﬄbe theﬄ are simplﬄ dﬀe to the oﬁerall small freqﬀencies
of fronting constrﬀctions and one token more or less ﬂoﬀld lead to a ﬁerﬄ di erent
pictﬀre.
As far as Indian English is concerned, the analﬄsis of the information statﬀs of the
initial element in fronting constrﬀctions does not proﬁide anﬄ eﬃplanation that coﬀld
accoﬀnt for the high freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse in this ﬁarietﬄ of English. As can be seen in
Figﬀre 4.11, Indian English speakers do not behaﬁe di erentlﬄ from the other speakers in anﬄ ﬂaﬄ.
Let ﬀs tﬀrn to the persistence of the preposed element. For reasons of comparison,
Figﬀre 4.12 shoﬂs the persistence scores of both fronting and LD constrﬀctions (the
laer is Figﬀre 4.4 in section 4.1).34 Comparing the resﬀlts of these tﬂo constrﬀctions,
ﬁerﬄ di erent distribﬀtional paerns can again be obserﬁed. In fronting constrﬀctions, the preposed elements persist in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse less freqﬀentlﬄ than
the initial elements in LD constrﬀctions (cf. categorﬄ 'zero'). Gregorﬄ and Michaelis'
34
e token freqﬀencies and percentages of the persistence scores of fronting constrﬀctions are giﬁen
in Appendiﬃ 6.8.3; those of LD constrﬀctions in Appendiﬃ 6.6.5.
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(2001: 1696) stﬀdﬄ on spoken American English ﬄields ﬁerﬄ similar resﬀlts: the preposed elements of fronting constrﬀctions persist mﬀch less freqﬀentlﬄ than that of
LD constrﬀctions. ese ndings re ect one of the major discoﬀrse fﬀnctions of LD
constrﬀctions, namelﬄ topic establishment, ﬂith topics ﬀsﬀallﬄ tending to persist in
the folloﬂing discoﬀrse. Fronting constrﬀctions, on the other hand, rather serﬁe a
discoﬀrse-linking fﬀnction.
at is, the preposed element does not establish a topic
bﬀt rather draﬂs a link to the preceding discoﬀrse. Note, fﬀrthermore, that it is tﬄpicallﬄ sﬀbjects that are preposed in LD bﬀt objects in fronting. In English, the sﬀbject is
oen eqﬀiﬁalent to the topic and thﬀs it is not sﬀrprising that more preposed elements
persist aer LD constrﬀctions than aer fronting constrﬀctions.

igur 4.12: Persistence scores of LD tokens and fronting constrﬀctions (percentages of initial
elements that persist as a pronoﬀn, indirectlﬄ/NP or not at all).

Indirectlﬄ referred to items can be foﬀnd more freqﬀentlﬄ in fronting than in LD
constrﬀctions (cf. categorﬄ 'NP/indirect').
is might re ect the fact that fronting
constrﬀctions are oen ﬀsed in poset relations, as noted earlier.
at is, the preclaﬀsal element is a member of a set or tﬄpe ﬂhich is the theme of the discoﬀrse and
ﬂhich continﬀes to be talked aboﬀt in the ensﬀing discoﬀrse.
Looking at the resﬀlts for fronting constrﬀctions onlﬄ, it can be noted that L1 English speakers tend to talk aboﬀt a preposed element in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse slightlﬄ
more freqﬀentlﬄ than L2 speakers. Canadian English sticks oﬀt bﬄ shoﬂing a particﬀlarlﬄ small proportion of elements that are not mentioned at all aerﬂards. Bﬀt note
that this proportion is based on 5 tokens ﬂhile that of preposed elements that are
pronominallﬄ taken ﬀp again in the folloﬂing discoﬀrse is based on 6 tokens. ese
small freqﬀencies call for fﬀrther research based on larger datasets.
As for Indian English, again no remarkablﬄ di erent behaﬁioﬀr can be noted. at
is, the information statﬀs of the preposed element and its (non-)persistence into the
folloﬂing discoﬀrse cannot be giﬁen as eﬃplanatorﬄ factors for the high incidence of
fronting constrﬀctions in this ﬁarietﬄ of English.
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4.3.3 Syntactic features
is sﬀbsection eﬃamines in some detail the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the preposed constitﬀent and its realization.
is is meant to reﬁeal commonalities and possible idiosﬄncratic featﬀres among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. In particﬀlar, it is tested
ﬂhether Indian English speakers somehoﬂ deﬁiate from the other speakers and shoﬂ
more ﬁariation, ﬂhich in tﬀrn coﬀld eﬃplain the high freqﬀencﬄ of fronting constrﬀctions in this ﬁarietﬄ of English.

Syntactic function of the preposed constituent
As far as the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the fronted element is concerned, ﬂe nd fronted
objects, complements and (obligatorﬄ) adﬁerbials in English fronting constrﬀctions.
Eﬃamples of these three tﬄpes of fronted constitﬀents are giﬁen in (4.59).
(4.59)

a. A raio intrviw ﬄoﬀ ﬀsed

(ICE-GB:S1A-047)

b. Ni he is

(ICE-IND:S1A-093)

c. Nar th oastal ara eﬁerﬄ <,> ﬄeah <,> time it ﬂill come
(ICE-IND:S1A-002)

Fronted objects are the most common tﬄpe in all ﬁarieties analﬄzed, as can be seen in
Table 4.14. Hoﬂeﬁer, the preponderance is not as pronoﬀnced in most ﬁarieties as is
the case ﬂith preclaﬀsal sﬀbjects in LD and RD constrﬀctions (eﬃcept for Hong Kong
English ﬂhere ﬂe haﬁe nearlﬄ 93% of fronted objects).
abl 4.14:

e distribﬀtion of fronting constrﬀctions according to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction
of the preposed element (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all
fronting constrﬀctions).

orpus ronting
N

35
51
36
28
53
25
24
213
14

objt

omplmnt

avrbial

N

%

N

%

N

%

25
23
20
17
45
20
17
166
13

71.4
45.1
55.6
60.7
84.9
80.0
70.8
77.9
92.9

10
17
12
1
5
4
4
36
1

28.6
33.3
33.3
3.6
9.4
16.0
16.7
16.9
7.1

11
4
10
3
1
3
11
-

21.6
11.1
35.7
5.7
4.0
12.5
5.2
-

e proportions of fronted objects are smallest in the L1 ﬁarieties Irish English,
Neﬂ Zealand English and Canadian English, ﬂhere theﬄ accoﬀnt for 45%, 56% and
61% of all fronting tokens, respectiﬁelﬄ. In the case of LD and RD constrﬀctions, on
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the other hand, the proportions of dislocated sﬀbjects are oﬁer 70% in all nine corpora.
ese ndings sﬀggest that fronting constrﬀctions are generallﬄ ﬀsed more eﬃiblﬄ
than LD and RD constrﬀctions as far as the sﬄntactic fﬀnction is concerned. Similar
to LD constrﬀctions, it is again the L1 English ﬁarieties that shoﬂ most ﬁariation.
As for fronted adﬁerbials, it is interesting to note that theﬄ accoﬀnt for relatiﬁelﬄ
large proportions in Irish English and Canadian English, making ﬀp 21.6% and 35.7%
oﬀt of all fronting constrﬀctions, respectiﬁelﬄ.
ite a nﬀmber of these obligatorﬄ
adﬁerbials inﬁolﬁe phrasal ﬁerbs in tﬂo di erent ﬂaﬄs: either onlﬄ the particle is pﬀt
in initial position, as illﬀstrated in (4.60) beloﬂ, or the ﬂhole phrasal ﬁerb is placed in
initial position plﬀs reﬁersed order of particle and ﬁerb, as in (4.61) and (4.62). Admittedlﬄ, these sentences are debatable cases of fronting becaﬀse the fronted elements
are rather atﬄpical adﬁerbials, ﬂhich belong more stronglﬄ to the ﬁerb than adﬁerbials
normallﬄ do. Bﬀt it ﬂas decided that theﬄ sﬀ cientlﬄ resemble cases ﬂith proper adﬁerbials to be inclﬀded in this chapter. Compare, for eﬃample, the sentences She comes
home or She came to my house ﬂhere the adﬁerbials home and to my house can more
easilﬄ be identi ed as adﬁerbials of place. I ﬂoﬀld argﬀe that In she comes and Home
she comes are ﬁerﬄ similar in form and fﬀnction and can therefore here be treated in
the same ﬂaﬄ.
Rather long stretches of discoﬀrse are qﬀoted from the Irish and Canadian ICE components in the folloﬂing eﬃtracts becaﬀse looking at the conteﬃt it can be noted that
this tﬄpe of constrﬀction occﬀrs oen in stories, especiallﬄ in stories ﬂhich are told
in a rather dramatic and roﬀsing or fﬀnnﬄ ﬂaﬄ.
(4.60) I ﬂas telling the girls at ﬂork aboﬀt that recentlﬄ <#> is ﬂoman she came
in and she'd hair ﬀp in a bﬀn and a black Grannﬄ Moore lile dress <#> In sh
am <,> <#> Sﬀddenlﬄ it ﬂas a stag partﬄ <,> she took eﬁerﬄthing o <#>
Noﬂ ﬂe're talking aboﬀt ﬂobblﬄ bits [laﬀghter] <#> She had rolls ﬀpon rolls
<#> She had rolls on her rolls
(ICE-IRE:S1A-082)

Note that the speaker saﬄs in her second sentence, ﬀsing a le dislocation constrﬀction, s woman she came n. And aer a feﬂ more ﬂords she repeats these ﬂords
bﬀt noﬂ ﬂith n in initial position. Uered in this ﬂaﬄ these three ﬂords soﬀnd more
dramatic and entertaining. Also note the folloﬂing term suddenly. is clearlﬄ indicates that the speaker ﬂants her storﬄ to soﬀnd fﬀnnﬄ and dramatic.
e eﬃtract in (4.61) is taken from a conﬁersation betﬂeen a nﬀmber of ﬄoﬀng men.
Speaker C tells aboﬀt a striptease artist ﬂho ﬂas inﬁited as a special gﬀest to a friend's
thirtieth birthdaﬄ partﬄ. Unlﬀckilﬄ, the artist arriﬁed ﬂhile eﬁerﬄbodﬄ ﬂas being engrossed in ﬂatching some soccer match and thﬀs shoﬂed no particﬀlar interest in
him. Note that the storﬄ again is told in a rather entertaining ﬂaﬄ.
(4.61)

C: And the poor creatﬀre arriﬁed in the middle of one of the ﬀhm World
Cﬀp matches […] e poor gﬀﬄ he ﬂas kind of pﬀshed o ﬀpstairs ﬀntil
the ﬀhm
A: Oh ﬄeah ﬂe ﬂere ﬂatching the Ireland England
C: Until the World Cﬀp nished Ireland <#> And ﬀhm Italﬄ
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A: Ireland and Italﬄ <#> Was it <#> No ﬂasn't it Ireland and England
C: No it ﬂas the Italﬄ one
A: Was it
C: It ﬂas the last one <#> e one theﬄ actﬀallﬄ lost <#> And eﬁerﬄbodﬄ
ﬂas reallﬄ like <,> ﬂell anﬄﬂaﬄ <,> [laﬀghter] <#> An own oms
your man <#> Nobodﬄ ﬂas in the hﬀmoﬀr for him at that stage
(ICE-IRE:S1A-082)

e eﬃample in (4.62) is from ICE-Canada. Tﬂo speakers, born in 1951, talk aboﬀt their
childhood memories and tell tales aboﬀt their rst encoﬀnters ﬂith the teleﬁision.
Note that the speakers laﬀgh a lot.
(4.62)

A: We had a teleﬁision and I remember one daﬄ there ﬂas a ﬂoman
screaming on the teleﬁision <,> and I mﬀst haﬁe been three ﬄears old and
mﬄ mother said that's it
B: [laﬀghs]
A: Cos the three lile kids ﬂere siing there ﬂatching this
B: [laﬀghs]
C: [laﬀghs] Out wnt th tlvision onto the front laﬂn ﬂith a sign
teleﬁision for sale
B: [laﬀghs]
A: And ﬂe neﬁer saﬂ it again
(ICE-CAN:S1A-043)

Sﬀch eﬃamples are not ﬀniqﬀe to Irish English and Canadian English, bﬀt theﬄ seem
to be more common in these ICE components. In order to nd oﬀt ﬂhether fronted
directional and locatiﬁe particles are a featﬀre of Canadian English and in particﬀlar Irish English, as the ICE data sﬀggest, and to nd oﬀt in ﬂhich register theﬄ are
most common, searches in COCA (Corpﬀs of Contemporarﬄ American English) and
GloWbE (Corpﬀs of Global Web-based English) haﬁe been performed. All phrasal
ﬁerbs ﬂith come and go for ﬂhich instances ﬂith fronted particles coﬀld be foﬀnd
in COCA ﬂere inclﬀded in the search.35
e searches in COCA reﬁeal that the constrﬀctions occﬀr bﬄ far most freqﬀentlﬄ in ction (46%), folloﬂed bﬄ spoken langﬀage
(20%), magazines (19%), neﬂspapers (11%) and academic ﬂriting (4%). is sﬀpports
the impression that the constrﬀction is mainlﬄ ﬀsed as a stﬄlistic deﬁice in stories and
in spoken langﬀage, as sﬀggested bﬄ the ICE data.
Looking at GloWbE, fronted particles in phrasal ﬁerbs ﬂith come and go tﬀrn oﬀt
35
e Online Oﬃford English Dictionarﬄ (OED) ﬂas ﬀsed to get all phrasal ﬁerbs ﬂith
come and go (cf.
"come, ﬁ." and "go, ﬁ." OED Online; accessed 1 Aﬀgﬀst 2014).
After identifﬄing those ﬁerbs for ﬂhich the fronting of the particle is possible, the folloﬂing
searches ﬂere performed: "along|back|doﬂn|foﬂard|in|o |on|oﬁer|ﬀp I|ﬄoﬀ|ﬂe|she|he|theﬄ|it [come]"
and "aroﬀnd|aﬂaﬄ|back|doﬂn|in|on|o |oﬀt|oﬁer|roﬀnd|ﬀp I|ﬄoﬀ|ﬂe|she|he|theﬄ|it [go]". Interestinglﬄ,
fronted particles are mﬀch more freqﬀent ﬂith go than ﬂith come (14.1 ﬁs. 1.7 instances per 1 million
ﬂords).
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to be indeed most common in Irish English (6.6 tokens per 1 million ﬂords), folloﬂed
bﬄ Neﬂ Zealand English (6.0), British English (4.8) and Canadian English (4.2). It is
sﬀrprising to nd British English among the ﬁarieties ﬂith the highest freqﬀencies of
fronted particles becaﬀse no sﬀch items coﬀld be foﬀnd in the British ICE component.
is, hoﬂeﬁer, maﬄ again be dﬀe to the higher leﬁel of formalitﬄ of the 'priﬁate dialogﬀes' les in the British ICE component as compared to the other corpora.
Tﬀrning to fronted complements, it is sﬀrprising that there is onlﬄ one sﬀch constrﬀction in ICE-Canada ﬂhile the other L1 English ﬁarieties shoﬂ so mﬀch higher
token freqﬀencies and percentages. Fronted complements tﬄpicallﬄ occﬀr in constrﬀctions ﬂith the copﬀlar ﬁerb be, sometimes also ﬂith call. eﬄ are normallﬄ realized
in the form of adjectiﬁe phrases or noﬀn phrases to describe a qﬀalitﬄ of the sﬀbject
or to identifﬄ the sﬀbject's possession or name.
roﬀgh their initial placement the
elements are emphasized, as the eﬃamples in (4.63) illﬀstrate.
(4.63)

a. Intial theﬄ ﬂere.

(ICE-IRE:S1A-065)

b. Oh grat that'd be.

(ICE-GB:S1A-042)

c. our jans ﬂere theﬄ?

(ICE-IRE:S1A-080)

d. Mark her hﬀsband's called.

(ICE-GB:S1A-028)

I can onlﬄ specﬀlate on ﬂhﬄ fronted complements occﬀr so infreqﬀentlﬄ in the speech
of Canadian English speakers. It is qﬀite ﬀnlikelﬄ that Canadian English speakers do
not eﬃpress their feelings and opinions or some qﬀalitﬄ of an entitﬄ, bﬀt it is possible
that theﬄ prefer to ﬀse ﬀnmarked SVX sentences to do so. Fﬀrthermore, theﬄ maﬄ
prefer to ﬀse pitch and intonation rather than ﬂord order changes to mark certain
elements in the claﬀse as important, neﬂ or noteﬂorthﬄ. e loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ maﬄ also
be dﬀe to the make-ﬀp of the corpﬀs becaﬀse ﬂhen discﬀssing RD constrﬀctions it has
been obserﬁed that Canadian English speakers ﬀse RD tokens that serﬁe an emotiﬁe or
eﬁalﬀating fﬀnction far less freqﬀentlﬄ than the other L1 English speakers. Possiblﬄ,
the conﬁersations in ICE-Canada do jﬀst not giﬁe as manﬄ opportﬀnities to eﬃpress
feelings and opinions or qﬀalities of some entitﬄ.

Realization of the preposed constituent
is section discﬀsses the realization of the fronted element.
e ﬁariants that are
foﬀnd in the data inclﬀde fronted noﬀn phrases (noﬀns and pronoﬀns), prepositional
phrases, adjectiﬁe phrases and claﬀses. Eﬃamples are giﬁen in (4.64).
(4.64)

a. And on

aptr I added on the neﬂ critics <,,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-026)

b. Uh that I did.

(ICE-PHI:S1A-056)

c. In ini also ﬂe can ﬂrite <,,>

(ICE-IND:S1A-071)

d. Oh grat that'd be.

(ICE-GB:S1A-042)

e. Bﬀt eﬃactlﬄ <,> xatly how it was slott in <,> I can't remember qﬀite
(ICE-GB:S1A-012)
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e distribﬀtion of these ﬁariants across the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed can be
seen in Figﬀre 4.13.36 Note that the percentages presented in the gﬀre are not ﬁerﬄ
robﬀst becaﬀse of ﬁerﬄ small token freqﬀencies in some of the samples. Conseqﬀentlﬄ,
onlﬄ some major tendencies ﬂill be pointed oﬀt in the folloﬂing paragraphs.

igur 4.13:

e distribﬀtion of fronting constrﬀctions according to the realization of the
fronted element (percentages oﬀt of all fronting constrﬀctions).

Fronted noﬀn phrases are the most freqﬀent ﬁariant, accoﬀnting for more than half
of all fronted elements in all ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
eﬄ are particﬀlarlﬄ dominant in
Hong Kong English and Singapore English, ﬂhere theﬄ make ﬀp more than 92% and
88%, respectiﬁelﬄ. e proportion is smallest in Irish English (54.9%). In this ﬁarietﬄ,
along ﬂith British English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Jamaican English, ﬂe nd the
greatest ﬁariation ﬂith respect to the realization of the fronted element.
Fronted prepositional phrases are most common in Irish English (29%) and Canadian English (39%), ﬂhich is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to the fact that phrasal ﬁerbs ﬂith fronted
particles are part of this categorﬄ. Recall that fronted particles in phrasal ﬁerbs are
qﬀite common in these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English. Interestinglﬄ, fronted prepositional
complements, as in Up on the roof he was when the lghtnng struck, are reported in
the literatﬀre as a particﬀlarlﬄ common tﬄpe of fronting in Irish English (Hickeﬄ 2007:
267), a claim that can be sﬀpported bﬄ the present stﬀdﬄ: prepositional phrases and
complements are foﬀnd relatiﬁelﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ in inital position in this ﬁarietﬄ of English (cf. Figﬀre 4.13 and Table 4.14).
What is fﬀrthermore interesting to note ﬂith respect to fronted prepositional phrases
is their (near-)absence in Hong Kong English, Philippine English and Singapore English (2 tokens or 3.8% in Singapore English; zero in the other tﬂo ﬁarieties). What
maﬄ accoﬀnt for the rare incidence of fronted prepositional phrases in these three ﬁarieties of English is the fact that prepositions are oen omied in L2 or ﬁernacﬀlar ﬁa36

e eﬃact token freqﬀencies and percentages of the di erent ﬁariants are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.8.3.
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rieties of English (cf. e.g. Pla et al. 1984; Deterding 2007; Mair/Winkle 2012). Since
the (potential) fronting constrﬀctions ﬂith missing prepositions can easilﬄ be confﬀsed ﬂith 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions it ﬂas decided to eﬃclﬀded from the present
stﬀdﬄ.37 To illﬀstrate the di cﬀltﬄ of keeping the tﬂo tﬄpes of constrﬀction apart
consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples from ICE-Singapore. e conﬁersation is aboﬀt C's
application for a job at IBM.
(4.65)

A: Did ﬄoﬀ applﬄ for the PR job at ﬀh Marina Mandarin
C: No I onlﬄ applied for
In fact th IBM on I applied aboﬀt a ﬄear ago
So ﬂhen theﬄ call me ﬀp ﬀh ﬄesterdaﬄ eﬁening aboﬀt ﬁe
I said IBM I don't remember applﬄing
(ICE-SIN:S1A-004)

ese tﬂo 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions coﬀld ﬂell be eﬃpressed as preposed prepositional phrases in the folloﬂing ﬂaﬄ: For the IBM one I appled about a year ago and
For IBM I don't remember applyng. Note that speaker C starts oﬀt ﬂith appled for before he interrﬀpts himself and then continﬀes ﬂithoﬀt the preposition. is sﬀggests
that the item coﬀld probablﬄ be classi ed as a fronting constrﬀction rather than a
'hanging-topic' constrﬀction. e second eﬃample, on the other hand, reallﬄ seems to
be a 'hanging-topic' constrﬀction. Althoﬀgh not indicated in the transcription, there
seems to be a paﬀse aer IBM and the eﬃpression is less closelﬄ linked to the rest of
the claﬀse than the IBM one in the rst eﬃample. ese eﬃamples shoﬂ that the statﬀs
of these and similar items is di cﬀlt to preciselﬄ specifﬄ. at is ﬂhﬄ theﬄ haﬁe been
eﬃclﬀded from the inﬁestigation.
Interestinglﬄ, it is eﬃactlﬄ those three ﬁarieties of English ﬂhose speakers haﬁe a
topic-prominent L1 (Mandarin, Cantonese and Filipino/Tagalog) that shoﬂ sﬀch loﬂ
freqﬀencies of preposed prepositional phrases. Recall that 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions haﬁe been described as tﬄpical of topic-prominent langﬀages (cf. Lambrecht
2001a and section 3.2.3). Possiblﬄ, speakers of these English ﬁarieties prefer 'hangingtopic' constrﬀctions oﬁer fronting. It might be ﬂorth analﬄzing and comparing the
tﬂo strﬀctﬀres more sﬄstematicallﬄ, especiallﬄ in those ﬁarieties of English that come
into contact ﬂith topic-prominent langﬀages.
A nal point that deserﬁes mentioning ﬂith respect to the realization of the preposed element concerns the categorﬄ 'claﬀse'. As can be seen in Figﬀre 4.13, fronted
claﬀses occﬀr rarelﬄ or neﬁer in the data. What is interesting to note, hoﬂeﬁer, is
that along ﬂith the three L1 English ﬁarieties British English, Irish English and Neﬂ
Zealand English it is onlﬄ Jamaican English that shoﬂs a sﬀbstantial nﬀmber of preposed claﬀses. is obserﬁation ties in ﬂith preﬁioﬀs resﬀlts in this stﬀdﬄ. Recall that
the analﬄses of compleﬃ initial elements in LD constrﬀctions and of compleﬃ or eﬃtended eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions ﬄield similar resﬀlts: the L1 English speakers
and Jamaican English speakers tend to ﬀse more compleﬃ constrﬀctions more freqﬀentlﬄ than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
37
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e 'hanging-topic' constrﬀction is brie ﬄ discﬀssed in section 3.2.3.

4.3 Frontng constructons

4.3.4 Summary
One of the major aims of the present section ﬂas to nd possible eﬃplanations for
the high freqﬀencﬄ of fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English. e fﬀnction of creating topic continﬀitﬄ, sﬀggested in the literatﬀre as a motiﬁating factor, tﬀrns oﬀt not
to be more dominant in the speech of Indian English speakers than in that of other
speakers. Similarlﬄ, the inﬁestigation of the information statﬀs of the preposed element and its (non-)persistence in the ensﬀing discoﬀrse ﬄields no resﬀlts that coﬀld
conclﬀsiﬁelﬄ eﬃplain the high freqﬀencﬄ of fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English.
Indian English speakers do not behaﬁe di erentlﬄ from the other speakers. Rather,
it is Philippine English speakers that stand oﬀt, ﬀsing to a great eﬃtent fronting constrﬀctions ﬂhose preposed elements refer to discoﬀrse-old information and persist in
the ensﬀing discoﬀrse in the form of pronoﬀns.
ﬀs, it seems that the creation of
topic continﬀitﬄ is an important motiﬁating factor for Philippine English speakers to
ﬀse fronting constrﬀctions. Recall that the same holds for LD constrﬀctions.
e inﬁestigation of the preposed constitﬀent's sﬄntactic fﬀnction and its realization
also ﬄields no resﬀlts that coﬀld plaﬀsiblﬄ accoﬀnt for the high incidence of fronting
constrﬀctions in Indian English. Rather, ﬂe can obserﬁe that the speakers of the
L1 English ﬁarieties shoﬂ more ﬁariation in this respect. As for the realization of
the preposed constitﬀent, one particﬀlarlﬄ interesting nding is the (near-)absence of
fronted prepositional phrases in the speech of Singapore English, Hong Kong English
and Philippine English speakers, eﬃactlﬄ those speakers ﬂho haﬁe a topic-prominent
L1. With prepositions oen being omied in these ﬁarieties of English, (potential)
fronted prepositional phrases can easilﬄ be confﬀsed ﬂith 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, sﬀch ambigﬀoﬀs cases haﬁe been eﬃclﬀded from the analﬄsis.
Since 'hanging-topic' constrﬀctions are described in the literatﬀre as characteristic
featﬀres of topic-prominent langﬀages (Lambrecht 2001a), it might be interesting to
eﬃamine ﬂhether theﬄ are indeed more freqﬀent in those ﬁarieties of English that are
in contact ﬂith topic-prominent langﬀages or ﬂhether theﬄ occﬀr in L2 and ﬁernacﬀlar ﬁarieties of English generallﬄ (prepositions are also oen omied in the laer
ﬁarieties; cf. e.g. Pla et al. 1984; Deterding 2007).
Coming back to Indian English, I can onlﬄ agree ﬂith Lange (2012) ﬂho notes that
"the caﬀses or motiﬁations for the higher incidence of topicalizations [i.e. fronting
constrﬀctions; cﬂ] in spoken IndE compared to spoken BrE, or in Neﬂ Englishes
generallﬄ, are notorioﬀslﬄ di cﬀlt to pin doﬂn" (2012: 150). In the present stﬀdﬄ, no
single sﬄntactic or pragmatic featﬀre coﬀld be identi ed that coﬀld plaﬀsiblﬄ eﬃplain
the large freqﬀencﬄ of fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English. Fﬀrthermore, ﬂe
haﬁe seen that the freqﬀencﬄ of the constrﬀction is not onlﬄ oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ higher
in Indian English as compared to British English bﬀt also in comparison to the other
L2 English ﬁarieties. Hence, I disagree ﬂith Mesthrie (1992) ﬂho rﬀles oﬀt sﬀbstrate
in ﬀence as impacting on the high incidence of fronting constrﬀctions in the Neﬂ
Englishes and opts for "ﬀniﬁersals of discoﬀrse strﬀctﬀre" as the decisiﬁe in ﬀencing
factor (1992: 157). On the contrarﬄ, I ﬂoﬀld argﬀe that in ﬀence from the sﬀbstrate
langﬀages plaﬄs an important role indeed in the ﬀse of fronting constrﬀctions bﬄ Indian English speakers. As noted earlier, all Indian langﬀages are more eﬃible ﬂith regard to ﬂord order and alloﬂ for basicallﬄ anﬄ constitﬀent to be fronted. Fﬀrthermore,
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theﬄ haﬁe the basic ﬂord order SOV. is maﬄ be transferred onto Indian English in
the sense that the placing of constitﬀents (other than the sﬀbject) at the beginning of
the claﬀse is less marked, especiallﬄ the placing of objects before the ﬁerb. In other
ﬂords, speakers of Indian English strﬀctﬀre their sentences according to the principles theﬄ are familiar ﬂith from their L1 and pﬀt elements in claﬀse-initial position,
ﬂhich ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ not occﬀr there, more freqﬀentlﬄ than speakers of other ﬁarieties becaﬀse the claﬀse-initial position is less marked for them. Fronted objects are
particﬀlarlﬄ common, ﬂhich sﬀggests that the ﬂord order OSV seems more natﬀral
to Indian English speakers or maﬄ eﬁen be part of their repertoire of basic sentence
paerns. It is rather ﬀnlikelﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, that the OSV sentence strﬀctﬀre ﬂill eﬁentﬀallﬄ replace the SVO sentence strﬀctﬀre in Indian English.
at is, it is ﬀnlikelﬄ
that ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a case of ﬂord order change, a process ﬂhich is in fact
not ﬀncommon in langﬀage contact sitﬀations (cf. Heine/Kﬀteﬁa 2003; Heine 2008).
Rather, the ndings of the present analﬄsis indicate that Indian English speakers are
more relaﬃed than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed as far as
ﬂord order is concerned.

4.4

Existential there-constructions

is section eﬃamines eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions, sentences that begin ﬂith the
ﬂord there, folloﬂed bﬄ a form of be, ﬂhich in tﬀrn is folloﬂed bﬄ a noﬀn phrase (the
notional sﬀbject), as in ere's no food n the frdge. Tﬄpicallﬄ, these constrﬀctions are
ﬀsed to eﬃpress the eﬃistence or occﬀrrence of some entitﬄ at some place. e general
oﬁerﬁieﬂ at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of this chapter has alreadﬄ indicated that eﬃistential
claﬀses are ﬀsed mﬀch more freqﬀentlﬄ than the other information-packaging constrﬀctions analﬄzed in this stﬀdﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, their distribﬀtion across the ﬁarieties
of English analﬄzed is more balanced than that of the other constrﬀctions. e folloﬂing sﬀbsections ﬂill eﬃamine eﬃistential claﬀses in some more detail. e discﬀssion
of the oﬁerall distribﬀtion ﬂill be folloﬂed bﬄ a comparison of bare and eﬃtended eﬃistentials and the inﬁestigation of ﬁariable concord in eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral notional
sﬀbjects.

4.4.1 Overall distribution
Figﬀre 4.14 plots the distribﬀtion of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. As can be seen, the constrﬀction is most freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ
speakers of Irish English and British English, folloﬂed bﬄ speakers of Indian English
(369.9, 338.2 and 297.7 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ).
e freqﬀencies betﬂeen these ﬁarieties are not signi cantlﬄ di erent (p > 0.05 in chi-sqﬀared tests), bﬀt
the di erence betﬂeen Irish English and all the other ﬁarieties is statisticallﬄ highlﬄ
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signi cant (p < 0.001).

igur 4.14: Eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in the S1A- les of nine ICE corpora (freqﬀencies
per 100,000 ﬂords).

Singapore English and Jamaican English shoﬂ the smallest freqﬀencies of eﬃistential claﬀses among the ﬁarieties analﬄzed (205.1 and 225.5 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords,
respectiﬁelﬄ).38
e data sﬀggest that this maﬄ be dﬀe to the fact that speakers of
these tﬂo ﬁarieties ﬀse alternatiﬁe constrﬀctions more freqﬀentlﬄ to eﬃpress eﬃistence
than do the speakers of the other ﬁarieties. In both ﬁarieties these alternatiﬁe eﬃistential constrﬀctions inﬁolﬁe possessiﬁe ﬁerbs, got in Singapore English and have in
Jamaican English.
e ﬀse of possessiﬁe ﬁerbs to eﬃpress eﬃistence is not ﬀniqﬀe to
these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English, bﬀt it is in fact the case in manﬄ langﬀages of the ﬂorld
ﬂhich, according to Her (1991: 383), is "largelﬄ becaﬀse the relation of possession betﬂeen tﬂo entities is in fact a kind of relation of eﬃistence as ﬂell". Freeze (2001) also
discﬀsses the relation betﬂeen possession and eﬃistence. He places eﬃistential thereconstrﬀctions ﬂithin the so-called 'locatiﬁe paradigm', assﬀming that eﬃistentials are
"ﬀniﬁersallﬄ locatiﬁe" (2001: 941).
Tﬀrning to Singapore English rst, the ﬁerb got has assﬀmed a nﬀmber of neﬂ fﬀnctions, inclﬀding that of eﬃpressing eﬃistence (Lee et al. 2009; Bao 2014). e folloﬂing
eﬃamples illﬀstrate this fﬀnction of got, ﬂhich is ﬂidelﬄ ﬀsed in colloqﬀial speech. In
(4.66), the speakers talk aboﬀt an open air festiﬁal ﬂith mﬀsic and theatre performances. e three eﬃamples of eﬃistential got are marked in bold print.
(4.66)

A:

ere's a lot of fﬀn there's a lot of fﬀn

B: Uhm
A: Verﬄ good lah
38 In Singapore English, the freqﬀencﬄ is signi cantlﬄ smaller than in all other ﬁarieties (at p < 0.05
for Hong Kong English; at p < 0.01 for Neﬂ Zealand, Canadian, Philippine English; at p <0.001 for
British, Irish and Indian English) bﬀt Jamaican English (p > 0.05).
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B: So the people ﬂho ﬂere trained are ﬄoﬀngsters
A: ot som ang mos
B: ot a lot o kwai lo uh39
A: No there are more there are more locals than there are ang mos
B: Hﬀh
A:

en got som vry yuppi yuppi typs
(ICE-SIN:S1A-025)

e three sentences ﬂith eﬃistential got are all eﬃamples of Chinese-stﬄle eﬃistential
qﬀanti cation, a special case of eﬃistential got. eﬄ can be paraphrased as ere are
some ang mos, ere are a lot of kwa lo and ere are some yuppe types, respectiﬁelﬄ.
e constrﬀction is more likelﬄ to occﬀr in colloqﬀial speech, an impression ﬀnderlined bﬄ the fact that the speakers ﬀse the terms ang mo and kwa lo, tﬂo derogatorﬄ
terms rather ﬀsed in colloqﬀial speech.
Fﬀrthermore, eﬃistential got can be ﬀsed to assert the eﬃistence of an entitﬄ at some
location, as the eﬃamples in (4.67) illﬀstrate. In this eﬃcerpt, tﬂo ﬂomen praise a
friend's frﬀit cakes. Aﬀdreﬄ seems to be a lile child also present dﬀring bﬀt not releﬁant for the recordings.
(4.67)

B: And then she ﬂill bake all this tﬄpe of frﬀit cakes ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ. Ah there is
one [ﬀnclear ﬂord] is ﬁerﬄ nice.
A: Hﬀh.
B: [ﬀnclear ﬂord] cake insi got ruits.
A: A no Aﬀdreﬄ beer come doﬂn.
B: Di erent kind of Insi got a lot o ruits.
(ICE-SIN:S1A-006)

e sentences ﬂith eﬃistential got can be paraphrased as ere s (a lot o) frut n
the cake, that is, got is here ﬀsed to assert the eﬃistence of frﬀit in the cake (ﬂhose
name the transcriber obﬁioﬀslﬄ had problems to ﬀnderstand). Prior to this piece of
dialogﬀe the ﬂomen talk aboﬀt other tﬄpes of cake, prodﬀcing fﬀrther sentences ﬂith
eﬃistential got, for eﬃample, A apple pe nsde got wne or notﬂ
Researchers agree that the noﬁel ﬀses of got in Singapore English are sﬀbstrate inﬀenced, deriﬁed from the Chinese constrﬀction marked bﬄ u in Hokkien, yau in
Cantonese and you in Mandarin, ﬂhich all mean 'haﬁe' and are ﬀsed to eﬃpress possession and eﬃistence (e.g. Her 1991; Lee et al. 2009; Bao 2014). Assﬀming that the
fﬀnctional properties of the constrﬀction are the same in the three Chinese dialects,
Bao (2014) decides to cite Mandarin data in his paper. He sﬀggests to approach the
issﬀe from a set-theoretic perspectiﬁe and argﬀes that "the set of morphosﬄntactic
frames of got in Singapore English is deriﬁable throﬀgh the merger of the frames of
English get and those of Chinese you" (2014: 152). e folloﬂing Chinese eﬃamples
39
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e terms ang mo and kwa lo are ﬀsed bﬄ Chinese to refer to Caﬀcasians.
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giﬁe conﬁincing eﬁidence that the eﬃistential got-constrﬀction is deriﬁed from the
Chinese you-constrﬀction.40
e sentence in (4.68) is an eﬃample of got eﬃpressing
eﬃistence, (4.69) is an eﬃample of eﬃistential qﬀanti cation.
(4.68) wu
l you ren
hoﬀse in got person
' ere are people in the hoﬀse.'
(4.69) you ren
zhao
n
got person look-for ﬄoﬀ
' ere is a person ﬂho is looking for ﬄoﬀ.'
(Bao 2014: 151)

As can be seen in these tﬂo eﬃamples, the soﬀrce of Singapore English eﬃistential got
is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ Chinese you, from ﬂhich got inherits its ﬀses.
Jantos (2009) has sﬄstematicallﬄ analﬄzed possessiﬁe sentences ﬂith have and the
sﬀbject pronoﬀns they and you in ICE-Great Britain, ICE-Jamaica, ICE-India and ICESingapore and comes to the conclﬀsion that possessiﬁe sentences ﬂith the sﬀbject
pronoﬀn they are most freqﬀent in Singapore English (112 tokens as opposed to 56
tokens in British English, 66 in Indian English and 74 in Jamaican English; cf. Jantos
2009: 176). Fﬀrthermore, there is a preﬁalence of the strings they got a + noﬀn phrase
and you got a + noﬀn phrase in Singapore English (Jantos 2009: 180). Regarding the
sﬀbject-less tﬄpe (i.e. Got some ang mos), Jantos nds 46 instances in the Singapore
English data and onlﬄ one or tﬂo in the other ﬁarieties.
Giﬁen all these ndings, it is plaﬀsible to assﬀme that eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions
are less freqﬀent in ICE-Singapore than in the other corpora analﬄzed becaﬀse Singapore English speakers ﬀse constrﬀctions ﬂith eﬃistential got or possessiﬁe have more
freqﬀentlﬄ to eﬃpress eﬃistence than do speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
Tﬀrning to Jamaican English, sﬀbstrate in ﬀence also seems to a ect the eﬃpression of eﬃistence in this ﬁarietﬄ of English. Jantos (2009), in her analﬄsis of possessiﬁe
strﬀctﬀres, notes that Jamaican English "has a strong preference for eﬃpressing eﬃistence bﬄ means of the possessiﬁe collocation you have a + noﬀn phrase" (2009: 179).
is is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to in ﬀence from Jamaican Creole, ﬂhere eﬃistence is normallﬄ
eﬃpressed bﬄ means of possessiﬁe strﬀctﬀres ﬂith the inﬁariant ﬁerb (h)av plﬀs an inde nite pronoﬀn sﬀbject, for eﬃample, yu 'ﬄoﬀ' and dem 'theﬄ' (Patrick 2007: 140).
Fﬀrther eﬁidence in sﬀpport of this claim comes from the fact that Jantos nds the
constrﬀction them have + inde nite noﬀn phrase onlﬄ in her Jamaican English data,
ﬂhich can ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ be aribﬀted to in ﬀence from Jamaican Creole dem (h)av 'theﬄ
haﬁe'. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃample from Jamaican Creole for illﬀstration of the
eﬃistential constrﬀction.
(4.70) dee hav a
gruup a man nem Stepaz an yu hav ds
3 eﬃist
groﬀp of man name S
and 2 eﬃist
ga we badgyaad Syaga
bodﬄgﬀard S
gﬀﬄ

pols
police

40 Contrarﬄ to Bao (2005, 2014), Lee et al. (2009) argﬀe that Singapore English got is deriﬁed from
Hokkien u rather than Mandarin you or Cantonese yau.
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' ere ﬂas a groﬀp of men called the Steppers, and there ﬂas a policeman
ﬂho bodﬄgﬀarded Seaga.'
(Patrick 2007: 140)

is sentence shoﬂs that English there was maﬄ be realized in di erent ﬂaﬄs in Jamaican Creole: in the rst claﬀse ﬂe haﬁe the ﬁerb hav plﬀs pronoﬀn dee 'theﬄ' and in
the second claﬀse it occﬀrs together ﬂith the pronoﬀn yu 'ﬄoﬀ' to eﬃpress eﬃistence.
In sﬀm, in Singapore English and Jamaican English sﬀbstrate in ﬀence leads to the
deﬁelopment and ﬀse of eﬃistential strﬀctﬀres other than the there-eﬃistential constrﬀction, ﬂhich, in tﬀrn, maﬄ accoﬀnt for the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of the laer constrﬀction in these tﬂo ﬁarieties.

4.4.2 Bare vs. extended existentials
is section deals ﬂith the distinction betﬂeen bare and eﬃtended eﬃistential claﬀses.
Recall that bare eﬃistentials contain onlﬄ there, the ﬁerb be and the notional sﬀbject
(e.g. ere's a lot of fun; ICE-SIN:S1A-025). Eﬃtended eﬃistentials, on the other hand,
contain some additional material aer the notional sﬀbject that is of releﬁance for
the constrﬀction. ese eﬃtensions inclﬀde adﬁerbials of time and place, as in (4.71a),
predicatiﬁes, as in (4.71b), in nitiﬁals, as in (4.71c), participials, as in (4.71d), and
relatiﬁe claﬀses, as in (4.71e).41
(4.71)

a.

ere's a hole in th til.

b.

ere's nothing wrong in that.

(ICE-IND:S1A-049)

c.

ere is a good place to sit.

(ICE-IND:S1A-032)

d.

ere's snoﬂ oming.

(ICE-IRE:S1A-097)

e.

ere's a man who wat s his lms.

(ICE-IRE:S1A-071)

(ICE-IND:S1A-040)

Before tﬀrning to the distribﬀtion of these di erent tﬄpes of eﬃtension, consider rst
of all the distribﬀtion of bare and eﬃtended eﬃistentials across ﬁarieties of English,
presented in Table 4.15. As can be seen, bare eﬃistentials are the preferred ﬁariant
of Indian English speakers (58.6% of all eﬃistential claﬀses), Philippine English and
Singapore English speakers (53.5% each), ﬂhich is not particﬀlarlﬄ sﬀrprising since
learners of English ﬀsﬀallﬄ tend to faﬁoﬀr less compleﬃ constrﬀctions. Someﬂhat
ﬀneﬃpectedlﬄ, hoﬂeﬁer, Hong Kong English speakers and Jamaican English speakers
ﬀse eﬃtended eﬃistentials more freqﬀentlﬄ than the bare ﬁariant (51.6% and 60.9%,
respectiﬁelﬄ).
e proportion of eﬃtended eﬃistentials in Jamaican English is in fact
41 For more details on the natﬀre of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions and the distinction betﬂeen bare
and eﬃtended ﬁariants see section 3.2.4.
ere, it is also pointed oﬀt that eﬃistentials can haﬁe tﬂo
di erent tﬄpes of participial claﬀses ﬂhich mﬀst be distingﬀished, namelﬄ claﬀses that are an eﬃtension
of the there-constrﬀction and claﬀses that are a modi er of the notional sﬀbject:
ere's a festval
startng ths week n Derry ﬁersﬀs ere's a word begnnng wth D that would descrbe t. Conseqﬀentlﬄ,
the categorﬄ of participial eﬃtensions contains onlﬄ the former tﬄpe of constrﬀction.
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the largest among all nine ﬁarieties analﬄzed. Recall that the inﬁestigation of LD
and fronting constrﬀctions ﬄielded similar resﬀlts, ﬂith the L1 English speakers and
Jamaican English speakers ﬀsing more compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres than the other L2 English
speakers.
abl 4.15: Eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in ICE (token freqﬀencies and normalized freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords) plﬀs the distribﬀtion of bare and eﬃtended ﬁariants (token
freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all eﬃistentials).

orpus

xistntial

bar

xtn

N

norm.

N

%

N

%

682
746
600
573
417
578
481
643
591

338.2
369.9
260.9
272.0
205.1
266.8
225.5
297.7
248.3

314
313
248
259
223
309
188
377
286

46.0
42.0
41.3
45.2
53.5
53.5
39.1
58.6
48.4

368
433
352
314
194
269
293
266
305

54.0
58.0
58.7
54.8
46.5
46.5
60.9
41.4
51.6

e high freqﬀencﬄ of eﬃtended eﬃistentials in Jamaican English is mainlﬄ dﬀe to
relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions, ﬂhich accoﬀnt for more than 57% of all compleﬃ eﬃistentials, as can be seen in Figﬀre 4.15.
e gﬀre plots the proportions of the di erent
tﬄpes of eﬃtension in percentages oﬀt of all eﬃtended eﬃistentials.42
Eﬃistentials ﬂith relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions are also qﬀite common in the other corpora, accoﬀnting for more than 30% of all eﬃtended eﬃistentials. In ICE-Ireland, hoﬂeﬁer, theﬄ make ﬀp onlﬄ aroﬀnd 20%. Interestinglﬄ, a similarlﬄ deﬁiant behaﬁioﬀr of
the Irish English component is aested for the sﬀbordinator tﬄpes in -cles, discﬀssed in section 4.5. In -cles, Irish English speakers ﬀse wh-forms and that less
freqﬀentlﬄ as sﬀbordinators than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. Zero sﬀbordinators are most common and ng-complements are also qﬀite
freqﬀentlﬄ chosen (most freqﬀent aer Neﬂ Zealand English). In the case of eﬃistential claﬀses, Irish English eﬁen shoﬂs the highest proportion of participial eﬃtensions
among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed (20.3%).
e class of participial eﬃtensions
inclﬀdes here both present and past participles, bﬀt nearlﬄ 74% of the participles are
of the former tﬄpe in Irish English. An increasing ﬀse of ng-complements and a
broadening of its fﬀnctional range is reported in the literatﬀre to be the case in English generallﬄ (e.g. De Smet 2013; Dﬀ eﬄ 2000; Fanego 1996, 2007; Mair 2002a, 2013;
Rﬀdanko 1998, 2000; among manﬄ others), bﬀt the resﬀlts of the present analﬄsis sﬀggest that Irish English is more adﬁanced in this deﬁelopment.
It is ﬂorth haﬁing a closer look at relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions becaﬀse di erent preferences in the choice of relatiﬁe pronoﬀn/particle can be aested among the speakers
42

ese proportions and the corresponding token freqﬀencies are proﬁided in Appendiﬃ 6.9.2.
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of the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.
e distribﬀtion of relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions ﬂith zero marking is of particﬀlar interest.
eﬄ occﬀr along ﬂith wh-forms,
ﬂhich are normallﬄ regarded as the more formal ﬁariant mainlﬄ ﬀsed ﬂith hﬀman
antecedents in both restrictiﬁe and non-restrictiﬁe claﬀses, and inﬁariable that, acceptable onlﬄ in restrictiﬁe claﬀses.

igur 4.15:

e tﬄpe of eﬃtension in compleﬃ eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions (percentages oﬀt
of all eﬃtended eﬃistentials).

Consider the sentences in (4.72) for illﬀstration of the di erent tﬄpes. While sentences (a) and (b) haﬁe the eﬃplicit relatiﬁe markers who and that, respectiﬁelﬄ, the
sentences in (c) to ( ) are all instances ﬂith zero relatiﬁes. In (c), ﬂe haﬁe the sﬀbject
you in the relatiﬁe claﬀse, ﬂhile the other three eﬃamples are instances of sﬀbject relatiﬁe claﬀses. What distingﬀishes the last three sentences is that the ﬁerb can either
be tensed (present or past), as in (d) and (e), or ﬀntensed, as in ( ).
(4.72)

a.

ere're so manﬄ people who n physiothrapy

b.

ere is energﬄ that you an gt rom th sun

c.

ere's not mﬀch you an o about it

(ICE-GB:S1A-003)
(ICE-JAM:S1A-089)
(ICE-GB:S1A-006)

d. And there's this girl oms in rom anothr s ool an wins a an
omptition
(ICE-IRE:S1A-012)
e.

ere's cardboard tﬀbes just ll own

f. Bﬀt <,> is there is there somebodﬄ pi

(ICE-IRE:S1A-092)

you up

(ICE-HK:S1A-074)

Sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are todaﬄ ﬀsﬀallﬄ ﬀsed onlﬄ in eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions
and t-cles (Fischer 1992: 307), bﬀt theﬄ are reported to be a ﬂidespread phenomenon
in these enﬁironments in a nﬀmber of ﬁarieties of English. Lodge (1979) describes
their ﬀse in a British dialect spoken near Manchester. Preﬀsler (1938, 1942), Harris
(1993) and Filppﬀla (1999) discﬀss the omission of sﬀbject relatiﬁe markers in Irish
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English. While Preﬀsler (1938) eﬃplains the high incidence of zero relatiﬁes in terms
of Celtic in ﬀence, Filppﬀla is more hesitant to ascribe fﬀll responsibilitﬄ to Celtic as
the soﬀrce of this speci c featﬀre becaﬀse it is so ﬂidespread in other ﬁarieties as ﬂell,
he argﬀes.
Li (2000), Hﬀng (2012) and Neﬂbrook (1988, 1998) describe zero relatiﬁes as a common featﬀre of Hong Kong English speakers, eﬁen among highlﬄ edﬀcated ones. Neﬂbrook (1988) describes it as the most common "error" in stﬀdents' ﬂritings ﬂhen ﬀsing
relatiﬁe claﬀses. As a possible eﬃplanation for this obserﬁation he sﬀggests that "the
error is so common locallﬄ that most stﬀdents ﬂoﬀld almost aﬀtomaticallﬄ prodﬀce it"
(Neﬂbrook 1988: 31) and adds that most stﬀdents haﬁe probablﬄ neﬁer been taﬀght
that sﬀbject relatiﬁes can neﬁer be omied.
Schachter and Celce-Mﬀrcia (1977) also report zero relatiﬁes as a freqﬀent featﬀre
in the ﬂritings of Chinese learners of English.
eﬄ argﬀe that the high incidence
of the constrﬀction is dﬀe to the fact that the Chinese stﬀdents aempt to strﬀctﬀre
English sentences according to the principles of their topic-prominent L1.
at is,
theﬄ establish a topic rst and then saﬄ something aboﬀt it. Ortega (2009) takes ﬀp
their ideas and sﬀggests that eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are part of a deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm from most L1-like to most L2-like information strﬀctﬀre. In
this deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm, le dislocation constrﬀctions are at the most L1-like
end, folloﬂed bﬄ eﬃistentials ﬂith zero-sﬀbject relatiﬁes. e most L2-like end of the
continﬀﬀm is taken bﬄ the canonical SVO sentence.
Christie (1996), eﬃamining Jamaican relatiﬁe claﬀses, notes that sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are "the preferred alternatiﬁe ﬂhere the head noﬀn belongs to a nominal complement represented bﬄ an inde nite NP, and the relatiﬁized NP represents the sﬀbject
of the claﬀse" (1996: 55; the sentences in (4.72d- ) fall into Christie's categorﬄ).43 She
adds that this is best illﬀstrated bﬄ an eﬃistential claﬀse:
(4.73)

Der wozz a ledu lv wd tuu chldren
'

ere ﬂas a ladﬄ (ﬂho) liﬁed ﬂith tﬂo children.'
(Christie 1996: 55)

Sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are also reported to occﬀr freqﬀentlﬄ in Jamaican Creole (Patrick
2012).
In order to test these ﬁarioﬀs claims on the freqﬀencﬄ of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes in
di erent ﬁarieties of English I coﬀnted all the instances of wh-forms, that and zero in
sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position in eﬃistentials ﬂith relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions.
e
resﬀlts can be seen in Figﬀre 4.16. Since I am particﬀlarlﬄ interested in sﬀbject relatiﬁe claﬀses, objects, adﬁerbials, complements and possessiﬁes are groﬀped together
as nonsﬀbjects.
e ﬃ-aﬃis in Figﬀre 4.16 presents for each ICE corpﬀs the percentages of that, wh-forms and zero oﬀt of all sﬀbject relatiﬁes; the ﬄ-aﬃis presents the
percentages of the three ﬁariants oﬀt of all nonsﬀbject relatiﬁes. at is, if a corpﬀs
label occﬀrs more toﬂards the loﬂer le-hand corner, it is infreqﬀentlﬄ realized as
the releﬁant ﬁariant in both sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position. If it occﬀrs toﬂards the
43 In Christie's (1996) stﬀdﬄ the term 'Jamaican' comprises "a range of ﬁarieties, all of ﬂhich are seen
as distingﬀishable from internationallﬄ accepted Standard English, althoﬀgh ﬀsing a leﬃicon mainlﬄ
deriﬁed from English. Some diﬁerge more radicallﬄ from Standard English than others" (1996: 48).
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ﬀpper le-hand corner, the releﬁant option oen occﬀrs in nonsﬀbject position bﬀt
not in sﬀbject position. Labels that are on or near the diagonal (angle bisector) occﬀr
in sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position to roﬀghlﬄ the same eﬃtent.

igur 4.16: Relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions ﬂith wh-ﬂords, that and zero as relatiﬁe marker in
sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position (percentages oﬀt of all sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject
relatiﬁe claﬀses, respectiﬁelﬄ).

As for zero relatiﬁes, all labels occﬀr toﬂards the ﬀpper le-hand corner, ﬂhich
means that this ﬁariant makes ﬀp a greater proportion among the nonsﬀbject relatiﬁes than among the sﬀbject relatiﬁes in all ﬁarieties analﬄzed. e ndings for Irish
English and Hong Kong English are remarkable in tﬂo ﬂaﬄs. First, theﬄ shoﬂ the
highest proportions of zero marking in both sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position among
the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed (the tﬂo labels are the ones fﬀrthest to the right and
fﬀrthest to the top). And second, zero relatiﬁes are the most freqﬀent option in sﬀbject
position ﬂithin both corpora, in Irish English together ﬂith that (47.5% of sﬀbject relatiﬁes in the Hong Kong data and 37.5% in the Irish data). ese ndings ﬀnderscore
the claims of preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies argﬀing that zero relatiﬁes are common in these tﬂo
ﬁarieties of English.
What is fﬀrthermore interesting to note is that that is the preferred ﬁariant in sﬀbject relatiﬁe claﬀses among the speakers of the foﬀr L1 English ﬁarieties (together
ﬂith zero in Irish English), ﬂhereas in the L2 ﬁarieties that occﬀrs more freqﬀentlﬄ
in nonsﬀbject position. e laer tend to ﬀse wh-ﬂords in sﬀbject position (or zero
in the case of Hong Kong English). Jamaican English is an eﬃception in this respect,
ﬂith that being the rst choice in all positions. e ndings for the L1 ﬁarieties are in
line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies on the ﬁariation of relatiﬁe markers, reporting an increase
of that (and zero) at the eﬃpense of wh-forms in spoken English (e.g. Toie 1997;
Biber et al. 1999; Tagliamonte 2002). e discrepancﬄ in the ﬀse of that betﬂeen the
speakers of the L1 ﬁarieties (and Jamaican English) and the L2 ﬁarieties maﬄ be accoﬀnted for bﬄ the fact that the former are more relaﬃed as far as the animacﬄ rﬀle
is concerned.
at is, the former maﬄ be more relaﬃed in ﬀsing that aer a hﬀman
antecedent ﬂhile the laer stick more rigidlﬄ to the rﬀle that a wh-form shoﬀld be
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ﬀsed in sﬀch cases. is seems to be particﬀlarlﬄ trﬀe for speakers of Indian English,
as the oﬀtliers IND in the facets 'ﬂh-ﬂord' and 'that' sﬀggest.
Retﬀrning to the claims aboﬀt Hong Kong English and L1 Chinese learners of English mentioned aboﬁe (Schachter/Celce-Mﬀrcia 1977; Neﬂbrook 1988, 1998; Li 2000;
Ortega 2009; Hﬀng 2012), the present stﬀdﬄ shoﬂs that Hong Kong English speakers
indeed ﬀse zero relatiﬁes most freqﬀentlﬄ in sﬀbject position among the ﬁarieties of
English analﬄzed.
e sentences that occﬀr in the direct conﬁersation les in ICEHong Kong fﬀrthermore sﬀggest that this is a learner featﬀre becaﬀse the sentences
contain fﬀrther featﬀres ﬂhich clearlﬄ signal a lack of pro ciencﬄ. Consider the sentences in (4.74) for illﬀstration.
(4.74)

a. And and and there's a in feﬂ months ago there's a ﬀhm Legislatiﬁe
coﬀncillor come to mﬄ school ﬀh to giﬁe a speak lauh wah hng
(ICE-HK:S1A-062)

b.

ere are manﬄ manﬄ of friend go bﬄ train ﬂent bﬄ train (ICE-HK:S1A-062)

c. In mﬄ school <,> there's so manﬄ stﬀdent like ﬀh bad behaﬁe
(ICE-HK:S1A-031)

d. Bﬀt I I'm ﬂorrﬄ aboﬀt at the present time ﬂhether <,> a man can <,> ﬀh
<,> ﬂhether there is a man <,> ﬂill marrﬄ ﬂith me
(ICE-HK:S1A-054)
ese sentences clearlﬄ reﬁeal that the speakers are learners of English. Eﬃamples
(a) and (b) are bﬄ the same speaker. He or she seems to haﬁe problems ﬂith tense
marking. Fﬀrthermore, the ﬂord speak is ﬀsed instead of speech. Also note the codesﬂitching in sentence (a). In (c), plﬀral and adﬁerb markings are missing and the
adﬁerb bad shoﬀld actﬀallﬄ occﬀr aer the ﬁerb. And nallﬄ, the ﬂhole strﬀctﬀre of
sentence (d) is confﬀsing. Fﬀrthermore, the preposition wth is inserted aer marry.
e constitﬀents in these sentences appear to be indiﬁidﬀal chﬀnks, onlﬄ looselﬄ
connected.
at is, the relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions do not seem to be reallﬄ part of
the eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions, bﬀt theﬄ rather seem to be constitﬀents on their
oﬂn.
ese sentences can qﬀite plaﬀsiblﬄ be regarded as aempts on the part of
the speakers to strﬀctﬀre their sentences according to the principles of their topicprominent L1, that is, establishing the topic rst and then saﬄing something aboﬀt it
(cf. Schachter and Celce-Mﬀrcia 1977; Ortega 2009).
is maﬄ ﬂell be the primarﬄ
motiﬁation for Hong Kong English speakers to ﬀse sﬀch constrﬀctions. A someﬂhat
loﬂer pro ciencﬄ leﬁel in comparison to Singapore English speakers maﬄ make them
more sﬀsceptible to transfer of the information strﬀctﬀre of the L1; or as Ortega (2009)
pﬀts it: "[ﬂ]ith time and increasing pro ciencﬄ, the tendencﬄ to transfer the information strﬀctﬀre of the L1 in order to frame ideas in the L2 maﬄ gradﬀallﬄ diminish"
(2009: 46).
Giﬁen these ndings, the model of the deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm sﬀggested bﬄ Ortega (2009) seems to be a plaﬀsible ﬂaﬄ of accoﬀnting for the interaction betﬂeen a
speaker's pro ciencﬄ leﬁel, the degree of in ﬀence from the L1 on the L2 and the preferred information strﬀctﬀre. Recall that le dislocation constrﬀctions constitﬀte the
most L1-like end of the continﬀﬀm becaﬀse the information strﬀctﬀre of these sentences is ﬁerﬄ mﬀch like the basic sentence strﬀctﬀre of topic-prominent langﬀages
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(e.g. Many people, they nd her okay). Eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes constitﬀte the second most L1-like stage (e.g. ere are many people nd her okay), folloﬂed
bﬄ eﬃistentials ﬂith oﬁert relatiﬁe markers (e.g. ere are many people who nd her
okay). e most L2-like end of the continﬀﬀm is taken bﬄ canonical SVO sentences
(e.g. Many people nd her okay). Since le dislocation constrﬀctions are not particﬀlarlﬄ more freqﬀent in Hong Kong English than in the other L2 English ﬁarieties
analﬄzed, it maﬄ ﬂell be the case that the Hong Kong English speakers inclﬀded in
the ICE corpﬀs are alreadﬄ too adﬁanced as far as their pro ciencﬄ of English is concerned to ﬀse le dislocation more freqﬀentlﬄ.
Singapore English also ties in ﬂith the argﬀment. We nd onlﬄ a small nﬀmber of
eﬃistentials ﬂith zero-sﬀbject relatiﬁes and the smallest nﬀmber of LDs among the L2
English ﬁarieties analﬄzed. is maﬄ be dﬀe to the fact that Singapore English speakers are more pro cient in English and thﬀs transfer the information strﬀctﬀre of their
L1 less freqﬀentlﬄ.
e qﬀestion that noﬂ arises is hoﬂ does Irish English t in ﬂith this argﬀment and
the deﬁelopmental continﬀﬀm becaﬀse eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are also
qﬀite common in this ﬁarietﬄ of English. As the sentences in (4.75) illﬀstrate, in Irish
English eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes are mﬀch more compact constrﬀctions
than is the case ﬂith those items aested for Hong Kong English. at is, the thereclaﬀse and the relatiﬁe claﬀse form one constrﬀction rather than indiﬁidﬀal chﬀnks.
(4.75)

a.

ere's not so manﬄ people knit noﬂ

b.

ere's onlﬄ tﬂo dentists in the Neﬂrﬄ and Moﬀrne area are girls

(ICE-IRE:S1A-045)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-022)

c. Is there anﬄ residents like that are alﬂaﬄs there

(ICE-IRE:S1A-014)

d.

(ICE-IRE:S1A-092)

ere's cardboard tﬀbes jﬀst fell doﬂn

A combination of seﬁeral reasons maﬄ be responsible for the higher ﬀse of zero relatiﬁes in both sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position in Irish English as compared to the
other L1 English ﬁarieties in particﬀlar. It is qﬀite likelﬄ that Celtic in ﬀence plaﬄed
an important role in the establishment of zero relatiﬁes in earlier English and that
the constant presence of Irish in the contact ecologﬄ of Irish English made the constrﬀction more entrenched in the speech of Irish English speakers than in that of, saﬄ,
British English speakers. Consider the folloﬂing eﬃamples of zero relatiﬁes giﬁen bﬄ
Preﬀsler (1938) to shoﬂ the Celtic soﬀrce of the featﬀre. Note that the Celtic langﬀages
are VSO langﬀages ﬂhich means that the ﬀnmarked coﬀnterpart to the sentence John
s strong ﬂoﬀld be y mae John yn gryf, 'is John strong'. In order to pﬀt emphasis on
John or to introdﬀce him as the one ﬂho is strong, the constrﬀction in (4.76) is ﬀsed.
(4.76) John sydd yn
gryf
John is
strong
'It is John (ﬂho) is strong.'
(4.77) pwy sydd yma
ﬂho is
there
'Who is it (that) is there?'
(Preﬀsler 1938: 184)
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Unfortﬀnatelﬄ, Preﬀsler giﬁes no eﬃamples of eﬃistential claﬀses ﬂith zero relatiﬁes,
bﬀt the mechanisms of the Irish -cle seem to be readilﬄ transferable to eﬃistential
there-constrﬀctions.
Fﬀrthermore, the high incidence of zero relatiﬁes can at least in part be eﬃplained
in terms of di ﬀsion from earlier stages of English becaﬀse zero relatiﬁes ﬂere mﬀch
more common in Old English and Middle English in both sﬀbject and nonsﬀbject position (cf. e.g. Fischer 1992). e retention of earlﬄ dialectal featﬀres of British English
in the speech of Irish English speakers has alreadﬄ been aested for other characteristic featﬀres of this ﬁarietﬄ of English and thﬀs seems to be a plaﬀsible eﬃplanation
as ﬂell (e.g. Filppﬀla 1999).
e preference of zero relatiﬁizers, ﬂhich Christie (1996) notes for Jamaican relatiﬁe
claﬀses, cannot be aested for the Jamaican English speakers inclﬀded in ICE becaﬀse
the proportion of zero relatiﬁes in sﬀbject relatiﬁe claﬀses is mﬀch smaller than that
of wh-ﬂords and in particﬀlar that, as can be seen in Figﬀre 4.16.
e preﬁioﬀs discﬀssion of eﬃtended eﬃistential claﬀses has shoﬂn that speakers of
English prefer di erent tﬄpes of eﬃtensions. Variation can also be aested in terms
of singﬀlar or plﬀral agreement ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects, as the folloﬂing discﬀssion ﬂill shoﬂ.

4.4.3 Singular concord
In English, eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects ﬁarﬄ betﬂeen
plﬀral concord (4.78a) and singﬀlar concord (4.78b):
(4.78)

a.

ere are biscﬀits there

b.

ere's lile benches oﬀtside

(ICE-IRE:S1A-069)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-089)

is ﬁariabilitﬄ has been inﬁestigated in manﬄ stﬀdies ﬂhich proﬁide interesting resﬀlts on British English (Martinez Insﬀa/Palacio Martinez 2003; Craﬂford 2005; Rﬀpp
2005), American English (Schilling-Estes/Wolfram 1994), Canadian English (Meechan/
Foleﬄ 1994; Walker 2007), Aﬀstralian English (Eisikoﬁits 1991) and Neﬂ Zealand English (Britain/Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ 2002; Haﬄ/Schreier 2004). More recentlﬄ, ﬁariable concord has
been analﬄzed in a nﬀmber of ICE corpora (Jantos 2009; Collins 2012). e ndings of
these stﬀdies are hard to compare as theﬄ are based on di erent tﬄpes of data and different de nitions of the ﬁariables that are eﬃamined. Yet, despite this inconsistencﬄ
theﬄ also reﬁeal some common tendencies. e present stﬀdﬄ ﬂill bﬀild on and add to
the ﬁalﬀable insights gained bﬄ the preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies bﬄ eﬃamining ﬁariable concord
across a range of English ﬁarieties and testing some of the factors identi ed in the
literatﬀre as constraining singﬀlar concord.
Collins' (2012) stﬀdﬄ is ﬁerﬄ similar in its natﬀre to the present one. It also inﬁestigates ﬁariable concord in the 'direct conﬁersation' les of ICE-Great Britain, ICESingapore, ICE-Philippines, ICE-India and ICE-Hong Kong. Nonetheless, I think it is
ﬂorth looking at ﬁariable concord again becaﬀse the present stﬀdﬄ proﬁides data of
fﬀrther corpora not inclﬀded in Collins' stﬀdﬄ (ICE-Ireland, ICE-Neﬂ Zealand, ICECanada and ICE-Jamaica). Fﬀrthermore, in contrast to Collin's approach, I think it
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is necessarﬄ to also inclﬀde the releﬁant proportions for plﬀral concord. at is, the
eﬃamination of the factors identi ed in the literatﬀre as in ﬀencing singﬀlar concord
shoﬀld also consider the cases ﬂhere speakers ﬀse plﬀral concord in eﬃistentials ﬂith
plﬀral notional sﬀbjects. is is important for the folloﬂing reason: saﬄ, a ﬁarietﬄ of
English shoﬂs a high proportion of contracted forms of be in eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord; in order to be able to conclﬀde that there is a correlation of singﬀlar
concord ﬂith contraction it is necessarﬄ to also knoﬂ the nﬀmber of incidences of
plﬀral concord ﬂith contracted forms of be becaﬀse it maﬄ ﬂell be the case that in
this speci c ﬁarietﬄ of English contracted forms are generallﬄ more preﬁalent than in
other ﬁarieties. Hence, the present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamines the lingﬀistic factors tense, contractedness, compleﬃitﬄ, polaritﬄ and tﬄpe of determiner (before the notional sﬀbject)
in both cases, singﬀlar concord and plﬀral concord.
Before tﬀrning to the distribﬀtion of singﬀlar concord across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, note that in some L2 English ﬁarieties the relation betﬂeen determiner
choice and nﬀmber of the notional sﬀbject maﬄ at times be confﬀsed, as in the sentence in (4.79a) taken from the Indian English sample, ﬂhere ﬂe nd the inde nite
article a before the plﬀral noﬀn d erences. Fﬀrthermore, sometimes the nﬀmber of
the notional sﬀbject is not consistentlﬄ marked, as in (4.79b) and (4.79c), ﬂhere ﬂe
nd unversty and examnaton, ﬂhile the prenominal elements sﬀggest that plﬀral
noﬀns be ﬀsed.
(4.79)

a. […] and if so manﬄ parties come together <,> ﬀh there is a ideological
di erences <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-005)
b. Bﬀt in Hong Kong there are onlﬄ three three or siﬃ siﬃ ﬀniﬁersitﬄ noﬂ so
(ICE-HK:S1A-030)

c. I think ﬀhm <,> there's <,> manﬄ eﬃamination

(ICE-HK:S1A-060)

e omission of plﬀral marking is particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in the Hong Kong English
data of the present stﬀdﬄ.
is nding is in line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs research, describing
the omission of plﬀral marking as a common featﬀre of this ﬁarietﬄ of English (cf. e.g.
Bﬀdge 1989; Seer et al. 2010). Notional sﬀbjects, sﬀch as the ones in sentences (b)
and (c), are treated as plﬀral in the present analﬄsis. In cases sﬀch as the one in (a),
the conteﬃt has carefﬀllﬄ been considered to determine ﬂhether the notional sﬀbject
is reallﬄ plﬀral.
Let ﬀs noﬂ tﬀrn to the distribﬀtion of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord across the
ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. Figﬀre 4.17 plots the proportions of singﬀlar concord
oﬀt of all eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects.44 45
In line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs cross-ﬁarietal stﬀdies, the L1 English ﬁarieties are more accepting of singﬀlar concord than the L2 ﬁarieties (e.g. Jantos 2009; Collins 2012). is
is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to the fact that in the laer cases English is ﬀsﬀallﬄ associated ﬂith
formalitﬄ and spoken in more formal seings, ﬂhile the local langﬀages are ﬀsed
44 Note that there is some ﬁariation ﬂith respect to the ﬀse of plﬀral noﬀn phrases as opposed to
singﬀlar ones across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. While the proportion of plﬀral noﬀn phrases
amoﬀnts to onlﬄ 23.6% in the Canadian English data, it makes ﬀp 45.4% in the Hong Kong English data.
In the other data the proportions range from 27.7% to 35.2%.
45
e eﬃact percentages and token freqﬀencies are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.9.2.
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in informal sitﬀations, those sitﬀations ﬂhere singﬀlar concord ﬀsﬀallﬄ occﬀrs. Pﬀt
di erentlﬄ, L2 English speakers do ﬂhat theﬄ haﬁe learned at school, namelﬄ ﬀse a
plﬀral ﬁerb form together ﬂith a plﬀral noﬀn. What is sﬀrprising, hoﬂeﬁer, is the
ﬁast discrepancﬄ betﬂeen the freqﬀencies of singﬀlar concord in the three L1 English
ﬁarieties Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Canadian English on the one hand
and the other ﬁarieties on the other, ﬂith percentages of singﬀlar concord amoﬀnting
to 73.4% in the Irish English sample and onlﬄ 9.5% in the Indian English one.

igur 4.17:

e proportions of singﬀlar concord oﬀt of all eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions ﬂith
plﬀral notional sﬀbjects.

e small proportion of singﬀlar concord in ICE-Great Britain as opposed to the
other L1 English corpora maﬄ be dﬀe to formalitﬄ reasons since the direct conﬁersation les in the British component haﬁe a higher leﬁel of formalitﬄ than the conﬁersations inclﬀded in the other L1 corpora (cf. the discﬀssion of the data in the introdﬀctorﬄ chapter of this stﬀdﬄ). Eﬁidence in sﬀpport of this assﬀmption is also proﬁided bﬄ
Martinez Insﬀa and Palacios Martinez (2003), ﬂho nd a higher proportion of singﬀlar
concord in the British National Corpﬀs (BNC) than in ICE-Great Britain in both the
ﬂrien teﬃts (3.22% in BNC ﬁs. 1.39% in ICE) and the spoken teﬃts (13.26% in BNC ﬁs.
6.41% in ICE). Note that the BNC is commonlﬄ described as containing more informal
data than ICE-Great Britain.
Among the L2 English ﬁarieties, Hong Kong English speakers are most accepting of
singﬀlar concord, ﬂhich is someﬂhat sﬀrprising althoﬀgh in line ﬂith Collins' (2012)
ndings. Collins argﬀes that "perhaps the persistence of the tﬄpe of informal local
elements that are the bﬀ of the strong complaint tradition in Hong Kong proﬁide
a nﬀrtﬀring enﬁironment for SA [i.e. singﬀlar agreement; cﬂ]" (2012: 63). To this I
ﬂoﬀld add that plﬀral marking on noﬀns is not consistentlﬄ present in Hong Kong
English, as noted earlier.
is in tﬀrn maﬄ lead to a confﬀsion in ﬁerb-noﬀn agreement, ﬂith Hong Kong English speakers simplﬄ not paﬄing that mﬀch aention to it
or not giﬁing mﬀch importance to it.
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In order to beer ﬀnderstand the distribﬀtion of singﬀlar concord across the ﬁarieties analﬄzed the folloﬂing paragraphs ﬂill eﬃamine a nﬀmber of factors that are
reported in the literatﬀre to coﬁarﬄ ﬂith singﬀlar concord.
e factors that ﬂill be
inﬁestigated inclﬀde tense, contractedness, eﬃtension, polaritﬄ and the tﬄpe of determiner preceding the notional sﬀbject. e factor tense distingﬀishes betﬂeen present
tense (4.80a) and past tense (4.80b)46 ; the factor contractedness compares contracted
forms (4.80c) ﬂith fﬀll forms (4.80a-b).
(4.80)

a.

ere is contingencﬄ plans

(ICE-IRE:S1A-024)

b.

ere ﬂas foﬀr people in it

(ICE-IRE:S1A-009)

c.

ere's lile benches oﬀtside

(ICE-IRE:S1A-089)

Most stﬀdies report singﬀlar concord to coﬁarﬄ ﬂith present tense rather than past
tense (e.g. Britain and Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ 2002; Eisikoﬁits 1991). Hoﬂeﬁer, taking the interaction betﬂeen tense and contractedness into accoﬀnt (almost all contracted forms
occﬀr in present tense conteﬃts), Haﬄ and Schreier (2004) and Walker (2007) note that
past tense increases the likelihood of singﬀlar concord for fﬀll forms.
at is, if ﬂe
consider onlﬄ fﬀll forms singﬀlar concord coﬁaries ﬂith past tense rather than present
tense. As for the factor contractedness, contracted forms are reported to promote singﬀlar concord more than fﬀll forms do (Hannaﬄ 1985).
e factor eﬃtension inﬁestigates the e ect of bare (4.81a) as opposed to eﬃtended
plﬀral eﬃistentials (4.81b) on concord. Manﬄ stﬀdies shoﬂ that eﬃtended eﬃistentials
are more stronglﬄ associated ﬂith singﬀlar concord than bare instances (e.g. Hannaﬄ
1985; Martinez Insﬀa/Palacios Martines 2003; Walker 2007).
(4.81)

a.
b.

ere ﬂas ﬁideos

(ICE-IRE:S1A-046)

ere ﬂas tﬂentﬄ of them going for dinner in ﬂhere's it noﬂ in Temple
Bar
(ICE-IRE:S1A-049)

e factor polaritﬄ distingﬀishes betﬂeen eﬃistentials ﬂith negatiﬁe and positiﬁe
polaritﬄ. Negatiﬁe eﬃistentials inclﬀde instances ﬂith the negatiﬁe particles no and
not, as in (4.82a) and (b), the laer also in contracted form, as in (c). Manﬄ stﬀdies nd
negatiﬁes to faﬁoﬀr singﬀlar concord (Meechan/Foleﬄ 1994; Martinez Insﬀa/Palacios
Martinez 2003; Rﬀpp 2005), thoﬀgh others nd the opposite (Britain/Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ 2002).
(4.82)

a.

ere ﬂas no cars

b.

ere's not enoﬀgh partners

(ICE-NZ:S1A-029)

c.

ere ﬂasn't too manﬄ

(ICE-NZ:S1A-017)

(ICE-IRE:S1A-079)

46 Note that the data also inclﬀde eﬃamples ﬂhere be is preceded bﬄ a modal aﬀﬃiliarﬄ, as in the
folloﬂing eﬃamples.
a.

ere must be bﬀses going along Mans eld Road

(ICE-GB:S1A-023)

b.

ere will be siﬃteen or seﬁenteen people

(ICE-HK:S1A-053)

e notion of concord is, of coﬀrse, of no releﬁance in these sentences and conseqﬀentlﬄ theﬄ are
eﬃclﬀded from fﬀrther consideration in the present stﬀdﬄ.
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All there-eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects haﬁe been annotated according
to these foﬀr factors - tense, contractedness, eﬃtension and polaritﬄ. Additionallﬄ,
the tﬄpe of determiner preceding the notional sﬀbject has been eﬃamined. is factor
ﬂill be discﬀssed separatelﬄ beloﬂ becaﬀse of seﬁeral reasons. First, the factor did
not emerge as signi cant in anﬄ of the samples analﬄzed and, second, since there are
seﬁen di erent tﬄpes of determiner to be distingﬀished some sﬀbcategories contain
onlﬄ ﬁerﬄ small nﬀmbers of tokens and the resﬀlts are therefore not ﬁerﬄ reliable.
e proportions of the factors tense, contractedness, eﬃtension and polaritﬄ in eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral and singﬀlar concord are ploed in Figﬀre 4.18 and Figﬀre 4.19
beloﬂ. e ﬃ-aﬃes present the proportions in eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord, the
ﬄ-aﬃes those ﬂith plﬀral concord.47

igur 4.18: E ects of the factors eﬃtension, contractedness and tense on singﬀlar concord and
plﬀral concord (ﬃ-aﬃis: percentages oﬀt of all eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord;
ﬄ-aﬃis: percentages oﬀt of all eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord).

Interestinglﬄ, the labels for each factor are roﬀghlﬄ groﬀped together, that is, the
labels for bare eﬃistentials are all positioned in the middle of the graph, the labels
representing contracted forms are located toﬂards the loﬂer right-hand corner, the
labels representing past tense forms are located toﬂards the loﬂer le-hand corner
47

e raﬂ freqﬀencies and eﬃact percentages are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.9.2.
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and the labels in the facet 'present' are positioned toﬂards the ﬀpper right-hand corner. is means that the proportions of the factors are roﬀghlﬄ the same across the
samples. e plots can be interpreted in the folloﬂing ﬂaﬄ. First, in all nine ﬁarieties
of English analﬄzed the factor most stronglﬄ associated ﬂith singﬀlar concord seems
to be contraction, and especiallﬄ so in British English and Canadian English, ﬂhere
oﬁer 90% of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord coﬁarﬄ ﬂith contracted forms as opposed to less than 20% of eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord doing so. Indian English is
the oﬀtlier in this respect, bﬀt note that contracted forms are generallﬄ rarelﬄ ﬀsed in
this ﬁarietﬄ of English (the percentages are ﬁerﬄ loﬂ for eﬃistentials ﬂith both plﬀral
concord and singﬀlar concord).
As far as the factor tense is concerned, it can be noted that present tense forms
are generallﬄ ﬀsed more freqﬀentlﬄ than past tense forms in both tﬄpes, eﬃistentials
ﬂith singﬀlar concord and those ﬂith plﬀral concord (in the facet 'present', all labels
are located in the ﬀpper right-hand qﬀadrant, ﬂhereas in the facet 'past' all labels are
positioned toﬂards the loﬂer le-hand corner).
Regarding the factor eﬃtension, it can be noted that in Indian English singﬀlar concord is stronglﬄ associated ﬂith bare eﬃistentials, accoﬀnting for 80% of all eﬃistentials
ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects. A similar tendencﬄ can be aested for Canadian English (56% of bare eﬃistentials) and Jamaican English (50%), bﬀt here the coﬁariation
is not as pronoﬀnced. In all other ﬁarieties the proportions of bare and eﬃtended eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord are mﬀch more balanced.
e facet 'negatiﬁe', represented in Figﬀre 4.19, shoﬂs that eﬃistentials rarelﬄ haﬁe
negatiﬁe polaritﬄ in both cases, eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord and those ﬂith singﬀlar concord (all labels are positioned toﬂards the loﬂer le-hand corner). Negatiﬁe
polaritﬄ is slightlﬄ more common in both cases in the Neﬂ Zealand English data,
ﬂhile it seems to faﬁoﬀr singﬀlar concord in the Jamaican English data. In the laer
sample, nearlﬄ 36% of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord haﬁe negatiﬁe polaritﬄ, ﬂhile
less than 4% of eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord are negatiﬁe.

igur 4.19: E ect of the factor polaritﬄ on singﬀlar concord and plﬀral concord (ﬃ-aﬃis: percentages of negatiﬁe eﬃistentials oﬀt of all eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord;
ﬄ-aﬃis: percentages oﬀt of all eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord).
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In order to test ﬂhether these intﬀitions are correct and to determine the presence
and natﬀre of anﬄ correlations, a binarﬄ logistic regression model ﬂas ﬀsed.48 Logistic
regression estimates the probabilitﬄ of a giﬁen oﬀtcome (here: singﬀlar concord) giﬁen
a nﬀmber of predictors. is techniqﬀe is ﬂidelﬄ ﬀsed in sociolingﬀistics, ﬂhere it is
knoﬂn as
analﬄsis.
e fﬀnction lrm o ered bﬄ the rms package in R ﬂas
ﬀsed to estimate the probabilities of singﬀlar concord in the nine samples giﬁen the
predictors tense, contractedness, eﬃtension and polaritﬄ. e resﬀlts are presented in
Table 4.16. Let ﬀs go throﬀgh this rather large table step bﬄ step.
In the rst colﬀmn, the statistics listed beloﬂ the name of the releﬁant ﬁarietﬄ samples assess the goodness of t of the models. 'LR chi2' stands for model likelihood
chi-sqﬀare, the di erence betﬂeen the nﬀll deﬁiance and the residﬀal deﬁiance. It
is ﬀsefﬀl for ascertaining ﬂhether the predictors in the fﬀll model jointlﬄ earn their
keep. As can be seen in Table 4.16, this measﬀre is comparatiﬁelﬄ loﬂ in Jamaican English, Indian English and Singapore English, indicating that the eﬃplanatorﬄ ﬁalﬀe of
the three models is not as good as that of the other models. Bﬀt the p-ﬁalﬀes are still
small (0.0007, 0.0019 and <0.0001, respectiﬁelﬄ), so ﬂe still haﬁe models ﬂith some
eﬃplanatorﬄ ﬁalﬀe.
e C-indeﬃ is a measﬀre that addresses the predictiﬁe abilitﬄ of the model. It is an
indeﬃ of concordance betﬂeen the predicted probabilitﬄ and the obserﬁed response.
at is, if C takes the ﬁalﬀe of 0.5 the predictions are random and theﬄ are perfect if
C eqﬀals 1. A C-indeﬃ aboﬁe 0.8 is commonlﬄ regarded to indicate that the model has
some real predictiﬁe capacitﬄ (Baaﬄen 2008: 204). As can be seen in Table 4.16, the
predictiﬁe abilities of the models are all qﬀite good. e models ﬂith the best predictiﬁe abilities are the ones for the British English and Neﬂ Zealand English samples
(0.937 and 0.903, respectiﬁelﬄ).
e accﬀracﬄ and predictiﬁe capacitﬄ of the Indian,
the Jamaican and the Singaporean models are not as good as those of the other models.
is is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to the small samples and, in particﬀlar, the ﬁerﬄ small
nﬀmber of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord. In the Indian sample there are onlﬄ 19
items of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord, in the Jamaican sample 14 items and in
the Singaporean sample 31 instances (cf. Appendiﬃ 6.9.2). is reminds ﬀs of the fact
that all models are in anﬄ case imperfect simpli cations. In the present case, it ﬂoﬀld
certainlﬄ be good to back ﬀp the resﬀlts bﬄ an analﬄsis based on larger datasets.
Tﬀrning to the third colﬀmn, it lists the estimates of the coe cients. e coe cient
for
=
eﬃpresses the contrast betﬂeen present and past (the reference
leﬁel mapped onto the intercept); that for
=
the contrast betﬂeen
fﬀll and contracted (reference leﬁel); that for
=
the contrast betﬂeen eﬃtended and bare (reference leﬁel); and that for
=
the contrast betﬂeen negatiﬁe (reference leﬁel) and positiﬁe polaritﬄ. In the Irish sample, for
eﬃample, the negatiﬁe coe cients for tense and contraction indicate that the probabilitﬄ of singﬀlar concord goes doﬂn ﬂith fﬀll forms and present tense conteﬃts. at
is, singﬀlar concord faﬁoﬀrs past tense conteﬃts and contracted forms. is e ect is
statisticallﬄ signi cant as the small p-ﬁalﬀes shoﬂ (last tﬂo colﬀmns).
e colﬀmn
named 's.e.' giﬁes the estimated standard errors, ﬂhich measﬀre the accﬀracﬄ ﬂith
ﬂhich the sample represents the popﬀlation.
48 I am indebted to Florian Schirm ﬂho ﬂas of great help in doing the statistics.
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abl 4.16: E ects in the logistic regression model for concord ﬁariation.

LR chi2 = 158.13
p < 0.0001
C = 0.937

LR chi2 = 94.73
p < 0.0001
C = 0.872

LR chi2 = 121.7
p < 0.0001
C = 0.903

LR chi2 = 84.33
p < 0.0001
C = 0.893

LR chi2 = 31.29
p < 0.0001
C = 0.790

LR chi2 = 61.81
p < 0.0001
C = 0.838

LR chi2 = 19.16
p = 0.0007
C = 0.786

LR chi2 = 17.04
p = 0.0019
C = 0.727

LR chi2 = 92.04
p < 0.0001
C = 0.831
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intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe
intercept
tense=present
contraction=fﬀll
eﬃtension=eﬃtended
polaritﬄ=positiﬁe

o
s.. p-valu
3.2 1.48
0.033 *
-0.38 0.94
0.688
-5.24 0.70
<0.001 ***
-0.98 0.64
0.127
-0.63 1.09
0.565
5.15 1.10
<0.001 ***
-1.51 0.41
<0.001 ***
-4.96 0.79
<0.001 ***
0.56 0.39
0.146
0.08 0.80
0.922
6.59 1.06
<0.001 ***
-3.37 0.78
<0.001 ***
-6.53 0.96
<0.001 ***
0.58 0.44
0.187
0.02 0.54
0.973
3.35 1.49
0.024 *
-0.98 0.89
0.276
-4.45 0.82
<0.001 ***
-0.18 0.52
0.739
-0.39 1.07
0.715
0.93 1.11
0.405
-0.80 -1.08
0.282
-2.60 0.51
<0.001 ***
0.21 0.47
0.653
0.05 0.85
0.955
2.52 1.19
0.034 *
0.06 0.73
0.932
-4.06 0.63
<0.001 ***
0.26 0.55
0.632
-1.57 0.88
0.075
2.23 1.62
0.167
-0.77 1.18
0.515
-1.49 0.69
0.030 *
-0.63 0.65
0.334
-2.78 0.84
0.001 **
1.68 1.18
0.155
-1.50 0.68
0.028 *
-1.80 0.71
0.011 *
-1.43 0.60
0.017 *
-0.60 0.76
0.429
0.68 1.22
0.574
0.33 1.07
0.756
-2.98 0.36
<0.001 ***
0.11 0.36
0.755
-0.50 0.56
0.367

signi cance leﬁels: p = 0.05 ., p < 0.05 *, p < 0.01 **, p < 0.001 ***
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Looking at the last tﬂo colﬀmns, the statistics corroborate the hﬄpothesis that contractedness has an e ect on concord. In line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies, the resﬀlts are
highlﬄ signi cant at the leﬁel p < 0.001 for most ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, ﬂith
contracted forms faﬁoﬀring singﬀlar concord (the coe cients for
=
are negatiﬁe in all nine samples). In Jamaican English and Indian English, the p-ﬁalﬀes
are slightlﬄ higher, thoﬀgh still signi cant at the leﬁel p < 0.05. Folloﬂ-ﬀp stﬀdies
shoﬀld test ﬂhether these ndings are reliable or ﬂhether the someﬂhat di erent
resﬀlts for these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English are simplﬄ an artefact of the small sample
sizes.
e factor tense has an e ect in Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Indian English (at the leﬁel p < 0.001 in the tﬂo former ﬁarieties and at p < 0.05 in the laer).
In all three ﬁarieties of English singﬀlar concord coﬁaries ﬂith past tense rather than
present tense (again, the coe cients are negatiﬁe), ﬂhich is in line ﬂith Walker's
(2007) ndings.49 Note that the resﬀlts for Indian English need to be taken ﬂith a
pinch of salt becaﬀse the oﬁerall freqﬀencﬄ of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord is
ﬁerﬄ small, as noted earlier (19 tokens). Back-ﬀp for this nding is therefore clearlﬄ
needed.
Since there is an interaction betﬂeen contractedness and tense in the sense that
almost all contracted forms occﬀr in present tense conteﬃts, it ﬂas tested ﬂhether
contraction also had an e ect if onlﬄ eﬃistentials in present tense conteﬃts ﬂere taken
into accoﬀnt. e resﬀlts tﬀrned oﬀt signi cant for all nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. at is, contractedness has an e ect on concord independentlﬄ of tense. In a
similar ﬂaﬄ it ﬂas tested ﬂhether tense had an e ect if onlﬄ fﬀll forms ﬂere considered. e resﬀlts ﬂere signi cant for Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Indian
English, eﬃactlﬄ the same ﬁarieties that had also signi cant resﬀlts ﬂith respect to the
factor tense in the model ﬂith all predictors and all data, that is, tense has an e ect
on concord independentlﬄ of contractedness. is led me to keep both factors - contractedness and tense - in the model.
e factor eﬃtension is selected as signi cant in Indian English, ﬂhere ﬂe nd a
correlation of singﬀlar concord ﬂith bare eﬃistentials.
is is in contrast to Walker
(2007) and Martinez Insﬀa and Palacios Martinez (2003) in ﬂhose stﬀdies singﬀlar
concord is associated ﬂith eﬃtended eﬃistentials.
e factor polaritﬄ shoﬂs an e ect in the Jamaican English sample, ﬂith negatiﬁes
faﬁoﬀring singﬀlar concord (p < 0.01).50 Hence, the resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ are
in sﬀpport of both preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies that claim that polaritﬄ has an e ect on concord
and those that nd no e ect (cf. e.g. Meechan/Foleﬄ 1994, Martinez Insﬀa/Palacios
Martinez 2003 or Rﬀpp 2005 ﬁersﬀs Britain/Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ 2002). It seems that it depends
on the ﬁarietﬄ of English the data are taken from ﬂhether polaritﬄ has an e ect on
49 In the Indian English sample, tense interacts ﬂith polaritﬄ in the sense that there are no negatiﬁe
eﬃistentials that occﬀr in past tense conteﬃts. If the factor tense is considered onlﬄ in eﬃistentials ﬂith
positiﬁe polaritﬄ, it is still signi cant (p < 0.05), that is, tense has an e ect on concord independentlﬄ
of polaritﬄ. Polaritﬄ has no e ect if onlﬄ eﬃistentials in present tense conteﬃts are considered.
50 In the Jamaican English sample, there is an interaction betﬂeen tense and polaritﬄ in the sense
that there are no negatiﬁe eﬃistentials that occﬀr in past tense conteﬃts. I therefore tested ﬂhether the
factor polaritﬄ also had an e ect if onlﬄ present tense conteﬃts ﬂere considered. e resﬀlts are highlﬄ
signi cant (p < 0.001). If the factor tense is considered onlﬄ in eﬃistentials ﬂith positiﬁe polaritﬄ, it has
no e ect.
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concord or not. Recall, hoﬂeﬁer, that there is onlﬄ a small nﬀmber of eﬃistentials
ﬂith singﬀlar concord in the Jamaican English sample and the resﬀlts are therefore
possiblﬄ not reliable.
In sﬀm, the regression model con rmed manﬄ of the assﬀmptions gleaned from the
plots in Figﬀres 4.18 and 4.19. While contractedness faﬁoﬀrs singﬀlar concord in all
nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, ﬂe nd more ﬁariation ﬂith respect to the other
factors. Tense has an e ect on concord onlﬄ in Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English
and Indian English. e factor eﬃtension tﬀrned oﬀt signi cant onlﬄ in Indian English,
ﬂhile the factor polaritﬄ has an e ect onlﬄ in Jamaican English. Since it is eﬃactlﬄ
these tﬂo ﬁarieties that haﬁe a ﬁerﬄ small nﬀmber of eﬃistentials ﬂith singﬀlar concord, as noted earlier, these resﬀlts call for fﬀrther research based on larger datasets.
Finallﬄ, the factor determiner tﬄpe ﬂill be inﬁestigated. Folloﬂing Haﬄ and Schreier
(2004), the present stﬀdﬄ distingﬀishes betﬂeen seﬁen di erent tﬄpes of determiner,
eﬃempli ed in (4.83): bare notional sﬀbjects, as in (a), and those preceded bﬄ a de nite
article, as in (b), a nﬀmber, as in (c), a negatiﬁe particle, as in (d), an adjectiﬁe, as in
(e), a qﬀanti er beginning ﬂith a (inclﬀding the inde nite article a/an), as in ( ), or
other qﬀanti ers, as in (g).
(4.83)

a.

ere's people here

(ICE-GB:S1A-091)

b. Oh there are th boﬄs geing oﬀt as ﬂell

(ICE-GB:S1A-049)

c.

ere's two ats ﬀp oﬁer the pﬀb

(ICE-IRE:S1A-067)

d.

ere's no tanned men in them

(ICE-GB:S1A-080)

e. And there's big in atable dinosaﬀrs

(ICE-NZ:S1A-044)

f.

ere's a lot o deaths

(ICE-IRE:S1A-036)

g.

ere's so many Germans

(ICE-HK:S1A-011)

If there are seﬁeral tﬄpes of determiner before the notional sﬀbject, the one immediatelﬄ folloﬂing there + be determines the categorﬄ the sentence is groﬀped in.
e
eﬃistential sentence in (d), for eﬃample, has a negatiﬁe particle and an adjectiﬁe before
the notional sﬀbject bﬀt ﬂas categorized according to the rst ﬂord no.
Determiner tﬄpe has been inﬁestigated in manﬄ stﬀdies and in ﬁarioﬀs ﬁarieties of
English. An oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the coﬀntries, the aﬀthors and their resﬀlts is proﬁided in Table 4.17. Note that it is di cﬀlt to compare these resﬀlts becaﬀse some of the classes
of determiners contain di erent elements, that is, theﬄ are de ned di erentlﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, the di erent orderings, especiallﬄ those for the same ﬁarietﬄ of English,
maﬄ also be dﬀe to "idiosﬄncrasies and sizes of the di erent data sets", as Haﬄ and
Schreier (2004: 232) sﬀggest.
In the present stﬀdﬄ, determiner tﬄpe taken as one single predictor did not emerge
as signi cant in anﬄ of the samples. Looking at the indiﬁidﬀal tﬄpes, hoﬂeﬁer, signi cant resﬀlts can be noted for Jamaican and Indian English. In the former ﬁarietﬄ,
singﬀlar concord tends to be ﬀsed more freqﬀentlﬄ ﬂhen the notional sﬀbject is preceded bﬄ a negatiﬁe particle. In Indian English, qﬀanti ers ﬂith a tend to correlate
ﬂith singﬀlar concord.
ese tendencies can also be obserﬁed ﬂhen looking at the
51
plots in Figﬀre 4.20.
eﬄ represent the proportions of the seﬁen determiner tﬄpes
51
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e corresponding token freqﬀencies and percentages are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.9.2.

4.4 Exstental there-constructons
in the di erent ICE samples, di erentiated according to singﬀlar and plﬀral concord.
ese plots shoﬂ some fﬀrther common e ects. In line ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies (cf. Table 4.17), negatiﬁes and a qﬀanti ers generallﬄ seem to faﬁoﬀr singﬀlar rather than
plﬀral concord, althoﬀgh these factors did not emerge as signi cant in most of the
samples.
e laer factor seems to be particﬀlarlﬄ likelﬄ to co-occﬀr ﬂith singﬀlar
concord in the speech of the L2 English speakers.
abl 4.17: E ect of determiner tﬄpe on singﬀlar concord (more > less) in di erent ﬁarieties
of English (preﬁioﬀs research).



no > nﬀmber > other
a > de nite > no > other
a > no > de nite > nﬀmber > bare > qﬀanti er > adjectiﬁe
nﬀmber > no > a > de nite > bare > qﬀanti er > adjectiﬁe
partitiﬁe > no > de nite > nﬀmber > qﬀanti er > bare

Meechan/Foleﬄ (1994)
Walker (2007)
Britain/Sﬀdbﬀrﬄ (2002)
Haﬄ/Schreier (2004)
Tagliamonte (1998)

What is fﬀrthermore interesting to note is that qﬀanti ers other than those beginning ﬂith a seem to occﬀr freqﬀentlﬄ before notional sﬀbjects in all nine ﬁarieties
and theﬄ tend to correlate ﬂith plﬀral concord rather than singﬀlar concord.
is
nding also ties in ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies. As can be seen in Table 4.17, qﬀanti ers
tend not to haﬁe an e ect on singﬀlar concord. is is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to the fact that
the qﬀanti ers ﬀnderline the plﬀral meaning of the notional sﬀbject. In the present
stﬀdﬄ, qﬀanti ers are particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in the Hong Kong and the Indian samples.
Recall that a similar preponderance of qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions in these ﬁarieties of
English has been noted for le dislocation constrﬀctions (cf. section 4.1). It might
be interesting to eﬃamine ﬂhether noﬀn phrases are more freqﬀentlﬄ pre-modi ed
bﬄ qﬀanti ers in these ﬁarieties in general. In section 4.1, it has been sﬀggested that
the classi er sﬄstem of Chinese might impact on Hong Kong English speakers' ﬀse
of determiners and qﬀantifﬄing eﬃpressions. For Indian English, it has been noted
that the qﬀanti er all is ﬀsed particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ and has probablﬄ assﬀmed neﬂ
meanings and fﬀnctions. oroﬀgh inﬁestigations in this respect might be ﬂorth the
e ort.
Interestinglﬄ, nﬀmbers tend to co-occﬀr ﬂith singﬀlar concord in some of the samples (Irish English, British English, Philippine English and Singapore English), althoﬀgh this factor did not tﬀrn oﬀt signi cant. is is eﬃactlﬄ the tﬄpe of determiner
that emerged as most signi cant in Haﬄ and Schreier's (2004) data from Neﬂ Zealand
English (cf. Table 4.83). What is sﬀrprising aboﬀt these ndings is that nﬀmbers also
encode plﬀral meaning, jﬀst like qﬀanti ers. Possiblﬄ, the seqﬀence 'there's + nﬀmber + plﬀral notional sﬀbject' is deﬁeloping into a ﬃed eﬃpression, at least for some
speakers of English. In the present stﬀdﬄ, this is sﬀggested bﬄ the Irish English data
ﬂhere most of the pre-modifﬄing nﬀmbers occﬀr in eﬃistentials ﬂith the contracted
form there's.
In sﬀm, the inﬁestigation of the determiner tﬄpe in eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral notional
sﬀbjects ﬄields some interesting resﬀlts, althoﬀgh most of them do not emerge as statisticallﬄ signi cant in the logistic regression model. In Jamaican English, negatiﬁe
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particles tend to coﬁarﬄ ﬂith singﬀlar concord, ﬂhich ties in ﬂith the nding that polaritﬄ has an e ect on concord in this ﬁarietﬄ of English.
anti ers ﬂith a emerge
as signi cant onlﬄ in Indian English, bﬀt theﬄ seem to faﬁoﬀr singﬀlar concord also in
the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed; especiallﬄ so in the other L2 English ﬁarieties,
ﬂhich sﬀggests that the ﬂord a at the beginning of the qﬀanti er triggers singﬀlar
meaning. Finallﬄ, nﬀmbers seem to oen go ﬂith singﬀlar concord in Irish English,
althoﬀgh the tﬄpe does not emerge as signi cant.

igur 4.20: E ect of the factor determiner tﬄpe on singﬀlar concord and plﬀral concord.

4.4.4 Summary
e inﬁestigation of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions in this section has shoﬂn that it
is fairlﬄ freqﬀent and more eﬁenlﬄ distribﬀted across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed
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than the other information-packaging constrﬀctions that are eﬃamined in this stﬀdﬄ.
e someﬂhat smaller freqﬀencies aested for Singapore English and Jamaican English haﬁe been eﬃplained bﬄ the fact that speakers of these tﬂo ﬁarieties seem to ﬀse
alternatiﬁe constrﬀctions to eﬃpress eﬃistence more freqﬀentlﬄ than do the speakers
of the other ﬁarieties. In both cases L1 transfer seems to plaﬄ an important role. In
Singapore English, in ﬀence from the Chinese backgroﬀnd langﬀage has made the
ﬁerb got assﬀme ﬁarioﬀs neﬂ fﬀnctions, inclﬀding that of eﬃpressing eﬃistence. In Jamaican English, the in ﬀence form Jamaican Creole maﬄ be responsible for the more
freqﬀent ﬀse of have to eﬃpress eﬃistence.
Di erentiating betﬂeen bare and eﬃtended eﬃistential claﬀses, it tﬀrns oﬀt that the
L1 English speakers and, in particﬀlar, Jamaican English speakers shoﬂ the highest
proportions of the compleﬃ tﬄpe. is nding is interesting in so far as similar patterns can be obserﬁed for le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions, ﬂith the L1 ﬁarieties and Jamaican English shoﬂing the highest freqﬀencies of compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres.
Variation can also be foﬀnd in terms of the preferred tﬄpe of eﬃtension. Adﬁerbial
eﬃtensions and/or relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions are the most freqﬀent tﬄpes in all nine
ﬁarieties of English. Jamaican English stands oﬀt among the other ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed in that it shoﬂs an eﬃtremelﬄ high proportion of relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions.
For Irish English, it can be noted that participial eﬃtensions are relatiﬁelﬄ more freqﬀent than in the other ﬁarieties. Since a similar preponderance can be aested for
-cles, it seems that Irish English speakers generallﬄ ﬀse -ng complementation patterns more freqﬀentlﬄ than do the other speakers (maﬄbe together ﬂith Neﬂ Zealand
English speakers, ﬂho ﬀse more ng-forms in -cles). An increasing freqﬀencﬄ of
ng-complements and a ﬂidening of the fﬀnctional range of this complementation
paern is reported in the literatﬀre to applﬄ to the English langﬀage generallﬄ (e.g.
De Smet 2013; Dﬀ eﬄ 2000; Fanego 1996, 2007; Mair 2002a, 2013; Rﬀdanko 1998, 2000;
among manﬄ others). e resﬀlts of the present analﬄsis sﬀggest, hoﬂeﬁer, that Irish
English (and possiblﬄ Neﬂ Zealand English) is more adﬁanced in this deﬁelopment.
Among the eﬃistentials ﬂith relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions, special aention ﬂas giﬁen
to sﬀbject relatiﬁes becaﬀse for some ﬁarieties of English a preference for zero relatiﬁe
markers has been noted in the literatﬀre.
e present stﬀdﬄ nds high proportions
of zero-sﬀbject relatiﬁes in Irish English and Hong Kong English, ﬂhich ties in ﬂith
preﬁioﬀs research. It is interesting to obserﬁe that those eﬃistentials are of ﬁerﬄ different kinds in these tﬂo ﬁarieties, hoﬂeﬁer. While the sentences seem to be a learner
featﬀre in Hong Kong English, alloﬂing the speakers to break doﬂn their sentences
into smaller chﬀnks and strﬀctﬀring them according to the principles of their topicprominent L1, theﬄ seem to be compact constrﬀctions in Irish English. e sﬀggestion
of in ﬀence from Irish on the laer ﬁarietﬄ appears qﬀite plaﬀsible (cf. Preﬀsler 1938).
e inﬁestigation of ﬁariable concord in eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral notional sﬀbjects
ﬄields a nﬀmber of interesting resﬀlts as ﬂell. Assﬀming that singﬀlar concord is on
the rise in contemporarﬄ English (cf. Haﬄ/Schreier 2004), it can be noted that the
L1 English ﬁarieties, and in particﬀlar Irish, Neﬂ Zealand and Canadian English, are
more adﬁanced in this deﬁelopment than the L2 English ﬁarieties analﬄzed. e comparatiﬁelﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of singﬀlar concord in the British English sample might be
dﬀe to the someﬂhat higher leﬁel of formalitﬄ of the 'direct conﬁersation' les inclﬀded in ICE-Great Britain (also see section 1.2 on data and methodologﬄ). Among
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the factors that are reported in the literatﬀre to haﬁe an e ect on singﬀlar concord,
contractedness tﬀrns oﬀt to be most signi cant in the samples of the present stﬀdﬄ
(e.g. there's ﬁs. there s). e factor tense emerges as signi cant in Irish English and
Neﬂ Zealand English (ﬂith past tense faﬁoﬀring singﬀlar concord), eﬃactlﬄ those tﬂo
ﬁarieties ﬂhich shoﬂ the highest freqﬀencies of singﬀlar concord. is sﬀggests that
singﬀlar concord is not restricted to cases of there's bﬀt occﬀrs more ﬁariablﬄ, ﬂhich
in tﬀrn ﬀnderlines the fact that these tﬂo ﬁarieties of English are fﬀrther adﬁanced in
the deﬁelopment toﬂards an increasing ﬀse of singﬀlar concord. e fact that tense
emerges as signi cant in the Indian English sample as ﬂell is someﬂhat sﬀrprising.
Fﬀrther stﬀdies shoﬀld test ﬂhether this nding is reliable or rather an artefact of the
small sample size. e same holds for the factors eﬃtension and polaritﬄ, ﬂhich seem
to haﬁe an e ect on concord in Indian English and Jamaican English, respectiﬁelﬄ,
eﬃactlﬄ those tﬂo ﬁarieties for ﬂhich onlﬄ ﬁerﬄ small nﬀmbers of eﬃistentials ﬂith
singﬀlar concord can be aested.
e factor determiner tﬄpe does not emerge as signi cant in anﬄ of the samples
analﬄzed, bﬀt some tendencies can be obserﬁed ﬂhen looking at the di erent tﬄpes
more closelﬄ. Negatiﬁe particles and qﬀanti ers ﬂith a (e.g. a lot of, a couple of ) tend
to coﬁarﬄ ﬂith singﬀlar concord rather than plﬀral concord; qﬀanti ers ﬂithoﬀt a, on
the other hand, rather seem to go ﬂith plﬀral concord. is sﬀggests that qﬀanti ers
ﬂith a trigger a singﬀlar meaning becaﬀse of the initial ﬂord a. It can be obserﬁed
that qﬀanti ers ﬂithoﬀt a are particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in the Hong Kong English sample,
ﬂhich is interesting in so far as a similar paern can be aested for le dislocation
constrﬀctions, ﬂith qﬀantifﬄing LDs being more freqﬀent in Hong Kong English than
in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed.
In sﬀm, the data sﬀggest that the eﬃpression there's is becoming more ﬃed, at least
in the three L1 ﬁarieties Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English and Canadian English.
is is in sﬀpport of the claim that singﬀlar concord re ects leﬃicalization, a ﬁieﬂ that
holds that the form there's has become a single leﬃical ﬀnit ﬂhich is ﬀsed in eﬃistentials
regardless of the nﬀmber of the notional sﬀbject (e.g. Hannaﬄ 1985; Meechan/Foleﬄ
1994; Schilling-Estes/Wolfram 1994; Craﬂford 2005). is deﬁelopment in tﬀrn maﬄ
eﬃplain the large freqﬀencﬄ of singﬀlar concord in these three ﬁarieties as compared
to the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. Particﬀlarlﬄ faﬁoﬀrable enﬁironments for there's seem
to be negatiﬁe sentences, as in ere's not much obs around for truckdrvng s there
(ICE-NZ:S1A-012), and, in the case of Irish English, notional sﬀbjects preceded bﬄ a
nﬀmber, as in ere's two pools (ICE-IRE:S1A-002).

4.5

Cleft constructions

is section eﬃamines in some detail three tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction: -cles (e.g.
It's the wrter <,ﬁ that uh gets you so nvolved; ICE-GB:S1A-016), basic pseﬀdo-cles
(e.g. What I remember s we only had lunch; ICE-PHI:S1A-053) and reﬁersed pseﬀdocles (e.g. at's what I thnk; ICE-IND:S1A-004).
e strﬀctﬀre of the section is as
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folloﬂs. First, a general oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the distribﬀtion of these three cle tﬄpes across
the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed ﬂill be giﬁen, folloﬂed bﬄ a more detailed analﬄsis
of a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic featﬀres of each tﬄpe of cle.

4.5.1 Overall distribution
Table 4.18 and Figﬀre 4.21 illﬀstrate the distribﬀtion of -cles, basic pseﬀdo-cles
and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles across the nine ICE samples analﬄzed.
abl 4.18:

e distribﬀtion of -cles, basic pseﬀdo-cles and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles in the
S1A- les of ICE (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

orpus

-l s

basi PCs

rvrs PCs

N

norm.

N

norm.

N

norm.

60
109
53
48
31
50
72
30
24

29.8
54.0
25.2
20.9
15.2
23.1
33.8
13.9
10.1

124
71
95
126
97
133
163
141
54

61.5
35.2
45.1
54.8
47.7
61.4
76.4
65.2
22.7

244
270
300
297
223
307
296
207
116

121.0
133.9
142.4
129.1
109.7
141.7
138.8
95.8
48.7

Tﬀrning to reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles rst, it can be obserﬁed that theﬄ are the bﬄ far
most common tﬄpe of cle constrﬀction in all corpora analﬄzed. Eﬃcept for Indian English, Singapore English and Hong Kong English, the freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords
amoﬀnt to oﬁer 120 tokens in all ﬁarieties. Neﬂ Zealand English shoﬂs the highest
freqﬀencﬄ ﬂith 142.4 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords. According to chi-sqﬀared tests, the
freqﬀencﬄ of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles in Neﬂ Zealand English is signi cantlﬄ di erent
onlﬄ from the freqﬀencies in Hong Kong English (at the leﬁel p < 0.001), Indian English (p < 0.01) and Singapore English (p < 0.05).
Basic pseﬀdo-cles are far less common than the reﬁersed tﬄpe. Jamaican English
shoﬂs the highest freqﬀencﬄ (76.4 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords), folloﬂed bﬄ Indian English (65.2), British English (61.5), Philippine English (61.4) and Canadian English
(54.8). e di erences betﬂeen these ﬁarieties of English are not statisticallﬄ signi cant. Yet, the freqﬀencies of Jamaican English and the other ﬁarieties are signi cantlﬄ
di erent (Neﬂ Zealand and Singapore English at p < 0.01; Irish and Hong Kong English eﬁen at p < 0.001).
Tﬀrning to -cles, it is interesting to note that this tﬄpe of cle is far more freqﬀent in Irish English than in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed and that it is the onlﬄ ﬁarietﬄ ﬂhere ﬂe nd more -cles than basic pseﬀdo-cles (54.0 ﬁs. 35.2 tokens per
100,000 ﬂords).
e freqﬀencies of -cles in the other ﬁarieties are signi cantlﬄ
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loﬂer than in Irish English (Jamaican English and British English at the leﬁel p < 0.05;
Neﬂ Zealand English at p < 0.01; and all other ﬁarieties at p < 0.001). e high freqﬀencﬄ of -cles in Irish English does not come as a sﬀrprise as the ﬂidespread ﬀse
of cleing has repeatedlﬄ been reported in the literatﬀre for this ﬁarietﬄ of English
and other Celtic Englishes (e.g. Visser 1963; Filppﬀla 1999, 2006, 2009, 2012; Hickeﬄ
2007; Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012). More on this beloﬂ in the sﬀbsection on -cles.

igur 4.21: I -cles, basic pseﬀdo-cles and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles in the S1A- les of nine
ICE corpora (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

Hong Kong English stands oﬀt among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed in that it
shoﬂs ﬁerﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencies of all three tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction. Singapore English
also shoﬂs relatiﬁelﬄ loﬂ freqﬀencies of cles. is might, at least in part, be dﬀe to
in ﬀence from the Chinese L1. For one, relatiﬁe claﬀses in Chinese are strﬀctﬀred
ﬁerﬄ di erentlﬄ from those in English. While relatiﬁe claﬀses are postmodifﬄing in
English, theﬄ are premodifﬄing in Chinese, realized ﬂith a nominalizer that comes
before the head noﬀn. Sentence (4.84) eﬃempli es a Cantonese relatiﬁe claﬀse, the
one in (4.85) is from Mandarin.
(4.84) sīk
Gwóngdūng-wá ge hohksāang háau
dāk hóu dī
knoﬂ Cantonese
that stﬀdents
eﬃamine
ﬂell a-bit
' e stﬀdents ﬂho knoﬂ Cantonese did beer (on the eﬃam).'
(adapted from Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 326)

(4.85) zhòng shuǐguǒ de
nóngrén
groﬂ frﬀit
farmer
'(the) farmer(s) ﬂho groﬂ frﬀit'
(adapted from Li/
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In (4.84), the nominalizer ge comes before the head noﬀn hohksāang 'stﬀdents'.
e
same is the case in the Mandarin sentence: the nominalizer de comes before the head
noﬀn nóngrén 'farmer'. Becaﬀse of this di erence "manﬄ Chinese ESL learners in
Hong Kong haﬁe problems ﬂith compleﬃ English sentences inﬁolﬁing relatiﬁe claﬀses"
(Chan 2004: 59) and this might make them aﬁoid cle strﬀctﬀres.
For the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of -cles there might be additional reasons. First, Chinese
is a pronoﬀn-dropping langﬀage and does not sﬄntacticallﬄ reqﬀire dﬀmmﬄ sﬀbjects.
Hence, the t in -cles has no eqﬀiﬁalent in Chinese (cf. Li/ ompson 1981: 91;
Hﬀang 1984). Second, in English -cles, the focﬀsed element is placed aer t be.
e Cantonese hah…ge and the Mandarin shì…de strﬀctﬀres, on the other hand, inﬁolﬁe no sﬀch ﬂord order change. Consider the folloﬂing sentences for illﬀstration,
a Cantonese hah…ge sentence in (4.86) and a Mandarin shì…de sentence in (4.87).
(4.86) ngóh hah hohk Whngchēun ge
I
am learn Wing Chﬀn
'It's Wing Chﬀn I learn.'
(Maheﬂs/Yip 1994: 356)

(4.87) Zhāngsān shì zuótān
lá
de
Zhangsan
ﬄesterdaﬄ come
'It ﬂas ﬄesterdaﬄ that Zhangsan came.'
(Hole 2011: 1707)

In these sentences, the focﬀsed elements are Whngchēun 'Wing Chﬀn' and zuótān
'ﬄesterdaﬄ', respectiﬁelﬄ. In the English sentences, these ﬂords are therefore placed
aer t was. Compare the ﬂord order in the canonical coﬀnterparts: I learn Wng
Chun and Zhangsan came yesterday. Note that there is no sﬀch ﬂord order change
in the Chinese sentences. Here, the copﬀlar ﬁerbs shì and hah are simplﬄ inserted
before the focﬀsed elements. is challenge of moﬁing a constitﬀent to the peripherﬄ
of the claﬀse, coﬀpled ﬂith the lack of dﬀmmﬄ sﬀbject t, might be the reason ﬂhﬄ
onlﬄ a relatiﬁelﬄ small nﬀmber of -cles can be aested for Singapore English and
Hong Kong English. Becaﬀse of the di erent pro ciencﬄ leﬁels of the speakers in
these tﬂo coﬀntries the in ﬀence from the Chinese langﬀage is particﬀlarlﬄ strong
on Hong Kong English.
Indian English also shoﬂs fairlﬄ loﬂ nﬀmbers of -cles. is maﬄ be accoﬀnted
for bﬄ the fact that the restrictions on ﬂord order are mﬀch more relaﬃed in Indian
langﬀages ﬂhich, in tﬀrn, maﬄ haﬁe an in ﬀence on ﬂord order in Indian English
(cles tﬄpicallﬄ occﬀr in langﬀages ﬂith more ﬃed ﬂord order; cf. e.g. Lambrecht
2001b). Sﬀpport for this hﬄpothesis also comes from the fact that high freqﬀencies
of le dislocation and, in particﬀlar, fronting constrﬀctions can be aested for this
ﬁarietﬄ of English. It seems that speakers of Indian English prefer these tﬄpes of constrﬀctions oﬁer -cles to focﬀs on claﬀse constitﬀents.
Aer this general oﬁerﬁieﬂ of the distribﬀtion of cle constrﬀctions across the nine
ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, the three tﬄpes of cle ﬂill be discﬀssed separatelﬄ and
in some more detail in the folloﬂing sﬀbsections.
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4.5.2 It-clefts
As noted aboﬁe, the most striking nding ﬂith respect to -cles is their oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ higher incidence in Irish English than in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. In ﬀence
from the Irish langﬀage is commonlﬄ giﬁen as an eﬃplanation for the high incidence
and eﬃible ﬀsage of -cles in Irish English. Filppﬀla (2012) and Filppﬀla and Klemola (2012) eﬁen argﬀe that the deﬁelopment of the -cle constrﬀction in English
generallﬄ is dﬀe to contact ﬂith Celtic langﬀages. Eﬁidence in sﬀpport of this hﬄpothesis comes from the fact that the cle constrﬀction - or its Celtic eqﬀiﬁalent had alreadﬄ eﬃisted in Celtic langﬀages long before it ﬂas rst aested in the English
langﬀage (Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012: 1696). Another factor speaking for Celtic in ﬀence
is the "prominence of cleing in present-daﬄ and earlier Celtic-in ﬀenced ﬁarieties of
English" (Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012: 1698). A third factor Filppﬀla and Klemola giﬁe concerns the strﬀctﬀral and fﬀnctional similaritﬄ of the Celtic cle and the English cle.
For illﬀstration consider the sentences in (4.88) (cf. eﬃample (3.70) in section 3.4). e
Irish cle is a copﬀla constrﬀction that ﬂas deﬁeloped in earlﬄ Irish for the pﬀrpose
of focﬀssing certain constitﬀents in the claﬀse.
(4.88) s

í
mo dher úr a
chonaíonns  Sasana
her mﬄ sister
liﬁein England
'It's mﬄ sister that liﬁes in England.'
(Stenson 1981: 99)

Irish copﬀla constrﬀctions are more eﬃible ﬂith regard to the tﬄpe of cleed element
theﬄ alloﬂ. at is, basicallﬄ anﬄ constitﬀent bﬀt nite ﬁerbs can be cleed (Stenson
1981). is made researchers argﬀe that it is not so mﬀch the freqﬀencﬄ of -cles as
sﬀch that can be traced back to Irish in ﬀence bﬀt rather the realizational ﬁariation,
and that it is this ﬂider scope of realizational options that is ﬀniqﬀe to Irish English.
Hickeﬄ (2007), for eﬃample, notes that "[t]he range of cleing options in Irish is large
indeed and it maﬄ ﬂell be that it is the scope, rather than jﬀst the fact of cleing,
ﬂhich is aribﬀtable to Irish" (2007: 269). Filppﬀla and Klemola (2012) argﬀe in a
similar ﬂaﬄ:
Of coﬀrse, this constrﬀction [i.e. -cle; cﬂ] is, and has for a long time, been part of
Standard English (StE) grammar, bﬀt ﬂhat giﬁes Irish English and some of the other
Celtic Englishes a distinctiﬁe aﬁor is that the ﬀses of the t-cle constrﬀction are both
fﬀnctionallﬄ and sﬄntacticallﬄ less restricted than in StE, in particﬀlar. In this respect,
theﬄ behaﬁe mﬀch like their Celtic coﬀnterparts, ﬂhich is a major factor speaking for
Celtic sﬀbstratﬀm in ﬀence. (Filppﬀla/Klemola 2012: 1698)

Beal (2012) agrees that some featﬀres of -cles mﬀst be eﬃplained bﬄ sﬀbstrate inﬀence. In her stﬀdﬄ, it is the choice of sﬀbordinator that she identi es "as a likelﬄ
candidate for sﬀbstratal Irish in ﬀence" (2012: 175).52
52 Beal's (2012) stﬀdﬄ is also based on ICE, bﬀt she reports sﬀrprisinglﬄ di erent freqﬀencies of cles. She nds 69 instances of -cles in the priﬁate dialogﬀes les of ICE-Great Britain, 67 tokens
in ICE-India, 99 tokens in ICE-Ireland, 95 items in ICE-Jamaica and 33 tokens in ICE-Singapore (2012:
163).
e discrepancﬄ betﬂeen some of these nﬀmbers and those of the present stﬀdﬄ is staggering.
Probablﬄ, the stﬀdies are based on slightlﬄ di erent de nitions of the -cle constrﬀction. Beal might
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Adding to Beal's (2012) stﬀdﬄ, a nﬀmber of lingﬀistic featﬀres of -cles ﬂill be
eﬃamined in the folloﬂing sﬀbsections. ese featﬀres inclﬀde the sﬄntactic categorﬄ
and the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the cleed element and the choice of sﬀbordinator. Fﬀrthermore, the sentence tﬄpe in ﬂhich -cles occﬀr ﬂill be eﬃamined (declaratiﬁe ﬁs.
interrogatiﬁe sentence). e qﬀestion of ﬂhether Irish English shoﬂs a ﬂider scope
of cleing options than other ﬁarieties of English is one of the gﬀiding qﬀestions in
the folloﬂing inﬁestigations.

The syntactic category of the clefted element
Table 4.19 shoﬂs the distribﬀtion of -cles according to the sﬄntactic categorﬄ of
the cleed element. ese inclﬀde noﬀn phrases ﬂith a proper noﬀn, as in (4.89a), or a
pronoﬀn, as in (b) and (c), prepositional phrases, as in (d), adjectiﬁe phrases, as in (e),
and adﬁerb phrases, as in ( ).
e laer tﬂo categories occﬀr so infreqﬀentlﬄ in the
data that theﬄ are groﬀped together as APs. Fﬀrthermore, there are cleed claﬀses, as
in (g), bﬀt theﬄ are also ﬁerﬄ infreqﬀent in the present data.
(4.89)

a. It is th soity that controls
b. It ﬂas you that told me that

(ICE-IND:S1A-011)
(ICE-GB:S1A-099)

c. What is it that ﬄoﬀ do on campﬀs

(ICE-JAM:S1A-045)

d. It ﬂas in ptmbr ﬂe ﬀsed to go

(ICE-IRE:S1A-088)

e. It ﬂas u ing ogy wi  he got

(ICE-NZ:S1A-047)

f. It's onlﬄ now that ﬄoﬀ're realising a lot of other lile things
(ICE-NZ:S1A-046)

g. It's only baus thy knw him in th bank ﬂhﬄ theﬄ did it
(ICE-JAM:S1A-013)

e gﬀres in Table 4.19 indicate that Irish English speakers do not behaﬁe remarkablﬄ di erentlﬄ from the speakers of the other ﬁarieties. Cleed noﬀns are generallﬄ
most common, accoﬀnting for more than half of all -cles in all ﬁarieties bﬀt Jamaican English, ﬂhere ﬂe nd onlﬄ 48.6% of cleed noﬀns. In Hong Kong English,
on the other hand, theﬄ eﬁen make ﬀp nearlﬄ 90% of all -cles. is preponderance
of nominal cleed elements ties in ﬂith preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies and grammar books ﬂhich
also identifﬄ them as the most freqﬀent tﬄpe of cleed element (e.g. Ward et al. 2002).
ere are some more highlighted claﬀses in the Irish English data than in most other
data, bﬀt the freqﬀencﬄ is ﬁerﬄ loﬂ and there are jﬀst as manﬄ claﬀses in Jamaican English. e laer ﬁarietﬄ contains the highest proportion of pronoﬀn -cles (36.1% of
haﬁe also inclﬀded inferential cles in her coﬀnts, as in It's ust f you're dong phonetcs analyss you
know you should never record n Dolby (ICE-GB:S1A-008; for more information on inferential cles see,
for eﬃample, Delahﬀntﬄ 1995). Despite these di erent freqﬀencies ﬂe can still obserﬁe some common
tendencies: among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed bﬄ both stﬀdies, Irish English shoﬂs the highest
freqﬀencﬄ of -cles, folloﬂed bﬄ Jamaican English, then British English and nallﬄ Indian English
and Singapore English.
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all -cles), ﬂith most of these containing an interrogatiﬁe pronoﬀn, as eﬃempli ed
in sentence (c) aboﬁe (18 items or 69.2% oﬀt of all pronominal -cles). Interrogatiﬁe
cles ﬂill be discﬀssed in some more detail beloﬂ.
Adjectiﬁe and adﬁerbial phrases (AP) and prepositional phrases (PP) are rather infreqﬀent in all corpora, ﬂith the proportions of APs being highest in Philippine English (12.2%) and the proportions of PPs in Indian English (10.3%). Note, hoﬂeﬁer,
that these percentages correspond to onlﬄ siﬃ and three items, respectiﬁelﬄ.
abl 4.19:

e sﬄntactic categorﬄ of the cleed constitﬀent in
and percentages oﬀt of all -cles).

orpus

noun

pronoun

PP

-cles (token freqﬀencies

AP

N

%

N

%

N

%

40
80
36
38
20
34
35
17
21

66.7
73.4
67.9
79.2
64.5
68.0
48.6
56.7
87.5

13
14
13
6
5
8
26
7
1

21.7
12.8
24.5
12.5
16.1
16.0
36.1
23.3
4.2

3
5
2
1
2
1
5
3
-

5.0
4.6
3.8
2.1
6.5
2.0
6.9
10.0
-

N

laus
%

N

%

3 5.0
5 4.6
2 3.8
1 2.1
2 6.5
6 12.0
1 1.4
1 3.3
2 8.3

1
5
1
2
1
5
2
-

1.7
4.6
2.1
6.5
2.0
6.9
6.7
-

In sﬀm, the analﬄsis of the sﬄntactic categorﬄ of the cleed constitﬀent in -cles
cannot con rm the claim that Irish English alloﬂs for a ﬂider range of elements to
be cleed (e.g. Bliss 1979;
irk et al. 1985; Filppﬀla 1999; Hickeﬄ 2007; Filppﬀla/
Klemola 2012). It maﬄ ﬂell be that this is onlﬄ trﬀe for ﬁernacﬀlar Irish English. at
is, the small nﬀmber of adjectiﬁe phrase cles and the absence of ﬁerbal cles (e.g. I
thnk t was pantng I was; Filppﬀla 1999: 260) maﬄ be dﬀe to the fact that the ICE
corpﬀs contains data of edﬀcated speakers of standard English. Eﬁen the face-to-face
conﬁersations seem not to be informal enoﬀgh to get a larger nﬀmber of sﬀch items
(also see Siemﬀnd and Beal (2011: 258) on the (near-)absence of these tﬄpes of cle in
their data). Rather, it is Jamaican English that shoﬂs some more ﬁariation than the
other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. It has the loﬂest proportion of nominal cleed elements bﬀt
a sﬀbstantial nﬀmber of pronominal items.

The syntactic function of the clefted element
e analﬄsis of the sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the cleed element ﬄields the resﬀlts presented in Table 4.20. e sﬄntactic fﬀnctions annotated in the present stﬀdﬄ comprise
sﬀbjects, as in (4.90a), objects, as in (b), adﬁerbials, as in (c), and complements, as in
(d).
(4.90)
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(ICE-IRE:S1A-050)
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b. It's Wor Wor iv I haﬁe

(ICE-IRE:S1A-047)

c. It ﬂas uring rst yar I saﬂ him

(ICE-SIN:S1A-082)

d. So it's razy theﬄ're ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ

(ICE-JAM:S1A-014)

According to
irk et al. (1985: 1385), the most common tﬄpes of cleed constitﬀents inclﬀde sﬀbjects, direct objects, as ﬂell as time and place adﬁerbials.
is
is corroborated bﬄ the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ: onlﬄ three cleed complements
haﬁe been foﬀnd in the nine samples, all other cleed elements are either sﬀbjects,
objects or adﬁerbials. As can be seen in Table 4.20, sﬀbject cles make ﬀp the highest
proportion in all corpora. In Hong Kong English and Philippine English theﬄ accoﬀnt
for nearlﬄ 60% of all -cles. Irish English and Jamaican English, on the other hand,
shoﬂ the smallest proportions ﬂith onlﬄ aroﬀnd 38% of sﬀbject cles.
abl 4.20:

e sﬄntactic fﬀnction of the cleed constitﬀent in
percentages oﬀt of all -cles).

orpus

subjt

objt

-cles (token freqﬀencies and

avrbial

omp.

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

30
41
23
24
15
29
27
13
14

50.0
37.6
43.4
50.0
48.4
58.0
37.5
43.3
58.3

14
33
12
10
3
4
26
4
5

23.3
30.3
22.6
20.8
9.7
8.0
36.1
13.3
20.8

16
35
17
13
13
17
18
13
5

26.7
32.1
32.1
27.1
41.9
34.0
25.0
43.3
20.8

1
1
1
-

1.9
2.1
1.4
-

Object cles occﬀr remarkablﬄ infreqﬀentlﬄ in the L2 English ﬁarieties analﬄzed, ﬂith
the eﬃception of Jamaican English, ﬂhich in fact shoﬂs the highest proportion of object cles among the nine ﬁarieties. e lack of object cles might be dﬀe to processing reasons. Comparing sﬀbject and object relatiﬁe claﬀses, stﬀdies haﬁe foﬀnd that
in SVO langﬀages object eﬃtraction caﬀses increased processing di cﬀltﬄ becaﬀse it
carries a longer dependencﬄ (Warren/Gibson 2005).
is might eﬃplain the general
preference of sﬀbject cleed elements oﬁer object cleed elements, and in particﬀlar
in the L2 ﬁarieties. As noted earlier, L2 English speakers might shﬄ aﬂaﬄ from ﬀsing
cle constrﬀctions generallﬄ becaﬀse of their compleﬃitﬄ. If it ﬂas the case that object cles lead to eﬁen more processing load than sﬀbject cles, it ﬂoﬀld not at all be
sﬀrprising to nd less object cles in the speech of L2 English speakers than in that of
L1 speakers. In the case of Singapore English, the preference of sﬀbject and adﬁerbial
cles oﬁer object cles maﬄ haﬁe an additional reason. It maﬄ ﬂell be dﬀe to in ﬀence
from the Mandarin sﬀbstrate becaﬀse the Mandarin shì…de cle constrﬀction freelﬄ
alloﬂs sﬀbjects and adﬁerbials to be cleed bﬀt not objects (Li 2008: 763). Objects can
also be cleed, bﬀt this reqﬀires some deﬁiations from the basic ﬂord order.
What is interesting to note aboﬀt Irish English is that the proportions of sﬀbject,
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object and adﬁerbial cles are most balanced among the ﬁarieties analﬄzed. at is,
the percentages are closest together, ﬂhich means that the three tﬄpes of sﬄntactic
fﬀnction occﬀr to roﬀghlﬄ the same eﬃtent. A similarlﬄ balanced ﬀsage paern can be
aested for Jamaican English. Beal (2012: 165) regards the similaritﬄ betﬂeen these
tﬂo ﬁarieties of English as a resﬀlt of Irish and Irish English contact ﬂith the deﬁeloping Jamaican English, a plaﬀsible eﬃplanation considering that other featﬀres of
Caribbean English haﬁe alreadﬄ been shoﬂn to be closelﬄ linked ﬂith Irish and Irish
English featﬀres (e.g. Rickford 1986).
Regarding the qﬀestion of ﬂhether Irish English shoﬂs a ﬂider scope of cleing
options, then, ﬂe can saﬄ that Irish English indeed stands oﬀt in that it shoﬂs more
ﬁariation or a more balanced ﬀsage of sﬀbject, object and adﬁerbial cles.

Subordinator type
Another propertﬄ of -cles ﬂorth analﬄzing concerns the choice of sﬀbordinator.53
e major tﬄpes of sﬀbordinator that occﬀr in -cles inclﬀde wh-ﬂords (e.g.
who, whch, when), that, zero, and ng-forms.
e di erent tﬄpes are illﬀstrated in
(4.91) beloﬂ.
e ﬀse of ng-forms is, of coﬀrse, also a case of zero marking.
ose
tokens are neﬁertheless coﬀnted separatelﬄ becaﬀse theﬄ constitﬀte particﬀlarlﬄ interesting eﬃemplars from a cross-ﬁarietal perspectiﬁe. While an increasing ﬀse of
ng-complements and a ﬂidening of its fﬀnctions has been reported to be a general
trend since Earlﬄ Modern English (e.g. De Smet 2013; Dﬀ eﬄ 2000; Fanego 1996,
2007; Mair 2002a, 2013; Rﬀdanko 1998, 2000; among manﬄ others), the eﬃamination
of eﬃtended there-eﬃistentials in the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀggests that Irish English is someﬂhat more adﬁanced in this deﬁelopment (cf. section 4.4). e analﬄsis of a speci c
tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle of the form What they do s (to) travel around the world, on the
other hand, reﬁeals a slightlﬄ higher proportion of ng-complements in Neﬂ Zealand
English (Mair/Winkle 2012). Hence, it is interesting to inﬁestigate in hoﬂ far ngcomplements are ﬀsed in -cles.
(4.91)

a. It ﬂas actﬀallﬄ me who picked it.

(ICE-NZ:S1A-001)

b. It's not me that's got to act.

(ICE-GB:S1A-062)

c. It is the goﬁernment raliss he's reallﬄ dangeroﬀs.

(ICE-GB:S1A-049)

d. It's like an heart aack h ha .

(ICE-JAM:S1A-074)

e. It ﬂas actﬀallﬄ him trying to ring.

(ICE-NZ:S1A-091)

Within the categorﬄ 'zero', sﬀbject cles are to be distingﬀished from object cles (cf.
(c) ﬁs. (d)). According to
irk et al. (1985: 1250), the former tﬄpe is "of doﬀbtfﬀl
acceptabilitﬄ". In a similar ﬂaﬄ, this tﬄpe has been considered completelﬄ intolerable
bﬄ natiﬁe speaker informants in Siemﬀnd and Beal's (2011: 255) stﬀdﬄ, ﬄet still qﬀite
53
e cle claﬀse sﬀper ciallﬄ looks like a restrictiﬁe relatiﬁe claﬀse. Yet, since it is debatable ﬂhether
it reallﬄ is a relatiﬁe claﬀse or not (cf. section 3.3), I decided to refer to the 'relatiﬁe marker' as sﬀbordinator.
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a nﬀmber of sﬀch items coﬀld be aested for their Irish English data (18 of the 57
sﬀbject cles haﬁe zero sﬀbordinators).
e distribﬀtion of the di erent sﬀbordinator tﬄpes across the ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed are presented in Figﬀre 4.22.54
e categorﬄ 'other' comprises incomplete
constrﬀctions (i.e. those ﬂhere the cle claﬀse is absent) and cles ﬂith the sﬀbordinators snce, tll, for and and, ﬂhich are rarelﬄ foﬀnd in the present data. As can be
seen, there is qﬀite some ﬁariation of sﬀbordinator choice across the nine ﬁarieties of
English analﬄzed. In all corpora bﬀt ICE-Ireland oﬁert marking ﬂith that or wh-ﬂords
is most common, making ﬀp more than half of all instances. In the Irish component,
on the other hand, zero marking is the bﬄ far most freqﬀent ﬁariant. More on this
ﬁariant beloﬂ.

igur 4.22: Di erent tﬄpes of sﬀbordinator in

-cles (percentages oﬀt of all

-cles).

What is fﬀrthermore interesting to note is that ng-forms occﬀr most freqﬀentlﬄ in
Neﬂ Zealand English (17.0% of all -cles), folloﬂed bﬄ Irish English (9.2%).
e
proportions of this ﬁariant are far smaller in all other ﬁarieties, ranging from 0%
to 4%. Recall that in the case of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions it ﬂas Irish English
that shoﬂed the highest proportion of participial eﬃtensions. Giﬁen these ndings, it
might be said that Neﬂ Zealand English and Irish English are more adﬁanced in the
deﬁelopment toﬂards an increasing ﬀse of ng-complements.
e fairlﬄ high proportion of items of the categorﬄ 'other' in Philippine English
is mainlﬄ dﬀe to incomplete or trﬀncated -cles, of ﬂhich speakers of this ﬁarietﬄ
seem to make more ﬀse than the speakers of the other ﬁarieties.
Coming back to zero sﬀbordinators, the distribﬀtion of this sﬀbordinator tﬄpe in
sﬀbject cles is presented in Table 4.21.
e three roﬂs giﬁe the token freqﬀencies
of sﬀbject -cles, the token freqﬀencies of sﬀbject -cles ﬂith zero sﬀbordinator
and their percentages oﬀt of all sﬀbject -cles.
54
e token freqﬀencies of the di erent sﬀbordinator tﬄpes and their proportions ﬂithin each ICE
sample can be foﬀnd in Appendiﬃ 6.10.3.
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abl 4.21:

e freqﬀencﬄ of sﬀbject -cles ﬂith zero sﬀbordinator (token freqﬀencﬄ of sﬀbject -cles, freqﬀencﬄ of sﬀbject -cles ﬂith zero sﬀbordinator and their percentage oﬀt of all sﬀbject -cles).

subjt l s
zro tokns
% o zro


30
41 24
4
12
2
13.3 29.3 8.3


23
15
4
2
17.4 13.3

28
1
3.6

27
16
14
5
4
6
18.5 25.0 42.9

Note, rst of all, that in all corpora the token freqﬀencies of sﬀbject cles ﬂith zero
sﬀbordinator are ﬁerﬄ small, ranging from onlﬄ 1 to 12 items. Fﬀrthermore, sﬀbject
cles in general are infreqﬀent in the Singapore English, Indian English and Hong
Kong English data. Hence, reliable conclﬀsions are di cﬀlt to be draﬂn. What can
de nitelﬄ be said, hoﬂeﬁer, is that among the L1 ﬁarieties the Irish component is the
oﬀtlier, ﬂith nearlﬄ one third of all sﬀbject -cles haﬁing zero sﬀbordinators (12
items or 29.3%). Sﬀrprisinglﬄ, the proportion of this tﬄpe of sﬀbject cle is nearlﬄ as
high in Indian English (25.0%) and eﬁen higher in Hong Kong English (42.9%). Giﬁen
these ndings it is di cﬀlt to straightforﬂardlﬄ agree ﬂith Beal (2012), ﬂho identi es
sﬀbordinator choice as a likelﬄ candidate for sﬀbstratal Irish in ﬀence.
e pictﬀre
is more compleﬃ and seﬁeral plaﬀsible eﬃplanations are possible. For one, the occﬀrrence of zero sﬀbject cles coﬀld be described as a learner featﬀre (simpli cation), in
line ﬂith Siemﬀnd and Beal (2011). Second, sﬀbstratal in ﬀence maﬄ be responsible
for the someﬂhat higher freqﬀencﬄ in some ﬁarieties, despite the completelﬄ di erent
backgroﬀnd langﬀages (in line ﬂith Beal (2012)). e high incidence of zero sﬀbordinators in Irish English can plaﬀsiblﬄ be traced back to Irish, as the folloﬂing eﬃamples
from Preﬀsler (1938) illﬀstrate.
(4.92) John sydd yn gryf
'[it is] John [ﬂho] is strong'
(4.93) pwy sydd ymaﬂ
'ﬂho [is it that] is there?'
(Preﬀsler 1938: 184)

As noted earlier, Irish ﬀses sﬀch copﬀla constrﬀctions to highlight certain elements
of the claﬀse. Note that the relatiﬁe markers are omied in the Irish sentences; this is
also freelﬄ permied in sﬀbject relatiﬁes. According to Preﬀsler (1938: 185), English
contact claﬀses - that is, relatiﬁe claﬀses ﬂithoﬀt relatiﬁe markers - can be traced back
to Irish in ﬀence.
In ﬀence from the backgroﬀnd langﬀage maﬄ also haﬁe impacted on relatiﬁes in
Hong Kong English. Hﬀng (2012) notes that relatiﬁe claﬀses ﬂithoﬀt relatiﬁe pronoﬀns are "common eﬁen among highlﬄ edﬀcated speakers of HKE" (2012: 127). He
sﬀggests that this maﬄ be dﬀe to Chinese in ﬀence becaﬀse in Chinese, relatiﬁe claﬀses
haﬁe no relatiﬁe pronoﬀns. Similarlﬄ, Neﬂbrook (1988, 1998) nds zero relatiﬁes to be
a freqﬀent featﬀre in Hong Kong stﬀdents' ﬂritings. Hence, it maﬄ ﬂell be that langﬀage contact has led to the same oﬀtcome in both ﬁarieties Irish English and Hong
Kong English despite the di erent contact langﬀages: a someﬂhat higher freqﬀencﬄ
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of zero sﬀbject cles. Of coﬀrse, it maﬄ also be a combination of both in ﬀence from
the sﬀbstrate and the oﬀtcome of langﬀage acqﬀisition that impacts on the someﬂhat
higher incidence of zero sﬀbject cles.

Sentence type
Finallﬄ, some ﬁariation ﬂith respect to sentence tﬄpe ﬂill be discﬀssed. Tﬄpicallﬄ,
-cles occﬀr in declaratiﬁe sentences, bﬀt in all corpora there are also some interrogatiﬁe items. Interrogatiﬁe cles are ﬀsﬀallﬄ introdﬀced bﬄ the qﬀestion ﬂords
what, why or who, rarelﬄ also where. e sﬀbordinator is ﬀsﬀallﬄ that, sometimes also
zero. Eﬃamples are giﬁen in (4.94).
(4.94)

a. What is it that ﬄoﬀ loﬁe aboﬀt Saint Marﬄ?

(ICE-JAM:S1A-057)

b. Bﬀt why is it alﬂaﬄs ﬂalnﬀt cake ﬂe order?

(ICE-SIN:S1A-006)

c. Who ﬂas it that came ﬀp for mﬄ birthdaﬄ in Febrﬀarﬄ? (ICE-CAN:S1A-028)
d. Whr ﬂas it ﬂe ﬂere and ﬂe saﬂ [tﬂo ﬂords ﬀnclear]? (ICE-IRE:S1A-077)
Siemﬀnd and Beal (2011) note that "[q]ﬀestion-ﬂord cles are ﬁerﬄ common, and
noﬂhere more so than in standard forms of spoken English" (2011: 254). e ndings
of the present stﬀdﬄ con rm this claim becaﬀse the proportions of interrogatiﬁe cles
oﬀt of all -cles are mﬀch higher in the present analﬄsis - ﬂhich is based onlﬄ on
spoken data - than those reported bﬄ Siemﬀnd and Beal - ﬂho consider all les of
the ICE corpora, that is, speech and ﬂriting. e percentages of interrogatiﬁe cles
in their data are as folloﬂs: 5.32% of all -cles in ICE-Great Britain, 3.31% in ICEIreland and 0.68% in ICE-India. e resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ are giﬁen in Table 4.22.
As can be seen, the percentages of interrogatiﬁe cles are mﬀch higher than those
reported bﬄ Siemﬀnd and Beal.
eﬄ are particﬀlarlﬄ common in Jamaican English,
accoﬀnting for 23.6% of all -cles.
abl 4.22: Interrogatiﬁe -cles in the S1A- les of nine ICE corpora (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all -cles).


tokns
11
14
7
%
18.3 12.8 13.0


3
6
6
6.3 19.4 12.0

17
4
3
23.6 13.3 12.5

Interestinglﬄ, the qﬀestions in the Hong Kong English data and most of the qﬀestions in the British English data haﬁe no introdﬀctorﬄ wh-ﬂord bﬀt begin ﬂith a form
of be. Consider the sentences in (4.95) for illﬀstration.
(4.95)

a. Was it ﬄoﬀ jﬀst ringing ﬀp?
b. Is it noﬂ ﬁe months for Janet pregnant?

(ICE-GB:S1A-078)
(ICE-HK:S1A-014)
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c. Is it this term her rst ﬄear?
d. Is it ninetﬄ-one ﬄoﬀ are here right?

(ICE-HK:S1A-023)
(ICE-HK:S1A-024)

Admiedlﬄ, sentences (b) and (c), taken from ICE-Hong Kong, are rather debatable
eﬃamples of -cles becaﬀse the cle claﬀses are no proper claﬀses. Hoﬂeﬁer, it
ﬂas decided that theﬄ sﬀ cientlﬄ resemble cles proper to be inclﬀded in the present
stﬀdﬄ.

Summary
Sﬀmming ﬀp the inﬁestigation of -cles, the most striking nding to note is the
oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ higher freqﬀencﬄ in Irish English than in the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. While sﬀbject cles are generallﬄ preferred oﬁer object cles and adﬁerbial cles, Irish English speakers shoﬂ some more ﬁariation than the other speakers in that theﬄ ﬀse these three tﬄpes of cle to roﬀghlﬄ the same eﬃtent. Irish English
also stands oﬀt in terms of sﬀbordinator choice. It shoﬂs the largest nﬀmber of zero
sﬀbordinators in both object and sﬀbject position, ﬂhich is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to in ﬀence from Irish.
Jamaican English, the ﬁarietﬄ ﬂith the second highest freqﬀencﬄ of -cles, also
shoﬂs some ﬁariation ﬂith regard to the sﬄntactic fﬀnction and sﬄntactic categorﬄ
of the cleed element and it seems to haﬁe a nﬀmber of featﬀres in common ﬂith
Irish English, ﬂhich maﬄ be the resﬀlt of contact ﬂith Irish and Irish English ﬂhen
Jamaican English ﬂas jﬀst beginning to deﬁelop. Jamaican English also shoﬂs the
highest nﬀmber of interrogatiﬁe cles, ﬂhich fﬀrther ﬀnderlines the impression that
-cle constrﬀctions are eﬃiblﬄ ﬀsed in this ﬁarietﬄ of English. Regarding -cle
freqﬀencﬄ and its ﬁariable ﬀsage, Jamaican English is clearlﬄ the oﬀtlier among the
L2 ﬁarieties analﬄzed. e constrﬀction is particﬀlarlﬄ infreqﬀent in Indian English,
Singapore English and Hong Kong English. is might be dﬀe to processing reasons
becaﬀse cle sentences are rather compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres and might therefore be dispreferred bﬄ learners of English. Fﬀrthermore, the loﬂ freqﬀencies maﬄ be accoﬀnted for
bﬄ in ﬀence from the backgroﬀnd langﬀages.

4.5.3 Basic pseudo-clefts
As noted earlier, basic pseﬀdo-cles are more freqﬀent than -cles in all ﬁarieties
of English analﬄzed bﬀt Irish English. eﬄ are particﬀlarlﬄ freqﬀent in Jamaican English, bﬀt the di erence in freqﬀencﬄ in comparison to the other ﬁarieties is not as
remarkable as the one that can be aested for Irish English in the case of -cles.
e folloﬂing sﬀbsections ﬂill eﬃamine a nﬀmber of lingﬀistic featﬀres of the constrﬀction in order to reﬁeal similarities and di erences across the ﬁarieties analﬄzed.55

55
e discﬀssion of pseﬀdo-cles is relatiﬁelﬄ brief, bﬀt I haﬁe thoroﬀghlﬄ eﬃamined them elseﬂhere;
see Mair and Winkle (2012) and Winkle (2011).
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Types of basic pseudo-cleft
e present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamines di erent tﬄpes of basic pseﬀdo-cle, categorized according to the initial elements. ese inclﬀde pseﬀdo-cles introdﬀced bﬄ wh-ﬂords (e.g.
what, how), all and pro-noﬀns (e.g. thng, person, one, reason etc.), accordinglﬄ also
referred to as
-cles,
-cles and -cles.
e three tﬄpes are illﬀstrated in
(4.96).
(4.96)

a. What I reallﬄ liked ﬂere the dresses
b. All ﬄoﬀ'ﬁe to do is look them ﬀp

(ICE-PHI:S1A-016)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-084)

c.  only thing I ﬂorrﬄ aboﬀt is mﬄ health

(ICE-CAN:S1A-015)

d.  prson ﬂho gained mainlﬄ ﬂas the agent

(ICE-JAM:S1A-088)

e ﬁariant ﬂith all has onlﬄ a slightlﬄ di erent meaning than the eqﬀiﬁalent ﬂith
what. Compare sentence (b) ﬂith What you've to do s look them up. In -cles, ﬂe
haﬁe a noﬀn phrase ﬂith a pro-noﬀn as head (e.g. person, one, place, tme, reason,
way) and a relatiﬁe claﬀse as modi er. Sometimes there are corresponding
-cles
ﬂhich are ﬁerﬄ similar in meaning. Compare sentence (c), for eﬃample, ﬂith What
I worry about s my health. Yet, the pro-noﬀns in -cles oen contain some additional meaning not eﬃpressed bﬄ what, sﬀch as only in (c), or the best/ rst/other thng.
In sentence (d), the eqﬀiﬁalent ﬂith who is not possible at all becaﬀse who is not admied in fﬀsed relatiﬁes: *Who ganed manly was the agent. e distribﬀtion of these
di erent tﬄpes of basic pseﬀdo-cle across the nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed is
illﬀstrated in Figﬀre 4.23.56

igur 4.23:

e proportions of basic pseﬀdo-cles introdﬀced bﬄ wh-ﬂords, all and pronoﬀns (percentages oﬀt of all basic pseﬀdo-cles).

56
e token freqﬀencies of the di erent tﬄpes of basic pseﬀdo-cle and their proportions ﬂithin the
ICE samples are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.10.3.
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It has been noted before that Irish English deﬁiates from the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed in that it is the onlﬄ ﬁarietﬄ for ﬂhich more -cles than basic pseﬀdo-cles
can be aested (54.0 ﬁs. 35.2 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ). Irish English
also stands oﬀt among the other ﬁarieties in that it shoﬂs the greatest ﬁariation as far
as pseﬀdo-cle tﬄpe is concerned, as can be seen in Figﬀre 4.23. In all the other ﬁarieties, basic pseﬀdo-cles ﬂith introdﬀctorﬄ wh-ﬂords are the most commonlﬄ ﬀsed
ﬁariant, accoﬀnting for more than half of all basic pseﬀdo-cles. e preponderance
of
-cles is particﬀlarlﬄ dominant in Indian English, ﬂhere theﬄ make ﬀp more
than 90% of all basic pseﬀdo-cles. In Irish English, on the other hand, ﬂe nd more
ﬁariation in the sense that
-cles and -cles accoﬀnt for larger proportions than
in the other ﬁarieties analﬄzed. Interestinglﬄ, Irish English eﬁen has the highest absolﬀte token freqﬀencﬄ of
-cles (22 tokens or 31.0% of all basic pseﬀdo-cles),
folloﬂed bﬄ Jamaican English ﬂith 21 tokens (12.9%) and Neﬂ Zealand English ﬂith
19 tokens (20.0%). Note that the reﬁersed tﬄpe of
-cle can also most freqﬀentlﬄ
be aested for the Irish English data. is sﬀggests that the (basic and reﬁersed)
cle is a mﬀch more ﬂell-established ﬁariant of pseﬀdo-cle in Irish English than in
the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.
As for -cles, theﬄ accoﬀnt for nearlﬄ one third of all basic pseﬀdo-cles in Irish
English, ﬂhile the proportions in the other ﬁarieties are all beloﬂ 30%. e great majoritﬄ of the -cle tokens in Irish English - and in all other ﬁarieties - contain the
pro-noﬀns thng or reason. In sﬀm, it is qﬀite sﬀrprising to nd so mﬀch ﬁariation in
the ﬀse of basic pseﬀdo-cles in Irish English becaﬀse the oﬁerall nﬀmber of this tﬄpe
of cle is relatiﬁelﬄ small in this ﬁarietﬄ of English.
Regarding Indian English, the eﬃtremelﬄ high proportion of
-cles is remarkable, as has alreadﬄ been pointed oﬀt aboﬁe. It seems that in Indian English
-cles
are ﬀsed as rather formﬀlaic eﬃpressions. I got this impression ﬂhile eﬃamining the
ﬁerbs in the cle claﬀses of
-cles. e resﬀlts of this analﬄsis ﬂill be presented
in the folloﬂing sﬀbsection.

Verb types in wh-clefts
is section concentrates on
-cles onlﬄ.
e inﬁestigation of the ﬁerbs in the
cle claﬀses ﬄielded siﬃ major semantic groﬀps, namelﬄ 'do', 'happen', 'talk', 'opinion',
'feel' and 'realize'. e tﬂo former categories onlﬄ contain the ﬁerbs do and happen,
respectiﬁelﬄ; the categorﬄ 'talk' inclﬀdes ﬁerbs of speaking sﬀch as say, talk, tell, ask;
the categorﬄ 'opinion' inclﬀdes ﬁerbs ﬂith ﬂhich the speakers eﬃpress their opinion
or ﬂant to make a point, for eﬃample, thnk, mean and beleve; the categorﬄ 'feel'
inclﬀdes ﬁerbs and adjectiﬁes ﬂhich eﬃpress negatiﬁe and positiﬁe feelings, sﬀch as
love, lke, hate or what s annoyng/nterestng/strange; the categorﬄ 'realize' inclﬀdes
ﬁerbs ﬂith ﬂhich the speakers eﬃpress that theﬄ haﬁe realized, learned or ﬀnderstood
something, for eﬃample, realze, see, hear, nd, learn, dscover.
e distribﬀtion of
-cles according to these semantic categories is presented in Table 4.23 (absolﬀte
freqﬀencies and percentages oﬀt of all
-cles).
In all ﬁarieties bﬀt Jamaican and Indian English,
-cles ﬂith the ﬁerb do in the
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cle claﬀse make ﬀp the highest proportion. eﬄ are particﬀlarlﬄ dominant in Canadian English and Neﬂ Zealand English, accoﬀnting for more than 50% of all
-cles
57
in the former ﬁarietﬄ and for more than 42% in the laer. In Jamaican English the
do-tﬄpe is also qﬀite common (22.9%). It is onlﬄ topped bﬄ the categorﬄ 'other' (26.6%),
ﬂhich sﬀggests that there is more ﬁariation ﬂith respect to ﬁerb tﬄpe in Jamaican English than in the other ﬁarieties.
abl 4.23: W -cles according to the tﬄpe of ﬁerb in the cle claﬀse (absolﬀte freqﬀencies
and percentages oﬀt of all
-cles).
orpus*
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In Indian English, ﬂe nd high proportions of the happen-tﬄpe (23.8%) and of ﬁerbs
of the categories 'opinion' (22.2%) and 'talk' (18.3%).
e laer tﬂo categories are
basicallﬄ represented bﬄ foﬀr ﬁerbs onlﬄ: thnk, mean, feel and say. e ﬁerbs thnk
and mean are also oen ﬀsed bﬄ speakers of other ﬁarieties of English, bﬀt the ﬀse of
the ﬁerb feel to eﬃpress an opinion or a belief seems to be a speci c featﬀre of Indian
English speakers. Consider the folloﬂing sentences for illﬀstration.
(4.97)

a. Bﬀt ﬂhat I feel is <,,> as ﬄoﬀ said the fﬀnds <,,> are misﬀsed <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-020)

b. What I feel is <,> onlﬄ the edﬀcation and the <,> economical statﬀs
makes a ﬂoman to feel ﬁerﬄ liberated <,>
(ICE-IND:S1A-011)
c. What I feel is <,> that food and food habit <,> do a ect oﬀr mind <,>
thoﬀght
(ICE-IND:S1A-072)
According to the OED Online, the ﬀse of the ﬁerb feel to eﬃpress a belief or an opinion goes back to the foﬀrteenth centﬀrﬄ bﬀt is noﬂ obsolete (cf. "feel, ﬁ." OED Online;
entrﬄ II 15 a; accessed 03/12/2014).
e present data sﬀggest that this ﬀsage of the
57
e do-tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle seems to be common in speech and ﬂriting in Canadian English. Analﬄzing preciselﬄ this tﬄpe of pseﬀdo-cle, Mair and Winkle (2012) nd that the constrﬀction is most
freqﬀent in Canadian English among the ten ﬁarieties of English theﬄ inﬁestigate. eir stﬀdﬄ is based
on both the spoken and ﬂrien parts of ICE.
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ﬁerb feel seems to haﬁe sﬀrﬁiﬁed in the speech of Indian English speakers, thoﬀgh.
e high proportion of onlﬄ a small nﬀmber of speci c ﬁerbs in Indian English sﬀggests that in this ﬁarietﬄ of English - more so than in the other ﬁarieties - the cle
claﬀses seem to be ﬀsed as formﬀlaic eﬃpressions and to haﬁe a chﬀnk-like character.
is impression is ﬀnderlined bﬄ the fact that there is oen a paﬀse aer the copﬀlar
(cf. the mark-ﬀp <,> and <,,> in the eﬃamples aboﬁe) or the copﬀlar be is omied and a
paﬀse occﬀrs in its place, making the link betﬂeen cle claﬀse and cleed constitﬀent
someﬂhat looser. Note, fﬀrthermore, that the eﬃpression what I mean s has been
identi ed as a characteristic featﬀre of Indian English in the literatﬀre and it has been
claimed that it is ﬀsed as a ller or for hedging (Sailaja 2009). In the present stﬀdﬄ, it
is not so mﬀch the ﬁerb mean alone that is ﬀsed in this sense - it is ﬀsed more oen
bﬄ Singapore English speakers, for eﬃample - bﬀt rather a groﬀp of ﬁerbs inclﬀding,
in addition to mean, the ﬁerbs thnk and feel.

Summary
Sﬀmming ﬀp the inﬁestigation of basic pseﬀdo-cles, it can be noted that there is
qﬀite some ﬁariation in terms of freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, ﬂith Irish English and Hong Kong English shoﬂing the loﬂest freqﬀencies.
While cle constrﬀctions are generallﬄ rare in the laer ﬁarietﬄ it is sﬀrprising that
pseﬀdo-cles are so relatiﬁelﬄ infreqﬀent in Irish English.
e highest freqﬀencﬄ of
basic pseﬀdo-cles can be aested for Jamaican English.
Fﬀrthermore, there is some ﬁariation in terms of pseﬀdo-cle tﬄpe. While
-cles
are generallﬄ the preferred ﬁariant, Irish English speakers stand oﬀt in that theﬄ ﬀse
-cles and
-cles to roﬀghlﬄ the same eﬃtent as
-cles. In Indian English,
on the other hand,
-cles accoﬀnt for nearlﬄ all of the basic pseﬀdo-cles.
e
eﬃamination of the ﬁerbs in the cle claﬀses reﬁealed that there is a small groﬀp of
ﬁerbs that is freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ Indian English speakers, ﬂhich sﬀggests that the constrﬀction is ﬀsed as a rather ﬃed eﬃpression in this ﬁarietﬄ of English. It has a more
chﬀnk-like character in Indian English and is oen ﬀsed as an ﬀerance laﬀncher,
especiallﬄ ﬂhen speakers ﬂant to eﬃpress their opinion. In Jamaican English, on the
other hand, ﬂe nd mﬀch more ﬁariation ﬂith respect to ﬁerb tﬄpe in the cle claﬀses.
is sﬀggests that
-cles are ﬀsed more eﬃiblﬄ and for more pﬀrposes in this ﬁarietﬄ of English, ﬂhich in tﬀrn maﬄ contribﬀte to the oﬁerall higher incidence of basic
pseﬀdo-cles in Jamaican English.

4.5.4 Reversed pseudo-clefts
Reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles are mﬀch more freqﬀent than the other tﬂo tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction, as noted earlier. is has mainlﬄ to do ﬂith the tﬄpe of constrﬀction eﬃempli ed in (4.98).
(4.98)
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a.

at's ﬂhat he saﬄs

(ICE-PHI:S1A-003)
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b.

at's hoﬂ I'm feeling

c.

is is ﬂhﬄ I'ﬁe been mad at him

(ICE-CAN:S1A-034)
(ICE-CAN:S1A-011)

is tﬄpe of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle is introdﬀced bﬄ a demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀn, ﬀsﬀallﬄ
that, rarelﬄ also ths or those. ese demonstratiﬁe cles, as theﬄ are sometimes also
called in the literatﬀre, ﬂill be the sﬀbject of the folloﬂing sﬀbsection.

Demonstrative clefts
In preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies, demonstratiﬁe cles haﬁe been identi ed as the most common
tﬄpe of cle constrﬀction in conﬁersation. Biber et al. (1999: 961), for eﬃample, nd
that demonstratiﬁe cles are sharplﬄ strati ed bﬄ register. eﬄ are the bﬄ far most
freqﬀent tﬄpe of cle constrﬀction in their conﬁersation data bﬀt occﬀr rarelﬄ in academic prose. Similarlﬄ, Calﬀde (2008: 78) nds that demonstratiﬁe cles "constitﬀte
the most freqﬀent cle tﬄpe" in her data of spontaneoﬀs spoken Neﬂ Zealand English
(47% of all cle constrﬀctions). She argﬀes that the constrﬀction is so ﬂell sﬀited to
spoken interaction becaﬀse it is loﬂ in information content and cognitiﬁe load. at
is, demonstratiﬁe cles "reqﬀire lile or no planning since theﬄ tﬄpicallﬄ inﬁolﬁe a
giﬁen/inferable cle claﬀse and a deictic cle constitﬀent, and can be ﬀsed at the immediate discoﬀrse leﬁel to point to recentlﬄ mentioned parts of discoﬀrse" (Calﬀde
2008: 107). In line ﬂith these preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies, demonstratiﬁe cles also constitﬀte
the most freqﬀent tﬄpe of cle constrﬀction in the present data. Table 4.24 giﬁes the
absolﬀte token freqﬀencies of demonstratiﬁe cles (demCs), their proportions oﬀt of
all cles and oﬀt of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles (reﬁPCs).
abl 4.24: Demonstratiﬁe cles (absolﬀte token freqﬀencies, percentages oﬀt of all cles and
percentages oﬀt of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles).

mCs
% out o l s
% out o rvPCs


198 241 265
46.3 53.6 56.3
81.1 89.3 88.3


254 194 236
56.7 55.3 48.2
85.5 87.0 76.9

236 194 107
44.4 51.3 55.2
79.7 93.7 92.2

As can be seen, demonstratiﬁe cles make ﬀp more than half of all cle constrﬀctions in most of the data. e percentages are beloﬂ 50% onlﬄ in the British English,
Philippine English and Jamaican English data.
is is dﬀe to a combination of tﬂo
factors. First, basic pseﬀdo-cles are relatiﬁelﬄ more freqﬀent in these ﬁarieties of
English and, second, 'proper' reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles - that is, reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles
ﬂithoﬀt initial demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns - also make ﬀp slightlﬄ higher proportions,
as the percentages in the last roﬂ (% oﬀt of reﬁPCs) shoﬂ.58
e sentences in (4.98) illﬀstrate that di erent wh-ﬂords maﬄ occﬀr in the cle
58
e distribﬀtion of the di erent cle tﬄpes (i.e.
-cles, basic pseﬀdo-cles, 'proper' reﬁersed
pseﬀdo-cles and demonstratiﬁe cles) ﬂithin each ﬁarietﬄ of English analﬄzed is not random. Chi-
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claﬀse. According to Biber et al. (1999: 961), demonstratiﬁe cles ﬂith interrogatiﬁe
pronoﬀns what and why are particﬀlarlﬄ common, occﬀrring roﬀghlﬄ 50 and 20 times
per 100,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ, in their data. e pronoﬀns how, where and when, on
the other hand, are considerablﬄ less common, ﬂith onlﬄ 5 tokens per 100,000 ﬂords.
As for the present stﬀdﬄ, the freqﬀencies of these ﬁe wh-ﬂords in demonstratiﬁe
cles are presented in Table 4.25 (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).
abl 4.25: Distribﬀtion of wh-ﬂords in demonstratiﬁe cles (freqﬀencies per 100,000 ﬂords).

orpus





what
44.6
56.5
55.7
59.8
29.0
38.3
54.9
35.2
12.2

why
19.3
14.4
20.9
18.5
50.2
44.3
16.9
41.2
27.3

how whr whn
6.9
7.9
3.5
5.9
11.9
5.5
3.9
12.6
2.6
4.3
11.9
5.7
3.9
3.4
3.4
6.5
6.0
3.2
11.3
9.8
3.8
6.9
0.9
0.5
1.3
0.4
-

As can be seen, there is qﬀite some ﬁariation across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. In line ﬂith Biber et al. (1999), demonstratiﬁe cles ﬂith what and why are
the most common ﬁariants. In the L1 English ﬁarieties and Jamaican English, theﬄ
occﬀr roﬀghlﬄ 50 and 20 times per 100,000 ﬂords, respectiﬁelﬄ, like in Biber et al.'s
data. Hoﬂeﬁer, in the L2 English ﬁarieties Singapore English, Philippine English, Indian English and Hong Kong English it is the why-tﬄpe that is more common than
the what-tﬄpe. Fﬀrthermore, it can be obserﬁed that demonstratiﬁe cles ﬂith where
are mﬀch more freqﬀent in some ﬁarieties in the present stﬀdﬄ than the 5 tokens per
100,000 ﬂords that Biber et al. report. In Irish English, Neﬂ Zealand English and
Canadian English theﬄ occﬀr aroﬀnd 12 times per 100,000 ﬂords. In Indian English,
on the other hand, demonstratiﬁe cles are largelﬄ restricted to the paerns ﬂith
what, why and how; in Kong Kong English it is eﬁen onlﬄ the tﬂo former tﬄpes that
occﬀr in sﬀbstantial nﬀmbers.
In addition to these ﬁe wh-ﬂords, it is interesting to note that some instances ﬂith
who haﬁe been foﬀnd in the data: ﬁe tokens in Irish English, tﬂo in Neﬂ Zealand
English and one token in British English. Eﬃamples are giﬁen in (4.99).
(4.99)

a. Well that's ﬂho I plaﬄed ﬂith oﬁer Christmas <,> in the Maltings <,> in
Aldeboroﬀgh
(ICE-GB:S1A-058)
b. So that's ﬂho i talked to essentiallﬄ
c.

at's ﬂho Mam's jﬀst talking aboﬀt

(ICE-NZ:S1A-099)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-078)

sqﬀared tests, comparing the freqﬀencies of the di erent cle tﬄpes in each corpﬀs, ﬄield highlﬄ signi cant resﬀlts in all nine cases (p < 0.001).
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While the pronoﬀn what is also almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ foﬀnd in basic pseﬀdo-cles, the
pronoﬀn who is not permied at all.
at is, the basic pseﬀdo-cle coﬀnterpart to
sentence (4.99b) is not admissible: *Who I talked to essentally s that. As pointed oﬀt
in the section on basic pseﬀdo-cles, in these cases a pro-noﬀn is ﬀsed instead, for eﬃample, the one or the person: e person I talked to essentally s that. is might be the
reason ﬂhﬄ it is sﬀrprising to nd demonstratiﬁe cles ﬂith who in the data.
eﬄ
seem to be a ﬁerﬄ rare phenomenon, hoﬂeﬁer.
eﬄ are not mentioned bﬄ Calﬀde
(2008) or Biber et al. (1999) and there are onlﬄ eight items in the present stﬀdﬄ.
Aer this brief discﬀssion of demonstratiﬁe cles, the folloﬂing sﬀbsection ﬂill eﬃamine reﬁersed
-cles,
-cles and -cles.59

Types of reversed pseudo-cleft
Reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles can also be categorized into three di erent tﬄpes, depending
on the initial element of the cle claﬀse. As in the case of basic pseﬀdo-cles,
cles,
-cles and -cles can be distingﬀished. Eﬃamples of these three ﬁariants
are giﬁen in (4.100).
(4.100)

a. Friedrichstor ﬂas whr the hotel ﬂas

(ICE-JAM:S1A-072)

b. She ﬂas all I looked at

(ICE-PHI:S1A-019)

c. Mia is th on I remember

(ICE-IRE:S1A-070)

ese sentences constitﬀte instances of 'proper' reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles. I ﬀse the term
'proper' here simplﬄ for conﬁenience in order to haﬁe a label ﬂhich alloﬂs me to refer
to those tokens of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle that do not haﬁe an initial demonstratiﬁe
pronoﬀn.
e eﬃamples of demonstratiﬁe cles giﬁen so far haﬁe all been instances
of reﬁersed wh-cles, bﬀt there are, of coﬀrse, also items ﬂith all and pro-noﬀns:
(4.101)

a.
b.

at's all ﬄoﬀ need
at's th thing ﬄoﬀ make the most moneﬄ oﬀt of

(ICE-IRE:S1A-048)
(ICE-IRE:S1A-010)

e distribﬀtion of these three tﬄpes of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle is represented in Figﬀre 4.24.60 As can be seen, the ﬁariation across the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed is not
as pronoﬀnced as in the case of basic pseﬀdo-cles. Reﬁersed
-cles occﬀr ﬁerﬄ
rarelﬄ in all nine ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. As noted earlier, theﬄ are most freqﬀent in Irish English ﬂith 18 tokens (6.7% of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles), folloﬂed bﬄ
Neﬂ Zealand English ﬂith 16 tokens (5.3%). e great majoritﬄ of reﬁersed pseﬀdocles haﬁe a wh-ﬂord as the initial element in the cle claﬀse. e proportions range
from 69.7% of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles in Philippine English to 88.4% in Indian English. at is, like in the case of basic pseﬀdo-cles, the preponderance of the wh-tﬄpe
59
e present stﬀdﬄ eﬃamined onlﬄ a small nﬀmber of sﬄntactic featﬀres of demonstratiﬁe cles. For
a comprehensiﬁe discﬀssion of the constrﬀction's discoﬀrse fﬀnctions see Calﬀde (2008).
60
e token freqﬀencies of the di erent tﬄpes of basic pseﬀdo-cle and their proportions ﬂithin the
ICE samples are giﬁen in Appendiﬃ 6.10.3.
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is again most dominant in Indian English. Interestinglﬄ, ﬂaﬄ oﬁer 90% of reﬁersed
-cles are demonstratiﬁe cles in all nine ﬁarieties; in Singapore English and Indian English it is eﬁen all
-cles that are demonstratiﬁe cles.

igur 4.24:

e proportions of reﬁersed
of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles).

-cles,

-cles and

-cles (percentages oﬀt

Reﬁersed
-cles are also almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ demonstratiﬁe cles in all ﬁarieties
of English. With -cles the pictﬀre is someﬂhat more ﬁaried, hoﬂeﬁer. In the
L2 English ﬁarieties and British English, -cles are most freqﬀentlﬄ of the 'proper'
tﬄpe, as eﬃempli ed in sentence (4.100c); theﬄ are eﬁen categorical of the 'proper' tﬄpe
in the case of Singapore English. In the other L1 English ﬁarieties, on the other hand,
-cles are slightlﬄ more oen demonstratiﬁe cles, sﬀch as the sentence in (4.101b).
Philippine English speakers seem to prefer one speci c tﬄpe of reﬁersed -cle in
particﬀlar. In their speech - more so than in the speech of the other speakers - there
are manﬄ instances of 'proper' reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles ﬂith the pro-noﬀn the one:
(4.102)

a. Yoﬀ ﬂere the one ﬂho had to talk

(ICE-PHI:S1A-057)

b.

omas ﬂas the one ﬂho ﬂas assigned here ha

c.

e stﬀdents are the ones ﬂho make their their careers (ICE-PHI:S1A-082)

(ICE-PHI:S1A-028)

In the Philippine English data, there are 57 sentences of this tﬄpe, ﬂhich accoﬀnt for
18.6% of all reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles. is also eﬃplains the slightlﬄ higher proportion
of reﬁersed -cles in this ﬁarietﬄ of English as compared to the other ﬁarieties.
Coming back to Indian English, it has been noted aboﬁe that the wh-tﬄpe is most
dominant in this ﬁarietﬄ of English and that all of the tokens are demonstratiﬁe cles.
is nding ties in ﬂith the resﬀlts of the analﬄsis of basic pseﬀdo-cles, ﬂhere it ﬂas
obserﬁed that
-cles are the predominant ﬁariant and that this maﬄ be dﬀe to the
fact that some constrﬀctions haﬁe become ﬃed eﬃpressions. e same seems to hold
for reﬁersed
-cles. Recall that in Indian English almost all demonstratiﬁe cles
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haﬁe what or why in the cle claﬀse, occasionallﬄ also how.
a feﬂ ﬃed tﬄpes are preferablﬄ ﬀsed.

is sﬀggests that again

Summary
e analﬄsis of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles has reﬁealed some ﬁariation in terms of freqﬀencﬄ. While the constrﬀction is the most common tﬄpe of cle in all nine ﬁarieties
analﬄzed, its freqﬀencies are mﬀch smaller in Singapore English, Indian English and
Hong Kong English than in the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. It has been obserﬁed that demonstratiﬁe cles make ﬀp the great majoritﬄ of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles
in all ﬁarieties, ﬂith their preponderance being most dominant in Indian English and
Hong Kong English. As far as the wh-ﬂords in the cle claﬀse of demonstratiﬁe pronoﬀns is concerned, it can be noted that what and why are the most freqﬀent ﬁariants
in all ﬁarieties, bﬀt it is interesting to obserﬁe that L1 English speakers and Jamaican
English speakers predominantlﬄ ﬀse what ﬂhile it is why that is more freqﬀent in
the speech of the other L2 English speakers.
e preponderance of what and why
oﬁer how, where and when is particﬀlarlﬄ striking in Indian English and Hong Kong
English.
In Indian English, demonstratiﬁe cles of the wh-tﬄpe ﬂith pronoﬀns what and why
are the preferred ﬁariant, ﬂhich ﬀnderlines the impression that pseﬀdo-cles (both
basic and reﬁersed) are ﬀsed as rather formﬀlaic eﬃpressions. In the other ﬁarieties
of English ﬂe nd a similarlﬄ strong preference of demonstratiﬁe
-cles, bﬀt the
range of di erent strﬀctﬀres seems to be particﬀlarlﬄ restricted in Indian English.
e proportions of
-cles,
-cles and -cles are ﬁerﬄ similar across the
ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. at is,
-cles are rare in all ﬁarieties and
-cles
make ﬀp the large majoritﬄ. For Philippine English, a someﬂhat stronger preference
of reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles containing the pro-noﬀn the one can be aested.

4.5.5 Concluding remarks
e discﬀssion of the three major tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction in this section has concentrated on strﬀctﬀral similarities and di erences among the ﬁarieties of English
analﬄzed, bﬀt ﬂhat is certainlﬄ also ﬂorth eﬃamining is the discoﬀrse fﬀnctions of the
constrﬀctions. Di erences in freqﬀencﬄ are ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ also motiﬁated bﬄ the di erent
pragmatic fﬀnctions the constrﬀctions maﬄ serﬁe. e distribﬀtion of old and neﬂ information ﬁaries across the three tﬄpes of cle, bﬀt ﬂhat all of them haﬁe in common
is that theﬄ are speci cational sentences that pﬀt emphasis on the cleed element, althoﬀgh to di erent degrees. I -cles, basic pseﬀdo-cles and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles
also di er in the ﬂaﬄ theﬄ are ﬀsed in discoﬀrse. ese pragmatic di erences appear
to be determined bﬄ the information-strﬀctﬀral tendencﬄ to place topics near the beginning of a sentence. at is, an element ﬂill preferablﬄ be pﬀt at the beginning of
a claﬀse if it continﬀes the topic of the preceding discoﬀrse (e.g. Hallidaﬄ 1967; De-
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clerck 1984). Consider the eﬃamples in (4.103), ﬂith a pseﬀdo-cle in (a), an
in (b) and a reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cle in (c).
(4.103)

-cle

a. Haﬁe ﬄoﬀ foﬀnd eﬁerﬄthing ﬄoﬀ need? - Well, I'ﬁe foﬀnd the
handbooks that I need, bﬀt what I havn't oun is th itionary.
b. Haﬁe ﬄoﬀ foﬀnd eﬁerﬄthing ﬄoﬀ need? - Well, I'ﬁe foﬀnd the handbooks
bﬀt it's th itionary that I havn't oun.
c. Haﬁe ﬄoﬀ foﬀnd eﬁerﬄthing ﬄoﬀ need? - Well, I'ﬁe foﬀnd the handbooks
bﬀt th itionary is what I havn't oun.
(Declerck 1984: 275)

e replﬄ in (a) is felicitoﬀs becaﬀse the cle claﬀse of the pseﬀdo-cle What I haven't
found picks ﬀp the theme of the qﬀestion (ﬂhether I haﬁe foﬀnd eﬁerﬄthing I need).
ﬀs, this piece of conﬁersation soﬀnds mﬀch more natﬀral than that in (b) or (c).
In the laer tﬂo sentences, the cles begin ﬂith the cleed constitﬀents t's the dctonary and the dctonary, ﬂhich sﬀggests that the conﬁersation is aboﬀt the dictionarﬄ and not aboﬀt ﬂhat I haﬁe or haﬁe not foﬀnd.
ﬀs, the information oﬂ is
somehoﬂ broken becaﬀse the replﬄ does not reallﬄ t the qﬀestion. What the eﬃamples also illﬀstrate is that in information-strﬀctﬀral terms reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles
are closer in their behaﬁioﬀr to -cles than to basic pseﬀdo-cles. I -cles and
('proper') reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles tﬄpicallﬄ begin ﬂith the neﬂ information, ﬂhile basic pseﬀdo-cles begin ﬂith the old or knoﬂn information.
is maﬄ also eﬃplain
ﬂhﬄ ﬂe nd comparatiﬁelﬄ small freqﬀencies of -cles and reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles
in Indian English bﬀt not of basic pseﬀdo-cles. Lange (2012) argﬀes that a major
discoﬀrse motiﬁation for Indian English speakers is to create topic continﬀitﬄ, that
is, theﬄ oen pick ﬀp old information from the preceding discoﬀrse.
e inﬁestigation of le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions (cf. sections 4.1 and 4.3) shoﬂs that
this discoﬀrse motiﬁation is not eﬃclﬀsiﬁe to Indian English speakers bﬀt seems to be
eﬁen more important for Philippine English speakers in the case of these tﬂo constrﬀctions. Yet, ﬂith respect to cle constrﬀctions the creation of topic continﬀitﬄ is
possiblﬄ a more important fﬀnction for Indian English speakers. eﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ ﬀse
basic pseﬀdo-cles and among the reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles almost eﬃclﬀsiﬁelﬄ demonstratiﬁe cles, eﬃactlﬄ those tﬄpes of cle that begin ﬂith old or knoﬂn information.
I -cles and 'proper' reﬁersed pseﬀdo-cles, on the other hand, tﬄpicallﬄ begin ﬂith
the neﬂ information and are ﬀsed far less freqﬀentlﬄ bﬄ Indian English speakers both
in comparison to the other cle tﬄpes and in comparison to the speakers of the other
ﬁarieties (ﬂith the eﬃception of Hong Kong English speakers, ﬂho generallﬄ ﬀse cle
constrﬀctions infreqﬀentlﬄ).
Another aspect that maﬄ in ﬀence speakers' preferences concerns the length of the
constitﬀents. It seems that the shorter constitﬀent tends to come rst in the sentence.
Consider the folloﬂing sentences ﬂhere (a) and (b) de nitelﬄ soﬀnd more natﬀral
than (c).
(4.104)

a. Who loﬁes apples? - It's Tom ﬂho loﬁes apples.
b. Who loﬁes apples? - Tom is the one ﬂho loﬁes apples.
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c. Who loﬁes apples? -

e one ﬂho loﬁes apples is Tom.

It seems, hoﬂeﬁer, that the strﬀctﬀring of information is the stronger in ﬀencing factor on speakers' choices of the cle tﬄpe. Consider, for eﬃample, the -cle in (4.105)
taken from ICE-Jamaica.
(4.105)

e onlﬄ person ﬂho might haﬁe his oﬂn secretarﬄ is the director ﬄoﬀ knoﬂ
(ICE-JAM:S1A-027)

In this sentence, ﬂe nd a ﬁerﬄ long initial element e only person who mght have hs
own secretary folloﬂed bﬄ a short highlighted element the drector. If the length of the
constitﬀents ﬂas the stronger determining factor ﬂe ﬂoﬀld eﬃpect a cle constrﬀction like e drector s the only one who has hs own secretary or It's the drector who
has hs own secretary. e speaker's preference for this tﬄpe of cle can be accoﬀnted
for bﬄ looking at the preceding discoﬀrse: the immediatelﬄ preceding sentence is So
lke one secretary would have to work wth three <,ﬁ techncal sta .
at means that
the speaker places the topic of the preceding discoﬀrse at the ﬁerﬄ beginning of the
ﬀerance and thﬀs organizes the information in a coherent ﬂaﬄ keeping ﬀp the information oﬂ.
Giﬁen the ﬁariation in freqﬀencﬄ and therefore in preferred cle tﬄpe across the nine
ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, it might be ﬂorth comparing these pragmatic fﬀnctions
and the ﬀse of the three major tﬄpes of cle constrﬀction across ﬁarieties of English.
is maﬄ also proﬁide a clearer pictﬀre of their interaction ﬂith other informationpackaging constrﬀctions, as sﬀggested bﬄ the ndings for Indian English. I leaﬁe this
for fﬀtﬀre research.
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CHAPTER 5
Concluding discussion
e major aim of the present stﬀdﬄ ﬂas to eﬃamine strﬀctﬀral information-packaging
strategies in World Englishes and to proﬁide a comprehensiﬁe ﬁieﬂ on their distribﬀtion and ﬀse. Canonical English sentences tﬄpicallﬄ haﬁe the ﬂord order SVX,
bﬀt sometimes speakers maﬄ deﬁiate from this rather ﬃed ﬂord order for pragmatic
pﬀrposes and shi elements in the claﬀse into non-canonical positions. An important factor in this respect is the information statﬀs of the claﬀse constitﬀents, that
is, the strﬀctﬀring of claﬀses ﬁerﬄ mﬀch depends on ﬂhether a constitﬀent refers to
discoﬀrse/speaker-old information or to discoﬀrse/speaker-neﬂ information.
ﬀs,
speakers maﬄ, for eﬃample, deﬁiate from the canonical ﬂord order in order to introdﬀce neﬂ information into the discoﬀrse or re-introdﬀce an entitﬄ aer a longer
gap of absence. Another motiﬁating factor inﬁolﬁes the highlighting of certain claﬀse
constitﬀents, that is, speakers maﬄ ﬀse speci c strﬀctﬀres to contrast one piece of
information ﬂith another or to focﬀs the addressee's aention on a certain piece of
information. It ﬂas eﬃpected to nd ﬁariation in terms of freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse of the
di erent strﬀctﬀral information-packaging constrﬀctions, in terms of the preferred
realizational ﬁariants and speakers' motiﬁations for their preferred ﬀsage paerns. It
ﬂas fﬀrthermore eﬃpected that a high freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse might lead to the strengthening of a featﬀre in the speaker's memorﬄ and possiblﬄ also to a ﬂidening of scope of
realization options, ﬂhich in tﬀrn might again lead to an increased freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse.
e major factors that ﬂere assﬀmed to impact on the freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse of the
di erent information-packaging constrﬀctions inﬁolﬁed sﬀbstrate in ﬀence in langﬀage contact sitﬀations, ﬀniﬁersals of langﬀage acqﬀisition and speci c featﬀres of
the socio-cﬀltﬀral seing. Hence, in addition to proﬁiding a comprehensiﬁe ﬁieﬂ on
the constrﬀctions at issﬀe, the present stﬀdﬄ also aimed at o ering neﬂ insights into
the mechanisms of langﬀage contact and its oﬀtcomes. Fﬀrthermore, it ﬂas interested in nding oﬀt more aboﬀt the interplaﬄ of langﬀage contact, ﬀniﬁersal learner
and processing strategies and sociolingﬀistic and pragmatic factors. It ﬂas eﬃpected
that these factors do not act in isolation, bﬀt rather that there ﬂas a netﬂork of interacting forces at plaﬄ in the shaping of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge.
e inﬁestigation of the di erent information-packaging constrﬀctions - le and
right dislocation, fronting, there-eﬃistentials, -cles and pseﬀdo-cles - shoﬂs that
speakers of di erent ﬁarieties of English indeed prefer di erent strategies to strﬀctﬀre
the information in a sentence, motiﬁated bﬄ di erent - at times interacting - forces.
Take, for eﬃample, le dislocation constrﬀctions. We haﬁe obserﬁed that theﬄ are gen-
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erallﬄ more freqﬀent in the speech of L2 English speakers than in that of L1 English
speakers, a nding ﬂhich sﬀpports preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies claiming that le dislocation is
a characteristic featﬀre of the speech of learners of English (cf. e.g. Grﬀber 1967;
Chambers 1973; Coon 1978; Williams 1987; Mesthrie 1992; Carter/McCarthﬄ 1995;
Ortega 2009). e oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ higher incidence of the constrﬀction in Indian English, hoﬂeﬁer, sﬀggests that there mﬀst be other motiﬁating factors as ﬂell. Since
the inﬁestigation of a nﬀmber of sﬄntactic and pragmatic featﬀres ﬄields no conclﬀsiﬁe
resﬀlts that can plaﬀsiblﬄ accoﬀnt for the high freqﬀencﬄ, it is conclﬀded that le dislocation constrﬀctions are pragmaticallﬄ less marked for Indian English speakers than
for speakers of the other ﬁarieties. e ﬁerﬄ high proportion of sﬀbject le dislocation
tokens sﬀggests that the constrﬀction is predominantlﬄ ﬀsed as a topic-establishment
deﬁice, ﬂith the co-referential pronoﬀn serﬁing as a topic marker. It is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ
that in ﬀence from the Indian backgroﬀnd langﬀages plaﬄs an important role in this
respect. As noted earlier, an important ﬀnderlﬄing assﬀmption of the present stﬀdﬄ
is that mﬀltilingﬀal speakers haﬁe a pool of lingﬀistic featﬀres at their disposal from
ﬂhich theﬄ can choose freelﬄ. It is fﬀrthermore assﬀmed that featﬀres of the di erent
langﬀages in contact in ﬀence one another. In Malaﬄalam, for eﬃample, it is sﬀ cient
to mark a constitﬀent as the topic bﬄ placing it in sentence-initial position, jﬀst like
in English. Yet, it is also possible to ﬀse a more eﬃplicit marker, ﬂhich is placed aer
the topic. at is, in sﬀch cases, "the topic remains in rst place in the sentence bﬀt is
folloﬂed bﬄ a reinforcing element" ﬂhich is aached to the topic (Asher/Kﬀmari 1997:
184). Similarlﬄ, in Hindi the particle to maﬄ be ﬀsed to mark the topic of a sentence.
Giﬁen these strﬀctﬀres in the Indian backgroﬀnd langﬀages, Indian English speakers
maﬄ simplﬄ mark the sﬀbject as the topic bﬄ ﬀsing the co-referential pronoﬀn as a
"reinforcing element", a strategﬄ theﬄ are familiar ﬂith from their L1. I ﬂoﬀld thﬀs
sﬀggest that di erent forces interact to ﬀnmark the LD constrﬀction and increase its
ﬀsage in Indian English. For one, the featﬀre pool of Indian English speakers contains
the possibilitﬄ of marking topics eﬃplicitlﬄ bﬄ means of an ending that is aached to
the topic or bﬄ means of a particle. Additionallﬄ, theﬄ are familiar ﬂith the le dislocation constrﬀction as a means of establishing a topic. Since morphological marking
is not admissible in English, Indian English speakers do not directlﬄ transfer the featﬀre from their L1 into English bﬀt a constrﬀction that is alreadﬄ there assﬀmes this
fﬀnction, that is, the co-referential pronoﬀn is ﬀsed as an eﬃplicit topic marker. e
constrﬀction maﬄ therefore be ﬀsed more freqﬀentlﬄ and it maﬄ be less marked than
in, for eﬃample, British English. It seems, then, that in Indian English le dislocation
constrﬀctions tend to be ﬀsed in a similar ﬂaﬄ as, for eﬃample, in French, ﬂhere the
constrﬀction occﬀrs ﬁerﬄ freqﬀentlﬄ bﬀt ﬂithoﬀt anﬄ speci c pragmatic load.
Coming back to the issﬀe of speakers' preferred strﬀctﬀres and their motiﬁations,
ﬂe haﬁe seen that in the case of le dislocation constrﬀctions there are di erent forces
at ﬂork: their simplifﬄing fﬀnction (the breaking doﬂn of an ﬀerance into smaller
chﬀnks makes prodﬀction and processing easier) makes them a preferred strﬀctﬀre
among learners of English and, additionallﬄ, in ﬀence from the backgroﬀnd langﬀages has ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ led to an increasing ﬀse and the ﬀnmarking of the constrﬀction
in Indian English.
A similar process of ﬀnmarking of a marked strﬀctﬀre can be ﬂitnessed for fronting
constrﬀctions. e resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ illﬀstrate that Indian English speakers
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also ﬀse this strﬀctﬀre oﬁerﬂhelminglﬄ more freqﬀentlﬄ than speakers of the other
ﬁarieties analﬄzed. It has been obserﬁed that it is tﬄpicallﬄ objects that are placed in
initial position, ﬂhich sﬀggests that for Indian English speakers the ﬂord order OSV
is possiblﬄ less marked than for speakers of other English ﬁarieties. It is ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ
that it is again the Indian backgroﬀnd langﬀages that plaﬄ an important role in this
respect. In the case of fronting constrﬀctions this means that the basic SOV sentence
strﬀctﬀre of Indian langﬀages and their mﬀch more eﬃible ﬂord order impacts on
the strﬀctﬀring of sentences in Indian English. Conseqﬀentlﬄ, the fronting of objects
is less marked in Indian English and the ﬂord order OSV is maﬄbe eﬁen on its ﬂaﬄ
to becoming one of the basic sentence paerns for Indian English speakers (see the
eﬃample from Malaﬄalam beloﬂ).
e ﬀnmarking of a pragmaticallﬄ marked strﬀctﬀre is in fact fairlﬄ common, as
Heine (2008) notes in an article on ﬂord order:
Bﬀt perhaps the main driﬁing force for adjﬀsting one's ﬂord order to that of another
langﬀage is to select a pragmaticallﬄ marked ﬀse paern that eﬃhibits an ordering corresponding to that of the model langﬀage and to grammaticalize that paern into an
ﬀnmarked sﬄntactic paern; note that a deﬁelopment from pragmaticallﬄ marked to
sﬄntactic constitﬀent is a fairlﬄ common grammaticalization process (Heine 2008: 43)

Heine reports on a case of ﬂord order change in Arabic ﬂhere "a topicalization strategﬄ ﬂithin VO sﬄntaﬃ ﬂas grammaticalized to a pragmaticallﬄ ﬀnmarked OV sﬄntaﬃ"
(2008: 51).
e 'topicalization strategﬄ' in this case inﬁolﬁes le dislocation ﬂhich
alloﬂs the OV order of the model langﬀages Tajik and Uzbek ﬂhile also adhering to
the VO order (the resﬀmptiﬁe object pronoﬀn comes aer the ﬁerb). What is di erent
in the case of Indian English is that objects are freqﬀentlﬄ fronted ﬂithoﬀt placing
a co-referential pronoﬀn in the core of the claﬀse. Bﬀt the folloﬂing eﬃample from
Malaﬄalam illﬀstrates that this is in fact ﬂhat is done in this Indian langﬀage.
(5.1) puuccaye ellaarum kuut
tall
catall
together beat' e cat, theﬄ all beat it to death.'

konnu
kill(Asher/Kﬀmari 1997: 184)

Asher and Kﬀmari (1997) note that dﬀe to the free moﬁement of constitﬀents in Malaﬄalam other elements than the sﬀbject are alloﬂed to occﬀpﬄ the topic slot. Interestinglﬄ, the aﬀthors insert a co-referential pronoﬀn in the English translation althoﬀgh
it is obﬁioﬀslﬄ not present in the Malaﬄalam sentence, as the literal gloss indicates.
I nd this someﬂhat pﬀzzling becaﬀse giﬁen the resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ, Indian
English speakers ﬂoﬀld probablﬄ rather saﬄ e cat they all beat to death, jﬀst like
in the Malaﬄalam sentence. Maﬄbe this eﬃample indicates that le dislocation and
fronting constrﬀctions are ﬁerﬄ similar phenomena in Indian langﬀages.
Another factor that maﬄ contribﬀte to the high incidence of fronting constrﬀctions
in Indian English is that the constrﬀction might serﬁe fﬀnctions for ﬂhich speakers of
other ﬁarieties ﬂoﬀld rather ﬀse the -cle constrﬀction. e resﬀlts of the present
stﬀdﬄ shoﬂ that -cles are rarelﬄ ﬀsed bﬄ Indian English speakers in comparison to
speakers of the other ﬁarieties, ﬂhich sﬀggests that theﬄ prefer fronting constrﬀctions
for emphatic and contrastiﬁe pﬀrposes, the fﬀnctions that are tﬄpicallﬄ associated ﬂith
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the -cle constrﬀction.
e Indian backgroﬀnd langﬀages maﬄ again plaﬄ an important role becaﬀse to mﬄ knoﬂledge there is no constrﬀction comparable to the
English cle. In Hindi, an element ﬀnder focﬀs can be identi ed bﬄ emphatic stress,
focﬀs particles or moﬁement from its canonical position. Similarlﬄ, in Malaﬄalam deﬁiations from the canonical ﬂord order SOV alloﬂ the highlighting of a constitﬀent.
Indian English speakers maﬄ therefore ﬀnconscioﬀslﬄ prefer fronting constrﬀctions
oﬁer cle constrﬀctions becaﬀse the laer do not eﬃist in their L1.
e inﬁestigation of le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions has thﬀs shoﬂn that
high freqﬀencies maﬄ lead to the strengthening of a constrﬀction's representation
in the speakers' memories and to its pragmatic ﬀnmarking. What is interesting to
note aboﬀt Indian English speakers is that theﬄ predominantlﬄ ﬀse 'defaﬀlt' tokens
of both constrﬀctions, that is, le-dislocated sﬀbjects and fronted objects.1 It seems
that sﬀbject le dislocation and object fronting are constrﬀctions that are so deeplﬄ
entrenched in the Indian English speakers' minds that their actiﬁation has become an
aﬀtomated roﬀtine.
Another possible scenario that maﬄ folloﬂ from the high freqﬀencﬄ and deep entrenchment of a constrﬀction is that its scope of realizational ﬁariants or its range of
fﬀnctions is ﬂidened. Take, for eﬃample, le dislocation or -cle constrﬀctions in
Irish English. In the case of le dislocation, it is interesting to obserﬁe that it is ﬀsed
more freqﬀentlﬄ bﬄ Irish English speakers than bﬄ the other L1 English speakers. For
one, this maﬄ be dﬀe to the fact that from a historical point of ﬁieﬂ Irish English
can be described as a L2 English ﬁarietﬄ becaﬀse "it has eﬁolﬁed as a resﬀlt of longstanding coeﬃistence and contacts ﬂith the indigenoﬀs Celtic langﬀage of the Irish
people, Irish" (Filppﬀla 2012: 31). As noted earlier, le dislocation is generallﬄ foﬀnd
more freqﬀentlﬄ in the speech of L2 English speakers. Additionallﬄ, in ﬀence from
Irish has probablﬄ led to a higher incidence of the constrﬀction and a ﬂider scope
of realizational ﬁariants. e tﬄpe of sitﬀation in ﬂhich the natiﬁe Irish acqﬀired English is important to consider in this respect becaﬀse there ﬂas onlﬄ lile if anﬄ formal
edﬀcation for the majoritﬄ of the Irish popﬀlation. is led to an ﬀngﬀided or eﬁen ﬀncontrolled ﬂaﬄ of langﬀage acqﬀisition, ﬂith hardlﬄ anﬄ restrictions on non-standard
featﬀres stemming from Irish in ﬀence (cf. Hickeﬄ 2007: 125). is means that todaﬄ
there are manﬄ featﬀres in Irish English ﬂhich are ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ in ﬀenced bﬄ Irish. A
case in point is the ﬀse of possessiﬁe le dislocation tokens, ﬂhose someﬂhat higher
incidence in Irish English might ﬂell be dﬀe to Irish becaﬀse in this langﬀage ﬂe nd
resﬀmptiﬁe possessiﬁe pronoﬀns in the passiﬁe and the progressiﬁe constrﬀctions.
Hence, the possessiﬁe resﬀmptiﬁe pronoﬀn maﬄ be more readilﬄ aﬁailable to Irish English speakers. Similarlﬄ, in Irish English -cles, the cleed elements serﬁe a greater
ﬁarietﬄ of sﬄntactic fﬀnctions than in the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed, ﬂhich
might also be dﬀe to Irish ﬂhere cles are ﬀsed mﬀch more eﬃiblﬄ than in English.
Fﬀrthermore, sﬀbordinator choice in -cles seems to be in ﬀenced bﬄ Irish, ﬂith
sﬀbordinators in sﬀbject position oen being omied. Similarlﬄ, in there-eﬃistentials
ﬂith relatiﬁe claﬀse eﬃtensions the someﬂhat higher incidence of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes in Irish English maﬄ be dﬀe to in ﬀence from Irish.
1 Le-dislocated sﬀbjects and fronted objects are also the most common tﬄpes among the speakers
of the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed.
at is ﬂhﬄ theﬄ are called the 'defaﬀlt' cases. In Indian
English, hoﬂeﬁer, their preponderance is particﬀlarlﬄ striking.
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In sﬀm, the resﬀlts of the present analﬄsis indicate that ﬂe haﬁe tﬂo ﬁerﬄ di erent
sitﬀations: ﬂhile high token freqﬀencies seem to haﬁe resﬀlted in the entrenchment
of a feﬂ tﬄpes of constrﬀction in the minds of Indian English speakers, the high token freqﬀencies in Irish English (especiallﬄ in comparison to the other L1 English
ﬁarieties) are accompanied bﬄ a ﬂider range of realizational ﬁariants. It is di cﬀlt to
saﬄ ﬂhether high freqﬀencﬄ is the caﬀse or the e ect of a deeper entrenchment and a
ﬂider range of realizations in the laer case. Both scenarios are possible: high token
freqﬀencies maﬄ lead to a broadening of the range of a constrﬀction's ﬁariants and its
fﬀnctions, bﬀt it maﬄ also be the other ﬂaﬄ roﬀnd and high token freqﬀencies maﬄ
resﬀlt from a larger range of ﬁariants and fﬀnctions. A third possible scenario can be
described as 'circﬀlar', ﬂith freqﬀencﬄ and strengthened representation interacting
and in ﬀencing one another. is nding reminds ﬀs of the fact that freqﬀencﬄ can
be caﬀse or e ect of certain deﬁelopments in lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀre, or both at the same
time.
In addition to Indian English ﬂith its mﬀltilingﬀal speakers and Irish English ﬂith
its strong Celtic in ﬀence, ﬁalﬀable data for the present stﬀdﬄ also come from those
English ﬁarieties ﬂhose speakers haﬁe a topic-prominent L1 becaﬀse basic sentences
in topic-prominent langﬀages are strﬀctﬀrallﬄ ﬁerﬄ di erent from those in the (sﬀbjectprominent) English langﬀage and are ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ to impact on the laer. Particﬀlarlﬄ
interesting is the comparison of the speech of Singapore English and Hong Kong
English speakers becaﬀse most of them haﬁe a Chinese dialect as their L1, bﬀt theﬄ
clearlﬄ di er in terms of their pro ciencﬄ in English. Fﬀrthermore, Singapore and
Hong Kong di er in terms of their socio-cﬀltﬀral seing or the role theﬄ ascribe to
the English langﬀage. In Singapore, English is the "langﬀage for the constrﬀction and
eﬃpression of the Singaporean (i.e. national) identitﬄ" (Lick/Alsago 1998: 207). e
importance the goﬁernment ascribes to the langﬀage is seen, for eﬃample, in the edﬀcation sﬄstem, ﬂith English being the mediﬀm of instrﬀction. Fﬀrthermore, English
is becoming a home langﬀage for more and more speakers. In Hong Kong, on the
other hand, English is rarelﬄ ﬀsed in dailﬄ life. In fact, the qﬀestion of ﬂhether there
is an (semi-)aﬀtonomoﬀs ﬁarietﬄ of Hong Kong English is still being debated among
eﬃperts. Hence, the statﬀs of English in these tﬂo territories is ﬁerﬄ di erent and this,
in tﬀrn, certainlﬄ also impacts on the ﬀse of and pro ciencﬄ in the langﬀage. Taking
all these factors into accoﬀnt, the comparison of Singapore English and Hong Kong
English data maﬄ be particﬀlarlﬄ ﬀsefﬀl for di erentiating betﬂeen learner featﬀres
and contact-indﬀced deﬁelopments.
A rst interesting nding in this respect is the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of cle constrﬀctions in the Singapore English and especiallﬄ the Hong Kong English data. In ﬀence
from the Chinese backgroﬀnd langﬀages maﬄ, at least in part, be responsible for that.
For one, relatiﬁe claﬀses are strﬀctﬀred di erentlﬄ in Chinese than in English (preﬁs. postmodifﬄing strﬀctﬀres), ﬂhich might make Chinese learners of English shﬄ
aﬂaﬄ from ﬀsing compleﬃ English strﬀctﬀres ﬂhich inﬁolﬁe relatiﬁe claﬀses (cf. Chan
2004). Second, Chinese is a pronoﬀn-dropping langﬀage and does not sﬄntacticallﬄ
reqﬀire dﬀmmﬄ sﬀbjects. Hence, the t in -cles has no eqﬀiﬁalent in Chinese (cf.
Li/ ompson 1981: 91; Hﬀang 1984). ird, in English -cles, the focﬀsed element
is moﬁed to the peripherﬄ of the claﬀse and placed aer t be. e Cantonese hah…ge
and the Mandarin shì…de strﬀctﬀres, on the other hand, inﬁolﬁe no sﬀch ﬂord or-
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der change. Taking these three factors together, this might be the reason ﬂhﬄ onlﬄ
a relatiﬁelﬄ small nﬀmber of cles can be aested for Singapore English and Hong
Kong English. Becaﬀse of the di erent pro ciencﬄ leﬁels of the speakers in these tﬂo
coﬀntries the in ﬀence from the Chinese langﬀage is particﬀlarlﬄ strong on Hong
Kong English.
Another nding that illﬀstrates the in ﬀence of the topic-prominent backgroﬀnd
langﬀages concerns fronting constrﬀctions. It is interesting to note that fronted prepositional phrases are (nearlﬄ) absent from Singapore English, Hong Kong English and
Philippine English, eﬃactlﬄ those three ﬁarieties of English that haﬁe topic-prominent
backgroﬀnd langﬀages. Since prepositions are oen omied in these (and other)
L2 ﬁarieties of English, (possible) fronted prepositional phrases can easilﬄ be confﬀsed ﬂith 'hanging topic' constrﬀctions.
eﬄ haﬁe therefore been eﬃclﬀded from
the present analﬄsis.
e occﬀrrence of 'hanging topic' constrﬀctions has been described in the literatﬀre as tﬄpical of topic-prominent langﬀages (Lambrecht 2001a;
Seer et al. 2010), bﬀt theﬄ obﬁioﬀslﬄ do also occﬀr in sﬀbject-prominent langﬀages
sﬀch as English. Hence, it might be ﬂorth analﬄzing 'hanging topic' constrﬀctions in
ﬁarieties of English in order to see ﬂhether topic-prominent backgroﬀnd langﬀages
haﬁe an e ect in terms of freqﬀencﬄ of ﬀse and ﬂhether or in ﬂhat ﬂaﬄ theﬄ interact
ﬂith fronting and le dislocation constrﬀctions.
Eﬃactlﬄ these three ﬁarieties - Singapore English, Hong Kong English and Philippine
English - stand oﬀt among the other ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed in another respect,
namelﬄ in that the preposition for has grammaticalized into a topic marker (e.g. For
me I lke badmnton).
is for-LD constrﬀction, as it is called in the present stﬀdﬄ,
is oen ﬀsed to eﬃpress an opinion or aitﬀde and oen in contrast to some other
person's opinion. For ﬂas also ﬀsed for the establishment of a topic in earlier English,
modelled on French pour mo, bﬀt it ﬂas later abandoned, according to the Online
Oﬃford English Dictionarﬄ. It is interesting to note that for has again grammaticalized into a topic marker in some ﬁarieties of English. e topic prominence of these
speakers' L1s ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ plaﬄs an important role in this process of (contact-indﬀced)
grammaticalization. ese English speakers are more sensitiﬁe to the notion of topic
and aempt to strﬀctﬀre sentences according to the principles of their L1. In addition,
these speakers' pool of lingﬀistic featﬀres contains the as for-constrﬀction, ﬂhich is
commonlﬄ ﬀsed in English to establish a topic (e.g. As for books, I lke Edgar Allan
Poe), and the for NP-constrﬀction, ﬂhich is commonlﬄ ﬀsed to eﬃpress an opinion or
aitﬀde, oen in contrast to some other person's opinion or aitﬀde (e.g. For me t
s qute a bore). In sﬀm, I ﬂoﬀld sﬀggest that these three featﬀres - topic prominence
of the L1 and the as for- and the for NP-constrﬀctions of English - haﬁe contribﬀted
predominantlﬄ to the grammaticalization of for.
e for-LD constrﬀction is most freqﬀent and shoﬂs the greatest ﬁariation in the
Hong Kong English data.
is is probablﬄ dﬀe to the someﬂhat loﬂer pro ciencﬄ
leﬁel of Hong Kong English speakers, especiallﬄ in comparison to Singapore English
speakers, and their higher sﬀsceptibilitﬄ to strﬀctﬀring sentences according to the
principles of their L1. In GloWbE, for-LD constrﬀctions occﬀr onlﬄ ﬁerﬄ infreqﬀentlﬄ,
bﬀt the same trends can be obserﬁed, especiallﬄ ﬂith respect to the tﬄpe ﬂhere for is
folloﬂed bﬄ a noﬀn rather than a pronoﬀn. e loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of the constrﬀction in
GloWbE fﬀrthermore sﬀggests that it is reallﬄ a featﬀre of spontaneoﬀs spoken inter-
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action.
In sﬀm, then, the ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ sﬀggest that for is ﬀsed as a topic
marker predominantlﬄ in those ﬁarieties of English ﬂhich are in contact ﬂith topicprominent langﬀages. Since the freqﬀencies are oﬁerall rather small, these claims
clearlﬄ call for fﬀrther research based on larger datasets. Moreoﬁer, it ﬂoﬀld be ﬁerﬄ
interesting to condﬀct folloﬂ-ﬀp stﬀdies on more recent data to see ﬂhether the forLD constrﬀction has spread fﬀrther and to see ﬂhether ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a case
of ongoing grammaticalization. It ﬂill fﬀrthermore be interesting to see ﬂhether the
constrﬀction is reallﬄ largelﬄ restricted to those ﬁarieties of English ﬂhose speakers
haﬁe a topic-prominent L1 or ﬂhether theﬄ are onlﬄ in the lead of a general deﬁelopment, spreading throﬀgh all ﬁarieties of English. Sﬀch a general deﬁelopment ﬂoﬀld
be similar to the change that has been obserﬁed for the constrﬀction 'as far as X is concerned/goes' ﬂhere the coda is todaﬄ oen omied (cf. Rickford et al. 1995; Britain
2000).
In ﬀence from the topic-prominent L1 has also been noted in the literatﬀre to plaﬄ
a role in the formation of relatiﬁe claﬀses. More preciselﬄ speaking, Chinese learners
of English haﬁe been reported to freqﬀentlﬄ omit relatiﬁe markers in sﬀbject position. In particﬀlar, the omission of sﬀbject relatiﬁes in there-eﬃistentials ﬂith relatiﬁe
claﬀse eﬃtensions has been described as a characteristic featﬀre of Chinese learners
of English (Schachter/Celce-Mﬀrcia 1977; Neﬂbrook 1988, 1998; Li 2000; Ortega 2009;
Hﬀng 2012). e resﬀlts of the present stﬀdﬄ con rm these claims, ﬂith Hong Kong
English shoﬂing the highest proportion of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes in there-eﬃistentials
among the ﬁarieties of English analﬄzed. e data sﬀggest that this is again a learner
featﬀre in ﬀenced bﬄ the topic-prominent L1: Hong Kong English speakers aempt
to strﬀctﬀre sentences according to the principles of their L1, giﬁing the topic rst
folloﬂed bﬄ the comment.
is impression is ﬀnderlined bﬄ the fact that in Hong
Kong English eﬃistentials ﬂith sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes tﬄpicallﬄ haﬁe a ﬁerﬄ loose sﬄntaﬃ and contain fﬀrther learner featﬀres (e.g. lack of plﬀral marking or the placement
of adﬁerbs: In my school <,ﬁ there's so many student lke uh bad behave). Since sﬀbjectzero relatiﬁes in eﬃistentials are mﬀch less freqﬀent in Singapore English, ﬂe are here
again dealing ﬂith a sitﬀation that can be accoﬀnted for bﬄ the someﬂhat loﬂer prociencﬄ leﬁel of Hong Kong English speakers.
Singapore English speakers' higher pro ciencﬄ and the institﬀtionalization of this
ﬁarietﬄ of English can additionallﬄ be seen in that it has alreadﬄ deﬁeloped some local norms. An eﬃample from the present stﬀdﬄ is the ﬀse of got to eﬃpress eﬃistence
(e.g. Cake nsde got fruts  ere s frut n the cake). e constrﬀction has ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ
inherited its ﬀses from Chinese yǒu (cf. Bao 2014). Speakers' creatiﬁe innoﬁations
maﬄ onlﬄ resﬀlt in langﬀage change if theﬄ are accepted in the speech commﬀnitﬄ, as
Matras and Sakal (2007) point oﬀt:
[…] learners' innoﬁations maﬄ resﬀlt in long-term change, bﬀt onlﬄ in sitﬀations in
ﬂhich the learners constitﬀte a large enoﬀgh collectiﬁe and the process of langﬀage
acqﬀisition neﬁer actﬀallﬄ 'catches ﬀp' ﬂith the model or natiﬁe form of the target langﬀage - the classic 'sﬀbstrate in ﬀence' scenario. Replication of an eﬃternal model ﬂill
onlﬄ lead to change if normatiﬁe control ﬂithin the speech commﬀnitﬄ is relatiﬁelﬄ laﬃ
and eﬃible enoﬀgh to alloﬂ a dri toﬂard regﬀlarisation and acceptabilitﬄ of the neﬂ
imported strﬀctﬀres. (Matras/Sakel 2007: 849)
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e innoﬁatiﬁe ﬀse of got to eﬃpress eﬃistence proﬁides eﬁidence that normatiﬁe control in Singapore English is relatiﬁelﬄ laﬃ and eﬃible and alloﬂs for local norms to
deﬁelop.
With regard to the omission of relatiﬁe markers/sﬀbordinators in there-eﬃistentials
and -cles, the Irish English data ﬄield interesting resﬀlts as ﬂell.2
is ﬁarietﬄ of
English shoﬂs the second highest proportions of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes/sﬀbordinators
in both cases, folloﬂing Hong Kong English. While the topic-prominent L1 and the
loﬂ pro ciencﬄ of its speakers are ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ responsible for the high incidence of
these constrﬀctions in Hong Kong English, in Irish English the omission of sﬀbjectzero relatiﬁes/sﬀbordinators can ﬂell be traced back to Irish. A striking di erence
ﬂas noted in the realization of the constrﬀctions: ﬂhile ﬂe nd a loose sﬄntaﬃ and
other learner featﬀres in the Hong Kong English sentences, the strﬀctﬀres are mﬀch
more compact in Irish English, ﬂhich sﬀggests that the strﬀctﬀres are ﬂell entrenched
in the laer speakers' minds.
In sﬀm, the analﬄsis of sﬀbordinator or relatiﬁe marker choice in there-eﬃistentials
and -cles again shoﬂs that ﬁarioﬀs factors impact on the shaping of lingﬀistic
knoﬂledge and that di erent in ﬀencing factors maﬄ lead to similar oﬀtcomes: the
topic prominence of Hong Kong English speakers' L1 and the sentence strﬀctﬀre of
Irish both lead to a higher incidence of sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes/sﬀbordinators in the
releﬁant ﬁarieties of English. Fﬀrthermore, the analﬄsis shoﬂs that it is not easﬄ to
disentangle the netﬂork of forces that impact on the emergence of lingﬀistic patterns. In the present case, ﬂe haﬁe langﬀage contact or transfer and acqﬀisitional
factors that plaﬄ an important role, bﬀt it seems that it is both factors together (and
possiblﬄ others) that are responsible for the obserﬁed ﬀsage paerns.
Methodologicallﬄ, the present stﬀdﬄ shoﬂs that the complementing of ICE data
ﬂith larger datasets is a ﬀsefﬀl set-ﬀp. e ICE familﬄ proﬁides ﬁalﬀable data as the
indiﬁidﬀal components haﬁe a common design and thﬀs proﬁide comparable data of
a ﬂide range of di erent ﬁarieties of English. Fﬀrthermore, the ICE corpora contain
transcriptions of informal conﬁersations, an inﬁalﬀable set of data for the present
stﬀdﬄ, ﬂhose research topic inﬁolﬁes a nﬀmber of marked strﬀctﬀres ﬂhich are predominantlﬄ foﬀnd in spoken interaction. Yet, the ICE corpora haﬁe their limitations,
as ﬂas repeatedlﬄ noted throﬀghoﬀt the present stﬀdﬄ.
e greatest disadﬁantage
is probablﬄ their limited size, ﬂhich is particﬀlarlﬄ releﬁant for the present stﬀdﬄ as
the 'direct conﬁersation' les of ICE the stﬀdﬄ is based on contain onlﬄ aboﬀt 200,000
ﬂords each. On the one hand, this ﬂas a feasible amoﬀnt of teﬃt to read throﬀgh for
the manﬀal annotation of the constrﬀctions at issﬀe in the present stﬀdﬄ. Bﬀt on the
other hand, dﬀe to the limited size of the datasets token freqﬀencies are oen too
small to alloﬂ for reliable conclﬀsions to be draﬂn or to saﬄ ﬂhether the ndings are
reallﬄ representatiﬁe of the speech commﬀnitﬄ. Fﬀrthermore, the resﬀlts of statistical
tests are obﬁioﬀslﬄ not as reliable as theﬄ ﬂoﬀld be if the datasets and token freqﬀencies ﬂere larger. To compensate for the limitation of size, a nﬀmber of ICE searches
haﬁe been complemented bﬄ searches in GloWbE, the Corpﬀs of Global Web-based
English, ﬂhich contains eﬃtremelﬄ more data per ﬁarietﬄ of English than ICE: the
British English component of GloWbE, for eﬃample, contains more than 387 million
2 Recall that the term 'sﬀbordinator' is preferred oﬁer 'relatiﬁe marker' in the case of -cles in the
present stﬀdﬄ becaﬀse the statﬀs of the cle claﬀse is still debated in the literatﬀre (cf. also section 3.2.5).
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ﬂords, the Irish English data comprise more than 101 million ﬂords and the Singapore
English data nearlﬄ 43 million ﬂords. In the present stﬀdﬄ, complementing the ICE
data bﬄ GloWbE proﬁes to be particﬀlarlﬄ ﬀsefﬀl in the case of for-LD constrﬀctions.
e GloWbE data proﬁide fﬀrther eﬁidence in sﬀpport of the claim that the constrﬀction is predominantlﬄ foﬀnd in Singapore English and Hong Kong English. What the
additional ﬀse of GloWbE also shoﬂs is that the for-LD constrﬀction seems largelﬄ to
be a featﬀre of spontaneoﬀs spoken langﬀage rather than the langﬀage of blogs and
discﬀssion forﬀms becaﬀse it occﬀrs ﬁerﬄ rarelﬄ in GloWbE, as noted earlier. From
this it mﬀst be conclﬀded that, ﬂhile the combination of ICE and GloWbE is a ﬁerﬄ
ﬀsefﬀl research set-ﬀp, it also has its limitations ﬂhen it comes to featﬀres that are
characteristic of informal face-to-face interactions or telephone conﬁersations.
e
data inclﬀded in GloWbE, althoﬀgh to be seen at the interface betﬂeen speech and
ﬂriting, are still too di erent from informal spoken interaction to alloﬂ for more
items to occﬀr.
Another methodological issﬀe that deserﬁes mentioning concerns the formalitﬄ leﬁels and thﬀs the compatibilitﬄ of the ICE spoken teﬃts. Despite the ICE gﬀidelines
there are di erences in the teﬃts or rather recordings that haﬁe been inclﬀded in the
'direct conﬁersation' les of ICE, resﬀlting in di erent leﬁels of formalitﬄ. For the
recording of informal speech of L2 English speakers, the main di cﬀltﬄ is, of coﬀrse,
that the majoritﬄ of these speakers ﬂoﬀld normallﬄ not ﬀse the English langﬀage in
informal seings bﬀt rather their mother tongﬀe or home langﬀage. is maﬄ aﬀtomaticallﬄ lead to a someﬂhat higher leﬁel of formalitﬄ in the spoken L2 English data,
also becaﬀse English is ﬀsﬀallﬄ learned in a more formal seing at school and is associated ﬂith formalitﬄ bﬄ these speakers. e discrepancﬄ in formalitﬄ is, hoﬂeﬁer,
not restricted to L2 English ﬁarieties bﬀt can also be foﬀnd among the L1 English ﬁarieties. e 'direct conﬁersation' les of ICE-Great Britain, for eﬃample, contain manﬄ
interﬁieﬂs or conﬁersations betﬂeen doctor and patient or professor and stﬀdent,
ﬂhich constitﬀte mﬀch more formal seings than the manﬄ conﬁersations among
friends or familﬄ members that are part of ICE-Ireland and ICE-Neﬂ Zealand. In the
present stﬀdﬄ, this discrepancﬄ in formalitﬄ maﬄ ﬂell be responsible for one or the
other deﬁiant behaﬁioﬀr aested for British English as opposed to the other L1 English ﬁarieties. Take, for eﬃample, ﬁariable concord in eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions,
ﬂith British English speakers ﬀsing items ﬂith singﬀlar concord far less freqﬀentlﬄ
than the other L1 English speakers (e.g. ere's lle benches outsde). Recall that singﬀlar concord is ﬀsﬀallﬄ associated ﬂith more informal conﬁersations. e analﬄsis
of pronominal le dislocation (e.g. Us we make good musc) seems to giﬁe fﬀrther
eﬁidence of the more formal character of the 'direct conﬁersation' les in ICE-Great
Britain becaﬀse the constrﬀction is sﬀrprisinglﬄ infreqﬀent in the British English data,
althoﬀgh preﬁioﬀs stﬀdies claim otherﬂise (cf. e.g. Lambrecht 1994).
Some ﬁariation in the make-ﬀp of the 'direct conﬁersation' les also seems to be
present in the case of ICE-Canada.
e present stﬀdﬄ nds ﬁarioﬀs deﬁiant ﬀsage
paerns among Canadian English speakers ﬂhich cannot reasonablﬄ be eﬃplained
in sﬄntactic or pragmatic terms. One eﬃample is the right dislocation constrﬀction,
ﬂhich occﬀrs ﬁerﬄ infreqﬀentlﬄ in the Canadian English data, especiallﬄ in comparison to the other L1 English ﬁarieties. Another eﬃample can be foﬀnd among fronting
constrﬀctions, ﬂith fronted complements being practicallﬄ absent from the Canadian
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English data, ﬂhile theﬄ occﬀr freqﬀentlﬄ in the other L1 English ﬁarieties. A common
denominator of these tﬂo strﬀctﬀres - right dislocation and fronted complements - is
that theﬄ are oen ﬀsed to eﬃpress feelings, an opinion, aitﬀde, eﬁalﬀation or jﬀdgement. Possiblﬄ, the 'direct conﬁersation' les in ICE-Canada simplﬄ giﬁe not as manﬄ
opportﬀnities to talk aboﬀt feelings and aitﬀdes as is the case in the other L1 English
data.
e present stﬀdﬄ set oﬀt to eﬃamine strﬀctﬀral information-packaging strategies
across World Englishes and to proﬁide a comprehensiﬁe ﬁieﬂ on their distribﬀtion
and ﬀse.
e hﬄpothesis that speakers haﬁe di erent preferences in the ﬂaﬄ theﬄ
strﬀctﬀre the information in a sentence or in the strategies theﬄ choose for highlighting or contrasting information in a sentence can be con rmed bﬄ the ndings of the
present stﬀdﬄ. We haﬁe seen that these di erences are not categorical in natﬀre, bﬀt
ﬂe rather nd a gradient from more freqﬀent to less freqﬀent ﬀsage of a constrﬀction.
As for the motiﬁating factors for the preferred strﬀctﬀres, the present stﬀdﬄ aimed
at shedding more light on the interplaﬄ betﬂeen langﬀage contact and ﬀniﬁersals of
langﬀage acqﬀisition in particﬀlar. What has to be kept in mind ﬂhen considering the
ndings of the present stﬀdﬄ is that in realitﬄ the langﬀage contact sitﬀations are, of
coﬀrse, mﬀch more compleﬃ, especiallﬄ in mﬀltilingﬀal societies.
e present stﬀdﬄ
can onlﬄ giﬁe a simpli ed pictﬀre of the factors that interact in the shaping of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge in the di erent ecologies, especiallﬄ in those ﬂhere English is acqﬀired
as a second langﬀage. Recall that the Ethnologﬀe lists 181 natiﬁe langﬀages for the
Philippines, for eﬃample, and eﬁen 447 langﬀages for India. Fﬀrthermore, recall that
there are manﬄ Filipina domestic helpers in Hong Kong, ﬂho bring not onlﬄ their ﬁarietﬄ of English bﬀt also Aﬀstronesian langﬀages into the territorﬄ (Bolton 2003). It is,
of coﬀrse, not possible to inﬁestigate the information-packaging strategies in all these
langﬀages, althoﬀgh theﬄ might haﬁe an e ect on the strﬀctﬀring of sentences in the
respectiﬁe English ﬁarietﬄ. Keeping this in mind, the present stﬀdﬄ nds di erent
factors at ﬂork in the shaping of lingﬀistic knoﬂledge. For one, there are paerns of
langﬀage ﬀse ﬂhich are ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to ﬀniﬁersal acqﬀisitional principles (e.g. le
dislocation), ﬂhile other paerns can clearlﬄ be accoﬀnted for in terms of in ﬀence
from the backgroﬀnd langﬀages (e.g. eﬃistential got in Singapore English). Second,
there are also manﬄ featﬀres ﬂhich cannot be traced back to a single soﬀrce and are
ﬁerﬄ likelﬄ dﬀe to mﬀltiple caﬀses (e.g. sﬀbject-zero relatiﬁes in there-eﬃistentials in
Hong Kong English; freqﬀencﬄ and ﬁariation of le dislocation in Irish English). And
third, for ﬄet other paerns of ﬀse a straightforﬂard motiﬁation is more di cﬀlt to
nd (e.g. the high freqﬀencﬄ of le dislocation and fronting constrﬀctions in Indian
English; small nﬀmbers of cles in Singapore and Hong Kong English).
Hence, the present stﬀdﬄ con rms that the motiﬁations for the emergence of certain
lingﬀistic strﬀctﬀres are notorioﬀslﬄ di cﬀlt to pin doﬂn (cf. Lange (2012: 150) on
fronting constrﬀctions in Indian English). Yet still, the present stﬀdﬄ has contribﬀted
manﬄ neﬂ insights into the mechanisms of langﬀage contact and its interplaﬄ ﬂith
langﬀage ﬀniﬁersals or the ecologﬄ. Some resﬀlts call for fﬀrther research thoﬀgh,
especiallﬄ research based on larger datasets. For eﬃample, right dislocation constrﬀctions that contain the particle so in the dislocated element (so-tags, e.g. He's a real
pet so he s) seem to be a characteristic featﬀre of Irish English, bﬀt the freqﬀencﬄ of
sﬀch tokens is so small in the present stﬀdﬄ and largelﬄ restricted to a single ﬄoﬀng
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speaker and some elderlﬄ ﬂomen that it is di cﬀlt to saﬄ ﬂhether it is a stable featﬀre
of the ﬁarietﬄ, old-fashioned or on the rise and ﬀsed as an identitﬄ marker. Comments
in the literatﬀre on this speci c tﬄpe of right dislocation are scarce, bﬀt it might be
interesting to inﬁestigate the distribﬀtion of the constrﬀction in a large set of Irish
English data in order to see ﬂhether ﬂe are here dealing ﬂith a paern - ﬂell knoﬂn
from other stﬀdies - ﬂherebﬄ a traditionallﬄ local featﬀre is regaining groﬀnd in the
ﬄoﬀngest generation and therebﬄ leading to a ﬁ-shaped age paern (Dﬀbois/Horﬁath
1999; Dﬀrham 2011).
A nﬀmber of fﬀrther qﬀestions are le ﬀnansﬂered. ese inclﬀde the distribﬀtion
and ﬀse of 'hanging topic' constrﬀctions across ﬁarieties of English and their interaction ﬂith fronting and le dislocation constrﬀctions.
e pragmatic fﬀnctions of
cle constrﬀctions across ﬁarieties of English need to be stﬀdied more carefﬀllﬄ, as
ﬂell as those of eﬃistential there-constrﬀctions. Moreoﬁer, the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ of cle
constrﬀctions in Singapore English and Hong Kong English calls for fﬀrther research.
It has been sﬀggested that the compleﬃitﬄ of the cle constrﬀction and in ﬀence from
the Chinese L1s maﬄ be responsible for the loﬂ freqﬀencﬄ, bﬀt these tentatiﬁe sﬀggestions clearlﬄ need back-ﬀp. Fﬀrthermore, throﬀghoﬀt the stﬀdﬄ Jamaican English
tends to paern ﬂith the L1 English ﬁarieties as far as more compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres are
concerned. In other respects the ﬁarietﬄ behaﬁes like the other L2 English ﬁarieties,
hoﬂeﬁer. It might be interesting to compare in some detail simple and compleﬃ ﬁariants of other strﬀctﬀres and see ﬂhether Jamaican English behaﬁes similarlﬄ in these
cases. Especiallﬄ reﬂarding might be a detailed analﬄsis of the natﬀre and ﬀse of relatiﬁe claﬀses in Jamaican English and a comparison ﬂith other ﬁarieties of English.
If Jamaican English speakers indeed ﬀsed more compleﬃ strﬀctﬀres more freqﬀentlﬄ
than speakers of other L2 English ﬁarieties, the qﬀestion of ﬂhﬄ theﬄ do not shﬄ aﬂaﬄ
from ﬀsing sﬀch strﬀctﬀres, as most other L2 English speakers tend to do, ﬂoﬀld be
interesting to address, so it ﬂoﬀld.
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CHAPTER 6
Appendix
6.1

ICE spoken texts

irar ial omposition o th ICE spokn txts.1

Dialogu (180)
Privat (100)
Direct Conﬁersations (90)
Telephone Calls (10)

1A
S1A-001 to S1A-090
S1A-091 to S1A-100

Publi (80)
Class Lessons (20)
Broadcast Discﬀssions (20)
Broadcast Interﬁieﬂs (10)
Parliamentarﬄ Debates (10)
Legal Cross-eﬃaminations (10)
Bﬀsiness Transactions (10)

1B
S1B-001 to S1B-020
S1B-021 to S1B-040
S1B-041 to S1B-050
S1B-051 to S1B-060
S1B-061 to S1B-070
S1B-071 to S1B-080

Monologu (120)

1

S

1

2

nsript (70)
Spontaneoﬀs Commentaries (20)
Unscripted Speeches (30)
Demonstrations (10)
Legal Presentations (10)

2A
S2A-001 to S2A-020
S2A-021 to S2A-050
S2A-051 to S2A-060
S2A-061 to S2A-070

ript (50)
Broadcast Neﬂs (20)
Broadcast Talks (20)
Speeches (not Broadcast) (10)

2B
S2B-001 to S2B-020
S2B-021 to S2B-040
S2B-041 to S2B-050

:

e ICE project ﬂeb page at http://ice-corpora.net/ice/design.htm.
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6.2

ICE written texts

irar ial omposition o th ICE writtn txts: atgoris an orrsponing
l nams.2

Non-print (50)
Non-prossional Writing (20)
Stﬀdent Essaﬄs (10)
Eﬃamination Scripts (10)

W1A
W1A-001 to W1A-010
W1A-011 to W1A-020

Corrsponn (30)
Social Leers (15)
Bﬀsiness Leers (15)

W1B
W1B-001 to W1B-015
W1B-016 to W1B-030

Print (150)

2

S
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W1

W2

Aami Writing (40)
Hﬀmanities (10)
Social Sciences (10)
Natﬀral Sciences (10)
Technologﬄ (10)

W2A
W2A-001 to W2A-010
W2A-011 to W2A-020
W2A-021 to W2A-030
W2A-031 to W2A-040

Non-aami Writing (40)
Hﬀmanities (10)
Social Sciences (10)
Natﬀral Sciences (10)
Technologﬄ (10)

W2B
W2B-001 to W2B-010
W2B-011 to W2B-020
W2B-021 to W2B-030
W2B-031 to W2B-040

portag (20)
Press Neﬂs Reports (20)

W2C
W2C-001 to W2C-020

Instrutional Writing (20)
Administratiﬁe Writing (10)
Skills & Hobbies (10)

W2D
W2D-001 to W2D-010
W2D-011 to W2D-020

Prsuasiv Writing (10)
Press Editorials (10)

W2E
W2E-001 to W2E-010

Crativ Writing (10)
Noﬁels & Stories (10)

W2
W2F-001 to W2F-020

:

e ICE project ﬂeb page at http://ice-corpora.net/ice/design.htm.

6.3 GloWbE

6.3

GloWbE

Composition o th Corpus o lobal Wb-bas English.3
Country

Co

United States
Canada
Great Britain
Ireland
Aﬀstralia
Neﬂ Zealand
India
Sri Lanka
Pakistan
Bangladesh
Singapore
Malaﬄsia
Philippines
Hong Kong
Soﬀth Africa
Nigeria
Ghana
Kenﬄa
Tanzania
Jamaica

US
CA
GB
IE
AU
NZ
IN
LK
PK
BD
SG
MY
PH
HK
ZA
NG
GH
KE
TZ
JM

otal

3

S

Wb sits

Wb pags

Wors

82,260
33,776
64,351
15,840
28,881
14,053
18,618
4,208
4,955
5,712
8,339
8,966
10,224
8,740
10,308
4,516
3,616
5,193
4,575
3,488

275,156
135,692
381,841
102,147
129,244
82,679
113,765
38,389
42,769
45,059
45,459
45,601
46,342
43,936
45,264
37,285
47,351
45,962
41,356
46,748

386,809,355
134,765,381
387,615,074
101,029,231
148,208,169
81,390,476
96,430,888
46,583,115
51,367,152
39,658,255
42,974,705
42,420,168
43,250,093
40,450,291
45,364,498
42,646,098
38,768,231
41,069,085
35,169,042
39,663,666

340,619

1,792,045

1,885,632,973

: GloWbE ﬂeb page at http://corpﬀs.bﬄﬀ.edﬀ/gloﬂbe/.
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6.4

COCA

Composition o th Corpus o Contmporary Amrian English.4
ar

pokn

ition

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

4,332,983
4,275,641
4,493,738
4,449,330
4,416,223
4,506,463
4,060,792
3,874,976
4,424,874
4,417,997
4,414,772
3,987,514
4,329,856
4,404,978
4,330,018
4,396,030
4,304,513
3,882,586
3,635,622
3,969,587
4,095,393
4,033,627
2,348,159

4,176,786
4,152,690
3,862,984
3,936,880
4,128,691
3,925,121
3,938,742
3,750,256
3,754,334
4,130,984
3,925,331
3,869,790
3,745,852
4,094,865
4,076,462
4,075,210
4,081,287
4,028,998
4,155,298
4,143,814
3,929,160
4,166,029
2,294,570

Magazin Nwspapr
4,061,059
4,170,022
4,359,784
4,318,256
4,360,184
4,355,396
4,348,339
4,330,117
4,353,187
4,353,229
4,353,049
4,262,503
4,279,955
4,295,543
4,300,735
4,328,642
4,279,043
4,185,161
4,205,477
3,855,815
3,806,011
4,199,378
2,203,821

otal 95,385,672 90,344,134 95,564,706

4,072,572
4,075,636
4,060,218
4,117,294
4,116,061
4,086,909
4,062,397
4,114,733
4,096,829
4,079,926
4,034,817
4,066,589
4,085,554
4,022,457
4,084,584
4,089,168
4,085,757
3,975,474
4,031,769
3,971,607
4,258,633
3,982,299
2,109,683

otal

3,943,968
4,011,142
3,988,593
4,109,914
4,008,481
3,978,437
4,070,075
4,378,426
4,070,949
3,983,704
4,053,691
3,924,911
4,014,495
4,007,927
3,974,453
3,890,318
4,028,620
4,267,452
4,015,545
4,144,064
3,816,420
4,064,535
2,298,658

20,587,368
20,685,131
20,765,317
20,931,674
21,029,640
20,852,326
20,480,345
20,448,508
20,700,173
20,965,840
20,781,660
20,111,307
20,455,712
20,825,770
20,766,252
20,779,368
20,779,220
20,339,671
20,043,711
20,084,887
19,905,617
20,445,868
11,254,891

91,680,966 91,044,778 464,020,256

4 S
: COCA ﬂeb page at http://corpﬀs.bﬄﬀ.edﬀ/coca/.
completed in Jﬀne 2012.
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Aami

e most recent addition of teﬃts ﬂas

6.5 ICE word counts

6.5

ICE word counts

Wor ounts o th 'irt onvrsation' ls in ICE an th  o with whi
thy hav bn omput.

Wor ounts o th 1A- ls in ICE.
ICE-Great Britain 201,645
ICE-Ireland
201,695
ICE-Neﬂ Zealand 230,007
ICE-Canada
210,671
ICE-Singapore
203,299
ICE-Philippines
216,609
ICE-Jamaica
213,279
ICE-India
216,010
ICE-Hong Kong
237,974

 o
sample <- readLines("C:/…/S1A-001.tﬃt")
sample <-paste(ire, collapse="")
sample <-gsﬀb("<& >.*?</& >", "", sample)
sample <-gsﬀb("<O>.*?</O>", "", sample)
sample <-gsﬀb("<ﬀnclear>.*?</ﬀnclear>", "", sample)
sample <-gsﬀb("<X>.*?</X>", "", sample)
sample <-gsﬀb("<.*?>", "", sample)
sample <-gsﬀb("[[:pﬀnct:]]", "", sample)
trim <- fﬀnction(ﬃ) {gsﬀb("\̂\s+| \\s+$", "", ﬃ)
sample <-trim(sample)
sample <- gsﬀb(" +", "", sample)
ﬂords <- strsplit(sample, "")

# import teﬃt le into R
# collapse all lines
# remoﬁe annotations

# remoﬁe tags
# remoﬁe ﬂhitespace
# remoﬁe doﬀble ﬂhitespace
# split into ﬂords
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6.6

Left dislocation

6.6.1 Anaphoricity
Initial lmnts in LD onstrutions ontaining nw, inrabl or ol inormation
(tokn rqunis an prntags out o all LD tokns).
orpus LD tokns





72
129
95
97
117
169
169
356
170

nw

inrabl

ol

N

%

N

%

N

%

27
51
33
40
41
39
51
103
50

37.5
39.5
34.7
41.2
35.0
23.1
30.2
28.9
29.4

17
26
22
21
22
26
45
70
36

23.6
20.2
23.2
21.6
18.8
15.4
26.6
19.7
21.2

28
52
40
36
54
104
73
183
84

38.9
40.3
42.1
37.1
46.2
61.5
43.2
51.4
49.4

6.6.2 Persistence
Prsistn o th initial lmnts in LD onstrutions in th ollowing isours
(tokn rqunis an prntags out o all LD tokns).
orpus LD tokns
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72
129
95
97
117
169
169
356
170

zro

NP/inirt

pronoun

N

%

N

%

N

%

22
24
18
29
33
44
48
101
37

30.6
18.6
18.9
29.9
28.2
26.0
28.4
28.4
21.8

12
31
24
21
26
26
42
100
41

16.7
24.0
25.3
21.6
22.2
15.4
24.9
28.1
24.1

38
74
53
47
58
99
79
155
92

52.8
57.4
55.8
48.5
49.6
58.6
46.7
43.5
54.1

6.6 Le dslocaton

6.6.3 Complexity
LD tokns with a omplx initial lmnt (tokn rqunis, rqunis pr 100,000
wors an prntags out o all LD tokns).
orpus





omplx
N

norm.

%

23
27
22
28
12
20
46
51
16

11.4
13.4
23.2
13.3
5.9
9.2
21.6
23.6
6.7

31.9
20.9
23.4
28.9
10.3
11.8
27.2
14.3
9.4

6.6.4 For-LDs
For-LDs with pronominal an nominal prlausal lmnts in ICE an loWbE
(rqunis pr 100,000 wors).
varity

ICE
pronoﬀn





0.99
0.95
5.90
2.77
0.94
2.31
4.20

loWbE

noﬀn

total

pronoﬀn

noﬀn

total

0.47
2.46
2.77
0.47
1.39
13.87

0.99
1.42
8.36
5.54
1.41
3.70
18.07

0.13
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.16
0.12
0.09
0.05
0.06

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.06

0.15
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.24
0.15
0.13
0.06
0.12
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6.6.5 Pronominal LDs in GloWbE
Pronominal LDs with th initial squn me I in loWbE (rqunis pr 100,000
wors).
varity LDs with me I
norm.
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0.065
0.012
0.034
0.015
0.019
0.013
0.009
0.028

6.7 Rght dslocaton

6.7

Right dislocation

6.7.1 RDs by gender
Canonial an xpan Ds by gnr in th 1A- ls o ICE-Irlan (tokn rqunis an prntags out o all D tokns).
gnr
womn
mn

ICE spakrs

anonial Ds

xpan Ds

N

%

N

%

N

%

285
91

75.8
24.2

46
14

76.7
23.3

42
22

65.6
34.4

6.7.2 RDs by age group
Canonial an xpan Ds by ag group in th 1A- ls o ICE-Irlan (tokn
rqunis an prntags out o all D tokns).
ag group
19-25
26-33
34-41
42-49
50+

ICE spakrs

D tokns

anonial Ds

xpan Ds

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

163
69
15
9
57

52.1
22.0
4.8
2.9
18.2

50
17
6
2
27

49.0
16.7
5.9
2.0
26.5

21
9
1
2
14

44.7
19.1
2.1
4.3
29.8

29
8
5
13

52.7
14.5
9.1
23.6
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6.8

Fronting constructions

6.8.1 Anaphoricity
Initial lmnts in ronting onstrutions ontaining nw, inrabl or ol inormation (tokn rqunis an prntags out o all ronting onstrutions).
orpus ON tokns





35
51
36
28
53
25
24
213
14

nw

inrabl

ol

N

%

N

%

N

%

7
11
8
10
8
4
3
36
-

20.0
21.6
22.2
35.7
15.1
16.0
12.5
16.9
-

11
16
19
7
20
5
12
71
7

31.4
31.4
52.8
25.0
37.7
20.0
50.0
33.3
50.0

17
24
9
11
25
16
9
106
7

48.6
47.1
25.0
39.3
47.2
64.0
37.5
49.8
50.0

6.8.2 Persistence
Prsistn o th initial lmnts in ronting onstrutions in th ollowing isours (tokn rqunis an prntags out o all ronting onstrutions).
orpus ON tokns
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35
51
36
28
53
25
24
213
14

zro

NP/inirt

pronoun

N

%

N

%

N

%

17
23
14
5
25
10
11
89
9

48.6
45.1
38.9
17.9
47.2
40.0
45.8
41.8
64.3

9
16
16
17
20
10
11
97
3

25.7
31.4
44.4
60.7
37.7
40.0
45.8
45.5
21.4

9
12
6
6
8
5
2
27
2

25.7
23.5
16.7
21.4
15.1
20.0
8.3
12.7
14.3

6.8 Frontng constructons

6.8.3 Realization
alization o th ront lmnt: noun phrass (nouns an pronouns), prpositional phrass, ajtiv phrass an lauss out o all ronting onstrutions.
orpus





NP

PP

AP

laus

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

25
28
24
17
47
19
15
159
13

71.4
54.9
66.7
60.7
88.7
76.0
62.5
74.6
92.9

2
15
7
11
2
5
33
-

5.7
29.4
19.4
39.3
3.8
20.8
15.5
-

3
5
3
4
6
1
18
1

8.6
9.8
8.3
7.5
24.0
4.2
8.5
7.1

5
3
2
3
3
-

14.3
5.9
5.6
12.5
1.4
-
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6.9

Existential there-constructions

6.9.1 Type of extension
yp o xtnsion in omplx xistntial there-onstrutions (tokn rqunis
an prntags out o all xtn xistntials).
orpus





avrbial

priativ

in nitival

partiipial

rllaus

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

138
222
145
133
62
103
59
130
130

37.5
51.3
41.2
42.4
32.0
38.3
20.1
48.9
42.6

12
14
15
9
5
12
14
11
11

3.3
3.2
4.3
2.9
2.6
4.5
4.8
4.1
3.6

14
20
30
21
23
14
29
19
24

3.8
4.6
8.5
6.7
11.9
5.2
9.9
7.1
7.9

67
88
56
37
33
35
23
21
40

18.2
20.3
15.9
11.8
17.0
13.0
7.8
7.9
13.1

137
89
106
114
71
105
168
85
100

37.2
20.6
30.1
36.3
36.6
39.0
57.3
32.0
32.8

6.9.2 Singular concord: overall distribution
Numbr o xistntial there-onstrutions with plural notional subjts; tokn rqunis an proportions o singular onor out o ths.
orpus plural
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207
229
211
135
141
189
133
201
268

singular onor
N

%

67
168
145
76
31
29
14
19
67

32.4
73.4
68.7
56.3
22.0
15.3
10.5
9.5
25.0

6.9.3

Singular concord: inﬂuencing factors

ators in uning onor variation (raw rqunis an prntags out o all there-xistntials with plural notional subjts).5
orpus onor

prsnt

past

ontrat

bar

ngat

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

140
67
61
168
66
145
59
76
110
31
160
29
119
14
182
19
201
67

67.6
32.4
26.6
73.4
31.3
68.7
43.7
56.3
78.0
22.0
84.7
15.3
89.5
10.5
90.6
9.5
75.0
25.0

95
65
34
119
36
100
34
71
96
28
113
26
107
13
169
15
187
67

67.9
97.0
55.8
70.8
54.5
69.0
57.6
93.4
87.3
90.3
70.6
89.7
89.9
92.9
92.9
79.0
92.5
100

41
2
27
49
30
44
24
5
14
3
47
3
12
1
13
4
15
-

29.3
3.0
44.3
29.2
45.5
30.3
40.7
6.6
12.7
9.7
29.4
10.3
10.1
7.1
7.1
21.1
7.5
-

11
62
2
106
3
98
10
69
15
20
6
19
27
8
10
4
27
52

7.9
92.5
3.3
63.1
4.5
67.6
17.0
90.8
13.6
64.5
3.8
65.5
22.7
57.1
5.5
21.1
13.4
77.6

56
29
29
72
25
66
24
42
57
14
74
13
35
7
84
15
92
31

40.0
43.3
47.5
42.9
37.9
45.5
40.7
55.3
51.8
45.2
46.3
44.8
29.4
50.0
46.2
79.0
45.8
46.3

7
5
4
13
12
21
4
6
7
3
8
2
4
6
15
3
15
10

5.0
7.5
6.6
7.7
18.2
14.5
6.8
8.0
6.3
9.7
5.0
6.9
3.4
40.0
8.1
15.0
7.5
14.9
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5
e percentages are to be ﬀnderstood as folloﬂs: in the British English data, for eﬃample, the categorﬄ 'bare' saﬄs that in the case of plﬀral concord 40% are bare
eﬃistentials and 60% are eﬃtended eﬃistentials.

6.9 Exstental there-constructons

plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar
plﬀral
singﬀlar

total

Singular concord: determiner type

Dtrminr typs in there-xistntials (raw rqunis an prntags out o all xistntials with plural notional subjts).6
orpus onor





plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular
plural
singular

bar

 nit

numbr

ngativ

ajtiv

quanti r

a

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

27
10
13
24
10
27
16
14
16
5
51
6
40
26
2
19
3

19.3
14.9
21.3
14.2
15.2
18.6
27.1
18.7
14.3
16.1
31.5
20.7
33.6
14.1
10.0
9.4
4.5

6
5
1
4
4
1
4
3
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

4.3
7.5
0.6
6.1
2.8
1.7
5.3
9.7
1.9
6.9
1.7
6.7
1.1
5.0
1.0
1.5

28
16
12
57
14
30
14
18
15
6
21
6
11
2
31
3
28
11

20.0
23.9
19.7
33.7
21.2
20.7
23.7
24.0
13.4
19.4
13.0
20.7
9.2
13.3
16.8
15.0
13.8
16.4

5
4
3
13
4
16
1
6
7
3
5
1
4
6
15
3
14
10

3.6
6.0
4.9
7.7
6.1
11.0
1.7
8.0
6.3
9.7
3.1
3.4
3.4
40.0
8.1
15.0
6.9
14.9

21
2
9
16
6
17
5
6
13
3
17
1
15
1
20
1
24
6

15.0
3.0
14.8
9.5
9.1
11.7
8.5
8.0
11.6
9.7
10.5
3.4
12.6
6.7
10.8
5.0
11.8
9.0

45
20
19
42
19
36
17
14
39
9
45
7
30
2
84
6
111
32

32.1
29.9
31.1
24.9
28.8
24.8
28.8
18.7
34.8
29.0
27.8
24.1
25.2
13.3
45.4
30.0
54.7
47.8

8
10
4
14
9
15
5
13
22
2
19
6
17
3
7
4
5
4

5.7
14.9
6.6
8.3
13.6
10.3
8.5
17.3
19.6
6.5
11.7
20.7
14.3
20.0
3.8
20.0
2.5
6.0

6
e percentages are to be ﬀnderstood as folloﬂs: in the Irish English data, for eﬃample, 21.3% of eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord are bare eﬃistentials, ﬂhile 19.7%
of eﬃistentials ﬂith plﬀral concord haﬁe a nﬀmber before the notional sﬀbject.
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6.9.4

6.10 Cle constructons

6.10 Cleft constructions
6.10.1 Subordinator types in it-clefts
Distribution o suborinator typs in -l s: wh-wors, that, ing-omplmnts,
zro an othr minor typs (tokn rqunis an prntags out o all -l s).
orpus





wh

that

zro

ing

othr*

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

14
6
5
7
6
16
13
9
4

23.3
5.5
9.4
14.6
19.4
32.0
18.1
30.0
16.7

27
23
25
27
14
18
37
9
9

45.0
21.1
47.2
56.3
45.2
36.0
51.4
30.0
37.5

16
59
12
12
7
5
20
11
8

26.7
54.1
22.6
25.0
22.6
10.0
27.8
36.7
33.3

1
10
9
2
1
1

1.7
9.2
17.0
4.0
1.4
4.2

2
11
2
2
4
9
1
1
2

3.3
10.1
3.8
4.2
12.9
18.0
1.4
3.3
8.3

* e categorﬄ 'other' comprises incomplete constrﬀctions and cles ﬂith the sﬀbordinators
snce, tll, for and and .

6.10.2 Types of basic pseudo-cleft
Distribution o basi psuo-l s introu by a wh-wor, all or a pro-noun
(tokn rqunis an prntags out o all basi psuo-l s).
orpus





wh-wor

all

pro-noun

N

%

N

%

N

%

77
26
57
78
73
103
109
127
29

62.1
36.6
60.0
61.9
75.3
77.4
66.9
90.1
53.7

16
22
19
19
7
10
21
2
10

12.9
31.0
20.0
15.1
7.2
7.5
12.9
1.4
18.5

31
23
19
29
17
20
33
12
15

25.0
32.4
20.0
23.0
17.5
15.0
20.2
8.5
27.8
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6.10.3 Types of reversed pseudo-cleft
Distribution o rvrs psuo-l s whos l laus bgins with a wh-wor,
all or a pro-noun (tokn rqunis an prntags out o all rvrs psuol s).
orpus
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wh-wor

all

pro-noun

N

%

N

%

N

%

179
198
233
224
183
214
220
183
99

73.4
73.3
77.7
75.4
82.1
69.7
74.3
88.4
85.3

12
18
16
9
6
7
6
2
6

4.9
6.7
5.3
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0
1.0
5.2

53
54
51
64
34
86
70
22
11

21.7
20.0
17.0
21.5
15.2
28.0
23.6
10.6
9.5
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Zusammenfassung in deutscher
Sprache
Die ﬁorliegende Stﬀdie ﬀntersﬀcht nicht-kanonische Satzstrﬀktﬀren in ﬁerschiedenen Varietäten des Englischen. Diese Strﬀktﬀren ﬂerden ﬁerﬂendet, ﬀm ﬁon der
eher ﬃen Wortstellﬀng in der englischen Sprache abzﬀﬂeichen. In kanonischen
Sätzen steht in der Regel das Sﬀbjekt am Satzanfang, gefolgt ﬁom Prädikat. Manchmal
ﬂollen Sprecher allerdings ﬁon dieser kanonischen Satzstrﬀktﬀr abﬂeichen, ﬀm dem
Gesprächspartner bestimmte Informationen aﬀf eine bestimmte Art ﬁermieln zﬀ
können. So ﬁerﬂenden sie nicht-kanonische Strﬀktﬀren zﬀm Beispiel, ﬀm neﬀe Informationen - Gegenstände, Personen oder Ereignisse - in das Gespräch einzﬀ ühren, ﬀm
früher bereits erﬂähnte Informationen später im Gespräch ﬂieder aﬀfzﬀgreifen oder
ﬀm bestimmte Informationen als besonders ﬂichtig ﬀnd releﬁant herﬁorzﬀheben. Derartige Strﬀktﬀren sind Gegenstand der ﬁorliegenden Stﬀdie. Sie ﬀntersﬀcht Linksﬁersetzﬀngen (le dslocaton), Rechtsﬁersetzﬀngen (rght dslocaton), Vorfeldbesetzﬀng (frontng), Eﬃistenzsätze mit there + be (exstental there-constructons) ﬀnd ﬁerschiedene Formen ﬁon Spaltsätzen (cle constructons). Beispiele dieser Strﬀktﬀren
sind im Folgenden aﬀfge ührt:
a. Tom, he loﬁes apples. - 'Tom, der liebt Äpfel.'
b. He loﬁes apples, Tom. - 'Er liebt Äpfel, Tom.'
c. Apples Tom loﬁes. - 'Äpfel liebt Tom.'
d.

ere are apples on the table. - 'Da sind Äpfel aﬀf dem Tisch.'

e. It's Tom ﬂho loﬁes apples. - 'Es ist Tom, der Äpfel liebt.'
Frühere Stﬀdien haben gezeigt, dass es qﬀantitatiﬁe ﬀnd qﬀalitatiﬁe Unterschiede
gibt im Gebraﬀch dieser Strﬀktﬀren ﬀnd dass Sprecher ﬁerschiedener englischer Dialekte/Varietäten ﬁerschiedene Strﬀktﬀren beﬁorzﬀgen. Diese Stﬀdien haben ﬂertﬁolle
Einblicke geliefert in die Form ﬀnd den Gebraﬀch der Strﬀktﬀren, aber ein Vergleich
der Ergebnisse ist schﬂierig, da die Stﬀdien zﬀm Teil aﬀf ﬀnterschiedlichen De nitionen der Strﬀktﬀren basieren ﬀnd sehr ﬁerschiedenes Datenmaterial ﬁerﬂenden. Hier
setzt die ﬁorliegende Stﬀdie an. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, einen ﬀmfassenden Überblick
über die oben genannten nicht-kanonischen Strﬀktﬀren zﬀ geben ﬀnd Antﬂorten
aﬀf die folgenden Fragen zﬀ nden: Unterscheiden sich Sprecher ﬁerschiedener englischer Varietäten in der Art, ﬂie sie die Informationen in einem Satz strﬀktﬀrieren? Das heißt, haben sie Präferenzen im Gebraﬀch ﬁon le dslocaton, rght dslocaton, frontng, exstental there-constructons ﬀnd cles? Wenn es Unterschiede gibt,
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sind diese eher ﬁon qﬀantitatiﬁer oder qﬀalitatiﬁer Art? Er üllen die Konstrﬀktionen
dieselben Fﬀnktionen in den ﬁerschiedenen englischen Varietäten? Was motiﬁiert
die Sprecher, nicht-kanonische Strﬀktﬀren zﬀ ﬁerﬂenden? Um Antﬂorten aﬀf diese
Fragen zﬀ nden, ﬂerden die Form ﬀnd der Gebraﬀch der oben genannten Strﬀktﬀren in ﬁerschiedenen Varietäten des Englischen ﬀntersﬀcht ﬀnd ﬁerglichen. Als
Datengrﬀndlage dienen neﬀn Komponenten des Internatonal Corpus of Englsh (ICE).
Genaﬀer gesagt, ﬂerden die oben genannten Strﬀktﬀren in informellen gesprochenen
Teﬃten aﬀs England, Irland, Neﬀseeland, Kanada, Singapﬀr, den Philippinen, Jamaika,
Indien ﬀnd Hongkong ﬀntersﬀcht, ﬂobei die Teﬃte ür jede Varietät ﬀnge ähr 200 000
Wörter ﬀmfassen. Einzelne Analﬄsen ﬂerden zﬀdem zﬀsätzlich im Corpus of Global
Web-based Englsh (GloWbE) ﬀnd/oder im Corpus of Contemporary Amercan Englsh
(COCA) dﬀrchge ührt, da die geringen Datenmengen der ICE Korpora häﬀ g keine
zﬀﬁerlässigen Schlﬀssfolgerﬀngen zﬀlassen. GloWbE ﬀmfasst ﬀnge ähr 1,9 Milliarden
Wörter, die ﬁon Webseiten aﬀs 20 ﬁerschiedenen Ländern stammen. Der Großteil der
Teﬃte besteht aﬀs informellen Blogs, zﬀdem ﬂﬀrden formalere Zeitﬀngsteﬃte oder
Webseiten ﬁon Firmen in das Korpﬀs aﬀfgenommen. COCA ﬀmfasst ﬀnge ähr 450
Millionen Wörter aﬀs ﬁerschiedenen Genres (z.B. akademische Teﬃte, gesprochene
Teﬃte, Zeitﬀngsteﬃte) (siehe Kapitel 1).
Die historische Entﬂicklﬀng ﬀnd aktﬀelle Sitﬀation der englischen Sprache in den
Ländern, deren Varietäten in der ﬁorliegenden Stﬀdie ﬀntersﬀcht ﬂerden, ﬂerden
in Kapitel 2 beschrieben. Ein derartiges Hintergrﬀndﬂissen kann hilfreich sein, ﬀm
sprachliches Verhalten besser einordnen ﬀnd ﬁerstehen zﬀ können.
Grﬀndlegende theoretische Begri e zﬀm ema Informationsstrﬀktﬀr ﬂerden in
Kapitel 3 diskﬀtiert. Aﬀßerdem ﬂerden die Formen ﬀnd die Fﬀnktionen ﬁon le dslocaton, rght dslocaton, frontng, exstental there-constructons ﬀnd cles beschrieben,
soﬂie frühere Stﬀdien zﬀsammengefasst, die diese Strﬀktﬀren ﬀntersﬀchen. Die Strﬀktﬀr normaler Sätze in einigen Mﬀersprachen (z.B. Irisch, Hindi, Mandarin) ﬀnd äqﬀiﬁalente Formen zﬀ den englischen nicht-kanonischen Strﬀktﬀren ﬂerden zﬀdem in
diesem Kapitel kﬀrz erläﬀtert, da Transferphänomene so besser erkannt ﬀnd erklärt
ﬂerden können.
Die Ergebnisse der ﬁorliegenden Stﬀdie zeigen, dass Sprecher ﬁerschiedener englischer Varietäten in der Tat ﬀnterschiedliche nicht-kanonische Strﬀktﬀren beﬁorzﬀgen
(Kapitel 4 ﬀnd 5). Besonders aﬀ ällig ist der hochfreqﬀente Gebraﬀch ﬁon le dslocaton ﬀnd frontng im indischen Englisch im Vergleich zﬀ den acht anderen englischen Varietäten. Da keine strﬀktﬀrellen oder fﬀnktionalen Besonderheiten festgestellt
ﬂerden können, kommt die Stﬀdie zﬀ dem Ergebnis, dass diese Strﬀktﬀren im indischen Englisch schﬂächer markierte grammatische Erscheinﬀngen sind, eﬁentﬀell
zﬀm Repertoire der kanonischen Satzstrﬀktﬀren gehören ﬀnd deshalb häﬀ ger ﬁerﬂendet ﬂerden als in anderen Varietäten. Es erscheint plaﬀsibel, dass Ein ﬀss ﬁon indischen Sprachen zﬀ dieser Entﬂicklﬀng beigetragen hat, da diese Sprachen in kanonischen Sätzen das Objekt ﬁor das Verb stellen ﬀnd im Bereich der Wortstellﬀng eﬃibler sind als das Englische.
Weitere interessante Ergebnisse können ür irisches Englisch festgestellt ﬂerden.
Sprecher dieser englischen Varietät ﬁerﬂenden le dslocaton, rght dslocaton ﬀnd
t-cles häﬀ ger als die Mﬀersprachler aﬀs England, Neﬀseeland ﬀnd Kanada, ﬀnd
sie zeigen mehr Variation in ihrer Form ﬀnd ihrem Gebraﬀch. Das besondere Ver-
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halten lässt sich in ﬁielen Fällen aﬀf Ein ﬀss des Irischen aﬀf das Englische zﬀrückühren ﬀnd aﬀf die Tatsache, dass Irland eine englische Kolonie ﬂar ﬀnd die englische Sprache deshalb als Zﬂeitsprache o ﬁon Erﬂachsenen ﬀnd innerhalb eines sehr
kﬀrzen Zeitraﬀmes erﬂorben ﬂﬀrde.
Einige der Sprecher, die Englisch als Zﬂeitsprache erﬂorben haben, haben eine
topik-prominente Mﬀersprache. Das bedeﬀtet, dass Sätze nicht aﬀf dem grﬀndlegenden Prinzip ﬁon Sﬀbjekt ﬀnd Prädikat aﬀaﬀen ﬂie im Englischen, sondern dass
das Konzept des Topiks eine bedeﬀtendere Rolle spielt. Chinesische Sprachen ﬀnd
ﬁiele der Sprachen, die aﬀf den Philippinen gesprochen ﬂerden, gehören zﬀr Familie der topik-prominenten Sprachen. Der Ein ﬀss dieser Sprachen aﬀf das Englische
lässt sich in ﬁerschiedenen Bereichen erkennen. Besonders interessant ist die Entﬂicklﬀng einer speziellen Form ﬁon le dslocaton, in der die Präposition for als
Topikmarker fﬀngiert (For me, I don't lke apples). Diese Strﬀktﬀr ﬂird ﬁor allem ﬁon
englischen Sprechern aﬀs Singapﬀr ﬀnd Hongkong ﬁerﬂendet, gefolgt ﬁon Sprechern
aﬀs den Philippinen. Vermﬀtlich ﬁersﬀchen die Sprecher, die englischen Sätze nach
den Prinzipien ihrer Mﬀersprache zﬀ strﬀktﬀrieren. Aﬀßerdem sind den Sprechern
die englischen Strﬀktﬀren mit as for ﬀnd for NP bekannt, die zﬀr Ein ührﬀng einer
Person oder eines Gegenstandes als Topik dienen oder die ﬁerﬂendet ﬂerden, ﬀm
eine Meinﬀng kﬀndzﬀtﬀn, o im Vergleich zﬀr Meinﬀng einer anderen Person. Diese
drei Faktoren - topik-prominente Mﬀersprache, Kenntnis der englischen Strﬀktﬀren
mit as for ﬀnd for NP - scheinen also zﬀr Grammatikalisierﬀng ﬁon for in einen Topikmarker beizﬀtragen.
Interessante Unterschiede können aﬀßerdem im Vergleich ﬁon Singapﬀr Englisch
ﬀnd Hong-kong Englisch festgestellt ﬂerden. Wie bereits erﬂähnt, haben die beiden englischen Varietäten gemeinsam, dass sie in Kontakt mit chinesischen Sprachen
kommen. Allerdings haben die Sprecher ﬀnterschiedlich gﬀte Kenntnisse in der englischen Sprache. Während man im Hong-kong Englisch einige Merkmale ndet, die
die Sprecher eindeﬀtig als Lerner der Sprache aﬀszeichnen, ndet man im Singapﬀr
Englisch Strﬀktﬀren, die zeigen, dass die englische Sprache hier schon eigene, lokale
Normen entﬂickelt hat ﬀnd sich somit ﬁom britischen Mﬀster abhebt. Ein Beispiel
ist das Verb got, das ﬁerﬂendet ﬂird, ﬀm Eﬃistenz aﬀszﬀdrücken (z.B. Insde cake got
frut  ere's frut n the cake). Die geringere Häﬀ gkeit an Eﬃistenzsätzen mit there
+ be in Singapﬀr Englisch lässt sich ﬁermﬀtlich aﬀf das Vorkommen dieser Strﬀktﬀr
zﬀrück ühren. Derartige Beispiele zeigen, dass die englische Sprache in Singapﬀr institﬀtionalisiert ist ﬀnd ﬁiele Sprecher ein hohes Maß an Fähigkeit aﬀfﬂeisen.
Aﬀs methodischer Sicht hat es sich als hilfreich erﬂiesen, in manchen Fällen die
Analﬄse der ICE Daten dﬀrch Daten ﬁon GloWbE ﬀnd/oder COCA zﬀ ergänzen. So
konnten einzelne Vermﬀtﬀngen, die nﬀr aﬀf geringen Datenmengen basierten, bestärkt
ﬂerden. Einige Strﬀktﬀren erﬂiesen sich allerdings als sehr selten in GloWbE. Das
zeigt, dass manche Strﬀktﬀren, die Gegenstand der ﬁorliegenden Stﬀdie sind, eindeﬀtig Phänomene ﬁon informeller gesprochener Sprache sind.
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This book contributes to the study of information structure in varieties of
English around the world. Situated at the interface of dialectology, syntax
and pragmatics, it examines structural devices such as left and right dislocation, fronting, existential there-constructions and cleft sentences, which
help speakers change the rather fixed word order of present-day English
and organize sentence information in ways which are better suited to the
discourse context.
Approaching information structure from a cross-varietal perspective, this
study compares speech data from nine varieties of English, culled from the
International Corpus of English and complemented by data from the
Corpus of Global Web-based English and the Corpus of Contemporary
American English. In its breadth and systematicity of coverage, this is the
most comprehensive study to date of the use of information-packaging
constructions across varieties of English. Through this comprehensive
approach diverging patterns of use and frequency distributions can be
identified. Factors impacting on the frequency of use involve substrate
influence in language contact situations, universal developmental processes in language acquisition and specific features of the socio-cultural
setting.
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